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PRE-FACE.

Ta, curiosity of that man must be very feeble and
sluggish, and his appetite for information very weak
or depraved, who, when he compares the tnap of the
world, as it was known to the anicients, with the map
of the world as it is at présent known, does not feel

himself powerfülly excited to inquire into thé causes
which bave progressivelybrought, almost évery speck
of its surface completely within our knowledge arid

access. To develop and explain these causes is one
of the objects of the- présent work ; but this object

cannot be attained, without pointing out in what
manner Geography was at first fixed on the basis of

science, and has subsequently, at various periods,
been extended and improved, in proportion as those
branches of physical knowledge which could lend it

any assistance, have advanced towards perfection,
We shall thus, we trust, be enabled to place before

our readers a clear, but rapid view of the surface of
the globe, gradually exhibiting a largèr ortion of

known reomions, and explored seas, till at fast we in.
troduce them to the full knowledge of' the nineteenth

century. In the course of this part of our work, deci.
A
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sive and instru -etive illustrations will ftequently occur
of the truth of these Most important facts, - that one
branch of science can scarcely advance, withotit ad-

vancing ýsome other branches, whicli in their turn,
repay the assistance they have received; andthatgene-

rally speaking, the progress of intellect and Morals is
powerfully impelled by every impulse given to phy-

sical science, and can go on steadily and with full
and permanent effect, only by the intercourse of'
civilised nations with those that are ignorant and
barbarous.

But our work enibraces another topic ; the pro-
gress of commercial enterprise from the earliest

period to the present time. That an extensive and
interesting field is thus opened to us will be evident,

when, we contrast the state of' the wants and habits
of the people of Britain, as they are depicted by
CSsar.1, with the wants and habits ' even of our lowest
gpéï poorest classes. In CSsarts time, a very &w of
the comforts of life,-scarcely one of its meanest

luxuries,-derived ftom the neighbouring shore of
Qaul, were occasionally enjoyed by British Princes

in our time, the daily meal of the pauper who obtains
his precarious, and scanty pittance by begçring, is

supplied by a navigation of some thousand miles,
from countries in opposite parts of the globe ; of

whose existence CSsar had not even the rem étest
idea. In the time of CSsar, there was perhaps no

countr y. the commerce of which was so confined':-
in our time, the commerce of Britain lays the whole
world under contribution, and surpasses in extent and

magnitude the commerce of any other nation.
The progress of'discovery and of commercial inter-

course are intimately and almost necessarily con-
nected ; where commerce does not in the first in-
stance prompt' man to discover new countries, it is
sure, if these countries are not totally woYthless, to

lead hiiri thOI-OLI(rllly to exploré them. The arrange-
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ment of' this work, in carrying one at, the same time,
a view of the progress of- discovery, and of'coinmer-

cial enterprise, is, thérefore, that very arrangement
whicli the nature of the subject suggests. The most

important and permanent effects of, the progress of'
discovery and commerce, on the wealth, the poweri
the political relations, the manners, and habits, and
the general interests and character of" nations, will
either appear on the very surfàce of our work, or,
where the fàcts themselves do not expose them to

view, they will be distinctly noticed.
A larger proportion of the volume is devoted to,

the progress of discovery and enterprise among the
ancients, than among the moderns; or,-to, expréss

ourselves more accUrately'-the period thatterminates
with the discovery of America, and especially that

which comprehends the commerce of the PhSni-
ceans, of' the Egyptians under the Ptolemies, of the
Greeks, and of the Romans, is illustrated with more

ample and minute ' details, than the period which has
elapsed since the new world was discovered. To most
readers, the nations of antiquity are known by their
wars alone; we wished to exhibit them in îheir
commercial character and relations. Beýides, the ma-'
terials fer the history of discovery within the modiern
period are neitlier so scattered; nor so difficult of

accesse as those whieh relate to the first period. AfIer
the discovery of America, the grand outline of the
terraqueous part of the globe may be said to -have
been traced ; subsequent discoveries 'only giving it
more boldness or accuracy, or filling up the interven-

ing parts. The same observation niay in some
degree be applied, to the corresponding periods of
the history ot' commerce. Influenced by these con-

si-derations, we have therefore exhibited the infàncy
and youth of discovery and commerce, while they
were stru(yglincr with their own içrnorance and inex-
perience, in the strongest and fullest liglit.
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At the conclusion of' the work is given a select
Catalogue of Voyages and Travels, which it is hoped
will be found generall useful, not onl in directing
reading and inquiry, M also in the foyrmation of a
library.

This Histoiical Sketch bas been drawn up with
refèrence to, and in order to complete Kerr's Col
lection of Voyages and Travels, and was undertaken

Py the present Editor in consequence of the death
of Mr. Kerr. But thougli drawn up with this
object, it is strictly and entirely an independent
and separate werk.

Kerrs Collection contains a great variety of very
eurious and intéresting early Voyages and Travels,
of rare occurrence, or only to be found in expensive
and voluminous Collections ; and is, moreover, es-
pecially distinguished by a correct and f'ull account
of all Captain Cook-s Voyages.

To the end of' this volume is appended a Tabular
View of the Contents of this Collection ; and it is

believed that this Tabular View, when examined and
conapared with the Catalogue, will enable those who
wish to add to this Collection such Voyages and

ýTraveIs as it does not embrace, especially those of
very recent date, all that are deserving of' purchase

and perusal.
W. STEVENSON.

March 1824.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH

OF THE

PROGRESS OF DISCO-VERY,

CHAPTER I.

NISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERYý Al,;D OF

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE5 FROM THE EARLIEST RECORDSý

TO THE TIME OF HERODOTVS. B. c. 450.

THE earliest traces of navigation and commerce are necessarily
involved in much obscurity, and are, besides, few and faint.
It is impossible to assign to them, any clear and definite chro-

nology; and they are, with a few exceptions, utterly uncir-
cumstantial. Nevertheless, in a work like this, they ought

not to be passed over without some notice; but the notice we
shall bestow upon them will not be that either of the chrono-

logist or antiquarian, but of a more popular, appropriate, and
useful description.

The intercourse of one nation with another first took place
in that part of the world to which a knowledge of the original
habitation of mankind, and oLthe advanta(rès for sea and ]and
commerce which that habitation enjoyed, would naturally lead
us to assirrn it. On the shores of the Mediterranean, or at no
great distance from. that sea, arnong the Israelites, the PhS-
nicians, ànd the Egyptians, we must look for the earliest traces
of navigation and commerce; and, in the only authentic his-
tory of the remotest period of theworld, as well as an-àdst

B



Progress ef Discove;,y L'IlAr. 1.

the scanty and fabulous materials supplied by profane writers,
these nations are uniformly represented as the most ancient
navilzators and traders.

Ile slightest. inspection of the map of this portion of the
globe will teach us that Palestine, Plicenicia, and Egypt were
admirably situated for commerce botli by sea and land. It is,
indeed, true that the Phcenicians, by the conquests of Joshua,

were expelled from the greatest part of their territory, and
Obliged to, confine themselves to a narrow slip of ground - be-
tween Mount Lebanon and the Mediterranean; but even this
confined territory presented opportunities and advantages for
commerce of no mean importance: they fiad a safe coast, _

at least one good harbour; and the vicinity of Lebanon, and
-them. to obtain, with little difficulty

other mountains, enabled i.
and expencç, a large supply of excellent materials for ship-
building. There are, moreover, circumstances which warrant
the supposition, that, liké Holland in modern times, they

were rather the carriers of other nations, than extensively
engaged in the commerce of their own productions or manu-
factures. On the north. and east lay Syria, an extensive
country, covered with a deep rich soil, prodticing an abundant
variety of valuable articles. With this country, and much be-

yond it, to the east,.the means and opportunities of communica-
tion and commerce were easy, by the employment of the came] ;
while, on the other hand, the caravails that carried on the
commerce of Asia and rica necessarily passed througli
Phcenicia, or the adjacent parts of Palestine.

Egypt, in some respects, was still more advantageously
situated for commerce than Plicenicia: the trade of the west
of Asia, and of the shores of the Mediterranean lay open to
it by means of that sea, and by the Nile and the Red Sea a
commercial intercourse with Arabia, Persia, and India seemed

almost to, be forced upon their notice and adoption. It is
certain, however, that in the earliest periods of their history,
the Egyptians were decidedly averse to the sea, -arid to mari-
time affairs, both warlike.and commercial. It-would be vain
and unprofitable to explain the fabulous cause assigned for
this aversion: we may, however, briefly andAncidentally re-
mark that as Osiris particularly instructed-kis subjects in cul-
tivating the ground; and as Typhon coincides exactly in
orthography and meanintr with a word still iised in the East,
to signify a tidden and violent storm, it is probable that by



Typhon murdering his brother Osiris, the Egyptians meant
the damage done to their cultivated lands by storms of wind
causing inundations.

As the situation of Palestine for commerce was équally
favourable with that of PhSnicia, it is unnecessary to dilate
upon it. That the Jews did not enauge more extensively in

trade either by sea or land must bie7-aâributed to, the peculiar
nature of their governme'nt, laws, and religion.

Having thus briefly pointed out the advantages enjoyed by
the PhSnicians, Egyptians, ànd Jews for commercial inter-
course, we shall now proceed to notice the few particulars
with which history supplies us regarding the navigation and

commerce of each, during the earliest periods.
I. There is good reason to believe that most of the mari-

time adventures and ' raiterprises which have rendered the
PhSnicians so famous in antiquity, ou lit to be fixed be-

tween the death of Jacob, and the establis ment of monarchy
among the Israelites; that is, between the years 1700 and

1095 before Christ; but even before this, there are authentic
notices of PhSnician commerce and navigation. In the days
of Abraham they were considered as a very powerful people:
and express mention is made of their maritime trade in the

last words of Jacob to his children. Mo;ses inÏ>ns us that
Tarshish (wherever it was situated) was visited by the Phceni-

cians. When this people were deprived of a great portion
of their territory by the Israelites under Joshua, they still re-
tained the city of Sidon; and from it their maritime expedi-

tions proceeded. The order of time in which they took place,
as well as their object and result, are very imperfectly known;

it seems certain, however, that they either reLn'larly traded
with, or fonned colonies or establishments for Le purpose of

trade at first in Cyprus and Rhodes, and subsequently in
Greece, Sicily, Sardinia, , Gaul, and the southern part of

Spain. About 1250 years before Christ, the PhSnician ships
ventured beyond the Straits, entered the Atlantic, and founded
Cadiz. It is probable, also, that nearly about the saine period
they formed establishments on the western coast of Africa.
We have the express authority of Homer, that at the- Trojan
war the PhSnicians furnisbed other nations with many

articles that could contribute to luxury and magnificence;
and Scripture informs us, that the ships of Hyram, kin of
Tyre, brought ý gold. to Solomon from Ophir. That they
traded to, Britain for tin at so early a period as that which we

fi >Umm

to the Time 42f Heradotus.CiTAP. 1.
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are now considering,- wili appear véry doubtfül, if the metal
mentioned by Moses, (Numbers, chap. xxxi. verse 22.) was

really tin, and if Homer is accurate in his statement that this
metal was used at the siege of Troy ; for, ceitainly, at neitlier

of these periods had the PhSrikians ventured séý far from
their own country.

Hitherto we have spoken of ýid'8_'n as the great mart of
PhSnician commerce; at what'-pereod Tyre was built and
superseded Sidon is not knowii.' -In the time of Homei-, Tyre

is not even mentioned: but very soon afterwards it is reprei.-
sented by Isaiah, Jeýremiah, Ezekiel, and the other prophets, as
a city of unrivalled trade and wealth. Ez-ekiel, who prophesied
about the year 595 B. C. bas given a most picturesque de-
scription of the -wealth of Tyre, all of which must have pro-
ceeded from her commerce, and consequent] points out and
proves its great extent and importance. Ue fir-trees of
Senir, the cedars of Lebanon, the oaks of Bashan, the ivory
of the Indies, the fine linen of Egypt, and the hyacinth and
purple of the isles of Elishah, are enumerated among the
articles used for their ships. Silver, tin, lead, and vessels of
brass ; slaves, horses, and mules; carpets, ivory, and ebony ;
pearls and silk; wheat,'balm, honey, oil and gums; wine,
and wool, and iron, are enurnerated as brought into the port of
Tyre by sea, or to its fairs by land, from Syria, Damascus,
-Greece, Arabia, and other places, the exact site Qf which is

not known.* Within the short period of fifteen or twenty
rears after this description was written, Tyre was besieged byebuchadnezzar; and after an obstinate and very protracted

resistance, it was takèn and destroyed. The inhabitants, how-
ever, were enabled to retire during the siege, with the greatest
part of their property, to, an island near the shore, where they
built New Tyre, which, soon surpassed the old city botli in.
commerce and shipping.

A short time previous to the era generally assigned to the
destruction of old Tyre, the PhSnicians are said to have per-
formed a voyage, which, if authentic, may justly be regarded

as the most important that the annals of this people record:
we allude to the circumnavigation of Africa. As this voyage

has given rise to much discussion, we may be excused for de-

. * Dr. Vincciiý# in the 2d vol. of his Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, has
a very elaboraté comnientary on this chapter of Ezekiel, in which he satis-
factor'II3, niakes out the nature of most of the articles mentioned in it, as

well as the locality of the piaceýý froni which they are said to. have corne.



viating froin the cursory and condensèd character ofthis part of
our work, in order to invegtigate its probable authenticity. AU
that we know re rdîn it is delivered to us by Herodotus ;
accordin to, this istorian, soon after Nechos, kin Egyptq

1%ed -the canal that united the Nile and t
had finis feofArâbian
Gulf, her sent some PhSnicians from the borders of the
Ited Sea, with orders to keep always along the coast of Africa-,
and to return by the pillars of Hercules into, the northern.

ocean. Accordîný1y the PhSnicians embarked on the
Erythrean Sea, an navigated in the southern ocean. When

autunin arrived, th-ey landed on the part of Libya which they
-had reached, and sowed corn; here they remained till

harvest, reaped the corn, and then re-embarked. In this
inanner they sailed for two years ; in the third they passed the
pillars of Hercules, and returned to, -Egypt. They related
that in sailing round Lib 14 the sun was on their ri ht hand.
This relation, continues eerodotus, seems incredibr to meq
but perhaps it will not appear so to others. Before proceed-
inq to an enquiry into the authenticity of this maritime enter-

prize, it may be proper to explain what is meant by the
sun appearing on the ri hIt hand of the PhSnician navigators.
The apparent motion oÏthe heavens being from. east to west,
the west was rerrarded by the ancients as the foremost part of
the world; the north, of course, was deemed the right, and
the soutli the left of the world.

The principal circumstance attending this narrative, wliich
is supposed to destroy or greatly weaken its credibility, is the
short period of time in which. this navigation was accom-
plished: it.is maintained, that even at. presen4 it would cen.

'tainly require eighteen months to coast Africa.from, the Red
Sea to the straits of Gibraltar; and 11, allowm*g nine months for

each interval. on shore, between the sowing and reaping, the
PhSnicians could not have been more than eighteen months

at sea."
To this objection it may be replied, in the first place, that

between the tropics (within which space nearly the whole of
the navigation was performed) nine months is much too long
a, time to allow for each interval on shore, bet-ween the sowing
and the reapin - and, secondly, that though the period occu-
pied by the ole voyage,'and some of the circumstances
attending it, may be inaccurately- stated, the voyage itself
ought not to be wholly discredited on these accourits.

Io the Time of I-Ierodotits.'rHAP. T.
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Ilie very circwnstance which the historian rejects as iucro-
dible, is one of the stron et arguments possible in favour of the
tradition; though this Tone is net decisive, tbr the Ph S*nicians
might have sailed far enougli to the soui th to, have observed the

sun to, the north, even if they had not accomplisbed the navigî!ý-
tion of Afriia. The strongest argument, however, in our opi-
nion, in support of the actual acýomplishment of this circum-
navigation, hits been unaccountably overlooked, in all the va-

rious discussi'on to, which the subject lias given rise. It is
evident that in inost voyages, false and exaggerated accounts
inay be given of the conntries visited or seen, and of the circum.-
stances attendant upon the voyage; whereasq with respect to this
voyage, one niost important'aiÎd decisive particular lay within
reach of the observation -of 1 hose who witnessed the departure
and arrival of the ships. If they sailed frorp the Red Sea, and
returned by the Mediterranean, they must hare circumnavi-
gated Africa. It is obvious that if su-ch a voya e was not
perfornied, the story must have ori .nated witli flerodotug,

with, those &om whoni lie received %s information, or with
those who were engaged in the expedition, supposing- it ac-

tually to, have-been eng d in. but not to have accomplisbed
the circuninavigation otlrica. Ule character of Herodotus

secures him from the imputation; and by none is lie charged
with, it: - Necho lived about six hundred and sixteen years

before Christ; consequently little more than two hun dred years
before Herodotus; moreover, the communication and com-
merce of the Greeks with, Egypt, was beRun in the time of

Psammeticus, the immediate predecessor of'Necho, and was
encouraged in a verï particular manner by Amasis (who died
in .525), who married a Greek, and was visited by Solon.
From these ' circumstances, it is improbable that Herodotus,

who was evidently not disposed to, believe the account of the
appearance of the sun, should not have had it in his power
to obtain good evidence, whether a ship that had sailed
froni ' the Red Sea, bad returned by the Mediterranean: if

such evidence were acquired, it is obvious, as lias been already
reniarked, that the third source of fabrication is utterly de-

stroyed. Dr. Vincent is strongly opposed to the* authenticity
of this 'i-03 chiefly on the grounds that such ships as the
ancient e,., Iwere by no means sufficientl strong, nor their
seamen sufficiently skilful and experiencie to have success-
fully encountered a navi9ftt*on, which the Portuguese did not
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accomplisli without great danger and difficulty, and that the
alleged circumnavigation produced no consequences.

It may be incidentally remarked that the incredulity of Hero-
(lotus with regard to the appearance of the sun to the north of the
zenith, is not easil ' y reconcileable with wliat we shaU afterwards
sliew was the extent of his knowledge of the interior of Egypt..

1-le certainly liad visited, or had received communications from
those whô liad visited Ethiopia as fhr south as eleven degrees

north latitude. Under this parallel the sun appears for
et considerable part of the_ ear to the north. How, tben,
it inay bc asked, could erodotus bc 'incredulous of this

plivenomenon having been observed by the PhSnician cir-
cuninavigators. This difficulty can bc solved.by supposing

either tbat if lie himself had visited this part of Africa, it was
at ïa season of the year when the sun was in that quai-ter of the

heavens in which lie was accustorned to sec it; or, if hé- re-
ceived his information from the inhabitants of titis district,

diat they, not re( rding the periodical appearance of the sun
to the north of tic zenith as extraordinary, did not think it

nece r to mention it. It certainly caiiiiot bc supposed that
ssaltus liad eitlier seen hiraself, or lieard from others, that

the sun in Ethiopia soinetimes appeared to the north of the
zenith, lie would liave stated in such decided terms, when

narrating the cire u mnavigation of the Plicenicians, that such
Il plivenomenon appeared to him a1together

Before we returri to the ininiediate subject of this part of
our work, we iiiay bc allowed to deviate froni strict chronolo-

gical order, for the purpose of mentioning two- striking and
important, facts, which. riaturally led to the belief of the
practicability of circunuiavi(ratinar Africa, long before that en-

terprise was actually accomplislied by the Portuguese.
We are infornied by Strabo, on the a'iitliority of Posidonius,

that. Etidoxus of Cyzieub, who lived about one hundred and
fifty years before Christ, was iiiduced to conceive the practi-
cability of circuninavigating Africa, from the following circum-
stance. As Eudoxus was returnincy fi-oin India to the Red
Sea, lie wits driven byadverse winds on the coast of Ethiopia
there lie saw the figure of a horse sculptured on a piece of'

wood, which. lie knew to, bc a part of the prow of a
ship. The natives intbrined hini that à liad belonged to a

vessel, which liad arrived aiiiong thein fi-oin the west. Eu-

doxtis broufflit it with hini to Egypt, and subjected it to the

Ùispection of several pilots: they pronounced it to bc ttie
r I
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prow of a small kind of vessel used by the inhabitants of
Gadez, to fish on the coast of Mauritania, as far. as the river

Lixius: some of the pilots recognised it as belonginu to a par-J,
ticular vessel, which, with severâl, others, had attempted to
ad-varice beyond the Lixius, but had never afterwards been
heard 0£ We are furthèr informed on the saine authority,

that Eudoxus, hence concei'ing it practicable to sail round
Affica, made the attempt, and actually sailed from Gadez

to, a part of Ethiopia, the inhabitants of whieh spoke the saine
language as those among whom he had formerly been. From

some cause not assigned, he proceeded no farther: sùbse-
quently, however, he made a second attem'pt, but how far he
advanced, anzi what was the result, we are not informed.

The second fact to which we allude is related in the Coin-
mentary of Abu- Sird, on the Travels of a Mahommeàaii in

India and China, in the ninth century of the Christian era.
The travels and commentary are already g-iven in the first
volume of this work; but the importance of the fact will, we
trust, plead our -excuse for repeating the passage which con-
tains i t.

In our times, discovery has been made of a thing quite
new: nobody imagined that the sea which extends from the

1 nidies to China, had any communication with the sea of Syria,
nor could any one take it into his head. Now behold what

has come to pass in our.days, according to what we have héard.
In the Sea of Rum, or the Mediterranean, they found the
wreck of an Arabian ship which had been shattered by tem-
pest; for all her men perisbin and she being dashed to pieces
by the waves, the remains orher were driven by wind and
weather into the Sea of Chozars, and froin thence to- the canal

of the Mediterranean SeA and at last were thrown on the Sea
of Syria. This eýyffices that the sea surronnds all the country
of China, and of Ma, - the uttermost parts of Turkestan, and
the country of the Chozars, and then it, enters at the strait,,

till it washes- the shore of Syria. The proof of this is deduced
from the built of the ship we are speaking of; for none but
the ships of Sarif are so put together, that the planks are not-
nailed, or bolted, butjoined to ether in an extraordinary man-
ner, as if they were sewn; Xereas the plankincr of all the
ships of the Mediterranean Sea, and of the coast of Syria, is
nailed and not joined together in the same way.

When we entered on this digression, we bad brought the
historical sketch of the discoveries and commQrce of the
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PhSnicians down to the period of the destruction of Old
Tyre, or about six hundred years before Christ. We shaU

now resume it, and add such particulars on these subjects as
i-elate to the period that intervenek] between that event and the
capture of New Tyre by Alexander the Great. These arc
few in number; for though New Tyre exceeded, according, to,
all accounts, the old city in splendour, riches, and commercial
prosperity, yet antient authors bave not left us any precise
accounts of their discoveries, such as can justly be fixed
within the period to which we have alluded. T' e seem to,

have advanced farther than they had previously 1
the west coast of Africa, and further alon the north Coast of
Spain: the discovery of the Cassiterides lo, and their trade
to these islands for tin, (which we have shewn could hardly
have taken place so early as is generally supposed,) must also,
have occurred, either immediately before, or soon after, the
building of New 'Tyre. It is nerally believed, that the
Cassiterides were the Scilly Islanr, off the coast of Cornwall.

Strabo and Ptolem indeed place them off the coast of Spain;
but Diodorus Sicurs and Pliny give them a situation, which,

considering the vague and erroneous ideas the -antients
possessed of the geography of this part of the world, cor.

responds pretýy nearly with the southern part of Britain."
According to, Strabo, the PhSnicians first brought tin from,

the Cassiterides, which they sold to the Greeks, but kept
(as was usual with them) the trade en,4rely to themselves, and

were utterly silent respectinýg the place from which they
brought it. The Greeks gaye-these islands the name of
Cassiiýrides, or the Tin Countrpy; a plain proof of what we

.before advanced, that tin was known, and generally used,
previo-us to the discovery of these islands by the PhSnicians.

Ilere is scarcelv any circumstance connected with the
maritime history of the 'PhSnicians, more remarkable, than
their jealousy of foreigomers interféring with their trade, to

which we have just alluded. It seems to have been a
regular plan, if not a fixed law with them,,if at -any time
their ships observed that a strange ship kept them. company,
or endeavoured to trace their track, to, outsail her if practicable
or, where this could not be done, to depart during the ni ght

from. their proper course. Ile Carthaginians, a colony of
the Phcenicians, adopted this, among other maritime regula-
tions of the parent state, and even carried it to a greater
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extent. In proof of this, a striking fact May be lhentioned:
the master. of a Carthaginian ship observiniz a Roman vessel

following his cours% purposel ran his vessel ;;ýround, and thus
wrecked- his own ship, asp wIL as the one that followed -him.

This act was deemed by the Carthaginian government so
atriotic, that he was amply rewarded for it, as well as recom-

pensed for the loss of his vessel.
The circumstances attending the destruction of New Tyre

by Alexander the Great 'are weft known. The Tyrians
united with the Persians against Alexander, fir the purpose of
preventing the invasion of Persia; this havin incensed the

conqueror, still further enraized by their refuZ to admit him,
within their walls, he resolived upon the destruction of this

commercial city. For seven months, the natural strength of
the e. and the resources and bravery of the inhabitants,

enabled them to hold out; but at length it was taken, burnt
to the ground, and al] the inhabitants, except such as had
escaped by sea, were either putto death or sold as slaves.

Little is known respecting the structure and equipment of
the sbips which the PhSnicians employed in their commercial
navigation. . Acèording to the apocryphal. authority of' San-
coniatho, Ousous, one of the most ancient of the Phcenician

heroes, took a tree whiih was half burn4 cut off its branches,
and wu the first who ventured to expose bÏmself on the
waters. This tradition, - however, probably owes its rise to
the prevalent belief among the antients, that to the PhSnicians
was to be ascribed the invention of every thffi that related to
the rude navigation and commerce of the ear!iest ages of the

world: under this idea, the art of casting accounts, keeping
registers, and every thing, in short, that-belongs to a factory,.

is attributed to their invention. With respect to their
vessels, -Il Originally they had only rafts, or simple boats

they used oars to conduct these weak and light vessels. As
navigation extended itself, and became more frequent, they
perfected the construction of ships, and made them of a much

larger capacity. Ine were not long in discoverin the use
that 1night be drawn Zorn the wind, to hasten ang facilitate
the course of a ship, and they found out the art of aiding it
by, means of masts and sails!' Such is the account given by

One of the most celebrated gods of the PhSnicians was Melcartus;
he is represented as a great navigator, and as the first that brou ht tin froni
the Cassiterides. His image was usually affixed to the stern of tteir vesse15.
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G uet but it is evident that this is entirely conjectural history:
an7we may remark, by the bye, that a work otherwise hi hlè% y

distinJ9ýi9hed b clear and philosophical views, and enri ed
bly considerable îearning and research, in many places descends-
to fanciful conjeeture.

Ail that we certainly know respecting the ships of'the
PhSnicians, is, that they bad two kinds; one for the purposes
of commerce, and the other for naval expeditièms; and in
this respect they were imitated by all the other nations of
antiquit 4 Ileir merchanwhips wete called Gauloi. Accord-
ing to ïIestus'a definition of this terra, the gauloi were nearl
round; but it is evident that this term, must be taken wit
considerable restriction; w vessel round, or nearly so, could
not * possibly be navigated. It is most probable that this

-.description refers entirely to the shape of the bottom or hold
of the vessel; and that, merchant ships were built. in this
manner, in order that thev mi-lzbt carry more goods; whereas

the ships fer warfare were sl7arp in the bottom. Of other
particulars respecting the construction and equipment of the
ships of the PhSnicians, we are ign ant: they probably re-
sembled in most diings thosè o? Greece and Rome; and
these, of which antient historians speak more fully, will be
described after'ards.

11e PhSnicîàns naturally paid attention to.astronomy,, so,
far at least as nüght be serviceable to, them in their naviga-
tion; and while other nations were applying it merely to
the purposes of agriculture and chronology, by nteans of it

they were guided thro h the 111 trackless ocean," in their
maritime enterprises. Great Bear seems to have been
known, and used as a guide by navigators, even before the

PhSnicians were celebrated as a seae-faring people; but this
constellation affords a very imperfect and uncertain rule for
the direction of a ship's course: the extreme stars that
compose it are more than forty degmes distant from the pole,
and even its centre star is not sufficiently near it. Ile
PhSnicians, experiencing the imperfection of this guide, seein

lirst to have discovered, or at least to have applied to, mari-
time purposes, the constellation of the Lesser Bear. But it is
probable, that at the period when they first applied this
constellation, which is supposed to be about 1250 years before
Christ, they *.did not fix on the star at the extremity of the
tail of Ursa Minor, which is what we call the Pole Star; for
by a Memoir of the Academy of Sciences (1733. p. 440.) it is
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shewn, that it would at ibat period be too distant to, serve
the puMSe of guiding their track. 0

Il. The gleaninqs in antient history respecting the mari-
tirne and commercial enterprises, and the discoveries and
settlements of the Egyptians, during the very early ages, to
which we are at presenË confining ourselves, are few and un-

important compared with those of the PhSnicians,,and con-
sequW.ad »Il not detain us Ion

We Lve already noticed Xe advantageous situation of
Egypt for navioation and commerce: in some respects it was

pieferable to, t at of PhSnicia; for besidis the immediate
vicinity of the Mediterranean, a sea, the shores of which were

so near to, each other that they almost pÉêvented the possi-
bility-of the ancients, rude and ignorant as they were of all
that related to navi ti n and the manaement of ships, de-
viating long or far iom. their route; besides the advantages of
a climate equally free &om, the clouded skies, long ni lits and
tempestuous weather of more northern regions, and V011M the
irresistible hurricanes of those within the tropics-besides these

favourable circuinstances, which, the Egyptians -enjoved. in
common with the PhSnicians, they had, running far inio their

territory, a river easily navigable, and at no great distance from
this -river, and bounâiti-g their country, a sea almost equally

favoumble for. navigation and commerce as thé Mediterranean.
Their advantages for land 'ournies were alsoDumerous and

great; though the vicinity oý the deserts seemed at first sight
to have raised an effectual bar to those countries which they
divided from. Egypt, yet Providence had wisely and benevo-
lently removed the difficulty arising &om this source, and bad
even rendered intercommunication, where deserts intervened,
more expeditious, and not more difficult, than in those regions
where they did not occur, by the creation of the camel, a
most benevolent compensation to the Egyptians for their

vicinity to the extensive deseits of Africa. 1
Notwithstanding the advantageous situation of the Egyp-

tians for navi fi ri, they were extremely averse, as we have
already remarred, %during the earliest periods of their history,
to engage in sea affiairs, either for the purposeý'of war or
commerce; nor did they indeed, at any time, enter with spirit,
,or on a large scale, into maritime enterprises.

'* In the time of Solornon., about two hundred years after the period
when it is supposed the PhSnicians began to direct their coum by the

lesser'Bear,-It was 17,1 degrees from the.North Pole:-in the tjpeýof
Ptolemy, about one, huided, and fifty yearbi after Christ, itb distance had

decrea.sed to 12 degrces.



The superstitious and fabulous reasons. assigned for this
antipathy of the igyptians to the sea has been noticed before;

perhaps some other causes contributed to it, as well as t)ie one
alluded to. Egypt is nearly destitute of timber proper for

ship-building: its sea-coasts are unhealth ' y, and do not appear
to have been inhabited near so e'arly as the higher country:
its harbours are few, of intricate navigation, and fre uentl

changing their depth and direction; and lastly, tile ay-
vantaes which the Nile presents for intercourse and traffic

precluded the necessity of applying to, sea navigation and
commerce. 1

Some authors are of opinion that the ancient Egyptians did
not enLmue in naiiriqation and -,commerce till thé era of they
Ptolemiesý; but this is undoub"y a mistake, since traces of

their commercial intercommunication with other bations may
be found at a very early period 'ýof history. It is probable,
however, that for a long time they themselves did not -engage
in commerce, but were merely visited by traders from fbiýeign
countries; for at this era it was a maxim with them, never to
leave their own country. The low opinion they entertained
of commerce may be gathered from Herodotus, who mentions,
that the men disdained to, meddle with it, but left it entirely
to the women.

The earliest account we possess of traffic with Egyp4 is to
be found in the Old Testament, where we are informed,

that the Midianites and Ismaelites traded t1iither as early as
the time of Jacob.

Sesostris, who is generally supposed to have lived about
1650 years before Christ, is by most writers described as the
king who first overcame the dislike of the Egyptians to the
sea. That this monarcli enraged in many enterprises both
by sea and land, not only for conquest, but also for purposes
of trade and colonization, there can be no doubt; though it is
impossible either to trace his various routes, or to estimate
the extent of his conquests or discoveries. The concurrent
testimony of Diodorusand Herodotus assign to him a large

fleet in the -Red Sea; and according to other historians, he
had also a fleet in the Mediterranean. In order the more

effectually to, banish the prejudices of the Egyptians, against
the sea, he is said to, have instituted a marine class among his

subjects. By these measures he seems to have acquired the
sovereignty and the commerce of the greater part of the shores
of the Red Sea; along whicli his sl-ips èontinued their route,

m
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till, accordin to Herodotus, they were prevented from ad-
vancinï by slioals and places difficult to navi te; a descrip-

tion. ich aptly applies to the navigation of tris sea.
His expeditions and conquests in other parts _of the qlobe

do not fail within our.object: one however must be noticed;
we allude to the seulement of the Egyptians at Colchos.

1-lerodotus is doubtful whether this was a colony planted by
Sesostris, or whether part of his army rema'ined behind on
the banks of the Phasis, when lie invaded this part of A ' sin.

We allude to, this colony, because with it were found, at the
time of the Argonautic expedition, proofs of the attention

which. Sesostris bad paid to geography, and of -the benefits
whieh that science derived from him. Il T radition,'- Gibbon
observes, Ighas affirmed, with some colouro'f reason, thatEcr3,pt
planted on the Phasis a4learned and polite colony, Zch
maiiufactured linen, built navies, and invented geographical
maps." AU the information we possess respecting these maps

is derived from Apollonius Rhodius, and his scholiast: the'
substance of it is as follows: îaccordincr to this poet,-Phineas,
kia(r of Colchos, predicted to theArgonauts the events which

would accompany their return. Argus, one of the Argonauts,
explained that prediction. to his companions, and told them,'

that the route which they must keep was described on tables,
or rather on columns, which an Egyptian conqueror liad be-
fore left in the city of Oca, the capital of Colchis; on thesé
columns, the whole extent of the -roads, and the limits of the

land and sea were marked out." An ingenious, and by no
means an improbable inference, lias been drawn from this cir-
,cumstance : that if Sesostris left such columns in a part so re-

mote froffi Egypt, it is to be supposed that they were more
numerous in Ég pt itsel£ In short, thouah. oi i a point like

this it is impossible to, gain clear and undoubted testimony,
we are, upon the whole, strougly disposed to coincide in

opinion with Gibbon, that tradition lias some colour of reasoit
for affirming that the Eggyptian colony at Phasis possessed
geographical maps.

After the death of Sesostris, the Egyptians seem to have
relapsed into their former dislike to, the sea: they indeed sent
colonies into Greece, and ot4iý . pgrts ; but these colonists

kept up no relation with the mi ôthër country. Their com-
merce was carried on, as it had been before the time of Sesos-
tris, by for'eigners. The Old irestament informs us, that in
the tinie of Soloinon many horses were broiigbt from E,1?ýypt:



and, from the same authoritv, ' as well as from 1-lerodotus and
Homer, we learn that the Phcenicians carried on a regular

and lucrative traffic with this country; and, indeed, for a long
time, about this period, they were the only nation to, whom the
ports of Egypt were open. Of the navigation and commerce
of the Red Sea they were equally negligent; so that while
none of their ships were seen on it, it was covered with the

fleets of the Syrians, Plicenicians, and other nations.
Bocchoris, who lived about seven hundred years before

Chris4 is represented by historians as liaving imitated the
maxims of Sesostris, with respect to maritime affairs and com-

merce. Some of his laws on these subjects- are still extant; and
they display his knowledcre of, and attention to, the improve-

ment of his kingdoni. By some of his immediate successors
the ancient maxims of the Egyptians, which led them to avoid

intercourse with, strangers, were gradually done away; but it
is to, Psammeticus, historians ascribe the most decisive measures
for rooting out this antipathy. In his reign the ports of Egypt

were first openêd to, foreian ships generally. He seems par-
ticularjy to have encouracred commercial intercourse with the

Greeks; though aftem-arâs . either froni' soine particular cause
of jealousy or dislike to this nation, or from the still operating
antipathy of the Egyptians to, foreigners, the- Greeks were not
permitted to enter any port except Naucratis, which they had

been suffered to build for the residence of their merchants and
convenience of their trade. This city lay on the Canopic

branch of the Nile; and i ' f a vessel entered any other mouth of
this river, the master was obliged to return to the Canopie

brancli; or, if the wind did not permit this, to unlade his
vessel, and send his merchandize to Naucratis by the country
boats.

From the time of Psammeticus, when the Greeks were al-
lowed to seule in Egypt, frequent intercourse and correspon-

dence was kept up between them and their countrymen in
Greece; and from this circumstance the Eggyptian history may

benceforth be more lirmly depended upon. It lias already«'
been remark-ed, that as the allerred circumnavigation of Africa

by the PhSnicians took place durinor the reigii of Necho,
the successor of Psammeticus, the grounds for its authenticity
are much stroncer than if it h -ad occurred previously to the
intercourse of le Greeks witli Egypt.

Tlie employnient of PhSnician mariners by Necho, to cir-
cui-nnavigate Africa, be.spea-.q a monarch bent -on maritline

Io the Time ?f Ilerodolus.Cif A P. 1. 15
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and commercial enterprise ; and there are other transaction.-;
of his reipi whicli confirni this character, It is said that
Sesostris ' attenipted to unite by a canal the Mediterranean. and
the Red Sea, but that lie did not. succeed in his attenipt :
Necho also made the attempt with as little success. He next
turned his thoughts to the naýigatioii and commerce of' the
Mediterranean and Red Sea, in each of whieli lie had large

fleets.
The superstitious antij)ath,ý of the Egyptians having been

thus broken through, and t e recurrence of this aiitipathy
secured against, by the advautages theyderived from navIgra-
tion and commerce, the Egyptian monarclis seem, as long as

Egypt coritinued free, to have directed - their attention and
resources, with considerable zeal and success, to maritime
affairs. Tlieir strength by sea, as well as their experience,
niay be estiniated by an event during the reign of Apries, the
grandson of Necho: this monarcli was engaged. in war'with
the Sidonians, Tyrians and Cypriots; lie took the city of'
Sidon by storm, and deféated both the PhSnicians and Cy-
priots in a sea fight. In fac4 during his reign die Egyptians

had the command of the Mediterranean Sea. It is probable,
that if they had continued long after this time an independent
state, they would have. beeii still more celebrated and success-
ftil in their maritime and conimereial affairs ; -but in the year
52,5 before Christ, about seventy years after the reign of
Apries, Egypt was conquered by the Persians.
Notwithstanding, therefore, this temporary dereliction of their
antipathy to the sei4 and intercourse with -foreigners,
Egyptians cwi scarcely be regarded as a nation distinguished.

for tlieir maritime and commercial enterprises; and they
certain] by no means, either by sea or land, took advantages
of those làvourable circumsuinces by which their country

seemed to be marked out for the atti-ànment of an extensive
and lucrative commerce. It is well remarked by Dr. Vincent,
that 11while Egypt was under the power of its native sovereigns
Tyre, Sidon, Arabia, Cyprus, Greece, Sicily, and Carthage,were all ' enriched by the trade carried on in its ports, and the

articles of commerce whicli could be obtained there, and there
onlv; the Egyptians themselves were hardly known in the
Mèditerranean as the exporters; of their own commodities;
they were the Chinese of the ancient world, and the ships of'

.all nations, except their own, laded in tlieir liarbours." As
soon,, however, as it passed firoin the poNver of its native so__
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vereigils, and became subject successively to tlie Persians,
Macedonians, and Romans, it furnished large fleets, and, as

we shall afterwards notice, under the Greeks, Alèxandria.
became one of the principal commercial cities in the world.

The Greek inhabitants of Eiz t were the carriers of theyp
Mediterranean, as well as the agents, factors, and importers

of oriential produce. The cities which had risen under the
former system sank into in nificance; and âo wise was the

iiew policy, and so deeylkhn2a it taken roo4 that the Romans,
upon the subjection o gypt, found it more expedient to,

leave Alexandria in possession of its privileges, than to alter
the course of trade, or to occupy it themselves.

We possess scarcely any notices respecting the construc-
tion -and equipment of the Egyptian ships. According to
Herodotùs, they were made of thorns twisted together, and

their sails of rush mats : they were built in a particular
manner, quite di&rent &om. those oi other nations, and rizeed

also, -in a singular manner; s6-th* lhey seem to have been the
mockery of the other mlaritime states in the Mediterranean.

But this descriptioù can hardly apply to the Eg
n yptian ships,

after they had become powerful at sea, thou i the expressions
of 1-lerodotus seem to have refèrence to 'ne Egyptian ships
of his affe. Iliere can be no doubt* that the vessels that
navigaýelt the Nile, were very rude and singular in their

constructioný and most probably the description given by
the historian. ought to be regarded as exclusively confined to,

thein. They were built of the Egyptian thorn, which seems
to have' been very extensively cultivated, especially in the
vieillit of Acanthus: planks of sn-iall dimensions were cut
frein tilis tree, which were fastened together, or rather laid
over one another, like tiles, with a great number of woo leil.
pins: they used no ribs in the construction of their vessels:
on the iiiside, papyrus was employed for the purpose of

stopping up the crevices, or securing the joints. There was
but one rudder; whereas the ships of the Greeks and Romans

had generally two; this passed quite through the keel. Fhe
mast was made of Egyptian thorn, and the sail of papyrus.

Indeed, these two plants appear to have been the entire
materials used in the construction and rigçying of their ships..
Iliey.were towed up the Nile, as they were not fit to, stem its
stream, except when a strong favourable wind blew. Their
mode of navigating these vessels down the -river was singular;
they fastened a hurdle of tamarisk with a rope to the prow
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of the vessel; which ' hurdle they strengthened with bands
of reeds, and let it down into the water ; they also hung
a stone, pierced through the middle, and of a considerable
weight, by another rope, to the poop. By this means, the
stream bearing on the hurdle, carried down the boat with

r e 't expedition; the stone at the same time balancing and
eeping it steady. Of these vessels they had great numbers

on the river; some ver ' y large.
III. The Jews were still more averse than the Egyptians

to intercourse with foreigners, and M*aritime and commercial
enterprises; indeed, their countz was comparatively ill-
situated for maritime commerce. osephus is not, however,
quite correct, in stating that Judea was not situated on the
sea, and that the people of that country did not carry on any
trade, but that their whole fhoughts were turned to agriculture.
The words of Jacob, on his death-bed, are expressly against
this opinion: in blessing his twelve sons, he says of Zebulon,
"Il he shall dwell at the haven of the sea, and he shall be
for an haven of ships ;"2 and we know that the tribe of

Zebulon was extended to the sea shore, and to the gMes of
Sidon.

It is not likely, that being in the immediate vicinity of this
commercial city, the Jews would not be stimulated to follow
its example, and endeavour to draw wealth from. the same
sources. Indeed, the Old Testament expressly speaks of
Joppa as the port of Judea and Jerusalem, into which foreign
articles, and especially many of the materials used by-Solo-
mon in the building of the temple, were imported.

On the conquest of the Amalekites and Edomites by Kin
David, the Jews gained possession of some ports in the Re5
Sea; and during his reign, and that of Solomon, the Jews
certainly employed the ships of their ally, Hiram king of

Tyre, extensively in foreign commerce. Indeed, the com-
merce of the PhSnicians from the Red Sea, appears to have
been carried on principally, if not entirely, from the harbours
in that sea belonging to the Jews, though there is no ground
for believing, that the Jews themselves had any fleet on it, or
were at all t> engaged in its commerce. These short notices
are all that history supplies us with, on the subject of the
navigation and commerce of the Jews. From, the Old Tes-
tament we mayq however, collect materials,* by which we ýmay
estimate the progress they had made in geography. About
500 years befère Christ, they do not appear to have extended
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their knowledge of the globe beyond Mount Caucasus to the
north, the entrance of the Red Sea to the south, and the

Mediterranean Archipelago to the west, besides Egypt, Asia
Minor, Armenia, Syria, Arabia, and perhaps a small part

of Abyssinia.
Having thus eiven a sketch of the pro ess of discovery,

and of commercial enterprize by seit and fand, among those
nations who were the most early in directing their attention
to these points, we shall next proceed to an account of the navi-
gation and commercial enterprizes of the Greeks and Romans;
and as in this part of our work we shall follow a more

strictly chronological arrangement, the navietion and com-
mercial enterprizes of the Carthaginians wilf. bý incidentally

noticed in the order of time to, which they belong. Before,
liowever, we proceed to, this sub* ect, it may be proper to
enter more particularly and fully tu we have hitherto, dofie,
into a description of the construction and equipment of the

ancient sh* ince, so far as relates to the ships of the
Greeks anfRomans, we possess much more ample materials

for such a description, thftn history supplies us with re-
specting the ships of the otlier nations of anti uity.

The traditionary story of the PhSnicians, tat one of their
heroes was the first mari who had the courage to expose him-

.qelf upon the waters, in a half burnt tree, stript "of its
branches, lias already been noticed. It is probable, however,
that the first vessels had not even so- much resemblance to
our present boats: indeed, coniecture, as well as history,
warrant us in believing tÉat rýftà were the most ancient
mode of conveyance on the water; and even in the time of

Pliny ýhey were extensively employed, especially in the
na2ation of rivers. Boats formed of slender rods - or
liur es, and covered with skins, seern, also to have preceded

the canoe, or vessel made of a single piece of'timber. It is
probable that a considerable time would elapse before the

means cýf constructing bons of planks were discovered, since
the beriding of the planks for that purpose is not a very
obvious art. The Greeks ascribe this invention to a native
of Lydia; but at what period lie lived, is not known. Amcmg

some nations, leather was almost the only material used in
the construction of ships; and even in the time of CSsar, the
Veneti, a people of Brittany, dîstinguished as a maritime and
commercial tribe, made their sails of hides, and their tackle
of thongs. In early ages, also, the Greek-s used the common

C.2
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»Carthaginians, the sp ' tum'
rushes of their country, and the ar
or broom of Spain.

But it is to, the ships of Greece and Rome, when they were
constructed with more skill, and better adapted to navigation,

that we are» pay attention; and of those, only to such as were
used for commercial purposes. The latter wiere rounder and
more capacious than ships used for war; they were princi-:
pally impelled by sails; whereas the ships of war, thouirh not
wholly without sails, were chiefl rowed. Another difiérénce*
between them was, that ships 01 war commonly had an hel-
met engraven on the top of their masts, and ships for trade had
a basket suspended on the top of their mast as a sign. There

seems to, have been great variety in the construction of the
latter, according to, the particular trade in which they were to

be engaged; and each ship of burden had its boat attached to
it. The naine of the ship, or rather of its tutelary deity, was
inscribed on the stern: various forms of gods, animals, plants,
&c. were also painted on other parts. The inhabitant' of

PhSacia, or Corsica, are r'epresented as the first who used
pitch to fill up the seanis, and preserve the timber; sometimes
wax was used for this purpose, or rather it was mixed with
the paint, to, prevent its being defaced by the sun, winds, or

water. The principal instruments used in.navigation were
the rudder,- anchor, sounding line, cables, oar", sails, and
masts.

It is evident from ancient authors, that the ships of the
Phcenicians, Greeks, Romans, and other people of antiquity,

had frequently more than one rudder; but it is not easy to
perceive in what way more than one could be applied to the
same end for which the rudder of modern ships is used.

Small vessels had only one. Homer in his Odyssey mentions
only one, which wa-s fiastene(l, and perhaps strengthened, so
as to withstand the win(ls and waves on each side, with hur-
dles, made of sallow or osier; at the saine peried the ships of
the PhSnicians had two rudders. When there were two,.
one was fixed at euch end ; this, liowever, seems to have been
the case onl where, as was not uncommon, the ships had two

prows, so Lt either end could go foremost. With respect.
to vessels of four rudders, as two are described as being fixed

to, the sides, it is probable that these resenibled in their con-
struction and»object the pleces of wood amiclied to the sides
of small Dtitch vessels and barrres on the Thanies, and gene-
rally ali vessels flizit are flat-bottonied, fi)r the ptirl)ose ot pre-



venting them from making much lee way, when they. are
woi-kiiW against the wind.

The first anchors were not made of iron, -but of stone, or
even of wood; these were loaded. with lead. According to
Diodorus, thé PhSnicians, in their first voyaces to S ain,

li..tvin«T obtained more silver than their ships coufà safel Eold,
employed some of it, instead of lead, for their anchors. . Yery.

anciently the anchor had only one fluke. Anacha-rsis is said
to have invented an anchor with two. Sometimes bekets
full of stones, and sacks filled with sand, were emplo -ed as

anchors. 'Every ship had two anchors, one of whic w-as
never used, except in cases of great danger :- à was larger than
the other, and was called the sacred anchor. At the perièd
of the Argonautic expédition, it does not appear that anchors;
of any kind but stone were known; though the scholiast upôn

Apollonius Rhodius, quite at variance with the testimon ofy
this adthor, mentions anchors of iron with two flukes. It has

been supposed that anchors were not used by the Grecian
fleet at the siege of Troy, because Il the Greek ýýord which
is used to mean an anchor, properly so called, is not used in

,any of the poems of Homer." It is certain that iron anchors
were not then known; but it is equally certain that large

stones were used as anchors.
Homer is entirel silent respecting any implement that w-ould.y in

serve the purpose of a sounding line; but it is expressly men-
tion by Herodotus as common in his time: it was commonly
made of lead or brass., and attached, not to a cord, but an iroll
chain; It

In very ancient times the cables were made of leather thongs,
afterwards of rushes, the osier, the Egyptian-byblus, ànd other

inaterials. The Veneti used iron cables; hence we see that
what is crenerally deemed an invention entirely modern,* was
known to a savage nation in Gaul, in the time of CSsar.

This nation was so celebrated for the building and equipment
of their vessels, which were, from all accounts, better able to
withstand the fury of the ocean than the ships even of the
Greeks and Romans, that CSsar gave orders for the building

of vessels on the Loire, similar to, those of the Veneti, large,
flat-bottomed, and high at the head and stern. Yet these

vessels, bÙilt on such an excellent model, and .supplied with
chain-cables, had no sails but what were made of leather; and

these sails were never fuirled, but only botind to, the mast.
-Besicles cables, the ancients had other ropes to fasten ships. in
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the harbours - the usual mode was to erect stones for this pur-
pose, which were bored through.

In the time of Homer, the ships of the ancients had only
one bank of oars; afterwards two, three, four, five, and even
nine and ten banks of oars are said not to have been uncom.;
mon: but it is not eas to understand in what manner so,

many oars could havèleen used: we shall not enter on this
question, which is still unresolved. The Romans had seldom

any veesels with more than five banks of oars. Such vessels
as were intended for lightness, had only one bank of oars -
this was particularly the case with the vessels of the Libur-

nians, a piratical. tribe on the Adriatic.
The sails, in very ancient times, were made of leather;

afterwards of rushes. In, the days of A cola, the Roman
sails were made of flax: towards the endt the first century,

hemp was in common use among thein for sails, ropes, and
netwfer hunting. At first there was only ône sail in a ship,
but afterwards *there appear to have been several: they were
usuaRy white, as this colour was deemed fortunate; sometimes,
however, they were coloured.

At the time of the Trojan war, the Greek ships had only
one mast, which was lowered upon the deck when the ship
was in harbour: near the top of the mast a ribband was fast-

ened to point out the direction of the wind. In later times
there seem to have been several masts, though this is denied
by some authors.

It remains now to speak of the materials of which the ships
were built, their size, and their crews.

Ile spécies of wood principally employed in the construc-
of the Grecian ships were alder, pop-lar, and fir: cedar, pine,
and cypress, were also used. ' The Veneti, already mentioned
as celebrated for their ships, built them of oak ; bùt theirs are
the only vessels of antiquity that seem to have been con-
structed of tbis kind of wood. The timber was so little sea-
soned, that a considerable number of ships are recorded as

havi been completely built and equipped in thirty days,
after le timber was cut down in the forest. In the time of
the Trojan war, no iron was used in the building of ships;
the planks were fastened to the ribs with cords.

In the most ancient accounts of the Grecian ships, the only
moâe by which we can form. a conjecture of their size, is from

the number of men they were capable of holding. At the
siege of Troy, Homer describes the ships of the Beotians es

Progress loj' Disrovc;:y CHAP. 1.
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die largest; and they carried, lie says, one hundred and twenty
men. As Thucydides informs us that at this period soldiers
served as rowers, the number 'mentioned by Homer must
comprehend all. the ship could conveniently accommodate. In
general the Roman trading vessels were very small. Cicero re-

presents those that could hold two thousand amphorS, or about
sixty tons, as very large; there were, however, occasionglly

enormous ships built: one of the most remarkable for size
was that of Ptolemy; it was four hundred and twenty feet long,

and if it were broa'd and deep in proportion, its burden must
have been upwards ofseven thousand tons, more than three times
the burden of one of our first rates; but it is probable that it

was both fiat bottomed and narrow. Of the general smallness of
the Greek and Roman ships, we need no other proof, than

that they. were accustomed to draw them on land when in
port, and during the winter; and that they were often con-
veyed for a considerable space over land. The were some-

times made in such, a manner that they col easil d
quickly be taken to pieces, and put together eain. aey -

dides asserts that the ships which carried the eeks to Troy
were not covei-ed; but in this he is contradicted by Homer.

The principal officer in ships intended for trade was the
pilot: he was exp'ected to know the right management of the
sails, rudder, &c. the wind, andcelestial bodies, the harbours,
rocks, quick-sands, and course to be steered. The Greeks were
farbehind the PhSnicians in many parts of nauticalknowledge -.
we have seen that the latter at an early pçriod changed the
Greater for the Lesser Bear,, for the direction of their course;
whereas the Greeks steered by e Greater Bear. In very
carl periods it was the practice to steer all day by the course

ol ;Zle sun, and at niorlit to anchor near the shore. Several
stars were observed Eý the pilot for the purpose of foretelling
the weather, the principal of which were Arcturus, the Do Star9
Orion, Castor and Pollux, &c. IntlietimeofHomertheereeks
knew only the four cardinal winds; they were a long time ig-
norant of the art of subdividing the intermediate parts of the
horizon, and- of determining a number of rhombs suflicient
to serve the purposes of a navigation of small extent. Even
so late as the date of the Periphes of the ErythrSan Sea, which
Dr. Vincent bas fixed about the tenth year of Nero's reign,
only eight points of the compass are mentioned; these are the
saine as are marked upon the temple of the winds at Athens.
The utmost length to which the ancients arrived in subdi-
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viding the compass, was b adding two intermediate winds
betweeti each of the cardinlil winds. We have noticed these

particulars relative to the winds and the constellations, in
order to illustrate the duty which the pilot had to perform,
and the'difliculty and responsibility of his office, at a period

when navigators possessed such a-small portion of experience
and knowledge.

Besides the chief pilot, there was a subordinate one, whose
duty it was to keep a look out at the prow, to, mana e and di-
rect the sails and rowers, and. to assist the principal Pilot by bis

advice: the directions of the subordinate pilot were conveyed
to the rowers by another officer, who seems to have answered
to the boatswain of our men of war. Ile rowers were en-

abled to pull all at once, or to keep time, by a person who
sung and played to them while they were employed. During
the night, or in difficult navigations, the charge of the sound-
ing lead, or of the long poles, which were used either for the

same purpose, or to push the ship off, when she got a-ground,
was committed to a particular officer. There were, besides,
men whose duty it was to serve out the victuals, to keep the

ship's accounts, &c. %
Mie usual day's sail of a ship of the ancients was five
hundred stadia, or flfty miles ;. and the course run -over,

when they sailed ni ht and day, double that space.
We have confine15 ourselves, in this account of the ships of

the ancients, principally to those particulars that are con-
nected with the construction, equipment, &c. of those em-

ployed for commercial purposes, and shall now proceed to a
historical sketch of the progress of discovery among the

Greeks, from the earliest records to the era of Herodotus, the
father of geographical knowledge.

Theflrst maritime expedition of the Greeks, of which. we
have a particular narration, and certainly one of the most
,celebrated. in antient times, is the Argonautie expedition.
As we purpôse to go into some length on the subject of -this

expedition, it may be proper to defend ourselves from the
charge of occupying too much space, and giving too much
attention to an enterprize generally deemed fabulous, and so
ob'cured by fable and uncertainty, as to be little capable of

fflustration, and little conducive to the improvement of
geographical knowledge. This defence we shall borrow from

a name deservedly high among those who have successfülly
illustrated ancieni ge'o'graphy, for the happy and successful
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mutual adaptation of great learning and sound judgmentq and
not less worthy of respect and imitation for his candour and

liberality: we allude to Dr. Vincent, the illustrator of the
Voyage of Nearchus, and the Periplus of the Erythr&m-n
Sea.

Il The reality of the Argonautie expedition, (he observes
in the Preliminary Disquisition to the latter work), has been

questioned; but if the primordial historý of every nation birt
one is tinctured with the fabulous, and il from, aniong the rest
a choice is necessary to be made, it must be allowed that the
traditions of Greece are less inconsistent than those of the
more distant regions of the earth. Oriental learning is

now employed in unravelling the m th Io of Inàia, and
recommeùding it ' as containing t ýe seeds of primS«al
history; but hitherto 'we have seen nothing that* should
induce us to relinquish the authority we have been used to,
respect, or to make us prefer the fables of the Hindoos or

Guebres, to the fables of the Greeks. Whatevér difficulties
may occur in the return of ' the Argonauts, their voyage
to Colchis is consistent: it contains more real geography

than has yet been discovered in- any record of the BramiÊs or
the Zendevesta, and is truth itself, both geographical and

historical, when compared with the portentous expedition of
Ra"m. to Ceylon."

In discussing the sub ect of the Ar onautic expedition, «we
shall successively consider its probatle era-its supposed

object-the voyage to Colchis, and the varioùs tracks by
which the Argonauts are said to have returned.

1. Archbishop Usher fixes the era of this expedition at
about 1280 years befère Christ: Sir Isaac Newton, on the
other hand, fixes it much later, about 937 years before Christ.

His opinion is grounded principally on a supposition, that the
Greek sphere was invented by two of the Argonauts, who

delineated the expedition under the name of Argor one of the
constellations. And as the equinoctial colure passed through
the middle of Aries, when that sphere was constructed, he in-
fers, by calculations of their retrograde motion from their place
then till the year A. D. 1690, that the expedition took place in
937 before Christ To thi% however, there seem. to be«insur-
mountable objections, which it is surprising d-id. not occur to

this great man. The chief -otar in Argo is only 37 degrees
from the south pole ; and the greatest part of the constellation

is much nearer. The course of the Argonauts from. Greece
to Colchis, necessarily lay between 39 and 45 degrees of
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north latitude. It will be évident to any person acquainted
with astronomy, that within these latitudes no star of the first

magnitude, or such as would attract observation, especially in
those times, could be visible. But, what is still more décisive

against the whole of Sir Isaac Newton's hypothesis, he' takes
for granted - that the sphere was invented by the Argonauts
if this indeed could be proved, it would be easy to fix -the era
of the Argonautic expédition; but till such proof is given,
all that can be fairly inferred from an inspection of this sphere
is4 that it was constructed 937 years before Christ. We have

dwelt upon titis point, because, thinkù thgt the Airgonatitic
expédition was not nearly so, late as Lwton supposes, we
hence regard -it as, proportionally to its antiquity, more crédit-
able to the Greeks, and a stronger proof of their advancement
in maritime skill and enterprize.

Il. Its alleged object was the Golden Fleece: what that
actually was can only be conjectured; - that no commercial

advantages would tempt the people of that age is obvious,
when we reflect on their habits and manners;-that the
precious metals would be a powerful attraction, and would be

reewded as cheaply acquired by the most hazardous enter-
prizes, is equally obvious. If Sir Walter Raleigh, sound as
he was for lis era in thé - science of political economy, was so

far ignorant of the réal "alth of nations, as to be disap-
pointed when he did not find El Dorado in America, thougli
that country contained much more certain and abundant
sources of wealth,-can we be surprized if the Greeks, at
the time of the Argonautic expédition, could be stimu-
lated to such an enterprize, only by the hope of obtaining the
precious metals ? It may, indeed, be contended that plunder
was their object; but it does not seem likely that they would

have ventured to such a distance from, Greece, or on a naviga-
tion which they knew to, be difficult and dangerous, as well es
long, for the sake of plunder, when there were means and oppor-
tunities for it so much nearer home. We must equally reject
the opinion of Suidas, that the Golden Fleece was a parch-
ment book, made of sheep-skin, which contained the whole
secret of transmuting ail metals into gold ; and the opinion
of Varro, that the Ar onauts went to obtain skins and other
rich furs, which ColSis furnished in abundance. And the
remarks which we have made, also apply against the opinion

,of Eustathius, that the voyage of the Argonauts was at once
a commercial and maritime expédition, to open the commerce
of the Euxine Sea, and to establish forts on its shore.

Progress of Discoveiy26
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Having rendered it probable, from general considerations,
that the object was the obtaining of tbe precious metals, we

shall next proceed to strengthen this opinion, by showing that
they were the produce of the country near the Black Sea.

The gold mines to the south of Trebizond, which are still
worked with sufficient profit, were a subject of national dis-
pute between Justinian and Chozroes; and, as Gibbon
remarks, Il it is not unreasonable to believe that a vein of

precious metal may be equally diffused through the circle of
-the bills." On what account these mines were shadowed out
under the appellation of aGolden Fleece, it is not çmy to

explain. Pliny, and some other writers, suppose that the
rivers impregnated with particles of gold were carefully strained

throuè sheeps-skins, or fleeces; but these are not the
materials that would be used for such a purpose : it is more

probable that, if fleeces were used, they were set across some
of the narrow parts of the streams, in order to stop and
collect the particles of gold. 1

III. It is said that there was an ancient law in Greece,
which forbad any ship to be navigated with more than fifty

men, and that Jason was the first who offended against this
law. There can be little doubt, fiom ali the accounts of the

ancients, that Jason's ship was lar er than the Greeks at that
period were accustomed to. Di7o,,rus and Pliny represent it
as the fhst ship of war which went out of the ports of Greece;

that it was comparatively large, well built and equipped,
and well navigated in all respects, must be -inferred from, its
having accomplished such a voyage at that era.

In their course to the Euxine Sea, they visited Lemnos,
Samothrace, Troas, Cyzicum, Bithynia, and Thrace; these
vranderm*gs must have bèen the rèsult of their ignorance of
-the navigation of those seas. From-Thrace they directed their
course, without further wanderin 'es, to, the Euxine Sea. At
the distance of four or five leagues 'from the entrance to, the
sea, are the Cyanean rocks; the Argonauts passed. between them
not without difficulty and danger-'; before this expedition, the

P as was deemed impracticable, and man fables were told
=ig them: their true situation and foyrm were first ex-

plored by the Argonauts. They now safély entered the
Euxine Sea, where they seem to, have been driven about for

some time, till they discovered Mount Caucasus;,this served
as a land mark.for their entrance into the Phasis, when they
anchored near Ra, the capital of Colchis.
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IV. The course of the Arganauts to Colchis is well asce'r-
tained; and the accessions to the geographical knowled e of

that age, which we derive from the accounts ven 7that
course, are considerable. But with respect to fe route they

followed on-- their return, there is much contraiction and
fable" All authors agree that they did not return by the saine
route which they pursued in their outward voyage. 4ccord-
ing to Hesiod,.théy passed ftom the Euxine inio the-Eastern

Océan ; but being prevented fýom returning by the same route,
in conseguence of the fleet of Colchis blockading the Bos-

phorui, e e obliged to sail round Ethiopia, and to cross
Lybia and, drawin their vessels after them. In this

manner they arrived at le Gulph of Syrtis, in the Mediter-
ranean. Other ancient writers conduct the Aý9onauts back

by the Nile, which they supposed to, communicate with the
Eastern Ocean; while, by others, they are represented as having
sailed up the Danube to the Po-or the Rhine.

Amidst such obscure and evidently fictitious accounts, it
may appear useless to offer any conjecture; but there is one

route by which the Argonauts are supposed to have returned,
in favour of which some probability may be urged. All writers
agree in opinion that they did not return by the route they fol-
lowed on oingto the Euxine; if this be true, the least absurd
and improtable mode of gettïng back into the Mediterranean

is to be preferred: -of those routes alread mentioned, all arey
eminently absurd and impossible. - Perbaps the one we are

about to déscribe, may, in the opinion of some, be deemed'» equally so; but to us it appears to have some plausibility. The
tradition to Which wé àllude is, that the Argonauts sailed up

some sea or river from the Euxine, till they reached the
Sea, and that they returned by the Northern Ocean

througý the str a*its of Hercules, into the Mediterranean.
The existence of aà ýcean from the east end of the Gulf- of
Finland to the Caspian or the Euxine Sea., was furmly believed
by Pliny, and the seine opinion prevailed in the eleventh cen-
tury; for; Adain of Bremen says, people could sail from the

Baltic down to. Greece. Now the whole of that tract of
country is flat and level,, and from the sands near Konings-

beror, through the calcareous loam of Poland and the Ukram*'e.,
eviSýntly alluvial and of comparativel recent formation.y 1

If the Trojan war happened, according to the Arundelian
Marbles, 1209 years befère Christ, this event must have been

subsequent to the Argonautic expedition only about lifty
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years : yet, in this short space of -tirne, the Greéks had made

q reat advances in the art of ship building, and in naviption.
Z equipment of the Argonautic expedition was r 17 'ed . at

the period it took place, as something almost mirac lous ; yet
the ships sent against Troy seem, to have excited little astonish-

,ment, though, considering the state of Greece at that period,
they were very numerous.

.1t is fi reiç to our purpose to regardIhis expedition in any
other ligh t an as it is illustrative of the mari « time skill- and

attain m*ents of Greece at this era, and so far connected with
our present subject. Ile ' number of ships employed, according

to Homer, amounted to * 1186: Thucydides states them. at
1200; -and Euripides, Virgil, and some other authors,, re-
duce theirnumbertolooo. Theshipsofthe-BSotianswere-
the largest; they carried 120 men each; those of the Philoc-
tetS weré the smallest, each carryiniz only fift raen. Aga-

inemnon had 160 ships; the AtIýenians ;9y; Menelatis,
king of Sparti4 sixty; but some of his ships seem. to have

been furnished by his allies; whereas all the Athenian vessels
belonged to Athens alone. - We have already mentioned that

Thi4cydides is contradicted by Homer, in his assertion that the
Greek ships,'at the siege of Troy,, bad no decks; perhaps,

however, they were onI ' y half-decked, as it would appear, from,
the descriptions of them, that the fore-part was open to the
keel: they had a mainsail, and were rowed by oars. Greece
is so admirably situated for maritime and commercial enter-
prize, that it must have been very early sensible of its ad-,
vantages in these respects. The inhabitants of the isle of
Egina- are represented as the first people in Greece who were
distinguished for their inteffigence and success in maritime
traffic : soon after the return of the NeraclidS they possessed
considerable commerce, and for a long time they are said to
have held the empire of the adjoining sea. Their naval power
and commerce were not utterly annihilated till the. time of
Per*icles.

The Corinth ians, who are not mentioned by Homer as
having engaged in the Trojan war, seem, Ilowever, not'long
afterwards, to have embarked with great spiritand success in
maritime . commerce; their situation was particularly fayour,
able fot it,- and equally well situated to--be the transit of the
land trade of Greece. Corinth had two ports, one upon each
sea. The Corinthians are said to have first built vessels with
three banks of oars, instead of galleys.
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Aithough the Athenians broýght a considerablé force alZainst
Troy, yet they did not engage in maritime commerce tilf long'

after the period of which we are at present treating.
Of the knowiedge which the Greeks possessed, at this time,

on the subject of geograph . we must draw our most accurate
and fullest account &om. Yie kin of Homer and Hesiod.
The former r resents the shield ofschilles as depicting the
countries of Ze globe; on it the earth was figpred as a disk
surrounded- by the ocean; the centre of Greece was repre-
sented as the centre of the world ; the disk included the Med i-
terranean Sea, much contracted on the west, and the Egean
and part of the Euxine Seas. The âterranean was so

,rnuch contracted on this side., tktat Ithacaand the neighbour-
ing continen4 or at the fiirthest, th- Straits which separate

Sicity fi-om Itai 1) were its limots. SICHY was List known
only as the lanTof wonders and fables, th u h ge fable of
the Cyclops, who lived in it, evidentl Must g

y miust ave- been derived
froin. some obscure report of its volcano. The fables H-omer
relates respecting countries to the west of Sicily, cannot even
be regarded as havig, any connection with, or resemblance to
the truth. Beyond the Ëuxine also, in the other direction, all
is fable. Colchis seems- to have been known, though not so
accurately as the recent Argonautic expedition might have
led us to, suppose it would have been. The west coast of

Asia Minor, the scene of his great poem, is of course com-
pletely within his knowledge; the PhSnicians and Egyptians
are particularly described, the former for their purple -stuffs,
gold and silver works, maritime science and commercial SUI,
and cunning; the latter for their river Egr-tos, and their

knowledýLe of medicine. To thé- west of t he places
Lybia, w ere he sa s the lambs are bom withyorns, and the
sheep brm foorth tzree times a year.

In the eldyssey he conducts Neptune into Ethiopia; and
the account he gives seems to warrant the belief, that by the

Ethiopians he meant not merely the Ethiopians of Africa, but
the inhabitants of India: we know that the ancients, even so
late as the time of Strabo and Ptolemy, considered all those
nations as Ethiopians who 1ived upon the southern ocean
from east to west; or, as Ptolemy expresses it, that under the

zodiac, from emt to west, inhabit the inhabitants black of
colour. 'Homer represents these two nations as respectively

the last of men, one of them on the east and the other on the
west. From his description of the gardiens of Alcinous, it

m «-i----.-
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may even be inferred that he had received some inforination
respectiiig the climate of the tropical regions; for this de-
sicription appears to us rather borrowed from report, than

entirely the produce of imagination.

Close to the gates a spacious garden lies,
From storms defended and inclement skies.

Four acres was th' allotted space of ground,
Fenc'd with a green enclosure all around,
Tall thriving trees confess'd the fruitful màould;

The red'ning apple ripens here to gold.
Here the blue fig.with lusclous juice o'erflows,
With deeper re& the full pome anate glows,

Ile branch here bends beneathgrthe weighty pear,
And verdant olives flourish round the year.
The balmy spirit of the western gale
Eternal breathes on fruits untaught to Ihil
Each dropping pear a following.pear supplies,

On apples apples, figs on figs anse:
The same mild season gives the blooms to blow,
The buds to harden, and the fruits to grow ; 1

Here order'd vines in equal ranks appear,
With all th' united labours of the year;
Some to unload the fertile branches run,
Some dry the black'ning clusters in the sun,

Others to tread the liquid harvest join,
The grcianing presses foam with floods of wine.

Here are the vines in early flow'r.desery"d,
Here rapes discolour'd on the sunny side,

And tEre in autumn's richest purple dy'd.
Beds of all various herbs, for ever green,

In beauteous order terminate the scene.
Od.yssýy, b. vii. v. 142.

This description Perfectly applies to the luxuriant and un-
interrupted vegetation of tropical climates.

From, the time of Homer to that of Herodotus, the Greeks
spread themselves over several parts of the countries Iying on

the Mediterranean sea. About 600 years before Christ, a
colony of Phocean Greeks from lonia, founded Massilia, the
present Marseilles; and between the years 500 and 430, the

Greeks had established themselves in Sicily, Sardinia, Corsics,
and even in some of the southern provinces of Spain. They
were invited or compelled to these emigrations by the prospect
of commercial advantaizes, or by intestine wars; and they
were enabled to accom'%'pJlish their object by the geographical

to the Time of lierodotus.CHAP. 1.



and nautical charts, which they are said to have obtained from.
the PhSn-icians, and by means of the sphere con struèted by

Anaximander the Milesian. The eastern parts of the
Mediterraneaiie however, seem. still to have been unexplored.-

Homer tells us that none but pirates ventured at the risk
of their lives to steer directly from, Crete to Lybia; and when
the Ionian deputies arrived at Egina, where the naval férces
of Greecti wer6 assembled, with an earnest request that the

fleet might sail to, lonia, to deliver theïr country- from. the' do-
minion of Xerxes, who was at that time attemptin to shbdue
Greece, the request was refused, becau'se the ereeks were

ignorant of the course from, Delos to lonia, and because they
believed it to be as far froin Egina to Samos, as from Egina
to the PiUm of Hercules.

Immililimm %%Imm
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CHAP. IL to the -kath qf AZexander the Great.

CHAPTER Il.

HISTORWAL SKETCH OP THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY AND

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRIZE9 FROM THE AGE OP HEROD-OTUS

TO THE DEATH OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT« A. C. 324.

FiRom the scanty materials respecting the PhSnicians, with
which we are supplied by ancient history, it is evident that

they founded several colonies, either for the purpose of com-
merce, or, induced b* ther motives, in different parts of Africa.
Of these colonies, tKe most celebrated wm that of Carthage:
a state which maintained an arduous contest with Rome,
durinq the period when the martial ardour and enterprize of
that city was most strenuously supported by the stern puritý
of republican virtue, which more than once drove it. to the
brink of ruin, and which ultimately feU, rather through the
vice of its owii constitution and government, and the jeafousies
and quarrels of its own citizens, and through the operation of

extraneous circumstances, over which it could bave no controul,
than from the fair and unassisted power of its adversary.

The era of the foundation of Carthage is unknown. Ac-
cording to some writer.,..-, it was built so early as 1233 years
before Christ; but the more eneral, as well as more probe»
ble opinion, assigns it a n ! later foundittion -about 818
years " before the Christian era. If this opinion be correct,
Rome, and Carthage were founded neaily about the same

period. 'Ile circumstances which led to, and accompanied
the foundation of Carthage, though related with circumstan-

tial fulness by the ancient poets, are by no means accurately
know to authentic history.

The situation of Carthage was peculiarly favourable to com-
merce and maritime enterprize; in the centre of the Mediter-

in reach of the east as well as of the west; the most
fertile, and most highly cultivated and civilized part of ASrica
in her immediate vicinity. Carthage itself was built at the
bottom, of a gulph, on a peninsula, w ich was about forty-five
mîles in circumférence; and its stréngth and securîty were

furthér aided by the isthmus which connected this peninsula
D
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to the main land, as it was little more than three miles broad
by a rojection of land on the west side, which was only half
a stalum, in breadth; and by a lake or morass which lay on
the opposite side: this projection, which ran out considerably
into the sea, was naturall stronz by the rocks with which à
was covered, and was renIred sill, ;tro er b art In one
point only had this pro ection been neg bis was an
anole,, which from the foundation of the city had been over-

irJed, advancing into the s'ea towards the western continent,
as far as the harbours, which lay on the same side bf the city.

There were two harbours, so placed and constructed as to
communicate with each other. They bad one entrance,

seventy feet in breadth, which was shut up and secured
by strong chains stretched across iL One of these harbours;

was exclusively set apart for merchant ships; and in its vici-
nity were to be found every thing necessary for the accom-
modation of the seamen. ' In the rniddle of the other harbour
was an island called Cothon; th h, according to some
writers, this was the name of the hiMour itsel£ IMe word

Cothon, we are informed by Festus, (and bis etvmolozy is
confirined, by Bochart and BuxtorQ signifies, in le ori%énwtal
languages, a port not formed by nature, but the result of
labour and art. The second harbour, as well as the island
in it, seems to have been intended principally, if not exclu-

sively, for ships of *ar; and it was so capacious, that of these
it would contain 220.- This harbour and island were lined
with docks and sheds, which received the ships, when it was
necessary to repair them, or protect them. from. the effects of
the weather. On the key were built extensive ranges of
wharfs, in nes, and storebouses, filled with all the requi-
site malterii:rto fit out the ships of war. This harbour seems
to have been decorated with some taste, and at s ' me expence;

so, that both it and the island,, viewed at a distance, appeared
like two extensive and magnificent &alleries. Ile admiraPs
palace, which commanded a view of the mauth of the harbour
and of the sea, was g1so a building of considerable taste.

Each haibour bad its particular entrance into the city: a dou-
ble wall separated themr so, elffectually, that the merchant ves-
sels, when they entered their own harbour, - could not see
the ships of war;, and though the admiral, froin bis palace,

could perceive whatever was doing at se.% it was impossible
that from. the sea any thing in the inward harbour could be
perceivèd.
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Nor were these advantages, though numerous and great,
the only ones which Carthage enjoyed as a maritime city; for
its situation was so admiraLy chosen, and that situation so
skilfully rendered subservient to the grand object of the go-

vernment and citizens, that even in case the accidents of war
should destroy or dispossess them, of one of their harbours,
they had it in their power, in a great measure, to, replace the
loàs. This was exem li in a striking and effective man-
ner at the time ývhen 9cipio blocked up the old port; for the
Carthaginians, in a very short time, built a new one, the t ' aces

and retnains of which were plainly visible so late as the period
when Dr, Shaw visited tIùs part of Africa. -

Carthage, at a comparativel early period of its history,
possessed a very large extent o7sea coast, thouith in it there
were but few harbours fitted for commerce. Tl;è boundaries
of the Carduiginian dominions on the west were the Philseno-
rum ArS, so called, from two brothers of this name, who were
buried in thé sand at this place, in consequence of a dispute
between the Carthaeians and the Cyreneans, respecting the
boundaries of their respective countries. On the other, or
western side, the Carthaginian dominions extended as far as
the Pillars of Hercules, a distance, according to Polybius, of
16,000 stadia, or 2000 miles; but, according to the more ac-
curate observations of Dr. Shaw, only 14,20 geographical
miles.

Next to Carthaýe itself, the cit of Utica was most cele-
brated as a place ot commerce: it LYa short distance tç>. the
west of Carth' -' and on the same bay. It had. &-lartýe and
convenient harf)our; and after the destruction of CartËýge, it
became the metropolis, of Africa Propria. Neapolis was aiso

a place of considerable trade, especially with ý Sicily, from
which the distance was so short, that the voyage could be per.

formed in two, days and a night. Hippo was a frontier town
on the side of Numidia; though Strabo says, theré were two
of the same name in Africa Propria. The Carthaginian

Hippo bad a port, arsenal, storehouses, and citadel: it lay
bet*een a large lake and the sea. We bave already noticed
the etymological meanm*g of the word Cothon that this

meaning is accurate may be inferred from, the word being aFý-
plied to, several artificial harbours in the Carthaginian domi-

nion, *besides that of Carthage itself: it was applied to, the
port of Adrumeturn, a large city built on a promontory, -
and to the port of Thapsus, a maritime town, situated on. a kind
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of isthmus, between the sea and a lake. The artificial nature
of this latter harbour is placed beyond all doubt, as there is
Still remaining a IZreat part of it built on frames: the materials
are composed mortar and small pebbles, so strongly and

closely cemented, that they have the appearance, as well as

durability,- of solid rock. It is singular, that in the dominions

of Ciu-thage, extending, as we have seen, upwards of 1400

miles alon the shores of the Mediter-ranean, there should be

no river ofany maumitude or importance for commerce: the

BasTada and the "Catada alone are noticed by ancient his-

torians, and both of thése were insignificant streams.

Having thus pointed out the natural advantages for com

merce possessed by the Carthagmians, we shall next proceed to

notice such of their laws, and such parts of their political in.;.

stitudons,,and features of their character, as either indicated
their bias for commerce, or tended io stre nehen it. The mo-

narchical government of Carthage was not i I ng continuance;

it afterwards became republican, though the exact form of the
republicisnotcertainlyknown. As late as the timeofAristotle,

there seems, to have been such a complete and practical coun-

terpoise of the powers in which the supreme authority was

vested, that, according to him, there had been no instancý froni

the foundation of the city, of any pojýu.lar commotions suffi-
cient to disturb its tranquillity - nor, on the other hand, of any
tyrant, who had been able to destroy its liberty. This saga-
cious philosopher foresaw the circumstance which would de-

stroy the constitution of Carthage; for when there was a
disagreement between the two branchesof the legaislature, thé

suffetes and the senate, the 07estion in dispute was referred
to the people, and their res ve became the law. Till the
second and third wars between Rome and Carthage, no fatal

efferts resulted from this principle of the constitution ; but

during these, the people wer'e ftequently calied upon toexer-

cise their dangerous axith-ority and 1)rivileges; the senate

yi.elded to them; cabals and factions took place among thosew o were anxious to please,,for the purpose of 'iding thegu
people; rash measures were adopted, the councils àrxI the
power of Carthage became distracted and weak, and its

ï-uin was precipitated and completedi

But though to this defect in the constitution of Carthage
its ruin inay partly be ascribed, there can be little doubt that

commerce flourished by means of the popular form of its

governmeht. Commerce was the pursuit of all ranks and
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classes, as well as the main concern and object of the goyern-
ment. The most eminent persons in the state for power,
talents, birth, and riches, applied themselves to it with-as much
ardour and perseverance as the meanest citizens; and this
similarity and e ualîîty of pursuit, as it sprang in some meaqure

ftom the repulican-equality of the constitution, so, also -it
tended to preserve it.

Thé notices which we possess respecting the polifical insti--ý
tutions of the Carthaginians are very scanty, and are almost
entirely derived from Aristotle: accýrding to him they had a

cdstom, which must at *once bave relieveci the state from those
whom it could not well support, and * have tended -to enlarge

the sphere of their commercial enterprize. They sent, as oc-
casion required, colonies to, different parts, and these colènies,
keeping up their connection with the mother country, not oýl
drew off her superabundant trade,'but also supplied her wU

many articles she could not otherwise have procured at so
easyand cheap a rare.

rhe fertility and bigh state of cultivation of those-parts of
Africa which adjoined Carthage, has already been alluded to;

and their exports consisted either of the produce of those
parts, or of their own manufactures. Of the former there were
all kinds of provisions; wax, oil, honey, skins,- fruits, &c. ; their
principal manufactures were cableg, especially those fit for
large vessels, made of týe shrub spartum ; all other kinds of
iiaval stores; dressed leather ; the pàxticular dye or colour,

called &om them punie, the preparation of whieh seems not
to, bd known; toys, &c. &c. From Egypt they imported flax,

papyrus, &c.; from the Red Sea, spices, drugs, perfumes,
gold, pearls, &c.; from the countries on the Levant, silk stufl:s,
scarlet and purple dyes, &c.; and from the west of Europe

their principal imports seem, to have been iron, le'ad, tin, and.
the other useful metais.

Such was the commerce hy sea, as fa-r as the imperfect
notices on this subject, by the ancient historians, instruct us -,
but they aiso carried on a considerable and lucrative--com-.
inerce by land, especiaHy with the Persians and Ethi6pians.

'Flie caravans of these nation's generally resorted to Carthage;
the rarest and most esteemed articles which they brought were
carbuncles, which, by means of this traffic, became so plenty
in this city, that they were çrenerally knçwn by the appellation
of Carthaginiaii gemç,, Ue mode of selling by auction
seems to have been Practised by this nation at least there are
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passages in the ancient authors, particularly one in Pol
bius, which would naturally lead to the conclusion, that in L-

mde of their merchandizey the Carthaginians erimployed a per.
son to name and describe their various kinds and qualities, and
also a clerk to note. down the price at which they were sold.
Their mode of traffickin with rude nations, unaccustomed to,

commerce, as describef by Herodotus, stronqly resembles
that which has been ofen adopted by our navi tors, when

thýy arrive on the coast of a savage people Xcýýrding to
this historian, the Carthaginians trafflcked with the Lybians,
who inhabited the western coast of Africa, in the following

manner : having conducted their vessels into some hiýr1»ur or
creek, they landed the merchandize which they meant to

exchange or dispose of, and placed it in such a manner
and situation, as exposed it to the view of the inhabitantse
and at the same time indicated the purpose fbr which, it
was thus expose& They afterwards lighted a fire of such
materials às caused a great smoke; this attracted the Lybians to

the SPO4 who laid down such a quantity of gold as they deem
ed an adequate price for the merchanàizi and then retired.
The Carthaginiâns next approached and examined the' old:
if they deemed it suflicient, they took it away, and 11J the

merchandize; if they did not, they left both. In- the latter
event, the L bkns again, réturned, and added to the quantity
of gold; anýthis, if necessary, was repeated, till the Cartha-
ginians, by taking it away, shewed that in their iudgment. it
was an adequate price for their goods. Durin the whole of

thýis transaction, no intercourse or words passU, nor did the
Carthaginians even touch the gold, nor the Lybians the mer-

chandize, till the former took away the gold.
The earliest notice we possess of a commercial alliance

formed by the Carthaginians, fixes it a: very.few years before
the birth of Herodotus: it was concluded between thein and
the Romans about the year 503 before Christ. The Cartha-

ginian's were the first nation the Romans were connected
with out of Italy. Polybius informs us, that in his time (about
140 years before Christ) this treaty, written in the old lan-
guage of Rome, then nearly unintelligible, was extant on the
base of a column, and he has given a translation of it: the
terms of pence between the Carthaginians and their allies, and

the Rom - ans and their allies, were to the following purport.
The latter agreed not to sail beyond the fair promontory,
(which lay, according to, our historian a very short distance
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to, the north of Cartha unless they were driven beyond it by
stress of westher. or, gey an enemys vessel. In case they
were obliged to land, or were shipwrecked, they were not to,

take or purchase any thin except what they might need, to
repair their ships, or for t e purpose of sacrifice. And in no

caseý or under no pretext, were they to remain. on shore aboye
five days. The Roman merchants were not to pay an ' y hilzher,

or other duty, than what was allowed by law to, the conünon
crier and his clerk, already noticed, who, it appears from,
this treaty, were bound to, make a return to government of all
the goods that were bought or sold in Africa and Sardinia. It
was moreover provided, that if the Romans should -visit any
places in' Sicily, subject to the Carthaginians, they should be

c 1 ill treated, and bave justice done them in every respect.
Ovn de other hand, the Carthag**ans bound themselves not
to interfère with any of the Italian allies, or subjects of the
Romans ; nor bifild any fort in their territory. Such were
the principal articles in this, commercial treaty'; from it, it ap-
pears, that so early as the ear 503 before Christ, the first
year after the expulsion 0 the Tarquins, and twenty-eight
years before the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, the Carthagi-
nians were in possession of Sardinia, and part of Sicily;

that they were also acquainted witli, and had visited the coasts
of Italy; and there are expressions in the treaty, which render
it highly probable that the Carthaginians had, before this
period, attempted to establish, éther for commerce or con-
quest, colonies and forts Mi Ital : it is also, evident that they

were acquainted with the art o7ifortification.
Though it will carry us rather out of chronological order, it

may be proper to notice in this place a second treaty of com-
merce between the Carthaginians and Romans, which was

entered Into, about 333 years before Christ, during the consul_
ship of Valerius Corvus, and Popilius LSnas" he Cartha-

ginians came to, Rome for the purpose ofconcluding this trea :
it differed in some particulars from, the former, and wasto %e

following effect. The Romans and their allies were to pos-
sess the friendship of the people of Carthage, the Tyrians,
and the inhabitants of Utica, provided they carried on no
hostilities against them, and did not trade beyond the fair

promontory, Mastica and ' Tarseium. -In case the Cartha.-
ginians should take any town in Italy, not under the jurik-

diction of the Romans, they might plunder it, but after that
they were to give it up to the Romans. Any captives taken
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in Italy, who in any Roman port should be challenged by the
Romans as belonging to mi state in amity witli Roine, were to
bc immediately restored. ilie Romans, in case they put into
the harbours of the Carthaginians, or their allies, to take in
water or. other necessaries, were not to be molested or injured;

but they were not to carry on any commerce in Africa or
àSardinia; nor even land on those coasts, except to, purchase
necessaries, and relit their ships: in such cases, only five

days were allowed them, at the expiration of which they were
to depart. But, in the towns of Sicily belonging to the

Carthaginians, and even in the city of Carthage itself, the
Romans were permitted to trade, enjo in the same rights
and privileges as the Carthaginians; any, on the other hand,
the Carth Im* ns were to bc allowed to traflic ùi Rome on
terms equa yfavourable.

It is not our intention, because it would bc totally foreign
to the object and nature of this work, to give a history of

Carth ; but only to notice such events and transactions,
supplieýeby* its history, as are illustrative of the commercial
enterpriie of by far the most enterprising commercial nation of
,imtiquity. In conformity to this plan, we shall. briefly notice

their first establishment in Spain, as it was from the mines
of this country that they drew great wealth, and thus were
enabled, not ouly to equip formidable fleets and armies, but
also to extend their traffic very considerably.

The c4y of Cadiz, was founded by the PhSnicians, as
well as Carthage; and as there was a close conflection between,

most of the PhSnician colonies, it is probable that some
time before the Carthaginians established themselves in Spain,

they traded. with the people of Cadiz - at any rate it is
certain, that when the latter were hard pressed by_ the

Spaniards, they applied to the Carthaginians for assistance
this was readily given, and being effectual, the Carthagùiians

embraced the opportunity, and the pretext thus affbrded
for establishing ther'nselves in the part of Spain adjoining

Cadiz. It is singu1ajýehowever, that though the Carthagimians,
were in possession of Majorca and Minorca from so remote

an antiquity, 11 that their first arrival tlhere is prior «to every
thincr rqýlated of theni- by any historian now extant," yet
they do not seem. to have established' the-mselves on the
main land of Spain till they assisted the people of Cadiz.

With respect to the other foreign possessions of the Cartha-
"irijaxis, we have already scen that, at the period of their
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first treaty with the Romans, they occupied Sardinia and
art of Sieily.; and there are several passages inthe ancient
listorians, particularly in flerodotus, which render it highly

probable tliat they had establishments in Corsica about the
same time. Malta and its dependent islands were first
peopled by the PhSnicians, and seem afterwards to have
fàDen into the possession of the Carthaginians.

Of the particular voya es undertaken by the Carthaginiang,
for tbe purpose either of iscovery or of commercial enterprise,
we possess little information; as, however, these topics are most

particularly within the scope of our work, it will be ind1*spensý
able to detail all the information relating to them which can
be collected. The voyages of Hamilcar or Himilco, as he,

is called by some historians, and of Hanno, are the most
celebrated, or, rather, to speak more accurately, the only
voyages of the Carthaginians of which we possess any. details,
either with regard to their object or consequences, Himilco,

who was an officer in the navy of Carthage, was sent tiy the
senate to explore the western coasts of Europe : a journal of
his voyage, and an account of his discoveries5 wereq according
to the custom of the nation, inscribéd in the Carthaginian

annals. But the only information respecting them which we
now possess, is derived from the writings of the Latin

poet Ruftis Festus Avienus. This poet flourished under
Theodosius, A. D. 450, translated the PhSnomena of Aratus,

and Dionysius"s Description of the World5 and aiso wrote
an original poem, on the sea coasts. In the last lhe
mentions Himilco, and intimates that he saw the original
journal of his voya e in the Carth ian annais. According
to the account of festus, the voyaze of Himilco lasted four
nionths, or rather he sailed for tle space of four months,
towards the north, and arrived at the isles Ostrymnides and
the coast of Albion. In the extracts given by Avienus from
the journal of Himilco, frequent mention is made of lead
and tin, and of ships cased with leather (or, more probably,
entirely niade of that material, like the coracles stili usèý'v&by-
the Greenlanders, and even in Wales, for crossing sinali
rivers). In these parts.- he adds, the East PLymni lived, Ivith
whom the people of Tartessus and Carthage traded : we have

given th - is appellation to, the inhabitants of the isles Ostrym-
Dides, because in the first part of the latter word, the Teu-

tonie wôrd, Rst, distinctly appears.
1-lanno was sent by the senate to explore the western coast

of Africa, and to establish Caïdiaginian colonies ý,c



might deem it expedient or advantageous. He sailed from
Carthage with a fleet of 60 vessels, each rowed with 5o oars,
and had besides, a convoy containing 80,000 persons of both
sexes. He wrote a relation of his voyie, a fragment of a
Greek version of which is still remaining, and has lately

been illustrated by the learning and ingenuiý of Dr. Falconer
of Bath: his vovaee is also cited by Aristotle, Pomponius
Mela, and Pliny- ne era at which it was performed, and
the extent of the voyage, have given rise to much discussion.
Isaac Vossius fixes the date of it prior to, the age of Homer :
Vossius the father, subsequent to it: Wesseling doubts whe-

ther it was even prior to Herodotùs. Campomanes fixes
it about the 93d Olympiad: and Mr. Dodwell somewhere
between the 92d and the 129th Olympiad. According to,
Pliny, 1-lanno and Himilco were contemporaries; the latter

author mentions the commentaries of Hanno, but in such
a mýnner as if he had not seen, and did not believe
them.

With respect to the extent of his voyage along the western
coast of Africa, some modern writers assert, without any
authority, that he doubled the Cape of GoodHope: this
assertion is made in direct unqualified terms by Mickle the
translator of the Lusiad. Other writers limit the extent of
his navigation to, Cape Nun; while, according to other geo-
graphers, he sailed as far as Cape Three Points, on the coast
of Guinea. Ilat there should be any doubt on the subject
appears surprising; for, as Dr. Vincent very justly remarks,
we have Hanno's own authority to prove that he never was
within 40 degrees of the Cape.

Ilat the Carthaginians, before the voya e of Hanno, had
discovered the Canary Islands, is rendere highly probable,

from, the accounts of Diodorus Siculus, and Aristotle: the
former mentions a large, beautiful, and fertile island, to, which
the Carthaginiaps, in the event of any overwhel disorder,
had determined to remove theïr government;=9 Aristotle
relates'that they were attracted to a beautiful island in such

numbers, that the senate were obliged to forbid any further
e ration to it on pain of death.

mWe voy" of the Carthaginians were, from the situation
of their territory, and the imperfect state of geography and
navigation at that period, usually confined to t&e Mediter-
ranean and to the western shores of Africa and Europe; but
several years antecedent to the date usually assigned to, the
voyages of HùnUco and Hanno, a voyage of discovery is said
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to, bave been accomplished by the k* of a nation little

given to maritime affkirs. We allude tole )ya of Scylax,
undertaken at the command of Darius the son o

vo Ir Hystaspes,
about 550 years before Christ. There are several circum.
stances respecting this voyage which deserve attention or

examination; the person who perfonned it, is said by Hero.
dotus, (&om ývhom we derive all our information on the

subject), to have been a native of Caryandria, or at least an
inhabitant of Asia Minor: he was therefore most probably a
Greek: he was a geographer and mathematician of some
eminence, and by some writers is supposed to bave first

invented qeographical tables. According to Herodotusy*
Darius, after his Scythian expedition, in order to facilitate

his desi of conquest in the direction of India, resolved,
in the Est place, to make a discovery of that part of the

world. For this purpose he built and fitted out a fleet at
Cespatyrus, a city on the Indus, towards the upper part

of the navigable course of that river. 'ne ships, of course,
first sailed to the mouth of the Indus, and d their
passage the country on each side was explored. ueheg direc-
tions given to Seylax were, after hç entered the écean, to

steer to, the westward, and thus return to Persia. Accord-
ingly, he is said to have coasted &om the mouth of the Indus
to the Straits of Babelmandel, where he entered the Red Sea;
and on the 30th month from. his first embarkin he landed
at Egypt, at the same place from which NeclIo,, king of

that country, had despatched the PhSnicians to circumnavi-

r te AfHca. From. Egypt, Scylax returned to Susa, where
e ve Darius a full account of bis expedition.
Re reality of this voyage, or at least the accuracy of some

of the particulars it records, has been doubted. Seylax
describes the course of the Indus to the east; whereas it runs
to the south-west. It is also worthy of remark, that as
Darius, before the voya e of Seylax, was maister of the
Attock, Peukeli, and ;fultan, he needed no information

respecting the route to India, as every conqueror bas followed
this very obvious and easy route. Dr. Vincent also objects
to the authority of this voyage, or rather to the track assigned to,
it: Il 1 cannot believe," fie observes, 111 from the state of nav' -
tion in that age, that Scylaxcould perform a voyage round In
from which le bravest of Alexander's naviptors shrunk, or

that men who had explored the desert coae of Gadrosia, should
be less daring than an experienced native of Caryandria.
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They returned with, amazement from the sight, of Mussenden
and. Ra-s-al-ha(l, while Scy'lax succeeded without a difficulty
upon record. But the obstacles to, such a voyage are nu-
merous; first, whether Pactzia be Peukeli, and Caspatyrus,

Multan : secondly, if Darius -were master of Multan, whether
lie could send a ship or a « fleet down the sea, through tribes,
where Alexander fought his way at every step: thirdly,
whether Sc lax bad aÈý knowledge of the Indian Ocean, the

coast, or Z monsoon : fourthly, if the coast of Gadrosia
were friendly, which is doubtfül, whether he - could proceed
along the coast of Arabia, which must be hostile from port
to port: these and a- variety of ôther difliculties which

Nearchus experienced;*ôm famine, from. want of water, from
the construction of his ships, an(l froin the manners of the
natives, must induce an incrédulity in regard to the Persittn

accoun4 whatever respect we may have to the fidelity of
Herodotus."

Such are the objections urged by Dr. Vincent to the
authority of this voyage. In some of the particular objections

there may be considerable force; but with respect to the
general ones, from, the manners or hostility of the natives

inhabitiunn the coasts along which the voyage was performed,
they ap y equally to the voyages of the Cartha,-rinians alonor

the western coasts of Africa and Europe, and indeed to all thne
voyages of discovery, or distant voyages of the ançýents. It
may be added, that according to Strabo, Posidonius disbe-'
lieved the whole history of Scylax. In the Geographi'

1&ores of Hudson, a voyage ascribed to Scylax is pub-
lished; but great doubts are justly entertained on the subject
of its authenticity. Dodwell is decidedly against it. The
Baron de Sainte Croix, in* a dissertation read before the

Academy of Inscriptions, defends the work which bears the
name of Scylax- as genuirre. Dr.-Vincent states one stron

objection to its authenticity: mention is made in it of Dar-
danus, Rhetium, and Illium, in the Troad; whereas there is

great doubt whether.Rhetium'was in existence in the time oethe
real Scylax : besides, it is remarkable that nothing is said

respecting India in, the treatise now extant. That the ori .nai
-tnd genuine work described India is, bowever, undoubteý,on
the authority of Aristotle, who mentions -that there was such
a person as Scylax, that he had been in India, and that his
account of that country was extant in his (Aristotle's) time.

In fact, the work which we possess under the name of ScYlax,
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a '
is evidently A''collection of the itineraries 'of apéient navi-ga
tors: it rnay have been.drawn, up by the ýcYlax whom Darius

employed, though, if that were the case, it is very extraordinary
he should not have included the journal of his own voyage;
or his name, as that of a celebrated geoirrapher may have

been put to it; or there ma ' y have been%'J an"other geographer
o ' f that « name. The collection is evidently imperfect; what is

extant contains the coasts of the Palus Mmotis, the Euxine,

the Archipelago, the Adriatic, aind all the 'Mediteiratiean,
with the west coast of Afrien, 'âs far as the isle of Cerne,
which he asserts to be the limit of the Carthginian navigation

and commercé in that direction. - The sea, according t' him,
is not navi able further to the soutli than this island, on

account of E thick weeds with which it was covered. The.
mention of this impediment is adduced by D'Anville to prove
the reality of the' Carthoginian voyages to the soluth. : it is, not,
indeed, true, that the-sea is impassable on account of.these.

weeds to modern navigators, but it . is easy to conceive that
the timidity and inexperience of the ancients, as well as the
imperfect construction of their vessels, would prevent them

from. proceeding further south, when they met with such a
sinomular obstacle. If a ship bas not much tvay through the

water, these weeds will irnpede her course. It bas been very

justly remarked, that if the latitude where these weeds com-
mence was accurately determined, it would fix exactly the
extent of the voyages of the Carthaginians in this direction.
The weed alluded to is probably the fucus natansý or gulf**,r;,
weed.

Hitherto the knowledge that the ancients possessed of
the habitable world, liad not been collected by any writer,
and is to be gathered entirely from short, vague, and evidently
imperfect narrations, scattered throughout a great numbêr of

authors. Hercklotus bas been celebrated as the father of
history; he may with equal justice be styled the Sather of

geographical knowledge: he flourished about 474 yea'rs before
Christ. In dwelling upon the advances to geographical
knowledge which have been derived from him, it will be

proper and satisfactory, before we explain the extent -and
nature of theni, to give an account of the sources from which
he derived his information; those were Éis own travels5 and
the narrations or journals of other travellers. A great portion
of the vigour of his life seems to have been spent in travelline;
the oppressive tyranny of Lygdamis over Halicarnassus, Jý1S
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native courtry, first induced or compelled him, to, travel ;
whether he had not also imbibed a portion of the commercial

and enterprize which distinguished his countrymen, is
not known, but is highly probable. We are not informed

whether his fortune were such as to, enable him, without
enter g into. commercial spéculations, to support. thé expences
of hetràvels; it is évident, however, from. the extent of his
travels, as well as from the various, accurate, and, in many
cases, most important information, which he acquired, that

these expemes must have been ve considérable. From bis
work it is certain that he was en7cowed. with that. faculty of

eliciting the truth from. fabulous, imperfect, or contradictory
évidence, it all times so necessary to a traveller, and indispens-
ably so, at the period when he travelled, and in mosit of
the countries where his enquines, and his researches were
carried on. Ub great and characteristic merit consists
in freeing his mind from. the opinions which must have
revi us occupied it; -in trusting entirely either to what
he hi'sýý saw, or to, what he learned from. the best authorky;
- always, however, brinong the infbrmation acouired in this
latter mode to the test ofliown -observation and gôod sense.
It is ftom. the united action and guidance of these two quali.
fications -individual observation and expérience gained by
most patient and diligent research and enquiry on the spot,

and a high degree of perspicacity, strength of intellect, and
good sense, separating _ the truth frow the fable of all he

learnt from. the -observation and expérience of others, that
Herodotus bas justly acquired so higli degree of réputation,

and that in almost every instance modern travellers find
themselves anticipated by him, even on points in whicli

such a coincidence was the least likely.
His travels embraced a variety of countries. The Greek

colonies in the Black Sea were visited by him: he measured
the extent of that sea, from. the Bosphorus to, the mouth of the
river Phasis, at the eastern extremity. AU that. track of
country which lies between the Borysthenes and the Hypanis,
and the shores of the Palus MSotis, he diligently explored.

With respect to the Caspian, his informatioii'iffords a strikinjg
proof of his accuracy, even when gained, as it was in thlsinstance, from the accounts of others. He describes it ex-
pressly a-s a sea by itself, unconnected with any ofÉer: its
lene, he adds, is as much as a vessel with oars can navi-
gate in fifteen days : its greatest breadth as much as such a
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vessel can navigue in eight days. It' may be added-, as a
curious proof and. illustration of the decline of geographi-
cal knowlç4,ýp or, at leas4 of the want of confidence
placed in the authority of Herodotus by subsequent ancient

geographers, that Strabo, Pomponips Mela, and Pliny, repre.
sent the Caspian Sea as a bay, communicating with the grent

Northern Ocean; and that even Arrian, who, in respect to
care and accuracy, bears no slight. resemblance to, Hérodotus,
and for some time resided as governor of Cappadocia, asserts
that there was a communication between the Caspian Sea and
the Eastern Ocean. 1

But to retuin &om this digression to the geographical
knowled of Herodotus, as derived from his own travels, he
visited Mabylon and Susa, and while tbere, or perhaps in
excursions frôm. those places, made himself well acquainted
with the Persian -empire. l'he whole of, Egypt was most

dilizently and thoroughl e plored by him, as well as the
Grécian' colonies plantJ at Cyrene, in Lybia. He traced

the course of the river ster, from its mouth nearly &q.far as
its source. The extent of his travels in Greece is not accu-
rately known; but his description ofthe Straits of ThermopylS

is evidently the result of his own observation. All these coun-
tries,, together with a portion of the south of Italy, were 'lsited

by him. The information which his histo7 conveys respect-
ing other parts of the world was derii from others : in
most eues, it wo * uld seem, from, personal enquiries and con-

versation with them, so, that he had an opportunity of render-
ing the information thus acquired, much more complete, as
well as satisfactory, than it would bave been if it liad been

derived from, their journals.
Herodotus trusted principally or -entirely to the information

he received, with respect to the interior of Africa and the
north of Europe, and Asia ti) the east of Persia. While
he was in Egypt he seems to have been particularly inquisitive
and interested respectin the caravans which travelled into the
interior of Africa; an5 regarding theïr equipment, route,
destination, and object, he has çollected a deal of curious
and instructive information. On the authority of Etearchus,
king of the Ammonians, he relates a journey into the inte»
rior of Africa, unclertaken by -five inhabitants of the coun-
try near the Gulf of Libya; and, in this journey, there
is good reason to, believe that the river Niger is accurately
described, at least as far as regards the direction of its course.
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It is evident froin the introduction to bis third Imk that
the Gr'eek merchants of bis time were emim'ently distiniruisbed
fur their courage, industry, and abilities; thai in U"Suit of

comn-mrcial advantages they visited very remote and Uarbarous
countries in the north-enstern parts oi Europe, and the adja-
cent parts of Asia; and that the Scythians permitted. the

Greek merchants of the Euxine to penetrate farther to, the
east tnd north «I than we can trace their progress by the light

of modern information." To them Herodotus was muèh in-
debteil for the geographical knowledge which he displays of
those parts of the worid; and it is hy no means improbable
titat the spirit of commercial enterprize which invited the

Greek merchants on the Euxine to, penetrate among the bar-
barous nations of the north-east, also, led them far to, the east
and south-enst; and tha.t. from them, as well aq from, bis per-

sonal enquiries5 while at Babylon and Susa, Herodotus derived
much of the information with which he bas favoured us re-

>pecting the eotintry on the Indus, and the borders of Cash-
inere and Arabia. Having thus pointed out the sources from
which. Herodotus derived his geographical knowledge, we

shall now sketch the limits of that knowledge, as well as
mention in what respects lie yielded to, the fabulous and
absurd nt-Ptions of his conteinporaries.

He fatils most iii endeavourùi to, e a general and com-
biiied idea of the earth ; even w9ere Eiisv separate sketches are

clear and accurate, when united tbey lose both their accuracy
and clearness. Ile seems to doubt whether lie should divide
the world into, three parts; and nt last, linvin admitted such
a division, lie makes the rivers Phasis and taxes, and the
Caspiati Sea, the boundaries between Europe and Asia; d

to, Europe he assigns an extent greater flian Asia and Lirýa
taken. together. His knowleffiye of the west of Europe s

very iiiiperfect: in some part ee fixes the Cassiterides, ftom
which die PliSnicians derived their tin. Ile PhSnician co-

lony of Gadez was known to, him. His geography ex.
tended--..týio the greater pait of Poland and European Russia.

Such appear to have been its limits with respect to, Europe;
and such the general notion lie entertained of this quarter of
the world. As to, Asia, lie believed that a fleet sent bv Darius

hiad circumnavigated it from the Indus to, the con'fines of
Egypt; but thoucrh bis ýeneraI idea of it was thus erroneous,

lie possessed accurate information respecting it ftom. the con-



fines of' Europe to the Indus. Of the cotintries to the east
of that river, as well as of the whole of the north and southern,
])arts of it, lie was completely ignorant. He particularly no-
tices that the Eastern Ethiopians, or Indians, differ from those
of Africit by their long hair, as opliosed to the woolly head of
the Africati. In his account of India he interweaves much that
is fabulous; hut in the saine nianner as modern discoveries in

geography have confirmed inany things in Herodotus which
were deemed errors in lits geography, so it has been ascer-

tiiiiied that even, his fables have, in most instances, a foundation
in fact. With regard to Africa, his knowledae of E pt, and
of the country to the iiorth of it, seems to' have been very
accurate, and more minute and satisfactory than his know-
ledge of any other part of the world. It is highly probable

that he was acuainted with the course of the wéstern. branch
of the Nile, as ar as the 11 th degree of latitude. He certainly
knew th e* real course of the Niger. On the east coast of Africa
lie was well acquainted with the shores of the Arabian Gulph;
but though lie sometimes mentions Cirthage, and describes
the traffic carried on, without the intervention of language,
between the Cartha,%ni,%,ns and a nation beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, which v , ave alrèady mentioned in treating of the
commerce of the Carthaginians, yet lie seems to have been
Unacquainted with any point betweeii Carthage and the Pillurs
of Hercules. 1

In the history of Herodotus, there is an account of a map
constructed by Aristaforas, tyrant of Miletus, when lie proffl

posed to Cleonien ing of Sparta, to attack Daýius, king
of Persia, at Susa; froni this accountý the vaguee imperfect,
and erroneous ideas entertained in his - time of the relative
situations and distances of places, as well as of the extren-iely
rude and feeble advances which liad been mýde towards the
construction of maps, rnay be inferred. Major Rennell, in his
Illustrations of I-Ierodotus, has endeavoured to ascertain from
his history the parallel and nieridian of Halicarriassus, the
birth-place of the historian. Accordin(r to Iiiin, they intersect
at rirrht angles over that town, cutting the 37th degree of
north latitude, and the 45ý of ewst longitude, froin the For..
tutiate Islands.

For a considerable period after the tîme of Herodotus-, ýhe
ancients seem. to have been nearly stationary in theîý.know-
ledge of the world. About 368 years before Christ, Eùdôxus, .

of Cnidus, whose desire of studving a3tronomy induced hira

it. . Io lhe Dcath ý)1*Alerandec- lhe Greai.
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to visit Egypt, Asia, and Ital Who first atteinpted to explain
planetary motions, and w 0 is said to have diswvered. the

inclination of the moon's orbit, and the retrograde motion of
her nodes, is celebrated as havin first applied geographical
ébgervations to, astronomy; but fe does not appear to haveý
directed bis researches or his conjectures towards the figure
or the circumference of the earth, or the distances or relative
situations of any 1plam on its surface.

Néarly about the same period that Eudoxus died Ari.
stod flourished. Ilbis great philosopher, collecting and

combi - inta one systein of geographical knowled e the
discoveries and observations of all who bad prece= hini,
sta.mped on them a dignityand value they had not before

possessed.1 as well as r ered them less liable to be for.

L tten or misapplied: he inferred the -sphericity of the earth
m the observations of travellers, that the stars seen in

Greete were not visible in Cyprus or Egypt; and thus
established the fundamental principle of all geograPhý.

But though this science, in its most important branc
derived much benefit from his powerful mind, yet it was not
*dvanced in its details. He su posed the wasts of Spain not
ve-ry distant from, those of Infil; and he even erfibraced'a
inodified notion of Homer's Ocean River, which had been
ridiculed and rejected by Herodotus; for he describes the
habitable earth as a great oval island, surrounded by the

ocean, terminated on the west by the river Tartessius, (sup.
posed tobe the Guadelquiver,) on the east by the Indus, and on
the -north by Albion and Ierne, of which islands his ideas

were necessarily ve vapie and imperfect. In some other
respects4 however, %isTnowledo.e was more accurate: he

coincides with Herodotus in his description of the Caspian
Sea, and expressly states that it ought to be called a great

lake, not; a sea. A short period before Aristotle flourished,
that branch of geography which relates to the temperature of

different climates, and other circumstances affecting bealth,
was investigated with considerable diliffnce, ingenuity, and

success, by the celebrated physician ippocrates. In the
course of his journeys, with this object in view, he seems to,
have followed the plan and the route of Herodotus, and some-
times to have even Penetrated farther than he. did.

Pýtheas, of MarseMes, lived a short time before Alexander
ibç Ckreat: he is célèbrated for his knowledge in -asmnomy,

inathematics, philosophy, and geography, and for the ardour



and perseverance with which either a stronq d"iïe for in«P
formation, or the characteristic commercial & ýr of to 8-
people, or both united, carried him forweid in die path of
maritime discovery. 'rhe additions, howeyer, which he made

to geo hy as a science, or to the sciences intinuaely con.
nected= it, are more palpable and undisputed, than 'tbg

extent and discoveries of his vo 9Mes,
He was the first who esta Usbed a distàction of climate

by the length of days and n * lits : and he is said to bave dis-
covered the dependence of tte tideii upon the position of the
moon, affirming that the flood-tide depended on the iu&eaâie
of the moon, and the ebb on its decrease. - By meam of a
gnomon he observed, at the sununer solstice at Marseilles,
that the length of the shadow was to the height of the
gnomon as 120 to 41-,1; or, in other words, that the obliquity
of the ecliptic was 23 : 50. He relates, that in the country
which he reached in his voyage to north, the $un, at the

time of the suminer solstice, ùýiwhed the northern part of the
horizon: he pointed out three stars near the pole, with which,
the north star formed a square; and within this square, he
fixed the true place of the pole. According to Strabo, he

considered the island of Thulê as the most western part of the
then known world, and reckoned bis longitude from. thence.

With respect to, the extent and discoveries of his voyage to
the north, there is great difference of opinion. The veracity
of Pytheas is utterly denied by Strabo and Polybius, and is
strongly suspected by Dr. Vincent: on the other handý it bas -
fbunà'ýbIe supporters in D'Amville, Huet, Gessner, MwTay
of Goettingen, Gosselin, and Malte Brun; and in our opinion,

though it may not be easy to ascertain what was really the
ýcountry whieh he reached in bis voyage, and though sonie of
the particulars he mentions inay be fabulous, or irreconcilemble
with one another, yet it seems carrying scepticisin too far to

reject, on these accouats, his voyage as altogether a fiction.
The account is, that Pythe;s departed from. Marseilles,

coasted Spain, France, and the east or north-east &ide of
Britàin, as far as its northern extremify. Taking his de-

parture from, this, he continued bis voyaqe, as lie says, to the
ilorth, or perhaps to the north-east; ana after six days' navi-
gation, he arrived at a land called Thule, which he statesto
be 46,300 stadia from. the equator. So far there is nothing
improbable or inconsistent; but when he adds, that being

there at the sitmmer solstice, he sav the s-un touching the
E 2
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northern oint of the horizon, and at the sanie time asserts
that the Jay and night were each of six months, continuance,
there is a palpable contradiction: and when lie adds.., that millet

was cultivated in the north of this country, and wheat in the
south, and that honey abounded, he mentions productions utterty
incompatible with his description of the climate and latitude.

As, however, this voyage forins an important epoch in the
history, of discovery, it may be proper to endeavour to ascer-
tain what country the Thule of Pytheas really wkts. We
have already observed, that the days sail of an ancient vessel

was 500 stadia, or 50 miles; supposing the largest stadia
of 666î equal to, one degree of the equatoi-, if the vessel
sailed during the night as well as day, the course run was, on
an average, 1000 stadiî4 or 100 mi es. Now, as the voyage

from the éxtremity of Britain to Thule was of course not a
coasting voyage, and as the nights in that latitude, nt the

season of the year when the voyage was made, were very short,
(Pytheas says the night was reduced to two or three bours) we
must suppose that he sailed ni 3-ht as well as day ; and conse-
quently, that in six days lie hisailed 600 miles, either directly
north or to east or west of the north, for his exact course
cannot well be made ont.

What country lies 600 miles to the north or the north-east
of the extremity of Britain ? None exactly in this direc-
tion : if, however, we suppose that Pytheas could not fix
exactly the point of the compass which lie steered, (a sup-
position by no means improbable, considering the ignorance
of the ancients,) and that his course tended to the west of the
north ' 600 miles would bring him nearly to Greenland.
'Irhere were, however, other stadia besides those by which we

q9mputed the days sail of the ancients ; and though the'ý&dia výe have taken are more generally alluded to by the--
dýcients, yet it may be proper to ascertain what results will be », et
pToduced if the ôther stadia are supposed to have been used in
this instance. The stadia we have already founded our calcula-

tionsupon will bring us to the latitude of 690271: the latitude of
the southernmost point of Greenland is very nearly 70'o. Btt
the description given by Pytheas of the productions of the
country by no means coincides with Greenland. At the

same time, other parts of his description agree with this
country; paýticularly when he says, that there the sea, the
earth, and the air, seem to, be confounded in one element,
In the south of Greeffland the longest day is two months

mm
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which does not coincide with Pytheas9 account; though this,
as we have already pointed out, is contradictory with itsel£

Let us now consider what will be the result if we suppose
that a different stadia were employed: the next inpoint of extent
to that on which we have'already founded our conjectures,
(there being 700 equal to one degree of the equator) will,
brin the latitude of the

og him to the latitude of 66' 8';
Il ernmost part of. Iceland is 66' 3(Y, coincidi with this
result as nearly as possible. The description of 1 clirnate

agrees with Pytheas' description; but not his account of the
length of the day, nor of the productions of the country.

Of the third kind of stadia, 8331 were equal to one degree
of the equator; calculating that 1000 of these were sailed

durin a day and night's vqyage, Pytheas would arrive in the
latitu ge of 550 34', at the end of six days. This*, however,

is absolutely at variance with the fact, that he took bis de-
parture from the northernmost point of Britain, and would

in fact bring him back from it to the entrance of the Frith of.
Forth. It is supposed, however, that this is the real latitude -
but that the west coast of Jutland is the country at which he

arrived. But this obliges us to believe that his course from,
the northern extremity of Britain, instead of being north or
north-east, or indeed at all to the north, was in fact south-west;'
a supposition which cannot be admitted, unless we imagine
that the ancients were totally ignorant of the course "ich

they steered. On the other hand,- Pytheas' description of
the productions of Thule agrees with Jutland; the culture of
millet in the north, and of wheat in the south, and the
abundance of honey: there is also, about a degree to the
north of the latitude of 5.5D 34', a part of theýcoast still de-

nominated Thyland; and in die ancient language of Scandi-
navia, Thiuland. The account of Pytheas, that néar Thule,,
the sea, air, and earth, seemed to be confounded in one
element, is supposed by Malte Brun to allude to the sandy
.downs of Jutland, whose hills shift with the wind; the
n-larshes, covered with a crust of sand, concealing from the

traveller the crulf beneath, and the fogs of a peculiarly dense
nature wh4ch frequently occur. We must confess, however,
that the course bavincr been nortli, or iiorth-eeiist, or north-west,
for this latitude of course rnay be allowed in consideration of
the ignorance or want of accuracy of the ancients, never can.
Lave brought Pytheas to a country Iving to the- south-west of
die extremity of* Britain.
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We are not maisted in finding out the truth, if, instead of
foumâng our calculations and conjectures on the distance

saïW in the six dayst we take for their basis the distance
which Pytheu stmes Ilule to be frnm the equator. This

diftàncej we have alrendy mentioned, was 46$300 stadia;
whicla, mording as the dillèrent kinds of stadia are calculated

apon, will give respectively the latitude of the south of
Greeniand, of the north of Iceland, or of the west coast of
Judwid.; or, in other wordsq the limit of P theas voyage

will be determined to be in the same latitude, whether we
&«*Min it by the averNýe length of the day and ni ht's sail

of the vessels of th-e an.cients, or by the distance from the
aquator which he assigns to Thtde. It ma be proper to
st;«eý thât there in a district on the cofut.ef Zrwa , between
the latitudes of 60' and 6 2*0't Called Tele, or ýVhelemarle.

1%lein supposes this to have been the. Thule of Pytheas,
]Niny pLes it within three deeees of the pole, Eratosthenes

ender the polar circle. 'nie Flitile discovered by Agricola,
and described by Tacittis, is evidently either the Orkiey or
the Shèdanà Islands.

It infty appenr presumptuotis as well as after this
display of the difficulties attending the question, to offer aily

new conjecture; and many of our. readers may deem it a
point of very minor importance, and aiready discussed at too

t length. It is obvious, from the detail into which we
1 7vaè entered, that no country exists in the latitude whicli
must be assieed to it, whether we fix tlitit latitude by Pythens'

statermnt of the distance of Thule froni the equator, or by
the "ce sailed over in six days, the productions of which at
ail agree with those mentioned by Pytheas. On the other
hand, we canne suppose that his course was south-west, and
not at aR to the north, which must have been the case, if the

emntry at which he ar-ived in sailing froni the northern ex-
tremity of Britain, was Jutland. The object must, therefore,
be to find out à country the productions of which corre-
spond with those mentioned by Pytheas; for, with regard

to tho9eý he could not be mistaken: and a country cer-
tainly not the least to the south of the northern part of Bri-
tain. As it is impSsible that he could have reached the leq
what he states respecting the day and night being eacrsx
months long must be rejected; and his other account of the

length of the day, deduced frorn his own observation of the'
sun, at the time of the stimmer solstice, touching the northerii
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point of the horizon, must be reveived. If we suppo» that
this was the limit of the suWs course in that direction (which,
from his statement, muet be inferred), this will give in a lene

f da f about t eut hours, to about sixty-
tw 0 Ye OTees of no'rth îatnitude. 'tThe next point to be escer.
tained à the latitude of his departure fi-em the coast of Bri»

tain. There seems no good reason to believe, what ali the
hypothesis we havé examined &ssuine, that Pytheas sailed along
the whole of the east coast of- Britain : on the other hand, à
geems more likely, that having passed over fi-om, the coast of
France to the coast of« Britain, he traced the lAtter to its most
eastern point, that is, the coast of Norfolk near Yarmoutb ;

from which place, the coast takinta sudkkn and great bend
to, the west, it is probable that Py eas, whose object evideTffly
was to sail as far north as he could, would leave the coast and
stretch out into the open sea; Sailiniz cq a iporth course, or

rather with a fittle inclination to the «Ôt of the north, would
bring him to the entrance of the Baitic. We ha-t,,e already

conceived it probable that the country he describes ýay in the
latitude of about 62t), and six days' sail from. the coast of Nor-

fi)lk wotild bring hirn nearly into this latitude, supposing he
entered the Baltie. "Ile next point relates to the productions
of the country: millet, wheat, and honey, are much more the
characteristic productions of the countries lying on the Gulf
of Finland, fluin they are of.lutiand; and Pytheas'account of
the cliniate aiso agrecs better with the climate of this part of
the Baltie, than with that of Jutland.

That Pytheas visited the Baltic, though perhaps the Ilule
he inentio;is did not lie in this sea,' is evident from the follow-

ing extract froin his journal, given by Pliny : - 11, On the shores,
ot'a certain bay called Mentonomon, live a people calied
Guttoni; and at the distance of a day's voyage from them, is

the island Abalus (called by TimSus, Baltea). Upon this the
waves threw the amber, which is a coagulated matter cast up

by the sca: they use it for firing, instead of wood, and also
sell it to the neighbouring Teutones."ý Ile inhabitan * ts on the

coast of the Baltir, near the Frish or Curish Sea (which is
probably the bay Pytheas describes) are called in the Lithua.
nian language, Guddai: and so late as the period of the Cru.
sades, the spot where amber is found was called Wittland, or
Whiteland ; in Lithuanian, Baltika. From these circumstances,
as well as from the nanie Baltea given by Timaeus to the

island mentioned by Pythens, as the place ivhere amber is cast
ir. 4
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up by the waves, there appears fio doubt that Pytheas was
in the Baltic Sea, though his island of Thule might not be

there. As amber was t'n reat repute, 'even so early as the
time of Homer, who descriles it as being used to adorn the
golden collars, it is highly probable that Pytheas was in-
duced to enter the Baltic fbr the purpose of obtaining it: in

what manner, or throucrh whose ineans, the Greeks obLained.
it in Homer's time, is riot known.

After al],' the question is involved iii very great obscurity;
and the circumstance not the most probable, or reconcileable
with a country even not further north than Jutlafid is, that, in

the age of Pytheas, the inhabitants should have beeii so far
advanced in knowledge and civilization, as to have cultivated
any species of grzain.

Till the age of Herodotus the liglit of history is compara-
tively feeble and broken; and where it does shine witli more
steadiness and brilliancy, its rays are directed almost exclu-
sively on the warlike operations of mankind. Occasionally,

indeed, we incidentally learn sonie iiew particulars respecting
the knowledge of the ancients in creo,(rral)hy: but these particu-
lars, as must be obvious ironi the preceding part of this volume,
are ascertained only after considerable difficulty ; and when
ascertained, are for the most part meagre, if not obscure. In the
history of Herodotus, we, for the first time, are able to trace the
exact state and progress of geographical knom-ledge; and from.
his time, our nieans of tracing it become more accessible, as
well as productive of more s,..itisfi-ictorv restilts. Within one

hundred years after this historian flouriýhed, geocrraphy derived
great advantages and improvenient from a circumstanýe which,

at first view, would have been deenied adverse to the extension
of any branch of science: we allude to the conquests of Alexan-
der the Great. This monarch seenis tô have been actuated by
a desire to be honoured as the patron of science, nearly as strong
as the desire to be known to posterity as the conquerer of the

world: the facilities he afforded to Aristotle in drawino, tip his
natural history, by sending Iiiiii all. the uncomnion aninials with
which his travels and his con(juests supplied Iiiiii, is a striking

.proof of this. With respect to his en(leaN-otirs to extend geoçrl-.-ýt-
phical knowledge,-this was SO intimately connected with his
-plans of con(juest, that it inay to be ascribiiig to Ilini a
more honourable motive than influeiiced hini, if we consffler the
improvernent tbat geocyrapby received t1irough his ineans as
whoilv tilic()Illl(2(ýtu(l with lIiýi cilýll-"Ictel, a Coriquerer tkat It
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was so, in some measure, however is certain; for along with
hirn he took several geographers, who were directed and

enabled'to make observations both on the coasts and the inte-
rior of the countries through which they passed ; and froin
their observations and discoveries, a new ýand improved geo-
graphy of Asia was framed. Besides, the books that till his

time were shut up in the archives of Babylon and Tyre were,
transferred to Alexan(iria ; and thus the astronomical and hy-
drographical observations of the Phoenicians and Chaldeans,

becoming accessible to the Greek philosophers, supplied them
with the ineans of founding their geographical. knowledge on

the sure basis of niathematical science, of whicli it had hitÊerto
been destitute.

The grand maxini of Alexander in his coiiquestsw.-ýLs, to re-
gard theni as permanent, and as annexing to his empie pro-
vinces whicli were to form as essential parts of it as Macedonia

itsel£ Influenced by this consideration and design, he did not
lay waste the countries he conquered, as had been done in the

invasions of Persia, by Cimon the Athenian and the Lacedemo-
nians: on the contrary, the people, and their religion, inanners,

and laws were protected. The utmost order and recrularity
were observed; and it is a strikin(y fact, Il that his measures were
taken with such prudence, that during eigrht years' absence at

the extremity of the East, no revolt of consequence occurred; and
his seulement of Eg pt was so judicious, as to, serve ae a model
to the Romans in the -,ulmiiiistratioi-i of that province at the
disLance of thrce centuries."

The voyage of Nearchus from Nicea on the Hydaspes,
till he arrived in the vicinity of Susa (which we shall

afterwards more particularly describe); the projected voya e,
the object of ývhicli was to attempt the circumnavi (ration of
Arabia; the survey of the western side of the Gulf oInf Persia,
bv Archias, Androsthenes, and Hiero, of which unfortunately
we do not possess the details ; the projected establishment

of «,t direct commercial intercourse between India and Alexan-dria; and the foundation of this city, whicli1 ive a new turli
and a, strong impulse to commerce, as will be -more particularly
shown afterwards ; -are but a fýw of the benefits geography
,and coinuiei-ce received froni Alexander, or vould li, ve re-
ceived, had not his plans been frustreed by lils sudden and
eariv death at the -apre of'33.

'\ý-e liave the (I*j-ect testinionv of Mitrocles, tliat Ale-_,ý:jinder
ilot Contelit ivith dnd generaj nor rtAPýA
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on the testimony of others where he could observe and'Pdge for
himself; and in ail cases in which lie derived his information
froni otheZs, lie was particularly careful to select those who

knew the country best, iund to make theni commit their intel-
ligence to writing. By these means, united to the reports of

those whom, lie employed to survey his conquests, 61 ail the
iiative'èonunodities which to this day forni the staple of the
East Indian commerce, were fiilly known to, the Macedoni-
ans." '"l'lie principal castes in India, the principles of the Bra-

mins, the devotion of widows to the flames, the description of the
banyan-tree, and a great variety of other particulars, sufli-

cienl, prove that the Macedonians were actuated by a thirst
after iowledge, as well iLs a- spirit of conquest; and illustrate

ns well as justify the observation moxle to Alexander by the
Brainin mandarin, 11, You art-, the onl man wlioni 1 ever
found curious in the investigation of pliiiosophy at the lieait of'

an ariiiv.ýy
Wlien Alexander invaded Indiii, lie found commerce flotir-

i.sliiii(-r cyreatly in many parts of it, particularly in what are
supposed to be the present Multan, Attock, and ' the Panjob.

1-le everv where took- -,i(ivaiitiqre of this commerce, tiot bv phin-
dering ;nd thus destroyhig it fin- the purpose of' filliii(r Lis cof-

fers, but by nourishing -and increasing it, aiid thiis at once
henelitting hiniself and the inhabitints wlio were enpracred in it.

By ineans of the commerce in whicli the iiatives of the Pan ' job
were eii(-pig(ý(l on the Indtis, Alexander procured the fleet witli

whicli lie sailed down that river. This fleet is supposed to have
consisted of' eiglit litindred vesseisq onlv thirtv of %,%,hicli

ships of war, ifie reiiiainder beinor suci as W'ere listialiv elli-
ployed in the couinierce of' ' the * Indus. Eveii before lie
reached this river, lie hiad built vessels which lie hadsent down

the Kophenes to Taxila. By the completion of his c.,.tjiipaigii
at the sources of the Indus, and by his niarcli and voycige down
the course of that river, lie liad traceci and defined the eastern

botindary of his conquests: the line of his march from the
Hellespont till the final defeat of Darius, and his ptirsuit of tliat
nionarcli, had put lihii in possession of tolerably acctirate know-
led(re of the nortliern -md western boundaries; the southern
provinces alone remaîned to be explored: they had. indeed sub-

mitted to his arms; but they were stili, for ail the purposes of
governrnent and commerce, unknown.

Il To obtain the information necessary for the objects the
haci in viem-, lie ordercd Cnatertis, xvith the elephants and heavy
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baggage, to penetrate through the centre of the empire, while he
persona% undertook the more arduous task of penetrating the
desertof adrosia, and providing for the preservation of the fleet.
A glance over the mal) will show that the route of the army
eastward, and the double route by which it returnedg intersect
the whole empire by three lines, almost from the Tigis to
the Indus: Cretterus joined the division under Alexander in
the Karniania; and when Nearchus, after the completion ofhis
voyage, came up the Posityris to Susa, the three routes
through the different provinces, and the navi 'tion along the

coast, might be said to complete the survey orthe empire."
The two divisions of his army were accompanied on their

return to Susa by Beton and Diogrnetus, who seem to have
united. the character and duties of soâdiers and men of science;
or, perhaps, 'were like the quarter-mastx--rs-general of our

armies. It appears from. Strabo and Pliny, in whose time the
surveys drawn by Beton and Diognetus were extant, that they
reduced the provinces through which they passed, as well as
the marches of the ariny, to actual measurement; and thus, the
distances being accurately set down, andjournais fhithfully kept,
the principles of freographical science, next in importance and
Utility to astronomical observations, were established. The

journals of Béton and Diogmetus, the voyage of ýkarchus, and
the works of Ptolemy, afterwards king of Egypt, and Aristo-
bulus, who acconipanied Alexander in bis expedition and wrote
bis life, all prove that the authority or the example of the
sovereigra influenced. the pursuits of bis officers and attendants;
and it is highly to the credit of their diligence and accuracy,
that everyincrease of geographical knowledge tends to con-
firin what they relate respecting the ýenera1 appearance and

features of the cotintries they traverse 1 as well as the position
of cities, rivers, and motintains.

Alexander appears to have projected or anticipated an in-
tercourse between Iiidia and the western provinces of bis

dominions in Egypt, not only by ]and but by sea: for this
latter purpose he founded two chies on the Hydaspes and one on
the Axesimes, both navigable rivers, which fall into the Indus.
And this also, most probably, was one reason for bis careful
survey of the naviaation. of the Indus itsel£ M'hen he re-

turiied to Susa, he surveyed the course of the Tîgris and
Euplirates. The navigation near the mouths of those rivers

was obstructed by cataracts, occasioned b ' y walls built across
them hy the -ancient nionarchs of Persia, in order to, prevent
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their subjects from defilin% themselves b sailing on they C
ocean these obstructic e gave directions to be removed.

1-lad lie lived, therefore, the commodites of India would have
been conveyed ifrom. the Persian Gulf into the interior pro-

vinces of his Asiatic dominions, and to Alexandria by the
Arabian Gul£

To conclude in the words of Dr. Vincent: Il The Mace-
donians obtained a knowledge both of the Indus and the
Gan(res: they lieard that the seat of empire was, where it
always lias been, on the Ganges or Indus: they acquired

intelligence of all the grand and leading features of IndianLn
nianners, policy, and religion [and lie miglit have added, ac-
curate information respecting the geography of the western-
parts of tliat country]: tliey discovered all this by penetrating

throucrii countries, where, possibly, rio Greek liad previously
set his foot; and they explored the passiige by sea which first

opened the commercial iiitercourse with India to the Greeks
and Romans, througli the medium of Egypt and the Red Sea,
and finally to the Etiropeans, by the Cape of Good Hope."

Wheii we reflect on the character and state of the Mace-
donians,. prior to, the reigii of Alexander, and the condition
iiito whicli they sunk after his death, we sliall, perhaps, not
liesitate to acknowledge that Alexander infused his own soul.
into thein; and that history, ancient or modern, does not ex-

hibit any similiar iiiýtance of such powerful individual in-
fluence on the character and fate of a nation. Alexander him-
self lias always been lionoured by conquerors, and is known

to mankind only, as the first of conquerors; but if military
renown and achievements had not, unfortunately for mankind,

been more prized than they deserved, and, on this account, the
records of them been carefully preserved, while the records of
peaceful transactions were neorlected and lost, we should pro-
bably have received the full details of all that Alexander did
for geographical science and coiniiierce; and in that case his
character would have been as highly prized by the philosopher
and the friend'of humanity, civil ization, and knowledire, as it
is by the powerful and ambitious.

The ol)ject of these dykes is stipposed by Niebiihr to Kavc been very
(!iflýrcnt : lie observes thýat thev were cotistrticte(l fior the purpose of

keel)iti,, ul) the waters to intindate the eontipiotis lc%-cl : bc found these
î' 

1
dy-es both in tbe Euplirates and Tigris. And Tavernier inentioný, one,

120 fect 111-h in the f*ý,1' betixceli ',ý\losul and the ,-reat Zah.



Fortunately the cletails of one of' the geographical and
cSnmercial expeditions undertaken by order of Alexander

are still extant; we allude to the voyage of Nearchus. Of
this voyage we are now to speak; and as it is curious and
im )ortant, not inerel on accourit of the eo _raphical know-

, -J"
le(Ige it conveýs, but also from the in Icrýrt 'à gives us into

the commercia transactions of the couritries which he visited,
we shall give rather a full abstract of it, availing ourselves of

the light which bas been thrown upon it by the learned and

judicious researches of Dr. Vincent.
It was on the banks of the Hyphasis, the modern Beyah,

that Alexander's army mutinied, and refused to proceed any
farther eastward. In conse uence of this insumouritable
obstacle to his plans, he resoýT11ed to return to, the Hydaspes,
and carry into, execution his design of sailing down it into
the Indus, and thence by the ocean to the Persian Gulf He
had previously given orders to his officers, when he had left
the Hydaspes to collect, build, and equip a sufficient number
of vessels for this enterprise; and they had been so diligent
and successful, that on his return he found a numerous fleet
assembled. Nearchus was appointed to, command the fleet:
but Alexander hiniself resolved to, accompany it to, the mouth
of the river.

On the 23(l of October, 327 years before Christ, the fleet
sailed from NicSa, on the Hydaspes, acity built by Alex-

ander on the scite of the battle in which he deféated Porus.
The importance which he attached to this expedition, as well
as his anxiety respecting its skilful conduct and final issue,
are strongly painted by Arrian, to whom we are indebted for
the journal of Nearchus. Alexander at first did not know

whom to trust with the mana(rement of the expeclition, or
who would undertake it, when the length of the voyage, the

difficulties and dangers of a barren and un-nown ýoast, the
want of harbours, and the obstacles in the way of obtaining

provisions, were considered. In this suite of arixiety, doubt,
and expectation, Alexander ordered -Nearchus to attend hiiii,
and consulted him on the choice of a commander. Oncey

said he, Il excuses himself, because lie thinks the (langer in-
superable; others are unfit for the service frorn timidity

others think of nothincr but how to get home ; and inan
cannot approve for a variety of other iýeasoiis." Upon

hearing this," says Neurchus, Il I offered myself for the com-
man(l: an(l promised the king, that under the protection of

CHAP. Il. to the Death ?f' Alexander the Great.
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God, 1 would conduct the fleet safe into the Gulf of Persia,
if the sea were navigable, and the undertaking within the
power of man to perform." The only objection that Alex-
ander made arose from his regard for Nearchus, whom lie

was unwilling to expose to the dangers of sucli a voya e
but Nearchus persisting, and the kingr being convinced Lt
the enterprise, if practicable, would lie achieved by the skill,
courage, and perseverance of . Nearchus, at length yielded.
The ýharacter of thé commander, and the regard his sove-

reign entertained for him, removéd in a great degree the
apprehension that the proposed expedition was desperate :

a selection of the best officers and most effective men was
now soon made; and the fleet was not only supplied with

every thing that was necessary, but equipped in a most
splendid manner. Onesieritus was appointed pilot and

master of Alexanders own ship; and Evagoras was secretary
of the fleet.- The officers, including these and Nearchus,

amounted to 3-3 ; but nearly the whole of them, as well as
the ships which they commanded, proceeded ilo farther than the
rnouth -of the Indus. The seamen were natives of Greece,
or the Grecian Islands, Phcenicians, Egyptians, Cyprians,
lonians, &c. The fleet consisted of 800 ships of war and
transports, and about 1200 gallies. On board of these, one-
third of the army, which consisted of 120,000 men, em-

barked; the remainder, marching in two divisions, one on the
left, the other on the right of the river.

The voyage down the river is described rather as a
triumphal procession, than a military pro,ress. The size of
the vessels, the conveyance of horses aboard, the number, îwd
splendour of the equipment, attracted the natives to be spec-
tators of the pomp. The sound of instruments, the clang
of arms, the commands of the officers, the measured song of
the modulators, the responses of the mariners, the dashing of
the oars, and those sounds frequently reverberated fi-om over-
h 'mg shores, are all scenery preséàted to our imagination
b; lte historians, and evidently bespeak the language of those

who shared with pride in this scene of triumph and mag-
nificence."

No danger occurred to alarm them or impede their passage, til 1
they arrived at the junction of the Hydaspes with the Akèsines.
At this place, the channel of the river became contracted,
though the bulk of water was of course greatly increased; and

from this circurnstance, and the rapiditv with which the two
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rivers unite, diere îs a considerable current, as well as strong
eddies; and the noise of the rushing and confined waters, is

heard at some distance. This noise astonished or alarmed the
seamen so much, that the rowers ceased to row, and the

inodulators to direct and encourage them b their chant,
till the commanders inspired them with confiYnce; and they

plied the oars with their utmost strength in order to stem
the current, and keep the vessels as steady and ftee from
danger as possible. The eddy, however, caught the gaies,
which from. their lene were more exposed to it t1mn the ships
of war: two, of them sank, many more were damaged, while
Alexander's own ship was fortunate enough to find shelter
near a projecting point'of land. At the junction of the
Akesines with the Indus, Alexander founded a city; of which,
however, no traces at present remain.

On the arrival of Alexander at Pattala, near the head
of the Delta of the Indus, he seems to have projected the
formation of a commercial city; and for this purpose, ordered
the 4om'ing country to be surveyed: his next object was to
sail down the western branch of the river. With this view he left
Pattala with all his gallies, some of his half-decked vessels,

land his quickest sailing transports, ordering at the same
tîme a small part of his army to attend his fleet. Con-

siderable difficulties arose, and some loss was sustained from
his not be*g able to procure a native pilot, and from the

swell in the river, occasioned by a violent wind blowing con-
trary to the stream. He was at length compelled to seize

some of the natives, and make them. act as pilots. When
they arrived near the confluence of the Indus with the sea,

.another storm' arose; and as this also blew up the river, while
they were sailing down with the current and the tide, there

was considerable agitation in the water. The Macedonians
were alarmed, and by the advice of their pilots ran into

one of the creeks of the river for shelter: at low tide, the
vessels being'left aground, the sharp-built gallies were much

ilýured. t
The astonishment of the Macedoriians was greatly excited

when they saw the waters of the river and of the sea ebb and
flow. It is well known, that in the Mediterranean the tides
are scarcely perceptible. The flux and reflux of the Euri-
pus, a narrow strait which separates the island of EubSa from
the coast of Beotia, could give them no idea of the regularity
of the tides; for this flux and reflux continued for eighteen or
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nincteen days, ziiid was tincommonly unsettled the rest of
the iiionth. Besides, the tides at the mouth of' the Indus,
an([ on the ad*acent coast, are very high, and flow in withj
very great force and rapidity; and are known in India, in theW
Bay of Fundy, and in most other places where this phenorne-
non occurs, by the iiame of the Bore; and at the moutli of the
Severn, by the name of Hygre, or E-agre. Herodotus indeed,
mentions, that in the Red Sea there was a recrular ebb and
flow of the sea every day; but as Dr. Robertson very juely
observes, amon(y the ancients there occur instances of
inattention to. facts, rela _ d by respectable authors, which

appear surprising in modern tirnes." Even so late as the
time of CSsar, a spring tide in -Britain, which occasioned great
damage to his fleet, created great surprize, and is mentioned
as a phenomenon with whicÉ 1i-e and his soldiers were un-
acquainted.

Soon after Alexander had repaired the damage that his
fleet had sustained, lie surveyed two islands lying at the west

mouth of the Indus; and afterwards leavinçr the river entirely,
entered the ocean, either for the purpose of ascertaining him-
self whether it were actually navigable, or, as Arrian con-Zn
jectures, in order to gratify his vanity by having it recorded,
that he had navigated the Indian Ocean.

Having accomplished this object, lie returned to Pattala,
where he had directed a naval arsenal to, be forffied, intending

to station a fleet at this place. The eastern branch of the Indus
was vet unexplored. In order that an accurate knowledge of it
mirrht be (rained, Alexander resolved to, explore it himself: ac-
cordincly, lie sailed from Pattala till lie arrived at a large bay

or lake, which probably, however, was only a number of the
smaller branches of the Indus, overflowino, their banks. The

passage from this place to the oceaii, lie ascertained to be
more open and convenient than that by the western branch. He
does not seem, however, to have advanced into the oceaii by it;
but haviii(r landed, and proceeded along the coast, in theZn Zn
direction of Gtizerat and Malabar, three days' marchq maiç_
ino- observations on the country, and directin(r wells to be
sunk, lie re-embarked, and returned to the head of the bay.

Here lie again manifested his design of estal)lishl'ncr a pérma-
nent station, by orderinc a fort to be built, a naval yard and
docks to be formed, and leavincr a frarrison and, provisions
for four months.

Before the final departure of Alexander with his convoy
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from Pattala, he directed Nearchus to assume the entire com.
tnand of the fletit, and to sail as soon as the season would

permit. Twelve months, within a few days, elapsed between
the departure bf the fleet fýoin NicSa, and the sailin of

Nearchus from the Indus; the former having taken pf,ýftCe,
as ive have already observed, on the 23d of October, in
the year- :327 before Christ, and the latter on the 2d of
October, in the year 326 B. C. Only about nine months,

however, had elapsed in the actual navigation of the Indus
and its tributary streams ; and even this period, which to us
appears very long, mllas considerably extended b the opera.y
tions of the ari of Alexander, as well as by the slowy

sailing of such a large fleet as lie conducted.
In consequence, it -is supposed, of the prevalence of the

north-east monsoon, Nearclius, after having reached the
ocean (which, however, lie could not effect till he had eut a

passage for his fleet through. a sand,, bank or bar at the
mouth of the Indus), wias obliged to lie -in a harbour which

lie called Port Alexander, and near which he erected a fort
on the 3d of Noveinber; about which time we know that
the monsoon changes. Nearclius again set sail. About
the 'th of this month he reaclied the river Arabis, having
coasted alon(y amoncr rocks and isiands, the passage betweenýn Zn C
which was narrow and diffi'cult. The distance bet.ween this
river and the Indus is nearly eighty miles, and the fleet had

occupied alinost forty days in completinci the navicýation of this-
space. During the irreater part of this time, they were very
scantily supplied with provisions, and seem, indeed, - to have

depended principally on the shell-fish fotind on the coast.
Soon after leaving the mouth of the Arabis, they were

oblicred, by the nature of the shore and the violence of the wind,
to, remain on board their ships for two nights; a very unusual as
well as inconvenient and uncomfortable circumstance for the

nci-nts. We have alread described their ships as eithery
havinc no deck, or only a kind of half-deck, below which
the cables were coiled. Under this deck there mi(rht be
accommodation for part of the cre ; but in cases where

were obliged to remain on board at night, the confinement
must have been extremely irksoine, as weil as prejudicial to,
theïr health. At the end of these two days, they were

enabled to, land and refresh themselves; and here they wiere
joined hy Leonatus, one of Alexander's generais, whé had

heen despatched with soine tùoops to watch and protect their
F
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movements, as far on -their course as was practicable. He
broùght a supply of provisions, which had become very

necessary. On leaving this place, their progress became
much more rapid than it had been before, owing probably to,

the wind having become more regularly and permanently
favourable.

As it is our intention, in giving this short abstract of the
voyage of Nearchus, to select only suMi particulars- as illustrate
the mode of navigation practised among the ancients - the-

progress of discovery, or the stacte of commerce, - we shall pass
over every topie or fact not connected with these. We can-

not, however, refrain from giving an account of the transactions
of the fleet at the river Tomerus, when it arrived on the 21 st of

November, fifty days after it left the Indus; as on reading it,
our readers will be immediately struck with the truth. of Dr.

Vincent's observatiofi, that it bears a very strong resemblance
to the landing of a party from the Endeavour, in New Zealand,
under protection of the ship's guns. We make use of Dr.

Vincents translation, or rather abstract:
At the Tomerus the inhabitants were found living on the

low ground near the sea, in cabins which seemed calculated ýî.1rather to suffocate their inhabitants than to protect them from
the weather; and yet these wretched people were not with-
out coura-cre. Upon sight of the fleet approaching, they
collected in. arms on the shorp, and drew up in order to

attack the strangers on their landing. Their arms were spears,
not headed. with iron, but hardened in the fire, nine feet long;
and their number about 600. Nearchus ordered his vessels

to lay their heads towards the shore, within the distance of
bow-shot; for the enemy bad no missile weapons but their

spears. He likewise brought his engines to bear upon them,
(for such it appears he had on board,) and then directed his

light-armed troops, with those who were the most active and
the best swimmers, to be ready for commencing the attack.
On a signal given, they were to plunge into the sea: the first
man who touched ground was to be the point at which the

line was to, be formed, and was not to advance till joined by
the others, and the file could be ranged three deep. fliese
orders were exactly obeyed; the men threw themselves out of
the ships, swam forward, and formed themselves in the water,
under cover of the engines. As soon as they were in order,
they advanced upon the enemy with a shout, which was repeated

from the ships. Little opposition was experienced; for tW
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natives, struck with the novelty of the attack, and the glitter.
ing of the armour, fled without resistance. Some escaped to
the mountains, a few were killed, and a considerable number
made prisoners. They were a sa-,ýa(re race, shaggy on the
body as well as the head, and with nails so long and of such
strength, that they served theni as instruments to divide their
food, (which, consisted, indeed, ainiost wholly of fish,) and to

separate even wood of the softer kind. Whether this cir.
cumstance originated from design, or w--tnt of implements to

pare tlieir nails, di - not appear; but if there was occasionto
divide harder substwices, they substituted stones shail:)ened,
instead of iron, for iron they had none. Their dress consisted
of the skins of beasts, and some of the larger kinds of fish."

Along the coast ofthe Icthyophagi, extendinom from Malan
to Cape Jaser, a distance, by the course of the ifeet, of nearly
625 miles, Nearchus wiLs so much fiavoured by the winds and
by the straightness of ti-ie coast, that bis progress was sometimes
nearly 60 miles a day. In every other respect, however, this
portion of the voyage was very unfortu-ate and calamitous.
Alexander, aware that on this coast, whicit furnished nothing
but fish, his. fleet would be in distress for provisions, and that

this distress would be greatly augmented by the scarcity of
water which. also prevailed here, had endéavoured to advance

into this desolate tract, to survey the harbours, sink wells,
and collect provisions. But the nature of the count r n-
dered this impracticable; and bis arniy became so straigrzitened,
for corn themselves, that a supply of it, which lie i te ed for
the fleet,,and on which he had affixed bis own seal, was seized
by the men whom. lie had ordered to protect and escort it to the

cSst. At last lie was obliged to give up all attempts of re-
lievinir Néarchus; and after strug "Iing 60 days with want of
water, - during which period, if heimqelf had not, ait the head
of a few horse, pushed on to the coast, and there obtained a

supply, by opening the sands, bis whole army must have
perished,- lie with great difficulty reached the capital of this

desert country. Nearchus, thus left to himself, was indebted
to the natives for the means of discovermg water, by opening
the sands, as the king had done; but to the Greeks, who re-
«arded the want of bread as famine, even wlien its place was

supplied by meat, the fish the natives offered them was no
relie£

We have aJready remarked, that the real character of
Alexander -%ill be much eleviated in the opinion of men of

F
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hunianity philosofflici-s, ifthe particulars we pops.ý4ess of* lus
endeavours to improve the condition of those lie conquered,
inid to advance the interests ofscience, scaiity,-iiii(l imperfect ils

they are, were more attentively considered, and liad not been
neglected and overlook-ed in the glare of his ini1ita1ýy achieve-

ments. Flis march throticrli the deserts of (T'adrosia lias been

ascribed solely to vanity; but this imputation will be removed,

and must give way to a more worthy impression of his motives

on this occasion, wlien it is stated, iliat it was part of ihe grent

design which lie had fornied of opening a communication
between his Eu-ropean dominions and India by sea; and that

as the accomplislinient of this design niainly depended on the

success of the expedition coniiiiitted to 'Nearchus, it was a
paramourit object witli him to assist the fleet, which he thrice

attempted, even in the inidst of his own distress in the deserts-'
On their arrival at the river Kalanica, which is supposed to

be the Churmut, 60 days -after their departure froin the
Indus, they at length obtained froin the natives s6me sheep
but the flesli of it, as well as the fowls which thev obtained, had
a very fishy taste-the sheep, fowls, and inhabitànts, all feedincr
on fish, there being no herbage or trees of any kind, except a
few palni-trees. On the next day, having doubled a cape,
they anchored in a harbour calied Mosarna, where they found
a pilot, who undertook to conduct the fleet to the Gulf of

Persia. It would appear from Arrian., that the intercourse
between this place and the Gulf w-as frequent, the voyage less
dangerous, and the liarbours on the coast better known.

Owingo, to these fa-votirable circunistances, the skill of the
pilot, and the breeze which blew fi-oni the land during the
night, their course was more rapid; and they sailed by night
as, well as day. The coast, however, still continued barren,
and the inhabitants unable to supply them with any thing but

fish till thev arrived at Barna on the 64th day: here the inha-
bitants were more civilized ; they had gardens producing fruit-
trees, flowers, inyrtle, &c., witli which the Greek- sailors fbrmed

garlands to adorn their hair.g On the 69tli day, ]December-9., they arrived at a small
town, the name of which is ilot given ; nor is it possible to frx

its scite. What occurred here we sliall "ive in the words of
Dr. Vincent : -

When the fleet reached this place, it was totally without
bread or grain of any kind; and Nearchus, from the appear-
ance of stlibbie in the neiglibourbood, conceived hopes of a



supply, if lie could find means of obtaining it; but he per-
reived that lie could not take the place by assault, and a siege
the situation lie was in rendered iml)ri-,tcticable. He concerted
inatters, therefore, witli Archias, and ordered him to make a
fýint of preparing the fleet to sait; while he hiniself, with a
single vessel, pretendinfr to be left behind, approaclied the

town in a friendly manner, and was received hospitably by
the inhabit-nts. They came out to receive'hirn upon his
landinur, and presented Iiiin with baked fisli, (the first instance
of cookery lie liad yet seen on the coast,) accompanied with,

c4ý,ikes and dates. Tliese he accepted witli proper acknowledg-
nients, and informed theni lie wislied Ibr permissioii to see the

town : this request was granted withotit suspicion; but- no
sooner liad lie entered, tlian lie ordered two of his archers to

take post lit the (rate,, and then niounting the wail contiguous,
witli two more and his interpreter, lie made the signial for

Archias, who was now iiiider weigli to advance. The nativ'eli
instantly rau to their arms; but Nearchus having Laken an ad-

viantageous position, niade a moinent.-iry defence till Archias
was close at the gilte, ordering Iiis interpreter to proclaim, at

the sanie time, that if they wislied their city to be preserved
from pillage, they must deliver up their corn, and all the pro-

visions wliicli the place affbrded. These ternis were not re-

jected, for the gate was open, and Archias ready to enter : lie
took charge of' this post iiiiiiiediately with. the tbrce which at-
tended. Iiini; and Nearclitis sent proper officers to examine
sucli stores as m-ere in the place, proinising the iifficabitants
tliat, if they acted increnuousiv, thev should stiffèr no other

injury. Theïr stores were iiiiinediately produced, consisting tD
of a kind of meal, or paste macle of fisli, ni creat plenty, with
a sinall quantity of wlieat and barley. '17his, liowever insuffi-
cient for his wanus, Nearchus received - and abstainin(y ftoni
fîtrther oppression, returned on board with his supply."

The provisions lie obtained here, notwithsLanding the con-
sumption of tliem was protracted'by occasionally landing and
cutting off the tender shoots ofthe liead of the wild palm-tree,
were so conipletely exliausted. -M the course of a few days, that
Nearchus was obliged. to prevélut his nien from Landing, under the

appreliension, that though the'coast was barren, their distress on
board would. have induced. them not to, return. At lenirth, on.
the 1 ith of Deceniber, oii the seventy-fourth day of their depar-

ture, thev reached a more fýrtiIe and hospitable shore, ifiid.
were enabled to procure ýa very sinall sti ply of provisions.,P

cliAil. il. Io the Dealh o'..,Ilta-alide), the Great.
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consisting principally of corn, dried dates, and the flesh, of

seven camels. Nearchus mentions the latter evidently to point

out the extreme distress to which they were reduced. As it is

evident that this supply would be soon exhausted, we are not

surprised that Nearchus, in order to reach a better cultivated

district, should urge on his course as rapidly as possible;'and

accordingly we litid, that he sailed at a eater rate in this

part of his voyage than lie ever had done betore. Having sailed

day and night without intermission, in which time he passed a

distance of nearly sixty-nine miles, he at length doubled the cape,

which formed the boundary of -the barren coast of the Icthy-

oph and arrived in the district of Karmania. At Badis,

the t5t town in this districtwhich they reached on the

17th of Decei-nl)er, after a voyage of 77 days, they were

supplied with corn, wine, and every kiiid of fruit, except olives,

the ùihabitants bein(r not onlv able but willincr to relieve their

Nvants.
e h 9pharri is about462 miles;

The length of the coast of th 'Ict y

and, as Nearchus was twent ' y-one days on this coast, the average

rate of sailinc must have been twenty-one miles il d,,,.ty. The

whole distaiice, froni the Indus to the cape which formed the

boundary of Karmania, is about 6125 miles: this (listance

Nearchus was above seventy days in sailing. It must be

recollected, however, that wlien he first set out the monsoon

was adverse, and that for twentv-four days he lay in harbour:

making the proper deductions eor these circuinstances, he was

not at sea more than fortv days with a fâvourable wind; which

Mives rather more thaii ýfteén iniles a dav. Mie Houghton

East Indiaman made the saine run in thirteen davs; and, on

her return, was only five dýtys from Gomeroon to Séindy Bay.

The manners of the wretched inhabitants have occ'âsionallv

been already noticed ; but Nearchus dweIls upon S ome furthe'r

particulars, which, from their conformity with modern inform-

ation, are worthy of rernark. Their ordinary support is fish, as the

name of Icthyophagi, or fish-eaters, iiiiplies; but whv they are

for this reason specified as a separate tribe froin the G'w1rosians,

who live inland, does not appear. Ptolomy considers all this

coast as Karmania, quite to Mosarna; and whether Gadrosia is

a part of that province, or a province itself, is a mattter of no im-

portance; but the coast must have received the name Nearchus

ives it frorn Nearch us himself; for it is Greek, aM he i s the fi rst

reek who explored it. It may, perhaps, be a translation

of a native riame, and such translations the Greeks indulged in
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sometimes to, the prejudice of geography. 6G But these people,
though they live on fish, are few of them fishermen, for their bark s
arefew, and those few very mean and unfit for the service. Iliefish
thev obtain they owe to the flux and reflux of the tide, for they
exiend a net upon the shore, supported by stakes of more than
200 yards in length, within which, at the tide of ebb, the fish
are confined, and seule in the pits or in equalities of the sand,

either made for this purpose or accidental. Mie greater quantity
consists of small fish; but, many large ones are also caught, which
they search for in the pits, and extract with nets. Their nets are

composed of the bark or fibres of the palm, which they twine
into a cord, and form like the nets of other countries. The
fish is ffenerall eaten raw,

c"' y just as it is taken out of the water,
at least such as are small and penetrable; but the larger sort,
and those of more solid texture,, they expose to the sun,
and pound them to a paste for store: this they tise instead of
meal or bread, or form. them into a sort of cakes or frumenty.

The verv cattle five on dried fish, for there is neither crass
nor pasture on the coast. Oysters, crabs, and shell-fish, are
caught in plenty; mid thôucrh this circumstance is speci-

fied twice onIv in the early part of the vpvý,i(re, there is
little doubt but ihese fornied the principal support of the people
during their navigation. SaIt is here the production of nature,

by wbich we are to understand, that the power of the sun in
this latitude, is stifficient for exhalation Cand crystallization, with-
out the additional.-aid of fire; and from this salt tÊey formed an

extract wlicli tliey useci as the Greeks use 0'il. 'ne countr7,
for the mo-st parti is so desolate, that the nittives bave no
addition to their fish but dates: in some few places a small
quantity of grain is sown; and there bread.is their viand of
luxury, and fish stands in the rank of bread. The generality
of the people Eve in cabins, small and stifling: the better sort
only have houses constructed with the bones of whales, for
whales are freq uently thro,,,ý-n u pon the coast; and, when the flesh

is rotted off, they talçe the bones, making planks and doors of
such as are flat, and beams or rafters of the ribs or jaw-bones;
and many of these monsters are found fifty yards in lene.

Strabo confirms the report of Arrian, and adds, that Il& the
vertebrS, -or socket bones, of the back, are formed into

mortars, in which thev pound their fish, and mix it up into a
paste, with the adàition of a little meal." - (Vincent's

Nearchus, p. 265.)
Dr. Vincent, in this passage, does not seern to, be aware that

F 4
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rio whale was ever found. nearly so long as fifty yards, and du t

half that length is the more cominon size of the largest whales,

even in sea:s more suitable to tlieir nature and (yrowth. That

the animal whicli Nearchus liiinself saw was a w ale, there can

be little doubt: while lie was off Kyiz.,it, the seamen were

extreinely surprised, and not, a little alarnied, at perceivincr the

a(r tated. and thrown ul), as Arrian expresses it, as if it

were forcibly lifted up by a, whirlwind. The pilot inforiiied

therri that it wws occasioned. by the whales blowing; this

inforination, lioweý-er, iloes iiot seeni to li«ave quieted their

fears: Zy ceased rowinor, the mirs dropped fi-oni their liands,

and Nearclius fouiid hiniselfunder the necessity of exerting ail

his presence of miiid. and authority to recall tlieni to their duty.

He gave directions to steer to'wards the place wliere the sea

was lified up: in their iadvance the crew shouted ail toffether,

dashed the water with tlieir oars, and sourided their trumpets.

The whales were intiniidated, sunk on the netir approaé h of

the vessels, and, thou(rh they rose acrain asterii, and reiie-wed

their blowing, they now excited rio alitrni.

The Gulf of.Persia, Nvhich Nüarchus was now about to enter,

comprebends the coasts of Karniania, Persis, and Susiana.

Nothing important occurred till the vessels arrived off Cape

Mussenden in Karmania, wliçre thev, anchored : at this place

Nearchusiand Onesicritus diftýred in opinion relative to the fur-

ther prosecution of the vov-,-tge; the Lattcr wished to explore this

cape, and extend the voya(re to the Gulf of Arabi.-',i. TI-te reason

lie assi(rned was, thlat they knew more of this (Yulf, than of the

Gulf of Persia; and that, «,is Alex,,tii(ler m-lis niaster of Egypt,

in the former crulf thev wotild nieet with more assistance than in

the-latter. Nearchus, on the contrary, insisted that Alexander's

plan in directingr tins voyage should be exactly pursued : this

plan was, to obtaiii a knou-Jedire of the coast, with such har-

bours, bays, and islaiids, as iiii(rlit occur in the course of the

voyage; to ascertain whether there were any towns bordering

on the ocean, and wliether the country ,ý-as hàbitable or desert."

The opinion of Nearchus prevalled, and the voyage ivas pur-

sued accordin-ir to its oricrimil course and purpos'e.

As "Nearchus had reason to belle,ý-e that the army of Alex-

ander was at no ggreat distance, he resolved to land, fbrni a
naval camp, and to advance liiinself into the interior, that he

might ascertain this point. Accordingly, on the 20th of De-

cember, the Soth day afier his departure, he fornied, a camp

year the river Anamis; and havingsecured his ships, proceeded.
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in scarch of Alexander. The first intelligence of their sove-
reign, however, scems to liave been obtained accidentally. The

crew of Nearclius were strolling up the country, when some
of thein met with a man whose dress and lanýu-,ige instantly

discovered. that he was a Greek: the joy of meeting with a
cotintrVnian was greatly lieightened when. lie iiiformed them

that tlie army which he liad lately left, was encamped at no
great distance, and that the governor of the province was on
the spot. As soon as Nearchus learrit the exact situation of
the army, lie h,-,,tsteiiecl towards it; but the crovernor, eager to

COMmunicate to Alexander intelligence of his fleet, anticipated
hini. Alexander was exceedingly pleased; but when several

days elapsed, and Nearchus did not arrive, lie began to doubt
the truth, of what the governor had told hii-n, and at last
ordered hini to be iniprisoned.

la the mean time Nearchus was prosecuting his journey
alonür with Archias and five or six others, when Il he fortunately

fell in with a party froni the army, which had been sent out
with horses and carriages for his accommodation. The ad-

iniral'and his attendants, from their appearance, miglit have
passed unrioticed. Their hair long and iieglected, their

frarments decayed, their countenance pale and weather-worn,
and their persons ernaciated by famine- and fatigue, scarcely
raised the attention of the friends they had encouritered. They

were Greeks, however; and if Greeks, it was natural to inquire
after the arniv, and wliere it was now encainped. An answer
was criven to, their inquiry; but still they were neither recog-

inized by the party, nor was any question asked in return.
Just as they were separating froni each other, IIAssuredly,ý> says
Archias, Il this must be a party sent out fbr our relief, for on
what other accouiit cati they be wandering about the desert ?

There is nothinor strange 111 their passing us without notice,
for our very appearance is a discruise. Let us address them.
once more, and inforni them, who we are, and learn from theni
on what service they are at present employed." Nearchus
approved of this advice, and approaching them. again, inquired

which waythey were directingtheir course. IlWeareinsearch
of Nearchus andhis people," replied the officer: "And 1 ani
Nearclius," said the admiral; Il and this is Archias. Take us un-

der your conduct, and we will ourselves report our history to the
king. They were accordingly placed in the carriages, and con-
ducted towa rds the arniv without delay. While they were upon

their progress, some of the horsemen, impatient to carry the

C. tA
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news of this happy event, set 'off to the camp to infortn the
king, that Nearchus and Archias were arrived with five or
six of his people; but of therest they had no intelligence. Ilis
suizzested to Alexander that perhaps these only werepreserved,

arethat the rest of the people had perished, either by famine
or shipwreck; nor did he féel so much pleasure in the pre-
servation of the few, as distress for the loss of the remainder.

During this interval, Nearchus and his attendants arrived. It
was not without difficulty that the king discovered who they
were, under the dis(ruise of their appearance; and this cir-

cumstance contributed to confirm h ' im, in his mistake, ima-
tý that both theïr person

g inin s and their dress bespoke shipwreck,
and e destruction of the fleet. He held out his hand, how-
ever, to, Nearchus, and led him aside from his guards and at-
tendants without being able to utter a word. As soon as they

were alone, he burst into tears, 'and continued weeping for a
considerable time; till, at length recoverincy in some degree

his composure,-11 Nearchus,'-' says he, Ill feel some satisfaction
in finding that you and Archias have escaped; but tell me
where and in what manner did my fleet and my people perish?"
Il Your fleet," replied Nearchus, Il are all safe,-your people are

safe; and we are come to brmi ou the account of their preserva-
tion.' Tears, but from a d erent source, now fell inuch faster

'from his eyes. Il Iffher' then are my ships?" says he. Il At the
Anamis," replied Nearchus; Il all -safe on shore, and preparing

for the completion of their voyage." Il By the Lybian Ammon
and Jupiter of Greece, I swear to, you," rejoined the king, Il I
am more happy at receiving this intelligence, than in being con-
queror of all Asia; for 1 should have considered the loss of my

fleet and the failure of this expedition, as a counterbalance to all
the glory 1 have acquired." Such was the reception of the

admiral; whiJe the governor, who was the first bearer of the
glad tidin was still in bonds: upon the sight of Nearchus,
he fell at r feet, and implored his intercession. It may be
well imagied that his pardon was as readily granted as it

was asked. - (Vincent's Nearchus, p. 312.)
Sacrifices, games, and a festival ensued ; and when these

were ended, Alexander told Nearchus that he would expose
him to no further hazard, but despatch another to carry the
fleet to Susa. Il 1 am bound to, obey you," repliéd the admira],

Glas my king, and 1 take a pleasure in my obedience; but if you,
wish to gratify me in return, suffer me to retain my command,

tW 1 have completed, the expedition. 1 shall féel it as'an m-
4
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justice, if, after hav mil struggled through all the difficulties of
the voyage, another L11 the remainder almost without'
an effort, and yet reap the honour of completing what 1 have

be n," Alexander yielded to, this just request, and about the
ent: of the year Nearchus rejoined his fleet.

By the 6th of Januaz B. C. 345, he reached the island of
Kataia, whieh forms t e boundary between Karmania and

Persis. The length of the former coast is rather Miore than
three hundred miles: the time occupied b Nearchus in this

part of his voyage was about twelve days. arrived at Badis,
the first station in Karmania, on the 7th of December; at

Anamis on the 1 Oth; here he remained three days. His journey
to the camp, stay there, retu' , and->preparations for again
sailing, may have occupied fifteen days. Three hundred miles
in twelve days is at the rate of twenty-five miles a day.

Hitherto the voyage of Nearchus has afforded no information
respecting the commerce of the ancients. Ile coasts - along
which he sailed were either barren and thinly inhabited by a
miserable and ignorant people, or if more fertile and better
cultivated, Nearchus' attention and interest were too keenly

occupied àbout the safety of himself ai-id his companions, to,
gather much information of a commercial nature. The re-

mainder of his voyage, however, affords a few notices on this
subject; and to these we shall attend.

In the isiand of Schitwar, on the eastern side of the Gulf
'of Persia, Nearchus found the inhabitants engaged in a pearl
fishery: at present pearls are not taken on this side of the
Gulf. At the Rohilla point a dead whale attracted their atten-
tion; it is represented as fifty cubits long, with a hide a cubit in
thickness. beset with shell-fish, probably barnacles or limpets,
and sea-W'eefs, and att-endéd by dolphins, larger than Near-
chus had been accustomed to see in the Mediterranean Sea.
'Dieir arrival at the Briganza river affords Dr. Vincent an
opportunity of conjecturinr the probable draught of a Grecian

%lessel of Ëfty oarsý. At ebb-tide, Arrian informs us, the ves-
sels were left dry; whereas at high fide they were able to sur-

inount the breakers and shoals. Modern travellers state that
the flood-tide rises in the upper part of the Gulf of Persia, nine
or ten feet : hence it mav be conjectured that the largest vessel
in the fleet drew from six to eight feet water. IMe next days

sail brought them from the Briganza to the river Arosis, the
boundary river between Persis and Susiana, the largest of the

rivers which Nearchus had met with in the Gulfof Persia, The

À
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province of Persis is described by Nearchus as naturally divided
into three parts. That division which lies aloncy tlie side of

the Gulf is sandy, parched, and sterile, bearing little else luit
palm-trees." To the north and north-east, across the ranite of'

inountains, the country improves considerably in soil and cli-
inate; the herb,,i,(re is abundant and nutritious; the meadows
well watered ; and the vine and every kind offriiit, except the

olive, flourishes. This part of the province is adorned hy the
park-s and gardens of the kings and nobles; the rivers flow from
lakes of pure water, aboundiii(y in water-fowl of all descril bons
horses and cattle fýed on the ricli ptistures, while in th oods

there is abundance of animals for the chace. To this t e third
division of Persis forms a striking contrast,* This lies fàrther

north, a inountainotis district, wild and rumred, inhabited
by barbarous tribes: the cliiii,-itte is so cold, that the tops of

the mountains are constantly covered with snow.
The coast of Susiana, along wliich Nearchus was now about

to sail, lie represents as difficult and dancrerous, fi-om the num-
ber of shoals with which it was Iiiied. As lie was inforined that
it would not be easy to procure water while lie was crossing the

mouths of the streams whicli divide the Delta, lie took in a
supply for five days before lie left the Arosis. On accouiit of
the shoals which stretcli a considerable way out to sea, they
could not approach the coast, and were consequeiitly obliged
to anchor at night, and sleep on board. In order to pass this

dan(rerous coast with the least risk, they formed a line bn y
single ships, each following in order, througli a channel marked

by stakes in the same nianner, Arriaii remarks, as the
passage betweeil Leukas and Akarnania in Greece, except
that at Leukas there is a firm sand, so that a ship takes no
damage, if she runs ashore : wliereas in this passage there
was deep mud on both sides, in which a vessel arotindincr

stuck fast; and if lier crew endeavoure ' d to get ýer off' by
going. overboard, they sunk above the middle i ' n the mud.

The extent of this difficult passage was thirt y-seven miles, at
the end of which Nearchus came to an anchor at a distance
ftom. the coast. Their course next day was in- deep water,

which continued till they arrived, after sailing a day and a
half, at a village at the niouth of the Euphrates at

this village there- was a niart for the importation of the
incenses of Arabia. Here Nearchus learnt that Alex-
ander was marching to Susa; this intelligence determiried
him to return. back, to sail up the Pasi-Tigris, and join him
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near duit city. At Agiiiis lie entered the Pasi-Tigris, but lie
proceeded oiily about nine miles to a village which, lie describes
as populous and floitrishincr; here he determined to, wait, till
lie received further information respecting the exact route of
the army. Fle soon learnt thiat Alexander with his troops

was at a briffire which lie liad constructed over the Pasi-
Tigris, at the distance of about one hundred and twenty

miles : at this place Nearchus joined hini. Alexander ein-
braced Nearchus with the «iN-ý.-trmtli ora frieiid; and his recep-

tion froni all ranks was equally gratifýin(y and honourable.
Wlienever lie appeared in the camp, lie was saluted with

acclamations: sacrifices, crames, and every other kind of festivity
celebrated the success of his enterprize. Nearly five months

had been occupied iii performing the voyage froni the moutli.
of the Indus - a vo'Vage whicli a modern vessel could perforin
in the course of three weeks.

Imniediately after the junction of the fleet and army, Alex-
ander crossed the Pasi-Tigris, and proceeded to Susa: here lie
distributed rewards and honours among his followers for their
long, arduous, faitlifuil, and triumphant services. Those ofli-
cers who had served as guards of Alexander's person received
crowns of gold; and the sanie present was made to Nearclius

as admira], and to Onesicritus as navigator of the fleet-
We have already mentioned that Alexander projected the

circumnaviçration of Arabia to the Red Sea, in order to com;-
plete the comnitinic,.ttioii between India and Egypt, and through
Eggypt with Europe. Nearchus was selected fi)r this enterprize;
its execution, however, was prevented by the de,-ath of Alexander.

That lie was extremelv anxious for its completion, is evident
from the personal troubý1e lie took in the preparations for it, and

iii the necessary preliniinary ineasures, In order that lie might
himself Lake a view of the Gulf of Persia. lie embarked on

board a division of his fleet, and sailed down the same stream.
whicli Nearclius had sailed up. At the head of the Delta, the
vessels which had suffered most in Nearchus' voyages were
directed to proceed witli the troops they liad on board,

tlirou'(Yli a canal which runs into the Ticyris, Alexander himself
proceeding witli the Ji-ghtest' and best sailing vessels througli

the Delta to the sea.
Soon after his return to Opis, wliere the mutiiiv of his troops

took place, Alexander crave another proof of his attention to
maritime afflairs; for lie despatclied Heraclides into Hyrcaiiia,

m-ith orders to etit finiber and prepare a fleet for the purpose
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of exploring the Caspian Sea - an attempt which, like that of
the projected voyage of Nearchus up the Arabian Gulf, *was

prevented by Alexanders death. In the mean time Neàrchus
had been collecting the vessels that were destined for his expe-
dition ; they were assembled at Babylon : to this city also were
brought ftom PhSnicia forty-seven vessels which hafl been
taken to pieces, and so conveyed over land to Thapsacus.
Two of these were of five banks, three of four, twelve of three,

and thirty rowed with fifteen oars on a side. Others likewise
were ordered to be built on the spot -of cypress, the only wood

which. Babyloni afforded; while mariners were collected from
PhSnicia, and a dock was directed to be eut capable of contain-

ing one thousand vessels, with buildings and arsenals in propor-
tion to the establishment. To accomý7ish this extensive design,
Alexander had sent one of his officers to Phcenicia wit'h 5oo
talents (aýout 106,8301.) to buy slaves fit for the oar, and hire

n-iariners-',-ý " These preparations were so extensive, that it seeins
highlY Fýrobàble that Alexander meant to conquer Arabia, as
well as exploýe the navigation of the Arabian Gulf; and

indeed his plarf and policy always were to unite conquest with
discovery. As soon as he had put these preparations in a pro-,

per train, lie again embarked, and sailed down the Euphrates as
far as Pallacopas. The immediate object of this voyage is not

exactly known. As the Euphrates flows over the A*acent coun-
try at certain semons, the Persian monarchs had eut a canal

at Pallacopas, which diverted.its superfluous waters into a lake,
where they were employed to flood the land. This and similar

canals had been long neglected; but as Alexander seems to

have fixed on Babylon as the future capital of his empire, it
was necessary to restore the canals to their original utility, in

order that the ground on both sides of the Euphrates M'ialit
be drained or flooded at the proper season. This may have

been the only object of Alexander's voyage, or it may have
been connected with the projected voyage of Nearchus. It is

certain, however, that by his directions the principal canal wa-s

much improved; indeed it was in reality eut in a more con-

venient and suitable place; for the soil where it had been
originally eut was soft and spongy, so, that much labour and
time were required to restore the waters to their course, and

secure its mouth in a safe and firm manner. A little lower
down, the soil was much more saitable, being strong and

rocky; here then Alexander ordered the openingT of the canal
to be made: he afterwards entered it with his fleet, and sur-
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veyed the whole extent of the lake with which it communi-
cated. On the Arabian side of the Gulf, he ordered a city

to be built: immediately afterwards he rèturned to Babylon,
where he died.

In the mean time, and while Nearchus was at Babylon,
three vessels were sent down the Arabian side of the Gulf,
to collect such information as might be useful to him, in his
projected voyage. One was commanded by Archias, who

proceeded as far as Tylos, or Bahrein, the centre of the
modern pearl fishery. A short distance from. the mouth of the
Euphrates, Archias discovered two islands ; on one of which a

breed of goats and sheep was preserved, which were never
killed, éxcept for the purpose of sacrifice. The second vessel

sailed a little. way round the coast of Arabia. ne third, which
was commanded by Hiero of Soli, went much farther than

either of the other two, for it doubled Cape Mussendoon, saüed
down the coast below Moscat, and came in si ht of Cape

Ras-el-h éd : this cape he was afraid to double. Yn his return
he reported that Arabia was much more extensive than had

been imagined. None of these vessels proceeded so far as to
be of much service to- Nearchlis, or to carry into effect the

grand object of Alexander : fA-his instructions to Hiero in
particulaz ýýyere, to circuninavigate Arabia; to go up the Red

Sea; and reach the Bay of Hieropolis, on the coast of Egypt.
All these vessels were small, having only fifty oars, and there.

fore not well calcillated for such a lon(y and hazardous naviga-
tion.

At the time when Alexander was seized with the illness
which occasioned his death, Nearchus was ready to sail, and

he himself, with the army, was to accompany him as far as was
practicable, in the same manner as he had done from the

Indus to the Tigris: two d;ý.ys before the fever commenced,
he o-ave a grand entertainment to Nearchus and his officers.

Ônly a very few circtimstances regarding Nearchus are
kilown after the death of Alexander : he was made overnor of9
Lycia and Pamphylia, and seems to have a tached himself to

the fortunes of Anticronus. Along with him, he crossed the
mountains of Loristan, when he marched out of Susiana,

after his combat witli Eumenes. In this retreat he commanded
the liaht-armed troops, and was ordered in advance, to drive
the Cosseanis from their passes in the mountains. When
Antigonus deemed it necessary to march into Le'ser Asia, to
oppose the progress of Cassander. he left his son Demetrius,
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with part of his army, in Syria; and as that prince was not
above 22 years old, lie appointed him, several advisers, of whon-i

Nearchtis was one. It is by no means improbable that the iii-
structions or the advice of Nearclitis inay have induced Deme-
trius to survev witli cyreat care the lak-e of Asphaltes, and to form
a computation of the profit of the bittinien which it afforded,
and of the bali-n which crrew in the adjacent country, and may
have contribtited to his love fi)r and skill in sliip-btiildiiig;
for after lie was dechared kin (y of Macedoiiia, lie biiilt, a fleet
of five hundred crallies, sever-à of wliich liad fourteen, fifteen,
and sixteen benches of oars. We are informed that they

were all built by the particular contrivance of Demetrius
hinrýelf, and that the ablest artizans, without, bis directions,

were unable to construct such vessels, which tinited the pomp
and splendotir of royal ships to the strengoth and conve-
niences of ordinary ships of war. 'Ilie period and circurr.-
stances of the deatli of Nearclius are not known. Dr. Vincent
strpposes that he m.ay have lost his ]ifý at the battle of Ipsus,
wliere Aiitigontis fell: or, after the battle, by command of
the four kincIrs 'm-lio obtained the victory. Previous to his
grand expedition, it appe-ars that lie was a native of Crete,
and enrolled a citizen of' Amphipolis, it is supposed, at the time

when Philip intended to forin there a mart for his conquests
in Thrace. He soon afterwards came to the court of Philip,

by whom lie and soine otliers were banished, because lie
thoucylit theni too much attached to the interests of Alexander
in the familv dissensions which arose on the secession of Olym-

pias,.ý,ilid sonie secret trensactions of Alexander in regard to ýa
marriage with a datigliter of a satrap of-Caria. On the death.

of Philip, Nearchus was recalled, and rewarded l'or bis suf-
ferincrs bv the favotir ofliis soverei(rii.C w C
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CHAPTER III.

HISTORICAL SKETCff OV THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY1 AND

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRIZE9 FROMTHE DEATH OF ALEXANDER

THE GREAT, TO THE TIME OF PTOLEMY THE GEOGRA-

PHERe A. D. 150.-WITH A DIGRËSSION 07N THE INLAND

TRADE BETWEEN INDIA AND THE SHORES OF THE MEDI-

TERRANEANI THROUGH ARABIA5 FROM THE EARLIEST

AGES.

l
OR several centuries after the death of Alexander, the im-

pulse and direction of discovery and commercial enterprize
continued towards the countries of the East. Of his successors, L

Seleucus Nicanor and some of the Ptolemies of Ecrypt pro-
secuted his plans of commerce with this part of the world
with the most zeal and success. Seleucus, after the death of
Alexander, obtaiiied possession of those provinces of bis
empire which were comprized under the name of Upper

Asia; he, therefore, naturally regarded the conquered (lis-
tricts of India as belonging toi him. In order to secure these,
and at the same time to derive from them all the political and
commercial advantacres which they were capable of bestowing,
he marched into In(fia; and it is supposed that he carried his
arms into districts' that had not been visited bv Alexander. The

route assigned to hismarchisobscurelygiven; butitseeins
to point out the country froin the Hyphasis to the Hysudrus,
froin flience to Palibothra, at the junction of the Saone and

the Ganges, or, perhaps, where Patna now stands. There is
no good reason to believe, with some authors, that lie reached
the moutli of the Ganges. Seleucus was stopt in bis pro-
gress bv the intellinrence that Antigonus was about to invade
bis dominions; but before lie retraced his sttps towards the Eu-
phrates, he fornied a treaty with the Indian king Sandracottus,

who resided at Palibothra: and afterwards sent Mecrasthenes,
who had some knowledge of the country, fi-oni having ac-

companied Alexander, a.s bis ambas-sador to hini. In this
citv, Mea-asthenes resided several years, and on his returli lie
publisheï an account of that part of India; fragments of this
account are given by Diodorus Siculus, Stratx),. and Arriaii

G
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and though it contains many false and fabulous stories, yet

these are intermixed with much that is valuable and correct.

He t7es a faithful * icture of the Indian character and manners

aný is account - e geography and dimensions of India is
urate er insiet into these

curious and acc Some furth coun-

tries was derived from the embassy of Ddîmachus, to the son

and successor of Sandracottus; 'this te nated. the connec-

tion of the Syrian mon- âirchs with L*Inn(db which was probably

wrested froin them soon after the of Seleucus. At the AÉ,
time when this monarch was assassinated, - Pliny informs us,

that he entertàýned a design of **nm'g the Euýxiùe and Cas-

pian seas, b means of a canal; he was undoubtedly the most

ous o7the Syrian kings, and the only, one who'mn*tated

s=exalnder in endeavouring to, unite conquest with commerce.

But it is to the Egyptian successors of Alexander that we

must look for the systematic extension of commerce; towards

which they were ina manner impelled bv the hiehlv favourable

situatioii of Mexandria. It bas justly been obserNreâ by Harris,

in his Collection of Voyages, 'that most of thercides founded

by the S *an kings existed little longer than their founders;

and, perïýp.S, with the excep tion of Antioch, on the Orontes,
1,

and Seleucia, on the Ti is, none of them, from the situation

in ere b ft, and the countries by which they

were surrounded, could under -anycircumswwes be of long

duration. With respect to the citijes founded b' Alexander

it was quite otherwise. ne Alexandria ôf ;aropamisus

may still be traced in Cwictghar; and the Alexandria on the

laxartes, -in Çogend-: and the Alexandria of Egypt, after survîvý

ing the revolutions of empires for eighteen ages, perished at last,

(as 'a commercial city,) enly in consequence.of a discovery which

changed the whole systçM of commerce through the world.

On the desu-v - etion of Tyre, Alexander soýet for a situa.

tion on which he might build a city that would rival it in the

extent of its co'migrcei and he quickjy peiýceived the ad.

vantages tbat would be derived from. the seat of ' commerce
bed. ii one of the bi-anches of the Nile. By

being establis, ear
means of this!river his rojected city would command at once

the cominexçe of the Zd Sea and the -Mediterranean. It

was4 howevez, necessgry to, 4elect a spot near tÉe mouths of

the N'lie, whièh would secuire these advanta&es in the kig4est

-au -req and which -would *ý the time be of the heést

Mîp6Ètahéè k a mi1îtwýr poàit of ý+îéw, iâd a&rd.a 'harbour

1 IF.

............. It-, -J
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constantly accessible. The site of'Alexandri4 çongbined all thesç---ý.Ce*
advantages : on three sides it hîýs the. sça, or the I*ke Mareutis,

which, according-to Straboi w" nearly 300 stadig lm& and 1,50
brogd; the country ad*oinýî this lake was fertile, and by

means of it, gndnaturai or artificW c4nnels, there was a com-e
munication with the Delta and Upper EÙpt Between tl*'$

lakeand the Canopic branch of the Nile, Alexander bgilt his
city: to less sagacious nunds this site would ha v*e appeared
improper and irýudiçious m* some respects ;,for the -sea-coast

from Pelusium to Canopus is low land, not visible at a dis-
tance; the navigation along this coast, and the #pproach, to, it,
is dangerous, and the entrance into, üw mouths of the Nile, at
some semons, is extremely hazardous. But these disad-
vantages the trýîus of Alexander turned to, the benefit of
his city., by erection of the Pharos, and iÉe plan of g
double harbour, which wns afterwards complet«ý by the
Ptolemies ; for he thus united in a single spot the nwaps of

defence and facility of access.
Denocrates, a Macédonian a4p4àec4 who proposed te

Alexander to, cut Mount Athos in the fonn of a statue holdinff
a city in one hand, and in the other a bason, into wWch
the waters of the môuntain should empty themselves, was
employed by that monarch to build and beautify Alexandria.
Its site was on a deep and secure bay, f9rmed by Îhe shore
on the one side, and the island of Pharos on the othýèr; in

this bay numerous fleets might lie in perfect safky, a
from the winds and waves.' The form in which, the city was
built was that of a Macedonian chlam s or cloak; 'the two

ports, one of which only was built by ýýex> ander, though both
(as bas been already observed) were proected by him, were
formed and di-,4ded from each other by a moat a mile long,

-which stretched from the isle of Pharos to the continent: that
harbour which lay to the north was çalled the' Great Har-

bour, and the other, to the wes4 was called Eunostus, or the
Safé Retum. In order to seeure the' vessels from the storms of

the Mediteiranean, even more effictually than they could be
by the natural advantages of these harbýurs, the piers on each
side were bent like a bar, so, that ouly a s.màll bpace was left
for the entrance of vessels.

lie successors of Alexand r i the E îan
n _gy p ta ppire foi-

lowed his example, in nourishing ç9mmerçe and i.provAlexandria. Ptolengy, the son if Lam-ps, as soon as he tol
possession of àgyp4 establisbe4 sêgt of ernment there,
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and succeeded, partly by harsh and despotic measures, and
ard by offering great advantages, and by his just and
umayne character, to draw thither a great number of inha-

bitants. He began, and his son completed, the fainous watch-
tower in -the island of Pharos; the causewa which united it

to, the main land, already mentioned, ýwas 1 Dexiphanes.
Sostratus, the son of this architect, was employed, to erect the
watch.-tower: the design of this tower was to direct the vessels

which entered the harbour, and it was justly reckoned one of
the wonders of the world. It was a large and square structure
of white marble, on the top of which fiies were constantly
kept burning for ýýËe direction of sailors. The building of

this toweri cost 800'talents, which, if they were Attic talents,
were equivalent to 165ý0001. sterliTtsbut if they were Alex-
andrian, to double that sum. 1 stupendous and most

useful undertakin 'as completed in the fortieth year of the
reW of Ptolemy e son of Lagus, and in first year of the reign
of Ptolemy Philadelphus ; and at the same time that Sostratus

finished it, his father, Dexiphanes, finisbed the mole, which
united the is'land of Pharos to the continent. The inscription
on the tower was, 41 King Ptolemy to the Gods, the saviours,
for the benefit of sailors ;-" but, Sostratus put this in -cription on
the mortar, while underneath he cut, in the solid marble, the

following inscription, 'Il Sostratus the Cnidian, son of Dexi-
phanes, te the Gods, the saviours, for the benefit of sailors.'e
In process of time the mortar wore off, the first inscription dis-

appeared along with it, and the second inscription became
visible.

The erection of the tower ofPharos was by no means the only
service the first Ptolemy did to commerce; throughout all his
reign he manifested great attention to it and maritime affairs,

as well as to those sciences by which they might be ïm-
proved and advanced. As soon as lie had rùade hiniself

master of Palestine, Syria, and PhSnicia, lie turned, his
thoughts to theconquest of Cyprus, this island abounded in

wý, of which Egypt was -almost destitute; and on this
account, as well as on account of its situation, in the bosom, as
it were, of the Levant, it was'of the utmost importance to a
maritime power. He succeeded in obtaini' possession of
this valuable island, and thus improved and enfarged 'the com-
mercial advantages of Egypt His next step, with this view,
was to invite the sailors of Plicenicia to his new capital. His

increasing power, especially at gea, roused the envy of Anti.
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gonus, who, by extraordinary exertions, in the course of twelve
months built and equipped a flee4* which was able to cope
with the naval power of Ptolemy. It is foreign to our pur-

pose to notice the wars between them, except in so far as
they are connected with the commercial history of Alexandýý

71is city was benefited by these wars, for Antigonus, in hýs
progress, had driven many of the inhabitants of Syria, Palestine,
and PhSnicia from their native lands: to these Ptolemy gave
great encouragement, and extraordinary privileges and im-

munities, which induced them to seule in Alexandria, where
they followed their mercantile or commercial pursuits. Ile
report of these advantages granted to foreifers, led Jews,
Greeks and Macedonians t'o flock to y which means

the population and wealth of that country, and particularly of
its capital, were greatly augmented.

The foundation of the museum, and library of Alexandria,
both of which contributed so, essentially- to science and to
the establishment of the Alexandrian school of philosophy,
which, as we shall afterwards perceive, produced men that
greatly advanced geographical knowledge, is another proof of
le wise and comprehensive character of Ptolemys mind.

But ' Ptolemy rather prepared the way for the advancement
of commerce and maritime discovery, than contributed directly
to, them. himself: fortunately, his son, Ptolemy Philadelphus,
was a worthy successor, and emulous of treading in his

father"s steps. About the be m*nm*ng ot his'reign, Tyre, the
ancient station of the trade with India, again. reared its head
as, a commercial city, and engaged extensively and successfully
in this lucrative traffic. It became necessary, therefore, in

order to draw it from. Tyre and to secure its centening in Alex-
andria, to extend the facilities and advantages of this city for

this traffic. With this view, Ptolemy sent travellers to pene-
trate into the interior of his. dominions, borderffiL on the%Jl

Rèd Sea, by land, while his fleet was exploring the coast: he
began to make a canal, 100 cubits broad and so deep, between
Arsinoe on the Red Sea, an d* the eastern branch of thé Nile,

in order to complete a water-communieation between India
and Alexandrià. This canal, however, was never completed;
probably on account of the tedious and difficult navigation
towards the northern extremity of the Red Sea. He there-
fore altered his plan, and instead of Arsinoe fixed on Myos-

Hormos, as the port ftom which the navigation to India
should commence. Ile sanie reason whidà ùiduced him to

G
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fcý thie M-t; Md him afterwatds to thé establishment of
Bèrefiiet; he wm fhttheýr led to this, as Berenicè waslower
dô*n in the Red Seà4 and con"Uently ships ufling froin it

reached the éteiLn ýsooSk and with les difficulty. It àppears,
however, t1mt ÙR the Romns conquered. F«ypt, the greatest

portion of the ù-ade bétween Alexandria and Egyptwas car-
ned on thr h Mym Hormos. The route in the time of
Ptolemy un e suctessèrs was as follows: vesséls passed up
the Canopie branch of the Nile to, Memphis, and thence to

tus; from Coptus the pods were transported in ca-ravans
c1t,0 1-viyos Hotmos: frorn this- port the vessels sailed for Affica,
or Arabia in the tnonth of September, and for India in July.
As the country 'Ver which the caravans travelied was the
desaft of 11xebais, which is alinost destitute of water, Ptolemy

ordered sprigs to, be searched for, weRs to be dug, and
caravanseras to, be erected.

In ordér to protect his merchant ships in the Meditèrranean
and the Red Sea, he fitted ont two great fleets, one of which
he constantiy kept in ench sea. Thàt in the Mediterranean
was very numerous, and had several ships of an extraordinary
size -1.- two, of them, in particular had 30 oars ona side, one 20,

fbur 14, two 12, fourteen 11, thirty 9, &c., besides a great
number of vessels éf four oars and three oars on a side.
With these fleets hé pi-otected the commerce of his suWects,
and kept in subjection most of the maritime provinces of Asia

Minor - viz. Cflicist, Pamphylia, Lycia and Caria. IMe nâmes
of some of the most celèbrated geographers who Were pa-
tronized b this monarch, have been handed down to us : Pliny
mentions =; Bion, Boselis, and Aristocreon, as having
visited Ethiopia, and contributed to the geographical. know-
ledge of that country; and Simonides as baving resided five

Lea at, Meroe. Timosthenes lived in this reign: he pub-
hZ a description of le known sea-ports, and a work on

the measure of the eârth. Fle sailed down the coast of
Africa, probaMy as far as Mad scar, cèrtainly lower dow, n*-W 

Mthan the ýEgYPtian s traded un er the Ptolemies, or even
under the Romans.

The reign of Ptalerny Euergetes was equ-ally distinguieshed,
with those of his predecessors, by attention to commerce, and

desire to extend ft. As the navigation of the Red %a had
now becorne a source of great wealth to his' sub ects, hej

deemed it, neicessary'te fi-eé it as mach as possible from the
pirmes the inIredtea ýftS tomts fer,914S purpose, as U*ý4 a's to
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preserve a communication between F4wpt and the countries
which- extended to itsý *outh, he established govemors &cmý
the isthmus of Suez, alone the Arabian and Afiicm couts,
as far as the straits of Ba&!Imandeb ; end ýlmted coloni.es of
Greeks and 4;yptians to carry on the ogmmerce, and protect

the interests of his subjects. But the most extraordinery
instance of his enterprising spirit is to be found in hiseoir

u t (evidently for the purpose of facilitatiw and securing
e commerce of the Red .Sea) of part' of Abyssinia. ne

proof of this, indeed, rests entirely on an k9cripti9n, found
at Aduli, which there can be no doubt. is the h4rboUr and bay
of Masuah; the only proper entrance, according to 13rucéý,
into Abyssinia. The inscription to which we'have alluded
was extant in the time of Cosums (A. D. 545)e by whom. it
was seen. From. it, Ptolemy appears to have passed to the

Tacazze, which he caUs the Nile, and to have penetrated into
Gojain, in which province'the fountains of the Nile are

found.' He made roads, opened a communication between
this country and Egypt, and durmg this'.expedition obliged
the Arabians to pay tribute, and to, maintain the roa Tee
from. robbers and the sea from. pirates; subduing the whole

coast from Leucke Come to Sabea. The inscription adds:
,11 In the accomplishment of this business I had no example
to follow, éther of the ancient kings of t, or of my own
family ; but was the first to conceive the design, and to garry it
into ekecution. nus, hav'g reduced thé whole world to
peace under my own authority, 1 came down to Aduli, and

sacrificed to Jupiter, to Mars, and to Neptune, ùnploring bis
protection for all who navigate these seas."

Ptolemy Euerzetes was particularly attentive to the interests
of the library at Alexandria. ne first librarian appointed
by Ptolemy the successor of Alexander, was Zenodotus»; on
his death, Ptolem Euergetes invited from Athens Eratos-
thenes, a citizen Y Cyrene, and entrusted to him the care of
the library : it has been supposed that he was the second of

that name, or of an inferior rank in * learniiiiLand science,
because he is sometimes called Beta; but by t .s appellation

nothing else was meant, but that he was the second librerian
of the royal library at Alexandria. He died at , the age of
8 1 ý A, C. 194. Éte has been called a second Plato, the cos-
mographer and thetfeometer of the world: he is rather an

astronomer and ma ematician than a geographer, thqugh.
geography is indebted to him. for some improvements. in its

G 4
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details, and more especially for helping to raise it to the ac-
curacy and dignity of a science. By means of instruments,

.Which Ptolemy erected in the niuseum at Alexandria, lie
ascertained the obliquity of the ecliptic to b. 2sc, 51' 2o','. He

is, however, principally celebrated as the lirst astronomer who
measured- a degree of a great circle, and thus apprôximated

towards the réal diameter of the earth.
The importance of this discovery ývill ' justify us in entermig

on some details respecting the means whieh this philosopher
employed, and the result which lie obtained.

It is uncertain whether the well at Syene, --in Upper
Egypt, which lie used for this purpose, whs due by his direc-

tions, or existed previously. Pliny seeins to be of the former
opinion; but there is reason to believe that'it had a much

higher antiquity. The follow* observations on its structure
by Dr. Horsley, Bishop of Rocgester, are migenious and im-

o tant. The well, besides that it was sunk perpendicu-
arryq with the greatest accuracy, was, 1 suppose, in shape an
exact cylinder. Its breadth must-have been moderate., so that
a person, standing upon the brink, mi lit safel too ýnough
over it to brhig his eye into the axis o er, where it
would be perpendicularly over the centre of the circuler sur-

face of the water. The water must have stood at a moderate,
height below the mouth of thè well, far enough below the

mouth to be sheltered froin, the action of the wind, that its
surface might, be perfectly smooth and motionless; and not so
low, but that the whole of its circular surfàce mi lit be dis-

tinctly seen by the observer on the brink. A well formed in
this manner would afford, as 1 appreliend, the most certain

observation of the sun's appulse to the zenith, that could be
made with the naked eye; for when the sun's centre was upon
the 'Zenith, his dise would be seen by reflection, on the water,
in the very middle of the well, - that is, as a circle perfectly
concentric with the circle of the water; and, 1 believe, there
is nothing of which the naked eye can judge with so much
preciSion as the concentricity of two circles, provided the cir-

cles be neither very nearly equal, noir the inner .circle very
small in proportion to the outer.""Z' --,z.

Eratosthenes observed, that at the time of the summer sol-
stice this well was completely illuminated by the sun, and
hence lie inferred'that the sun was, à that time, in the zenith
of this place. His Yley-t object was tci ascertain the altitude of
the Eun, at the 3an* ýôlstîce, and on the very samc day, at
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Alexandria. This - he effected by a vçry simple contrivance:

he employed- a concave hemisphere, with a vertical style, equal

to the radiqs of concavity; and by means of this he ascer-
tained that the arche mterceîted between the bottoin of the

style and the extreme point o its shadow, was 7<> 12fè This,

of course, indicated the distance of the sun from. the zenith of
Alexandria. But 7* 12P is equal to the-fiftieth part of a great

circle; and this, therefore, was the measure of the celestial arc

contained between the zeniths of Syene and.Alexandria. IMe

measured distance between these cities being 50oo stadia, it

folloieed.) that 5000 X 50 = 250,000, was, according to the ob-

servations of Eratosthenes, the extent of the whole circum-

ference of the earth.
If we knew exactly the length of the stadium. of the ancients,

or, to speak more accurately, what stadium. is referred to in
the accounts which have been transmitted to us of the resuit

of the operations of Eratosthenes, (for the ancients employed

différent stadia,) we should be able precisely to ascertain the
circuinférence whicli this philosopher ascribed to the earth,

and also, whether a nearer approximation to the truth was

made by any subsequent or prior ancient philosopher. The
circumference of the earth was conjectured, or ascertained, by
Aristotle, Cleomedes, Posidonius, and Ptolemy respectively,

to be 400, 3005 240, and 190 thousand stadia. It is imme-
diately apparent thatthese various-measures have some rela-

tion to each -other, and probably express the same exten4
measured in different stadia; and this probability is greatly

increased by comparingý the- real distances of several places
with the ancient itinerary distances.

The observation of Eratosthenes respecting the obliquity
of the ecliptic (though undoubtedly not so immediately or es-

sentially connected with our subject as bis observation of the
circumference of the earth) is too important to be passed over
entirely without notice. He found the distance between the
tropics less than 53<> 6', and greater than 552_ 96 5 which gives a
mean of 2 Sn 5 1 " for the obliqu ity of the ecliptic. The observ-

ations of Hipparchus (who flourished at Alexandria about 140
years before Christ, and whom. we shall have occasion to men-
tion more particularly afterwards) coincided with those of

Eratosthenes. Plutarcb, however, who died A.D. iige in-
forms use that, in bis time, the gnomons at Syene were no
longer. shadowless on the day of the summer solstice. As the

interval between Eratwthenes and Plutarch was only about
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812 yeurý99 Bishop Norsley bas very naturally expressed bis
doubts of the accuracy of Plutarch's assertion. He say8, that
the ebange in the ohliquity of the ecliptie in thà interval. was
only 21 Wve 'Il A ýpwmon, therefore, at Syene, of the length
of twelve inchesý if it cast no shadow on the day of the solstice
in the time of Eratosthenes, sbould bave cast a shadow in the
time of Plutarch of the length onI 'of , &,th, or not quite -A-uth
part of an inch. Ile shadow 7a perpendicular column of the
height of 100 feetwould have been Maths of an inch." Ashow-

ever, the ' ancients do not appear to bave constrùcted gnomons
of such a size, and as gnomons of'ùifçrior si-ze would bave
given a shadow scarcely perceptible, it is probable that Plu-

tarch is mistaken in bis assertion; or, at any rate, that the very
small variation which did take place between bis - time and that

of Eratosthenes- (if it were observed at all.) was ascertained by
means of the well itself, whiéh would point it out much more

distinctly and accurately than any gnomon the ancients can be
supposed to bave used.,

We are also indebted to Eratosthenes- for the first regular
parallel. of latitude, and also for tracmin * ridian. His pao-
rallel of latitude'began at the Straits Gibraltar, and passed
eastward through Rhodes to, the mountains of India; the inter-

mediate places being carefully set down. His meridian fine
passed throùgh. Rhodes and Àlexandria, as fax as Syene and

Meroe. Meroe, on this account, became an object of the
greatest ifiterest and importance to all the succeedmi ancient
geographèrs and astronomers, and they have taken L utmost

lat»ur and care to ascertain its latitude accurately. Strabo
informs us, that Êratosthenes constructed.a map of the world;

but he does not give such particulars as will enable us to trace
the extent of his geographical knowledge. At the extremity
of the world to the east, bounded by the ocean, Thina was-
placed in the map of Eratosthenes, in the paràlIel of Rhodes;
a paraRel which. passes through the empire of China, within
the Great Wall. %Eratosthenes, aceording to Strabo, (to whom,
we are indebted for nearly all w- e know respecting this philoso-

pher,) asserts that Thina had been, previously to the con-
struction of bis map, incorrectly placed in the more anciént

maps. His information respecting Meroe or Abyssinia, is
most probably derived from Dalion, Aristocreon, and Bion,
who had been sent by Ptolemy Philadelphus and his succes-
sors into that country, or from Timosthenes, who saileddown

t1âe Sa -t -. üe. -âfri= ým low as Cerne. His information on the
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subject of India (which, howeverý as fat as r& Orienui
commerce, is ver confused) must have been èXed *orn the

Macedonians. Ure-is little %loubt dat the fibrary of Alex-
andrïa, afforded him access to all the knowledge whkh then
existed respecti, th various countries of the glébe; but the

turn of his min led him rather to astrSiotnirAl dm geo.
rmhical studies; or rather, perhaps, he directed his fiabours
and his talents to the di,%covery of the figure and circumference
of the earthý'-thinking, that till this was effected, the delinea-
tion of the habitable world, and the relative "ition of dif-
férent countries, must be very niaccurate as well as incomplete.
Ulis opinion regarding Eratosthenes, that he was more of a

geometrician than a gegyrapher, seems to be confirmed 1ý.y the
testimony of Marcian of Heraclia, who informs us, that Era-
tosthenes teok the whole work of rimosthenes, preface- and
«Il, as it stood, -and in the ver same words. If this account
bè accurate, it is probable Lt Eratosthenes' knowledr of
Thina, and his being able to correct the erroneous position

of this country in more ancient maps, wàs derived from Ti-
mosthenes, who had commanded the fleet of Ptolemy Phila..

delphus on the Indian Ocean. 1

-If we reflect on the rude and imperfect state of science at
this period, the paucity and inadequacy of the instruments by
means of which it might be improved, and the superstitions

and prejudices which opposed the removal of error or the
establishment of truth, we shall not be disi;sed to question
the justice of the. panegyric pronouneed by liny on Eratos-
thenes. This author, after detailing all that was then known

on the subject of the circumference of the earth, and on the
distances which had been ascertained by actual adrneasure-
ment, or approximated by analogy or probable conjecture, be-
tween the most. remarkable places on its surface, àdds, that
Eratosthenes, whose acuteness and applkation had advanced

him far in ever branch of knowledge, but who had outstripped
all his p'redecessors or contemporariés in that particular

branch which was connected with the admeastirement of the
earth, had fixed its circumference at 2à0,000 stadia; a bold
and almost presuýýptuous enterýrize,» (iinprobion aumm,) but
which had-béëd-conducted with so, much judgment, and on

such sound principles, that it commanded and jdeserved our
credit. Hipparchus, who was distin«uished for his correct-

ness and diligence in every part of geometrical and astrono-
-gÙcal w4emeq and w4ie bad breciaJIY exerted -those qualities in

m qq
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his endeavours to correct thé errors , of Eratosthenes, had been
able to add only the compamtively small extent of 25,000
stadia to the computation of Eratosthenes. -Plin. Nat. Hist.
lib. ii. c. 108.

Eratosthenes seems, from the nature of bis studies,, not to,
have availed himself so much as he might have done of the
treasures contained in the Alexandrian ribrary under his care,
to correct or extend the geographical knowledge of bis con-
te raries. Ile same observation will not apply to Aga-a Zdès, who was president of the library after Eratosthenes.

The exact time at which he flourished is not knowrx: accord-
ing to Blair, he was contemporary with Eratosthenes, though
ounger than him, and flouri'shed. 177 A. C.'. Eratosthenes
aving died at the age of eighty-one, in the year 194 A. C.
Dodwell, however, fixes him at a later period; viz. 104 A. C.;

but this date M'ust be erroneous, becaüse Artemidorus of
Ephesus, who evidently copies A tharcides, undoubtedly

lived 104 A. C. Agatharcideýs was forn at Cnidus in Caria:
no particulars are known respecting him, except that he was
president of the Alexandrian library, in the reign of Ptolemy

Philometor, if he flourished 177 -A. C.; and in the reign of
Ptolemy Lathyrus, if, according to Dodwell, he did not

flourish till 104 A. C. 1
Ile only work of his which. is preserved, is a Treatise on

the ErythrSan. Sea; and this we possess only in the Biblio-
theca of Photius, and incorporated in the history of Diodo-
rus Siculus. -, irhe authority of Agatharcides waà very high
among the ancients. Strabo, Pliny, and Diodorus, -alway5

mention him with the utmost respec4 and place implicit confi-
dence in his details. Diodorus expressly gtates that Agathar-
cides and Artemidorus (who, as we have already mentioned, was
merely his copyist) are the only authors who have written

truth concerning Egypt and Ethiopia; and Strabo follows him in
all that relates to the latter country, the countries lymg to the
south of lk-pt, and the western coast of Arabia. In fact,
for nearly 200 years, the ancient historians and geographers

drew all the information they possessed respecting the por-
tions of the world embraced in the work of Agatharcides

from that work. It bas been well observed, 'Il that when
Pliny speaks of the discoveries on the coast of Malabar in his
own age, and adds, that the names he mentions are new, and

not to be found in previous writers, we ouaht to consider him.
as speaking of all those who had foRowed e authority of thc
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Macedonians,'or the school of Alexandria; of whiéh, in this
branch of science, Eratosthenes and Agatharcides were the

leaders." From. the circuinstance that Strabo appeals very
fre ently to the authority of Eratosthenes, in conjunction
wiz that of Agatharcides, it has been conjectured, that the

work of the latter contains all that the former knew, with the
addition of his own information; and this conjecture is highly
probable, considering that Agatharcides had access to the
sources whence Eratosthenes drew his information; to the
works of Eratosthenes themselves, which of course would ýe

deposited in the Alexandrian library; and to all the additional
works which had enriched the library frdm the time of

Eratosthenes, as well as the additional information which the
extensive commerce of Alexandria would supply.

Ile work of Agatharcides, therefore, having bçen in such
estimation by the anéient historians and geographers, and the
only source from which, during 200 years, they drew ffieir
information, and having'- bicen compiled by a perso'n, who,
it is probable, had better-mid fuller means of rendering it
accurate and complete than any of his contemporaries

enjoyed; it will be prèper to give a pretty full abstract of the
most interesting and important part of its contents.
ï _77he veracity of this author was questioned by Plutarch,

fýom. his narratin' a circumstance, which, to us of the present9
day, is a strong confirmation of the truth and accuracy of his

inËýrmation. Agatharcides takes notice of the worni which is
formed in the legs, and which insinuates itself there in such a

manner, that it is necessary to wind it out with the utmost
caution. Plutarch ridicules and rejects this story, and says
it never has happened, and never will. But that such a

worm exists, and that when it insinuates itself into the leg
it must be drawn out with the utmost ertion, lest the smallest
portion of it remain, and thus prodncé disease, is directly
and fiilly attested by all the travelléîs, and particularly by
Bruce, who carried with hini to the grave the marks and
effects of the attack of this species of worm.

But the most curious and 'important portion of the'work
of Agatharcides on the Red Sea, relates to Abyssinia; for in

this work we meet with the first genuiné' èharacteristics of
this nation. He specifies'-_- particularly the gold mines
wrought by the kings of Egypt on the coast of the lied Sea; -

the process which they foitwed to procure and separate this
metal -the sufferings which the miners underwent in their
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operations are pointed in very strong language: "I Ile
multitude of bones still found in these excavations, he says,
is ineredible, of wretches crushed by the fàlling-in of the
earth, as must naturally happen in a loose and crumbling
soil." lie adds a cireurnstailice, to wihich there are many
parallel in our own country, in those mines which are suppo-
sed to have been wrought by the Romans; viz. the tools of
copper fotind in these gold mines, supposed to, have been

used by the native Egyptians, prior to, the conquest of
Egypt by the Persians. The next particular mentioned by
Agatharcides, respecting -the Abyssinian coast -of the Red

Sea, is very conclusive, with respect to his accuracy and
credibility. In Meroe, or Abyssinia, lie says, they hunt

elephants and hamstrine them, and afterwards eut the flesh
out of the animal alive ýj lie adds, that the inhabitants are so
extremelv fond of the flesh of the elephant, thus procured,

that whýn Ptolerny would have pltid any priçe to purchase
thege animals alive, as lie wanted them for his army, the

Abyssinian hunters refused his offer, declaring that not all
the wealth of Ecrypt would tempt them to, forego, their favou-
rite -and delicious repast. It is a remarkable fact., that the

credit of Bruce on this topic should thus be confirmed by a
writer who lived nearly 2000 years before him, of whose
writings we possess only a very short treatise, and of whose

life we know scarcel3ý-a single particular. It may be added,
that Strabo, in a passage, in which he is apparently copying
Agatharcides, mentions KgEr»;uyoi; and as he would scarcely
particularize the fàét of a native eating the flesh of animals

cooked, it is to be presumed, lie means raw flesh. In the
saine place lie n-wntions the excisio feminarum,

Every reader of Bruce's Travels in Abyssinia must remeniber
the fly, called. Tsalpsalza, an insect moýe formidable than the
strongest or most savage wild beasts: Il As soon. as the buzzig
of this insect is heard, the utmost alarm and trepidation pre-
vails; the cattle forsake their food and run wildly about the
plain, till at length they fàll down, worn out with terror,
hunger and fatigue; even the camel, elephant and rhinoceros,
are not safe from the attacks of this formidable insect." Ilis fly
is described, by Agatharcides in the same manner as by Bruce.
The ensete tree of Bruice, the leaves of whieh resemble the

banana, with fruit like figs, but not eatable, with a trunk
esculent till it reaches its-perfect growth and is full of leaves, re-

gembles in some of its particulars a tizee described by Aga-
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tharcides. This author also describes the locusts, as gênerally
used for food; the troglodytes ; the rhinoceros; the caméleo- 4P

pard; what he calls sphinxes, but which are repnsented as
tame, and are supposed to be apes, distinguished &orn the

ein smooâ and without hair. Hecoinmon ape in the fiwe b * 111s crocetta, which is described &,qalso mentions an animal he ca
being between a wolf and a dog, and'as imitating the human
yoice; these particulars seem to point it out as the hyena, though

some suppose it to be the jackall. It deserves to be remarked,
that the animals enumerated by Aeharcides as natives of Abys.
sinia, are ail naxned in the same manner, as well as depicted
on the celebrated Pale*trine Mosaic.

In his description of the coast of the Red ýea he co'mmences
with Arsinoe, and goes down the western side as far as Ptole-

mais Theron; a place so called, because elephants were there
hunted and taken, and are still, according to Bruce. Aga.
tharcides adds, that the usual navigation was to this place for

elephants. He notices Myos Hormos, but not Berenice; he
has even mentioned the islands at the straits of Babelmandeb,

and the prodigies which in his time, and much later, were sup-
posed to lie beyond them. 17here is, however, one part of his
work, in which he seems to indicate the curvature of the African

coast to the east beyond the straits; btit it is do'btful'whether
in this place hé is speaking of the coast within or without the
straits.

In his. description of the cSst between Myos Hormos
and Ptolemais, he points out a bay, which, both &om the
identity of the name, and the circumstances respecting it
which he narrates, undoubtedly is the Foul Bay of the moderns.
Strabo, who, as we have already stated, borrows freely and

frequently from Agatharcides, describes this bay as full of
shoals and breakers, and exposed to violent winds; and he

adds, that Berenice lies at the bottom of it. The accuracy
of our author, even when he is opposed by the testi-mmy of
Bruce, is fully proved in what he relates of the coast below
Foul Bay: after mentioning two mountains, which he calls
the Bulls, he particularly adverts to the dangerous shoals
which often proved-fatal to the elephant ships on their passage

to, and ' &om Ptolemais. Bruce says n6 such shoals exist;
but, as is juýt1y observed by Dr. Vincent; the correctness of
the ancients rêspecting them, espécially Eratosthenes, Agathar.
cides and Artenûdcrus, is fully borne out by the danger and

*»" Il
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loss to which many English ships ha vie been exposed by reason
of these very shoals.

The description of Agatharcides of this side of the coast of
the Red Sea, reaches no lower down than Ptolemais; this cir-

cumstance is remarkable, sinée W'e have seen that, from.
the inscription found at Aduli there can be no doubt that

Ptolemy Euergetes had conquered Abyssinia, and established a
commerce considerably lower down than Ptolemais Theron.
As, however, we have not the original, and perhaps not the entire
work of Agatharcides, we cannot infer any thing, either re-
spectinor his ignorance or inattention, from this omission.

Aî;ilarcides, having thus described this coast, returns from.
Ptolemais to Myos Hormos, and passing the Bay of Arsinoe,

crosses to PhSnicum, in the Elanitic Gulf, and describes thecoas't
Of Arabia as far as Sabea. Almost the very first particular noticed
by him in this part of his work, bears evidence to his accuracy as
a geographer. He states that, at the entrance of the Elanitie

Gulph there are three islands, one of which is dedicated to
Isis : lie describes them as, Il covering several harbours on
the Arabian shore. To these islands succeeds the rocky coast of

Thamudeni, where, for more than 1000 stadia, there is 'no
harbour, no roadsted in which a vessel could anchor, no bay
into which she could run for shelter, no point of land which

could protect her; so that those who sail alon this part of
the coast are exposed to certain destruction, if Ly should be
overtaken by a storm." Yet these islands Iyingr in such a
conspicuous situation, and of such importance to Îhe mariner,
and this coast so dangerous to him, do not appear to have been

noticed in any European chart or description, till, after the
lapse of twenty centuries, they were restored to geography by
Mr. Irwin.

As one of our principal objects is to do justice to the accuracy
of the ancient creographers, by pointing out instances of the ex-
treme care w ich many of thein took to obtain correct inform-

ation we shall adduce one other proof of this accuracy and care
in Agatharcides. This author particularly describes the sea as

havin a white appeai-ance off the coast of Arabia; on this
point L was well informed though the circumstance is treated as
fabulous by the ancients, and even by sorne of the moderns;
but more observant modern travellerq confirm this phenomenon.

It ïs well observed by Dr. Vincent, that we are every day
lessening the bulk of the marvellous impýited to the ancients;
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and as' our kii *wledge of the east increases, it is possible that thQ
imputation will be a1together removed. Î.

The account which Agatharcid rives of SabSa is very
curious and important; and, as we shall afterwards have occa,-
sion to make use of it, in endeavouring to prove that, in very

early ages, the Arabians supplied the western world with the
productions of the east, we shall extract here what he says of

SabSa from the translation of Dr. Vincent
SabSa, (says Agatharcides,) abounds with every production

to make life happy in -the extreme : its very air is so perfumed
with odours, that the natives ar6 obliged to mitigate the fra-7

grance by scents that have an opposite tendency, as if nature
,could not support even pleasure in the extreme. Myrrh, frank-

incense, balsam, cmnamon, -and casia are here produced, frem
trees of extraordinary magnitude. The king, as'he is, on the
one hand, entitled to sùpreme honour, on the other, is obliged
to subniit to confinement in his palace; but the people are

robust warlike, and able mariners : they sail, in very large
vessels to the country where the odoiriferous commodities are

produced; they plant colonies there, and import from. thence
the larimna, an odour no where else to be found. In fact
there is no nation on the earth so wealthy as the Gerrheans
and Sabeans, as being in the centre of all the commerce that
passes between Asia and Europe. These, are the nations which
have enriched the kingdom of Ptolemy:'these are. the nations
that furnish the most rofitable agencies to the industry of the

PhSnicians, and a variety of advantages which. are incal"
culable. They possess themselves every profusion of luxury,

in articles of plate and sculpture, in furniture of beds, tripods,*
and other household embellishments, far superior in degree to

any thino, that is seen in Europe: their expence of living rivals

.the magnificence of princes : their houses are decorated with,
pillars glistening with gold and silver: their doors are crowned

with vases and beset with jewels : the interior of their houses
corresponds with the beauty of theiroutward appearance, and all
the riches of other countries are here exhibited in a variety of
profusion. Sueli a nation, and so.-abounding in superfluity, owes

its independence to its distanice from Europe; for their luxurious
manners would soon rend& them, a prey to the European

sovereigns, who have always troops on foot prepared for any
conquest; and who, if they could find the means of invasion,

would soon reduce the Sabeans to the condition of theïr
H
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aents and' . &ctors;. whereas they are now obliged to deal *ith
them as principals."
ne importance and the bearifig of these curious facts, first
bro ht to our notice by Agathafçides, qs well as the inferences

whic may be drawh -from them -regurding the mode in which
the ancients obtained éheir commodities of India, will call our
particular. attention afterwards: at present we shall merely

notice the characteristic and minute picture which Agatharcides
has drawn of the Sabeans, and the just notions he had formed

on the nature of a commerce, of which all the other w-riters of
antiquity seemed to, have been utterIv ignorant.

Beyond SabSa to the east, Agatharcides possessed no in-
formation, though, like all the ancients, he is desirous of sup-
plying bis want of it by indulging in the marvellous: it is,
however, rather curious that, among other particulars, undoubt-
edly unfounded, such as placing the Fortunate islands oÎT the
Coast beyond ' SabSa, and his describing the flocks and herds as

all whitei and the females as polled; - he describes that white-
ness of the sea, to, which we have already alluded, as confirmed
by modern travellers. From these unfounded particulars, our
author soon emerges again. into the truth; for he describes the
appearance of the différent constellations, and especially noti ces
that to the south of Sabeea'there is no twilight in the xnorningý-;
but when he adds, that the sSi, at rising, appears like a columit
- that it casts no'shadow till it bas been risen an hour, and
that the evenincy twilight lasts three hours after it bas set; it is
obvious that tÊe information of that age (of whieh we may

Justly suppose the library of Alexandria was the great depo-
sitory) did not extend beyond Sabeea.

That Ac-atharcides had access to and made ample use of the
journal of Nearchus (of which we have given such a complete
abstract), is evident from various parts of his work; but it is

also, evident, by comparing bis description of those countries
and their inhabitants, which had been visited and described hy
Néarchus, that he had accéss to other sources of intelfigenceq
by means of which he added to the materials suppried by

the latter.
It will be recollected that Nearchus describes in a particular

manner, the lethyophagi of Gadrosia: Agatharcides also.de-
scribes Icthyophagi, though it is not clear whether he means to
confine bis description to those of Gadrosia, or to, extend it to
nthers on the coast of Arabia and Afi-ica. The mode proc-
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fised by the Icthyophagi, according to him, is exactly, that
which was practised by them in catchin lish, accortfing to

Néarchus: lie also coincides with that aulor in various other
particulars respecting the use of the bones of whales, or other
lar fish, in the construction of théir houses; their ignorance

anrbarbarism, their dress and mode of life. All this he
probably borrowed from Nearchus ; but lie adds one cireurn.

stance which indubitably proves, that the knowledge of the
eastern part of the world had considerably advanced since
the era of Alexander: lie expressly states, that beyond the
straits that separate.Arabia from the opposite coast, there are
an immense number of islands, scattered, very small, and
scarcely raised above the surface of the ocean. If we may
advert to the situation assigned to these islands, on the sup-
pesition that the straits which separate Arabia frém the oppo-
site coast, mean the entrance to the Gulph of Persia, we shall
not be able to ascertain what these- * islands are ; -but if in addi-
tion to, the-circumstances of their being scattered, very small,
and very low, we add what Agatharcides also notices, that the
natives have no other means of supporting life but by the
turdes which are found near them in immense numbers, and
of a verv large size, we shall be disposed, with Dr. Vincent, to
consider these as the Maidive Islands. It niay be objected to
this supposition, that the Maldives are situated at a very great
distance from the straits that separate Arabia from the opposite
coast ; but a cursory acquamtance with the geog-Taphical de-
scriptions of the ancients; will convince us, that leir informa-
tion respecting the situation of countries was frequently vague
and erroneous, (as indeed it must haye been, considerml the
imperfect means they possessed of measurmg or even jU ing
of distances, especially by sèa,) while, at the sanie time, tiieir
information respecting the nature of the country, the produc-
tions of its soil, and -ile manners, &c. of its irthabitants, was

surprisingly fidl and accurâte. In identifying places men-
tioned by the ancients, we should therefore be Luided more by
the descriptions they give, than by the locality"'they. assign to
them. Agatharcides, it is true, adds that these islands extend

along the sea, which washes Gadrosia and India; but lie
probably had very confused notions of the extent and form of
India ; and, at my. rate, giving the widest latitude to the terin,
the same sea may be. said to wash Gadrosia and the Maldive
Islands. If these are the islands actually meant by Agatliar-
cides, it is -the earliest nolice of them extant.

H 2
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Our concern with Agatharcides relates only to the geogra-ý
phical knowledge which his *ritings display; and even of that
-we cap only select iluch parts as are most important, and at
the sanie time point out and. prove the advances of geographical

kno1wledge, and of commercial enterprize; befbreÏiowever5 wé
leave him, -we may add one fact, not immediately relating to our.

peculiar sub ect, which he records: after stating that the soil of
Arabia was, as it were, impregnated with gold, and that lumps

of pure gold were found there from the size of an olive to that
Pf a nut, he adds, that iron was twice, and silver ten times, the
-value of gold. If he is accurate in the proportionate values

which, he respectively assigns to these metals, it proves the, very
gTeat abundance of gold; since, in most of the., nations of aàti-

uity, the values of gold and silver were 'the reverse of what
tiley were in Arabia, izold beijy ten times the value of silver.
Ile comparative hight"value of iron to, gold is still more extra-

ordinary, and seems to, indicate not only a grreat abundance of
the latter metal, but also a great scarcity of the former, or a
very great demand for it in consequence of the extended and
improved state of those arts and rnanufactures in which iron is

an essential requisite, and which indicate an advanced degree
of know edge and civilization. We are not aware of a similar
fact, with respect to the proportionate value of iron and silver,
being recorded of any other nation of antiquity. It is not to,
be supposed, however, that the cheapness of gold, measured by
iron and silver, could long continue in Arabia, unless we be--ý
lieve that their intercourse with other nations was very limited;
because a regular and extensive intercourse would soon assi-

inilate, in a great degree at least, the value of gold measured
ýby iron and silver, as it existed in Arabia, to its value, asmea-
sured by the same metals in those countries with which Arabia
traded.

But to return from this slight digression; -Artemidorus has
been already mentioned as a geographer subsequent to Aga-

tharcides, who copied Agatharcides, and froin whom Diodoru *
Siculus and Strabo in their turns copied. There were
two ancient writers of this name born at Ephesus; the one to

whom we have alluded, is supposed to have lived in the reign
of Ptolemy Lathyrus, A. Cý 169; by others he is brought

down to A. C. 104., Little is known respecting him; nor
-doe -s - he seem. to, have added ' much'to geographical -science

0ý knQwledge : he - is said by Pliny to have first applied the
ternis of le ngth and breadth, or latitude and longitude. By
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comparing those parts of Diodorus Siculus and Strabé, which
they avowedly copy from him, with the track of Agatharéides.

in the Red Sea, we are enabled to discover only a few additions
of importance to the geographical knowledge supplied by the
fbrmer: cides, it will be remembered, brings his account
ýf the A *can side of the Red Sea no lower down than,
Ptolemais: he does not even mention the exp-edition of Pto.

lemy Euergetes to Aduli; nor the passage of the straits,,
thbugh Eratosthenes, as cited by Strabo, proves Ïhat it was open

in his time. In the âme of Artemidorus, however, the trade-
éf 4ýypt on the coast of Africa had reached as low down' as

the Southem Horn; - that this trade was still in its infancy, in
apparent from. a circumsta * nce mentioned hy Strabo, on the,
authority of Artemidorus ; that at the straits the cargo was
transferred from ships to boats ; bastard cinnamon, perhaps
casia lignea or hard cinnamon, is specified as one of the prin-
cipal articles whicfrthe-Egpuansý-obluiiiéd-eôiü thë'c-oast of
Africa, when they passed the straits of Babelmandeb.

Ile next person belon,«i'nLr to the Alexandrian school, to.
whom the sciences on whiýh Îeography rest, as well as Lyeoirra-

phy itýelf, is greatly indebted, w-as ilipparchus. ýýear%éely
any particulars -are known respecting him: even the exact

period in which he flourished, is hot accuratèly fixed; some
placing hàn 159 years, others 149, and others again-bringing

him down to 129 years before Christ. He was a native of
Nice in Bithynia, but spent the gTeater part of his life at the
court of one of the Ptolemies. rt is supposed. that he quitted,
his native place in consequence of some ill treatmént which lie

had rece'ived from his fellow citizens : at least we are informed
by Aurelius Victor, that the emperor Marcus Aurelius obliged

the inhabitants of Nice to send yearly to Rome a certain
quantity of corn, for having beaten one of their citizens, by
name. Hipparchus, a man of great learning and extraor-
dinary accomplishments. '17hey continued to pay this tribute
to the time of Constantine, by whom it was remitted. As his-
tory does not inform us of any other person of 'note of this

name, a native of Nice in Bithynia, it is highly probable that
this was the Hipparchus, the astronomer and geographer.
That it was not unusual ' for conquerors and sovereignis to re-
ward -or panish the descendants of those W'ho had behaved well
or ill to celebrated men who haël flourished long previously,4nust be well known to, those conversant with ancient history,
The respect Paid to the meniory of Pindar, by tbe Spartans-,

H
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and by Alexander the Great, when they conquered Thébes, is
a striking instance of the truth of this observation.

1-lippàrchus possessed the true spirit of philosophy:.havimg
rewlved to devoite hùnself,,to the study of astronomy, bis first,
general principal was to take nothing for granted ; but setting
aside ail that had been ta ht by former astronomers, to begin
anew, and examine and j u%ê for himself : he determined not
ta admit any results but such as were grounded éther in
observations and experiments; entirely new, màde by himSX
or on & new éxamination of former observations,-conductéd
with the utmost care and céution. In short, he may justly be
reeMed. as one of the first philosophers; of antiquity who had

a slight limpse of the grand maxim, which afterwards immor-
talized n, and which bas introduced modern philosophera
to a knowledge of the most -secret and most sublime operations
of nature.

One of bis first endeavours was, to verify the obliquity of
the ecliptic, as settled by Eratosthenes : he next fixed, as &c-
curately-as possible, the latitude of Alexandria; but it would
lead -,us far frèm, the object of our work, if we were even
briefly to mention his discoveries in the science of pure

astronomy. We must confine ourselves to those parts of bis
discoveries which benefitted geography, either direçt1y or,

indirectly. After having, as successfully as bis means and
the state of the science would permit him to dc4 fixed the
position of the stars, he transferred the method which he bad

employed for this purpose to graphy : he was the firet
who determined the situation ornlaces on the earth, by theirp

latitudes and longitudes, with any thing like accuracy. Ile
latitude, indeed, of many places had been fixed before; and
the means of doing it were sufficiently simple and obvious:
but with respect to some general and safe mode of ascer.
taining the longitudes, the ancient philosophers before Hip»

parchus, were ignorant of it. He employed for this purpose
the eclipses of le mon. After hav-ing ascertained the lati.
tudes and 10 itudeýs of a great - many places, he proposed to
drgw up a caZo of terrestial latitudes and longitudes, but

this he was not arle to accomplish : he had set the example,
however and it was followed by subsequent astronomers.
He fixed on the Fortunate Islands, which are supposed to be
the Canaries, for his first meridian. 'His principal works most
probably were destroyed in the conflagration of the Alexan.

drian library. His catalogue of the stars is preserved in the
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Almagest of Ptolerny; and his commentaq on Aratus and
Eudoxus is still extant.

Such is a brief sketch of the advantages which r, hyq
as founded on astronomy, derived frSn the làbot 9 0 fle

parchus. We possess little infonnation respecting bis ideas
of the form, of the earth, or the relative position or extent of
the different quarters and countries on the surface of the
globe., He seeins to, havé been the first who conceived the
idea of a southern continent, uniting Africa and India: he had
evidently some information, though very vague and erroîneous,
of India, beyond, the Ganges. un the-east coast of Affica,
bis knowledge did, not extend beyond Cape Guardaferi. On
the whole, geography is more indebted to, him for bis dis-
coveries in astronomy, and, above all, for bis setting the
example of carefiffly ascertaining facts, and not indulqing, so
much as bis predecessors had done, in conjectures ana hypo-

theses, than for any actual discoveries or advances he made
in it. Ile eulogium which Pliny bas pronoùnced on him is
very éloquent, and fully deserved. 14 Hipparchus can scarcely
receive too high praise: he bas proved, mûre satisfactorîly
than any other philosopher, that* man is allied to, heaven, and
bis soul derived from on high. In bis time, more than one
new star was discovered, or rather appeared for the first time;
and this induced him to, beheve, that future ages might witness
stars for the first time moving from the immense regions of
space, within the lîmits of our observation. But the gran-

deur and boldness of Hipparchus's mind rested not here: he
attempted, and in some-- measure succeeded in doing, what

seems above human knowledge and power: lie numbered the
stars, laid down rules by which their rising and settin ni 0 ht= ig
be ascertained beforehand; and, finally, he'constru an ap-

.paratus on which the position of each star was acèurately

.givýn, -and a miniature picture of the heavens, with the
,motions of the celestial bodies, their rising and setting, *in-
crease and diminution. , He thus may be said to have -left thé
heavens-as a le c t that manq if any such were to, be
found, who coulfrivvalohim and follow bis steps.'2

From, the time of Hipparchus to, that of Ptolemy tl»-gx>o-
grapher, the Alexandrian school, though. rich in philosophers,
who devoted their studies and labour to, other branches of
physical and metaphysical science, did not produce oneý who

improved geography, or the sciences on which it depends,
with the exception of Posidonius. IMis philosopher, who

H -4
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,bèloiigxý(1 to the sect of the Stoïès, was born at Apamea in
Syria: he usually resided. at Rhodesý a'd'.was the friend of

,Pompey and Cicero. The fbrnier, ow-his return froin Syliay
£=e thither to, attend bis lectures. Arriving at bis bouse,
he forbad bis lictor to, knock, as was usual, at the door; and

*-paid homage to, philosophy, by lowerin the fasces at the
-abode of Posidonius. Pompey, bei& ormed that he was

at that tiine ill of the gout, visited hini in bis confinement,
.and expressed himself very much disappointed that he could

.not have the benefit' -of his lect'res. Posidonius, thus
,honoured and flattered, in spite of bis pain, delivered a lec-

ture in the presence of his noble visitor ; the subject of which
.was to prove, that nothing is good which is not honourable.

_'Cicero infbrms us, that lie also attended bis lectures; and
according to, Suidas Marcellus, brought hhn tý Rome in the
.year of the city 702; in this, however, Suidas is not sup-

-ported by other and contemporary writers.
We are indebted to Cleornedes for most of what*we know

-of bis opinions and discoveries ; with such as. relate to morals
-or to, pure astronomv, we have no concern.. But he was of
service àlso to, geograýhy. He measured an arc of the terrestrial
meridia ' n ; but his operation, as far as we can judge by the

-details which have reached- us, was far from exact, and of
course his, result could not be accurate; it would appear,

however, that bis object was rather to verify the ancient
-measures of the earth, particularly that of Eratosthenes, and
.that he found them to, agree nearly with bis own. He ex-
plained the ebbing and flowing of the sea,-from the motion
of the moon, and seems to have been the first who observed
the law of this pherièmenon. In order to, represent the ap-

p 2ýarance of the heavens, Cicero informs us that he constructed
a kind of planetarium, by means of which he exhibited the ap>-

ýparent motion of the sun, moon, and planets round the earth.
-It is on the authority of Posidonius, that Strabo relates the
-voyage of Eudoxus of Cyzicum from the Persian Gulf round
-Africa to Cadiz, which we have already mentioned.

Having thus exhibited a view of the discoveries in geo-
.graphy, the advances in the scitnces connected with i4 and
,.the commercial enterprise's of the Egyptians, while under the
dominion of the Ptolemies, it -will be proper, before beginning

Àan account of the LeograDhical knowledge and commercial
enterprises of the Wotnàýý'ns" (who, by their conquest of Egypt,
fmay be saïd to have absorb,-d all the Wograp4ical knowledge,
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as well as all the commerce of the world, at that period), td
recapitulate the extent of the Egyptian raphy and com-
merce, especially towards the east. e shall direct our
r-etrospect to this quarter, because the commodities ' of the

east being most prized, -it was the grand object of the sove-
reigns and merchants of Egypt, to extend and facilitate the
intercourse with that quarter of the lobe as much as possible.

And we are induced to undertake te retrospec4 because the
exact limit of the Lyeo aphical knowledge and commercialgr

"enterprise of the Ptolemies is differently fixed. by différent
authors: some maintaining that the Egyptians had a regular

and extensive trade directly with India, and of course, were
well acquainted with the seas and coasts beyond the Red.Ses

while other authors tnaintain, that they never passed the
Straits of Babelmandeb, and that even within the straits, their
geographical knowledge and commercial enterprises were very
limited.

It cannot be doubted that commerce and the spirit of dis,
covery flourished with more vigour, and pushed themselves to

a greater distance in the reigns of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and
Ptolemy Eueraetes, than in the reigan of any of their successors.

If, therefore, t1ýere are no proofs oriraces of a direct and regular
trade with India in their time, we may safély conclude it did
notexist in Egypt, previously to the coinquest of that country
by the Romanâ.

We are well aware, that there are great authorities op..
posed to the opinion which we hold; but these authorities

are modern; they are not, we think, su ported by the ancientp
writers, and in opposition to them, we can place the authority
of Dr. Vincent, a name of the very greatest weight in ql!£t
tions of this nature. Ile authorities we alluded to in support
of the opinion, that there was a direct trade with India under
the Ptolemies, are Huet, in his History of the Commerce and
Navigation of the Ancients ; Dr. Robertson, in his Dioquisition
on India, and Harris, or perhaps, more properly speaking,
Dr. Campbell, in his edition of Harries Collection of Voyages
and Travels. Huet, as is justly remarked. by Dr. Vincent,
drops the prosecution of the question at the very point he

ought to introduce it; and afterwards countenances, or seems
to countenance, the opposite opinion. Dr. Robertson bestows

much labour, ingenuity, and learning in support of the
,opinion, that under the Ptolemies, a ditect trade was carried
on with India; yet, after al], he concludes in this manner:
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es it -is probable that theïr voyages were circumscribed within
very narrow limits, and dut under -the Ptélemies no con-
sklerable progress was made in the discovery of India:" and.
when he comes to, the discovery of the Monsoon* by fflppaltu4
and the consequent advantage taken of * it to trade directly to
India, bysailing from shore to shore, he acknowledges that all.
proofs of a more early existence of such a trade are wantýq_
Dr. Campbell virtually gives up his support of the ý opinion,
that a direct trade was carried on under the PtoIemieâý in the
same manner.

We have already remarked, that the strongest, spirit of en-

terPrize that distinguished, Egypt existed in the reign of Ptôle-
my Philadelphus and Ptolemy Euerg-etes; tbat these monarcha

pushed their discoveries, and extenâed their commercial con-
ons much fiwther than any of their-predecessors; and that

therefore, if a direct and regular communication between
Egypt and India, did not take place in their reigns, we may be
assured it was unknown to the Egyptians at the period of the

Roman conquest. To their reîgný then, we shall principally
direct our enquiries.

That Ptolemy Philadelphus was extremely desirous to im.
prove the navigation of the Red Sea, is evident from his hav-
ing built 3ýyos Hormos, or rather improved it, because it
was more convenient than Arsinoe, on account of the difficulty
of navigat*g the western extremity of that sea: he afterwards
fixed on Berenice in preference to Myos Hormos, when the
navigation and commerce on this sea was extended and ùn-

proved, since Berenice being lower down, - the navigudon
towards the straits was shorter, as well as attendçd with fewer

difficulties and d ers. But there is no evidence that hisangoln Berenicfleetsq which sailed e, were destined. for India, or
even passed the Straits of Babelmandeb. It is, however, not,
meant to be asserted that no vessels passed these straits in the

tùne of this Ptolemy. O-n the contrary, we know tbat his
admiraJ, I"unosthenes, passed the straits as low as Cerneý

which is generally supposed to be Madagascar; but cmmerce,
which in our times, directed by much superior skiR and know-
ledge, as well as stimulated by a stronger spirit of enterprize
and rivalship, and a more absorbing love of gain, nînmediately
follows in the track of discovery, was then comparatively slow,
languid5 and timid, as wéll as ignorant; so that it is not sur.

p . . that it did not follow -the track of Timosthenes. Pto.
14 y hiladelphus also pushed his discoveries by land as &Y
as Meroc: he opened the route between Coptus and Berenice,
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1
eî"lishing ports and opening wells ; and &Sn these and

other eWeumstanm he seems to have been actuated by a
stronger wish to extend commerce, and to have formed mort
plans for this'purpose, than any of his successors.

Ptolemy Euergetes directed his thouohts more to ýonquest
than to commerce, though he renderà the former, in some
degree, useful and subservient to the latter. After hav*g
passed the Nile, and subdued the nations which lay on thé
confines of Egypt, he compelledthem. to open a road of com.
munication between theïr country and Egypt. Ile fi-ank-
incense country was the next object of his ambition: this he
subdued; ana having sent a fleet and army across the Red Sea

Mto Arabia, he compelled the inhabitants of the district tc>
Maintain the roads free from robbers, and the sea from pirates

ýa proof that these people had made some advances in seafaring
matters, and also of the attention paid by Euergetes to. the na.
vigation of the Red Sea, as well as to le protection of land
commerce. Indeed the whole of his progress to Aduli, which
we have more particularly mentioned in another place, was
marked as much by attention to commerce as by the love of

conquest; but thàugh by this enterprize he rendered both the
toasts of the Red Sea tributary, and thus better adapted to
commerce, there is no proof that he passed the Straits of
Babelmandeb. It is true, incféèd, that he visited Mosullon,
which lies beyond the straits, but not by sea, hav*g marched

by land to that place, through the interior of Abyssm"ia and
Adel. From, the whole 'of this enterprize of Euergetes we

we may justly infer, that th u hhe facilitated the intercourse
by land between Egypt and ose parts of Africa which lay
immediately beyond the straits, yet his ships did not pus the

straits, and that in his reign the discoveries of Timosthenes
IW not been followed up or improved for the purpose of

trading by sea with the coast of Affica. IMe navigation of
the whole of the Red Sea, at least on the Arabian side, from,

Leuke Kome to SabSa, was undoubtedly known and fre-
quently used at this period; but this was its utmost limit.

In the reign of ]Ptolemy Philometor, when A tharcides
lived, the commercial enterprizes of the Egyptianslrad,

ratherto, languish; on the Arabian side of the Red SeYey
did indeed extend to Sabam, as in the time of Euergetes; but

thereïs evidence that on the opposite coast they did not go so
low, as in the reign of the latter sovereign. Agatharcides makes

-no mention of 13ereiùce according to his account, Myos

coàp. ni. to the Time of Plokiny the Geographer.
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Uormos haà again becomie the emporium, and the only trade
&OM that part seems to have been for elephants to Ptolernais

Theron. It may, indeed, be' urged that Berenice was not,
properly.speaking, a harbour, but only an open bay, to which
the ships did not come from Myos Hormos, till their cargoes

were completely ready. But that Myos Hormos was the
grreat point of communication with Coptus is evident from the

account which Agatharcides gives of the caravan road between
these two places. Even so late as the time of Strabo, this

road was much more frequented than the road between Coptus
;ànd Berenice : of the latter he merely observes, that Philadel-

phus opened it with his army, established ports, and sunk
ivells; whereas he particularly describes the former road, as

being seven or eight days' journey, formerly performed on,
èamels in the night, by observation of the stars, and carrying

water with them. Latterly, he adds, çleep wells had 'been
sunk, and cisterns formed for holdin water. Every detail of
the rond to Berenice is Roman, anci relates to periods con-
siderably posterior to the conquest of Egypt by the Romans
a proof that the plan of Philadelphus, of substituting Bex--nice
for Myos Hormos, had not been regiflarly --tdopted by his

successors, nor till the Romans had firn)ly and perinanently
fixed themselves in Egypt.
1 In the extract we have already riven from Agatharcides

respectincy Arabia, he expressly meniions that the Gerrheans
and Sabeans are the centre of all the commerce that passes be-

tween Asia and Europe, and that these are the nations which
have enriclied the Ptolemais: this statementý taken in con-

junction with the fact that his description of the coast of the
'Red Sea reaches no farther than SabSa on the one side, and

Ptolemais Theron on the other, seems decisive of the truth of
the opinion, that in the time of Phil9metor the Eggyptians did
not trade directly to India. It may be proper to add, that in
the extracts from Agatharcides, given by Photius, it is expressly

mentioned that ships from India were met with by the
Egyptian ships in theloirts; of Saixa. Mie particulars of this
trade between India and Egypt, hy means of the Arabians,

will be afterwards defailed, and its great antiquity traced
and proved; at present we have alluded to it merely to bear
-us out in our position, that Indian ships, laden with Indian

commodities, frequenting the ports of SabSa, and those ports
being described by AgaLrcides as the limits of his knowledge,

of this coabt of the Red Sea, we are fuilly justified iii con.
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cluding, that, in the reign of Philometor, there was not only
no direct tradé toIndia, but no inducement to such trade; and.
that 146 ar after the death of Alexander,ýe s the Greek sove-
reigns o gypt had done little to complete what that monarcli
had projected, and in part accomplished by the navigation of
Nearchus - the communication by sea between Alexandria

and India.
Under the successors ot Philometor, the trade inthe Red

Sea languished rather than increased, and the full benefits of
of it were not reaped till some time after the Roman con-

quest. Even in the time of Strabo, the bulk of the trade still
passed by Coptus to Myos Hormos. We are aware of a
passage in this author, which§ at first, sight seems to contradict
the position we have laid down, and to, prove, that at least in
his time, there was a direct and not unfrequent navigation
between the Red Sea and India. He expressly states, that,
in the course of six or seven years, 120 ships had sailed from.

Myos Hormos to India: but on this it may be observed, in the
first place, that he beains his description of India, with request-

ing his readers to peruse what lie relates concerning it witli
indulgence, as it was a country very remote, and few persons,
had visited it; and even with regard to, Arabia Felýx, lie says,
that the knowledge of the Romans commenced witli the
expedition of his friend Mius Gallus into that country; -
facts not very consistent with his statement that 120 ships

had sailed in six or seven years to India: secondly, ha
expressly mentions, that formerly scarcely twenty ships

dâred to navigate the Red Sèa, so far as to shew themselves
beyond the straits; but we can hardly suppose that skill,

enterprize, and knowledge, had increased so rapidly as to ex-
tend within a very few years navigation, not merely beyond
the straits, but even ter India; we say a few years, for cer-
tainly, at the time when the Romans conquered Egypt, the

straits were not usually passed: lastly, the name India was
used so vaguely by the ancients, even by Strabo occasionally,
that it is not improbable he meant by it, merely the coast of

Arabia, beyond the straits. It is well asked by Dr. Vin-
cent, in reference to this account 'of Strabo, might not that

geograplier, from knowing the ships brought home Indian
commodities, have supposed that they sailed to India, when

ïn reality they went no farther than Hadramant, in Arabi.%
or Mosullon, on the coast of Africa, where they found the
.produce of India ?
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It is not, however, meant to be denied that a few vessels, in
the time of Ptolemies, reached some part of India from, the
Red Sea, by coasting all the way. The author of the
Periplus of the Red Sea, informs us that, before the discovery

of the monsoon, by Hippalus, small vessels had made a
coasting voyage from Cana, in Arabia, to the Indies. But these
irregular and trifling voyages are deserving of little considera-
tion, and do not militate against the position we have laid

down and endeavoured to prove, that in the time of the
Ptolemies the commerce of Egypt was confined within the

limits of the Red Sea, partly from the want of skill and
enterprize, and from, the dangers that were supposed to exist

beyond the straits, but principally because the commodities
of India could be procured in the ports of SabSa.

Many instances have already been given of the patronage
which the Ptolemies bestowed on commerce, of the facilities
and advantages they afforded, and of the beneflts which the
science of greography derived- ftom the library and-observatory
of Alexan ia: evéry instrument which could facilitate the
study of astronomy was purchased by the Ptolernies and

placed in that observatory, for they were fully aware of the
dependency of a full and accurate knowledoge ofgeography, as
a science, on a full and accurate knowledge of astronomy.

With respect to commerce, the advariéemenù of which.ftlay
fairly be supposed to have had some weight in their patron.
%re of these sciences, they encouraged. it as much as possible

to, centre in . Alexandria, and with citizens of Egypt, by
making it a standing law of the country, that no goods

should pass through the capital, étther to India or Europe,
without the intervention of an Alexandrian factor, and that

even when fbreigii merchants resided there, they should em-
ploy the same agency. ne roads and canals they formed,
and the care they took to keep the Red Sea free from pirates,
are further proofs of their regard fbr commerce.

And justly was it held by the Ptolemies in high estimation,
for from. it they derived their immense wealth. We are

informed by Strabo, that the revenue of Alexandria, in the
,worst of times, was 1-2,500 talents, equivalent to nearly two
millions and a half sterling; and if this was the revenue under
the last and most indolent of the Ptolemies, what must it
have been under Ptolemy Philadelphus, or Ptolemy Euer-

9 tes ? But the account given b of the treasure of the
olemies is still more extraorYiýary:lanthe sum he mentions is

mokiffl
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740,000 talents, or £ 191,166,666, according to Dr. Arbudmots
computation; we should be disposed to doubt the accuracy of
this statement, did we not know that Appian was a native of

Alexandria, and did lie not moreover inform us, thaï he had
extracted his accounC from. the public records of that city.

Whén we consider that this immense sum was accumulated
by only two of the Ptolemies, Ptolemy Soter and Ptolemy
Philadelphus, and that the latter maintained two great fleets,

one in the Mediterranean, and the , othèr in the Red Sea,
besides an anny of 200,000 foo4 and 40,000 horse; and that
he had 300 elephants,, 2000 armed chariots, and an armoury at

Alexandria, stocked with .300,000 co'plete suits of armour,
and all other necessary weapons and implements of war,

we shall form some idea of the extent and fruitfulness of
Egyptian conunerce, from whicli the whole, or nearly the whole,

of this immense wealth inust have been derived.
Having thus brought our ' historical sketch of the progress of

discovery and commercial enterprize among the El gyptians down
to the period of the conquest of Egypt -by the Romans, we
shall, in the next place, revert to the Romans theniselves, in
whom, at the date of their conquest of this country, the geogra-
phical knowledge and the commerce of the whole world may

justly be said to have centered. As, however, we have hitherto
only adverted to the Romans, in our account of the discoveries
and commerce of the Carthagm*lans, it will be proper to notice
them in a much more detailed and particular manner. We
shall, 'therefore, trace- their geographical knowledge, their disr
coveries and their commerce, from the foundation of Rome, to
the period of their conquest of Egypt; and in the course of this
investigation, we shall oive a sketch of the commerce of those

countries which successively fell under their dominion -omit-
ting such as we have already noticed : by this plan, we shall be
enabled to trace the commerce of al 1 the known world at that
time, down to the period when Rome absorbed the. whole.

Ile account which Polybius gives, that before the first
Carthaginian war the Romans were entirely ignorant o4 and
inattentive to sea affairs - if by this statement he means to

assert that they were unacquainted with maritime cou , erceý
as well as maritime warfare, is expressly contradicted by the
treaties between Rome and -Carthage, which we have already
given in our account of the conunerce of Carthage. 'Ile first
of those treaties was made 25 0 years before the first Punic war ;
and the second, about fifty vears before it. Besides. it is not
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probable that the Romans should have- been entirely ignorant
of, and inattentive to maritime commerce for so long a'period,

since several nations of Italy, with'which they wereat first
connected, and which they afterwards conquered, wiere Very
conversant in this commerce, and derived great consideration-,
power, and wealth from it.

Ile Romans had conquered Etruria, and made themselves
masters of the Tuscan powers both by sea and land, before

the commencement of the first Punie war; and though at this
period, the Tuscans were not so celebrated for their com-
merce as they had been, yet the shippin and eommerce
they did 1)ossess, must have fallen into tge power of the
Romans; and we can scarcely suppose that these, together
with the facilities which the Tuscans enjoyed for com'

merce, by means of their -ports, and their skill and com.
mercial habits and connections, would be entirely ne"lected
by their conquerors. Besides, there are'several old -koman
coins, by some supposed to have been as old as the time of
the kings, and"certainly prior to the first Punie war, on the
reverses of which different parts of ships are visible. Now,
-as the Roman historians gre diffuse in the accounts they give
of the wars of the Romans, but take no notice of their com-
mercial transactions, we may safély conclude, froin their not
mentioningany maritime wars, or expeditions of a date so early

as these coins, that the ships at that period preserved by the
Romans, and deemed of such consequence as to be struck on
their coins, were employed for the purposes of commerce.

The Tuscans and the Grecian colonies in the south of Italy,
certainly had made great progress in commerce -at an early
period; and as, -if their example did not stimulate'the Ro-
mans to enterprises of the same kind, - the Romans, at least
when they conquered them, became possessed of the commerce
which they then enjoyed, it will be proper to take a brief
view of it.

If we may credit the ancient historians, the Etrurians or
Tyrrhenians, even before the r*eign- of Minos, had been for a

long time masters of the greatest part of the Mediterranean Sea,
and had given their name to, the Tyrrhenian Sea, upon which
they were situate. Piracy, as well as commerce, was followed

by them; and they becarne at last so expert, successful, and
dangerous, for their piracies, that they were * attacked, and
their maritime power greatly abridged, by the Carthaginians
and the' Sicilians. Theïr most famoüs port was Luna, whièh
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was situated on the Macra, a river which, flowin from the
Apennines, divided Liguria from Etruria, and fer, into the

Tyrrhenian Sea. There seems ood reason to belie,ýe that
Luna was a place of great trîàè before the Trdjan war;
it was extremely capacious, and in evq respect worthy -of

the commercial enterprise and wealth of t e Tuscans. Popu-,
lonium, a city which was situate on a higli promontory of the

same name, tliat ran a considerable way into the sea, also,
possessed a very com'modious harbour, capable of receiving a

great iiumber of ships. It had an arsenal well supplied with
all kinds of naval stores, and a quay for shippin or landing9

merchandize. One of the principal articles of export con-
sistedincoppervessels, andin arms, machines, utensils,&c.

of iron: these metals were at first supplied to, the inhabitants
&om the island of ýEthalia (now Elba); but the copper-mines

there failing, iron alone, from the same island, was imported for
the purpose of their various manufactures; the trade in these

flourished in very remote times, and continued in the days of
Aristotle and Strabo.

But the most direct and unequivocal testimony to the
power of the Tuscans, and that - that power was principally,
if not entirely, derived froni their maritime skill and com-
merce, is to be found in Livy. This historian inforins us,
il that before the Roman empire, the Tuscan dominions ex-
tended very far both by sea and land, even to the upper and
lower sea, by which Italy is surrounded, in form of an island.
Their very naines are an argument for the vast power of this

people; for the Italian natives call the one the Tuscan Sea, e.

and the other the Adriatic, from Adria, a Tuscan colony. The
Greeks call them the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seass. This

people, in twelve chies, inhabited the country extending to
both -seas ; and by sending out colonies equal in number to the

mother cities, first on this side of the Apennines towàrds the
lower sea, and afterwards as many on the other side, possessed
all the country beyond the Po, even to the Alps, except the
corner belonging to the Venetians, who dwelt round a bay of
the sea." Homer, Heraclides, Aristides, and Diodorus Si-

culus, all concur in their representations -of the maritime,
power and commercial opulence of the 'Fuscans at a very
early period. Diodorus Siculus expressly says, that they

were masters of the sea; and Aristides, that the Indians were
the rnost powerful nation in the east, and the Tuscans in the
west.
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Of the Grecian colonies in the soutli of Italy, that of
Tarentum was the most celebrated for its commerce. Polybius
expressly informs us, that Tarentum, their principal city, was

very prosperous and rich, long before Rome made any figure,
and ý that its prosperity and riches were entirely the fruit of
the extensive and lucrative trade they carried on, partýcularly
with Greece. The city of Tarentum stood on a peninsula,
and the citadel, which was very strong, was built on the nar-
rowest and extremest part of it; on the east was a small bay,

on the west the main sea; the harbour is represented by
ancient historians as extremely large, beautiful and commodious.

Its vicinity to Greece, Sieily, and Aftica, afforded it great
opportunities and facilities for commerce. The inhabitants
am represented by some authors as havin b en the inventors
of a particulair kind of ship, whicli retaineY inesome degTee the

form, of a raft ýor float. Their government, which at first was
aristocratical, was afterwards changed to a democracy; and it

is to this popular form, of government that their prosperity
and wealth are ascribed. Ile number of people in the whole

state amounted to 300,000; Tarenturn had twelve other
cities under its dominion. Besides a considerable fleet in
the Mediterranean Sea, they had constantly on foot a very
large army, principally of mercenaries. Eighteen years before,
the first Punici war, the Romans had entered into a maritime
treaty with, the Tarentines; according to this treaty, neither

party were to navigate beyond the Cape of Lacinia. Soon ufter-
wards, however, the Roman fleet accidentally appearing near

Tarentum, the inhabitants took the a.larm, sunk four of the
ships, killed or took prisoners the commander and some other
officers, sold the seamen for slaves, and behaved with great
insolence to, the ambassador whom the Romans sent to re-

monstrate and demand satisfaction. They were soon, however,
obliged to, submit to the superior power of the Romans. In
the second Punie war, it was finally subdued, and a Roman
colony planted there.

The Spinetes, Liburnians, and Locrians, were also cele-
brated for their skill in naval affairs, and for their commerce,
before Rome manifested the s i htest wish to distinguish her-
self in this manner. Indeedltle situation of Italy naturally
turned the attention of its inhabitants (especially of those who,
were early civilized, as the Tuscans, or those who ha emi ated
frorn a civilized country, as the nations in the south of fil'y')
to naval affiairs and maritime commerce. Washed bv diree seas,
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the Adriatic on the north-east, the Tyrrhenian on the west,
and the lonian on the south, Italy enjoyed advantages pos-
sessed by few nations of antiquity. Of the first of these seas,
the Spinetes became masters, of the second the Tuscans, and
of the third the Tarentines. The Spinetes, were originally
Pelasgi, who had emirated and settled by chance rather than

design, on the sç anks of the Po. Spina, their capital,
was situated on the north side of the southermost mouth of that

river. We do not possess any particular account of their com-
merce, but that it rendered them powerful and rich we are
assured; and their dominion ovÉr the Adriatic is a decisive
proof of the former, while their mao-mificent offerings to

Delphos may as justly be deemed a proof of the latter. Spina
was strong both by nature and ar4 on the sea side, but the

reverse on the land side; so that at last it was abandoned by
its inhabitants not being able to withstand the attacks of theit
neighbours, who were either jealous of their prosperity, or at-
tracted to the assault by the love of plunder. In the reigom
of Augustus it was reduced to a small village; and- the brancli
of the Po,-*o--n- Whieh. -it-was-situated, liad changed its course so

much, that it was then upwards of fifteen miles distant from,
the sea, on the shore of which it had been built. The gra-
dual alteration in the course of the river, it is probable, con-
tributed with the other cause already mentioned to reduce it

to comparative insigornificance.
Opposite to the Spinetes across the Adriatie, on- the coast

of Dalmatia, the Liburnians dwelt. In some respects their
coast was preferable to that of Italy for maritime affairs, as

it is studded with islands, which afForded àkelter to ships, and
likewise possessed many excellent harbours; but the Li---

burnians, as well as most of the inhabitants of Illyria, were more
eager after piracy than commerce; and, as we shall afterwards

see, carried their piracies to such a darinom and destruc-
tive exten4 that the Romans were compelled to attack them.
Their devotedness to piracy explains what to Mons. Huet

appears unaccountable. He observes, that it is remarkable
that neither the Dalmatians, who * were powerful at, sea by

means of their port Salona, which was their capital, nor the
Liburnians themselves, according to, all appearance, had the

use of money among them. Commerce cannot be carried on
to great extent, or in a regular and expeditious manner, by na-

tives ignorant of the use of money; but monev seems to be
mot at ail requisite to the purposes of piracy. Ile Liburnian

1 2
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shi . ps, or more properly speaking, thosé ships which were
denominated Liburnian, from having been invented and first
employed by this people, were of two kinds; one large, fit for
war and long voyages, but at the same time built light and for
quick sailing. After the victory of Actium, whieh Augustus

gained in a great measure by means of these ships, few were
built by the Romans of any other construction. The other

Libumian vessels were small, for fishmi and short voyages;
some of these were made with osiers ang covered with hides.

But strength and liglitness, and quick sailing, were the qualities
by, which the Liburnian ships were chiefly distinguished and
characterised.

At what precise period the Romans directed their attention
to maritime affairs we are not accurately informed : that the
opinion of Polybius on this subject is not well founded, is
evident from several circumstances. He says, that before
the first Punic war the Romans had no thought of the sea;
that Sicily was the first country,'out of Italy, in which they
ever landed; and that, when they went to that island to assist
the Mamertines, the vessels which they employed in that

expedition were hired, or borrowed from the Tarentines, the
Locrians, &c. He is correct in his statement that Sicily was

the first country in which the Romans had any footing; but
that he is inaccurate with respect to the period whên the

Romans first applied themselves to maritime affairs,. will
appear from. the following facts.

In the first place, the Romans (as we have already shown
in our account of the Carthaginian commerce,) had several
treaties with the Carthaginians, whicli may properlCe called
commercial treaties, before the first Punic war. 'l e earliest
treaty, acéording to Polybius himself, was dated about 250
years before the war; and in this treaty the voyages under-
taken by the Romans on account of trade to Africa, Sardinia,
and that part of Sicily at that time possessed by the Cartha-

ginians, are expressly mentioned and re ulated. The second
treaty,- about 100 years before the firstýunîc war, is not so
specific respecting commerce. The third treaty, occasioned

by the invasion -of Italy by Pyrrhus, points out a decline in
the naval power of the Romans; for it stipulates, that the Car-
thaginians should furnish -them with ships, if required, either
for frade or war. Secondly, seventy-four years before the first
Punic war, the Romans havin subdued the Antiates, and

thus become masters of their geet, among which were six
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armed with beaks, the tribune was ornamented with these
beaks, the ships to which they belonged were burnt, and the
others were brought to Rome and laid upon the place allotted
to the building and preservation of ships. Lastly, the circum-
stances which gave rise to, the war between the Romans and
Tarentines, to which we have already adverted, plainly prove

that Polybius is wron in his assertion. Valerius, whocom-
manded the Roman Let, which was attacked by the Taren-

tines, according to Livy, was one of the duumziri navales, officers
who.had been already appointed nearly thirty vears (that is,

nearly fifty years before the first Punic war), on*the motion of
Decius Mus, expressly for the purpose of equipping, repairing,
and maintaining the fleets.

From these circumstances, it appears that the Romans
possessed ships both for war and commerce, previous to the
commencement of their wars with the Carthaginians, though

it is extremely probable that their commerce was very linùted,
and for the most part carried on in vessels belongingr to the
other maritime nations of Italy, and that their sepsý of war
were very small and rude in their construction and equipment.

It is fibreign to, the object of this work to enter into a detail
of the -v Utýeen the Romans and the Carthaffinians: but
as the great efforts of the Romans to become powerful at sea
were made during these wars; as these efforts, being successful,

laid the foundation of the future commerce of Rome; and as
by the destruction of Carthage, in some measure caused by the
naval victories gained by the Romans, the most commercial
nation of antiquity was utterly ruined, and their commerce
transferred to Rome, it will be proper briefly to notice the
naval contests between these rival powers during the three wars
in which the were enffled.

The- first ýunic war was occasioned by a desire on the part
of the Carthaginians to, enlarge and secure their acquisitions
in Sicily, and to. preserve their dominion of the sea, and by
a determination on the part of the Romans to check the
progress of the Carthaginians in that island, so immediately

Aqýming the continent of Italy. An opportunity soon occurred,
which seemed to promise to each the accomplishment of their
respective objects: the Mamertines, being hard pursued by

Hiero king of Syracuse, and shut up in Messina, -the only city
which remained to them, were divided in opinion; some were

for accepting the protection offered them by Hannibal, whoZn
at that time commanded the Carthaginiari army in Sicily;

1 3
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others were for calling in the aid of the Roinzuis. Both these
powers gladly accepted the proffered opportunity of extending

their conquests, and checking their rival.
Ile consul Appius Claudius, was ordered by the senate

to, proceed to, Sicily: previously to, his departure, he despatched
Caius Claudius, a le,(Yioiiary .0 tribune, witli a- few vessels to,

Rhegium, principally, it would seem5 to reconnoitre the naval

force of the Carthaginians. The consul himself soon followed

with a small fleet, hired principally from the Tarentines,

Locrians, and Neapolitans. 'Fliis fleet being attacked by the

Carthaginian fleet, whiéh was not only much more numerous,

but better equipped and manned, and a violent storm. rising

during the engagement, which dashed many of the Roman
vessels in pieces among the rocks, was completely worsted.
The Carthaginians, however, restored most of the vessels they

c.çiptured, only expostulating with the Romans on the infraction
of the treaty at that time subsisting between the two republics.
This loss was in some measure counterbalanced by Claudius
capturing, on his voy,-,.ige kack to Rhegium, a Carthaginiaii

quinquireme, the first which fell into the possession of the

Romans, and which served flieni for a m(xlel. According
to, other historians, however, a Cartliaginian galley, venturing
too near the shore, was stranded, and taken by the Romans;
and after the model of this galley, the Romans built many of

their vessels.
Claudius was not in the least discouracred by his defeat,

observing that lie could not expect to learn the art of navi-
gation without payinfr dear fbr ït; but liaving repaired his

fleet, he sailed again for Sicily, and eluding the vigrilance of the
Carthaginian admiral, arrived safe in the port of Messina.
After the alliance formed between the Romans and Hiero

king of Syracuse, and the capture of Agrigentium, thev resolved
to use all their efforts for the entire subjugation of Sicily. As,

however, the Carthacrinians were extremely powerful by sea,
they could not hope to accomplish this ob ect, unless they were

able to, cope with them on that element. The y resolved, there-

fore, no longer to trust in any degree to hired vessels, but to

build and equip -a formidable fleet of their own. Powerfully
actuated by this resolution, they be(ran the arduous under-

taking with that ardour and spirit of perseverance, which so

eminently distinguished them they deemed it absolutely

necessary to liave 120 ships. Trees were linirie(liate]N, cut

down in the forestb. and the timber brouglit to the sca shore.-
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ànd the whole fleet, according to, Pllybius, was not only boilt,
but perffictly equipped and ready for sea, in two months fro-
the time the trees were felled. Of the 120 vessels of which it was
composed, 100 had five benches of rowers, and 2o of them

had three benches.
There was, however, ancther difficulty to be overcome. It

was absolutely necessary that the men, who were to navigate
and fight these ships, should posses-s some knowled of their

art; but it was in vain to expect that with the Caritra;iangg,
so powerful and watchful at sen, the Roman ships would be
permitted to cruise safel long eno h to make them practised

sailors and li hters. ý01 obviateugis difliculty, they had re-.

course, accorging to Polybius, to a sinc-fular but tolerably

effectual mode. While some men were employed in builà-
ing the galleys, others, assembling those who were to serve in

the fleet, instructed them in the use of the oar after the follow-
ing manner: they contrived benches on the shore in the

same fàshion and order as they were to be in the galleys, wid
placing their seamen, with their oars, in like manner on the*

benches, an officer, by signs with his hand, instructed thern
how to, dip their oars all at the same time, and how to, recover

them out of the water. By this means they became acquainted
with the management of the oar; and as soon as the vessels

were built and equipped, they spent some time in practising
on the water, what they had learnt ashore."

The necessity of possessing a fleet adequate to cope with
that of the Carthaginians became more and more apparent;
for though the Romans had obtained possession of all the

inland cities in Sicily, the Carthaginians compensate.d for
this -by hav the asceýndàncy by sea, and in the cities on

the coast. e Roman fleet was commanded by Cornelius
Scipio, who put to sea wil h seventeen ships, in order to secure
at Messina reception and security for the whole fleet but -his

,enterprise was unfortun-te ; for, being deceiv -_ by false in-
formation, he entered the port of Lipara, where he was block-

aded by the enemy, and~ obliged. to surrender. This partial
loss, however, was soon connterbalanced by a naval. victory ;

for the remainder of the Roman fleet, amounting to 103 sail,
being encountered by a Carthaginian fleet under Hannibal,
who despising the Romans, had advanced to the contest with

only fifty galleys, succeeded in capturing or destroying the
whole of them.

In the mean time, the senate had appointed Duilius com-
j 4



mander of the fleet; and his first object was to survey it ac-
curately, and, if possible, to improve the construction or
equipment of the vessels, if they appeared defective, either for

the purpose of sailing or lightin . It seemed to him, on ex-
amining them, that they cèM not be easily and quickly

workexl during an engagement, beiiig much heavier and more
unwieldy than those of the Carth mians. As this defect

could not be removed, he tried whetler it could not-be com-
pensated; and an engineer in the fleet succeeded in--this im-

portant object, by inventincr that niachine which was afterwards
called coi-zw. 

C

1 lie immediate purpose which this machine was to serve is
clearly explained by all the ancient authors who mention it:ý
its use was to, stop the enemys ships as soon as the Roman
vessels came up with them, and thus to give them an oppor-
tunity of boarding them; but the construction and mode of
operation of these machines it is not easy to ascertain from the
descriptions of ancient authors. Polybius gives the following
description of them: Il They erected on the prow of their vessels
a round piece of tiniber, about one foot and a half in diameter,
and about twelve feet lon , on the top of which a block or
pully was fastened. Roý 9 this piece of timber a sta"e or
platform was constructed, four feet broad, and about eigrýteen

feet loiig, which Was strong ly fastened with iron. The en-
trance was lengthways, and it could be moved about the piece
of timber, first described, as on a spindle, and could be hoisted
within six feet of the top. Round this there was a parapet,

knee high, whicli was defended with upright bars of iron,
sharpened at the end. Towards the top there was ïa rin99

througli which a rope was fastened, by means of m-hich they
could raise and lower the engine at pleasure. With this nia-
chine they attack ' d the. enemy's vessels, sometimes on their
bow etimes on their broadside. When they had

grappled the enemy mrith these iron spikes, if the ships hap-
pened to swing broadside to broadside, then the Romans

boarded them lrom all parts; but when they were obliged to
grapple them on the bow, they entered two and two, by the

help of this engine, the foremost defendinct the forepart, and
those who followed the flanks, keeping the boss of their buck-

lers level with the top of the parapet."
From this description of the corvus, it is evident that it had

two distinct uses to serve: in the first place, to lay hold ofand
,entangle the eneniy's ships; and, secondlV, after it had accovi-
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plished this object, it served as a means of entering the enemy s
vessels, and also as a protection while the boarding was taking
place. With respect to the question, whether the harpagones
or manusferrSS were the saine with the comi, it appears to us
that the former were of much older invention, as they certainly

were much more simple in their construction ; and that, ero-
bably, the engineer who invented the corvi, borrowed hisi idea
of them froin the harpagones, and in fact'incorpoeated the two
machines in one engine. The harpagones were undoubtedly

grappling irons, but of such light construction that they could
be thrown by manual force; but they were of no other service;

whereas the corvi were worked by machinery, and served, as
we have shown,'not only to grapple, but to assist and protect
the boarders. We have been thus particular in our account
of the corvus, because it may fairly be regarded as having
essentially contributed to the establishment of the Roman naval
power over that of the Carthaeinians.

After Duilius had made a trial of the efficacy of this machine,
he sailed in quest of the enemy. île Carthaginians, d'gseijng
the Romans as totally inexperienced in naval affairs, did not
even take the trouble or prec4ution to draw up their ships in
line of battle, but trusting entirely to their own superior skill,
and to the greater li htness of their ships, they bore down on
the Romans in disor r. Iley, however, were induced, for a
short time, to slacken their advance at the sight of the corvi
but not giving the Romans crçdit for any invention which could
counterbalance their want of skill, experience, and self-confi-
dence, they again pushed forward and attacked the Romans.

They soon suffered, however, the consequences of their rash-
ness: the Romans, by means of their corvi, grappled their
ships so closely and steadily, that the fight resembled much,
more a land than a sea battle; and thus feeling themselves,
as it were, on their own element, while their enemies seemed
to themselves no longer to be fi htin in ships, the confidence
of the former rose, while that oethe latter fell, from the saine
cause, and nearly in the saine proportion. Ile result was,
that the Romans gained a complete victory. The loss of
the Carthaginians is variously related by the Roman writers:
this is extraordinary, since they must have liad access to the
best possible authority; the inscription of the Columna Ros-
trata of Duilius, which is still preserved at Ronie. According to
this inscription, Duilius fitted out a fleet in sixty daýsf deféated
the Carthagin-ians, comnianded by Hannibal, ai sea., took from
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them thirty ships, with all their rigging, and the septireme
which carried the admiral himself; sunk thirty, and took seve-
ral prisoners of distinction. When Hannibal saw the Romans
about to enter his septireme, lie leaped into a small boat and
escaped.

A circumstance occurred during this engagement which
clearly manifested the ardour and perseverance, b m ans of
which the Romans had already become expert,, not on

management of their ships, ýut also in the use of their corvi.
It has aireaxly been noticed that the Carthaginians bore down
on them in dâsorder, each ship endeavouring to reach them as

soon as possible, without waiting for the rest: among the
foremost was Hannibal. After the deféat ôf this part of

the fleet, the rest, amounti
te 07 to 120, having come up-, en-

deavoured to avoid the fa their companions by rowin& as
quickly as possible round the Roman ships, so as not to ow

them. to make use of the corvi-"' But the Romans proved them-
selves to be even more expert seameý than their enemies ; for,
though their vessels were much heavier, they worked them.
with so much ease, celerity, and skill, that they presented the

machines to the enemy on whatever side they approached
thein.

The vanquished Hannibal was disgraced by his country;
whereas the victorious Roman was honoured and rewarded by
the senate, who were fully sensible of all the advantages
derived by a naval victory over the Carthaginians. The high
and distinguished honour of being attended, when lie returned

from supper, with music and torches, which was granted for
once only to those who triumphed, was continued to Duilius
during life. To perpetuate the memory of this victory, me-
dals were struck, and the pillar, to which we have already
alluded, was erected in the forum. This pillar, called Colum-
na Rostrata, from the beaks of the ships which were fastened
to it, was disco-.,,ered in the year 1560, and placed in the

capitol.
In the year after this splendid victory the Romans resolved

to attempt the reduction of Corsica and Sardinia; for this pur-
pose L. Cornelius Scipio sailed with a squadron under his

com-mand. He easily succeeded in reducing Corsica; but it
appears, ftom an inscription on a stone which was dug up in
the i r 161,5, in Rome, that he encountered a violent storm
o 

t
ff e coast of that island, in which his fleet was exposed to,

imminent danger. The words of the H*iscription are, He
15
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took the city of Aleria and conquered Corsica, and built a tem-
ple to the tempestsi with very good reason." This storm is

not mentioned in any of the ancient authors. Scipio was
obliged to be more cautious in bis attempts on Sardinia, but
afterwards the Romans succeeded in gaining possession of this
island.

The Romans having thus acquired Corsica and Sardinia,
and all the maritime towns of Sicily, determined to invadeý or
at least to alarm, the African dominions of Carthage. Accord-

ingly Sulpicius, who commanded their fleet, circulated a report
that he intended to sail for the coasts of Africa: this induced
the Carthaginians to put to sea; but after the hostile fleets had
appr« each other, and were about to, engage, a storni
arose and separated them, and obliged them both to, take shel-
ter in the ports of Sardinia. As soon as it abated, Sulpicius
put to sea again, surprised the Carthaginians, and captured
or destroyed most of their ships.

Five years after the victory of Duilius, the Romans were
able to put to, sea a fleet of 330 covered galhes. Ten of these
were sent to, reconnoitre tlie enemy, but approaching too near,
they were attacked and destroyed. This unfortunate event

did not discourage the consul Attilius Regulus, who com-
manded : on the contrary, he resolved to wipe off this disgrace

by sigrnalizing bis consulship in a remarkable manner. He was
ordered by the senate to, cross the Mediterranean, and invade
Carthage. Ilie Roman fleet, which consisted of 330 galleys.,
on board of each of which were , 120 soldiers and 3 00 rowers,

was staitioned at Messina: from this port they took their de-
partureq'stretchinir alongr thé coast -of Sicily, till they doubled
Cape Pachynum, after ýývI-iich they sailed directly to, Ecnomos.
The Carthaginian fleet consisted of 360 sail, and the seaffien
were more numerous, as well as more skilful and experienced,
than those of the Romans : it 'rendezvoused at Heraclea, not
far from. Ecnomos. Between these two places the hostile fleets
met, and one of the most obstinate and decisive battles ensued
that are recorded in ancient history. As Pol bius bas criven ay Zn
very particùlar account of the manner in which the rCjýtive
fleets were drawn up, and of all the incidents of the battle, we.,

shall transcribe it from hîm, because the issue of it may justly
be regarded as having proved the Roman superiority at sea, and
hecause the details of this accurate historian will afford us a
clear insight into the naval engagements of the ancients.

As there were 330 ships, and each ship had on board soo
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rowersq and 120 soldiers, the total number of men in the

fleet arnounted 140,000. The whole fleet was formed into

four divisions: the first was called the first legion; the second,

the second; and the third, the third legion. The fourth

division had a different name; they were called triarians:

the triarii who were on board this division, being old soldiers

of approved valour, who, in land battles, formed the third

line of the legion, and hence obtained their appellation. The-

first division was drawn up on the right, the second on the

left, and the third in the rear of the other two, in such a

manner that these three divisions formed a triangle, the point

of which was the two gallies, in which were the consuls, in

front of their respective squadrons, parallel to the third

legion, which formed the base of the triangle, and in the rear

of the whole fleet; the triarian division was drawn up, but

extended in such a manner as to, out-flank the extremes of the

base. Between the triarian division and the other part of the

squadron, the transports were drawn up, in order that they

rnight be protected from. the enem , and their escape ac-

celerated and covered in case of a Leat ; on board of the

transports were the horses, mid baggage of the army.

Accordin to Polybius, the seamen and troops on

board the' tarthaginian fleet arnoulited to 150,000 men.

Their admiral waited to see the disposition of the Roman

fleet before he formed his own in order of battle; he di-dded it
into four squadrons, drawn up in one line; one of these was

drawn up very near the shore, the others stretched far out to

sea., apparently for the purpose of out-flanking the Romans.
The light vessels were on tbé right, under the command

of Hanno; the squadron on the left, which was formed of

heavier vessels, was under the command. of Hamilcar.
It is evident from this description of the order of battle of

the Carthaginians, that their line, being so much extended,
could easily be broken; the Romans perceivincr this, bore

down on the middle with their first and second divisions.
The Carthaginians did not wait the attack, but retired imme-
diately with the intention of drawing the Romans after them,
and thus by separating, weakeningar leir fleet. 'Die Romans,
thinking the victory was their own, pushed after the flying ene-

my, thus-weakening their third division, and at the same tirne
exposing themselves to an attack while they were scattered.
The Carthaý1n1ans, perceiving tliat their manSuvre had so

far succeede 5 tacked about, and engaged with their pursuers.
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But the Romans, by means of their corvi, which they were
now very skilful in using, grappled with the enemy, and as
as soon as, they had thus rendered the engagement similar
to a land battle, they overcame them.

While these thingrs were going on between Hamilcar with
the left wing of tl;è Carthaginian fleet, and the first and
second divisions of the Romans, Hanno, with his light vessels,

which formed the right wing, attacked the triarians, and the
ships which were drawn» up near the shore, attacked the third

legion and the transports. Ilese two attacks were conducted
with so much spirit and courage, that many of the triarians,

transports, and third legion were driven on shore, and their
deféat would probably have been decisive, had not the Ro-
man first and second divisions, which had defeated and chased
to a considerable distance the Carthaginians bpposed to them,

returned most opportunely from the chace, and supported
them. Ile Carthaginians were no longer able to withstand

their enemies, but sustained a signal deféat; thirty'of their ves-
sels havhig been sunk, and sixty-three talcen. Ile immediate
result of this- victory was, that the Romans landed in Africa
without opposition.

The next victory obtained by the Romans over the Car-
thaginians was achieved soon after the defeat and captivity of
Regulus, and was -justly regarded by them, as an ample
compensation for that disaster. It was a wise and politic
maxim of the Roman republic never to appear cast down by

deféat, but, on the contrary, to, act in such a case with more
than their usual confidence and ardour. Actin on this

maxim they equipped a fleet and sent it towal Afiica,
immediately after they learnt the deféat of Regulus. Ile

Carthaginians, who were endeavouring to take aR possible
advantage of their victory, by expelling the Romans from
Africa, as soon as the news arrived of the sailing of this fleet,

abandoned the seige of Utica, before which they had sat
down, - refitted their old ships, built several new ones, and

put to, sea. The hostile fleets met near Cape Herme, the
most northern point of Africa, a little to, the north-east of

Carthage. They were again unsuccessfal on what they had
fon-nerlyjustly regarded as their own elèment. One hundred

and four of their ships were captured, and 15,000 men,,
soldiers, and rowers, were killed in the action.

This victory, however, proved of little benefit to the Ro-
inans in their grand enterprise of establishing a firm and
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pemanent footing, in Africa; for, in consequence of their
inability to, obtain a reýular supply of provisions for their
army, they were obligt soon afterwards to evacuate Clupea
and Utica, the principal places they held there, and to re-
embark their troops fior Ital

In order to, make up for ý is hard necessity, they resolved to
land in Sicily on their return, and, if possible, reduce some
chies which the Carthao-inians still retained in that island.

Such was the plan of the consuls, but it was vehemently op-
posed by the pilots of the fleet, who represented to them, that

as the season was far advanced, the most prudent measure
would be to sail directly for Italy, and not o round the northeril

coast of Sicily, as the consuls wished. çlie latter, however,
persisted in their resolution*; -the consequences were ex-

tremely fatal; a most violent storm. arose, during which the
greater part of 'the fleet Was destroyed Or rendered com-
pletely useless, either foundering, or bein driven on shore.
AU the sea coast from. Camarina to PaZynum, was cover-

ed with dead bodies of men and horses, as -well as with
the wrecks of the ships. The exact number of ships that

were lost is differently represented by different authors, but
accordu a to the most accurate account, out of 370 which
compose the fleet, only eighty escaped. Besides the de-
struction of these vessels, a numerous army was lost, with all
the riches of Africa, which had been amassed and deposited
in Clupea, by Regulus, and which was in'the act of being
conveyed to Rome.

The Carthaginians, animated by the news of this event,
resolved to attempt the subjugation of Sicily, Africa being
now liberated from. the enemy. But the Romans, by in-

credible efforts, fitted out a new fleet in the short space of
three months, consisting of 120 ships; which, with the old

vessels which had escaped, made up a fleet of 250 sail.
With these, they passed over to Sicily, where they were
successful in reducing the Carthaginian capital in that island.

The next year they sent to sea a fleet of 260 ships to
attempt the reduction of LilibSum, but this place being'

found too stronz, the consuls directed their course to the
eastern. coast of Xftica, on which they carried on a predatory

warfare. Hav' filled their ships with the spoils, they were
returning to Itafy, when they narrowly escaped shipwreck.
On the coast of Afiica, there were two sand-banks, called the
Greater and Lesser Syrtes, which were very much dreaded by
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the ancients, on account of their frequently changing places;
çometimes being easily visible, and at other times considerably

below. the water. On the Lesser Syrtes the Roman fleet
grounded; fortunately it was low water, and moderate wea-
ther at the time, so that on the return of flood tide, the

vessels floated off, with little or no damage, but the consuls
were dreadfully alarmed.

This, however, was only a prelude to real disaster: the fleet
arrived safe at Panormus, where they remained a short time.

On their departure for Italy, the wind and we'ather were
favourable till they reached Cape Palinurus; here a dreadfui

storm. arose, in which. 160 cralleys, and a considerable number
of transports, were lost. This second storm seems to have so
dispirited the Roman senate, that they resolved to con-
fine their efforts to land, and accordingly a decree was

issued, that, as it seemed the will of the gods that the Romans
should not succeed against their enemy by sea, no more than

fifty vessels should in future be equipped; and that these should.
be employed exclusively in protecting the coasts of Italyand

in transporting troops to Sicily.
This decree, however, was not long acted upon; for the

Carthaginians, perceiving that the Romans no longer dared to,
meet them, at sea, made such formidable preparations for in-

vading Sicily, by equipping a fleet of 200 sail, and raising an
army of 30,000 men, besides 140 elephants,.that the Romans,

beincr reduced to the alternative of either losin that valuable;15 9
island, or-of againencountering their enemy at sea, resolved
on the latter measure. Accordingly a new fleet was built,
consisting of 240 galleys, and sixty ýmaller vessels, and Lili-
bSum. was besiegeâd by sea and land. This city was deemed
impregnable, and as it was the only place of retreat for the

Carthag*m*an armies in Sicily it was defended with the utmost
obstinacy.
During this siege, two bold and successfial enterprises were

undertaken for the purpose of supplying the garrison with
provisions. The Romans had shut up the port so closely, that
the governor could have no communication with Carthage:
nevertheless, Hannibal, the son of Hamilcar, resolved to
enter it with a-supply of provisions. With this intention, he
anchored with a few vessels under an island near the coast,

and as soon as a strong south wind arose, he set all saîl, and
plied his oars with so much vigour and alacrit , that he passed

safely through the midst of the Roman fleet, and landed
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10,000 men and a considerable quantity of provisions. [lav-
ing succeeded thus far, and being convinced that the Romans
would be on the alert to prevent his sudden escape, he resolved

to intimidate them, if possible, by the open boldness of the
attempt; and in this also he succeeded.

ad Shortly afterwards the harbour*was again so closely block-
ed, that the senate of Carthage were quite uninfornied of

the state and resources of the garrison.'» In this emergency, a
Rhodian, of the name of Hannibal, undertook to enter the

harbour, and to come back to, Carthage with the requisite and
desired intelligence. The Roman fleet lay at anchor, stretched
across the mouth of the harbour. Hannibal, following the
example of his namesake, with a very light galley of his own,

conceaied himself near one of the islands-jwhich. lie opposite to
LilibSum. Very early in the mornmg, before it was Ji ht9

with a favourable wind blowing rather strong, he succeedM in
ettin t-iri Duorli the Roman fleet, and entered the port. Ile

consuf, mortified at this second enterprise, ordered ten of his
lightest vessels to lie as close as possible to each other, across
the mouth of the harbour; and that they might not be taken

A by surprise and unprepared, he further directed that the men
should constantly have their oars in their hands, stretched out,

so, as. to be ready to plunge them. into the water at a moment's
warning. The skill and experience of the Rhodian, however,

and the extreme lightness and celerity of his vessel, rendered
all these precautions unavailinor; for, not content with secu*ng
his escape- he mocked the Romans, by often lçi t till they
came near him, and then rowin round them. &Z Carthà-9
ginian senate were now able to have frequent communication
with the garrison by means of this Rhodiaii: his success, and

the recompence which rewarded it, induced several Cartha-
eians to make t e same attempt. Iley were all successfül.
except one, whotot knowing the force and direction of the

currents, was carried by them ashore, and fell into the power
of the Romans. The Rhodian still continued to pass between
the besieged and Carthage; but his good fortune was near an
end. Ile Romans had fitted out the Carthaginian galley

which the had captured, and Il waited with impatience for a
fresh ins3 from. the Rhodian: it was not long before lie en-

tered the port in the night time, according-to custom, and
was preparing to sail out in broad day, not knowing that the

Romans were now masters of a galley which was as good a
sailer as hi% omm. He weighed anchor with great confidence,

M
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and saited out of the port in sight of the enemy's fleet, but was
greatly surprized to see the Romans pursue him close, and at

length come up with him, notwithstanding the lightness of his
vessel. He had now no way left but to engage them, which
he did with an undaunted bravery; but the Romans, who were
all chosen men, soon put an end to the dispute. The Rhodiàn

vessel was boarded and taken with all her crew. The Romans
being now in possession of two light galleys, shut up the rt

so, effectually, that no Carthaginian ever after attempaWto
enter iC

Ile followin% year the Romans were obliged to conveit
the siege into a lockade, in consequence of the Carthaginians
having succeeded in destroying all their works. One of the
consuls was P. Claudius Pulcher, an obstinate -and ambitious
man, who, contrary to the advice of those who were better
skilled in maritime affairs, and bkter acquainted with the
Carthaginians than he was, determined to surprize Drepanon,

where the Carthaginian admiral was posted. Claudius had
under his command a fine and formidable fleet of 120 galleys;

with these he sailed from before LilibSum in the night time,
having taken on board a great number of the best troops em-
ployed in the blockade of that place. At break of day, Asdru-
bal, the Carthaginian admiral, was surprized to perceive the
hostile fleet approaching Drepanon: he formed his plan immeý
diately, preferring an immediate en the ceftainty
of being shut up in the harbour. ccordingl ith ninety
ships, he sailed out, and drew them up behind some rocks
which lay near the harbour. As the Romans had not per--
ceived him. come out, they continued to sail on without forming
themselves into fine of battle, when as they were about to

enter the harbour, the Carthaginians attacked them, with such
celerity and vigour, that, being taken quite unprepared, they

were thrown into confusion. Claudius might still have saved
his fleet by immediate fligh4 but this he àtsolutely refused to
do, notwithstanding the strong and urgent remonstrances of

his officers. By great exertions the Roman fleet was formed
into line of battle, on a lee shore, and close to rocks and
shoals. It was on this occasion, that the Romans' veneration

for auguries was so dreadfally shocked, by Claudius exclaim-
ing, ;Êen th 1 e sacred chickens refused to feed, Il If they wïll not
feed, let them, driük,"' at the same time ordering them to be

thrown into the sea. The bad omen, and the sacrilegious in-
sult, added to the situation in which -they were placed, and
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their want of confidence in Claudius, seemed to have paralysed
the efforts of the Romans: they fought feebly : the enemy
boarded their ships without difficulty or resistance ; so that

ninety vessels were either taken or driven ashore, 8,000 of
their seamen and soldiers were killed, and 20,000 taken pri-

soners. As soon as Claudius perceived the probable result of
the battle, he fled precipitatel with thirty vessels. Ile Car-

tha. finians did not lose a siii e ship or man on this occasion.
This was the most signal an disastrous defeat which the Ro-
mans had suffered at sea since the commencement of the war.
According to Polybius, Claudius was tried, condemned, and

verir severely punished.
fiýè other consul, Lucius Pullus, was not more successful,

though his want of success did not, as in the case of Claudius,
arise from ignorance and obstinacy. He was ordered to sail from
Syracuse with a fleet of 120 gal ' leys. and 800 transports, the
latter laden ' with provisions and stores for the army before

LilibSum. As the a'my was much pressed for necessaries,
and the consul himself was not ready to put to sea directly, he
sent the quSstors before him with a small squadron. The

Carthagn*u*ans, who were very watchfül, and had the best
intelligence of all the Romans were doing, having learnt that
the consul was at sea with a large fleet, sent loo galleys to
cruize off Heraclea. ' As soon as the squadron under the
quSstors came in sight, the Carthaginian admiral-, though he
mistook it for the consular fleet, yet resolved to engage it -.

but the quSstors, having received orders not to hazard a
battle if they could possibly avoid, took refuge behind some
rocks, where they were attacked by the enemy. The Romans

defended themselves so well with balistS and other engines,
which they had erected on the rocks, that the Carthacinian

admiral, after having captured a few transports, was obliged
to draw off his fleet.

In the mean time, the light vessels, employed on the look-
out, informed him that the whole consular fleet were directing
their course for Liliboeum: his obvious plan was to encrage

this fleet before it could join ýhat of the quSstors; he there-
fore steered his course to meet them. But the consul was
equally averse with the quSstors to hazard the 'supply of the

-trmy by a battle, and he, therefore, also took shelter near
some rocks. Ile Carthaginian admiral was afraid to attack

him in this position, but resolved to wateh him: while thus
employed his pilots observed certain indication

, - * , a goum 0 m 1 '_1 ý«
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proaching storni, which induced hini to, take shelter on the
other side of Cape Pachynum. . He had scarcely doubled the
cape, wlien the storm. arose with such violence that the whole
Roman fleet was destroyed. According to Polybius, not one
vesse], not even w plank, was saved out of a fleet which con-
sisted of 120 galleys and 800 transports.

Two such losses occurring during the same consulate, in.
duced the Romans agaiii to resolve to desist from. all naval
enterprizes and preparations, so that for some time no public

fleet was equipped. This resolution, however, yielded-- to the
conviction that they could not hope even to, retain their posses-
sions in Sicily, or even to secure their commerce on the coàsts of
Italy, if they did not endeavour to cope with the Carthaginians

by sea. But as the senate thought it would appear derogatory
to their dignity and consistency to, equip a public fleet, after
they had a second time resolved -solemnly and officially not to
do so, they passeil a decree, by which all the Roman citizens

who were able and so disposed, were permitted to build,
equip, and arm, vessels at their own expence; with these ships

they were directed to, land on the coast of Africa, for the
purpose of pillage, the fruit of which was to be their own

private gain. ïýe senate even went farther to evade, by a
pitifial subterfuge their own decree, for they lent the few ships

which -§till remained to the republic, to private citizens, on
condition that they should keep them in repair, and make
thein good if they were lost. By these measures a very con.
sidenable fleet was equipped, which committed great depreda-
tions on the coast of Africa. Emboldened by their predatory
warfare, they resolved to attempt a more arduous enter-
prize. One of the most celebrated of the Carthaginian har-

bours was that of Hippo; besides the port there was a
citadel, and large arsenals for naval stores, &c. As the in-
habitants were inuch en(ra(red in commerce, there were in the
town always a considenable quantity of nierchandize. This
port the privateer squadron determined to enter. The inhabi-

tants, aware of their design, stretched a verv stronci chain
across the harbour mouth; but it did not avail; for the
Roman ships broke through it, took possession of the town
and ships, burnt most of them, and returned safe with an
immense booty. This success was quic-ly followed by an-
other, for as they were re-entering Panornius, they fell in with
a Carthauinian fleet loaded with provisions for Hamilcar,
Who commanded in Sicilv, and captured several of the trans.
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ports. Ilebe advantaqes began to, inspire the Romans with
renewed confidençe and hopes that their naval disasters were
at an end, and-that the gods had at length permitted them to

become masters of the sea, when the privateer fleet, after having
gained a considerable victory over a Carthaginian, squadron,
near the coast of Africa, was almost totally destroyed in a
storm.

For a few years afterwards, the Romans seem to have
desisted entirely from maritime enterprizes; but in the year
of the city 516., they changed their plan, as it was indeed
evident that unless the were'ffiasters at sea, they must be
content to lose the island of Sieily. In order, however, that'
the Roman armies might not suffer by their losses at sea, it
was decreed that the new fleet should be manned with hired
troops. There was still another difficulty to oxercome -.
the protracted war with Cartl e, and the heavy and repeated
losses which they had suffered urin it, had nearly exhausted
the Roman treasury; ftom. it therelLre could not possibly be
drawn the sums requisite for the proper and effective equip-

ment of such a fleet as would be adequate to meet that of the
enemy. This difficulty was removed by the patriotism of all

ranks and classes of the citizens. The senators set the
example; the most wealthy of whom. built, each at his own

COS4 a quinquereme: those who were not so wealthy joined
toeether, three or four of them, fitting out a single alley- By

eese means a fleet - of 200 large vessels was mafe ready for
any expedition, the state having bound themselves to repay the
individuals whenever her finances were adequate. to such an
expence. Ulis fleet was not only very numerous and well

equipped, but most of the vessels which composed it were
built on an entirely new model, which combined an extraordi-
nary degree of celerity with strene. The model was takert

from. that light Rhodian galley, wn ch we have already men-
tioned, as having been employed by its owner, Hannibal, in

conveymg telligence between Carthage and Lilibveum, and
which was afterwards captured by the Romans. The command

of this &-et was -given to the consul Lutatius - and the great
object to, be accomplished was the reduction of LilibSum,
which still held out. Ile first step of the consul was to

occupy all the sea-ports near this place: the town of Drepanon'
'bowever, resisting his efforts, he resolved rather to, decide îtç
fate, and that of Sicily in general, by a sea battle, than to unàr..

take a regular siege.
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The Carthaginians soon gave him an opportunity ()f acting
his manner, for they sent to, sea a fleet of 400 vessels, under

the command of Hanno. In the building and equipment of
this fleet, the senate of Carthage had nearly exhausted all

their means; but though their fleet was numerically much
greater than that of Rome, in some esgential respects it was
inferior to it. Most of the seamen and troops on board it
were inexperienced and undisciplined; and the ships them-
selves were not to, be comparedý with regard to the union of
lightness and strength, with the Rornan vessels, as they were

nowýbuilt. Besides, the Romans trusted entirely to, themselves
- the Carthagm*ians, in some measure, to, their allies or to
hired seamen. The Romans, thollirh -firm -and detern-ined,
were not rashly confident; whereas t e Carthaginians even yet
re rded their adversaries with feelings of contempt.

çhe hostile fleets met off Hiera, one of the AýoIian islands.
The Carthaginian admiral's firstobject was to reach. Eryx, a
city which had lately been taken by Hamilcar, there to unIoad

his vessels, and after having taken on board Hamilcar and the
best of his troops, to sail fflin in quest of the Roman fleet.
But the consul prevented this design from being carried into

execution, by coming up with the Carthaginians, as we have

just stated, off Hiera,. while they were steering for Eryx.
As the wind was favourable for the Romans, they were ex-
tremely anxious to commence the engagement immediately;
but before they had formed into order 'of battle, it changed,
blew hard, and a heavy sea arose. The determination of the
consul to engage was for a short time shaken by this circui-
stance, but lie reflected that though the sea was :Éough, the

enemy's ships were heavily laden, and therefore would suffer
more from. it than his ships would; while if, on the other hand,
he delayed the engagement till the Carthaginians reached

Eryx, they would then have lighter vessels, as well as a
greater. number of experienced seamen and soldiers on board
,of them. These considerations determined him to, fight im-

mediately, and accordingly he gave oËdèrs for the line of
battie to be formed. The battle was of Ivery short duration,
and'terminated decidedly in favour of the Romans. The loss
of the Carthagi-nians is variously stated, but§ according to,
Polybius, who is the best authority for eviery thing relating to,

'the Punie wars, the Romans sunk fifty of their vessels, and
captured seventy, with all their crews. The remainder would

probabýv have beeii either captured or destroyedý had not the
K I
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wind again changcd, and cii.ti)ic(l diciii to sztve theiliselves 1)y
fl* fit

1ýRe consequences of, this defýýat, iii the cýt1pitulatiOI1 of'
Hamilcar, which, iii a. iiiaiiner, deteriiiiiied the tâte of Sicily,

were so dishearteinng to the Cartlic-igiiii'aits, that they were
obliged to sut)iiiit to a dis-a(lyniit,-ýtcreotis ý-iiid d 1,shonorable peace.

Among other ternis, Ît was stipulated tkat they -should evacu-
ate al] the places they lield in Sicilv, and ei;tlrely quit that

island; that they sliould also abaniloii ait the sniail isiands
that lie between 1taly aiid Sicily; aiid that they should not ap-

proach with their ships of war, elther the coasts of Italy or
any of the territories belongirig to the Iloiiiaiis or their allies.

Soon after the conclus ion oftlie first Puriic war, a circum-
stance occurred which nearly renewed the hostilities. The

Carthaginians were enga-ged in a blocxly and arduouis contest
with their MeTéeii,«,trles, and the Roman iiierchanth supplied

the latter with 1-nilitarv stores aiid provisions. While engaged
in this unlawful enterprize, severai of'theiii were captured by
the Carthaginians, and their crews detaiiied as prisoners of war.
The senate of Carthage, bc wever, were not then in a condition

to offend the Romans; they therefore restored both the ships
and their crews. During this war between the Carthaginians
and the- Mercemaries, the latter having obtaiiied possession of
Sardiràa, (which though formerly conquered by the Romans,

had been restored to ;n the CartÉagiiiiatis,) offýred to put the
Romans in posse'sion of it. At first the seitate refused to oc-
cupy it; but they soon ehaiio-ed their iiiind, and accepted the

offer, and moreover obliged the Carthaginians to pay the ex-
pence of the armament by whicli it was occupied, and the fur-

ther sum. of 1200 talents.
Sicily, which immediately after the conclusion of the Punie

war, was ' made a Roman provice, and Sardinia, were the first
territories which the Iftomans possessed out of lta-ly. In con-

forrnity with our plan, we shall enquire into the advantages
they brought to the commerce of the Romans, before we

proceed to the naval occurrences of the second Punic war.
Sicily was anciently called Sicania, Trinàcria, an( 1 Trique-

tra; its three promontories are particularly celebrated in the
classic authors ; viz. Liliboeum on the side of Africa; Pachy-
num on the side of Greece, and Pelorum towards Italy. ÊS
vicinity to the continent of Italv, and the resemblance of theïr
opposite shores, gave rise to an opinion among the ancients that
it was origm-ally joined flo Italy. Pliny particularly nientionb their
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separation, as a circumstance heyond all doubt. 'Ile dangers
which were supposed to beset mariners in their passage through

the narrow strait which (livides it &om. Italy, on one side of
which was Sylla, and on the other Charybdis, sùfficientlv

point out the ignorance and inexperience of the ancients in the
construction and management of their ships.

The principal town on the emtern coast of Sicily, opposite
Greece, wm Messana, now called Messina: it was the first

which the Romans possessed in the island: it was one of the
most wealthy and powerful chies in ancient Sicily. Tauro.-

minium stood near Motint Taurus, on the river Tauromi-
nius; the coast in its vicinity was anciently called Coprcea,

because the sea was supposed to throw up there the wrecks of
such vessels as were swallowed up by Charybdis. The hills
near this city were flâmous for the excellent grapes they pro-

duced. On agulpli in the lonian Sea, called Catana, stood a
citv of the same name ; it was one of the richest and most

powerful chies in the island.
But by far the most celebrated city in this island for its

advanui(reous situation, the magnificence of its buildings, its com-
merce, and the wealth of its inhabitants, was kSyracuse. Accord-
ing to Thucydides, in his time it might justly be compared to

Athens, even when. that city was at the height of its glory;
and Cicero describes it as the greatest and most wealthy of all
the cities possessed by the Greeks. Its walls were eighteen
miles in circumfèrence, and within them. were in fact four
cities united into one. It seems also to have possessed three
harbours: the great harbour was nearly five thousand yards
in circumfèrence, and the entrance to it five hundred yards
across ; A was formed on one side by a point of the- island
Ortygia, and on the other by another small island, on each of
which were forts. The second harbour was divided from the
cyreater bv an island of inconsiderable extent; both these were

surrounded with warehouses, arsenals, and other buildings of
great magnificence. The river Anapis emptied itself iiito the
great harbour ; at the mouth of this river was the 'Nstle of
Olympia. The third harbour stood a little above the division
of the city called Acradina. The island of Ortyqia, which

formed one of the divisions, was joined to the otners -by a
bridae.

ie other maritime towns of consequence were Agrigentum,
LilibSum, and Drepanum; though the first stood at a short

distance froin. the sea, yet being situated between and near two
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rivers, it conveniently imported all sorts of provisions and
merchandize. Lilibîeum was famous for its port, which was

deetned a safe retreat for ships, either in case of a storm, or to
escape from an enemy. During the wars between the Romans
and Carthaginians, the former repeatedly attempted to, ren-
der it inaccessible and- useless by throwing large stones into

it, but they were alwaïls washed away by the violence of the
and the rapidity 0

sea, e current. Drepanum, which had an
excellent harbour, was much resorted to by foreign ships, and
possessed a very considerable commerce.

The Greeks were the first who colonized Sicily ; and they
founded Syracuse and other towns. About the same period the,

PhSnicians settled on the coast for the purposes of commerce;
but they seem to have retired soon after the Greek colonies

beý to, flourish and extend themselves. Ile Carthaginians,
who generally pushed their commerce into all the countries
with which their parent state had traded, seem to have visited
Italy as merchants or conquerors at a very early pericwl; but

when their first visit took place in either character is not
known. Ile treaty between them. and the Romans, (to which

we have had occasion to refer more than once,) which was
formed in the year after the expulsion of the Tarquins, ex-

pressly stipulated that the Romans, who should totich at
Sardinia, or that part of SICII which beloiiged to the Cartha-

ginians, should be received ere in the saine manner as the
Carthaginians themselves. 71ey must, however, soon after-

wards have been driven out of the island ; for at the time of
the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, (which happened about thirty
years after the expulsion of the Tarquins,) Gelon, the king of
Syracuse, expressly states that they no longer possessed any
territory there, in a speech which he macle to the ambassadors
of Athens and Sparta, the Cathaffinians baving united with

Xerxes, and he having offered to àlly himself with the Greeks.
Ile circumstances and even the very nature of the victory which

Gelon gained over the Carthuginians, which ended in their
expulsion ftom Sicily, cannot accurately be ascertained: but
from. a comparison. of the principal authorities on this poin4 it
would.-appear that it was a naval victory; or at least that the

Cartha- 'nian fleet was defeated as well as their army. Their
loss bý sea was iénormous, amotinting to nearly the whole of
their ships of war and transports, the former consisting of 2000
and the latter of 3000.

Sucli is a short sketch of the island of Sicily, so far as its

Morio
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commercial facilities and its history are concerned previousl to
its conquest by the Romans. It was peculiarly valtiàbje to, ýLM

on account of its extreme fertility in corn ; and by this cir-

cumstance it seems to have been distinguished in very early times;
for there can be no doubt that by its being represented-by the
poets as the favourite residence of the goddess Ceres, the fertility
of the island in corn, as well as its knowledge of agriculture, were
intended to, be represented. When Gelon offéred to, unite with
the Greeks in their war with Xerxes, one of his proposals was
that he would furnish the whole Greek army with corn, d uring all
the time of hostifities, if they would ap )int him commander
of their forces. In the latter period of the cman republic, it be-
came their principal dependance for a re lar supply of corn.

Sardinia seems to have been as littfe explored by and
known to the ancients, Ss it is to the moderns. The treaty

between the Carthaginians and Romans, the year after the
expulsion of the Tarquins, proves that the former nation

possessed it at that time. Calaris, the present Cagliari, was
the principal town in it From the epithet applied to it by
Horace, in one of his odes, Opima, it must have been much
more fertile in former times than it is at present; and Varro
expressly calls it one of the granaries of Rome. Its air, then,
as at present, was in most parts very unwholsome; and it is
a remarkable circumstance that the character of the Sardi,
who, after the complete reduction of the island by Tiberius
Sempronius Gracchus, were brought to, Rome in great num

bers, and sold as slaves, and who were proverbial for their
worth.lessness, is still to be traced in the present inhabitants ; for

they are represented as extremely barbarous, and so treacher-
ous, and inhospitable, that they have been called the Malays
of the Mediterranean. 'ne island of Corsica, which, indeed,
generally followed the fate of Sardinia, was another of the fruits
of the first Punic war which the Romans reaped, in some-
degree favourable to, their commerce. It possessed a large
and convenient harbour, called Syracusium. Ile Cartha-
ginians must have reduced it at an early period, sinceý ac-&

cording to Herodotùs, the Cyrnians (the ancient name for
the inhabitants), were one of the nations that composed the

vast army, with which they invaded Sicily in the time of
Gelon.

During the interval. between the first and second Punic
wars, the Roman commerce seems to have been gradually,,
but slowýy extendincy itself, particularly in the Adriatic: we
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do not possess, however, any details on the subject, except a
decisive proof of the attention and protection which the re-
public bestowed upon it, in repressing and punishing the
piracies of the Illyrians and Istrians. These people, who
were very expert and undaunted seamen, enriched themselves

and their country by seizing and plundering the merchant
vessels which frequented the Adriatic and adjacent Mediter-

ranean sea; and their piracies were encouraged, rather than
restrained by their sovereigns. At the period to which. we

all ' ude, they were governed by a queen, named Teuta, who
was a woman of a bold .and enterprising spirit: the Roman

merchalits, who traded in the Adriatic, liad frequently been
plundered and cruelly treated by her subjects; upon this, the
Roman senate sent -two ambassadors to lier, to insist that she
should put a stop to these measures. The Romans had also
other grounds of complaint against her and her subjects; for
the latter extended their piracies to the allies of Rome, as
well as to, the Romans themselves, and the former was at that

time besieging the island of Issa, in the Adriatic, which was
under the protection of' the republic. The inhabitants of

this island seem to have been rather extensively engaged in
commerce, and were celebrated for building a kind of light
ships, thence called IssSi lembi.

Teuta received and treated the Roman ambassadors with
great scorn and haughtiness; she promised, indeed, that she

would no longer authorise the piracies of her subjects; but,
with regard to restraining them, she would not do it, ris they

enjoyed a perfect and full right to benefit themselves as much
as possible,. and in every way they could, by their skill and
superiority in maritime affairs. On the ambassadors' replying
in rather threatening lang-qage, she ordered one of them to, be
put to death.

For a short time Teuta wds alarmed at the probable con-
sequences of lier conduct, and -endeavoured to avert them by
submission; but, the Romans beincr otherwise engaged, and

she having experienced some successes over the Acheans, her
haughtiness and confidence revived, and she sent a fleet to
assist in the reduction of -Issa. Upon this, the Romans re-
solved to act with immediate vigour; and they had little

difficulty in compelling Teuta to sue for peace. It was
granted to, lier, on condition that not more than three ships
of war should at any one time sail beyond Lyssus, on the
frontier of Macedonia, and that the islands of Corcyra, Issa,
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and M-îros, together with Dyrrhachiuni s-hould be given up
to the Romans.

It was not, however, to, be supposed that the Illyrians and
Istrians, who had been so long accustomed to piracy, and

who, in fact derived nearly all their wealth from this source,
would totally abstain, from it. A few years after this treaty
ot'peace, they resumed their depredations, which they carried
on with so, much audacity and disregard to the power of
Rome, that they even seized the ships that were laden with
corn for Rome. ' As this commerce was one of the greatest
consequence to, the Romans, in whicli the Roman govern-
ment, as well as individuals, principally embarked, and on
the regularity and safety of which the subsistence and tran-
quillity of the city itself depended, the senate resolved to
punish them. more eflktually ; and this resol ution was strength-

ened b the Illyrians having broken the ternis of the peace
by sending no fewer than 50 vessels of war beyond the

prescribed limits, as far as the Cyclades. The consequence
,of the new war- m-hich the Ronians waged a(rainst them, was
the reduction of Istria and of 11lyricuin Proper.

'l'lie destruction of Saguntum by the Carthaginians was the
cause of the second Punic war. At what period the Carthagi-
iiians first established themselves in Spain, is not known. -Their

principal object in colonizing and retaining it, undoubtedly
may be found in the richness of its mines, and the fertility of

its soil. Accordinir to Diodorus Siculus, they were prin-
cipally enabled to equip and support tlieir numerous, _aý
frequently renewed fleets, by the silver which they drew fbýn
these mines. And Strabo expressly informs us, that when
the Carthaginians first colonized Spain, silver was in such
abundance, and so, easily obtained, that their most common
utensils, and even the mangers for their horses, were made of
it. One mine -of extreme ricliness is particularly described
by Pliny: according to, him, it yielded 300 pouiýds of silver

in a day. There -are other circumstances which point out
the extreme value of Spain to whoever possessed it, and lead
us to the motives which induced the Romans to use all their
efforts to, wrest it from the Carthaginians. It cannot be

doubted that the Carthaginians drew frorn it all the wealth,
in various shapes, which it could possibly supply; and yet

we know that in the short space of nine years, 1119 542 pounds
weight of silver, 4095 of gold, besides coin, were brought

out of it by the Roman prStors, who governed it. Scipio,
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when he returned to Rome, brought from Spaiti 14,342
pounds weight of silver, besides coin, arms, and corn, &c. î

to an immense ainount. And Lentulus returned from this
country' with 44,000 pounds of silver, and 2550 of old,'
besides the coin, &c., which was divided among his solgilers.
Manlius brought with him 1200 pounds of silver, and about
30 of gold. Cornelius Lentulus, who was prStor of Hither
Spain for two years, brought with him 1515 pounds of gold,
and 2000 of silver, besides a large amount of coin, while
the prStor of Farther Spain returned with 50,000 pounds of
silver. And these immense sums, as we have already stated,

were brought away in the space of nine years. .
Cornelius Scipio was sent into Spain at the commencement

of the second Punie war. Of the events of this war, however,
we shall confine ourselves exclusively to such as were maritime,
arid which trace the steps of the Roman superiority at sea,
and, consequently, of the advancement and extension of their
commerce. The exertions of the rival nations to contest the
empire of the sea were very great: the Romans equipped 220
quinqueremes, and twenty other light vessels, beside 160 oulleys,
and twenty light vessels, which were employed to transport

troops to Africa. Their allies, the Syracusans, also, were active
and alert'in the equipment of a fleet to assist their allies, the
Romans; and Hiero, their king, had the good fortune to give an
auspiciôus commencement to the war, by captuÈing some
Carthaginian ships, part of a fleet, whose object was to plunder

the coasts of Italy, but which had been dispersed by a storm.
The Carthaginians were equally unfoitunate in *their second
maritime enterprise against LilibSum, for the Syracusans and
Romans, havin(y learnt their intention, anchored. before then
mouth of the harbour. The Carthaginians, finding that they

.could not, as they expected, surprise the place, drew up theïr
fleet in line of battle, a little way out at sea: the allies imme-

diately got under weigh; a battle ens'ed, in which the Cartha-
ginians were defeated, with the loss of seven ships. These

successes, however, were dreadfully counterbalanced by the ad-
vanée of Hannibal into Italy,_and the decisive victories which he
obtained in the veryheart of the Roman territories. Underthese
circumstances, maritime affairs were naturally disregarded.

Of the actual state of the Roman commerce-about this time
we, know very little, but that it was lucrative, may fairly be

inferred froin the following circurnstance: - A little before the
eommencerment of the second Punie war, Caius Flaminnus
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was extremely desirous to obtain tthe support and gocKI will of
the populace; with this object in view, he *oî ed the tribunes
of the people in passing a law, which is c ed the Ilanùnian,
or Claudian law. By it, the senatoips, who liad been accus-

tomed to acquire çonsiderable wealth by fitting out ships and
trading, were expressly forbidden to possess or hire any vesse]
above the burden of 300 amphorS or eight tons, and not more
than one vessel even of that small tonnage. This vessel was
allowed them, and was deemed sufficient to bring the'produce
of their farms to Rome. By the same law, the scribes, and the
clerks, and attendants of the quSstors, were prohibited from
trading; and thus the liberty of commerce was exclusively
confined to the plebeians.

Wbilst Hannibal threatened the Romans in the vicinity of
Rome itself, they had neither leisure, inclination, or means, to

cope with the Carthaginians by sea; at length, however,
Marcellus, havin checked the enemy in Italy, maritime affair'
were again âte3ed to. Scipio, who had beefi successful in
Spain, resolved to attempt the reduction of New Carthage:

this place was situated, like Old Carthage, on a peninsula betwixt
a port and a lake: its harbour was extremely commodious, and
laroe en U hto receive and shelter anyfleet. As itwas the capital
of le Coautaginian dominions in Spain, here were deposited all
their naval stores, machines used in war, besides immense trea-
sures. It was on this account extremely well fortified, and to at-
tempt to take it by a regular siege seemed to Scipio impractica-
ble: he, therefore, formed a plan to take it by surprise, and this
plan he commun'icated to C. Laelius, the cômmander of the fleet,

who was his intimate friend. The Roman fleet was to block up
the port by sea, while Scipio was to blockade it hy land. 'nie
ignorance of the Romans with regard to one of the most com-
mon and natural phenomena of the sea, is strongly marked in
the course of this enterprise. Scipio knew that when the tide
ebbed, the port of New Carthage would become dry and acces-
sible by land; but his soldiers, and even his officers, were igno-
rant of the nature of the tides, and they firmly believed that
Neptune had wrought a miracle in their favour, when, accord-
ing to Scipio's prediction, the tide retired, and the army was
thus enabled to capture the town, the w,,.dls of which on that side

were extremely low, the Carthaginians liavincr directed all their
attention and efforts to the opposite side. The capture of New
Carthage depressed, in a great degree, the spirits, as well as
weakene5d the strength of the Carthaginians in Spain: eighteen
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gralleys were captured in the port, besides 113 vessels laden
With naval stores; 40,000 bushels of wheat, 260,000 bushels
of barley, a large number of warlike machines of all descrip-
tions, 260 cups of gold, most of which weighed a pound,
18,300 pounds weight of silver, principally £oin, besides brass

money, were among the spoils.
About the year of Rome 5.56, Scipio had succeeded in

reducing all Spain. It does not appear, however, that the
Romans were thus enabled greatly to extend their commerce;

indeed, at this period, we have no evidence that any other town
in Spain, except Gades, possessed any considerable trade.
This island and city were situated in a gulph of the same

name, between the straits of Gibraltar and the river Bcet-is;
and, from the remotest period of which we possess any records,
was resorted to hy foreigners for the purposes' of commerce.
Gradually, however, the inhabitants of Spain, under the Roman

crovernment, enriched themselves -and their conquerors by their
industry: large qdai)tities of corn, wine, and oil were exported,'
besides wax, lioney, pitch, vermilion, and wool. The oil
and wool were deenied equal, if not superior, to those of any
other -part of tne world: the excellent quality of the wool is a

strong fac4 against an opinion entertained b' nany, that the
fineness of the Spanish was originally derived from the export«.
ation of some Englisli sheep to Spain, since A appears to have
been celebrated even in the time of the Romans: how important
and lucrative an object it was considered, may be collected from
the attention that was paid to the breed of sheep; a ram, accord-

incr to Strabo, having been sold for a talent, or nearly 2001.
Horace incident«alIv (ri, -- es evâlence of the commercial weaith of
Spain in his time, . Milen lie considers the master of a Spanish
tradincr vessel and a person of creat wealth as svnonimousi
terms.

As Hannibal still continued in Italv, tlie senate of Roine
resolved to send Scij)io into Italy, with a discretionary power

to invade Africa froin that isLand. He lost no tiine in equip-
ping a fleet f-or these purposes, and his efforts were so well

seconded bv the zeal and activity of the provinces and cities,
many of wýicli t-axed themselves'to supply iron, timber, cloth
for sails, corn, &c. that, in forty days after the timber m-as

fèlled, ScipiO" had a fleet of thirty new rralle,*,Vs.
Soon after he landed in Sicilv, he resolved to invade Africa".

for this purpose his fleet was collected in the port of Lili-
bSuni. Never was einbarkation rnade with more order iiid
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solemnity: the concourse of people who came from all parts to

see him set sail, and wish him a prosperous voyage, was pro-

digious. Just before he weighed anchor, he appeared on the
poop of his galley, and, after an herald had proclaimed silence,
addressed a solemn prayer to the gods. It is foreigm to our
purpose to give any aécount of the campaign in Affica, which,

it is well known, terminated in the utter deféat of the Cartha-
ginians, who were obliged to sue for peace. This was grantéd

them on very severe terms: all the cities and provinces which
they possessed in Affica previously to the war, they were indeed

permitted to retain, but they were stripped of Spain, and ofall the
islands in the Mediterranean; all their ships of war, except ten

alleys, were to be delivered up to the Romans; and, for the
ulture, they were not to maintain above that number at one
time: even the size of their fishing boats and of their trading
vessels was regulated. In the course of fifty years ten thousand

talents were to be paid to the Romans. During a -short truce
which receded the peace, the Carthoginians had seized and

plundered a Roman squadron, which had been dispersed by a
storm, and driven near Carthage; as a satisfaction for this, they
were obll«ed to pay the Romans 25,000 pounds weicrht of
silver. Î'L successfül termination of the second Pun'inc war

gave to the Romans complete dominion of the sea., on which.
they maintained generally 100 galleys. Commerce flourished,

particularly that most important branch, the trade in corn,
with which Rome, at this period, is said to have been so
plentifully furnished, that the merchants paid îheir seamen
with it.

The power of the Romans at sea was now so well established,
that no foreign power could hope to attack, or resist them,
unless they were expert n'avigators, as well as furnished with a

numerous fleet. Under this impression, Philip king of
Macedon who had long been jealous and afraid of thern,

applied himself sedulously to maritime affairs. As it was
about this period that the Romans began to turn their thou(rhts
to the conquest of Greece, it may be proper to take a retrosp__ý ec-
tive view of the maritime affairs and commerce of that coiintrý,.
An inspection of the map of Greece will point out the advan-
tages which it possessed for navigation and commerce. Lying
nearly in the middle of the Mediterrariean, with the sea
washing three of its sides ; possessed of almost innumerable
inlets and bays, it was admirably adapted to ancient com-
merce. Its want of' large and navigable rivers, which -will
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always liiiiit its commerce in modern tinies, presented, 110
obstacle to the sinall vessels in which the ancients carriKI on
dieir trade; tis the never navigated, them during the winter,
and from, dieir sn Iness and lightness, th-ey could easily drag
theni on shore.

Admis, the niost celebrated state in Greece for philosophy,
literature, and arins, was aiso the most celebratai for com-
inerce. Mie whole of the southern angle of Attica consistal

of a district called Parali, orthe division w1jacent to the ' sea.
Iii dit odier districts of Attica, the soldiers of the republic
were found : this fiirnislied die sailors - fishing and navigatioil

were flie chief eniffloynients of its inhabitants. About 46' miles
(listant froin die Pira-tùs, st(xxl Suniuni, the inost considerable

town iu this district: it possessed a double harbour in the
Mediterranean.

'llie principal commerce of Attica, however, was carried on
at Admis : this city liad three liarbours : tlie inost ancient

was that of Phalertini, (lisùu-it froin, the city, according to some
authors, 3.5 stadia - according to others only 20 stadia. It was,

lieiwer Athens than die other two, but snialler, and less coni-
modious. Munichea was the naIne of thé second harbour:

it was fornied in a proinontory not far distant from, the
PirSus, a litfle to the east of Athens, and naturally a place of

F reat stret di; it was afterwards, at the instance of Thrasy-
)ulus, ren3ered still stronger by art. But by far tlie most

celebrated harbour of Athens was die PirSus. The republic
of Athens, in order to, concentrate its military and mercan-

t-ile fleets in, this harbour, abandoned, that of Phalerum, and
bent all dieir efforts to render die Pirteus as strong îuid

conimodious as possible. This occurred in the time of
Themistocles; by whose advice both, the town and the harbour

were inclosed with a wall, about seven, miles and a lialf long,
and sixty feet higli. Themistocles' intention was to have
made it eighty cubits high, but in this-he was opposed. Before

this connecting wall was built, the PirSus was about three
miles distant from. the city. As the strengath. of the wall was
of the utrnost importance, it was built of immense square
Stones, wliich were fastened togrether with iron or leaden

cramps. It was so broad that two waggons could have been
driven along it. The PirSus coiitaîýn'ed three docks; the

first called Cantharus, the second Aphrodisium, and the third
Zea. There were likewise five porticos, and two forums.

The PirSw-, vvas so celebrated 1ýir its commerce, that it

Fou--
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becaine a proverbial sayin ,i i Greece, 16 Famine does not
corne froin the I)irwus.bp ie extent and convenience of.the
PirSus may bc judged of froni this cireunistance, that unde'r the

deniagogue Lyeurgus, the whole naval force of the nation,
amotintirig to, 400 triremes, were safely and casily laid up in
its three harbours.

Before the time of Themistocles, Athens does not appear
to have devoted her attention or resources to maritimQ afl'iu*rs:
but this celebrated general not only rendered the PirSus
stronger and more commodious, but also procured a decree,
whieh enabled him, to, add twenty ships to the fleet annually.

The sums arising from, the sale of therivileges of workm*ai
the mines, or the èventual profits of e mines, whieh h

formerly been distributed among the people, were, through his
influence, set apart for the building of ships. Afterwards a law

wa.s passed, which taxed all the citizens who possessed land,
manufactories, . or money in trade or with their bankers;
these classes of the citizens were also obligêd to keep up,

and increase, if occasion required it, the naval force of the
republic. When it was necessûry to fit out an arrnamen4 as

many talents as there were galleys to, be built- and equipped,
were raised in each, of the ten tribes of Miens. The nioney

thus collected was given to the captains of the galleys, to be
expended in the maintenance of the crew. The republic

furnislied the rigging and sailors: two captains were ap-
pointed to each gralley, who served six months each.

Although the vessels employed by the Athenians both for
war and commerce were small compared with those of modern
days, and their merchant ships even much smaller than those
of the PhSnicians, if we may judge by the description given

by Xenophon of a PhSnician merchant vessel in the PirSus,
yet the expence attending their equipment was very great.

We learn from Demosthenes, that the liglit vessels could not
be kept in commissio - n, èven if the utmost attention was

paid to economy, and no extraordinary damage befel them,
for a smaller sum. than about 80001. annually; of course, such
vessels ws from their size, strength, and manning were capa-
ble of standing the brunt of an engagement, must have cost
more than double that sum.

In the time of Demosthenes, the trade of Athens seems
to have been carried on with considerable spirit and

activity; the greater part of the money of the Ath ' enians
havinor been employed in it. From. one of his oýations

L
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we leurn, that in the contract executed when money was
lent for this purpose, the period wlien the vessel was to
sait, the nature and value of the goods with which she was
londed, the port to which slie was to carry them, the manner
in which tliey were to be sold there, and the goods with which.

slie was to return to Atliens, were ail specifically and formally
noticed. In other particulars the contracts varied : the money,

lent was either not to be repaid tilt the return of the vessel, or
it was to be repaid as soon as the outward goods were sold at
the place to whicli she was bound, either to the agent of the
lender, or to himselr, lie going there fbr that express purpose.
The interest of money so lent varied : sometim-es it rose as Ili Il
as 30 per cent.: -it seems to have depended principýùIy on tfle
risks of the, voyage.

In another oratian of Demosthenes we discover glimpses of
what by many has been deemed maritime insurance, or rather

of the frand at present c.-alled barratry, which is praittised to
defraud the insurer: but, as Park in his learned Treatise on
Marine Insurance lias satisfactorily proved, the ancients
were certainly ignorant of maritime insurance; thoùgh there

can be no doubt frauds similar to, those practised at present
were practised. According to Demosthenes, masters of

vessels were in die habit of borrowing considerable sums,
which they profiessed to invest in a cargo of value, but instead

of such a cargo, they took on board sand and stones, and
wlien out at sea, sunk the vessel. As the money was lent on

the securitý eitlier of the cargo or ship, or both, of course the
creditors were defrauded: but it does not appear how tliey

could, without detection, substitute sand or stones for the
cargo.
e The Atlienians passed a number of laws respecting com-

merce, inosily of a prohibitory nature. Money could not be
advanced or lent on any vessel, or the cargo of any vessel,
that did not return to Athens, and discharge its cargo tliere.
The exportation. of -various articles, which were deemed of
the first necessity, was expressly forbidden: such as timber
for building, fir, cypress, plane, and other trees, whicli grew in
the neiglibourhood of the city; the rosin collected on Mount
Parnes, the wax of Mount Hymettus-which two articles,

incorporated together, or perhaps sin 1 were tised for daub-
ing over, or caulking their ships. e exportation of corn,
of which Attica produced very little, was also forbidden; and
what was brou(rht froin abrodd was not permitted to be sold

.........
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any where except in Athens. By -the laws of Solon, they
were allowed to, exchange oil for foreign conimodities. There
were besides a great number of laws respecting captains of

ships, merchants, duties, interest of money, and different kinds
of contracts. One law was specially favourable to, merchants
and all engaged in trade; by it a heavy fine, or, in some cases,
imprisonment, was inflicted on whoever accused a merchant
or trader. of any crime he could not substantiate. In order
still fardier to, protect commerce, and to, prevent it froin.
sufferinz bv litiqation, all causes which respected it could be

heard only dur the'' period when tessels wpre in port.
This period exten 11 d generally to six months-from April to

September inclusive-no ships being at sea during the other
portion of the year.

The taxes of the A thenians, so, far as the affected commerce,
consisted of a fifth, levied on the corn = other merchandize

imported, and also- on several articles which were exported from
Athens. These duties were enerally farmed. In an oration
of Andocides, we learn thatU had farmed the duty on fb-
reign goods imported for a term, of three years, at twelve
talents annually. In consequence of these duties, smugglm*fr

was not uncommon. 'ne inhabitants of the district calléa
Corydale were celebrated for illicit traffic: there was a small
bay in this district, a little .to the north of PirSus, called
Thieves' Harbour, in which an extensive and lucrative and
contraband trade was carried on; ships of different nations

were engaged in it. Demosthenes informs us, that though
this place was within the boundaries of Atticî4 yet the Athe-
nians had not the legal, power to put a stop to traffic by which

they were greatly injured, as the inhabitantsbf Corydale, as
well as the inhabitants of every other state, however small,.
were sovereigns within their own territory.

In an oration of Isocrates an operation is described. which
beurs some resemblance to, that performed by modern bills of
exchange. A stranger who brought grain to Athens, and who,

we may suppose, wished to purchase goods to a greater
amount than the sale of his grain would produce, drew on a

person living in some town on the Euxine, to which the Athe-
nians were in the habit of trading. The Athenian merchant

took this draft; but not till a banker in Athens liad become re-
sponsible for its due payment.

The Athenian merchants were obliged, from, the nature of
trade in those ancient times, to be const,,,intly travelling froin

L
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one spot to another ; either to vi'it celebrated fairs, or places
where they hoped to carry on an advantagemis s )eculation.

M'e s-hall afterwards notice more particularly th
merchant mentioned by Ptolemy the Geographer, who sent

his clerks to the very borders of China; and froin other
authorities we learn that the Greek merchants were accurately
informed resPectýng the interior parts of Germany, and the

course of most of the principal rivers in that country. -The
trade in aromatics, paints, cosmetics, &c., was.chiefly possessed
by the Athenians, who had large and numerous markets in

Athens for the sale of these articles. Even in the time of
Hippocrates, some of the spices of India were common in îliè

Peloponnesus and Attica; and there is every reason to be-
lieve that most of these articles were introduced into Greece

in consequence of the journeys of their merchants to some
places of depôt, to whih they were brought from. the East.

We have already mentioned that the importation of corn
into a country so unfertile as Attica, was a subject of the
greatest moment, and to which the care and laws of the
republic were most particularl directed. There were magis-
trates, whose sole business aU duty it was to lay in corn for
the use of the city ; and other macristrates who re.ýulated its
price, and fixed also the assize of bread. In t e Pirveus
there were officers, the chief part of whose duty it was to take
care that, two parts at least of all the corn brought into the
port sliould be carried to the city. Lysias, in his oration
against the corn merchants, gives a curious account of the

means employe by theni to, raise its price, very similar to the
rumours bý *i the saine effect is often produced at pre-

sent *. an enibariro, or prolilbition, of exporting itý by foreigners,
an approaching- war, or the capture or loss of' the vessels

laden with it, seeni to have been the most prevalent rumours.
Sicily, Eg.ypt, and the Crimea were the countries which prin-

cipally supplied Attica with this necessary article. As the
voyage froni Sicily was the shortest, as well as exposed to the
least danger, the arrival of vessels with corn from. this island
always reducKi the price; but there does not appear to have
been nearly such quantities brought eitlier frôm. it or Egypt, as

from. the Crimea. The Athenians, therefore, encouraged by
every possible means their commerce with tlie Cimmerian Bos-

phorus. One of the k-ings of that couiit - , Leucon Il., who;n ry
reigned about the time ofDemosthenes, favoured them, very much.
As the harbours were unsafe and inconvenient, he formed a new
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one, called Theodosia, or, in the language of the country,
Ardauda: he likewise exempted their ve3sels from paying the

duty on corn, to which, all other vessels were subject on ex-
portingit-this duty amounted to a thirtieth, part,-and allow-

ed their merchants a free trade to all parts of his kingdom.
In return, the Athenians made him and his children cîtizens
of Athens, and granted to such of his subjects as traded in
Attica the same privileges and exemptions which their citizens
enjoyed in Bosphorus. It was one of the charges against

Demosthenes, by his rival, the orator Dinarchus, that the
sons and successérs of Leticon seût yearly to him a thousand
bushels of whea't. Besides the new port of Theodosia, the

Athenians traded also to PanticapSuni for corn: the quan-
tity they exported is stated by Demosthenes to, have

amounted to 400,000 mediniri, or bushels, yearly, as appeared
from the custom. books ; and this was by far ithe eatest

quantity of corn they received frorn foreign countries. fucian,
indeed, informs us that a ship, which, from, his description,

mast have been about the size of our third-rates, contained as
much corn as maintained all Attica for a twelvemonth ; but,

in the time of this author, Athens was not nearly so populous
as it had been: and besides, as is.justly remarked by Hume, it

is nôt safe to trust to such loose rJhetorical. illustrations.
From a passage in Thucydides we may learn that the Athe-

nians derived part of their supply of corn from EubSa; this
passage is also curious as exhibiting a surprising instiance of
the imperfection of ancient navigation. Anion«Y the inconve-
niences experienced by the Atlienians, from the fortifyincr of

Dacelia by the Lacedemonians, tins historian particularly
mentions, as one of the most considerable, that they could not
bring over their corn from Eubcea by ]and, passincy by Oro-
pus, but were under the necessity of embarking it, and sailinc
round Cape Sunium ; and yet the * water carriage could' not
be more than double the land carri "e*

The articles imported by the At enians from. the Euxine-
Sea, besides corn, were timber for building, slaves, salt, honey,
wax, wool, leather, and cyoat-skins ; froni Byzantium and
other ports of Thrace and Macedonia, salt fish and timber ;

from Phrycria and Miletus, carpets, coverlets for heds, and the
fine wool, of which their cloths were made; from the islands ' of

Egean Sea, wine and different fruits; and from Thrace,
Thessaly, Phrygia, &c., a great number of slaves.

The traffic in slaves was, next to that in corn, of
L 3
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the greâtest consequence to the Atlieniwis, ik)r the citizen-%
were not in stifficient ntàn)bersý and, if they bad been, were

not bly any ineans disposed, to cultivate the land, work the
mines, and carry on tite various trades and manufactures.
The number of slaves in Attica, during the inost flourishing
period of the republic, was estiniated nt 400,000: of these the

r ter part had. been imported ; the rest were natives of
ireece, whom the fate of arms liad thrown into the hands of

a conqueror irritated by too obstinate a resistance. The slaves
raost esteenied, tuid whicli brought the highest price, were
imported. from Syria and Thrace, the male slaves of the former
country, and die females of the latter: the slaves from Mace-
donia were the least valued. The price of a slave seems to,
have been extreniely low, as Xenophon mentions that some

Ai were sold at Miens for half an Attic mina, or rather more than
thirty shillings -. those, however, who liad acquired a trade, or

were otherwise particularly useiltil, were valued at live minS,
or about fifteen pounds.

Our idea of the commerce of Athens, and of Greece in
general, would be very iiiilierfect and inadequate if we ne-

lected to notice their fairs. It lias beeii ingeniously supposed,
iat at the celebrated games of Greece, such , as those of

Olympia, &c., trade was no subordinate object; and this idea
is ceratinly confirmed by various passages in ancient authors.

41 Cicero expressly inforins us, that eveii so early as the age of
Pythagoras, a great nuraber of people attended tlie religious
Mes for the express purpose of trading. Ai Delphi, Neniwa,os, or the Istlimus of Corinth, a fair was held almost

every year. The amphyctionic fiairs were held twice a year.
f In the time of Chrysostorn, these l'airs were iiifitniously dis-

tinguished for a traffic in slaves, destined for publie incon-
tinence. The amphyctionic spring fair was held at Delphi,
and at 'Ilierinopylce in the autui-nii - iii fîict, at the same times
that the deputies from the stateý, of Greece formed the nui-
phyction1c Council anotlier proof tliat wlierever large as-
semblies of people took place in Greece, for religious or

political purposes, advantage was tak-en of them to carry
on traffic. At the fairs of TherniopylS medicinal lierbs and
mots, especially hellebore, were sold in large quantities.

One-priiicipal reason why the reli ious games or political
assemblies of the suites were fixe9upon to hold fairs was,

that dui-ing theni all hostilities were suspended; and every
persoli lillirlit tro %vith his iiierchan(Lize in -safety to them, even
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throagli an enetny's cotintry. 'Ille prives, so litr froni re-
garxiing the.se thirs as a protànation of the. religious cere-

niopies, encouraged theni ; and the priests of Jupiter, in
particular, wIvanced large sums on interest to such mer-

chants as had g(xxi credit, but liad not sufficient money with
thein.

The island of Delos calls for our particular attention, as the
grand mart of the Athenians, as weil as of' the rest ot'yreece,
and of the other countries in the Mediterranean, which at
this 1)eri(xl were engaged in commerce. The ptace of this

island always remained undisturbed, froni an opinion that it
was under the' special protection of Apollo an(] Diana; and

whenthe fleets ofenemies metthereoutofrespecttothe sacred-
ness of the place, they forbore all manner of hostilities. There
were also other circumstances which contribuled ý,o render. it
a place of great importance to commerce: its commodious
situation for the navigation frorn Europe int' Asia; its festivals,
which brotight immense crowds to it (and as we have jtist
observed, wherever a multitude of Greeks were collected, by

superstitious rites or amusements, commerce was mingled
with their duties and pursuits) ; and the bias which its original,

or at least its very early inhabitants, had to commerce: all
these combined to render it a place of great importance to

commerce. Its trýde consisted chiefly in slaves : according to
Strabo, in the time of Perseus, kin of Macedania, above
10,000 slaves came in and went out Xily. ' The. corn., wine,
and other commodities of the neighbouring islands; the

scarlet linen tunics, manufactured in the island of Amorgos;
the rich puil)Ie stuffs of Cos; the highly esteemed alum
of Melos, and the valuable copper, which the mines, of
Delos itself (that had been long worked,) and the elegant

vases, manufactured from this copper, - were the principal
commodities exported from Delos. In return and exchange,

foreign' merchants brought the prodtice and manufactures
of their respective countries; so that the island became, as
it were, the storehouse of the treasures of nations ; and the
scene, during this mixture of religious festivals and commercial

enterprise, was peculiarly gay and animated. Ile inhabitants
were, by an express law, which is noticed by AthenSus,

obliged to furnish water to all the strangers 'who resorted
thither; to which, it would appear, they added, either gra-
tuitously, or for a small remuneration, cakes and other trifling
eatables.

L 4
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The Athenians were so anxious to protect and'extend the
commerce carried on in Delos, that they gave encouragement

to such stran ers to seule there as were conversant in com-
mer-ce, âs welf as strictly uarded its neutralit and privilicges.
On the destruction of iyre, and afterwarl of Carthage,

events which gave a new direction to the commerce of t . lie
Mediterranean, a great number of merchants from these

cities fled to Delos, where they were taken under the pro-
tection of the Athen'ians; and it appears by an inscription

found in the 17th century, that the Tyrians formed a com-
pany of merchants and navigators there. The Romans

traded to it, even before their war with Philip, king of
Macedon. After the restoration of Corinth, the Athenians

used all their efforts to keep up the commerce of Delos ; but
the wars of Mithridates put an end to it; and in a véry short

period afterwards, it seems to have been entirely abandoned
by the merchants of all nations, and, as a commercial place,
to have fallen into utter neglect and decay.

Corinth, next to Athens, demands our notice, as one of the
most commercial cities of Greece. The Corinthian dominions
were extremely small, their extent frorn east to west being
about half a degree, and from north to south about half . that

space: according to the geographer Scylax, a vessel might
sail froin. one extremity to iËe other in a day. It had no
rivers of any note, and few rich plains, being in ýeneraI

uneven, and but moderately fertile. The situation of Corinth
itself, however, amply compensated for all these disadvantages :

it was built on the middle of the isthmus of the same name,
at the distance of about 60 stadia on either side from. the sea;
on one side. was the Saronic Gulf, on the other the sea of
Crissa. On the former was the port of Lechoeum, which was

joined to the city by a double wall, 12 stadia in length; on
the latter se,%ý. was the port of CinchrSa, distant from.
Corinth 70 stadia. There was, besides, the port and castle of

Cromyon, about 120 stadia distant from the capital. Hence,
it will appear that Corinth commanded the trade of all the

ea-stern part of the. Mediterranean by the port of Cin chrSa ;
and of the lonian sea, by that of LechSum. But the Corin-

thians possessed other advantages ; for their citadel was almost
impreanable, commanded from. its situation both these seas,

and stood exactly in the way of communication by land
between one part of Greece and the*-ôther. The other states,

however, would not permit the Corinthians to interdict them

mou--Nffl
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the passage of the Isthmus ; but they could not prevent them
from taking advantage of their situation, by- carrymig on an

extensive and lucrative commerce. The Isthmian'-Jgames,
which were celebrated at Corinth, also contributed very much
to its splendour and opulence, and, drew additional crowds to
it, who, as usual, mingled commerce with religion. Ac-
,cordiniy to. Thucydides, Corinth liad been a city of great

traffic, even when the Greeks confined their trade to, land:
at this period, the Corinthians imposed a transit duty on all

commodities, which enfered or left the Peloponnessus by the
Isthmus. But the extended knowledge and enterprise of

the Greeks, and, above all, the destruction of the pirates
which infested the narrow seas, led them. to prefer sea car-

riage part of the way. Ile reason why they did not trans-
port their. goods the whole passage by sea, may be found in
theïr orance and fears: their inexperienced mariners and

Els could not succeed in doubline Cape Malea in
Laconia; off which, and between it and Crete,-the sea was

frequently very boisterous. Hence, the merchants; were under
the necessity of transporting, by land carrile, their goods to
the seas which formed the Isthmus. Suc as came from
Italy, Sicily, and the countries to the west, were landed at

LechSum; while the merchandize from Asia Minor, Phce-
nicia, and the islands in the Ecrean Sea, were landed at the
port of Cinchrisea. ne breadth of the Isthmus was so small
that the goods were easily and quickly conveyed.from one

harbour to the other; and afterwards the Corindiýians suc-
ceeded in transporting the ships themselves.

At first it would appear that the Corinthians contented them-
selves with the wealth derived ftom their city being the great
mart of commerce, and from the duties which they imposed -
but they soon began to engage very extensively and with great
spirit in trade themselves. Several kinds of manufactures

were encou:raged, which were highly valued by foreign nations,
especially coverlets for beds, and brass and earthen-ware
vessels. But their most valuable manufacture consisted in a
metal compounded of copper and a small quantity of old and

silver, which was extremely b'rilliant, and scarcely fiable to
rust or decay. From. this metal they made helmetsq &c., little
figures, cups, vessels, &c., which were highly esteemed, not
only on account of the metal of which they were formed, but
still more on account of the tasteful fibliage and other orna-
ments with which they were covered., heir earthen-ware

was ornamented in the same beautiffil and tasteful manner.
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Ail tliese were exported by the Corintliians iii ereat quantities,
and formed very lucrative articles of tra(ý aper and sail-
cloth from. E£rvpt; ivory from Lybia; leatheï from Cyrene;
incense from §y/ria; dates from. PhSnicia-; carpets froni Car-
thage; corn and cheese from Sicily; apples and pears froin
EubSa; - filled the warchouses of Corinth.

As soon ws Corinth resolved to participate in maritime
commerce, slie applied lierself to this object with great industry
and success : she built ships of a novel form, and - first pro-
duced galleys with three benches of oars; and history assures
us that the Greeks obtained their first maritime experience
during the naval war between the.Corinthian' and the inha-

biWits of Corfu ; wid by their instruction the Samians put to,
sea those powerful fleets for which they were distingýished.

Besides Athens and Corinth, there were no states ui ancient
Greece, the consideration of whose maritime and commercial

affidrs will detain us lon Y LacedSmonia was favourably situ-
ated in these respects; fut eitlier her laws, or the disposition
and pursuits of her inhabitants, prevented her from taking ad-
vantage of her situation. All the south part of Laconia was
encompassied by the sea, and on the east and north-east w&s
the Argelie Bay: on its coasts were a great number of capes,
the most celebrated of which were those of Malea and Tanara;
the were also furnished with a gTeat number of sea-port towns
a17commodious harbburs. In consequence of the capes ex-
tending far into the sea, and the deepness of some of the bayý,
the ancients took three days to navigate the length of the coast
in vessels wrought by oars, following, as they generally did, all
the windings of the land. The little river Pameros, which
divided Beotia from Laconia, formed one extremity, and the
port of Prais, on the Gulf ëf Argelis, formed the other. Ilie

most difficult and dangerous part of this navigation consisted
in doubling Cape Malea.

'Die most convenient and frequented sea-ports in Laconia
were Trinassus and Acria, situated on each side the mouth

of the Eurotas; and Gythium, not far from Trinassus, at the
mouth of a small river on the Laconie Gul£ The mouth

of this river, which was navigable up to Sparta, was defended,
by a citadel, the ruins of which were rem * in in the time of
Pausanias. As the LacedSmonians re rM this town as
their principal port, in which their naval fources, as well as the
greater part of their merchant ships assembled, they employed
considerable labour and expence in rendering it commodious
and ýafe; for this purpose they duir a very spacious basin,

b fémmi 1
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which., on one side was defended by motes, and on the other
by numerous fortifications: the strength of these may be

judged of from the circunistance, that even after the armies of
Sparta had been U-tterly deféated. by Epaminondas, and Philip,

the son of Demetrius, neither of these conquerors could ca
ture this sea-port. In it were deposited all the requisites

their naval force, and from it sailed their merchant ships with
cargSs to, Crete, Africa, and E Pt; to all of which countries,

according to Thucydides, thellacedSmonians carried on a
lucrative and regular traflic. Another of their sea-ports w&ç
Epidaurus, situated on the Gulf of Argos, in the eastern part

of Laconia. The country round it contained many vineyards,
the wine of which was exported in considerable quantities, and

supplied other parts of Greece. This district is still cele-
brated for its wine, called Malvasia, (or Malmsey,) a corrup-
tion from, Maleates, the ancient name of this part of Laconia.

We have already alluded to the supposed aversion of the
Spartans to maritime affairs, which, according to some authors,
arose from Lycurgus. having prohibited them. from buildin
vessels, or employing sailors; but this idea is unfounded, aZ

seems to, hàve arisen from the fact, that their kin s were re-
vented, by a positive law, from commanding the fieets. 'Fhat
the Spartans engaged in commerce, we have, as has been just
stated, the express testimony of Ilucydides; and there is
abundant evidence that they had always armed vessels during
their wars ; and even so early as the tù-ne of CrSsus, they sent
some troops to Samos, and plundered that island: andin later

times, they usedsuch efforts to equip vessels, in order to, gain
the mastery of the seas, that, according to Xenophon, they
entirely neglected the: cavalry. They were stimulated to this
line of conduct by Alcibiades, who advised the.kings, ephori,
and the nation at large, to augment their marine, to compel
the ships of all other nations to lower their flag to theirs, and

to proclaim themselves exclusive masters of the Grecian seas.
Isocrates informs us, that, before Alcibiades came to Lace-

dSmon, the Spartans, though they had a navy, expended little îý-
on it; but afterwards they increased it almost daily. The sig-
nal defeat they sustained at the battle of Cnidus, where Conon
destrmd their whole fleet, not only blasted their hopes of

becoming masters of the seas, but, according to Isocrates, led
to their defeat-at the battle of Leuctra.

Off the coast of Laconia, and about forty stadia from. CýeL
Malea, lies the island of Cythera; the strait between it and
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in storniy wetitlier; and indeed its narrowness, iiii(l the rocks
duit hýy off Cape Mnlea inust, to such inexpcrienced navigil-
tors, have heen very itlitriiiiiig. 'l'he Pli(rnicians tire supposed
to have had a seulement in this islan(l : afterwar(ls it becanie

im ollit,,ct of grent consequence to the Lice(lienioniaiis, who
II)I.tice(l, nt gretit expeuce, and with inuch 1jibour and skill, it-S

two harbours, Cvthera, and Scaiidea. 'Ilie convenience of'
thesc harbours tý the conipensated for the

sterility of the island, which was so grent that wl.ien the Athe-
nians conquered it, tlwy could raise froin it mil four Attie

talents annually. 'l'he chief eniploynient and source of wealth
to tlie inhabitatiLs consisted in collecting a six-cies of sliell-fish,

froin which ait inferior kind of 'I' rian ye was extracted.
There were several fislieries on the y jnainland of * Laconia for

the saine purpose.
Some of the other Greek islands require a short and general

notice, on accoutit of the attention they paid to maritime affairs.
Corcyra was inhabited by skilful mariners, who, in the time

of Herodotus, possessed ii greater number of ships than any
other I)eople in Greece, with the exception of the Athenians;
tuid, according to, Thucydides, nt one period they were mas*-
ters-of the Mediterranean Sea. On the invasion of Greece by
Xerxes, they fitted out a fleet of sixty ships, with which. they

promised to assist their countrynien ; but, instead of this, their
ships enchored in a place where they could see the result of

the battle of Salamis, an(] when they ascertained that the
Greeks were victorious, they pretended that they had been

prevented ftom. idfordinu the promised succours, by contrary
winds, so fliat they couid not double Cape Malea. Of the
commerce of this isliuid we have no particulars detailed by
ancient writers.

Egina, in the Saronie Gulf, acquired reat wealtli from. the
cultivation of commerce: in the time orilie Persian war, they
equipped. a very powerful and well-manned fleet for the de-
fence of Greece; and at the battle of Salamis they were ad-
judged to have deserved the prize of 'valour. According to
Elian, they were the first people who coined money.

The island of Eubcea possessed excellent harbours, from.
which, as it was very fertile, the Athenians exported large

quantities of corn. This island is divided from. the niainland
of Greece by *the Euripus, which. the ancients represented to be
so, extremely narrow, that a p. Iley could scarcely pass through

Progress nf Disrovriy (IllAil. Ili.
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it : its frequent and irregular tides were also the sulJect of
their wonder, and die cause of* thciii, (W dicir Ertiffless re-

seltl*(Ilies and (-oiýje(-turvs. 11-1 has se-veral proinoutories, the
(1()(il)liijg of' onc of' which, Cape Catharius, was reckoried by
the ancient.4 very diaigeroirs, on accotint of the manr rocks
and whil-1pools 011 the colle. Of afl the cities of JýulXraq
Chalcis was the inost Iiiiiiotis : its inhabitants applied therri-
selves, at a very eai-ly period, to navigation, and sent nu-

inerous colonies to 'l"brace, Macedoi), Italy, &c. In the
vicinity of another of its towns, Carystus, there were quarries
of very fine marble, the exportation of whicli seerns to, have
beeii a lucrative trade: in the sanie part of the island

also was found the asbestos. Etib(ra possessed several ricil
copper and iron mines ; and as the inhabitants were very skil-
ful in working these metals, the exportation of armour, and

variotis vessels made frein thein, was also one important branch
of their commerce.

Of the numerous colonies sent out by the Greeks, we
.shall notice only those which were established for the pur-
poses of commerce, or which, though not established for
this express purpose, became afterwards celebrated for it.
None of the Athenian colonies, which they established ex-
pressly for the purpose of trading with the capital, was of
such importance as Amphipolis. This place was situated at
the mouth, of the river Strymon, on the borders of Macedonia.
The country in its vicinity was very fertile in wood, and from,

it' > for a considerable length of time, the Athenians principally
derived timber for buildincr their fleets: they also levied on
its, inhabitants a heavy trlute in silver coin. As this city
was well situated for commerce, and the Athenians, wherever
they went, or were settled, were eafrer in pursuit of gain, their

colonies in Amphipolis extended ileir trade, on one side into
Thrace, and on the other into Macedonia. They were en-
abled, in a great measure, to monopolize the commerce of
both. thesè countries, at least those parts of them. which were
contiguous, from. the situation of their city on the Strymon; of

which river they held, as it were, the key, so that nothing-
could depart from. it without their consent. The ancients re-
present this river as frequently exhibiting immense Io s of
wood floating down it, which had been felled either on ýfount
Rhodope, or in the forests of Mount Hemus. The Athenians

-retained this important and valuable colony till the time of
Philip, the father of Alexander, by whom it was taken from

them.
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,rhe island of Samos may justly be regarded as a Grecian

c0lony; having been chiefly inhabited hy the lones, to whose

confederacy it belonged. Its situation between the inainland

of Asia and flie island of* Icaria, froni both of which it is

separated by very narrow straits, which were the usual

course for the ancient vessels in their Voyage from. the Black

'Sea, to Syria and Egypt, rendered it the resort of pirates, as

well as celebr-ated ý(;r its ships and, coin M'erce. 'l'he city of

Samos, as describcxl by the ancients, seems to have been a
w

place of great consequen Flerodottis mentions three things

for whicli it was remarI(aýIe in his time; one of whicli was a

mole or pier, 120 Iýet Iong', M'hich Ibrmed the harbour, and

was carried. two furlongs into the sea. The principal design

,of this niole was to protect ships from, the south wind, to whicli

they would, otherwise have been much exposed. Hence it

would appear, that even nt this early period, they had made

arent advances in commerce, otlierwise they would neither

flave had the disposition or ability to build such a mole. But

we have the express testimony of Thuc ydides, that even at a

much earlier period, - nearly 300 years before the Pelopon-

nesian war,-the Samians grave great encouragement to ship-

building, and eniployed. Aminodes, the Corinthian, who was

esteenied the most skilftil ship-builder of his time; and Hero-

(lotus speaks of them as trading to Egypt, Spain, &c.,

before any of the other Greeks, except Sostrates, of Egina,

were acquainteil with those tountries. The same author

informs us, that the Samians had a seulement in Upper

Egypt, and that one of theïr-merchant ships, on its passage

thither, was driven by contrary winds, beyond the Pillars of

Hercules, to the island of Tartessus, which till flien was

unknown to the Greeks. This island abounded in gold; of

the value of which, the inhabitants were so utterly ignorant,

that they readily allowed the Samians to carry home with theni

sixty talents, or about 13,5001. According to, Pliny, they

first built vesséls fit to transport cavalry. We are not

informed of what articles their exports and imports consisted,

except that their earthen-ware was in great repute among the

ancients, in their most splendid entertainments, and was ex-

ported in crreat quantities for this purpose. The Samiaii

earffi, from which these vessels -ere made, was itself also ex-

ported, on account of its medicinal properties. It - is well

known that the victory obtained by the Greeks over the

Persians, at the s-ea-fiorLt of Mvcale, was chiefly owing to the

Saniialis. 
n
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T'he commerce of the Black Sea was of so mtich im-
portance and,ý value to the Greeks,' tliat we cannot be sur-

prised that they founded several colonies on its shores, and
in the adjacent cotÎntries. Heraclea, iii, this sea, is said to
have beeii founded by the Beotians: the inhabitants availed

themselves of' their situation to engage very extensively in
maritime affairs and in commerce, so that in a short time
they were not inferior in wealth or power to any of the Greek

states in Asia. When Xenophon was obli ed to, retreat after
his expedition into Asia Minor, the Heracleans supplied him

with sliips, to transport his army into Greece. "Jrheir mari-
time strength and skill, or their commercial pursuits, involved
them, in almost every maritime war, tlieir friendship and

support being sought after by all the Asiatic princes When
the war broke out between. Ptolemy and Antigonus, the sent
to the as.4stance of the former a numerous fleet, all of whiZ were
well equipped and manned. Some were of an extraordinary
size, especially one, which had on each side 800 oars, be-
sides 1200 fighting men.

Trapezus was a Greek city, in Pôntus, situated on a penin-
sula, in the Black Sea, where it begins to turn to the east:
it had a large and convenient port, and carried on a considiýr-
able trade. But the most celebrated of the Grecian colonies
in this part of the world, was Byzantium : it -was anciently

founded by the Megareans, and successively rebuilt by the
Milesians and other nations of Greece. Its harbour, which

was in fact an arm. of the Bosphorus, obtained, at a very remote
period, the appellation of the Golden Horn; most of the re-
cesses, which were compared to the horn of a stag, are now filled

up. The epithet "golden" was given to it as expressive of the
riches, which (to use the language of Gibbon) every wind

wafted from the most distant countries into its secure and
capacious port. Never was there a happier or more majestic
situation. The river Lycus, which was formed by the junc-
tion of two small streams, pouring into the harbour, every
tide, a regular supply of fresh water, cleansed the bottom ;
while the tides in those seas being very trifline, the constant

depth of the harbour allowed goods to be Îanded on the
quay without the assistance of boats: and in some parts, the

depth near the shore was so considerable, that the prows of
the vessels touched the houses, - while they were fully afloat.
The distance froin the mouth of the river to thai of the harbour,
or the length of this arm of the Bosphorus is seven infles; the
entrance, about.1500 yards broad, was defended, wlien necessary,

1 0
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by a strong chain drawn across it. 'llie city of Byzantiuni
was situated. on a I)romoiitorV, nearly of a triaiigular forin;
on the point of the proiiiontoýy stood the citadel. The walls
of the city itself were very strong, but not so lofty towards the
sea as towards the land, being on the former side defended

by the waves, and in some places by the rocks on which
th were built, and which projected into the sea.

IiZs favoured, by nature, and strengthened by art, and
situated in a territory abounding in grain and fruits, Byzaii-

tium was crowded witli merchants, and supported and en-
riched by mi active and flourishing commerce: its harbour',
whicli was sheltered on every side from tempests, besides-
being easy of access and capacious, attracted to it ships from
all the states of Greece, while its situation at the head of the

strait enabled, and seemed to authorize it to stop and subject to
heavy daties, the foreign merchants wlio traded to the Euxine,
or to reduce the nations who depended on the countries border-
ing on this sea for their supplies of corn to great difficulties,
and in some cases, even to fiamine. On these accounts the
Athenians and LacedSmoni-ans were generally rivals for its

alli.ance and friendshil). Besides the iiecess,«,iry article of grain
and abundance of rich and valuable fruit, the Byzantines
derived great wealth fi-orn their fislieries : these were carried
on with great spirit, enterprize, and success. A surprising

quantitv of fisli was caught in the harbour itself, in autumn,
when Îhey left the Euxine for the Archipelago; and in the

spring, on their return to Pontus. A great many people were
employed both in this fishery, and in the curing of the fish:

cyreat sums were derived froiý this source, as well as from the
sale of salt provisions; for the quality of which, Byzantium'
was in greater renown than even Panticapetim. The only dis-

advantage under whicli the Byzantines laboured, to .counter-
balance the excellence of their harbour, the fertility of their
soil, the productiveness of their fisheries, and the extent of
their commerce, arose from the frequent excursions of the

Thracians, who inhabited the neighbouring villages.
Ilere were many other Grecian colonies on the Bosphorus

and the 4acent seas. Panticapeum, built by the Milesians, ac-
cording to Strabo, the capital of the European Bosphorus, with
which, as has been already mentioned, the Athenians carried on
a considerable trade. Theodosia, also mentioned before, was

likewise formed and colonized by the Milesians: its port
could contain 100 ships. Tanais, on the Cimmerian Bos-

io
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phortis ; Olbia and Borysthenes, both situated near the mouth
of the river from. which the latter took its name; Panagorea
and Hermonassa on the Bosphorus, and several others. Be-

sides these colonies in this part of the world, the Greekg
founded others, for the express purposes of commerce; as Syra-
cuse, in Sicily; Marseilles, in Gaul, the mother of several
colonies establislied on the neighbouring coasts, and, as we shall
afterwards notice, a place of very considerable wealth, conse-

quence, and strength, derived entirely from commerce, as well
as the seat of the arts and sciences; Cyrene, an opulent
city in Africa, and Naucratis, situated on one of the mouths
of the Nile. Iley likewise formed settlements in Rhodes and
Crete, in üýe islands of the Egean Sea, on the opposite coasts

of Asia, &c. ; most of which were of importance to the mother
country, from. the facilities they offered to the extension of its
commerce.

Ile war betwèen the Romans, and Philip king of Macedon,
which intervened between the second and third Punic war,

first afforded the former an opportunity and an excuse *for
interfering in the affairs of Greece. T41 the time of Philip,
the father of Alexander, Macedonia does not appear to have
had any connexion with the rest of this celebrated portion
of the ancient world; the Greeks, indeed, regarded its inha-
bitants as savages; but ftom, that period, Macedonia became
the most important and influential state in Greece. Its bound-
aries varied at different periods of its history- it seems originally

to, have been bounded on the east by the Egean Sea; on the
South by Thessaly and Epirus; on the west by the lonian Sea;
and on the north by the river Strymon, at the mouth of which,
as has been already mentioned, the Athenians founded one of

their most flourishing and useful colonies. IMe princes of Ma-
cedonia viewed with jealousy, but for a long time were unable
to prevent the states of C-Treece from. formmg colonies in the

immediate vicinity of their dominions -: their union, however,
with the king of Persia, when he first'fixed. his ambition on

Greece, was rewarded by a ggreat accession of territory, which
enabled them to contest the 'p'-Jossession of the sea-coasts with

the most powerful of the Greek republics. Iley then ex-
tended their territories to the Eastern Sea, but there were till
the reign of Philip, the father of Alexander, several nations

between them and the Adriatic, all of which were subdued
by him; and thus this sea became their western boundarv.

Some t4e, most celebrated chies of Macedonia wwere
Yt-
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fbunded by foreign nations E idainnus, which wa-s seated at
the entrance of the Ionia;i GSCI wiLs a coloiiy of the Corcy-

rians: it wu the occasion ot'a fierce naval war between them
and the Corinthians, generally called the Corinthian war.
Apollonia, distant seven miles from the sea, on the river Laus,
wu a Corinthian colony: it was renowned for its excellent

laws. On another part of the coast of the Adriatic were the
sea-ports of Elyma and Bullis. "Irhe district of Paraxis, wliich
was full of gulfs and inlets formed b the Egean Sea, had

several ports, but none of any repute. Yrom this description of
Macedonia and its principal sea cQuts and ports, it is evident

that it possessed many advantages for commerce and naval
affiairs, which, however, were never embraced till the period

when the Romans first turned their thoughts to Greece. Had
its sovereigns been disposed to engage in commerce, the Adria-
tic, with its extensive and safe haven of Epidamnus, in which
there were several ports, would have opened the trade to Italy;

the Egean Sea, still more ' advantageous, would- have secured
üWtrade of Greece and Asia, by means of its spacious bays,

one of which, the Sinus Thermaeus, was at least sixt miles
long.

17he produce of Macedonia also would have favoured îts
commerce; the soil was every where fruitful, and, especially
near the sea, abounding in corn, wine, and oil: its principal
riches, however, consisted in its mines of almost all kinds of
metals, but particularly of gold. In the district of Pieria, it

is said, there were found large quantities of this metal in the
und, sometimes in lumps of considerable size: but by far
the most productive and valuable mines of Id were in the

mountain Panewus, in a district which Phirp, the father of
Alexander, aââed to Macedonia. The people who inhabited
the country near the river Strymon derived great wealth from.
these mines, and it was the knowledge of this, as much as
the fàcility of obtaining timber, which induced the Athenians
to found their colony near this river. The Thracians dr'éve
the Athenians froin this part of Macedonia, and Philip ex-

pelled them : he paid .great7 attention to the w orking of the
mines; and by employing persons well skilled in this*and in
refining the ore, he rendered thern so extremely valuable,

that4 according to ancient authors, he obtained the empire
of Greece principally by means of the immense sums he
drew from them, ainountin ually, according to Diodorus,
to 1000 talents of gold. the Romans reduced Mace*-
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donia, they expre.,qisly forbade the inhabitants from working
the mines of gild or silver, or refining either of those metals;
permitting them, however, to manufacture any other metal.

The ýrînces of Macedonia previous to Philip, the father of
Alei er, notwithstanding the eat advantage for maritime

affairs and éommerce afford 1 b e seamcouts, baysq harbours,
&c., neither practised noret(inYersto(xl them. : thifi arose in a
great measure from, their being continually en ed in wars,
or having their ports occupied or blocked up by e maritime
states of Greece. Philip was the firat who freed his country

from these evils and inconveniences; but his thoughtà were tou
intently and constantly fixed on other objects to allow him to
turn his attention to maritime affairs or commerce. Alex-
ander, as we -have already seen, bestowed much care on his

fleet, while eneauéd in the conquest of Asia; and when he
died at Babylon, had formed the design of placing his fleets, in
every port of his dominions, on a regular and extensive "e.
But the advantàtqes of Macedonia for commerce were neglected
in the midst of his vast plans elsewhere, and the Macedonians,
at the period of his death, were still inattentive to maritime
affairs.

Philip, the antagonist of the'Romans, of whose power and
success he was not onlyjealous but apprehensive, as soon aç

he resolved to engage in hostilities with them, applied himself
to, maritime affairs. His determination seems to have been

fixed when he learnt that the Romans had been deféated at the
Lake of Thrasymenus: he instantly formed the plan of in-
vading Illyrium, and then crossing over to Italy. But the
latter step could not be taken, nor, indeed, could he expect,
to cope with the Romans, tili he had formed a fleet, and trained
his subjects to, the management of it. At this period -the

Macedonians seem to, have had some merchant ships; for
we are informed that a petty king of Illyria seized some of
them in Pe port of Leucas, and also all that his squadron met
with on the coast of Greece, as far as 24alea. Ilis insult and

attack jâürdçd Philip an excellent reason for declaring war
against Illyrléum: he begàh by exercising the Afacedonians

in the art of navigation ; he built ships after the Illyrian
mmmer, aRd he was the first king of Macedonia that put to

sea 100 small vessels at one time.
He was-urged still more strongly to, go on with his plan of

invading Italy, when he learnt tbe result of the battle of
CamS; he immediately formed an alliamce with Hanm*ba4
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and engaged to, invade Italy with 200 sail of ships, and plunder
its; eastern coasts: in return for this service he was to retain

all the islands in the Adriatic, lying near the coast of Mace-
donia, that he might subdue.

His first naval ente7,rize was the sienof Oricum. on the
coast of Epirus, and o Apollonia on th oast of Macedonia,
both of which he carried on at the same time, with 120 ships of
two banks of oars. He was, however, successfully opposed
by the Roman consul LSvinus, who obliged him, to burn

great part of his fleet, and raise the sie e of loth. the places.
About twelve years afterwards, or years before

Christ, Philip en, ýd in îý maritime war with Attalus, king
of Perlzamus, e Rhodians, near the isle of Chio: the

fleet o Philip consisted of fifty-three decked vessels and
150 gallies; besides these he had several ships called pristis,

from, the figure of d4arge fish which was affixed to, or engraved
on their bows, either to distinguish them, or as a mark of

their swift sailing. The fleet of his opponents consisted of
sixt five covered ships, besides those of their affies, the people
of ýyzantium.

Notwithstandin liowever, the exertions he made to acquire
a naval force equa to, that of the Romans, and the experience
which. his subjects gradually obtained in maritime affàirs, he
was not able to sustain their attacks, either by land or sea,
but was compelled in a very few years to sue for peace. This
he obtained, on the condition, that he should deliver up to the
Romans all his covered gallies, and reserve to, himself only a

few smaller vessels: he was permitted, however, to retain one
galley of sixteen banks of oars, a vessel rather for shew than
use.

The success of the Romans, the extent of their conquests,
and the ambitious vieWs, which seemed wider and wider in
proportion to their successes, alarmed Antiochus, king of
Syria, who, rfot intimidated by the fate of Philip, resolved

to, declare war against them. They were never averse to,
engue -, e in hostilities. The fleet of Antiochus consisted of
100 ships; that of the Romans was nearly equal in num.-
ber; the ships of Antiochus, however, were inferior to
those of his opponents in respect to strength and size, thougli
surpassing them, in swiftness. The hostile fleets met and

en ed on the coast of lonia; that of Antiochus was deféated,
an5agould have been utterly captured or destroyed, had it not
been for.the swiftness of the vessels. In order to repair his
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loss, Antiochus sent for additional vessels froin Sicily and
PhSnicia; but these were taken on their passage by the
Rhodians, who were at this time in alliance with thé Romans.

'Île Rhodians, however, in their turn were attacked and
defeated. by the fleet of Antioclius, near Sarnos, whither they

had gone to join a Roman squadron.
In the meantime the Romans had collected a fleet of eighty

Ships, and with these they fought one hundred ships of their op-
ponent off the coast of Iýnia; the victory of the former was de-

cisive, all the ships of Antiochus being captured or destrèyed.
'Ilis disaster, in connection with a signal deféat he sustained by
land, compelled him tosubmit; and the Romans, always atten-
tive to their maritime interests, which however they had not
hitherto pushed nearly to the extent which they might have
done, refused to grant him peace, except on the conditiýons, that

he should cede all that part of Asia which lies between the
sea and Mount Taurus; that he should give up all his vessels
except ten ; and that these should not, on any account, sail

beyond the 'promontories of Cilicia. Ile Romans, ex-
tremely strict, and even- severe, in enforcing the conditions of

peace, not only destroyed fift covered galleys, but, the succes-
sor of Antiochus hàving buZ additional vessels to the ten he
was by treaty allowed to keep, they compelled him to burn
them.

The temporary success of the Carthaginians against the
Romans induced Philip, kin of Macedon, to engage in that
war which proved his ruin. qZ advice of Hannib alý, when an
exile at the court of Antiochus, likewise led to the disastrous
war of that monarch with the samé people; and by the advice

of Flannibal also, Prusias, king of Bythinia, was enzazed in
hostilities with them. Ilis king seemis to, have paid ct-'onýsider-
able attention to naval and commercial affairs, for both of
which, indeed, his territories were admirably suited. In con-

junction with the Rhodians, he made war against the inhabit
ants of Byzantium, and obliged them to remit the tax which
they had been accustomed to levy on all vessels that sailed to,
or from the Euxine Sea. Ilie maritime war be"tween this
sovereign and the Romans, who were at this time in alliance
with Eumenes, king of Pergamus, offers nothiig deserving our
notice, except a stratageni executed by Hannibal. In order
to compensate for the inferiority of Prusias' fleet, Hannibal

ordered a great many serpents to be collected; these were
put into pots, which, during the engagement, were thrown into

X'i 3
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the eneiny's ships. The alarm and consternation occasioned
by this novel and unexpected mode of warfare, threw his op-

ponents into disorder, and compelled them to save themselves
by flight.

The conquest of all the islands on the coast of Greece, from
Epirus to Cape Malea, by the Romans, was the result of a navâl
war, in which they enizaged, with the Etolians, a people who,

at this time, were so powerful at sea, and so, much addicted to
piracy, as to, have.drawn upon themselves the jealous and the
vengeance of the Rômans. This extension of their lominions
was followed by a successful war with the Istrians, which inade

thein masters of all the western parts of the Mediterranean
Sea; and by an equally successful war with Nabis, the tyrant
of Sparta, who was compelled ïo deliver up his fleet to them,
as well as all the sea-ports of consequence on the coast of
Sparta.

The Rhodians hitherto had been generally in alliance with
the Romans; but differences arose between them during the
war between the latter and Perseus, king of Macedon.

The island of Rhodes was remarkably well situated for ma,
ritime commerce; and its inhabitants did not fail to, reap all
the advantages in this respect which nature had so kindly be--
stowed on them. It appears &om Homer, that in his time

there were three cities in the island; but d ri the Pelopon-
nesia-n war, the greater part of the inhabitantsUving formed
the resolution to, seule in one place, built the city of Rhodes,

after the designs of the same Athenian architect, who built the
PirSus. This city was situated on the east coast of the island,

at thef oot of a hill, in the form of an amphitheatre: it pos-
sessed a very convenient and safe harbour, at the entrance of

which there were two rocks; and on these, which were fift
feetasunder, the famous Colossus was placed. ' The arsenaZ
of Rhodes were filled with every thing requisite for the defence
of the city, or the equipment of a large fleet: its walls, which
were extremely high, were defendeâ by towers: its -houses
were built of stone : in short, the whole city presented a strik-

ing picture of wealth, magnificence, and beauty, for which it
was not less indebted to art and commerce thtin to nature.

Before the era of the Olympiads, the Rhodians applied
themselves to maritime affairs: for many years they seem to,

have been masters of the Mediterranean Sea; and their code
of maritime laws became -the standard with all the maritime
nations of antiquity, by which aU controversies regarding

iq
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maritime affairs were regulated. There is great doubt among
the learned, whether what still exist as the fragments of these
laws are genuine: we know, however, that the Romans had
a law which they called Lex Rhodia; according to, some,
this contained the regulations of the Rhodians concernmg

naval affairs; according to others, however, only one clause
of the law, de jactu, about throwin goods overboard in
a storni, was borrowed from the Rho( fians.

Besides the commerce in which they themselves were
engaged, the constant arrival of ships from Egypt to Greece,
and from Greece to Egypt, the island being situated exactly
in the passage between these countries, contributed mach to

their wealth. As this encreased, they formed settlements and
colonies in many places; at Parthenope and Salapia, in Italy

Agrigentum and Geta, in Sicily; Rhodes, on the coast of
Spain, near the foot of the Pyrenees, &c. They were par-
ticularly celebrated for and attentive to the construction of

their vessels; aiming principally at lightness and speed, the
discipline- observed on board of them, and the skill and ability
of their cap-tains and pi-lots. All these things were under
the direct management and controul of magistrates, appointed
for the express purpose, who wereexcessively attentive and
even rigid in the execution of their duty. Whoever entered
certain places in the arsenals without permission, was punished
with death.

A few of the most remarkable events in the maritime history
of Rhodes, prior to their dispute with the Romans, call for

some general and cursory notice. Till the foundation of the
the city of Rhodes, which, as we have already stated, took
place during the Peleponnesian war, there is scarcely any
thing to, attract our attention: a 'Short time before this, the
republican form, of government was established, and the trade
and navigation of the Rhodians seem to have acquired a fresh
impulse and spirit. But their enterprizes were soon checked

by Artemisia, queen of Caria, gaining possession of their city:
this she effected by a stratageîn. The Rhodians invaded

Caria with a design of ga*ing possession of Halicarnassus:
by the direction of the queen, the inhabitants made a signal
that the surrendered; the -Rhodians suspectin no treachery,

ud delighted with their apparent success, lee their fleet to
take possession of the town; in the meantime, the queen

brought her fleet from an adjoining creek, by means of some
canal or other inland communicationq to the port whçre tbç

4
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Rhodimi vessels lay, and quietly took them. This disasteir
was the cause of another, still more calamitous to the Rho-

dians; for Artemisia sailed with. the Rhodian ships to, Rhodes,
and the inhabitan ' ts, under the belief that their fleet was re-

turning victorious, permitted the enemy to land and to, seize
the city. To what cause the Rhodians were indebted for the
restoration of their liberty and independence we are not in-
formed ; but it was owing, either to the ùiterference of the
Athenians, or the death of Artelmisia,

Froin the period of these events, which occurred about
:3,50 years before Christ, till the reign of Alexander the Great,
the Rhodians enjoyed profound and uninterrupted tranquillit ;
their commerce extended, and their wealth encreased. ýo
this conqueror the offered no resistance, but of their own
accord surrendereytheir cities and harbours; as soon, how-
everas they learnt that he was dead, they resumed their inde-

pendence. About this tinie the greater part of their city was
destroyed by a dreadful. inundation, which would have swept
the whole of it away, if the wall between it and the sea had

not been broken down by the force of the waters, and thus
given them free passage. This misfortune seems only to, have

encouraged the inhabitants to, attend still more closely and
,diligently to commerce, which they carried on with so much

industry and skill, and in such a profitable manner, that they
soon rebuilt their city, and repaired all the losses they had

susLained. Their alliance was courted by all their neigh-
bours; but they resolved to, adhere to, a strict neutrality, and

thus, while war raged among other nations, they were enabled
to profit by that very circumstance, and thus became one of
the most opulent states of all Asia. Their commerce, as well
as that of' all the states on the Mediterranean, being much
molested and injured by the pirates, they undertook, of their
own accord, and at their own expence, to, root them out; and

in this they completely succeeded.
But thet commerce, on account of which they were so very

anxious to keep at peace, involved them in war. Irlieir most
lucrative trade was with Egypt. When hostilities began befween
Ptolerriy and Antigonus, the latter insisted that they should

join him: this they refused to do; upon which his fleet
blockaded Rhodes, to, prevent their commerce with Egypt.
The Rhodians were thus compelled to act against him in their
own defence, in order to free their harbour. The raisingof

the blockade, and the deféat of his fleet, incensed Antiochus -,
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and to the remonstrances and entreaties of the Rhodians to be1 perrnitted to remain at peace, he replied, Il that they must
declare war against Ptolemy, admit his fleet into their harbiur,
and give hostages for the performance of these articles."

War now was inevitable,,and eat preparations for it were
made on both sides: the attacr on the city was committed

by Antigonus to his son Demetrius; for this purpose he col-
lected a fleet of 200 ships of war, 170 transports with 40,000
men on lxýard, and 1000 vessels laden with provisions, stores,

warlike engines, &c. This immense armamènt was composed
partly of pirates and mercenaries, who were induced to join
Demetrius, by the hope of partaking in the plunder of Rhodes.

It is foreign to our purpose to enter on the details of this
memorable sie e: the Rhodians trusted principaBy to their

own valour ang resources; from. Ptolemy, however, they re-
ceived most ample and seasonable supplies of provisions: at

one time lie sent them 300,000 measures of corn; a few days
afterwards Cassandra sent them. 100,000 bushels of ' barley,

and Lysimachus 400,000 bushels of corn, and as many of
barley: these supplies, the valour of the inhabitantsý and the

ill success of sorne new and immense enguies, on which De.
metrius had mainly depended, at length induced him to, raise
the iege and make peace with the Rhodians.

îhe Rhodians endeavoured to make up for the time they
had lost, and the money they had expended, during their war

with Antiochus, by applying themselves entirely to navigation
and commerce; so that, according to Polybius, they became
masters of the sea, 'and the most opulent and flourish4 state

of those times. The next war in which they were engaged
was occasioned entirely by their attention and regard tô their

commercial interests. We have already slightly noticed this
war; bu« in this place it will be proper t 0 more into detail

respecting it. The people of Byzantiunofetermined to la a
toll on ali ships that traded to th e- Euxine, in order to dediay
an annual tribute which they were obliged to pay to the Greeks.
.As one of the most impôrtant a'»nd lucrative branches of the
commerce of Rhodes was to the countries lying on this sea,
they were much aggrieved by this toll, and endeavoured to,
persuade the Byzantines to take it off, but in vain. Under

these circumstances, they, in conjunction with Prusias, king of
Bythinîa, declared war against the Byzantines; and m-1iletheir ally took Hieron, which seems to have been a great mart

of the Byzantines, and the resort of Most of the merchant-5
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trading to, these parts, the Rhodians, with a powerful fleet,
ravafed their coasts, and seized al] their ships tradin to, the
Euxine. The war was at lenoui terminated under tlie me-

diation of the kin f the ýrEr-acian Gauls; the Byzantines
agreeing to take oeth)e toll.

Their success in this war was counterbalanced by a dreadfui
earthquake, which threw down the Colossus, destroyed the

arsenal, and damaged part of the walls and city. As the
Rhodians, however, were much esteemed by most of their
nýiýhbours, who found their prosperity intimately connectedwlt the prosperity of Rhodes, they soon recovered %pm these
calamities and losses. Hiero, king of Syracuse, à*e them.

100 talents, and exempted them from. all duties and taxes.
Ptolemy gave them. also the like sum, besides one million

measures of wheat, and timber, &c. requis"ite for buildmi fifty
ships. Antiochus exempted all their vessels, which traLd to
his ports, from every kind of tax and duty. They received
from other princes presents or privileges of equal importance
and value; so that, in a very short time, they recovered their
former opulence and trade, and rebuilt thèîr walls, &c.

Their alliance with Attalus, king of Pergamus, involved
them. in a war with Philip king of Macedonia, and was the
cause of their forming an alliance with the Romans. In this
war the Rhodian fleet, in conjunction with the fleets of their

allies, gained several victories over the fleet of Philip. The
latter was at len-th obliged to, sue to, the Romans for peace,
and they, in fixing the terms, included the Rhodians, to whom,
were ceded Stratonice, and the irreater part of Caria. In the

meantime Antiochus and thé" Romans had commenced
hostilities, and the Rhodians were arin involved in them:

almost at their very commencement, t eir fleet was surprized
by a stratagem. of Antiochus's admîral, and of thirty ships of
war of which it consisted, only seven escaped.
They soon, however, repaired their losses, and fitted out an-
other fleet, with which they put to seE4 for the purpose of
preventing the junction of Hannibal with Antiochus's ships : the
former had thirty-seven large ships; the Rhodian fleet was nearly
equal-in. numbers, but ir&rior in si - ze. The hostile fleets met
off the coast of Pamphilia. 'ne battle was obstinate : at first,

by an oversight of the Rhodian admiral, some disorder
occurred in part of his fleet; but this was soon repaired, and a
decisive victory obtained. Part of Hannibal's fleet was
captlired, and the rest blocked up in the harbours of Pamphilia.
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Mie deféat of Antiochus, both at sea and land, by the Romans,
to which we bave already adverted, obliged this monarch. to, sue
for peace, in which the Rhodians were included.

We have now arrived at that period of tfie history of
Rhodes when the first difference arose between that city and
the Romans: the latter suspected that the Rhodians favoured
Perseus king of Macedon, with whom, they were at war, and
weré moreover displeased at their presuming to interfere with

them in his favour. In order to watch their inclinations and
motions, the senate sent three -commissioners to Rhodes:
these found a fleet of forty galleys, which there was reason to,
believe had been intentfe(rto act against the Romans; but

which, by the advice of the chief inagistrate, were, on the
arrival of the commissioners, ordered to, seE4 to act in union

with them. Scarce, however, were the commissioners de-
parted, when the Rhodians became lukewarm in the cause of
the Romans; and although they sent a few of their gaHeys to
join the Roman admirar, they kept the greatest number in
port, waiting the issue of the war between them and the king
of Macedonia. As soon as they heard of the deféat of the
former in Ilessaly, they entered into negociations with Perseus,
and at the same time sent ambassadors to Rome, who com-
plained, that in consequence of the war between Perseus and
the Romans, the navigation * and commerce of Rhodes was

greatly injured, their island deprived of provision ' s and
other necessaries, and the customs and duties which their
maritime situation fonnerly afforded them. kept back, fron,
their no longer being able to sail with safety along the coasts
,of Asia, where they used to levy the most important and proý»
ductive of them.

After.the defeat of Perseus, they ceased to, remonstrate,
and became submissive to, the Romans. It is probable, how-
ever, that the Romans would have -seized this op> ortunity of
attacking them, had not Cato spoken very strongly in their
favour: in consequence of his arguments and influence, and by
the cession of Lycia and Caria, they were again admitted to
an alliance with the Romans.

île advantages 'they derived from this alliance were so
grea4 that they resisted the promises and the threats of

Mitliridates, when he engaged in hostilities with the Romans.
This monarch, therefore, resolved to employ his whole« lu!
by sea and land against them: they were not however dismayed,
luit placed a firm reliance on their ý',skil1 in maritime affairs.
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They divided their fleet into three squadrons: one drawn up
-in a line protected the entrance of the harbour; and the other
two, at a greater distance from the shore, weré stationed to
watch the approach of the enemy. Mithridates als- divided

his fleet, which was more numerous than that of the Rhodians,
into three squadrons; one of these he Éimself commanded, on
board of a quinquereme, and directed to attack the squadron

which was protecting the port. The Modians graduall
retired before the enemy, till they came close to the moud
of the harbour: Mithridates in vain endeavoured to, break
their line, and force an entrance; in all his attempts he was

defeated with considerable loss ; and his 'land forces, which
he had embarked in transports, being dispersed in a storm, he

was obliqed to retire from before the city.
Ile Romans acknowledged the benefits they derived from

the výour of the Rhodians on this occasion; and they again
experîýepced it, in the war which Pompey carried on aoainst
the Ciliibiën pirates, though that commander took afi the
merit to, hi sel£ In the civil war between him and Coesar,
they assis Z the former with a numerous fleet, under the

command of one of their best seamen, who distinguished
himself above all Pompey's captains, and gained very consi-

derable advantages over CSsar's fleet. On the death of Pom-

Pey they joined CSsar: this exposed them to, the hostility of
Cassius; they endeavoured to pacify him by promising to
recal the ships they had sent to the assistance of CSsar, but

he demanded the delivery of their whole fleet, and that he
should be pht in possession of their harbour and city. To
these ternis they would not accede, but prepared for war, by
e in a fleet of thirty-three ships, and placing it under the

commM of one of their best officers. A battle enstied which
%ras fought on both sides with great skill and bravery ; but
the Rhodians were obliged to yield to the superior number
of the Roman fleet, and to, return to the harbour, having lost
two of their ships, and the rest being very much damaged.

It is remarked by the ancient historians who relate this battle,
that it was the first time the Rhodians were fairly overcome in
a sea-fight.

Cassius followed up his success by bringing against Rhodes

a fleet of eighty ships of war, and 200 transports. A t this
rmidable armanient the Rhodians again put to se n a

second battle ensued, which was more obstinately contested

than the first: the Romans however were again victorious,
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and the city of Rhodes was blocked up by sea and land. Itg
fate was soon determined; for some of the inhabitants, dreading

a famine, opened the gates to the Romans. Cassius, besides
other severe terms, olliged the Rhodians to deliver up all

their ships, and all their publie treasures; the temples were
plundered, and 8000 talents extorted from private individuals,
besides a fine of 500 levied on the city.

From this time till the reign of Vespasian, when the
island became a Roman province, it was sometimes oppressed,
and sometimes favoured by the Romans; according, as

Tacitus remarks, as they obliged them with their assistance
in foreign wars, or provoked them with their seditions at
home.

In order to complete the maritime history of Rhodes, we
have rather advanced beyond the périod to which we had

brought down our notices of the Roman navigation and
commerce: these therefore we shall now resume at the war
between Perseus king of Macedonia and the Romans. Per-
seus harassed the coasts of Italy, plundered and sunk all

their ships, while they found it difficult to oppose him by sea,
or protect their coasts, for want of a fleet. This înduced them

to prepare for service fift vessels; but though their allies
augmented this number, Ye Romans do not seem to have
perfôrmed any thing of consequence by sea. This is attri-
buted principally to the circumstance, that the fleet, on ex-

amination, was discovered to be in bad condition, neither
elupped sufficiently in stores or provisions, and the seamen

w o were to have navigated it were either dead or absent,
while those who did appear were ill paid and worse.clothed; 1 4.,

these facts sufficiently demonstrate the little care which the
Romans, even at this period, bestowed on maritime affairs.
Ile defeat of Perseus at Pidna, and his subsequent capture

by the Romans in the island of Samothrace, rendered it unne-
cessary for them to supply the deficiences of their fleet. The
immense ship, which, as we have already mentioned, Philip,
Perseus's father, employed in his war t the Romans,
was taken on this occasion; and Paulus EZEus, the consul,
sailed up the Tiber in it: it had 16 banks of oars. Many other
ships of large size were also captured; these were brought to
Rome, and drawn into the Campus Martius.

One of the allies of the unfortunate Perseus was the king of
Illyria, who was powerful at sea, and ràvaged the coasts of
Italy opposite to his dominions. While .'the consul was sent
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nst Perseus, the management of the naval war against the

1ry ians wa's committed to, the prtetor: as he was well aware
of the maritime force of his opponent, he acted with -reat
caution; his first success, in capturin some of their lips,
induced him. to land all h-is forces in Illyria, where, after an

obstinate battle, he compelled the king to surrender at dis-
cretion. Macedonia and Illyria were thus reduced to, the state

of Roman provinces; but the Romans regarded these victories
as of importance, more on account of the accession they made to

their territories, than on account of the advantages which they
m . ht thencé derive to, their commerce or their naval power:
sottle, indeed, did they regard them in the latter point of view,

that they gave the 220 ships which were surrendered to them
by the king of Illyria, to the inhabitants of Cephalonia, of
Apollonia, and ljyrrhachiurn, who at the time were much celè-
brated fbr their trade and navigation. Although their sea-
coasts had been repeatedly ravaged, we are informed by Poly-

bius, ibat, from. the time of Philip, king of Macedonia, till
long after the defeat of Perseus, they entirely neglected ' the
coasts of Illyri.a, from which, till this country was subdued by

them, theïr own coasts were generally invaded, and by means
of the ports and produce of which, after it became a Roman
province, they might greatly have augmented their navy and
commerce.

Ile Carthaginians had been adually 'recovering from.
the losses which they had sustainefrduringthe second Punie
war, and witnessed with satisfaction their enernies involved

in constant hostilities, in the hope that the issue of these
would prove fatal to êthem, or, at least, so far weaken them,

as to, enable them to, oppose Rome ývith more success than
they had hitherto dont. M7hile the war was carried on be-
tween the Romans and the Macedonians, they made great,
but secret, preparations to, regain their former power ; but the
Romans, who always kept a watchful and jealous eye on the
operations of all their rivals, were particularl nearsighted
with regard to whatever was doin b the &rthaginians.
Iley received information that at Ëai-Zage there was depo-

shed a large quantity of timber, and of other naval stores :
on learning t", Cato, their invéterate enemy, who had been
sent into Africe4 to, mediate between them and Masinissa,
with whom they were at war, went to Carthage himself, where
he examined every thing with a malicious eye. On his m'
turn to Rome, he reported- that Carthage was again become

10
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excessively rich,-that her magazines were filled with all kinds
of warlike stores,-that her ports were crowded with ships,
and that by her war with Masinissa, she was only preparing
t o renew the war against Rome. His exhortations to, his

countrymen to, anticipate the Carthaginians, by immediately.
commencing hostilities, had no effect at first; but being fre-
quently repeated, and intelligence being received, that pre.

paradons were making at Carthage for an open declaration
of war, and that the Carthaginians were fittmi out a fleei4

contrary to, the terrns of their treaty with the fiomans; and
this inionnation being confirmed by the report of deputies

sent to Carthage; war was declarea against Carthage in the year
of Rome 605. The Carth imans endeavoured to, pacify the
Romans by surrendering to, yem. their cities, lands, rivers, &c.,
in short, by a complete surrender of whatever they possessed,
as well as- of themselves. At first the Romans appeared dis-

posed to abstain from war on these conditions; and the Car-
thaginians actuaDy deliveréd up all their arins and warlike
enginesý and witnessed the burning of their fleet; but the
Romans, having thus degraded them, and stript them in a
great measure of the means of defence, now insisted that Car.
thage itself should be destroyed, and that the inhabitants
should build a city at the distance of five leagues fromthe sea.
Indignant at these demands, they resolved to sustain a siege;
and, in a very short tirne> they made immense preparations for
defending their city. At first they gained some suècess over
die Romans; for their fleet having come very near the shore,

to, transport the troops, who were sufféring from the vicinity
of the marshes, to a healthier spot, the Carthaginians fitted
out a great number of fire ships, filled with tar, sulphur,
bitumen, &c., and taking advantage of a favourable wind, they
sent them among the %oman fleet, great part of which was-
thus destroyed.

But these and other successes did not ultimatel avail them:
Scipio who had been chosen consul, arrived in Africa, and

Carthage was immediately strictly blocked up by sea and land.
His exertions were indeed astonishing; as the new port of

Carthage was effectually shut up bytthe Roman fleet, so that
no assistance or provisions could enter by it; and as lines of
circumvallation were formed on land, the consul's great object

was to, block up the old port. The Romans were masters of the
western neck é f land, which formed one side of its'entrance ;
from this to the other side they built a mole, iiinety feet broad

nom
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at bottomq and eiàhty at top ; when this was completed, the old
port was rendered ete inaccessible and, useless.

7%e 9 on their part, îqýgined and executed
w as surpnsu as those of the Ronýýs : deprived of both

0 their ports, they ftug, in a very short time, a new harbour,
froin ývhich they cut a passage to the sea and th b ilt and
equipped a fleet of fifty ships, wlich put to sea Zrou this
new harbour. Ile Romans were astonished when they be-

held- a fleet, of the existence or possibility of whieh they had
no conception, advancing out ý of «a harbour, the formation of

which. equaHy astonished, them, and this fleet daring, to, hazud
'an enuanment. Ile batile continued during the *hole day,

with Irttlre advantage on either .side ; but, notwithstanding all
*ýir efforts, and some partial and temporary successes, Car-

thage was at length compelled. to submit to Scipio, and
was atIrst plundered, and afterwaïds destroyed. Ile Romans

burnt the new fleet which. the Caréha "-ian-s had built: indeed,
generat instead, of augmenting their'own naval force4 when
they subdued ýny « of theïr enemies, they éther de-
yed their ship, or bestowed them on some of their allies

a certain proof, as Huet remarks, of the very little regard
the païd to sea affairs.

Ve are expressly informed, in the Life of Terence, renerally
ascribed to, Suetonius, that before the destruction Of Carthage,

the Romans did not trade to Africa : but though his words
are expres.U they must not be taken literally; for we have

already proved, that in the treaties between Rome and Car.
thage at à very early period, the voyages undertaken by the
Romans, on account of trade, -to Sicily, Sardinia, and parts of
Africa are expressly mentioned in them, and the people of
Utica are particùIarizý as the -allies of the Romans, and a

people with whom they traded. It is certain, however, that
the author of the Life of Térence is correct, if he merely
meant thàt till after the destruction of Carthage the Romans

had no regular commerce with Africa. - From the date of
this"event, it became of great importanCE4 tho ýh confined
clùefly ta slaves, most of whom were brought 7oý Africa,
to the island of Delos: this, as has been already stated, was
a gieeat, depôt for them, as well as other Idnds of merchandize.
Ite capture of Carthage and of Corinth, which took place
nearly at the mme time, increased considerably the number
of slaves for sale.

Still, however, Wough the Romans now beýan to be sensible



tZ ý - tee iý; , fçgof the value of comxn«çeý ýh did to p»
soon aitèr the termina" qf third P4j* iwiwg the --Xedý-

termnean swarmed wiffi Pàate4 yvbp ýplu»dezod r-
Shi f . aR nations. "I>eâe..pkute& PriAçipa4

to the W-ean e - islands, to Cilicia and to Crete. ln one of tbîe
Balearic - islands, c4led Minor . by the a4cienti4 , the pr"egt

'Mnorc'4 there 1 were twp citiçs ý.'qüt nçer gue moehs qf
cSvenient harbours ; the ts of these cairried on a

.cofisiderable commerce, and at the sme gagied .ip. 0
pîý=y. They were uncom.ýamly- a4ve. and d,4ring in ÜýsPursuit$ qua ki and robbinu ever wl- à,y ship ýhey met ith

they even - had e courage, or the inshnes.% to the
-Rman flee4 under the commanil of the consqI eteRu

but they were beeene and for a, time, obliged tp abs4âp, frQ],P
their piratical pr ings.

ney were soon ýý%,_oweXçr, "14ened toý reàume tifflah
by agsistanceLTexmple of , the Of CÏe4è

Cilicia. This latter country,- sihu" jA Asia Miaor,
possessing a sea-cmt - whîch extended along the Xeùýr-

ranean, &om east to west, . nearly.250 mgies, was fertile beyord
Inost'parts of Asia Minor; tbougli on the coafit, it was reçk<q-
ed ýunheolthy. ne principal commercial town î was Alex-
andria, buili by Alexander the Great, betwee ' n Issus and t4e
straits that -lead &om Cilicia Jnto Syria; its sitweion beiie

avourma for c4rrying on to a4,,tb.e Ny«teým-per.ts
of the Mediterraneanq as irell as to Ffyp4 the Zuxine, .&,ç.
it. soon became one of the most flounshinir cities in -the world.
But the Cilicians were pot content with lawLI and reguW tirade:
in the time of the Mâhridatic ' war, and even before ÀK, - they
beg4n to .plunder the neýghbôurmg coasts; and being success-
ful in thesç predatoryçxpeditions, they extended 4hemis far
as the coasts of Greece and Italy, onçýrhiçh thev lçgled, ai4
carried OIT a number of the inhabitants, wýhpm. ýhey so4
as slaves. e Romans at lenRffi deemed it absd6lut4ir
necessa to act with V* agam

Wour -st them. Ptjblius Sere
viliu-% Wo was 'employed on this occasion, defeated them m
a sea-bagle, and took -most of their strong-holds. . For a
short time afterwards,. tbe ab tained &om their predgtor,

$ -
- . y

excursions; but, gs we ýhalTsZn hav'eoccasion to poýS, týq
resumed them. whenever they had. repairedtheir josffl, gd

tho ht the Ro nployed.
mans otherwise ei

island -of Crete.was r-4ýgarded by th ts as, diffi-
Cult, of access ; most of its harbours were exposed to the

N
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wind; but as it was easy for ships to sait out of them, when
thé *ind was moderate * and favourable, they were convenient
for commerce to, almoit any part of the then'êbmmercial
world. - Ile ancients, according to Strabo, reckoned that

ships which sailed from the eastern part of Crete would
arxiye in Eqypt - in three or four days ; and, according to

Diodoras Siculus, in ten days they would arrive at the
PWus.Mmotis. The principal seaports were Bithynia, which

hait a very convenient, haven ; and Heraclea, the seaport of
the GnSsians. To these,- merchants from all parts of the
world Tesorted. There were, besides, a great mapy creeks
and bfýys. This- island would have been much more com-
mercial and flourishing thae it actually was, considering its

favourable, situation, &c, had it net been divided Mito a great
number of independent states, who were jealous of each other"s.

prosperiity, and ahnost constantly at war amongst themsdves.
Iù very eaA t*nes,, when the whole island wassubject to one

sovereig% L Cretans were powerful at sea; they had sub-
je«ed even before the Trojan war, some of the islands in the
Fýgean Sea, and formed -colonies and commercial establish-
nients on tÈe coasts of Asia Minor and Europe. At the
breïking out of the Trojan war, they sent eighty ships to the
assistance of the Cireeks. But as soon as the island was.

divided into independent republics, their navi p'tion and com-
merce'seein te have declined. Their piratical. expéditions

were conducted with so 'Ueh boldness and success, especiall'
at the timewhen the Romans were engaged. in hStilities =_

Mithridate.% that they determined to eurb them. Anthony.,
the fathei of Marc Andiony, was appomted te'executë their
vengeance; but, too confident of success, he was beaten by the
Cretans in a sea-battle. This naturally encouraged -theni to
carry on théir piracies on a greater scale, and with more bold-
ness; but their triumph was of short duration, for Metellus,
the proconsul, having defeated theïr forces, united with those
of the Cilician pirates, landed on the island, and subdued the
whole ofit 1

In the nuentime, Miffiridates, who had been very instru.
mental in encouragmgý the pirates to commit déprédations on
the Roman vessels and coasts,. was vigorously preparing for
war with the republic. His naval force, formed partly of his,

own ships, and ipartly &om those of most ofthe maritime states,
à1l of *hom were jealous and afraid of the Romans, 'and. re-
garded Mithridates as their protector a*nd deliverer, insulted

" 0
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even the coasts of Ital We have already noticed his un-
successful sea-fieht wZ the Rhodians, almost the only people
who èontinued faidiful to the Romans,. The latter, -at length,
were fWly sensible of the -absolute necessity of fiormm£r .such- a

fleet as eould enable them successfidly to, oppose MitfSý'dattime
who was ý nuLçter, not only of Asia, but of all Greece, and thé

adjacent islands, , except Rhodes. Sylla . was emplo
against him; but as he'had very few ships, he sent L

YrM4 and C trus, ta collect a Ileet
to S « F«YP4 Lybie4 01

From ffl emy, who was afimid e power of Mth" tes,
and, perhaps, jealous of the Romans, he received no vessels;
but from, the otber quarters he received considerable supplies
of ships and experienced mariners. It is probable, however,
that by sea the Romans would not have been able to Spe
with Mithridates, had not that'menarch been beaten by.land,
and had not - his admira4 - Archeïause delivered up the, ifleet
under his command, to Sylla. In the ineantime, Mithridates

was - blocked up in Pitane, a city -near Troy, from, which he
could «not have escaped, if Lucullus had brought his :Beet
against it; this, however, out of jealousy to, the -, Roman

general Embria, he refused to, ' do, contentine himself with
naval operations. 'In these he was successw4 z&uune two
victories - over Mithridates's fleet, near the coast of -"rr9y.
These- de&ats, and the treachery of Archelaus, nearly annihi.
lated the maritime force of Mithridates. But this monarch

was not easily dispirited ; -in a short tâne - he -collecied
another fleet, and invaded Bithynia.. . It -was therefore neSs.
sary for the Romans to, send a fleet thither, which they did,

uûder- the command of Cotta. This fleeý however., wm. fiar
inferior to that of the king, which consisted of 40 ' 0. ships of
thirty oars, besides a great many smaller vessel&. On learning

this, Jucullus, -who had the chief command, ordered Cotta
to remain in the harbour of- Chakedon ; but Midni&tes,,

relyiniz on his strengffi, sailed into, the very harbour, -and
burnt the Roman fleet. The loss of the Romans consisted
of sixty ships, and 8WO of their mariners'slaih, besides 4500
taken prisoners. As this success of Mithridates enicouraged
the cities of Asia to revolt, Lucullus resolved, if possible, to

counterbalance it with still more decisive success, on, his part
by land; he accérdingly, besieged him in his camp., - Bei*ng
reduced to great straits, Mithridates was forced 'to escape by
sea towards Byzantium; but on his voyaqe he w-as overtaken
hy a -violent storm, in which sixty of 1;ý%-ships were stink -he
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hùwd must have VýeMî hedý if he had -not bem r«cuedý by a
pi»tee who Wded lum We in Pontus. Mithridates sO had

a simââ fleet of fifty ships, on bourd of which were 1 '00000
land forces. Ilesewere at ma; but with whet ob' dffl not
appear : , tbey * were me4 howev«p near .Amnos, ry la Rcîum

squadron, and entirely defeated; thirty-ýwo of them being aap-
tured, and the rest sunk. On receiving infbrineàon of this
viaery, the Roman sonate ordered Lucùllus to be paid 300
talents to repair and. augment his fleet; but he refimd th«ïý4

amwering, 1,1 that with the succours he could get from, th#ir
lie should -be able to *n =the dominion of the sea, aid

conquer Mithridates:" at e e time - he sent to Èo1ýe
11 O;gaUqs, armed with, beaks. bfithridates, however, was
still formidable at sea, and continued so, tül the Romins
eaîned another victory over him, near the island of Ténedce,
in which. the took and sunk sixty ships: after this, he.;was
not able to i out another fleet. As'the remainder of the
war between him and the Romans was entirely conUed to
land operations, we shall ass it by, and proceed to thè,oâer
navaI enîerprizes of the &mans about this period.

The w with Mithridates employed the attention and the
resources of the Romans so completely, that the.,pirates aipun
infiested the Mediterranean, seas without control. Ileir

numbers. and force were "dy -augmented by the destruc-
tion of Carthage and Corinth; for the inhabitants of these
cities, having neither a place of retreat, nor the means of
subsistence, naturally turned their thoughts to piracy, having

been accustomed to sea affiirs, and to commerce. In this
they were encouraged by Mithridates, and assisted by some

persons of considerable rank and wealth. Ile inability of
the Roman% to, attend to, them, and the success and en-
couragement they ôbtained, induced them to conduct their-
piracies on a regular, systematic, and extensive plan. Ileir
ships were constandy at sea: aR commerce was'interrupted;

with their 14M galleys -for so, numerous were they - they
exercised a complete sovereiýrnty over aU the couts of the
biediterranean. They formed themselves into a kind of
Commonwealth, selected maetrates and officers, who, ap»

pointed èach fleet its respective station and object, and
bqijt, w$tçh-towers, amnals, and magazines., Iley depended
chiedy on Çilicia for:the necessary supplies for their fieeu.
Embolde4ed by their success, and by the occupation afforded
f» tbe RoMns by Mithridates, they ravaged the whole line

lummomowo@M ý ýý on mmumam- 0
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qof ýthe ludion Sut- sacked the towm md temples, hm whieh
they expected a Smfidemble booty ; phMjeiýd- the tomb.
try mate un the sea-shore carried cd the tg for
,4aves - blocked up *il the po!u of the r"ubý ventured à&
far es the entrance of die libert) sank part of the Ptemm

-fleet at Ostia, and even thrixtened ftom itsdf5 whieh they
more than once deprived of its oréfinary and neSwary su&

sistence. 2e scarcity of ro Istons wasq :ýmdiW, âot con-
fined to , bý«t n 0 vesi venturing to sea, in the Mediter-

rànean without beine ---tucc-uàb it exkended te those parts-of
.Asia and 1 Africa 'whichm* on that ma. Théir inveteracy,

however, was prlnffldly directed against the Roman com-
merce, and the Romans themselves. 11- lf any of their cap-

tiyes dSlared himself to be a Roman> they threw themselves
in derision at his fee4 begging his ardon, and implormr

his protection ; but after they had- insolently sported with t"
prisoner, they ofien dressed him in a toga, and then, «#Éino

out a ship"s» ladder, desired him to, return ho«neý and iàÎhe
him, a r joumey. If he.refiued to leap into the sea, they

threw im overboard, 4" th&t they would not 4y any
means keep a fiuýe-born Roman in captiv4 1"

-In order to, root out this dreadful eýiIb Gabinius, the tzlibune
of the people, proposed a law, to, fbrin, what he called, the
proconsulate J the seas. IMis law, though vigomus1y op-

posed at first, eventually was carried. The person to whom.
this new office was to be entrusted, was te, have mmitime
power, without control or restriction, over all the seas, from,
the Pillars of Hercules to the Thracian, Bosphorus, and the

countries le'neg on these seas, for fifty miles inland: he was to,
be empower to, mise as many setimen and troops as he

deemednecess and to take, out of the public IIý . money
sufficienti yt e expence ofpayitigtlieini equï ppmg tue ships,

and executing the objects of the law. ne proêonsulate of the
the seas was to, be vested in the siune persoù for three years.

As Gabkius was the known friend of Pompey, all Pompeys
enemies strenuously oppoied this lawe as "idently intended
to confer authority on him; but the peôple not only passed i4
but granted Pompey, who was chosen tu fill the ýÈce, even
more than Gabinius had desired, fbi- they allowed him. to,
equip 500 ships, to, raise 120,Mo foo4 ànd to select out of
the senate twenty senators tu àct as bis lieutenants.

As soon as Pompey was veqted with the authority conferred by
this law, he put to, sea; and, by his prudent and wise mbasures>
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not- less than by his activity and vigour, within four months

(ilistead of -the three years -which, were ý allowed him) he
freed the , seas from. -pirateI4 havi»r .fleet'ïn an

1 ement near the coust of Cilicia, 'and taken or sunk
eaIry IOW vessels, and made himself master of 120 places

on the coast, which they had fortified: in the whole. of this
expedition he did not lose a single ship. In- order effectually
to prevent the pirates fiom, resuming their depredations, he sent
theàir to eoD le some deserted chies of Cilicià.

tnuigut have been supposgýd that as the Romans had suffered
so much frpm, the pirates, and as Rome itself was dependent

for subsistence on' floreign supplies, of corn, wbich could not be
rýegularIy obtaified. while the pirates were masters of the seas,

they woulct have e directed their attention more than they
did to maritime affairs and commerce, especially after the
experience-they had had of the public calamities. hich lit

thus be averted. Ilis, however, was not the case, even
the wst the 'pirates, which was so successfully termi.
natewabry Mompey; for Pompeys son, who opposed the triuiù.
virate, by Ieaguing *ith the pirates, (of what nation we are not
informed,) repeatedly, during his warfare, reduced the city of
Rome to, great straits for want of corn.

As the operations by sea which be carried on, in-eonjuneti*on
withthepirates, arethelastrecorded inhistorybymeausof which
Rome was réduced to such straits, and as this repeated prSf of
the absolute necessity of rendering ber - independent of any
maritime power for supplies of corn, seems to have been the chid

indutement, with Augustas to establish regular and powerfid corn
fleets, we shall notice them in this place, though rather posterior

to -the period of Roman history at which we have arrived..
The younger PoIn . t would appear, was sensible that

his * fathers fame and fortune had been first establisked by his
success at sea: thirî induced him. to apply himself to mari-

time affàirs,, and, when he resolved to oppose the triumvirate,
to trust principally to his experience and force by sea, t& oblige

théni to comply with his ternis. Accordingly, he built several
:sjàips, some of which are said to have been covered with leather:

lae assSiated, himself with all the pirates he could meet with;
and, when sufficiently powerfiil, he took possession of Sardinia,
Sicil and Corcyra, made himself master of the whole

Mediterranean sea, and intercepted all the convoys which
were carrymg provisions and other ' necessaries to Rome.

The occupation of Sicily enabled b im to prevent any corn
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from, being shipped from. that island, and to intercépt all that
came from the eastern ports of the Mediterranean. His--pos-
session of Sardinia and Co' enabled him to intercept all

that came from the west, while'he çaptured all that came frSn
Africa by bis squadrons, which were constantly cru'Lsm*g.in

that direction.
It may easily be rimagined, that when Rome was'deprived of

her supplies c7f corn from Sicily, Africa, and the Euxin4 she
coàld not 1 n subsist, without beiýq threatened with &mi'ne:
this was acotuàly the case., the inhabitants were near starving,
and - it becam. ' e necessary for the triumvirate to relieve them,
either by ço'nquE,ýripiz Pompey, or coming to terms with him.
But Rome alone dd not suffer : the rest, of Italy was also
deprived, in a kreat measure, of provisions, and its -coasts
insulted and plundered. Octavianus, one of the triumviràte,

at first resolved, with the advice of Anthony, to riuise a naval
force, and oppose Pompey; but when he attempted to lay a
tax on the inhabitants of Rome and the rest of Italy, though
it. was to prevent them from starving, they resisted it with so
much violence and determination, tbat he was obliged io aban--

don the, measure.
As, however, the famine still continued, the triu mvirate

aigreed to come to an accommodation with Poýnpey: the prin-,
cipal terms were, that the latter should retain possession of

oQîcily, Sardinia,. &c.; and that he ehould moreover receive
Peloponnesus; -that hé might endeavour to obtàin the consulate;

that the dignity of Pontifêx- Maxiiûus should be granted him;
that he should be paid 70,OM great sesterces out of bis fatherts

confiscated estate; and that such of bis companions as chose
should be allowed to return. On bis part, he promised, that he
would no longer interrupt the Roman trade and *nav4ýafion;
that he would no longer build ships, nor make descent ' s on the

coasts of Italy, nor receive the slaves who fled to him, and that
he would immediatel' send to Rome the corn he had detained,

oblige the Sicilians to pa annually the tribute of corn due to'
Rome by that island, an7clear the seas of all the pirates.

From, these terms it 1 may be seén how dependent Itorne,
even at this period, was on foreig'n supplies of corn, and how

weakshewasatsea. Pompey and the triumvirate seem neither
to. have been sincere in this treaty : the former$' who still
retained the fide of governor of the maritime coasts, had

derived too great advantage from bis superiority at sea, and
bis connection* witli the pirates, easily to reilinquish eidier;

N 4
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*Meý on* -tte other * bahd, the triumvirate could not re &Rrêt
themselvçs as masters, of the republic, ào long as Pompeylà

it'm hi wér to sta:rve the cîty of Rème. They, thérefbý soon
rd which PoÉ-ipey èaüsed hi-s ôld- diips to beq='d ed; Upo1ý

refitted, and ne'w', ones to be bâilt; and, when he bad got
a suffioiený force, hfi ag-ain blocked up the ports of Ital' and

reduSd the îrffilbitoits of the capital to the utmon ýiýiss0 i . . C 1 ) 1ý.
for waW ôf provisions. Octavianus, (AugUstus. Sý, ito

whom the protection of Italy was assigned, had neither the
dt - - to oppose Pompey, who, probably, would

cour nor the mean
speéd yha"ve forced, the triumvira-te, to grant him conditions still
more fâvôurable than the former ones, bad it not been for the

àéfeCt»nýn of one of his'admirals. Ashewuànoilcerofg'reat
vidéur and exi perience in maritime a&irs, and carried over
with him the-numerous fleet which he commanded, Augùstus
was emboldened and rendered better able to, cope with Pôm*!e

_.by sea. The latter, rather enraged than intimidated by thii
defection, sent anôther of bis admirals, who had ý1ways been
jealous of the one 'who bad gone over to Au itusý , with a

humerous fleet, to r"ïe the coasts of ltïdy. bis return,
he fell in with a fleet à Augugtus, on board of which was bis

rivaL An obsùmte battle en'sued: at first Pompeys fleet
was worsted; but in the. issue it was victorious, and the grenter

number of Augustus' ships werie sunk, captured, or driven on
shore. As so'on as A. learnt the i'sue of this baffle, he

resolved, ýo ma from arentum, where he thei was, pass the
straits of Messina, and reinforce the shattered remains of bis

squadron; but, whilé he was in the -straits, bis ships were
attacked by Pompey hi m'self, and mSt of them sunk or dashed

to pieces: vith great difficulty he escaped. lie ww now mi a
dreadful situation; without shipsý or money; while the inha-
bitants of Rome were on the ùit 'f i * against b is

authority, for want of com. In ris extrein1klye applied to,
Authony, who immediate1ý, came to bis nid with 300 sail of

ships. As Anthony needed land-forces, which, under the
present circuwstancesý wiere of iin use to Augustus, they

agreed to an intexchange é. Augustus gave Anthony two levions;
and Anthony's on bis pârt, là with Augustus 100 arm' à gal-
leys. In -addition to tËese,- Ortaviâ obtained fi-om ber husband
twenty Émall ships, àsà reinfoicemeni to ber brother.

Auguýtusýb thôugh.nô* superior in naval force to, Pompeyi
(for his ships werë inore numerous, as well as lairger and
stroriger, théugh not so light and expeditious, nor so well
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manned,) *as not WiMing t1o expose himSff any more to the
hazards of a sea-fioht: he 1ffierdore appémted Aeppa cm.

mandér-iii-chief of bis nitvyl, with diiettlons to émise of
Mylee, a city on the northéYn Sut of Sicïlyg where Pompey
hed assembled dl bis 'naval forces. As the possessioù éf this

impeitemt island *ms absolutely necessary te the reductioù of
PoinMys powei, 'and the relief and supply of the city'of

Rome, Augneu!94 ý Lepidus, and anotber general were to invade
it in three different places, while Agrippa wu watching Pom-

pey's fleet. The ihole of Augustus2s ex ifloiis sailed from
differeùt ports of Italy at the same -time; rut they-hàd scarcely

nut to sea, when à violent storm. arose, in whiéh a great num-
Ur of bis ships perished. On'this occasion Augustus bebaved
,with great presence of mind'and iudement: fi-s first o1ýect
and care was to send MScenas to R;Mè' vent the disturhý-

ances which the ffitelligence of * this disaster mig4t occasion
there: Méecenâs suéceAâ in bis miss-ion completely. In the

meantime Augùstus w-ent mi person to the several ports, into
which bis ships had escaped, from the stôrm, encouraged and
rewarded the workmen, and sSn got bis fleet refitted and
ready for sea. In bis second attemptto invade Sicily, which
he put in execution as soon as bis fleet was repaired, be was
more successful than in bis first; and Agrippa considerably

weakenexl Pompey's naval forces, by defeatin- of bis ad.
mirals, from whom he captured thirty gailleys. - ý Pompey

was still so fbrmidable at sea; at lea st to t e fearis of Au tus,
that, when he appeared unexpectedly on the coastof &3icF-YV =h

bis fleet, the latter was completel, intimidated: apprebendi
that Pompey would land and a= bis ca!np, he deserted itanl

went on board his fleet. Pompey, howèver, Who -always prei-
ferred-naval enterprizes,, attacked the fleet put it to

« ht àt
the first onset, captured morst of the ships, and buý Insunk
the remainder. Augustus with - difficulty escaped in a boat;
but, instead of returning to bis camp, in Sicily, he-fled-to Italy,
attended only by one« domestic.

As won as be recovered from. bis alarm, he, in coTýunction
with Lepidus) deterrnined to attack Messinaý in which place

Pornpey bad deposited all bis stores, provisionse and treasure.
Ile city accordffilzly was tlosely investedý both by sea and

land. Pompey, iný this emergency, cha1lenjrd-A7ù-ýý1SAG__
decide the war bý a sea-fight, with 300 ships on each side.
Augustus acceding to this proposal, both fleets were drawn
up* in line of battle, between MylS a»nd Nauloces; the land

to the Time gorPtolemy the Geographer.
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forces having agreed to suspend hostifities, and wait the
event of the enuacement. Agrî 0 who commanded'Au-

-gustus"s flee4 fýuÎht with great Piai4very, and was as bravely
opposed by Pompey; their respective officers; and men emu-

lated their example. ]P4or a considerable time, the event
was doAxful; bu4 at last, Pompey's fleet was defeated : only

seventeen of bis vessels escaped, the rest- were taken or
burnt. This victo Agrippa obtained at an easy rate, not

more thgn three ofIs sfiips being sunk or destroyed. Au-
Mustus, who, according to all accounts, bebaved in a most

cowardly manner during the battle, was so fully sensible of
the obligations he Vras under to Agrippa, that he immediately

honoured him, with a blue standaiýd and &rostral crown, that
is, a crown, the flower-work of which represented the beaks
of galleys, and afterwards, when he became emperor, he
raised him, by rank and bonours, above ali bis other subjects.

Accordinff to - Livy, and some other authors, , the rostral
crown ýaâ never been given in any precedi wars, norwas it

afterwards bestowed; but Pliny is of a Uerent opinion,
he says that it was given to M. Varro, in the -war against the
pirates, by Pompey.

1 After this signal -and decisive defeat of bis fleet, Pompey
fled froin Sicily to Asia, where he attempted to raise dis-;"'ýý
turbances; ' but he was deféated,. taken prisoner, and put to
death.

We must now look back to the naval and commercial bis-
tory of Rome, immediately after the defeat of the pirates by

Pompey the Great. The immediate conse uence of bis
success against tfiem was the revival o le among the

peeplewho, inhabited the coasts of the Mediterranean; but
the Romans, intent on their plans of conquest, or enizaaed in
civil wars, bad little share in it The very nature ané è'ýx:,ten4
however, of their- conquests, by making them masters of

countries which were either commercial, or which afforded
articles of luxury, gradually led them to become more
commercial. Hitherto, their 'conquests and their alliances

had been 'confined almost entirely to the nations on the
Mediterranean, or výithin a short distance of that sea : but
julius CSsar -directed bis ambition- to another district of the

world; and Gaul was added to the Roman dominions.
Transalpine Gaul comprehended Flanders, Holland, Swit-

zerland, and part of Germany, as _.well as France, Its
situation, having the ocean to the north and west, and the
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Mediterranean.8ea'to the south, was particularly.favourable
to comm«ce; and though, when CSsar conquered it, its

inhabitants in general were veryiknorant and uncivilized, yet
we hàve , bis express authority, that the knowledge th

possessed offoreign countries, and commodities from ab=,,
made them, abound in all sorts of provisions. ' About 100
years before the Christian era, the Romans, under.pretence
of assistnf the people of Marseilles, carried their arms into

Gaul, an con uered the district to the south of the Rhine.
This part o? Gaul, long before the Romans invaded it,,

was celèbrated for i's commerce, which was carried on very
extensivelz at the port of Marseilles. We have already

mentic that this citý was feunded, or, at least, greatly
increased by the Greeks. As the colonies could not, froin
the narrow boundaries of their territory, and the barrenness
of the soil, support themselves by their own industr

they applie 
y on land,

1 themselves to the sea: . at first, as :hshermen ;
then, .as -PiFàws ; and afterw rds, as merchants. For forty
years they are said to have been the maçt warlike, as well as
the most commercial people who frequented the Mediten-a-
nean, and were celebrated for the excellent construction and

equipment,- both of their merchant ships, and their ships of
war. Their maritime laws and institutions were nearly as
much celebrated and-respected as those of the Rhodians.

Ile wealth which die inhabitants of Marseilles had acquired
by commerceý and which was. contained or displayed in

their fleets, amenais, and magazines, and in their public build-
ings, drew upon them the - envy of their more savage and
poorer neighbours; and it is probable they would have fallen
a prey to theur more warlike habits, had they not formed an
alliance with the Romans, 'who sent an army to their
assistance. Ile commander of this army, after deféating
their enemies, granted them. all the harbourse and the whole
sea-coast, between their city and the confines of Italy; and

thus at once secured their saflety and extended their territory.
A short time afterwards, Marius conferred, on theni
another benefit, not inferior in importance and utility.-

While lie was waiting for the Cimbri in Transalpin e Gaul,
he was under great difficulty to procure provisions up the
Rhone, in consequence of the mouth of the river being

obstructed with sand-banks. To remedy this inconvenience,
he undertook a great and laborious work, which, from him,
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wu Wled Fom M*riiin: this wu a large -canal, beoinning
nt his camp, near Arles, and carried on to the net, whieh wu

fed with water fmm the Rhone; through this eanal, the
largest transporta could pass. After his victory over the
Cimbrians, Marius gave this canal to the people of Mmellles,

in retam for the Il rt and xuppliesi they had aSrded
0 M Au there was no peau

him in hi& war against m. - ge into the
interior cd this part of Gaul, except eitber through ibe Rhone

or this canal, the Marseillianq., who'were now mutera of
lx)th, enriched themselves considembly, Partly by the traffic

they carried on, and partly b the duees they levied on
ali gonds whicli were sent up le canal and the river. In
the civil war hetween Pompey and C&nar, th took part

,%vith the former, wha, in return, gave them alleie territory
(in the western bank of the Rhone. Cmmr, exasperated nt

their hostifity towards him, and nt their iiiqmtitude (for he,
on the conquest of Gaul, hiut enlarged thefr territoriens and

augmented iheir revenues), blocked up their port by am and
land, and sSn obliged them to surrender. He stripped
their arsenals of arms, mid obliged them to deliver up all their
ships, as well as deprived thein of the colonies and towns
that were under their dominion.
Ile Marseillians, in the pursuit of commerce, made several

voyages to, distants and$ till then, unknown parts of the world :
of these, the vovaire-of Pytheas, the extent, direction, and
disenveries of wÉiâ we bave already investigated, was the
niost remarkable and celebrated. Euthymenes, another

Marseillimi navigator, is said to have advanèed to, the south,
beyond the line; but little credit seems due to the very im-
rzfect' accounts which we possess of his y age. IMe

arseillians also planted several colonies on Ie- coasts of
Gaul, Italy, atid Spain, viz. NicSa, Antipolis (Antibes,)

Telo Martius Toulon,) &C.
Arelils (Aries) was also, a place of some trade, qntl

celebrated for ita manufactures, espectall its embroidery,
and its curious and rith works in lid = silver. It was at
this place thitt CSb-ar büll Ili the sl-fort period of thirty days,
the twelve gallevs which the used in blocking U the port of'

'Marqea*Ues; and Se manned them with its inliatitânts ; - a

-4ironf, as Huet obsen-es, that thev were well versed iii mari-
time affitirs at this time.

Nétrbo Marcius (Narbonne) was founded by Marius : it
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Solon b«me, gw£,grding to [Stmbo, and Diodorus Siculus, a
place of very great trade. ne 0 British tin, besides other
articles, was brought by Imd-mriitse throu h the centre of

Gaul, and exported, -either froin it or =î1les, to the
different cotintries on ihe Mediterranean. It deriveil great
importance and weaith, from. its being a convenient place of

rest and refretthnient fùr the Roman troops, as they passed
from the Pyrennees to the Alps, or from the Alps to the

Pyrenne«. Its harbour was crowded with ships from Africa,
Spain, Italy, &c.; but, in the latter. ages of the Roman
Empire, it fell into deýaY, Principally in consequence of the
course of the river beinir changed, so that it no longer ran
through it. The 'Romà"ns endeavoured to supply this mis-
fortune, by cuttm*îr a çanal to the sea, the traces and remains
of which are atill%»'V'isible.

Lugdunum (Lvons), at the confluence of the Rhone and
Arar, was foundýd by Manucius Plancus, after the death of
Julius CSw. In the time of Aupstus, according to, Strabo,

it had increased so much, by meàn's of its commerce, that it
was not inferior to an ' y city -in Gaul, except Narbonne.

Indeed, not long after the entire conquest or Gaul b the
Romans, the advantages which that country might erive,
with respect to fqoreiqn commerce, and internal trade, b its

rivers, seem. to have been fully and clearly understood. Ue
head of the Saone being near to that of the Moselle and the
Seine, merchandize was easily conveyed by land from one of
these rivers to the other. The' Rhone also received many goods

by means of the rivers which joined it, which were éonvÇýed,
not onl to the Saone, but also to the Loire, in carriages, he
Seine 1rough up goods alinost as far &% thé Moselle, from

which they were conveyed to the Rhine. In the fouith year of
Nero's reign, the commander of the Roman army *in Gaul

joined the Saone and the Moselle by a canal ; and -though
these canals were enerally made by the Romans, for pur-

poses connected wiÎ the army, yet they were soon applied
to, commerce. The merchandize of the Saone was brought

by land carriage to the Seine, and by it conveyed to the
ocemq and thence to Britain. There seems to have been

regular and established companies of watermen. on tliese rivers,
whose business it was to convey goods on them: an ancient

inscription at Lyons mentions Tauricius of Vannes, as the
general overseer of the Gallic trade, the patron or bead of the
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watermen on the'Seirie and Loiiýt and the regulator 'of
weights, measures, and carriages ; and other ancient in-

scriptions state, that the government of the watermen who
navigated the Rhone and the Saone,'was often bestowed on
Roman kniets.

Besideg the ports on the Mediterranean, or on the rivers
which flow into that sea, the Gauls in CSsaes tim% or shordy
afterwards, seem to have had several ports on the ocean.
CSur reckons the present Nantz, though at some distance
from the sea, as Ïnhabited by people who were skilled in

maritime affairs; and he expressly informs us, tbat he bult
his'ships ak a port at the mouth of the Seine, when he was

réparing to invade Britain. In bis wars àgainst the Vanni
e brought ships from. the present provinces of

and Yoitou, wbich we may thence conclude were inbabited
by people skilled in maritime affairs. In later fimé î4 there
was a marsh filled with sea-water, not far from. Bourdeaux,
which made that city a convenient port, and a place of con-
siderable commerce. Strabo mentions a town of some com-
merce, situated -on* the Loire, which he represents as equal
in- size to Narbonne and Marseilles; but what town that, was
bas not been ascertained.

The most powerful and commercial, howéver, of ali the
tribes of Gaul, that inhabited the coasts near the ocean, in
the time of CSsar, were the Vanni. Ilese people éarned on
an extensive and lucrative trade with' Britain, which was
in . terrupted. by the sucqss of CSsar, (ýyho obliged them, as
well -as the other tribes of Gaul, to ve him. hostages'.) 'and
which they apprehended was likely to,ý1 still further injured by
his threatened invasion of Britain ; in ord'er to prevent' this,
as well as to liberate the* selves, they revolted ýgaînst. the
Romans. As CSsar was sensible that it would be imprudent
and unsafe to attenipt the invasion 'of Britain, so long as the

were unsubdued and powerful at sea, he directed bis
thoughts and his- endeavours to build and enuip such a fleet
as would enable him successfully to cope witrthem. on their

own elemeiit. In buildih% bis ships, he followed the môdel
of those of bis enemies, w ich were large, flat-bottomed, and
high in the head and stem: they were strong-built, and had

leathern sails, and anchors with iron chains. They had *a
numerous squadron of such vessels, which the employed

chiefly in their trade with Britain: they seem 2so to have



derived -considérable revenue from the tribute which they
levied on all who navigated the adjacent sease and to bave
possessed many porti on the coast. Besides their own fleet,

who were their-allies, sent ships to their assist nce;
so that their united force amounted to 220 s ' ail, well equipped,
and manned by bold and expert seamen.

To oppose this fbrmidable fleet, CSsar ordered ships to be
built on the Loire, and the riv'ers running into it, exactly, as

we'have just stated, after the modél of the ships of the Vanni ;
for he was informed, or learnt by expérience, thât the veswJs

which were used in the Méditerranean were not fit for navi-
eatinz and fiqbting on the océan, but that such as were
ýMplýyed on the latter must be built, not only stronger,'but

Rat-bottomed, and -high at the head and ste'M. in order to
withstand the fury of le waves and winds, which was '
in the océan than in. the Mediterranean, and at the »mé time
to sail-up the, rivers, or in very shallow water, and to take
the ground, without injuryor danger.- Not beingable, hôwever,
to build in time a sufficient number of ships in Gaul, after
the model of those of the Van'ni, he - was under thé necessity
of bringing soine from'the south coast of Gaul, and other
parts -,of e- Mediterranean Sea; he also, collected aH the

expenenced pilots he could meet with, who were ac-
quainted, with the coasts, and with the management of
%uch ships, and exercised a sufficient nuinber of men at the
oar, to navigate therh.

These préparations were all indispensably requisite; for in
the battle whîch ensued, the Vanni and their allies fought
their ships with a skill and a valour of which the Romans bad
nôt had any previous example; and they would certainly
have been beaten, if they had not, by means of sharp engines,
cüt the ropes and sails of the hostile fleet, and thus rendered
their ships uninanageable: in this state they were easily and

speedfl captured. As the Vanni had on this occasion mus-
ýl eir forces, theîr defeat Put an end to their resLstance,

and removed CSsar's principal obstacle to the invasion -of
Britain.

The motives which induced CSsar to invade Britain can
only be conjecturede if, indeed, any other motive operated on
his mind besides ambition, and the love of conquest and glory;
stimulated. by the hope of subduig a country, which seemed
the limit of the world to the west, and which was in a great

1
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anmure unknown. lie w&oý prôbbýy, aloo incit s
desire to punish the Britons fbr lavinir auisted the Vanni;
and Suetonius adds, thgt he was desu-uuô of hbaftlf
with British Peails, which we"t that time in he rer te.

. Before he undertock this expetion, which, even to amw,
appeared formidable, he resolved to learri all he could re-
specting Britain. For thig purpose, he collecteil the merchants

who tràded thither from all parts of Gaul ; but .they could
afford him no satisfactory infbrmation. The h visited only

the opposite coast of Britain; of the er parts of the
country, of its extent4 its inhabitants,'&c., thev werg
utterly q*pxxraqý. Under these circumstancesý thýrefbre,
he sent one of his officers in a eey, who, àter'being absent

five days, during which however hihad not *entured to land,
,,.reiumid to CSsar, and acquainted Lim with -the little he
.had observed.

Coeur resolved to invade Britain immediately: for thà
purpose, he ordered eiirhty transports to take on board two
legigns; 'and the cavalr to be, embarked in eighteen more,
at a port a few miles ý;. The enterprize was attended with

considerable difficulty, from the opposition of the Britons,
and the lame ships of the Romans not being able to approach
very near the land. It was however successful, and the
Britons sued for and obtained peace.

This they were sSn induced to break, in consequence of
CSsar's fleet being gteatly injured by a àtorm; and the vip-

lence of the wind ràLu*ng' the tide very h, the Roman
sailors, unaccustomed to, any tides except very triflin
ones of the Mediterranean, were still more alarmed =
dispirited. The Britons, after attackinf one of the'legions,
ventured on a still bolder enterprize, or they endeavoured

to, force the Roman camp: in this attempt they were ddeated,
and obliged to, sue for peace. This was granted, and

Ckmw returned to, Gaul. But the Britons not fulfiffing the
conditions- of the peace, CSw again *vaded their country
with 600 ships and twentv-ew*ht galleys; he landed without
opposition, and defeated le Iritons. His fleet again en-
countered a storm., in which forty ships were lost, and the

rest greatly daýaged. In order to, prevent a similar accident,
he drew all his Ships ashore, and enclosed them within the
fortifications Of the camp. After th is he had no further
naval operations. with the Britons.
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It will now be . Prom. to, consider the state of Britain at
the perW -of its invasion by the Romans, with respect to

its. navigation and commerce. It à the Imenerally received0

0 that the Britons, at the time 0 the invasion of
tïz=d by Cesar, had no ships except th6se which he
and other ancient authors, pàrficùlady Solinus and'Lwm

describe. These were made of light and pliant wood, their
ribs seem to have been formed of hurdles, and th were
lined as well as covered (so far as they were at all deck2) 'm'th
leather. IMey had, indeed, masts and safls; the latter and the

ropes were also made of leather; the mils could not be furled,
but, when necessary, were bound to the mast. .1ýý wýere

generally, however, worked with oars, the rowers singing
to the stroke of their oars, sometimes accompanied by musi-
ad instruments. 71ese rude vessels seem. not to have
been the only ones the Britons posessed, but were employed
m3lely for the purpose of sailing to the opposite coasts of Gaut
and of Ireland. They were, indeed, better able to withstmid
the violence of the winds and waves than might be supposed
from the materiais of which they were built. Pliny expressly
states that the -made vovazes of six da 5 them; and in
the life of St. Îjumba, (in ýrhose time . t eey were still used,
the sixth century,) we are informed* of a vessel lined with
leather, which went with cars and sai% sdJing for fourteen
days in a violent storm in safety, and gain h' Ort. Ime

p«sage therefore in these boats across ee IrU Channel,
could not be so dan it Le7 ig gerous as is represented by Solinus.

But notwiùw in the authority of CSsar, Plinyq Solinus,
and Lucan, who mention only these leathern vessels, and that
the poet Avienus, who lived in the fourth century, expressly
,tates, that even in his time the Britons had no ships made
of timber, but only boats covered with leather or hides; there
:are circumstances whieh must convince us that they did pos-
,ess larger, strongezý and more powerful ships. CSsar in-
forms us, that the-'Britons often assisted the ý Gauls, both by

land and sea; and we have seen- that they sent assistance to
the Vann4 in their sea-fýght against GSsar; but it is not to
be supposed that their leathern boats, smaH and weak as they

were, could have been of any material advantage m an enguge-
imnt with the Roman ships. Besides, the Britons,
habited the coast opposite to Gaul, carried on, as we have
remarked, a considerable and regular trade with the Vanni ;

it is, therefore, reasonable te presume, that they would leam
0
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&oïn, this tribe, the art of building ships like theirs, which
were go well fitted for these seas, as well as for war, that
Ciesar - built vessels after their model, when he formed the

determination of opposing them by sea.
The Britons, however, certainly did not themselves engýge

much in the traffic with Gaul, and therefore could not require
many vessels of either description for this purpose. From

the earliest period, of which, we have any record, till long
after the invasionby CSsar, the commodities of Britain seem
to, have been exéorted by foreign ships, ,and the commodities
given in exchange brought by these.

In our account of fÉé commerce of the PhSnicians, their
tra& to, Britain for 'tin hasbeendescribea. Plinj bis

chapter on inventions and discovenese states that is metal
was first*brouaht from the Cassiterides by Midacritus,, but at
what period, or of what nation he was, he does no ' t inform us.

I-lis trade was so lucrative, that a participation in it was
eagerly sought by all the commercial nations of the Mediter-
ranean, antÏeven by the- Romans, who, as we have seen, were

not at this period, much given to commerce. This is evident;
by the -well known fact, of one of their vessels endeavouring
to follow the course of a PhSnician, or Carthaginian vessel,
in her voyage to, Britain. The Greeks of Marseilles, accord-
ing to Polybius, first followed, successfully, the course of the

PhSnicians, and, about 200 years hefore Christ, began to,
share with them in the tin trade. Whether, at this period,

they procured it exclusively by direct trade with Britain, is not
known; but afterwards, as we have already meutioned, Mar-
seilles became one of the principal depôts for this metal, which
was conveyed to it through Gaul, and exported thence by
s

If we may believe Strabo, the Romans bad visited Britain
before ' it was invaded by CSsar, as he expressly mentions that
Publius Crassus made a voyage thither: if he means P.

Crassus the younger, he wasone of CSsar-*s lieutenants in
Gaul; and, as lie was stationed in the district of the Vanni,

it is not in-rprobablé that he passed ftom thence into Britain
or he may have been sent by CSsar, at the same time that
Volusenus was sent, and for the same purpose.

However this may be, there was no regular intercourse be-
tween Britain and Rome till some time after CSsar's invasion;

in the time of Tiberius, howéver, and probably earlier, the
commerce of Britain was considerable. Strabo, who died at
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the beginning of that emperor's reign, inforins us, that corn,
cattle, gold, silver, tin, lead, hides, and douw, were the com-

modities furnished by the Britons. The tin and lead, he adds,
came froin the Cassiterides. According to, Camden, 800 ves-
sels, laden with corn, were freighted annually to, the continent
but this assertion rests on very doubtful, authority, and çan
not be credited if it applies to Britain, even -very long after
the Roman 'Conquest, Though- Strabo expressly- mandons
gold and silver among the exportsq yet CSsar takes notice of
neither; and Cicero, in his epistles, writi to his friend, re-
specting Britain, states, on the authority of hi' brothere who

was there, that there were neither of these metals *»in the
island. The dogs of Britain formed a very considerable and
valuàble article Pf export; thev seem to bave been known at
Rome even before CSsar's. expédition : the Romans employed
them in hunting, and the Gauls in hunting and in their wars:
they were of différent, species. - Bears were also exported for

the amphitheatres-; but their exportation was not frequent till
after the age of Augustus. Bridle ornaments, chains, amber,
and glus ware, are enumerated by Strabo amon the exports

from. Britain; but,. accérding to other authors, Ly were im-
ported- into it. Baskets, toys made of bone, and oyster.% were

certainly among the exports ; and, according to Solinus, -gates, or jet, of which Britain supplied reat deal of 5re
best kind. Chalk was also, according to 4=4 -aù article

of export: there seems to have been British merchants whose
sole employment was the exportation of this commodity, as
appears by an ancient inscription found in Zealand, and

quoted- by Whitaker, in his history of Manchester. This
article was employed as a manure on the marshy land border-
ing on the Rhine. Pliny remarks that its effect on the land

continued eighty years. The principal articles imported into
Britain were copper and brass, and utensils made of these

metals, earthen ware, salt, &c. The traffic was carried on
pardy by means of barter, and paril by pieces of brass and

iron, unshaped, unstamped, and =by weï ht The duties
paid in Gaul, on the imports and exports of %ritain, formed,
according to Strabo, the only tribute exacted fi-om the latter
country by the Romans in his time.

Of that part of Europe which lies to, the north of Gaul, the
Romans, at the period of which we are treating, knew little or
nothine, thou h some indirect traffic was carried on with Ger-

many.%'j The Ïeathers of the German geese were preferred to all
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ethers dt Rome; and ainber formed a most important article of
treSc. Tis ý was found in "t abundance on the Baltic

shom of Germany : at first, it seems to have been carried the
whole length of the continent, to the Veneti4 who forwàrded
it to Rmne. Afterwards, in consequence of the great d«und
for it th«e, and its high price, the Romans sent people. ex-

prèssly to, purchase it in the north of Germany: and their
lind journies, in search of this article, first made them ac-
UaIn with the naval powers of the Baltic, Ie'lgsti4 a
rin ýn tribe, who inhabited the amber country, gathered,

and sold it tý the Roman tradersý and were astonished at the
price they received for it. In Neros time it was in such hi h
reques4 that that emperor resolved to send Jùlianusý a kZitp
to procure it for ý him in large quantities: accordmgly, a kind
of embassy was formed, at the head of which he was placed.
He -set out from Camuntum, a fortress on the banks -of thé
Danube, and after travelling, accordin to Plinyq 600 milesý
arrived at the amber cout. Ilere he Lugh4 or received as
a presen4 for the amýperor, 1 390W pSnds weigh4 amon which
was one piece that weighed thirteen pounds. The W17ýe Of
this immense quantity served for the decoration of one day,
on which Nero gave an entertairment of ladiators. In the
time of Ileodorie, Idn of the Goths, ge Estâ sent that
monarch a kqge tiii of amber, as the most likely ut
by means of wi=ey could obtain his alliance. Weyv"im.

formed the ambassadors, whom he sent with a letter acknow.
ledÉintz this-preser,4 that they were ignorant whence the amber

cameq but that it wu thrown upon their coast by the se,4 a
fitet whieh exactly agrees with what occurs at present.

Whether the Estii, with whom the Romans carried on this
trafý were a maritime nafion, we are not informed ; but there

was another nation or tribe of Germans on the Baltie, of whose,
maritime character some notices are given. 71Sse were the
Sitones, who, according to Tacitus, bad powerful fleets ; their

shis were built. with two prows, so as to steer at both ends,,
iJ prevent the necessitY of Putting about; their oars were

not fWed, like those of the bfediterýanean vessels, but loose,
so that they cogId easil and quickly be shifted: they used
no sails. The people of ï4robane (Ceylon) -the Byzantines,
and, on sSne occasions, the Romans also, employed vessels,
like those of the Sitones, which could be steered at both
ends.

One of the most considerable revolutions in the maritime
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and commercial affairs of Renies wu brSght --about by the
beWe of Actium. The fleet of Anthon wu conqxxeed chiefly
of ships -belonginir to the Egyp6iml% ýyriazm4 and other na-
tions of the eas4 and amunted, according to soïne, acSunts,
to 2oo iail, whereas the fleet of Auimstus consisted of 4oo
sail. Other authors estimate them Tàerently; but all agret
thât the ships of Anthony were much larger, stro and
loftier, than those of Casar : they were conm ueryy more

unwieldy. We bave the express testimSy of Piutarch, that
it was principally this victory which convinced Camu of the
advantages and extraordinary use of the Liburnian ships; for

though they bad been employed before this time in the Roman
-fleet, yet they had never been so, serviceable mi any previous
battle. Augustus;s therefore, as well as most of the succeed-

ing emperors -of Romes scarcely built any other ships but those
according to the làburnian model.

One of the fSst. objects of Auffustus, after he had ob-
L_ oommand of tbe sea:

tained-the empires was to secure t e
he made use of the sbips; which he had captured &oïn

Anthony to. keep the people of Gaul in suWection; -and
he cle&ed the Mèditerranean of the pirates which inksted it

and obstructed commerce, He -formed two fleetà4 One at
Ravenna, and the other at Misenum; the former to command
the eastern, the latter the western division of the Mediter-
ranean: each of these had its own proper cotnmanderÉ, and
to each was attached a body of several thousand, *uwiners.

Ravenna§ situated on the Adriaficq about ten or twelve Mil« froin
the most southern of the seven mouths ofthe Poe was not a place
of much consequence till the age of AUOUStus - that emperor,

observi ir its advantaMq formed at e distance of about
t1hffreee ;ýUes f rom the ôld town and nearet the sea, a capa-

cious harbour, capable of 2.50 ships of war. The
establishment was on, a luge and complete scale, consist-
iný of arsenals, magazines, barrackss and bouses for the ship-
carpenters, &c.: the principal canal, which was aiso formed
by Augustus, and took its name from him, carried the

waters of the river th o h the iniddle of Ravenna to the
entrance of the harbour1r. u%"he city was re-dered still stronger
by art than nature bad fonned it. As early as the -:fifth or
sixth centuries of the Christian era the port was converted, by
the retreat of the sea, into dry ground, aiid a grove of pines

grew where the Roman.fleet had anchored.
Besides the principal ports of Ravenna and Misenum,

cHAP. ni. ta the Time qf Ptolemy the Geographer.
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Augusttu stationed a . Very considerable 'force at Frejus, on
the coast of Provence, forty ships in the Euxine, with 3000
soldiers; a fleet to preserve thé communicafion between Gaul
and Britain, another near Alexandria, and a greit number of

smaller vessels on the Rhine and the Danube. As soon as the
Romans had constant and regular fleets, instead of the le Ïon-

ary soldiers, who used to fight at sea as well as ut rand,
a separate band of soldiers were raised for the sea service,

who were calléd Classumii; but this service was reckoned less
honourable tban that of the legion'ary soldiers.

The period at which we are arrived seems a proper one
to, take a general view of the commerce of the Roman empire;

though, hi order to, render this view more complete, it will
be necessarý k* many instances to anticipate the transactions

postenor to the reign of Atigustus. Wé shâll, therdore, in
the first place, ive a statement of the extent of the Roman
empire when it %ad reached its utmost limits; secondly, an
account of its roads and communicgtions by land; and,'Iastly,,
an abstract of the principal imports into it, and the laws and
finances, so far as they respect its commerce.

1. The empire, at the death of Augustus, was bounded on the
west by the Atlantic ocean, on the north by the Rhine and the
Danubeý on the east by the Euphrates, and on the south by the

deserts of Arabia and Africa. 'ne only addition which it re-
ceived during the first century was the-province of Britain: with
this addition it remained till the reiir of Tfaian. That emperor

conquered Dacea, and added it to t e empire: he also achieved
several conqýests in the east but these were resi d by

successor Adrian. At th is period, therefbreý -the omanem-
pire may be considerçd 'as having attained its utmost limits.
It is impossible to ascertain the number of people that were
containedwithinthesélimits. In the time of Claudius the Roman
citizens werenumbered; theyamounted to 6ý9459000: if to
these be added the usual proportion of women and children, -
the numberwill be encreased to about 20,000,000. If r
fore, we calculate, as we may fairly do, that there were twice
as many prOvincials- as there were citizens with their wives
and children, and that the slaves were at least equal in number
to the provincials, the total population of the Roman empiie

will amount'to 120,,000..,000.
Our ideas of the vastness and wealth of the empire will he

!5till farther encreased, if we regard the cities which it con-
tained, thüuryh it is imposbible to decide in mobt instances the
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éxtént and population ofmany places which were honoured with
the appellation ofcities.. Ancient Italy is said to have contained
1197.9 Gaul 1200, of which many, such as Marseilles, Narbonne,
Lyons, &c. were large and flourishing; Spain 300, Africa 300,

and Asia Proper 500, of which many were very populous.
2. AU these cities were connected with one another and with

Rome itself by means of the publie hiàzhways: these issuin
from the forum, traversed Italy, pervaded the provinces, M
were terminated only by the frontiers of the empire. The great

chain of communication formed by means of them from the
extreme north-west limit of the empire, through Rome to, the
south-east limi4 was mi length nearly 4000 miles. These roads
were formed in the Most substantial manner, and with astonish-
ing labour and expence; they were raised so as to command a
prospect of the adjacent -countrýV; on each side was a row of
large stones for foot passengers. The miles were reckoned from
the gates of the -city and marked on stones: at shorter dis-
tances there were stoues for travellers to rest on, or to, assist

those who wished to mount their horses: there were cross roadi
from the principal roads,, The care and management of all
the roads were entrusted only to - men of the Lighest rank.
Augustus b ' imself -took charge of those near Rome, and

appointed two men of prStorian rank to pave the roads*: at
the distance of five or'six miles houses were built, each of

which was constantly provided with forty liorses; but these
could only be used in the publie service, èXcept by Particular
and express authority. By means of the relays tjiis furnished,
the Romans could travel alonfr their excellent roads 100 miles
a day: 'they bad no public posts. Augustus first introduced
publie couriers among the Romans; but they were employed
only to forwaird the public despatches, or to, convey public intel-
ligence of greùt and urgent ïmportance.

Such was the facililty of communication by land from. all
parts of the empire to, Rome, and - from each part to all the
other parts: nor was the communication of the empire less
free and open by sea than it was by land. Il The provinces
surrounded and enclosed the Mediterranean; and Italy, in the
shape of an immense promontory, advanced into the midst of

that great lake.'-' From Ostia, situated at the mouth of the
Tiýer, only sixteen miles from the capital, a favourable wind

frequently carried vessels in seven 'ays to the straits of Gib-
raltar, and in nine or ten to Alexandri,4 in Egypt.

3. In enumeratinir the principal articles iniported into Ronie,
0
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for the use of its immense and luxurious population, we dW4
necessarily, recapitulate, in some degree, what has already been
stated in givmg an- account of the commerce of the différent

countries which were conquered b the Romans. But this ob-
jection,'we conceive, will be abunyntly counterbaiânced by thi
connected and complete view ivhich we bhaU thus be enabled
to te of the commerce of the Roman empire.

f re, however, we enter on this subject, we shall briefly
consider the ideas entertained by the Romans on the subj«t of

commerce. We have already had occasion incidentally to,
remeirk thet the Romans thought meanly of it, and that their

grand object in all their conquests was the extensio'n of their
territory;. and that. they even nqplected the commercial facilities

and advanýiqes, which they mi t have secured by their con-

uests. This was most decidey, the case during the time of
e republic. Ile statue of Victory, which* was erected in

the port of Ostia, and the medals of the year of Rome 630,,
marked on the reverse with two ships and a victory, prove

that at this period the Roman- fleets that sailed from this port
were chiefly designed for war. 'ne prefects of the fleet were

not employed, nor did they consider it as their duty to attend
to commerce, or to the merchwit shi $, except so far as to

protect them against the pirates. Uthe lôw opinion enter-
tained by the Romans respecting commerce we have the direct
testimony of Cicero: writing to his son on the subject of pro-
fessions, he reprobates and condemfis all retaü trade as mean
and sordid, which can be carried on successfully only by rneans
of lying. Even the merchant, unless he deals very extensively,

he views with contempt; if, however, he imports fi-om every
quarter articles of great value and in great abundance, and
sells them in a fair and equitable manner, his profession is not
muchtobeconteinned;especiallyifafterbav'm madeafortune,
he retires from businessý and spends the rest 0 his lifié k* agri-
cultural pursuits : in this case, he deserves even positive praise.
1%ere is another passage of Cicero, quoted by Dr. Vincent, in

his Périplus, in which the same sentiments are expressed: be
says, 111 Is such a man, who was a merchant and neighbour of
Scipio, greater than Scipio because he is richer ?' Pliny, alsoý
though in his natural history he expatiates in priaise ofagriculture

anda Irrden*a, medicine, painting and statuary, passes overmerc andize ;;4th the sûqple observation that it was invented by
the PhSnicians. In the periplus of the Erythrean sej4 and in
the works of Ptolemy, &c. the names of many merchants and
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mv4;ators occur; but diey &te aU Greek& Even afier the
conquest of F«Ypt, which P** a more connmrcial character

to the Roman manners, habits, and mode of th*-nlà--e-am- than thýy
previously possessed, no Roman was pennitted to engap in

the trade of thai country.
Aithoue however, mercantile pursuits were thus underrated

and despiÏed by the warlike portion of the nation, as well as
by the, hilosophers, yet the er followed b those who

gain as the p*nci;Yobject of life. !7he wealth of
:Zchants became proverbial: immense n of them

followed the armies, and fixed in the provinces subdued or
allied, - the Italici generis homineý, who were a 4 traders,

and monopolizers, such as Jugurtha took in tiu4 or the
ioolooo Mithridates slaughtered in Asia Minor, or tge

merchants killed at Genabum (Orleans).
In the passage quoted from Cicero de Officiis, he expreuly

mentions the merchant who imports; but he- does not onS
allude to exrrtation. Indeed, the commerce of the Romîms,
in the most uxurious period of the empire, was entirely con-

fined to importation, and may, with few exceptions, be desig.
natedas consisting in the expenditure of the immense revenue

they derived-, from their conquests, and the immense fortunes
of individuals, in the necessaries, comforts, and, above all, the
luxuries of the countries which they had conquered.

By far the most extensive and important trade which the
Romans carried on at all periods of their history, was the
conveyance of corn and other provisions to the capital. ne

contquous territory at no time was sufficient to supply Rome
with corn; and, long befom the republic was destroyed, even
Italy waîs inadequate to this purpose. As the population

encreased, and the former corn fields were converted into,
pleasure-itrounds or pasture, the demand for corn was propor.

t . onally encreased, and the supply &om the ne . hbourhood
proportionally diminîshed. But there was anTer circum-
stance which rendered a regular and full supply of corn au
object of prime importance: the influence of the patron de.
pended on his largesses of corn to his clients; and the popu.
larity, and even the reign of an emperor, was not secure,
unless he could insure to the inhabitants this indispensable,
necessary of life. There were several laws respectMi th

e distribution of corn : by one passed in the year f ne
680> five bushels were to be given monthly to each of the
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poorer citizens, and money was to bè advanced annually from
the tre"ury5 sufficient to purchase 800000 busbels of wbeat,
of- three différent qualities and prices. By the Sempronian

JaWý,,this corn was to be sold to the Poor inhabitants at a very
low price; but by the Clodian law it was to be distributed

.91*atis : the granaries in which this corn was kept were called
Horrea Sempronia. 7le number of citizens who received corn

by public distributionq in the time of Auguàtusq amounted to
200,000. Julius CSsar had reduced the number from s2o.ooo to
150,000. It is doubtful whether five bushels were the allowance
of encli individual or of each family; but if Dr. Arbuthnot be
correct in estimating the modius at fourteen pounds, the allow-
ance must have been for each fàmilyý arnounting to one quarter

seven bushels, and one peck per annum.
We have dwelt on these particulars for the purpose of

pointing out 'the extreme importance of a regular and full
supply of corn to, Rome; and this importance is still further
proved by the special appointment of inagistrates to superin-
tend this article. ne prefect, or governor of the market,
was an ancient establishment in the Roman republic; his

duty was to, procure corn: on extraordinary occasions, this
magistrate was created for this express purpose, and the

powers granted him seem to, have been increased in the latter
periods of the republic, and still more, after the republic was
destroyed. Pompey, who held this officeq possessed greater
power and privileges than bis immediate predecessor5 and in
a time of great scarcity. Augusttis, himselfg undertook the
charge of providing the corn: it was at the same time deter-
mined, that for the "future, two men of the rank of prStors

should be annually elected for this purpose.; four were
afterwards appointed. It would seem, however, that even
their appointment became an ordinary and regular thing

-the einperors themselves superin'tended the procuring of
corn, for one of their titles was that of commissary-general of
corn.

Besides this magistrate, whose business was confined to
the buying and importing of corn, there were two Sdiles, first

appointegrby Julius Coesar, whose duty it was to inspect the
public stores of corn and other provisions.

Till the time of Julius CSsar, the foreign corn for the
supply of Rome was iniported into Puteoli, a town of Cam-

pania, betwecii BaiS and Naples, about teverity miles fîýom
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the capital. As this was very inconvenient, ' CSsar formed
the plan of rnakinjZ an artificial, harbour at the mouth of the

Tiber, at Ostia. *»Fhis plan, bowever, was not at this time
carried into execution: Claudius, however, in consequence of
a dreadful famine which raged at Rome, A.D. 42, resolved

to, acconiplish it. He accordingly dtig a spacious basin in
the main land ; the entrance to which was formec] and pro-

tected hy artificial moles, which advanced far into the sea;
there was likewise a little island before the mouth of the

harbour, on which. a liglit-house was built, aller the model of
the Pharos of Alexandria. By the formation of this harbour,
the largest vessel could sectirely ride at anchor, within three
deep and capacious basins, which received the northern
branch of the Tiber, about two miles from the ancient colony
of Ostia.

Into this port corn arrived for the supply of Rome from,
various countries ; immense quantities of whent were furnished
by the island of Sicily. Egypt was another of the granaries
of the capital of the world; according to Josephus, it sup-
plied Rome with corn suflicient for one-third of its whole
consumption: and Augustus established regular corn voy-

ges from Alexandria to the capital. Great quantities were
also imported from Thrace, and from Africa 'Proper. The

ships employed in the corii trade, especially between Egypt
and Rome, were the largest of any in the Mediterranean:

this probably arose from the encouragement 1 en to this
trade by Tiberius, and afterwards increased Z, Claudius.

The former emperor gave a bounty of about fourpence on
every peck of corn imported: and Claudius, during the time
of the famine, made the bounty so great as, at all events, and
in every instance, to secure the importers a certain rate of
profit. He also used all his efforts to persuade the mer-
chants to import it even in winter, taking tipon himself all
the losses, &c. which inight arise froin risking their ships
and cargoes, at a time of the year when it was the
invariable practice of the ancients to, lay the former up.

Whenever an emperor had distinguished himself by,à large
importation of corn, especially, if by this* means a famine
was avoided or removed, medals seem to have been struck

commemorative of the circumstance; thus, on several medals
there is a fi(ruire of a ship, and the words Aliliona Aug. or

Aiig. Many of these were btruck mider Nero, and

d
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Anwiiinus Pius. During the time of the republic, also,
similar medals were struck, with the figure of a prow ôf
a ship, and an inscription s1hewing the object for which
the fleets had been sent.

Having been thus particular in describin the importation
of corn, we shall notice the imports of ler articles in a
more cursory manner. The northern parts of Italy furnished
salt pork, almost sufficient for the whole consumption of
Rome, tapestry, and woollen cloths, wool, and marble; to

convey the latter, there were ships of a peculiar form and
construction; steel, crystal, ice, and cheese.

From Liguria, Rome received wood for building, of a
ýe large size, ship timber, fine and beautiful wood for

b7eý catile, hides, boiey, and coarse wool. Etruria, also,
supplied timber, cheese, wine, and stone; the last was ship.
ped at the ports of Pisa and Luna. Pitch and tar were

sent from Brutium; oil and wine from the country of the
Sabines. Such were the principal imports from the different
parts of Italy.

From Corsica, timber for ship building; from Sardinia, a
little corn and cattle; &om. Sicily, besides corn,-wine, honey,

salt, saffron, cheese, cattle, pigeons, corals, and a species of
emerald. Cloth, but whether linen or cotton is uncertain,

was imported from Malta; honey, from Attica. Lacedemon
supplied green marble, and the dye of the purple shell-fish.

From. the Grecian islands, there were imported Parian -mar-
'ble, the earthenware of Samos, the vermilion of Lemnos, and

other articles, principally of luxury. Thrace supplied salted
tunnies, the produce of the Euxine Sea, besides corn. The
finest wool was imported from Colchis, and also hemp,
flax, pitch, and fine linens: these goods, *as well as articles

brought overland from India, were shipped from the port of
Pliasis. The best cheese used at Rome, was imported froin

Bithynia. Phr. gia supplied. a stone like alabaster, and the
country near Laodicea, wool of excellent quality, some of
which was of a deep black colour. The wine drank at
Rome, was principally the produce of Italy; the best foreign
wine, was imported from. lonia. Woollen goods, dyed with

Tyrian purple, were imported from Miletus, in Caria. An
inferior species of diamond, copper, resin, and sweet oil

were iniported from Cyprus. Cedar, gums, balsam, and
alabaster, were supplied by Syria, Phceniciaý and Palestine.

Glass was imported from Sidon, as well as cmbroidery and
16
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purple dye, and several kinds of fish, ftom Tyre. Tiie
goods that were brought from India, by the route of Palmyra,
were shipped for Rome, from the ports of Syria. Egypt,
besides corn, sup'plied flax, fine linen, ointments, marble,
alabaster, salt, alum, gums, paper, cotton goods, some of
which, as well as of their linens, seem to have been coloured or
printed, glass ware, &c. The honey lotus, the lotus, or nym-

phSa of Egypt, the stalk of which contained a sweet sub-
stance, which was considered as a luxury by the Egyptians,
and used as bread, was sometimes carried to Rome; it was
also used as provision for mariners. Alexandria was the port
from which ali the produce and manufactories of Egypt, as well
as all the ports which passed through this country from India,

were shipped. In consequence of its beconiing the seat of
the Roman government in Egypt, of the protection whicli

it thus received, 'and of its commerce beiniz greatly extended
by the increased wealth and luxury of Rome, its extent and
population were greatly augmented; according to Diodorus
Siculus, in the time of Augustus, from whose reign it became
the greatest emporium of the world, it contained 300,ooo
free people.

That part of Africa which was formerly possessed by the
Carthaginians, besides corn, sent to Rome, boney, drugs,

marble, the eLgs and feathers of the ostrich, ostriches, elephgnts,
and lions; t]Îý last for the amphitheatre. From Mauritaniae
there were exported to the capital, timber of a fine grain and
excellent quality, the exact nature of which is not known
this was sold at an enormous rate, and used princi'ally or
making very large tables.y

Spain supplied Rome with a very great number ançI
variety of articles; from the southern parts of it were ex-
ported corn, wine, oil, honey, wax, pitch, scarlet dye, ver-
milion, salt, salted provisions, wool, &c. From the eastern
part of the noirth of Spain were exported salted provisions,
cordage rnade of the spartum, silver, earthenware, linen,
steel, &c. The Balearic islands exported some wine. Ile
trade of Spain to Rome employed a great number of vessels,
ahnost as many as those whLich were employed in the whole
of the African trade; this was especially the case in the
reigns'of Augffltus and iberius. Even in the time of

Julius C&-..,iw, Spain bad acquired great wealth, principally
by her exports to Rome. The ports from which the greatest
part of-these commodities were shipped, were Cadiz, New
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Carthage, and a port at the mouth of the Bcetis, where, for
the security of the shipping, a light-housé liad been huilt.

Cadiz was deémed the rival of Alexandria in importance,
shipping, and commerce; and so great was the resort of mer-
chants, &c. to, it, that many of them, not being able to build
houses for want of room-on the land, lived entirely upon the
water.

From Gaul, Rome received gold, silver, iron, &c. which were
sent as part of the tribute; also linens; corn, cheese, and salted
pork. Immense flocks of geese travelled by land to Rome. 'Ile

chief ports which sent goods to Rome were Marseilles, Arles,
and Narbonne, on the Mediterranean; and on the Ocean,
Bourdeau, and the port of the Veneti. It appears that

there were a considerable number of Italian or Roman
merchants resident in Gaul, whose princip*al trade it was to
carry the wine made in the soutli of this province,, up the

Rhine, and there barter it for slaves.
From Britain, Rome was supplied with tin, lead, cattle,

hides, ornaments of bone,' vessels made of amber and glass,
pearls, slaves, dogs, bears, & * c. The tin was either shipped
from. the island of Ictis (Isle of Wight), or sent into Gaul:
most of the other articles reached Rome through Gaul. The

principal article brought to Rome was amber.
We now come to, the consideration of the articles *with

which Asia sùpplied Rome; these, as may be easily imagined,
were principally articles of luxury. The murrhine cups,, -of

the nature of which there has been much unsatisfactory dis-
cussion, according to, Pliny, came from. karmania in Parthia;
from. Parthia they came to Egypt, and thence to Rome.
It is probable, however, that they came, in the first
instance, from India, as they are expressly mentioned by
the author of the Périplus of the Erythrean Sea, as brought

down from the capital of Guzera4 to, the port of Baragyza.
These cups were first seen at Rome, in the triumphal

procession of Pompey, when he returned from. the shores
of the Caspian Sea. They sold at enormous prices; and were

employed. at the tables only of the great and wealthy, as cups
for drinking; they were in general of a small size. , One,

which held three pints, sold for nearly 14,0001.; and Nero
gave nearly 59,0001. for another. So highly were they prized,
that, in the conquest of Egypt, Augustus was content té select,
for his own share, out of all the spoils of Alexandria, a single



marrhine cup-* Precious stones and pearls were imported
from Persia and Babylonia; the latter country als o furnished

the wealthy Romans with triclinaria, which was furniture of
some description, but whether uilts,, carpets, or curtains is

not aséertainéd. Persia suppliel also, incense of a very supe-
rior quality. Mie various and valuable commodities with

whieh Arabia supplied the profusion and luxury of Rome,
reached that capital from the port of Alexandria in Egrypt.
We cannot entunerate the whole of them, but must confine

ourselves to, a selection of the most important and valuable.
Great demand, and a higli rate of profits necessarily draw to,
any particular trade a great number of merchants; it is not
surprising, therefore, that the tràde in the luxuries of the east
was so eagerly followed at Rome. Pliny informs us, tliat the
Roman world was exhausted by a drain of 400,0001. a year, for
the purchase of luxuries, equally expensive and superfluous;
and in anotlier place, lie estimates the rate of profit made at
Rome, by the importation and sale of oriental luxuries at
100 per cent.

Arabia furnished diamonds, but these were chiefly of a
small size, and other gems and pearls. At Rome the diamond

possessed the higliest value; the pearl,.the second; and the
emerald, the third: Nero used an emerald as an eye-glass

for short sight. But thouggh large aiid very splendiddia-
monds brought a higher price at Rome than pearls, yet the
latter, in general, were in mucli greater repute; they were
worn in almost every part of the-dress, by persons of almost

every rank. - The tàmous pearl ear-rings of Cleopatra were
valued at 161,4581, and Julius CSsar presented the mother
of Brutus with a pearl, for which lie paid 4854571. Frank-
incense, myrrh, and other precious drugs were also brought
to Rome from Arabia, through the port of Alexandria. There

was, a great demand at Rome for, spices and arornati ës,, from,
the custom of the Romans to, burn their dead, and also ftom.
the consumption of frankincense, &c. in their temples. At
the fàneral of Sylla 210 bundles of spices were used. Nero

burnt, at the funeral of PoppSa, more cinnamon and cassia
than the countries &om which they were imported produced
in one year. In the reign of Augustus, according to Horace,
one wliole street was occupied by those who dealt in frank-

* The most probable opinion is, that they were made of fluat of lime, or
Derbyshire spar.
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incenseq peppery and other aromatics. Frankincense was
also imported into Rome frome Gaza, on the const of
Palestine; ficcording to Pliny, it was brought to this place by
a caravan, that was sixty-two days on its journey : the length
of the journey, frauds, impositions, duties; &c. brought every

camel's load iý upward of 221. ; and a pound of the best sort
sold at Rome for ten shillings. Alexandria, however, was the

f reat emporium for this, as .well as hll the other produce of
ndia and Arabia. Pliny is express and particular on this

point, and takes notice of the precautions employed by the mer-
chants there, in order to guard against adulteiation and fraud.
Cinnamon, another of the exports of Arabia to Rome, though

not a production of that country, was also in high repute,
and brought an extravagant price. Vespasian was the first
who dedicated crowns of cinnamon, inclosed in goldfilagree,
in the Capitol and the Temple of Peace; and Livia dedicated
-the rooi in the Palatine Temple of Augustus. The plant
itself was brought to the emperor Marcus Aurelius in a case
seven feet Ion , and was exhibited at Rome, as a very great
rarity. This, towever, we are expressly informed carne from.
Barbarike in India. It seerns to have been hi hly valued by

other nations as well as by the Romans: AntMus Epiphanes
carried a few boxes of it in a triumphal procession: and

Seleucus Callinicus présented two nùnS of it and two of cassia,
as a qift to the kin of the Milesians. In the enumeration of
the gifts made by Ls monarch, we may, perhaps, trace the
comparative rarity and value of the différent spices of aroma-
tics amoy the ancients: of frankincense he presented ten
talents,' o myrrh one talent, of cassia two pounds, of cin-

namon two pounds, and of costus one pound. Frankincense
and myrrh were the productions of Arabia; the other articles
of India; of course the former could be procured with much
less difficulty and expence than the latter. Spikenard, an-

,other Indian commodity, also reached Rome, through Arabia,
by means of the port of Alexandria. Pliny mentions, that

both the leaves and the spices were of reat value, and that
the odour was the most esteerned in le composition of ail
unguents. The price at Rome was 100 denarii a pound.
The markets at which the Arabian and other merchants
bought it were Patala on the Indus, Ozeni.- and a mart on or
near the Ganges.

Sugar, also, but of a quality inférior to that of India, was
imported from Arabia, through Alexandria, into Rome. The
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Indian stigar, whicli is expressly mentioned by Pliny, as better
aild highe-rý' pricéd, was brought to, Rome, být by wwhat route

is not exactly known, probably by means of the merchants
who traded to the east coast of Africa; where the Arabians

either f6und it, or imported it ftom India. In the Periplus
of the Erythrean Sea, and likewise in the rescript of the
Roman emperors, relative to, the articles imported into

Egypt from. the East, which was promulgated by Marcus
Aurelius and his son Commodus, about the year A. D. 176, it is

denominated cane-honey, otherwise called sugar (sacchar). So
--carly, therefore, as the Periplus (about the year A. D. 73,) the

name -oC c-lïàiý--Wàs known to the Romans, and applied by
them to, sugar. This word does not occur in any earlier author,
unless Dioscorides lived before that period, which is uncertain.

It may be rèmarked, that the nature,, as well as the proper ap-
pellation of sugar, must bave been but imperfectly, and not ge-

nerally known, even at the time of the rescript, otherwisse the
explanatory phrase, honey'made from cane, would not have
-been employed.

The first information respectiniz sugar was brought to
Europe by Nearchus, the admiýâI of AlexanderP In a

passage quoted from his journal by Strabo, it is described as
honey made from reeds, there being no bees in that part of
India. In a fragment of Theophrastus, preserved by Pho-
tius, he mentions, among other kinds of honéy, one that is
found in reeds. The first mention of any prepýiration, by which
the juice of the reed was thickened, occurs in Eratosthenes,
as quoted by Strabo, where he describes roots of larcw reeds

found in Indi à-, which were sweet, to the tasteý bot when
raw and boiled. Dioscorides and 'Pliny describe it as used

chiefly, if not entirely, for medical purposes. In the time of
Galen, A. D. 13 19 it would appear to have become more com-

mon and cheaper at Rome; for he classés it with medicines
that may be easily procured. It seems probable, that though

the Arabians undoubtedly cultivated the sugar-cane, and
supplied Rome with sugar from it, yet they derived their

knowledge of it from India; for the Arabic name, shuker,
which was adopted by the'Greeks and Romans, is formed
fron the two middle syllables of the Sanskrit word, ich-shu-
casa.

But to return from, th is digression to the view of the imports
into Rome: Ethiopia supplied the capital with cinnamon of
an inferior quality; marble, gems, ivory; the horns of the
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rhi-noceros and tortoiseshell. Ile last article was in grec
demand,ý and brought a hi h * * it was used for ornament,

for furniture; as beds, les, doors, &c.; not only'n Ital
but in Greece and Egypt : the finest sort was sold for its weï t
of silver. It was imported not only ftom Ethiopia but alsô
from the east coast of rica, and reached Rome even from
Malabar and Malacca. Ile opsian stone mentio-ned in the
Periplus, and the opsidian stone described by Pliny, are

stated in both these authors to have come from Ethiopia; but
whèther the were the same, and their exact nature, are not

known. ýÏe opsian' is described as capable of recelving a
high polish, and on that account as h in been used by the

Emperor Domitian to face a portico. Priny describes it as
employed to Une rooms in the same manner as mirrors ; hè

distinguishes it from a spurious kind, which was red, but not
transparent. Ile dýe extracted from. the purple shell fish

was imported into ome from, Getulià, a country on -the
south sidë of Mauritania.

Rome was supplied with the commodities of India chirfly
from. Egypt; but there were other routes by which alsio they
reached the capital: of these it will be proper to take some
notice.

The most ancient communication between India and
the countries on the Mediterranean was by the Persian Gulf,

through Mesopotamia, tô the coasts of Syria and Palestine.
To facilitate the commerce which was carried on by this
route, Solomon is supposed to, have built Tadmor in the
wilderness, or Palmyra: the situation of this, place, which,
though in the midst of barren sands, is plentifully supplied

with water, and has immediately round it a fertile soil,
was peculiarly favorable; as it was only 85 miles from. the
Euphrates, and about 117 from. the nearest part of the Me-

diterranéan. By this route the most valuable commodities
of India, most of which were of such small bulk as to beai7
the expence of a long land carriage, were conveyed. From
the age of Nebuchadnezzar to the Maced-nian conquest,
Tiredon on the Euphrates was the city at which this commer-

cial route beean. and «%vhieh the Babylonians made use of,
as the channel oÉ their oriental trade. After the destruction
of Tyre I)y that monarch, a eat part of the traflic which
had passed by Arabia, or the qed Sea, through Idùmea and
Egypt, and that cïty, was diverted to the Persian Gulf, and
throùgh his territories in Mesopotamia it passed by Palmyr"a
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and Damascus, through Syria to the west. After the rPÀ]uction
of Babylon by Cyrus, the Persians, who *d attention, to

comme;ce, stâfered, Babylon and Ninevah to sink into ruin
but Palmyra still remained, and flourished as a commercial-
city. Under the SeleucidS it seems to, have reached its bitzhest

degree of importance, splendour,'and wealth; principaTy by
supplying the Syrians with Indian commodÎties.' For upwar s

of two centuries after the con uest of Syria by the Romansi
it remained free, and its ffien2ship and ;1liance were couried
both by theni and the Parthians. During this period we
have the express testimony of Appian, that it traded with both
these nations, and that Rome and the other parts of the empire
received the commodities of India from it. In the year A. D.
279, it was reduced and destro ed by Aurelian, who found
in it an immense treasure of gord, silver, silk, and precioug
stones. From, this period, it never revived, or became a place

of the least importance or trade.
On the con uest of Babylon b C s, the commercial-

communicationietween India and Z1urý7e returned to Arabia
in the south, and. to the Caspian and the Euxine in the

north: there seem to have, been two routes 4y tlhese seas,
both of great antiquit In describing one of them, the ancient,
writers are -supl 711to have confounded the river Ochus,

which fal-ls into the Caspian, with the Oxus, which falls into
the lake of Aral. On this supposition, the route may be
traced in the following mumer: the- produce and manùfac-

tuers of India were collected at Patala, a town near the
rnouth of the Indus; they were carried. in vessels up this
river as far as it was navigable, where they were landed, and
conveyeýd by caravans to the Oxus: being again sWqý)ped, they
descended this river to the point where it approached iiearest

to, the Ochus, to which they were conveyed by caravans. By
the Ochus they were conveyed to the Caspian, and across it to
the mouth of the river C rus., which was ascended to'where it
approached nearest the ;4asis: caravans were employed againý
till the merchandize were embarked at Serapana on the
Phasis, and thus brought to the Black Sea. According to

Pliny, Pompey took great pains to inform himself ýôf this
route; and he ascertained, that by going up the Cyrus the goods

would be brouaht within five day's journey of -the Aasis.
There seems to, lave been some plan formed- at different times,

and thought of by the Empe>ror Claudius, to join Asia te

a OMO
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Europe and the Caspian Sea, by a canal from the Cimmerian
"horus to the Caspian Sea.

'I he route which we have thus particular, described was
sometimes deviated from by the merchants: tzey carried their,

t 'ods up the Oxus till if fell into lake Aral; crossing this9
ey transported them in caravans to the Caspian, and as-

cending the Wolga to its nearest approach to the Tanais,
they crossed to the latter by land, and descended it to the

sea of Azoph.
Strabo describes another route: viz. across the Caucasus,

from, the Caspian to the Black Sea; this writer, however,
must be under some mistake, for camels, which he expressly
says were employed, would be of no use'in crossing the moun-
tains; it is probable, therefore, that this land communication
w&q round by the mouth of the Caspian,- a route which was

firciuented by the merchants of the middle ages.
s the Euxine Sea was the grand point tà which all these

routes tended, the tova-is on it became the resort of an im-
mense number of merchants, even. at very early ages; and the

kingdoms of Prusias, Attalus, and Mithridates were enriclied
by their commerce. Herodotus mentions, that the trade of
the Euxine was conducted b m*terpreters of seven different
languages. In the time of eu:LTs, 300 different nations,
or tribes, met for commercial purposes at Dioscurias in
Colchis; and soon after the Romans conquered the countries

Ivinir on the Euxine, there were 130 interpreters of languaffes
empioyed in this and the other trading towns. The Ro%"mans,
hawever, as soon as they became jealous, or afraid, of the

power of the Parthians, would not suffer them, or any other of
the northern nations, to, traffic by the Euxine; but endeavoured,
as far as they could, to confine the commerce of the East to

Alexàmdria: the consequence was,, that even so carly as the
age of Pliny, Dioscurias was deserted.

The only article of import into Rome * that remains to be
considered is silk : the history of the kno -ledge and impor-
tation of this article among the ancients, and the route by which
it was obtained, will comprise all that it will be necessary to,
say on this subject.

The knowledge of silk was first brought into Europe
through the conquests of Alexander the Great. Strabo

quotes a passage from Nearchus, in which it is mentioned, but
apparently confounded, with cotton. It is -well known. that
Aristotle obtained a full and accurate account of all the dis-



coveries in natural history which were made durine the
con ests of Alexander, and he * articular description
of e silk worm; so particular, indeed, that it is surprising
how the ancients could, for nearly 600 ears after his&deatlý,
be ignorant of the nature and origin oï silk. He describes
the silk worm as a horned worm, which he calls bombyx,
which passes through several transformations, and produces

bomb tria. It does not appear, however, that he was ac uaint-
ed eZer with the native country of this work, or wi'ýT such

a people as the Seres ; and this is the only reason for be-
lieving that he may allude entirely to a kind of silk made at

Cos, especially as he adds, that sqme women in this island
decomposed the bombytria, and re-wove and re-spun it. Pliny

also mentions the bombyx, and describes it as a natiye of
Assyria; he adds, that the Assyrians made bombytria from, it,

and that'the inhabitants of Cos learnt the manufacture from
them. The most propable supposition is) that silk was spun and
wove in Assyria and Cos, but the raw material imported into

these countries from the Seres; for the silk worin was deemed
by the Greeks and Romans so exclusively and pre-eminently
the attribute of the SinS, diat from this very circumstance,
the were denominated seres, or silk worms, by the ancients.

îhe next authors who mention silk are Virgil, and Diony-
sius the geographer; Virgil supposed the Seres to card their
silk from leaves, - Velleraque utfoliis dépertunt tenuia Séres. -

Dionysius, who was sent by Augustus to draw up an accourèt
of the Oriental regions, says, that rich and valuable garments

were manufaýýt-urèd bv the Seres from threads, finer than
those of the spider, wÜich they combed from, flowers.

It is not exactly known at what period silk garments were
first worn at Rome: Lipsius, in his notes- on Tacitius, says,
in the reign of Julius CSsar. In the begm«nino of the reign of

Tiberius, a law was made, that no man siould disbonor
himself by wearing a silken garment. We have already stated
the opinion entertained by Pliny respecting the native country
of the silk worm ; this author condemns in forcible, though
affected language, the thirst èf gain, which explored the re-
motest parts orthe earth for the purpose of exposing to the

public eye naked draperies and transparent matrons. In
his time, slight silks, flowered, seem to have been intro-
duced into religious ceremonies, as he describes crowns, in
honour of the deities, of v a-rious colours, and highly perfumed,
made of silk. The next author wha mentions silk is Pau-
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sanias ; he saysý the thread from, which the Seres forai their
web is not from. any kind of bark, but is obtained in a different

way; they have in their ' country a spinning insect, which
the Greeks call seer. He supposes that the insect lived five
years, and fed on green haulm : by the last particular, it is not
improbable he meant the .1eaves of the mulberry tree. For
200 years afLer the age of Pliny, the use of silk was confined

to, the female sex, till the richer citizens, both of the capital
-and the provinces, followed the example of Heliogabalusý the
first man, who, according to Lampridius, wore holosericum :

that is, a garment which was all i of silk. From this ex-
pression, however, it is evident, that previous to this period
the male inhabitants of Rome had been in the habit of wearing
garments made of silk mixéd with linen or woollen.

Hitherto there is no intimation in ancient authors of the price
of silk at Rome; in the time of Aurelian, however, that is towards
the end of the third century, we learn the bigh price at
which it was rated, in an indirect manner. For when the wife

of that Emperor beizized of him to permà her to have but one
sinizle earment of purple silk; he refusect it, saying, that one
pound of silk sold at Rome for 12 ounces, or its weight of

gold. This agrees with what is laid down in the Rhodian
maritimé laws, as they appear in the eleventh book of the

-D1ýests, accordi:nf to which unmixed silk goods paid a s4lvage,
if ey were sav without being damaged by the sea watet, of
ten per cent-j, as being equal in value to gold.

In about 100 years after the reign of Aurelign, however,
the importation of silk into Rome must have increased very
greatly; for Ammianus Marcellinus, wlio flourished A.D. s8o5
expressly states that silk, which had formerly been confined
to the great and rich, was, in his time,- within the purchase
of the common people. Constantinople was founded about
forty years before he wrote; and it naturally found its way
there in greater abundance than it had done, when Rome
was the capital of the empire.

Froru this time, till the middle of the sixth century, we have no
paiticular information respecting the silk trade of the Roman
empire. At this period, during the reigrn of Justinian, silk had

become an article of very general and indispensible use: but the
Persians had occupied by land and sea the monopoly of this

article, so that the inhabitants of Tyre and Berytus, who haxI
AU glont manufactured it for the Roman market, were no
-longer a e to procure a sufficient supply, tyen at an extrava-
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gant rice. Besides, when the manufaclured goods were
broUt within the Roman territories, they were subject to

a duty of ten per cent. Justinian, under these circumstances,
very impolitically ordered that silk should be sold at the rate

of eight pieces of gold for the pound, or about 31. 4s. The
consequence was sucIf as might have been expected : silk

goods were no longe imported; and to add to the injustice
and the evil, Theo ora, the emperor's wife, seized a4l the silk,
and fined the merchants very heavily. It was therefore
necessary, that Justinian should have recourse to other mea-
sures to obtain silk goods; instead, however, of restoring
the trade of Egypt,-.Which at this period bad fallen into
inter decay, and sen=-gr vessels directly from the Red Sea to
the Indian markets, where the raw material might have been

procured, he had recourse to Arabia and Abyssinia.
According to Suidas, he wished the former to import the silk

in a raw stateý intending to manufacture it in his own
dominions. But the kinq of Abyssinia decaed the offer; as
the vicinity of the Persians to the Indian màý1ýets for silk
enabled theni to purchase it at a cheaper rate than the Abys-
sinians could procure iL The same obstacle prevented the

Arabians from complying with the requeàt of Justinian.
The wealthy and luxurious Romans, therefore, must have

been deprived of this elegant material for their dresses, bad
not their wishes been gratified by an unexpected event.
Two Persian monks travelled to Serindi, where they liad
lived long enough to, become acquainted with the various
processes for spinning and manufacturing silk. When they

returnede they communicated their information to Justinian ;
and were induced, by bis promises, to undertake the trans-
portation of the eggs of the silk-worin, ftom China to, Con-
stantinople. Accordingly, they went back to Serindi, and

brought away a quantity of the eggs in a holloNe cane, and
conveyed them safely to, Constantinople. They superintended
end directed the hatching of the eggs, by the beat of a dunghill:
the worms were fed on mulberry leaves: a sufficient nuniber of
butterflies were saved to keep up the stock; and to add to the

benefits already conferred, the Persian' monks tauglit the
Romans the whoW of -the manufacture. F, rom Constanti-
nople, the silk-worms were conveyed to Greece, Sicily,
and Italy. In the succeeding reign, the Romans bad

improved so much in the management of'the silk-worms, and
in the manufacture. of silh-, that the Serindi ambassadors,
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on their arrival, in Constantinople, acknowledeed that the
Romans were not inferior to the natives of China, in éther
of these respects. It may be mentioned, in further proof of
the opinion already rven, that the silk manufactures of
Cos were not suppfie( from, silk-worms in that island, that
we have the express authority of Theophanes and Zonaras,

that, before silk-worms were brought to Constantinople, in
the reign of Justinian, no person in that city knew that silk

was produced by a worin. This, certainly, would not have
been the case, if there had been silk-worms so near Con-

stantinople as the island of Cos is. All the authors whom
we have quoted, ýwith the exception of Aristotle, Pliny, and
Pausanias,) inel din a period of six centuries, supposed that
silk was made from 94 eces owing upon trees, from the bark
of trees, or from flowers. Fýese mistakes, may, indeed, have
arisen from the Romans having heard of the silk beingtaken
from the mulberry and other trees, on which the worms feed ;

but, however they ori inated, they plainly prove - that the
native country of the slk-worm was at a very reat distance
from Rome, and one of which- they had very littfe knowledge.

Having thus brought: the history of this most valuable
import into Rome, down to, the period, when, in consequence
of the Romans having acquired the silk-worm, there existed
no longer any necessity to import the raw materials; we shall

next proceed to investigate the routes by which it was
brought fi-om the Seres to the western parts of Asia, and
thence to Rome. It is well ascertained, that the silk manu-
facture was established at Tyre and Berytus, from a very
early period; and these places seem to have supplied Rome
with silk'stuffs. But, by what route did silk arrive thither,

and to, the other countries, so as to be within the immediate
reach of the Romans? - There were two routes, by which
it was introduced to, Europe, and the contiguous parts of
Asia: by land and sea.

The route by sea. is pointed out in a clear and satis-
factory manner, by some of the ancient authors, particularly

the author of the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea. In
enumerating the exports from. Nelkundah, he -particularly men-

tions silk stuffi, and adds, that they were brought to this
place froin. countries further to the east. Nelkundah was a
town in Malabar, about twelve miles up a small river'. at the

mouth of which was the port of Barake; at this port, the
vessels -of the ancients rode till tûeir lading was brought diWn



from Nelkundah. This place seems to, have been the
centrical mart between the countries that lie to, the east and

west of Cape Comorin, or the hither and further peninsula
of India; fleets sailed from it to Khruse, which there is

every reason to, believe was part of the peninsula of Malacca;
and we have the authority of Ptolemy, that there was a coin-
mercial communication between it and the northern provinces
of China. But at a later period than the age of the Periplus,
silk was brought by sea from China to, Ceylon, and thence

conveyed to, Africa and Europe. Cosmos, who, lived in the
sixth centw-y, informs us, that the TzenistS or Chinese,

brought to, Ceylon, silks, aloes, cloves, and sandal wood.
That bis TzenistS, are the Chinese, there can be no doubt;

for he mentions them, as inhabiting a country producing silk,
beyond whicli there is no country, for the ocean encircles it

on the east. From this it is evident that the Tzenistee of
£bis author, and the Seres of thetancients, are the same; and
in specifying the imports into, Ce 1 n, fie mentions sijk
thread, as comi from, countries 7arother to, the east, par-

ticularly from thenihinese. We thus«see by what sea route silk

5 was brought from. China to those places with which the
western nations had a communication; it was imported either
into the peninsula of Malacca by sea, and thence by sea to,

Nelkundah, whence it was brougzht by a third vo age to the

Red Sea; or it was brought directly from China to Ceylon,
from, which place there was a regular sea communication

also witli the Red Sea.
The author of the Periplus informs us, that raw as well

as nianufactured silk were conveyed by land through Bactria,

to Baraguza or Guzerat, and -by the Ganges to Limurike;

according to this first route, the silks of China must have
come the whole length of Tartary, ftom the great wall, into

Bactria.; from Bactria, they passed the mountains to the
sources of the Indus, and by that river they were brought

down to, Patala, or Barbarike, in Scindi, and thence to

Guzerat: the line must have beeil nearly the same when

silk was brought to, the sources of the-Ganges; at the mouth

of this river, it was embarked for Limurike in Canara. All
the silk, therefore, that went by land to Bactria, passed down

the Indus to, Guzerat; all that deviated more tothe east, and

came by Thibet, passed down the Ganges to Beiagal.

A third land route by which silk was brougbt to the Per-

sian rnerchants, and by thern sold to the Romans, was froin

S'amarcand and Bochara, through. the northern provinces of
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China, to the metropolis of the latter countr : this, however,
was a long, difficult, and dangerous r( - ý4 rom Samarcand

to the first town of the Chinese, was a journey of froin 60 to
100 days; as soon as the carayans passed the Jaxartes, they
ýntered the desert, in which they were necessarily exposed to
great privations, as well as to great risk from, the wandéring
tribes. The merchants of Samarcand and Bochara, on their
return from China, transported the raw or rnanufacttiredsilk
into Persia; and the Persian merchants sold it ta the

-Romans at the fairs of Armenia and Nisibis.
Another ]and route is particularly described by Ptolemy

according to his detail, this immense inland communication
be-gan &om, the bay of Issus, in Cilicia; it then crossed

Mesopotamia, from the Euphratesto the Tigris, near Hiero-
polis: it then passed through part of Assyria and Media, to
Ecbatana and the Caspian Pass; after this, *through Parthia to

Hecatompylos : from this place to Hyrcania ; thenfo Antioch,
in Margiana; and hence into Bactria. From Bactria, a moun-
tainous country was to be crossed, and the country of the

SacS, to Tachkend, or the Stone Tower. Near this place
was the station of those merchants who traded directly with the

Seres. The defile of Conghez was next passed, and the region
of Cosia or Cashgar through the country of the Itaguri, to,
the. capital of Chma. Seven months were employed on this

journey, and the distance in a right line amounted to 2800
miles. That the whole of this journey was sometimes per-

formed by individuals for the purchase of silk and other
Chinese commodities, we have the express testimony of

Ttolemy; for he informs us, that Maes, a Macedonian mer-
chant, sent his agment throu&h the entire route which we have

just described. ît is not surprising, therefore, that silk should
have borne such-aù exorbitant price at Rome ; but it is asto-
nishing that any commodity, however prec'ious, could bear
the expence of such a land carnage.

The only other routes by land, by which silk was brought
from China into Europe, seem to have corresponded, in the
latter part of their direction, with the land routes from India,
already described. Indeed, it may naturally be sup"ed,
that the Indian merchants, as soon as they learned the high
prices of silk at Rome, would purchase it, and send it along
with the produce and manufàctures of their own couïitrý, by
the caravans to Palmyra, and by river navigation to the
Euxine: and we have seen, that on the capture of Palmyra,
by Aurefian, silk was one of the articles of plunder.
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We are now to take notice of the laws whkh were
passed by die Romans for the improvement, of navigation
and commerce; and in this part of our subject we shall follow
the same plan and arrangement which we have adopted in
treating of the commerce itself; that is, we shall give a con-
nected view of these laws, or at least the most important of

.thein, from the period when the Romans began to, interest
themselves in commerce, till the decline of thé empire.

These laws may be divided into, three heads: first, laws

relating to the protection and privileges allowed to mariners by
the Roman emperors; secondly, laws relating to particular

fleets; and lastl , laws relating to particular branches of trade.
1. The fifth title of the thirteenth book of the Theodosian

code of laws entirely relates to the privileges of mariners.
It appears, from this, tba't by a law made by the Emperor

Constans, and confirmed by Julian, protection was granted to,
them from all personal injuries; and it was expressly ordered,

that they should enjoy perfect security, and be defended from
aR sort of violence and injustice. The emperor Justinian

considered this law so indispensably necessary to secure the
object which it had in view, that he not ' only adopted it

into, hi's fainous code, but decreed that whoever should seize
and apply the ships of mariners, against their wishes, to any
other purpose than that for which the were desi ed, shouldy 

IEbe punished with death. In the saine part of fis code, he
repeats and confirms a law of the emperors Valentinian,
Valens, and Gratian, inflicting death on any one who should

insult seafaring men. In another law, adopted into the same

code from the statutes of former emperors, judges and ma-

gistrates are forbidclen, on pain of death, to give them any

manner of trouble. They were also exempted from paying

tribute,, thou h the same law which exempts them, taxes
merchants. person who had exercised any mean or dis-

honourable employment was allowed to become a maimier;
and the eniperors Constantine and Julian raised them. to, the

dignit of knights, and, shortly afterwards, they were declared
capaZe of being admitted into the senate.
As a counterbalance to those privileges and honours, it

appears, that mariners, at least such of them as might be re-

quired for the protection of the state, were obliged to conform
themselves to certain rules and conditions, other*ise the laws

already quoted did not benefit them. They were obliged to

possess certain lands; and, indeed, it would seem that the

profession and privileges of a mariner depended on bis re-
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Laining these lands. When these lands were sold, the purchaser
was obliged to perform towards the state all those services which

were required of a mariner, and in return he obtained all the
privileges, a" -nities, and exem tions granted to that class of
men. This, jowever, was pr:fluctive of great inconvenience
to the state; since, if the lands were nurchased by persons

ignorant of maritime affairs, they courà- not be so effective
as persons accustomed to the sea. From this consideration a

law was passed, that when such lands as were held on condi-
tion of sea-service passed into the possession of those who

were unaccustomed to the sea, they -should revert to their
original owners. It was also ordered, that such privilegéd

mariners should punctually perform all services required,, of
them by the state; , that they should not object to carry

any particular merchandize; that they should not take into their
vessels above a certain quantity of oods, in order that they

might no4 *by being over laden, t rendered unfit for the
service of the state; and that they should not change their
employment for any other, even though i.t were more Êonour-

able or lucrative. The whole shippffig, and all the seamen,
seem thus to have been entirely under the manaýement and

controul, of the -state; there were, however, a ew excep-
tions. Individuals, who possessed influence sufficient, or from
other causes, were permitted- to possess ships of their own,
but only on the express condition that the state might com-
mand them and the services of their crews, whenever it was
necessary. The legal rate of interest was fixed by Justinian
at six per cent. ; but for the convenience and encouragement
of trade, eight was allowed on money lent to merchants and
manufacturers; and twelve on the risk of bottornry.

2. There are several laws in the Theodosian code which
relate to the different fleets of the empire: the Eastem fleet,
the principal port of which was Seleucia, a city of Syria, on
the Orontes, by which were conveyed to Rome and Con-
stantinople, all the oriential merchandize that came by the
land route we have described to S *a, was particularly
noticed, as well as some smaller fleets repending on it, as the

fleet of the island of Carpathus. The privileges granted to
the African fleet are expressly given to the Eastern fleet.

In another part of the code of Justinian, the trade between
the Romans and Persians is regulated: the places were the
fairs and markets are to be kept are fixed and named; these
were near the confines of the two kingdoms; and these con-

lines neither party was allowed to pass.
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Froni a law of the emperor Constansq inserted in - the
Theodosian, code, it appears that some of the ships which

came from. Spain to Rome were freighted for the service cf
the state; and these are particularly regulated and privileged
in this law.
There were several laws made also, respectin the fleet whiel,
the emperors employed for the purpose of co 1 t' the tri-
bute and revenue, and conveying it to Rome ândln&nstanti-
nople. The law of the emperors Leo and Zeno, which. is
inserted in the Justinian code, mentions the fleet which was
kept to guard the treasures:- and by another law, taken from
the lheodosipn code, we learn, that tÉe guards of the irea-
sures, who went in this fleet, were officers under the super-
intendant of the imperial revenue.

:3. We have already mentioned the dependance of Rome
on forer nations for corn, and the * encoura rement given,
during e republic and in the early tunes of E empire, to.
the importation of this -necessary artiçle. In the Theodo-

,sian and Justinian',code, encouragement to the importation of
it seems still to have been a paramount object, especýýHy from

Egypt; for though from, an edict of Justinian à would
appear that the cargoes from this country, of whatever they
consisted, were guarded and encouraged by law, yet we

know that the principal freight of the ships which traded be-
tween Alexandria and Rome and Constantinople was corn,

and that other merchandize was taken on board the corn fleets
only on particular occasions, or, where it was necessary, to,

complete the cargoes. Amoucy the other edicts of Justinian,
regulating the trade of Egypt, there is one which seems to,
have been passed in consequence of the abuses that had crept
into the trade of corn and other commodities, which were

shipped &om. Alexandria for Constantinople. These abuses
arose from the management of this trade being in the hands
of a very few persons: the emperor thereforé passed a law,
dividing the management into different branches, each to be
beld by separate individuals. From the code of Justinian we
also learn, that corn was embarked from. other ports of Egypt
besides Alexandria, by private merchants; but these were not

permitted to export it without permission of the emperor,
and even then not till after the imperial fleet was fairly at sea.
7%e bryportance of the corn trade of Egypt fuilly justified these
a ws orr at this period Constantinople was annually supplied
with 260,000 quarters of wheat from this country.
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'T'he restntirrc,,i tif' die Romans were m-Ilicipally (lerived
Crom the tribute levied titi t1ie conquermi comitriem; but in

Imrt itl,4o from dutie-ti on inerchati(lize : in die latter point or
viow, alotie, they IMI limier our notice. No custoni (luties

mectil to lilive hevil impose(l till flie time of Augustils ; but in
his reigti, and t-litit of' his iiiiiiiediate succemmors, duties were
imposmi on every kisid tW iiierchandize whicli wam import.ed

into, Roine; the ritte 'varied froin flie ciglith to the fortiet.11
iairt of' the value of the article. mit., inost full and minute
ist tif tirticle4 of luxitr'y on which custom duties werc

levied, im to be fimmi in the rescript of' the eniperorm
Marcus tuid Conimodus, relating to the goodm imported into

F4ryl)t froin dit, En.4t. In tlit-)i)reanil)le to this rescri )t it is

expresAy dechwed, thnt, nu, 1 anie shall attach to L col-
lertors (;f the riiNtoni,ýqý fi)r not informing the merchiuit of the
iiiiiotint of flie etistoin duties while the goods arc in transit;
but, if the iiierchant. wi,%Iàe.s to enter theni, flie officer is liot, to

leud liiiii into error. 'l'he chief and mon valuable articles mi
which, by this rescript, duties were to bc levied, were chi-

nanion, myrrh, pep ici-, ginger, and aromatics; preciotis stories;
Pitrthian and Il- .,It)tiitui letttltet*,* cottons; silks, raw and ina-
nufiictiired - ehony, ivor î 9 and etititicits.

'1111 the reign ;)f Justînitui, the straîts of tlie Bosphortis and
Hellespont were, olxn to the freedom of trnde, nothinz beine

I irohibited but the exportation of arins for the service of ùle
)nrlxtriati-- - but the avarice, or the profusion of that emperor,

statione-,d at. each of the gates of Constantinople a rietor,
whose duty it was to levy a duty on idl goods I)rOueý,IIt into
the city, while, on flic otlier hand, heavy etistoin duties were

exacteà on MI vessels and iiierclimi(liý.e tliat entered the
hart-Kiur. 17his emperor also exacted in a most ri orous
manner, a duty in kind; whicli, however, had. existe5 long

Ix4brû his tiiiie, : we a1tude to tlie anima, or supply of' corn
for use of tiie arniv and capiud. This was a grievous and
arl)itrary exaction; rendered still mort, so il by the artial
il, tistice of weiglits tuid masures, and the expence and fabour
otidisttuit carriage.» In a time of scarcity, Justinian ordered

-ui extniordinarv requisition, of corn to bc levied oti Thrfice,
-Bithvnia, mid Phrygia; for which the proprietor-s, (as Gibbon
obSe;VeSý) 1 *1 after a wearisome journey, zand a perilous naviga-
ion received so i ' nadequate ýa coiupensation, that they would
have choffli flie alternative of delivering both the corn and
price at tlic doors of their granaries."
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flaving thus giveik- a coriiiecte(l and general view of the
Romari commerce, we shall next proceed tx) invesîtigate the

progress of gre0graphical knowledge among them. - In our
chronologicaf arrangement of this pmgress, incidental and
detaclied notices respe.cLin their commerce will occur, which,

tlintiglithey could 11()t wef, be introdilced in the general view,
yet wili serve to rerider tl)e picture of* it more complete.

It is evident that the principal accessions to geographical
knowleile aniong the, Romanq, at least till their ambition wu

Natiatedq or licarly so, hy coriquest, must have been derived frord
tticirmilitarïexpeditic)tis. Iti,.4otilytowardsthetimeofAugus-
us that we find men, whose sole oh ect in visiting foreign coun-

tries wit.q*'to becoine- acquainted with their state, manners, &c.
Polybitis is one ofthe earliest authors who give w; a glimpse
'of the state of eograpliical knowledge arnong the Romans,
abolit the midâfe of the second century before Christ, the
I)crig(l wlien he flourished. Ile was the great friend of Scipio,

whom lie accornpanied in his expedition against Cartharre.
Frorn his e Ili . s while in Africa, he informed himself of le-

geogral>liy oý the northern, parts of that quarter of the world
and lie actually visited the coa-st as far as Mount Atlas, or
Cape Niiii, beyond whicli, however, he does not seem, to
have proceeded . I.-le'wrote a Periplus, or account of his voyaqe,

whicli is not in existence, but is referred to and quoted ny
Pliny. He possessed aiso more accurate information of the

western coasts of Europe tlian was had before; derived, it
would appear, from the voyages of some Romans. Yet, with
al[ this knov.1edge of what we may deem distant arts, Polybins

W&S ill!oratit of the real shape of Italy, which ee describes as
Stretc il g from east to west; a mistake which seems to, have
or nated with him, and was copied by Strabo.

leàlrro, who was Poinpey's lieutenant during the war against
the pirates, and obtained a naval crown on that occasion,

amon the almost infinite variety of topics on which he wrote,
was tee' author of a work on navi ation; unfortanately, how-

ever, only the title of it is ex-tant: Cd it yet remained, it would
have thrown much light on the state of navigation, geography,
and commerce among the Romans in bis time.

Julius CSsar's attention to science in the midst of his wars
and perils is well known. He first formed the idea of a

general survey of the whole empire; and for tbis purpose
obtained a decree of the senate. The survey was finished b

Auguitus: -the execution of it was committed to three
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geographers. The survey of the eastern portion of the empire
was committed to Zenodoxus, Who completed it, in fourteen

years, five monthsq and iiine days. The northern division
was finished byTheodorus in twenty years, eieht months, and
ten days: and the southern division was finished in t ent -five years, une month, and ten days. This survey, with tZe

supplementar«y surveys of the new provinces, as they were
conquered and added to the empire, formed the basis of the
geography of Ptolemy. It appears from. Vegetius, that every
govenior of a province was furnished with a description of it, in
which:were given the distance of places, the nature of the roads,

the face of the country, the direction of the rivers, &c.: lie adds,
that all these were delineated on a map as well as described in
writing. Of this excellent plan for the itineraries and surveys

of thý Roman 'empire, from. which the ancient geographers
obtained their fullest and most accura'te information, Julius

CSsar was the author.
Julius CSsar certainly added much to nographical, know-

ledge ýy his conquests of Gaul and Britain: his information
respecting the latter, however, as might be expected, ià very

erroneous. Yet, that even its very northern parts were
known. by name to the Romans soon after his death, is appa-
rent, &orn this circumstance, that Diodorus Siculus, Who died
towards the middle of the reign of Augustus, mentions Orkas;

which, he says, forms the northern. extrernity of the island of
Britain. This is the very first mention of any place in Scot-

land by any writer.
Oni of the first objects of Augustus, after he bad reduced

Egypt, was to. explore the interior of Africa, either for the
purpose of conquest, or to obtain the precious commodities,

especially frankincense and aromatics, which he had leumed
were the produce of those countries. À'Elius Gallus wàs

selected by the emperor for this expedition, and he was
àccompanied by the-geographer Strabo; Who, however, has not

given such accurate inipormation of the route whick was. ppr-
sued as might have been expected. This is the more to be
lamented, as Pliny informs us that the places which. were

visited during this expedition are not to be found in authors
previous to his âme.

Gallus was directed by the emperor to explore Ethiopia,
the country of the TroglodytS and Arabia. The expedition

Ethiopia, which. Gallus entrusted to Petronius, we shall
Jerwards examine, confining ourselves at present to the pro-
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ceedings and progreu of GaUm -hirmelî His own force
consisted of 1 %Offl me% te wbich were added Sooý suppfied

by Herod, king of the Jiews; and IM Nabathiarn from
Petra; besides a fleet of eigkty ghips of war and 130 trenr, "Tts.
Sylloeus, the miiiister of the kmg of the Nabathians, undértook
to conduct the expedition; but as it was not for the interest
eitber of his king or. country that it should succeed, he betrayed

his trust, and, according to Strabo, was executed at Home for bis
treachery on this occasion. His object was to delay the expe-
dition as much as ossible: this he effected by pe"uading
Gallus to prepa - - Let, which was unnecessaty, as the army

might haýe followed the route of the caravans, through- a
friendly countII4 from Cleopatris, where the expedition com-

menced, to the head of the Elanitic Gul£ The troops, however,
were embarked, and, as the navigation of the Sea of Suez was

intricate, the fleet was fifteen days in aniving at Leuke Kome-
here, in conse uence of the soldiers having become, during

their voyage, 2icted with variouý disorders, and the year being
far advanced, Gallus was obli ed to remain till the i
Another.*delay wass contrived by riSus on their leaving Leu]Ïe

Kome. Afier this, the seem to bave proceeded with more
celerity, muid with very iittle opposition froin the nativ«. till
they came to a city of soine strength: this they were obliged to
besiege in regular forin; but, after lying before it for six days,
Gallus was forced, for want of water, to raise the i and

to, terminate the expedition. . He was told that samit ris time
he was within two days'journey of the land- of aroinatics and
frankincense, the great object which Augustus had in view.
On his retreat, he no longer trusted to SyllSus, but changed
the route of the army, Irecting it from the interior to the

coast. At Néra, in PetrSa, the army embarked, and was eleven
days in crossing the gulf to M os Hormos: froin this place
à traversed the country of the qroglodytes to Coptus, on the
Nile. Two years were spent in this unfortunate expedition.

It is extremely difficult, to fix on the limit of this expedition,
'but it is probable that the town which Gallus besiered, aud

beyond which he did not penetrate, was the capital of- the
Mineanà;. Froin the tirne of this expedition, the Romiais-

always inaintained a fbofing on the coast of the Red Se&; %nd
either during the residence of Gallus «-tt Leuke Kome, or soon

after.wards, they placed a garrison in this place, where ihey
collected the customs, gradually extendine their corfquem and

their geographical knowl*edge down the ulfi till they reached
Q
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the ocean. This seems to, have been the only beneficial conse-

quence resulting from the expedition of Gallus.

We must now attend to the expedition of Petronius against the

Ethiopians. This was completely successfül, and Candaké, their

queen, was obliged, as a token oi her submission, to send ambas-

sadors to, Augustus, who was at that time in the i sla*nd of Samos.

About this period the commerce of the Egyptians, ý which, in

fact, was the commerce of the Romans, -- was extended to the

Troglodytes, -with whom previously they had carried on little

or no trade.
The first àccount of the island of Ceylon, under the name

of Taprobane, was brought to, Europe by the Macedonians,

who had accompanied Alexaniler into the east.4 "It is men-

tioned, and a short description given of it, by Onesicritus and
Eratosthenes. lambulus, however, who lived in the time

of Augustus, i ' s the first author who enters into* any details

regarding it; and thougli much of what he states is undoubt-

edly faibulous, yet there are particulars surprizingly correct,

and such as confirm, bis own account, that he actually visited

the island. According to Diodorus Siculus, he wa-s the son of

amerchant, and a merchant himseif; and while trading in

Arabia for spices, he was taken prisoner and ý carried intc>

ýArabia, whence he was- darried off by the Ethiopians, and

put into a ship, which was driven by the monsoon to Ceylon.

The details he mentions, that are most curious and niost con-

fon-nable to truth, are the s tature of the natives and the flexibility

of their joints; the length of their ears, 'bored and pendant ;

the perpetual verdure of the trees; the attachment of the

natives to, astronomy ; their ' worship of the elements, and par-

ticularl of the sun and moon; their cotton garments the men,

having one wife in Smmon; the days and nights being equal

in length; and the Calamus, or Maiz. It is extraordinary,

however, that lambulus never mentions cinnamon, which,

as he was. a dealer in spices, it might have been supposed
would have attracted his particular attention. ,
One of the most celebrated geographei-s aimong the ancients,
gourisfied during the reign of Augustus;-we al 1 ude to Strabo:
his fundamental principles are, the globosity of the earth, and

its ceâtripetal force; he also, lays down rules for constructing
globes, but he seems ignorant of the mode of fixing the posi-
tion of places by their latitude or longitude, or, at least,, lie

necrlects it. In order to render his geographical knowled e
more accurate and complete, he travelled ovier most of tfe
countries between Armenia on the east and Etruria on the
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west, and from his native country, on the borders of the

Etixine sea, to, the borders of Ethiopia. The pornon of the
globe which lie describes, is bounded on the north by the
Baltie, on the east by the Ganges, ork the south by the mouth

of the river Senegal, and on the west by Spain. In describing
the countries whicli he himself had visited, lie is generall
very accurate, but his accounts of tbose lie had not visitZ
are frequently erroneous or very incomplete. His inform-

ation respecting Ceylon and the countries of the Ganges, seems

to have been derived entirely from the statements brought to

Europe by the generals of Alexander.
In the reign of Claud ius, the knowledge of the Romans respect-

ing the interior of Africa, was slightly extended by the expedi-
tion of Suetonius Paulinus; he was the first Roman who crossed
Mount Atlas, and during the winter penetrated through the

deserts, which are described as forined of black dust, till lie
reached a river called the Niger. Paulinus wrote an account
of this expedition, which, however, is not extant: Pliny quotes
it. In the reign of'Claudius, also, the island of Ceylon became

better known, in consequence 0'f an accident which happened

to the freedman of à Ronian, who farmed the customs in the
Red Sea. This man, in the execution of his duty, was blown'
off the coast of Arabia across the ocean to, Taprobane, or

Ceylon; here he was hospitably received by the king, and
after a residence of six months was sent back, along with ambas-

sadors, to, Claudius. They informed the ' emperor that their
country was very extensive, populous, and opulent, abounding
in cyol(4 silver, and pearls. It seems probable that the cir-

cunistance of the freedman having been carried to, Ceylon by
a steady and regular wind, and this man and the ambaýsadors

having returned by a winel directl' opposite, but as steadZID y y
and regular, had some influence in the discovery of the

Moils0on. As this discovery led necessarily to, a direct com-
inunication between Africa and India, and greaily enlarcred

the knowled(re of the Romans respectin(y the latter countný5 tD .5
as well as tlieir commercial connections with it, it ivill be
proper to notice it in a ptirticularinanner.

This important discovery is supposed to have been made

in the seventh year of the reirrn of Claudius, aus.wering to, the
forty-seventh of the Christkin era. The followm*g is the account
given of it by the author of the PeripIus of the Erythrean Sea,

as translated by Lr. Vincent:
The whole navigation. such as it has been described frorh

-2
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Adan in Avahia Felix and Kané to, the ports of India, was
perforied forrmerly in small vessels, by adherinjut the shore

and following the indention of the coast; but ippalus was
the pilot who first discovered the direct course across the
oce.kmg by observing the position of the ports and the general
appearance of the sea; for, at the season when the annual
winds peculiar to, our climate seule in the north, and blow
for a continuance upon our coast &om the Mediterranean,
in the Indian ocean the wind is constantly to the south west,
and this wind has in those se&s obtained the name of Hippalus,
from the pilot who first attempted the passage by means of it

to the east.
,11 From the period of that discovery to, the present time,

vessels - bound to India take their departure either from
Kanè on the Arabian, or from Cape Arometa on the

African sïde. From these points they stretch out to, the
dpen sea at once, leaving all the windings of the gul£s and

bays at a distance, and mjâe directly for their several desti.-
nations on the coast of India. Those that are intended for

Limurike waitin some time before they sail, but those that
are destined for %arugaza, or Scindi, seldom more than three
days."

If we may credit Pliny, the Greek merchants of Egypt for
some years after the discovery of the monsoon, did not ventùre
further out to sea than was absolutelý nece&eary, by crossing
the widest part of the entry of the Persian Gulf, to reach
Patala at the mouth of the Indus; but they afterwards faund

shorter routes, or rather stretched more to the south, so as to
reach lower down on the coast of lndia: they also enlarged

their vessels, carried car oes of greater value, and in order
to beat off the pirates, Xch then as at present infested this
part of the Indian coast, they put on board their vessels
a band of archers. M os Hormos, or Berenice, was the po -

oir the Red Sea from Zch they sailed; in fort days they arr-t
rived at Musiris, on the west coast of India. ýýe homewed

passage was begun in December or January, when the north
east monsoon commenced; this carried them to the entrance

of the Red Sea, up which to, their port they were generally
favored by southerly winds. el

As there is no good reason to, believe that the ancients
made regular voyages to, India, previously to the discovery
of the monso-ns ; yet, as it is an undoubted iýict that some of
the exclusive productions of that country, particularly cin-

namon, were obtained by them, through their voyages on the

momomqr, M" Mo
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Red Sea; it becornés an important and inte-resting enquiryý
by what meàns thèse productions were brought to those places

on this sea, from which the Romans obtained them. In our
opinion, the Arabians were the first who introduced Indian
productions into the west from, the earliest period to which
history goes back, and they continued to supply the merchants
who traded on the Red Sea with thern' tili, by the discovery

of the monsoon, a direct communication was opened between
that sea and India.

At least seventeen ceiituries before the Christian era, we have
undoubied evidence of the tràffic of the Arabians in the spices,
&c. of India; for in the 2ýth chapter of Genesis we learn.- that
the Ishmaelites from Gilead conducted a caravan of camels la-
den with the spices of India, and the balsam and myrrh of Ha-

draumaut, in the regular course of traffic to Egypt for sale.
In the Soth chapter of Exodus, cinnamon, cassia, myrrh, frank-
incense, &c. are mentioned, some of which are the exclusive
produce of India; these were used for religious purposes, but
at the same time the quantities of them. specified are so great,

that it is evident they must have been easily obtained. Spices
are mentioned, along with balm. and other productions of
Canaan, in the present destined by Jacob for Joseph.

These testimonies from holy writ are perfectly in unison with
what we learn from, Herodotus; this author enumerates ori-

ental spices as regularly used in Egypt for embalming the
dead.

It is sufficiently evident, thertfore, that, at a very early
period, the productions of India were imported into Ffypt.
That the Arabians were the merchants who irnported them,
is rendered highly probable from several circumstances.

The Ishmaelites, mentioned in the 37th chapter of Genesis,
are undoubtedly the Nabathians, whose country is represented

by all the geographers, historians, and poets, as the source of
all the precious commodities of the east ; the ancients,
erroneously supposing that cinnamon, which we know to be
an exclusive production of India, was the produ& of Arabia,
because they were supplied with it, along with other aromatics,
from that country. rfle proof that the Nabathians and the

Ishmaelites, are the same, is to be found in the evident deriv-
ation of the former name, from. ',NZebaiôthý the gon of Ishinnel.
The traditions of the Arabians coincide with the genealogy of
the Scriptures, in regarding Joktan, the fourth son of S17ey%
as the origin of those tribes wliwb occupied %-bSt and Ha-

Q 3
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draumaut, or the incense country;, Ishmael as the father of the

families which settled iii Arabia Deserta; and Edom as the

ancestor of the Idumeans, Who settled in Arabia PetrSa.

Eighthundred years before the Christian era, the merchan-

dize of the Sabeans is particularly noticed by the prophet

Isaiah; and even long before his- time, we are informed, that

there were no stich spices as the Queen of Sheba gave to

Solomon. That Sheba is SabSa, or Arabia Felix, we learn

from Ezekiel: -Il The merchants of Sheba and Ramah, they

were th merchants: they occupied in thy fairs with chief ofy
all spices, and with ail precious stones and, gold." Six hun-

dred and fifty years after Isaiah bore his testimony to the

commerce of SabSa, we have the authority of Agatharcides,

that the merchants of this country traded -to India; that the

ý reat weaith'and luxury of Sabaý,a were principally derived
rlom this trade; and that, at the time when Egypt possessed

the t-nonopoly of the Indian trade, with respect to Europe,

the Sabeans enjoyed a similar advantage with regard to

Eg'ypt.

Having thus establislied. the fact, that, from the earliest

period of whi ' cli we have any record, the Arabians were the
merchants who brought the cinilainon, &c. of India, into the

west, we must, in the next place, endeavour to ascertain by
what means and route this commerce was carried on; and we
think we can pi-ove that the communication between Arabia

and India, at a very early period, was both by sea and land.

There were many circumstances connectéd with Arabizi
and the Arabians, whicli would necessarily turn their thoughts

to maritime affàirs, and when they had once embarked iii

maritime commerce, would particularlv direct it to India.

The sea washed three sides of the peniensula of Arabia: the
Arabians were not, like the Egyptians, prejudiced, either by

their habits or their religion, -agrainst the sea. Mie monsoons

must have been perceived by them, from part of the sezi-
coast lying within their influence ; and it can hardly be sup-
posed that a sea-faring people would not take advantage of

them, to effibark in such a lucrative trade as that of India.
Il There is no history which treats of them wbich does not
notice them as pirates, or merchants, by sea, as robbers, or
traders, by land. We scarcely touch upon therri, accidentally,
in ativ author, without finding that they were the carriers of
the Indian Ocean.". From the earlieste period that history

-ffins to notice thern, Sabwa, Ha(irauii)aul., and Omai), are
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described as the residences of navigators; and as these places
are, in the earliest historians, celebrated for their maritime
commerce, it is reasonable to suppose that they were equally
so béfore the ancient historians acquired any knowledge of
them.

We cannot go farther back, with respect to the fact of the
Arabians being în India, than the voyage of Nearchus; but

in the journal of this navigator, we find manifest traces of Ara-
bian navigators on the coast of Mekran, previous to his ex--

pedition: he also found proofs of their commerce on the coast
of Gadrosia, and Arabic names of places -a pilot to direct
him, and vessels of the country in the Gulf of Persia. Large
ships from. the Indus, ]ýatala, Persis, and Karmania came
to Arabia, as early as the time of Agatharcides; and it is

probable that these ships were navigated by Arabians, as the
inhabitants of India were not, ai this time, and, indeed, never
have been celebrated for their maritime enterprize and skill.
The same author mentions a town, a little without the Red

Sea, from whence, he says, the Sabeans sent out colonies or
fàctories into India, and to which the large ships he describes

came with their cargoes from, India. This is the first histori-
cal eviderice to prove the e9tablishment of Arabian factories
and merchants in the ports of India. In the time of Pliny,
the Arabians were in such numbers on the coast of Malabar,
and at Ceylon, that, accordino, to that author, the inhabitants
of the former had embraced their religion, and the ports of the
latter were entirely in their power. Their settlements and
commerce in India are repeate(fly nientioned in the Periplus
of the Erythrean Sea, and likewise their settlements down
the coast of Africa to Rhaptum, before it was visited by the

Greeks frorn Egypt. For, besides theïr voyages frorn lndia
to their own country, they frequently brouglit, Indian com-

modities direct to the coasi of Africa. At SabSa, the great
mart of the Arabian commerce with India, the Greeks, as late as
the reign of Philometor, purchased the spices and othèr pro-
ductions of the east. As there was a coniplete inonopoly of

them at this place, in the hands of the Arabians, the Greek
navigators and merchants were induced, in the hopes of' Ob-

-taining them cbeaper, to pass the Straits of Babelinandeb,
and on the coast of Africa they fbund cinnamon and other

produce of India, which had been brought hither by the
Arabian traclers. >Â1

4
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Ile evi*nce ef the land trade between Arabà and Ikidio4
froin a ý eely peried, i's équally clé" and decisive: Petra,
the capizr of Ambia Petrea, was the centre of this trade.

To it the carivans, in all ages, carne fi-orn Minea, in the inte-
rior of Ambia, and from Gherra, in the Gulf of Persia, -froin

lUdraurnaut, on the Ocean, and sorne even from, SabSa.
FrSn P«rs, the trade again spread. in « every direction - to

F«YP4 P9Iestineý and Syria, through Arsinoé, Gaza, Tyre,
Jérusalem, Danmcus, and other p Of less conséquence,
ail lvu*ig on routes terminating in the Mediterranean. . , 9

l'lie Gherrheans, who were a Babylonian colony settled in
that part of Axabia,.which extends along the south coast of
the Persiau Gtdf, *rê' the earliest conductors of caravans upon
record. They are first mentioned by Agatharcides, who com-
pares their wealth with that of the Sabeans, and describes them.
as the agents for all the precious commodities of Asia anh
Europe: he adds that they brought much wealth into Syria,
and furnished a variety of articles, which were afterwards ma-
nufactured or resold by thé PhSnicians. But the only route
by which Syria and PhSnicia could have been supplied b

thern, was through Petra. The particular articles with whà
their caravans were loaded, according to Strabo, were the

produce of-Arabia, -and the spices of India. Besides the route
of "r caravans, across the whole peninsula. to Petra, it ap-
pears that they sometimes carried their merchandize in boats
up the Euphrates to Babylon, Ô r even 240 miles hýgher up,

to Thapsacus, an-d thence dispersed it in all directions by
land.

Ile exact site of the country of the Mùieains cannot be cer-
tainly fixed ; but it is probable that it, was to, the south of
Hedjaz, to the north of Hadraurnaut, and to the eastward of
Sabam According to Strabo, their caravans passed in seventy
days ftom Hadraumaut to Aisla, which was within ten nùles
of Petra. They were laden with aloes, gold, myrrh, frank.

ù'icense, and other aromatics.
We can but âintly and obscurely trace the fluctuations in

the trade of Petra, in the remote periods of history. We
know that Solomon was in possession of Muniea, but whether

it was subdued by Nebuchadnezzar is doubtful. This sove.
reign, however, seerns to have formed some plan of depriving
the Gherrheans of the commerce of the Gulf of Persia. He
raised a mound to confine the waters of the Tigris: he buât a
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city to stop the incureiôns of the Arâbs, ahd opened a cofn-

-munication betweeft the ri*ers Tigris *nd Euphrates. After
this there is no accéunt of Idwnea tili sorne yeàrs subse-
quent to the death of Alexander the Great: at thh, petiod

two expeditions were sent into it against its capital, Petra, by
Antigonus, both of whicli were unsuccessfaf. These eYýpedi_
tions were undertakeri about the years 308 and 309 befère
Christ. The history of Idumea, from this perio& , is better
ascertained: harassed by the powerful kingdoms of Syria and

Egyp4 -contiguous to both of *which it laZ, it seems to have
been governed by princes of its own, o were partly inde-
pendent, and partly under the influence of the mona-chs of
Syria and Egypt. About- sixty-three yeurs before Christ,

Pompey took Petra; and, from that period, the sovereigns of
Idumea were tributary to the Romans. This city, however,

stilL retained its commerce, and was in a flourishing condition,
as we are infomx-d by Strabo, on the authority o his fiiend
Athenedorus, Who visited if about thirty-six years after it. He
describes it as built on a rock, distinguishéd, however, from.
all the rocks in that part of Arabia, frorn being supplied with
an abundant spring of water. Its natural position, as well as
art, rendered it a fortress of importance in the desert. He
represents the people as rich, civilized, and peaceable; the
governiment as regal, but the chief power as lodged in a mi-
nister selected by the king, who had the title of the king's
brother. SyllSus, who betrayed Eliu-s Gallus, appears to have

been a minister of this description.
The next mention thet occurs of the trade of Petré,'Is in the

Peripluà of the Erythrean Seaý the date of which, though
uncertain, there is good reason to fix in Nero's reign. Ac-

cording to this work, Leuke Korne, at the mouth of the
Elanitie Gulf, was the, point of communication with Petra, the

capital of the - country, the residence of Malachus, tbe king of
the Nabathians. 11,1 Leuke Kome, itself, had the rank of a inart
in respect to the small vessels which obtained their cargoes
in Arabia, for which. reason there was a rrison placed in it,
under the command of a centurion, botrfor the purpo'se of
protection, and in order to collect a duty of twenty-five in the
hundred.'- In the reign of Trajan, Idumea was reduced iÊw
the forrn of a Roman province, by one of his genérals; aftèr
this time it not does fall within our plan te rrotice it, except

ffierely to state,, that its subjection does not seern to have been
compjete or permanent. far dnrinfr t1it- latter o-mpire, there were
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certainly sovereigns of this part of Arabia, in some dégree
independent, whose influence and alliance were courted by

the Romans mid Persians, whenever a war was about to
commence between these two powers.

From this sketch of the trade of the Arabians from the
earliest period, we may conclude, in the first place, that when

navigation was In its infancy, it was confined, , or almost
entirely so, to a land trade carried on by caravans; and that
Petra was the centre to which these-caravans-tended from the

east and the south, brin'eîne with them from the former the
commodities of India, and îrom, the latter the commodities of

the more fertile pàrt of Arabia. From Petra, all these Oods
were again transported by land to the shores of the eedi-

terranean and to Egypt. In the second place, when navi-ga-
tion became more commonly known and practised, (and the5re

is good reason to believe tha;t it was known and practised
among the Arabians, especially those near the Persian Gulf,

at a very early period,) a portion of the Indiau commo-
dities, which before had been carried by land to Petra were

brou ht by sea to SabSa. It appears that in the age of
AgatErcides, the monopoly of the trade between India and

Europe by this route was wholly possessed by the Sabéans;
thàt, in order to evade the effects of this monopoly, the Greeks
of Egypt found their way to Aden and Hadrauinaut, in
Arabia, and to Mosullon on the coast of Africa. -Here they

met with other Arabians, who at this time also traded to
India, and sold thein Indian goods'at a cheaper rate. And,
lastly, we bave seen tliat these ports on the southern coast of

Arabi.«-4 and on the coast of Africa, were frequented by the mer-
chants of Egypt, tili, by.the discovery of the monsoon, their
ships were enabled to sail directly to India. It is undoubtedly
true that before this discovery, single ships occasionally reacheâ
India by adhering to the coast all the way, but the direct com-

munication was very rare. After the naiure of the monsoon
was thoroughly understood, and it was ascertained that com-
plete dependence could be placed on its steadiness and regu-
laritv, and that by its change, the ships could be brought as
safély and quickly back from. India, as they had reached it,
the ancients, who at first only ventured to the mouth of the
Indus, gradually made theïr way down the western coast
of the Indian peninsula.

The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, a work which has been
frequently referreJ tc), P, rich li, materialz Io illiistrate the
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geographical knowledge, and the ircial. enterprize of
the ancients in the pan of the world to which it relates. We
have already as d its date to the age of Nero. Our limits
will prevent usslerroern giving a full account of this work; we

shall therefore, in the first place, give a short abstract of the
geographical ksiowledge which it displays, and in the next

place' illustrate from it,' the nature of the commerce carried
on, on the Red Sea, the adjacent coasts of Africa and Arabia,
and the ports of India, which are noticed in it.

At the time of Strabo, the geography of the ancients did
not extend, on the eastern coast of Africa, further to the

south than a promontory called Noti Cornu, (the Southern
Horn,) which seems to have been in about 12-1 degrees north
latitude. Beyond this an arid coast, without ports or fresh
water, arrested the progress of navigation ; but it appears by

the Periplus, that this prorhontory was now passed, and com-
merce liad extended to the port of Rhapta and the isle of

Menutias, whiéh are supposed to correspond with Babel
Velho and the island of Magadoxa. The author of the

Periplus, who seems to have been a merchant personally
acquainted with most of the places he describes, had heard

of, but not visited the promontory Prasum: he represents the,
ocean beyond Rhapta as entirely unknown, but as believed to

continue its western direction, and after having washed the south
coast of Ethioffia, tojoin the Western Ocean. The whole of the
west coast of India, from the Indus to "Irrapobane, is minutely

described in the Periplus. Some of the particulars of the
manners and customs of the inhabitants coincide in a strikino-
manner with those of the present day; this observation applies,
among other points, to the pirates between Bombay and Goa.

Dr. Vincent, in his learned commentary on the Periplus.
gives it as his opinion., that the author of the Periplus never'

went further than Nelkun'dah himself, that is, to the boundary
betwé»en the provinces of Canara and Malabar. The east
coast of the Indiati peninsula is not traced so minutely nor
so accuratelv as the west coas4 thouorh there are names and
descriptions in the Périplus, from which it méty fairly be in-

ferred, that the author alludes to Cavarýy, Masulapatam,
Calingrapatam, Coromandel, and other places and districts of

this part of India. - The countries beyond the Ganges, the
Golden Chersonese, and the countries towards China, are very
obscurely noticed in the Periplus, thouch the information he
gives respecting the trade carried on in tbese parts is -nuci) Ï 1ý
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more minute and accurate. , His description of the direction
of the coast of India, is on the whole, surprisingly consonant to
truth: according to, him, it tends from north t-' south5 as far
as Colchos (Travancore) ; at this place it bends to the east, and
afterwards to the north ; and then again a little to, the east, as
far as the Ganges. He is the first author in whom can clearly
be traced the name of the great southern division of India :

his tertn is Dachanabades, , Dachan signifying south, and
abad a city; and Decan is still the general name of all the
country to the south of Baroche, the boundary assigned by
the author. The particulars he mentions of the bay of Cutch,
of Cambay, of Baroclie, and of the Ghauts, may also be men- -
tioned as proofs of his accuracy with respect to those parts of

India, which lie visited in person.
Having thus given a sketch of the geographical knowledge

contained the Periplus, we shall next attend to the commercial
information which. it conveys. As this work is divided into
two distinct parts, the first comprising the coast of the Red
Sea, and of Africa, from Myos Hormos on the former, to
Rhapta in the latter: and the second part, beuinnirke at the
same place, and including the whole coast of Arabia, both that
which lies on the Red Sea, and that which lies on the Ocean,

and then -stretching from the Gulf of Persia.to Guzerat, describ-
ing the coast. of Malabar, as far as Ceylon, we shall, in our ab-
stract of the commercial intelligence it contains, enumerate the
principal imports and eKports of the niost frequented marts in

Africa, (including the Red Sea,) Arabia, and India.
1. The Red Sea and Africa. Myos Hormos is described

as the first port of Egypt on the Red Sea; as it lies in twenty-
seven de r es north latitude, and Rhapta, the bound of

the Peri us to the south, in nearly ten degrées south latitlide,
the distance between them will be about 2,500 miles. It is

to be supposed, that every. thing relating to the ireography,
navigation, and commerce of the Red Sea, from Myos Hor-

mos to, Aduli, on the western sid, and Moosa, on the eastern
side of it, was well known to the merchants of Egy, pt5

as the author of the Periplus gives no circumstantial account
of any port, till he arrives at these places. It appears,
also, tliat till the ships arrived at these places, they kept the
mid-channel of the Red Sea, and, consequently, there was no

occasion, or indeed, opportunity of describing the inter-
inediate ports. We bave already mentioned, that Myos

Hormo-, xvas fixed oji hy Ptoléniv Pliiiý-idelpbiis. in. prefer-
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ence to Arsinoe, beçause the navig4tion of the Western pan
of the Red Sea, on which the latter was placect was-intrirate
and tedieus. Berenice was afterwards selected, as being
still lower down: but it is worthy of regmrk, that rjàtbkr

BereniS, nor Ptolemais Theron, another port of th
Ptolemies, were hgrbours, but merely roadsteads, thou

fromour, author's description, there were an aInwst infineIý
number'of safe harbours, creeks, bays, &c. in every part of

the Red Sea.
Aduli, the first port on the west side of the Red Sea, and

the port of communication with Axuma, was, in the
age of the Periplus, subject to the same prince, who possessed
the whoWcoast, froin Berenice.. The ex orts from tbis place
were confined to ivory, brought *frSn tee interior on both

sides of the Nile; -the horns of the rhinoceros, and tortoise-
'shell. Ilr, imports were very numerous, formu*ig au as-
sortment, as Dr. Vincent justýy observes, as speci:fic as a

modern invoice: the principal articles were, cloth, inanu-
factured in Egypt, unmilled, for the Barbarian market.

The term, Barbarii, was applied to the Egyptians, to the
whole western coest of the Red Sea, and was derived from
Barbar, the native name of the country inhabited by the Tro-

glodytes, Icthyophagi, and shepherds: as these were much.
hated and dreaded by the Egyptians, Pparbarii became a
term of reproach and dread,-'an(l in this sense it was adopted
by the Greeks anâ Romans, and has passed into the modern
European languages. But to return ftom this digression,-the

other imports were robes, manufactured at Arsinoe; cloths
dyed, so as to imitate the Tyrian purple; linens, fringed

mantles, glass or crystal, murrhine cups, orichalchum, or
mixed metal for trinkets and coin; brass vessels for cooking,

the pieces of which, when they happeried to be broken, were
worn by the women as ornanients; iron, for weapons and

other purposes; knives, daggers, hatchetýý, &c.; brass bowls,
wine, oil, gold and silver plate, camp cloaks, and cover-lids.

theýe formed the principal articles of import from Myos
Hormos, and as they are very numerous, compared witli

the exportsý it seems surprising that coin should also have
been imported, but that this ivas the c.Ëtse, ive are expressly

told by the author of the Periplus, who particularizes Roman
currency, under the name of Denarii. The following articles
iinported. into Aduli, must have come through Arabia, from

India: Indiaii iron; Indian cottons; coverl'ids, and sashes
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made of cotton; cotton cloth, dyed the colour of the mallow-
flower, and a few muslins.

The Periplus next passes without- the Straits of Babelrnan-
deb: on the African side, four principal marts are mentioned,

to all of which. the epithet of Tapera, is applied, signifying
their positîon beyond the straits. The first of these marts is
Abalitis: as Ihis place had no port, goods were conveyed to

the ships in boats and rafts; they were- also employed by
the natives, in carrying on a trade with the opposite ports of
Arabia: what they imported from Arabia,- is not specified;
but they- exported thither gums, a small quantity of ivory,
tortoise-shell, and myrrh of the finest quality. This last
article being purchased by the Greek merchants, in- SabSa,

was regarded by them as a native production of that part of
Arabia, when, in reality, as we learn from the Periplus, it was the

produce of Africa. There were imp*orted into Abalitis, from-
Egypt, flint glass, and glass vessels unsorteil ; unripe grapes

from Diospolis, which were used to make the rob of grapes;
unmilIed cloths, for the Barbaric market; corn, wine, and

tin; the last article must bave come frorno Britain.
The next mart lis Malao, likewise a roadstead; the imports

were the same as those of Abalitis, with the addition of
tunics; cloaks manufactured at Arsinoe, milled and dyed;

îron, and a small quantity of specie: the exports were,
myrrh, frankincense, cassia, inferior cinnamon, substituted
for the oriential; gum, and a few slaves. The only article of
export peculiar to the third mart, Mundus, was a fragrant

gum, which seems to have grown only in its vicinity.
The fourth and last mart mentioned as lying on the

African side of the channel, which opens from, the Straits of
Babelmandeb, is Mosuilon; this was the most important inart

on the whole coast, and that which gave a specific name to the
trade of -the ancients: the imports were numerous, comprising,
besidesý those à1ready mentioned, some that were peculiar to
this place, such as vessels of silver, a small quantity of iron,
and flint glass: the exports were, cinnamon, of an' inferior
quality; the quantity of this article is noticed as so omreat,

that larger vessels were employed in the trade of this port,
expressly for conveyinr it, than were seen in the other ports

of Africa. We are iiformed by Pliny, that Mosullon was a
great mark-et for cinnamon, - and it would seem, from its

being conveyed in large vessels by sea, -that it came from
Arabia. The cinnamon mentioned in the Periplus, is, indeed,
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particularized as of an inferior quality, which is directl' at
variance with the authority -of Dioscorides, who expressly
states that the Mosulletic species is onè ofprîme quality; if

thiswere the.. case, it rnust have been Indian. Ile other
exports were gums, drtigs, tortoise-shell, lheense, frank-

incense, brotight from distant places; ivory, and a small
quantiiy of myrrh. "Ile abundance of aromatic articles,

which the Greeks procured on this part of the coast, induéed
thern to give the name of Aromatic to the whole côuntry, and
particularly to, the town and promontory at the eastern
extremity of it. Cape 'Arornata, the Gardéfan of the
moderqs, is not only the extreme point east of the continent of
Africa, but also forms the southern point of entrance on the

approach to the Red Sea, and is the boundary of the monsoon.
At the marts between Mosullon and this Cape, no articles of
commerce are specified, éxcept frankincense, in great abundance
and of the best quality, at Alkannai. At the Cape itself, there
was a mart, with an exposed roadstý,d; and to, the south of it,

was another mart ; frorn both these, the principal exports
consisted of various kinds of aromatics.

At Aromata, the Barbaria of the ancients, or the Atiel of
the moderns, terminates; and the coast of Azania, or A an
begins. The first mart on this coast is Opone, from. Zch
there were exported, besides the usual aromatics and other
articles, slaves of a superior description, chiefly for the

Egyptian market, and tortoise-shell, also, ôf a superior sort,
and in great abundance. There was nothing veculiar in the
imports. In this part of his work, the author Qf the Perip-
lus, mentions and describes the annual voyage between the coast
of Africa and India: after enunierating the articles importéd frorn
the latter country, whicli consisted chiefly of corn, rice, butter;

oil. of Sesanum; cotton, raw and manufactured sashes; and honey
from the cane, called sugar; he adds, tbat Il many vessels are em -
ployed in this commerce, expressly for the i M*portation of these
articles, and others, which have a more distant destination,
sell part of their cargoes on this coast, and take in the pro-
duce in return." This seems to, be the first historical
evidence of a commercial intercourse between India- and
Africa, independent of the voyages of the Arabians; and as

the parts from. which. the ships sailed to India, lay within the
limits of tlie monsoon, it most probably was accomplisbed by

means of it, and directly from land to land, without coasting
round by the Gulf of Persia. The ports on the west coast of
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Indà, to whiçh the trade was çaxried on, were Ariake and
Barugaza, in Guerat and Concan.

No »ýart is menn*oued aft« Opo»e, tiIl we arrive at
Ràap4 This pl*ce was so nanied by the Greeks, because

tbe shipra enq9oyed by the inhabiüaits were raised firom a
bottoin conipoW of a W le- piece of wood, and the aides

vere sewed to it, iastegd oe being nà%iled. In order to pre-
serve the sewing, the whole outside was covered over with seme
of the gums of the wuntry. It îs a circumstanee worthy of
notice,. thAý when the Portuguese first visited this coast, they

found ships of exactly the satne materials and construction.
At Rhapta, the cus;»ms were farmed by the merchants of

Moos44 thovgh it was subject to, mie of the prince& of
Yeman.. Aràbian commanders and supercýrgoes. were

always emplo ed in their ships, from theïr experience in the
navigat-- - le imports of Rhapta were, lances, principally

manufactured at-Moosa; axes, knives-, awls, and various
k-inds of glass: the exports were, ivory, inferior to the Aduli
ivory, but cheap, and in reat abundance the horns

of the rhinoceros, tortoise shell, superior to any of this coast,
but not equal to, the Indian; and an article called Nauplius,
the nature of which îs not known.

At the period when the Periplus was written, the coast was
unknown beyond Rhapta; at this, place, therefore, the journal

of this voyage terininates; but this place,. there is every
reason to believe that the author visited in person.

The commencement of the second voyage is from Berenice:
from this port he conducts us to Myos Hormos, and there

across the Red Sea to, Leuke Kome in Arabia. This port we
have already- noticed as in the possession of the Romans, and
forming the point of communication with Petra. We have

also stated from our author, that at Leuke Kome the Romans
kept a garrison, and collected a duty of twenty-five pet cent.
on the goods imported and exporte(£ From it to the coast

below Burnt Island, there was no trade carried on, in conse-
quence of the dangers or the navigation from rocks, the want
of harbours, the poverty and bart)arisin of the natives, who,

seem to have been pirates, and the want of produce and
manufactures.

In the farthest bay of the east or Arabian coast of the Red
Sea, about thirty miles from the straits, W'as Moosa, the regu-
lar mart of the country, established, protected, and privileged
as such hy the govemment Ir, was not a harbour, but a road
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with goM anchorfe on a sandy bottom. The inhabitants
were Arabians, an t was much resorted to by merchants,
both on account of the produce and manufactures of the adjacent
coant and on account of its trade to India. The imports
into ;7oosa were principally purple cloth of different qualities
and prices; garments made in the Arabian manner, with sleeves,
plain and mixed; saffron; an aromatic rush used in medicine;

muslins, cloaks, quilts, but only a few plain, and made accord-
ing to the fashion of the country; sashes of various colours;

some corn and wine, and coin to pay for the balance cif trade. In
order to ingratiate the sovereigns of the country, horses, mules,

t old plate, silver plate richly embossed, splendid robes, and
rass goods were also imported, expressly as presents to them.

One of these sovereigns was styled the friend of the Roman
emperors. Embassies were frequently sent to him from, Rome,

and it is probable that for him, the presents were chiefly
designed. The exports frSn Moosa were myrrh of the best
quality, gum, and very pure and white alabaster, of which
boxes were made; there was likewise exported a variety of
articles, the produce and manufacture of Aduli, which were
brou t from that place to, Moosa.

e are next directed to the ports beyond the Straits of
Babelmandeb. The wind in passing'them is described as

violent, comig on in sudden and dangerous squalls, in conse-

uence of its confinement between the two capes which formed
e entrance to the straits. The first place beyond them,

about 120 miles to the east, described in the Periplus, is a
village called Arabia Felix: this, there is evéry reason to,
believe, is Aden. It is represented in the Periplus as having

been a place of great importance bebre the fleets sailed
directly from. India to, Egypt, or from EgYpt to the east. - Till

this occurred, the fleets from. the east met in this harbour
the fleets from. E$nt. This description and account of it
exactly corresponds with what Agatharcides relates : he says

it. received its name of Eudaimon, (fortunate,) on account of the
ships from India and Egypt meeting there, before the mer-
chants of Egypt had the courage to, venture further towards
the eastern marts. Its importance seems to, have continued m*

some degree till it was destroyed by the Romans, probably in
the time of Claudius: the object and reason of this act was to
prevent the ti-ade, which. in his âme had begun to direct its
course to India, from. reverting to this place.

About 200 n-àles to the ýMJ of Aden was the port of Kane.

Ce
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The country in it- vicinity is represented as producinc a - t
quantity of excellent frankincense, which was -conveyed to rane
by land in caravans, and by sea in vessels, or in rafts which were
floate(lbymeansofinflatedskins. This was a port of considerable

trade; the inerchanti tràding to Baragyza, Scindi, Oman, and
Persis, as well as to the ports in Africa, beyond the straits. The
goods imported were principaUy from Egypt, and consisted of
a small quantity-of wheat, wine, cloaths for the Arabian mar-
ket, common, plain, and mixed; brass, tin, Mediterranean
cura], which was in great repute in India, so that the great

demand for it prevented the Gauls in the south of France,
according to Pliny, from adorning their swords, &c. with i4

as they were wont to do; storax, plateý money, horses, statues
or images, and cloth. The exports were confined to the pro-
duce of the country, especially frankincense and aloes. At

Syagros, which is described as a promontory fronting the
east, and the largest in the world, there was a garrison for the
protection of the place, which was -the repository of all the

Incense collected in these parts.
The island of Dioscorides (Socotra) is next described. It

was inhabited on its northern side, (the only part of it that was
then inhabited,) by a few Arabians, Indians, and Greeks, who

seem to bave fixed a permanent or ternporary abode here, for
the purpose of obtaining tortoise-shell: this was much prized,
being of a yeUow colour, very hard and durable, and used to,

make cises, boxes, and writing tables; this and dragon's blood
were its chief productions. In exchange fbr them, there were
imported rice, corn, Indian cotton goods, and women slave&

The first mart beyond Cape Syagros is Moscha, which
is represented as much resorted to on account of the sac-
chalitic incense which is imported there. This was so, ex-
tremely abundant that it lay in heaps, with no other protection

than that which was derived from the gods, for whose sacri-
fices it was, intended. It is added that it was not pmible
for any person to, procure a cargo of it without the permission of
the king; and that the vessels were observed and searched so
thoroughly, that not a single grain of it could be clândestinely
exported. The intercourse between this port and Kane was

and besides this, it was frequented by such ships as
arrived from. India too late in the season : here they continued

during the unfavourable monsoon, exchanging muslins, corn,
and oil, for frankincense. A small island, which is supposed to
be the modern Mazeira, was visited by vessels from Kme to
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collet or purcha» tortoise-shell : the priem& in the Wand
are represented in the Periplus as wearing aprons ma& of
the fibres of the cocoa tree: this is the earliest mention of
tbil tree.

Moçaixion, the extreme point south of the Gulf of Persia,
was the land froin which the ArAbians, (to use a maritime

phrase) took their departure, witli various superstitious observ-
ance% imploring a blessing on their intended voyage, and
setting adrift a small toy, rigged like a ship, which, if dashed

to, pieces, was supposed to be accepted by the god of the
ocean, instead of their ship.

It is impossible to determine from the Periplus, whether
the author was personally acquainted with the navigation, ports.
and trade of the Gulf of Persia: the probability is that he was
not, as lie mentions only two particulars connected with it;
the peaiý1 fishery, and the town of Apologus, a celebrated
mart at the mouth of the ]ý1.Phrates; the peari fishe he deffl

scribes as extending firom Moçandon. to, Bahrain. 71 10
is the Present Obý1eh, on the canal that leads from, the Uý.

phrates to, Basra.
If the author of the Periplus did not enter the Gulf of

Persia, he certainly stretched over, with the monsoon, either
to Karmania, or directly to Scindi, or to the Gulf of Cambay;
fýr at these places the minuteness of information which dis.
tin hes the journal again appears.

eanna in Persia is the first mart described; it lay in the
province of Gadrosia, but as it is not mentioned by Nearchus,

who found Arabs in most other -parts of the province, we may
conclude that it was founded after his time. The trade

between this place and Baragaza in India, was regular and
direct, and the crôods, brought froin the latter to the former,

seems afterwards to have been sent to Oboleh at the head
of the Gulf; the imports were brass, sandal-wood ; timber, of

what kind is not specified; horn, ebon ; this is the first port
the trade of which included ebony a:ï sandal-wood: frank-

incense was imported from Kane. The exports to.Arabia and
Baragaza weré purple cloth for the natives; wine, a large

quantity of dates, gold, slavesý and pearls of an inferior
quality.

The firgt place in India to which the merchants of F«ypt,
while they followed the ancient course of navigation b coast-

mg, were accustomed to trade, was'Pâtala on the Inli; for
we have admitted that single vesse1s, occasionally ventured
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beyond the Straits of Babelinandel), beibre the discovery of
thé monsoon, thotigh the trade froin Egypt to, Iii(lia, previ-

011,sly to that discowry, was by rio means frequeiit or regular.

'l'he gomIs imported i;ito Patala were woollen cloth of a mlight
làbric, linvii, woveii in checquer work, sortie precious stone.%,

and some kiiid of' itromatics titiknown in Iiidia, probably the
produce of Afi-ica or Arabia.; coral, storax, lass vessels of

various descrik)tiolis, moine plate, iiioiiey, ani wiiie. Fronà

Patala, the Iligyptimi iiierchant.4 brouelit spices, geins of

diflWiit kinds, particularly sapphires, silk sttilis, silk thread,
cottoià cloths, and pepper. As Piailla is not mesitioiied ili

-il)ltjs, it is 1wobable it was abundoiied f - Baragaza,
il far more considerable mart oit the same const, and mon

probably Baroche oii the Nerbuddah.
11elbre describing Baragaza, however, the author of the.

Periplus mentions two places on the Indus, which were fre.
quented for the purposes of commerce: the first ticar the

mouth of the river, called Barbarike; and the otlier higlier
up, called Minagara: tlie latter was the capital of' a kiti doni

,%vliicti extended as fiir as Baragaza. As the kiiig Y this
coutitry was possessed of il place of sticli consequence to the

rnercliiiiits as Bara izaýt atid as fi-oin Iiis provinces, or throu Il
theni, the most variable cargocs m-ere obtained, it was of tt

utinost moinent that his gtx,ýd wili and protection should bc
obtainetl mid preserved. For this purpose there were iin-

ported, as presents fi)r Iiini, the following articles, all expensive,
and the verv best of their kind : plate of very great value
musical iliscruilients; haiidsonie Nir ins for the haram ; wine
of the very best quality; plain clo i, but of the fitiest sort;
and perfumes. Ilesi(les tlie:se presents, there were likewise im.

ported a grec quiuitity of plain garnients, mid sortie mixed
or ineerior cloth; topazes, coral, storax, fi-ankincense, lass

vessels, plate-, specie, and wine. The exports were costus, Xnd
of spice; bdelliuin, ii ni; a yellow dye, spikenard, enieralds,sapphires, cot Irtons, si, thread, indigo, or perhaps the indi-

cum of Pliny, which was probably Indian ink - skins are
likewise enumeraied, with the epithet sen . a prefixed to, them,

but of what kind they were cannot be determined: wine is
specified as an article of import into this and other places;

three kinds of it are particularized: wine from Laodicea in
Syria, which is sti.11 celebrated for its wine; Italian wine, and

Arabitui wine. Some sup that the last was palm or
todd wine, whicli seenis to Mave been a great article of trade.
N e come now to Baraga7a: the author first mentions the
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produce of the district ; it con-qisted of corri, rice, oil of Sesa-
muni, ghec or butterg and cotton : lie then, in a most minute
and accurate manner, describes the approach to, the harbour;
the extraordinarily higli tides, the rapidity with which th roll
in and again recede, especially at t le new moon, the ýllïcult
pilotage ( )f the river, are ail notice(]. On account of these
dail ers and difficulties, lie kuids, duit pilots were appointed.

by Jie government, with, large boats, well inanned, who put
to sea to wait the approacli of ships. These pilots, as soon as
they come on board, bring the si i )'s head round, and keel)

2 of the river; if necessarlier clear of the shoals at the mout y
they tow the shil) Erorri station to station, where there is good
anchorage; these stations were called Basons, and seem to

have becii pools retaining the water, after the tide had receded.
froni othe'r parts. 'Flic navigation ofthe riverwas performed

only as long as the tide was favorable; as soon as it turned,
the ships auchored. in these stations.

The sovereign to, whoni Baragaza belonged is. represented
as so, very anxiotis to render it le onl mart, that he would
not permit ships to enter any of his otiier harbours ; if they
attempted it, they were boarded and conducted to Baragaza;
at this place were collected ait the produce and manufactures
of this part of India: sonie of whicli were brouglit down the
river Nerbtidcliiii ; others were conveyed across the motintains

by caravans. The merchandize of' Bengal, and even of the
:Seres, was collected here, besides the producle of Africa, and
of the countries fuirther to the south, in India. The whole ar-
rangement of this place was correspondent to this extensive
commerce, fbr the autlior informs us, that such was the de-
spitteli in transacting business, that a cargo could bc entirely
landed and sold., and a new cargo obtained. and put on board
iii the space of tliree days.

From Ozeni to, the east of Baragaza, formerly the capital
of the country, there was brought to the latter place for ex.
portation, chiefly the following articles: onyx stones, porce-
laine, fine niuslins, muslins dyed of the colour of the melon,
and common cotton in great quantities : from the . Panjab

there were brou(rht for exportation, spikeijard of different
kinds, costus, bdellium, ivory, murrhine cups, myrrh, pepper,
&c. The iniports were wine, of all the three sorts already

mentioned, brass, tin, lead, coral, topazes, cloth of different
kinds, sashes, storax, sweet lotus white friass, stibium, cinna-

bai-, and ýa sinali quantity of perfumes a considerable quantity

ciiAp. m. Io the Time o*lý)loleiny the reographer.
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of corn was also impoi-ted ; the denarius, both gold and silver,
exchanging with profit against the coin of the country, on

account of its greater purity.
From Baragaza the author proceeds to a description of the

cmt of the Decan, which, as we have already mentioned, is re-
inartable for its accuracy, as well as for its first mentioning
the appellation Decan. At the distance of twenty days'Jour-
ney to the south lies Plithana, and ten days' journey to, the
east of this is Taqara, both marts of eat consequence,, and
the latter the capital of the country. ýrom these are brought

down, through difficult roads, several articles to Baragaza,
particularlypnyx stones from. ]Plithana, and cottons and muslin

from Tagarà 4,1 If we should now describe, (observed Dr.
Vincent) the arc of a circle from Minnagar, on the Indus,
through Ou 'gein to Dowlatabad on the Godavery, of which
Baroche should be the centre, we might comprehend the ex-
tent of the intelligence acquired by the merchant of the
Periplus. But à1lowing that this was the knowledge of the

age, and not of the individual only, wliere is this knowledge
preserved, except in this brief narrative ? which, *Îth all the
corruption of its text, is still an inestimable treasure to all
those who wish to compare the first dawning of our knowledge
in the east with the meridian light which we now enjoy by
the intercourse and conquests of the Europeans. An arc of
this sort comprehends near three degrees of a great circle : and
if upon such a space, and at such a distance from. the coast,
we find nothing but what is confirmed by the actual appear-
ance of the country, at the present moment, great allowance is
to be made for those parts of the work which. are less con-
spicuous, for the author did certainly not visit every place
which he mentions; and there are mmiife*st omissions in the text,

as well as errors and corruptions."
The province of Canara, callied by the author of the Periplus
Limurike, follows in his description the pirate coast; after

Lùnurike, he describes Pandion, corresporiding with what is
at present caUed Malabar Proper; thýs is succeeded by Paralia

and Cornari, and the description of the west coast of India is
terminated by the pearl fishery and Ceylon. There were several

smaR ports in Limurike frequented by the country ships; but
the only mart frequented by vessels from. Egypt was Musiris.
it was likewise a great resort of native vessels from Ariake or

Concan. The articles imported were nearly the same as those
at Baragaza, but the exports fi-om it were more nuinerous and

valuable : this sceniq-,4o' have arisen froin its Iyinc'r ilearer to
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the eastern and richer parts of India. The principal
exports were, pearls in great abundance and extraordinary
beauty; a variety of silk stuffs ; rich perfunies ; tortoise-shell

diiferent kindep of transparent gerns, especially dianiond:ç; and
pepper in large quantites, and of the best quality.

Fhe port of Nelkundah, which, as we have aiready mc-
marked, was the limit of our authors personal knowledge, was

a place of very great trade; it was much frequented, princi-
pallý on accoant of the betel and pepper, which were procured.
there on very reaisonable ternis: the pepper is distinguislied, in
the list of its imports, as the pepper of Cottonara. Besides this
article and betel, the only exports were, pearls, ivory, silks,
spikenard, precious stones., and tortoise-shell; the imports
were chiefly specie, topazes, cloth, stibium, coral, glass, brass,
tin, lead,,,çvine, corn, &c.

1he ports to the south of Nelkundali are described in a
cui-sory manner in the Periplus; they were frequented prin-

cipally by the country. ships, which carried on a lucrative
trade between them. and the ports in the north of India. The
exports of the *Island of Trapobane, or Ceylon, are particu-
larized as consisting chiefly of pearls, gems, tortoise-shells, and
muslins : cinnamon is not named ; an almost decisive proof, if

other proof were wanting, that the author of the Periplus had
never visited this island. That trading voyages were carried
on by the natives from the southêrn ports of India, pot only
to the northern ports of the western side of that country, but

also, to, the eastern. ports in the Bay of Bengal, anà to, the
farther pueninsula. itself, we are expressly -inébrmed, as our
author mentions vessels of great bulk adapted to the voyages
made to the Ganges and the Golden Chersonese, in contra.
distinction to other and smaller vessels employed in the
voyages to, Limurike.

Of' the remainder of the Periplus little notice is requisite,
the atcount of the countries beyond Cape Comorin being en-

tirely drawn from report, and consequently erroneous, both
in respect to, geography and commerce. In soine particulars,

regarding the latter, however, it is surprisingly accurate: the
Gangetie muslins are praised as the finest manufacture of the

sort, and Gangetic spikenard is also noticed; the other articles
of traffic in the ports on the Ganges were betel and pearls.
Thina is also mentioned as a city, in the interior of a country

immediately under the north, at a certain point -%vhere the sea
terminates; froni this city both the raw material and manu-

R 4ý
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factured silks are brought by land through Bactria to Baragaza,
or else down the Ganges, and thence by sea to Limurike: the
routes we have already described. The means of approach to
Thina are,,represented as very difficult; some rnerchants,
however, came from it to a great mart which is annually held

near it The SesatS,-.who froin the description of thein are
evidently Tartars, frequen-t this mart with their wives and

children. 1,1 71ey are squat and thick-set, with their face
broad and their nose greatly depressed. The articles they
ring or trade ire o eat bulk, and inveloped in mats made

of rushes, whic , in eir outward appearance, resemble the
early leaves of the vine. Their place of assembly is between
their own borders and those of China; and here spreading
out their mats, they hold a fair for several days, and at thé
conclusion of it, return to their owm country in the interior.

Upon their retreat the ThinS, who have continued on the
watch, repair to the spot and collect the mats which the
strangers left behind at their departure; froin these they pick
out the haulm, and drawing out the fibres, spread the leaves
double, and make them into balls, and then pass the fibres

throngh them. Of these balls there are three sorts, in this
forin they take the naine of Malabathrum."

On this account Dr. Vincent very justly remarks, that we
have here, upon the w ' ole, a description of that mode of
traffic, which has always been adopted by the Chinese, and by

which they to this hour trade with Russia, Thibet, and Ava.
Many of the particulars which we have given on the subject

of the Roman trade are supplied by Pliny, who wrote his
natural history when Rome was in its most flourishing state
under the reign of Vespasian. His works consist of'thirty-
seven books, the first six comprise the system of the world

and the geography as it was then known. After examining
the accounts of Polybius, Agrippa, and Artemidorus, he assigns
the following comparative magnitudes to the three great di-
visions of the earth. Europe rather more than a third, Asia
about a fourth, and Africa about a fifth of the whole. With.
few exceptions, his geographical knowledore of the east and
of the north, the parts of the world of ýÈich the ancients
were the most ignorant, was very maccurate: he suppose 1 s the

Ganges to, be the north-eastern limit of Asia, and that from
it the coast turned to, the north, where it was wasbed by the
sea of Serica, between which and a strait, which he imagined
formed a communication froin the Caspian to the Scythian
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ocean, he admits but a very small space. According to, the
system of Pliny, therefère, the ocean occupied the whole

county of Siberia, Mogul Tartary, China, &c. He derived
his information respecting India from the journals of Nearchus,
and the other officers of Alexander; and yet such is his ignor-
ance, or the corrupt state of the text, or the vitiated medium

through which he received his information, that it-is not easy
to reconcile his account with that of Nearchus. Salmasius,
indeed, charges him with confounding the east and west in his
description of India. His geography, in the most important
particular of the relative distances of places, is rendered of
very little utility or authority, from, the circumstance pointed
out and proved by D'Anville, that lie indiscriminately

reckons eight stadia to the mile, without refèrence to, the
difference between the Greek and Roman stadium. He has,

however, added two articles of information to the geographical
and commercial knowledge of the east possessed before his
time; the one is the account of the new course of naNlollt*ou
from Arabia to the coast of Malabar, which has been auteady

described; the other is a description of Trapobane, or Ceylon,
which, though inaccurate and obscure in many points, must

be re arded as a real and important addition to, the geogra-
phical knowledze of the Romans.

Pliny's geography of the north is the most full and curious
of all antiquity. After describing the Hellespont, MSotis,

Dacia, Sarmatiaý Icient Scythia, and the isles in the Euxine
Sea, and procee(eeý last from, Spain, lie passes north to the
Scythie Ocean, and returns west towards-Spain. The coast
of part of the Baitic seem's to, have been partly known to
him; he particularly mentions an island called Baltia, where

amber was found; but he supposes that the Baltie Sea itself
was connected with the Caspian and Indian Oceans. jy

is the first author who names Scandinavia, which he re-
presents as an island, the extent of which was not then

known; but by Scandinavia there is reason to believe the

present Seandia is meant. Denmark may probably be i-ecb-«-
nised in the Dumnor of this author, and Norway in Noligen.
The mountain SSvo, which he describes as forming a vast

bay called Codanus, extending to the promontory of the
Cimbri, is supposed by some to be the mountains that run

along the Vistula on the eastern extremit of Germany, and
by others to be that chain of mountains which commence at

Oottenburgh. The whole of his information respecting the

1 M.Wi
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north seems to have been drawn &om. the expeditions of
Drusus, Varus, and Germanicus, to, the Elbe and the Weser,
and from the accounts of the merchauts who traded thither Èbr
amber. .

Tacitus, who died about twenty years after Plinyq seems to
have acquired a knowledge of the nôrth more accurate in some
respects than the latter possessed. In hs admirable descrip-
tion of Gennany, he mentions the Suiones, and from the naine,
as well as other circumstances, there can be hale. doubt that»
they inhabited the southern part of modern Sweden.

The northern promontory of Scotland was known to
Diodorus Siculus under the name of Orcas ; but the insularity

of Britain was certainly not ascertained till the fleet sent out
by Agricola sailed round it, about eighty-four years after
Christ. ' Tacitus, who mentions this circumstance, also in-
forms us, that Ireland, which was known by name to, the

Greeks, was much frequented in bis time by merchants, froni
whose information he adds, tbat its harbours were better known
tl= those of Britain: this statement, however, there is much
reasýn to, question, as in the time of CSsar, all that the
Romans knew of Ireland was its relative position to, Britain,
and that it was about half its size.

The emperor Tinjan, who reigned between A. D. 98 and
A. D. 111, was not only a great conqueror, carrying the
Roman armies beyond the Danube into Dacia, and into Ar-
menia, Mesopotamia, and Assyria, and thus extending and
rendering more accurate the geographical knowledge of his
subjects; but he was also attentive to the improvement and
commercial prosperity of the empire. He made good roads
from one end of the empire to the other; he constructed a

convenient and safe harbour at Centum Celke (Civita Vecchia),
and another at Ancona on the Adriatic: he dug a new and
navigable canal, which conveyed the waters of the Nahar-
NIalcha, or royal canal of Nebuchadnenar. ùito the river
Tigris; and lie is supposed to, luve repaired or renewed the
Feyptian canal between the Nile and the Red Sea. He also,

gave directions and authority to, PEny, who was appointed
governor of Pontus and Bithynia, to examine minutely into
the commerce of those provinces, and into the revenues de-
rived from 1 4 ami other sources.

The emperor Adriain passed nearly the whole of his reign
in visiting the diferent parts of bis ilominions: he began his
journey in Gaul, and thence into Gemany;'Iie afterwards
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passect into Britain. On bis return to Gaul, he visited Spain
on his next journey he went to Athens, and thence into
the east-; and on bis second return to Rome, he visited
Sicily ; bis third journey comprised the, African provinces
bis fourth was employed in again visiting the east; from Syria he

went into Arabia, and thence into Fgypt, where lie repaired
and adorned the city of Alexandria, restoring to the inhabit-
ants their former privileges, and encouraging their commerce.
On hisjourney back to Rome, he visited Syria, Thrace, Mace- 9
donia, and Athens. By bis orders, an artificial port was con-
structed at Trebizond on a coast destitute by nature of secure

harbours, from. which this city derived great wealth and splendour.
The only writer in the time of Adrian, from whom we can

derive any additional information respecting the geography
and trade of the Romans, is Arrian. He was a native of

Nicodemia, and esteemed one of the most ' learned men of bis
age; to him. we are indebted for the journal of Nearchusps
voyage, an abstract of which bas been given. His accuracy
as a geograher, is sufficiently established in that work, and
indeed, in aimost all the particulars respectýg India, which
he has detailed in his history of the expedition of Alexander
the Great; and in bis Indica, which may be regarded as an
appendix to that history. He lived at Rome, under the

emperors Adrian, Antoninus, and Marcus Aurelius, and was
preferred to the highest posts of honour, and even to the

consulship. In the' year A.. D. 170, lie was appointed go.
vernor of Pontus, by Adrian, for the special purpose of

opposing the Akani, who were invading that part of thé*
empire. His situation and opportunities as governor, enabled

him to derive the most accurate and particular information
respecting the Euxine Sea, which, he addressed in a letter to

Adrian ; this Periplus, as it is called, Il contains whatever the
governor of Pontus had seen, from Trebizond to Dioseurias
whatever lie liad heard from Dioscurias to the Danube and
whatever lie knew from the Danube to Trebizond."

The letter begins with the arrival of Arrian at Trebizond, at
which place, the artificial port already noticed was then

forming. At Trebizond he embarked, and surveyed the
eastern coast of the Euxine Sea, visiting every where the IlJ

Roman garrisons. His course led him past the mouth of
the Pliasis, the waters of which, lie remarks, floated a long
time on those of the sea, by reason of their superiûr lightness.
S strong garrison was stationed at the mouth of tbis river, to
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protect this part of the country against the Barbarians ; he
adds, however, in bis letter, that the new suburbs which,

had been built by the merchants and veterans, required some
additional defence, and that he had, accordinaly, for the

gater security of the place, strengthened it w th a newitch : he ended bis voyage at Sebastapolis, the most
distant city izarrisoned, by the Romans. 'The description of
the coasts &É Asia, ftom Byzantium to, Trebizond, and an-
other of the interior, from Sebastapolis to the Bosphorus

Cimmerius, and thence to Byzantium, is added to, bis voyage.
""f\this minute and accurate suryeýtwa

The great ' object o s to
enable the emperor to, take what measures bec inig deem
proper, in case he designed to interfère in the affairs of the
Bosphorus, as well as to, point out the means of defence

agamst the Alani, and ether enemies of the Roman power.
We bave contented ourselves with this short abstract of

the Periplus of the Euxine, because we have already given all
the important information it contains on the subject of the
commerce of this sea. It is very inferior in merit to the
Periplus of the Euxine, which bas also been attributed to this
Arrian, though Dr. Vincent, we think, has proved that it is

the work of an earlier writer, and of a merchant.
As the Roman conquests extended, their geographical
knowledge of course increased. In the rei of Antoninus

Pius, their armies hAd forced a passa e mucTi further north
in Britain than they bad ever venturZ before. One of the
results of this success was a maritime survey, or rather two
partial surveys of the north part of Britain, from which the

eo ap y of that part of the island was compiled by
t le m y.
The maritime laws of the Rhodians, or those which passed

under their name, seem to, have been the basis and authority
of the Roman maritime laws at this period; for we are told,
that when a merchant complained to the emperor that he had
been plundered by the imperial officers at the Cyclades, where

he had been shipwrecked, the latter -replied, that he îndeed
-was lord of the earth, but that the sea was governed by the

Rhodian laws, and that from them he would obtain redress.
This part of the Rhodian law, however, had been but lately
adopted by the Romans; for Antoninu' is expressly mentioned
as having enacted, among other laws, that shipwrecked mer.
chandize should be the entire property of the lawffil owners,
without any interfèrence or participation of the offlcers of the
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exchequer, and that those * who weré guilty of plundering
wrecks should be severely punished.

One of the most important and complete surve 5 of the Roo-
man empire (the idea of which, as bas been alre2y, stated, was

first formed by Julius Ceesar) was begun and finished in the reign
of Antoninus, and is well known under the appellation of bis
Itinerary. It has, indeed, been objected to this date of the

Itinerary, that it contains places which were not known in the
time of Antonine, and names of places which they did not bear

till after bis reign ; thus mention is made of the province of
Arcadia in Egypt, and of Honorius in Pontus, so st led mi honor
of the sons of the emperor Theodosius. But the ïact seems to
be that alterations and additions were made to the Itinerary,
and that occasionally, or perhaps under each subsequent
emperor, new editions of it were published. From the mari-

time part of this Itinerary of Antoninus we derive a clear
idea of the timidity or want of skill and enterprise of the

Mediterranean seamen in their commercial voyages. AU -the
ports which it was prudent or necessary, for the safety of the
voyage, to touch at, in sailing &om Achaia to Africa are

enumerated; and of these there are no fewer th4n twenty, some
of them at the heads of bays on the coasts of Greece, Epirus,
and Italy, and within the Stràits of Sicily as far as Messina.
Their course was then to be directed along the east and south

coasts of Sicily to the west point of it; from an island off this
point they took their departure for the coast of Africa, a dis-
tance of about ninety miles.

These Itineraries undoubtedl were drawn up in as accurate
a manner as possible; but lill de time of Ptolemy they were
of little service to geography or commerce, as, for a private
individual to have one in bis possession was deemed a crime
little short of high treason. Geography as'a science, therefore,
had hitherto made little advances; indeed the discovery and
example of 1-lipparchus, of reducin it to astrononucal basis,
seems to have been for otten or neg-Itected till the middle of

the second century. 7be first after him, who attempted to
fix geography on the base of science was Marinus, of Tyre,
who lived a short time before Ptolemy; of bis work we have

only éxtracts given by th* geoTapher. He divided the terms
latitude and longitude, Iswvhic-%e as we have already stated,

were introduced by Artemidorus (A. C. 104) into degrees, and
these degrees into their parts, though this improvement was

not reduced generally to practice before Ptolemy, for we are
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informed by him, that Marinus had the latitude of some places
and the longitude of others, but scarcely one position where
he could ascertain both.

With reaard to the extent of Marinas' geographical know-
ledge, or le accuracy of his-details, we cannot forin a fair
co ýs i nt from the fragments of his works which remain. Ac-

r ing to Ptolemy, fie had exwnined the history of preceding
ages, and all the information that had been collected in his

own time, comparing and rectifying thern as he proceeded in
his own account. 1

It will be recollected that the Periplus of the Erythrean
Sea did not- trace the Afrièan coast lower down than. Rhapta;

but Marinus mentions Prasum, W'hich, according to that
hypeheàis, which fixes it in the lowest southern latitude, must

have been seven degrees to the south of Rhapta. So far,
therefore, the knowlege of the ancients, in the time of Marinus,
respecfing the east coast of Africa extended ; but, as neither he

mr Ptolemy mentions a single place* between Rhapta and.
Prasurn, it is probable that the latter was not frequently or

regularly visited for the purposes of trade, but that com-
mercial voyages were still confined to the limit of Rhapta.

We have just stated that Prasum, according to the most
moderate hypothesis, must be fixed seven degrees to the south
of Rhapta. Marinusý however, fixes it either in thirty-five de-
grees south, or under the tropic of Capricarn. He was led
into this and sirnila errors by assignig too great a number of
stadia to the degree. Ptolerny endeavours to correct hin-ý and

pWes Prasum in latitude 15, 30 south ; it is renuwkable that
the Prasum of Ptolerny is precisely at Mosambique, the last
of the Àrabian settlements in the followffig ages, and the

Prasum of Marinus, if under' the tropic of Capricorn, is the
limit of the knowledge of the Arabians on -this coast of Africa.

Marinu9ý as quoted by Ptolerny, affirms that he was in
possession of the journals of two expeditions under the com-
mand of Septimus Flacem and Julias Maternus: the former
of these officers set of &orn Cyrene, and the latter from
Leptis; and, according to Marinas, they penetrated through
the interior of Africa to, the southward of the iquater, as far
as -a nation they styled Agesymbe. The error of Marinus
with respect to the valuation of the stadium,, bu led him to fix

this nation in twenty-four degrees south latitude; if allowance,
howeyer, be made for his error, the Agesymba wili stili be
placed under the Fquator,-a great distance fer a land expedi-
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tion to, have reached in the intexior of Africa. Flaccus re.
ported that the Ethiopians of A esymba, were three months
journeyin to, the south of the e2aramantese and the latter were
5400 of L stadia of Maxinus, distant from. Cyrene. Accord-

ing to, the journal of Maternus, when the king of the Gara-
mantes set off to attack the people of Agesymba, he marched
four inonths to the south.

There are also, sonie notices in Marinus of voyages per-
formed along the coast of Africa, between India and Africa,
and along part of the, coast of India; he particularly mentions
one Theophilus who frequented the coast of Azania, and who
was carried by a south-west wind &om Rhapta to Aromata in
twenty days; and Diogenes, one of the traders to India, who
on his return after he had come in sight of Aromata, was
caught by the north-cast monsoon, and carried down the coast

durm*g twenty-five days, till he reached the lakes from which
the Nile issues. Marinus also immtions a Diogenes Samius,
who describes the course held by vessels from the Indus to

the coast of Cambay, and from Arabia lâ the coast of Africa.
According to, him, in the formét voyage they sailed with the
Bull in ' tge middle of the heavens, and the Pleiades in the
middle of the main yard; in the latter voyage, they maed
to the south, and by the star Canobus.

We now arrive at the name of Ptolemy, certainly the most
celebrated geographer of antiquity. He was a native of
Alexandria, and flourished in the reign of the emperor

Mareu Antoninus. In the application of astronomy to
aphy, he followed Hipparchus principally, and he seems

eom)grhis residence at Alexandria to have derived much infor.
rnation through the merchants and navigators of that city, as

well as fromits ficent and valuabre library. His great
work, as it hasýeed us, consists almost* entirely of an
elementary picture of the earth, (if it may be so called,) in
which its figure aiul size, and the position of plam are

determined. There is only a short notice of the division of
countries, and it is very seidom that any historical wtke is

addecL To this outline, it is supposed that Ptolemy had
added a detailed account of the countries then known,.whieh
is 10SL

His geography, such as we have described it, consista of
ei ht books, and is certainly much more scientific than any

wfich had been previously written on this science. La it
there appearsý for the, first timeý an application of geometrical
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principles to the construction of maps : the different pro -
jections of the sphere, and a distribution of the « several place.q
on the earth, according to their latitude and longitude.
Geography was thus established on its - proper principles,
and intimately connected with astronomical observations
and mathematical science. The utility and merit of Ptoleiny's
work seems to have been understood and acknowiedged, soon

after it appeared. A themidorus, who lived not long after
him, praises him for f7lvling reduced geography to a regular

system ; and adds, that he treats of eve thing relating to it,
not carelessly, or merely according to Ze ideas of his own,
but to what had 'been delivered by more ancient authors,

adopti &om them whatever he found consonant to truth.'
.AgathýLmon, an artist of Alexandria, observing the request

in which his work was held, prepared a set of maps to
illustrate it, in which all the places mentioned in it were laid

down, with the latitudes and longiIudes he assigned them.
The reputation of his geography remained unshaken and un-

diminished during the middle ages, both in, Arabia and
Europe; and even now, the scientific laneuage which he first

employed, is constantly used, and the position of places ascer-
tained by specifying their latitude and longitude.

It was not to be expected, however,,tYiat Ptolemy could
accurately fix the longitude and latitude of places in the
remoter parts of the then known world; his latitiudes

and longitudes are accordingly frequently erroneous, but
especially the latter. This arose partly from his taking five
hundred stadia for a degree of a great circle, and partly from
the vague method of calculating distances, by the estimate of
travellers and merchants, and the number of days emp,!oyed
in their journies by land, and voyages by sea. As he took
seven hundred stadia for a degree of latitudé, his errors in
latitude are not so important; and though the latitude lie
assigns to, particular places is incorrect, yet the length of the
globe, according to, him, or the distance ftom the extreme points
north and south, then-known, is not far from the truth. Thus
the latitude of Thule, according to Ptolemy, * 64 degrees
north, and the parallel through the cinnamon country 160 24'
south, that is, 80' 241 on the whole, a difference from the
truth of not more than six or seven degrees. It is remarked

by D2Anville, and Dr. Vincent coincides in the justice of the
remark, that the grandest mistake in the geography of

Ptolemy bas led to the greatest discovery of modern times.
10 6
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Strab a-- had affirnied, that nothing obstructed the pasage
frorn Spain to India by a westerl course, but the immensity ofy
the Atlantic ocean ; but, according to Ptolemy's errors in lon-

tude, this ocean was lessened by sixty degrees; and as all the

ortuguese navigators were acquainted with bis work, as soon

as it was resolved to attempt a passage to India, the difficulty

was, in their idea, lessened by sixty degrees; and when

Columbus sailed from. Spain, he calculated on sixty degrees

less than the real distance from that country to, India. Thus, to,

repeat the observation of D'Anville, the eatest of his errors
proved eventually the efficient cause of tre greatest discovery
of the nioderns-

Beside the peculiar merit of Ptolemy, whl'ch was perceived

and acknowlediYed as soon as his work appeared, he possesses

another excellerice, which, as far as we know, was first

pointed out and dwelt upon by Dr. Vincent. According to
him, Ptolemy, in his description of India, serves as the point

of connection between the Macedoniau orthocrraphy and the

Sanscrit, dispersing liglit on both sides, and siowing himself

like a lurninary in the centre. He seems indeed to have ob-"

tained the native appellations of the places in India, in a

wonderful manner; and thus, by recording names which can-

not be mistaken, he affords the means of ascertaining the

country, even though he gives rio particulars regarding it.

We have -,ipl)lietl this remark to India exclusively, but it

might be extended to almost all the narnes, of places that

occur in Ptolemy though, as respects India, bis obtaining

the native appellations is more striking and useful.

Having offered these general remarks on the excellencies

and errors of Ptolemy, we shail next proceed to give a short

and rapid sketch of his oprir phical knowledge respecting

Europe, Asia, and Africa. _Ôn the north-east of Europe he

gives- an accurate description of the course of the Wolga;

and further to the south, he lays down the course of the

Tanais, much. nearer what it really is than the course as ed

it by Strabo. He seems to have been acquainted with he

southern- shores of the Baltic from the western Dwina, or the

Vistula, to the Cimbrie Chersonesus: he also describes part

of the present Livonia. The Chersonesus, bowever, he

stretches two deurees too far to the north, and also gives it

too great a bend to, the east. He applies the name of Thule

to a country situated to the north-east of Britain; if his usual
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error in longitude is rectified, the position he assigns Thule
would correspond with. that of Norway. Such seem to have

been the liniits of his Europe, unless, perhaps, he hait. some
vagee idea of the south of Sweden.

e begins his geoizraphical tables with the British isles;
and liere is one of 'Lis greatest errors. According to him,
the iiorth part of -Britain stretches to, the east, instead'-of to
the north: the Mull of Galloway is the most norther»à pro-
montory, and the land from it bends due east. The Western

Islands run east and west, along the north shore of Ireland,
the west being the true north point in them. He is, how-
ever, on the whole, »pretty accurate in his location of the
tribes which at that period inhabited Scotland. Strabo

liad placed Ireland to the north of Britain, but in its true
latitude. Ptolemy's mal), which is the first geographical
document of that island, represents it to the west of Britain,
but Ève degrees further to the north than it actually is. He

delineates its general. shape, rivers, and promontories with
tolerable accuracy, and some of his towns may'be traced
in their present appellations, as Dublin in Eblana. It lias
already been, noticed that he was probably acquainted with.
the south of Sweden, and his four Scandinavian islands are

evidently Zealahd, Funen, Laland, and Falster. It is re-
markable that his geography is more accurate almost in

proportion as it recedes from the Mediterranean. The forni
wliich. lie assigns to Italy is inucli farther removed from the

truth. thaii the form of niost of the other European countries
wliicli he describes. His fundaniental. error in longitude led

hini to give to the Mediterranean Sea a much greater extent
than it actuall'y possesses. According to him, it occupies nearly

sixty-five degrees; and it is a singular circunistance, as well
as a decisive proot'of the influence of his authority, m well of
the slow progress of accurate and experiniental. geography,
that his mensuration of this sea was reputed as exact till the

reign. of Loùis XIV., wlieii it was curtailed of nearly twenty-
five degrees by observation.
The principal points in the geography of Asia, as given
by Ptolemy, respect the coasts of India, the route to the

Seres, and the Caspian sea. His delineation of India is
equally erroneous with his delineation of the British Isles :

according to him, it stretches in a right line from west to east,
a ' little to the south of a line drawn between the Ganges and
the Indus. fle poss-essed, however, information respecting
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places in the farther peninsula of India, the locality of severai
of which, by comparin his names with the Sanscrit, rnaItr be

traced with considerablie certainty. He assigns to thé iýsfand
of Ceylon a very erroneous localit ' r . sing from his error
respecting the form. of India, and îikewise an extent far ex-
ceeding the truth. He is the first author, however, who
mentions the seven mouths of the Ganges. The route to, the

Seres, which lie describes, has been already noticed: it is
remarkable that the latitude which he msigns to his Sera
metropolis, is within little more than a degree of the latitude

of Pekin, which, in the opinion of Dr. Vincent, is one of the
most illustrious approximations to truth that ancient géo-

graphy affords. 14is description of Arabia is, on the whole,
accurate; lie has, however, geatly diminished the extent of

the Arabian Gulf, and by at e same time increasing the size
of the Persian, lie has necessarfly given an errone'us form. to,
this part of Asia. The ancient opinion of Herodotùs, that
the Caspian was a sea by itself, unconnected with any other,

which was overlooked or disbelieved by Strabo, Arrian, &c.
was adopted hy Ptolemy, but he erroneously describes it as

if its ereatest length was from east to west. The peninsula
to which lie gives the name of the Golden Chersonesus, and
which is probably Malacca, lie describes as stretching from

north to south: to, the east of it he places a great bay, and in
the most distant part of it the station of Catigara. Beyond
this, lie asserts that the earth- is utteriy unknown, and that
the land bends from this to, the west. tilt it joins the promon-
tory of Pmsum in Africa, at which place this quarter of the

world terminated to, the south. Hence it appears that he
did not admit a communication between the Indian and
Atlantic oceans, and tliat he believed the Erytbrean sea to be
a vast basin, entirely enclosed by the land.

Strabo and Pliny believed that Africa terminateil under the
torrid zone, and that the Atlantic and Indian oceans joined.
Ptolemy, as we have just seen, rejected this idea, and follow-

inom the opinion of Hipparchus, that the earth was not sur-
rounded by the ocean, but that the ocean was divided into,

large basins, separated' from each other by intervening
land, maintained, that while the eastern coast of Africa at
Cape Prasum united with the coast of Asia at the bay of the
Golden Chersonesus, the western coast of Africa, afterýfbrm-
ing a great Lulf, which he nîtmed Hespericus, extended

1 Joineff India. Ile promon-
between the e,,ijst and south 01 it 1

S V
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tory of Prasum was undoubtedly the limit of Ptolem Ps

knowledge of the east coast of Africa: the limit of ýis
knowledge of the west coast is not so easily fixed: some

suppose that it did not reach beyond the river Nun while
others, with more reason, extend it to the Gulf of St.

Cyprian, because the' Fortunate Islands, which lie assumed
as his first meridian, will carry his knowledge beyond
the Nun; and because, at the Gulf of St. Cyprian,
the coast turns suddenly and abruptly to the east, in
such a manner as niay be supposed to have led Ptolemy

to believe that it stretched towards and joined the coast of
India.

Of some of the interior parts of Africa Ptolemy possessed
clear and accurate information; regarding others, lie presents,
us with a mass of confused notions. He cleairly points out
the Niger, though lie fixes its source in a wrong latitude.
In the chies of Tucabath and Tagana, w-hich lie places on its

banks, may 'erhaps be recocrnized Tonibuctoo and Gana.
The most striking defect in his geography of the interior of

Africa is, that lie does not allow sufficient extent to the great
desert of Sahara, while the southern parts are too much
expanded. He places the sources of the Nile, and the
Mountains of the Moon in south latitude thirteen, instead of
north latitude six or seven ; but the error of latitude is not so
remarkable and unaccountable as the very erroneous latitude

which he assigns to Cape Aromata, on a *coast which was
visitedevery year by merchants lie must have seen at Alexan-

dria. The most difficult point to explain in Ptolemy's cen-
tral Africa is the river Gir, which lie describes as equal in
length to the Niger, and runninq in the same direction, till
it loses itself in the same lake. IS hat this river is, geographers
have not agreed. It is mentioned by Claudian, as resembling
the Nile in the abundance of its waters. Agethimedorus,* a
reographer of the third century, regards it and the Niger as

le same river.
What then was the amount of the knowledge of the ancients,

as it existed among the Romans, in the height of their
power, respecting the forrn, extent, and surface of the alobe
If we view a map drawn up according to their ideas, we are

immediately struck with the form they assigned the world,
and perceive with what propriety they called the extent of the
world from east to west longitude -or length, and the extent froin
north to south latitude, or breaýàth. In some maps, especially



that drawn up from. the celebrated Peutingerian Tables, wbich
contain an itinerary of the whole Roman empire, tbirty-five
degrees of longitude occupy twenty-eight feet eight inches,

whereas thirteen degrees of latitude are compressed within
the space of one 'foot. It is easy to conceive how it happened

that too much space is assiçrned between places situated east
and west of each other, as the latitude of a place is much more

easily determined than its longitude. At the same time, as the
routes of the Roman armies generally were fiorn east to, west4
the countries Ilying in that direction were better known thau
those lying to the north and south, thouah the longitudes, and
general space assi ned the world, in le former deviation,

were errôneous. ft, was the opinion of most of the ancient
geographers, that there was a southern continent or hemi-

sphere, to, correspond to and balance the northern; and this
they formed by cutting off the great triangle to, the south.

The ancients also, while they curtailed those parts of the
world with . which they were unacquainted, extended the

known parts.
ýography of

The limit of the Roman ge urope to, the
north was the Baltic, beyond which they had some very im-

:perfect and obscure notion of the south of Sweden, and per-
haps of Norway. They were acquainted with the countries on
the eastern boundary of Europe lyincr on the Danube and
the Vistula, and the rivers Wolga and Tanais seem also to,
'have been tolerably well known to them. Of the whole.
of the west of Europe they were well informed, with the,
exception of the general figure, and some part of the British
isles.

With. respect to, Africa, the Romans seem to have been
acquainted with one-third of it. The promontory of Prasurrr

was the limit of their knowledcre on the (ýast coast:- its limits
on the western coast ît is not so easy to fix. The western

born was the limit of the vovacre. of Hanna, whicb, accord-
ing to some, is Cape Nuli; and, according to others, Cape
Three Points, iii Guinea; and we have ob - served alreadv, that

the Gulf of St. Cyprian was probably the limit of PtoÏeniys
knowledge. The coasts of Africa on the Mediterranean, and

on the Red Sea, were of course well known to'the Romans;
and some points of their information respecting the interior
were clear and accurate, but, as for these, they trusted almost

entirely tç)ý the reports of inerchants, they were as frequently
erroneousI.
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ne northern, north-western, north-eastern, and east parts
.of Asia were almost utterly unknown to the Romans; but
they possessed tolerably accurate information regarding the
w1bcde hitýer peninsula of India, from the Indus to, the Ganges,
and some partial and unconnected notices of the farther
peninsula and of China.
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C14APTERAV.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY AND OF

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE5 FROM THE TIXE OF PTOLEMY

TILL THE CLOSE OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

ALTHOUGH the period, which the present chapter embraces, ?
extends to thirteen centuries, yet, as it is by no means rich or
fruitful either in discovery or commercial enterprise, it will
not detain us long. The Juxuries and wealth of the east,
which, in all ages of the world and to, all nations have been so

fascinating, had, as we have already seen, drawn to them the
interest and the enterprise of the Romans,- in the height of
their conquests; and towards the east, with few exceptions,
discovery and commerce pointed, durin the whole of the
period whieh this chapter embraces. Vet, notwithstanding
this powerful attraction, geography made comparatively little

pro) ress: the love of luxury did not benelit it nearly so much
as E love of science. The geography of Ptolemy, and the
description -of Greece by Pausanias, are, as Malte Brun justly

remarks, the, last works in which the light of antiquity shines
on -geography. We may further observe, that as circurn-
stances directed the route to, the east, during the middle ages,

principally through the central parts of Asia, the countries
thus explored, or visited, were among the least interesting in
this quarter of the globe, and those of which we possess, even
at the present day, very obscure and imperfect information.

The nations to whom. c-eo raphy and commerce were most
indebt'd, during the perie which this chapter embraces,
were the Arabians, - the Scandinavians, - under that appella-
tion comprehendin the nations on the Baltic and in the north
of Germany, - ang the Italian states. Before, however, we
proceed to notice and record their contributions to greography,
discovery, and commerce, it will be proper briefly to attend
to, a few circumstances connected with those subjects, which
occurred between the age of Ptolemy and the utter decline of
the Roman empire.

We have already ;,illaded to the intercourse which was be-
s 4
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gun between Rome and China, during the reigu of Marcus
Antoninus, for the purpose of obtaining silk. Of the embassy
which preceded and occasioned thLs commexcial intercourse,
we derive all our information from the Chinese historians.

A second embassy seems to bave been sent in the year A.D.
284, during the reign of Probus: that the object of this also
was commercial there can be no doubt; but the particulars or

the precise object in view, and the result which flowed from
it, are not noticed by the Chinese historians. There cati be
no doubt, however, that these embassies contributed to extend
the geography and commerce of the Romans towards the
eastern districts of Asia.

Of the attention whicli some of the Roman emperors,
during the decline of the empire, paid to commerce, we pos-
sess a few notices whicli deserve to be recorded. The em-

peror Pertinax, whose father was a manufacturer and seller
of charcoal, and who, himself, for some time pursued the

same occupation, at that period an extensive and profitable
one, preserved and exercised, durin(y his reign, that sense of
the value of commerce which he had thus acquired. He

abolished all the taxes laid by Commodus on the ports, har-
bours, and public roads, and gave up his privileges as em-
peror, especially in all those points where they were preju-
dicial to, the &eedom and extension of commerce. It may

indeed be remarked, that the very few good or tolerable
princes who, at this period, flUed the government of Rome,
displayed their wisdom as well as their croodness b encou-
racrinc trade. Alexander Severtis granted peculiar privileges
and immunities to foreign merchants who settled in Rome:
he lowered the duties on merchandises; and divided all who
followed trade, either on a Jara-e or small scale, into different

companies, each of which seems to have preserved the liberty
of choosing their own governor, and over each of whoin pet--
sons were appointed, conversant in each. particular branch of

trade, whose duty it was to sèttle all. disputes that might
arise. 1

Soon after this period the commerce of Rome in one par-
ticular direction,- -and-- that a most important one5 recelved a

severe blow. The Goths, who had erfilorrated trom the north
of Germany to the banks of the Euxine, were allured to the
4 & soft and wealthy provinces of Asia Minor, which produced
all that could attract, and ilothing that cotilci resist a, barba-

rian conqueror." It is on the occasion of this enterprise,
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that we first became acquainted with the maritime usages and
praffices of the Goths; a brancli of whom, uýder the name of'
Scandinavians, we shall afterwards find contributed so, much
to the extension of geography and commerce. In order to
transport their ' armies across the Euxine, they employed

slight flat-bottomed barks, framed of timber only, without
the least mixture of iron, and occasionally covered with a

shelving roof on the appearance of a tempest." Theirfirst

object of importance was the reduction * of Pityus, wfiich, was

provided with a commodious harbour, and was situated at the
utmost limits of the Roman provinces. After the reduction

of this place, they sailed round the eastern extremity of the

Euxine, a distance of nearly three hundred miles, to the im-

portant commercial city of Trebizond. This they also re-
duced ; and in it they found an immense booty, with which

they filled a great fleet of ships, that were lying in the port at

the time of the capture. Their success encouraged and sti-

mulated them. to further enterprises against such of the com-

mercial cities or rich coasts of the Roman empire, as lay

within their grasp. In their second expedition, having In-

creased their fleet by the capture of a number of fishing vessels,

near the mouths of the Borysthenes, the Niester, and the

-Danube, they pluneered the cities of Bithynia. And in a

third expedition, in which their force consisted of five hun-

dred sail of ships, each of which miglit contain from. twenty-
five to thirty men, they passed the Bosphorus and the He-Iles-

pont, and ravaged Greece, and threatened Italy itsel£

The extent to which. some branches of trade were carrièd

by the Romans about this time, may be deduced from. what

is related of Firmus, whose ruin was occasioned by efideavour-

incr to exchangrre the security of a prosperous merchant for the

imminent dancers of a Roman emperor. The commerce of

Firmus seems principally to have been directed to the east;

and for carrying on this commerce, he settled himself at Alex-

d ria i n E grypt. Boasting that he could maintain an army with

the produce of paper and cylue, both of which articles lie ma-

iiufactured very extensively, he persuaded the people of

Egypt that-he was able to deliver them frorn the Roman

yoke, and actually had influence sufficient to prevent the

usual supplies of corn from bein shipped from Alexandria to

Rome. Bis destruction was tIfe consequence. As an in-

stance of his wealth and luxury, Vopiscus relates that he had

squares of glass fixed with bitumeý in bis house.

OW. l'
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The Roinan commerce suffered considerabl during the
reign of Dioclesian by the revolt of Britain, Mer Carausius,

who, by his skill and superiority, especially in naval affairs,
which enabled him. to defeat a powerful Roman fleet fitted out

against him, obtained and secured his independence. Carau-
sius was murdered b Alectus: against the latter the em-

peror Constantine saiied with a powerful fleet, and having
effected a landing in Britain, Alectus was defeated and slain.
This fleet requires to be partictilarly noticed from two con-ý

siderations. In. the first place, it sailed with a side wind, and
when the weather was rather rou h. -circumstances so un-t 

t,
usual, if not unprecedented, tha cy were deemed worthy of
an express and peculiar panegyric: and, secondly, this fleet
was not equipped and ready for sea till after four years'prepar-

ation, whereas, in the first Punic war, Il within sixty days after
the first stroke of the axe had been given in the forest, a fleet

ýýof 160 galleys proudly rode at anchor in the sea."

ýýoon after this event, we are furnished with materials,
fr o ýi which we may judge of the comparative opulence, com-

merbe, and shipping of the several countries which bordered
on the Mediterranean. Constantine and Licinius were con-
tendin for the Roman empire; and as the contest mainly de-

pendJon superiority at sea, each exerted himself to the utmost
to fit out a formidable and numerous fleet. Licinius was em-
peror of the east: his fleet consisted of 380 gallies, of three
ranks of oars; eighty were furnishedby Egypt, eighty by PhS-

nicia, sixty by- lonia and Doria, thirty by Cyprus, twenty by
Catia, ihirty by Bithynia, and fifty bv Affica. At this period

there seenis to have been no vessels larger than trirernes. The
naval preparations of Constantine were in every respect in-
ferior to those of his rival : he seems to have got no ships
from Italy: indeed, the fleets which Augustus had ordered

to be 'permanently kept up at Misenum. and Ravenna, were
no longer in existence. Greece sùpplied the most, if not ai]
Constantine's vessels: the maritime cities of this country sent

their respective quotas to the PirSus; and their united forces
only amounted to 200 small vessels. This was a feeble

armament compared with the numerous and powerful fleets
that Athens equipped and maintainedduring the Pelopon-

nesian war. While this republie was mistress of the sea,
her fleet consisted of 300, and afterwards of 400 gallies, of

three ranks of oars, all ready, in every respect, for ' immediate
service. The scene of the naval battle between Licinius and
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Constantine was in the vicinity of Byzantium: as this city was
in possession of the former, Constantine gave positive orders
to force the passage of the Hellespont -. the battle lasted two

days, and terminated in the compiete defeat of Licinius.
Shortly after this decisive victory, the Roman world was

again united under one emperor, and the imperial residence
and seat of govermnent was fixed by Constantine at Byzantium,
which thenceforth obtained the name of Constantinople.

In the middle of the fourth century Ammianus Marcel-
linus gives us some important and curious information

respecting the Roman commerce with the East. According
to hini it was customary to hold an annual fair at BatnS, a

town to the east of Antioch, not far from the banks of
the Euphrates. Merchandize froin the East was brought

hither overland by caravans, as well as up the Euphrates
and its value at this fair was so great, that the Persians
made an attempt to plunder it. To the saine author we are

indebted for some notices respecting the countries which lay
beyond the eastern limits of the Roman empire, and also for
the first clear and undoubted notice of rhubarb, as an ex.
tensive article of commerce for medicinal purposes.

Towards the end of the fourth century, the naval expe-
ditions of the Saxons attracted the notice and excited the
fears of the Britons and the Gauls : their vessels apparently

were unfit for a long voyage, or for encountering either the
dangers of the sea or of battle; they were flat-bottomed and
slightly constructed of timber, wicker-work, and hides; but
such vessels possessed advantages, which to the Saxons more

4
than compensated for their defects: they drew so little water

that they could proceed 100 miles up the great rivers; and
they could easily and conveniently be carried on.waggons from

one river to another.
We bave already noticed the itineraries of the Roman fil,

empire : of these there were two kinds, the annotota and the
piéta; the first containing merely the names of places; the
other, besides the names, the extent of the different provinces,
the number of their inhabitants, the naines of the mountains,
rivers, seas, &c. ; of the first kind, the itinerary of Antoninus
is the most celebrated: to it we have already alluded: to the
second kind belong the Peutingarian tables, which are sup-

posed to have been drawn up in the reign of Theodosius,
about the bezinninz of the* fifth cenlury, though according
to other conjec'turesthey were constructed at différent periods.
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The beginning of the tables is lost, comprising Portugal,
Spain, and the west part of Africa; only the south-east
coast of England is inserted. Towards the east, the Seres,
the mouth. of the Ganges, and the island of Ceylon appear,
and routes are traced'through the heart of India. Dr. 'Vincent
remarks, that it is a very singular circumstance that these
tables should have the same names in the coast of India as
the Periplus, but reversed. Mention is also made in them
of a temple of Augustus or the Roman emperor: these cir-

cumstances, Dr. Vincent justly observes, tend to prove the con-
tinuance of the commerce by sea with India, from the time
of Claudius to Theodosius ; a_ period of above :300 years.
In these tables véry few of the countries are set down ac-

cording to their real position, their respective limits, or their
actual size.

The law of the emperor Theodosius, by which he pro-
hibited his subjects, under pain of death, from teacbing the

art of ship-building to the barbarians, was ineffectual in the
attainment of the object which he had in view; n-or did any

real service to the empire result from a fleet of 1100 large
ships that he fitted out, to act in conjunction with the forces
of the western empire for the protection of Rome against

Genseric, king of the Vandals. This fleet arrived in
Sicily, but -performed nothing; and Genseric, notwithstandinc,
the law of Theodosius, obtained the means and the skill. of
fitting out a formidable fleet. The Vandal empire in Africa

was peculiarly adapted to mîtritime enterprise, -assit stretched
along the coast of the Mediterraneaii above ninety days'

'11,journey ftom 'Fangier to Tripoli: the woods of mount Atlas
supplied an inexhaustible quantity of ship timber; the African
nations whom he liad subdued, ýespecially the Carthagùiians,
were skilled in ship-building and in maritime affairs; and they

eagerly obeyed the call of their new sovereign, -vyhen. he held
out to them the plunder of Rome. Thus, as Gibbon ob-
serves, after an interval of six centuries, the fleets that

issued from the port of Carthage acrain claimed the empire
of the Mediterranean. A feeble and ineffectual resistance

was opposed to the Vandal sovereign, who succeeded in his
grand enterprise, plundered Rom.. e, and landed safely 111

Carthage'w1th his rich spoils. The emperor Leo, alarmed
at this success, fitted out a fleet of 1113 ships, at the expense,
it is calciilated, of nearly live millions sterling. This fleet,
with an immense army on board, sailed from Constantinople
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to Carthage, but it effected nothing. Genserie, taking ad-
vaýta&ý of a favourable wind, manned his lar est shipsnis bravest'and most skilful sailors; and

witn 'Tey towed
after them vessels filled with combustible materials. During
the night they advanced against the imperial fleet, which was

taken, by surprise; confusion ensued, many of the imperial
ships were destroyed, and the remainder saved themselves

by flight. Genseric thus became master of the Mediter-
ranean; and the coasts of Asia, Greece, and Italy, were

exposed to bis depredations.
Towards the end of the'fifth century, the Romans under

Theodoric exhibited some slight and temporary symptoms of
reviving commerce. His first object was to fit out a fleet of
1000 small vessels, to protect the coast of Italy from the
incursions of the Afri can Vandals and the inhabitants of the
Eastern empire. And as Rome could no longer draw ber
supplies of corn from Egypt, he reclaimed and brought into
cultivation the Pomptine marshes and other neelected parts
of Italy. The rich productions of Lacania, and the adja-
cent provinces, were exchanged at the Marcilian fountain, in a

populous fair, annually dedicated to trade: the gradual de-
scent of the hills was covered with a triple plantation of divers
vines and chestnut trees. The iron mines of Dalmatia, and
qaold mine in Bruttium, were carefully explored and wrought.
'IrL abundance of the necessaries of life was so very Lreat, that
a gallon of wijie was sometimes sold in Italy for less'than three
farthings, and a quarter of wheat at about five shillings and

sixpence. Towards a country thus wisely governed, and rich
and fertile, commerce was naturally attracted; and it was en-
couraged and protected by Theodoric: lie established a free

inteNrse among all the provinces by sea and land: the city
gates were never shut; and it was a common saying, Il that a

purse of gold might ýafé1y be left in the field." About this
period, many rich Jews fixed their residence in the principal

chies of Italy, for the purposes of trade and commerce.
The most. particular information we possess respecting the
geographical knowledge, andk the Indian commerce of the

ancients at the beginning of the sixth century, is derived from
a work of Cosmas, surnai-ned Indico Pleustes, or the lndian
naviuator. He was oricrinally a merchant, and afterwards

became a monk; and Gibbon justly observes, that, his work
displays the knowledge of a merchant, with. the prejudices of

monk. It is entitled Chrislian Topogra was com-
posed at Alexandria, in the middle of' the fifth century,

CHAP. IV. Io the Close of the Fifteenth Century.
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about twenty vears after he had. perffiftned bis voyage. ne
chid object of bis ' work was to confute the opinions that the

euth wai a globe, and'that there was a temperate zone on the
south of the torrid- zoné. Accordinq to Cosmas, the earth is
a vast plane surrounded. b a-'wull: its extent 400 days'jour-
ney from- east to west anyhalf as'muéh from north to south.

.-On the wall whieh bounded the earth, the firmament was sup-
porééd. The succession of day and night is occasioned, by an

1 wnse mSntain on- the north of the earth, interceptine the
light of the sun..-- In ordet to account for the course o the

riv be smpposed that the-planeý ofthe earth declined from
nozto south:'hence the Euphmtes, Tigris, &c.- running to

the south,-were rapid streaks; whereas the Nile, runniýg in a
contrary direction, was slow and s1uggisý. Ile prejudices of
a monk. are sufficiently evident in these opinions; but, injustice
to Cosmasý it must be remarked, that he labours hard, and
not unsuccessfully, to prove t1iat his notions were all the same
as those- of the most ancient Greek philosophers ; and, indeed,
bis system differs -from that of Homer, princi bis as-
swnin, Ueoreylaýe

- g a square instead of a round figure to t surfitce,
;ZicÉ they both supposed to belong to the earth. ne cos-
mography of Homer, thus adopted by Cosmas and most
Christian w'«*ters, modified in some respects by the cosmo-

9Mphy Îhey drew from the Scriptures, is a strong roof, as
Malte Brun observes, of the powerful influence W ich tbe
poetical jeography of Homer possessed over the opinions even
of very istAant ages.

Having thus briefly detailed those parts of Cosmass work,
which are iûerely carious as letting us into the prevalent cos.
mography of bis time, we shall now proceed to those parts

which.- as Gibbon remarks, display the k-howledge of a mer-
chant.

We have already noticed the inscription at Aduli for whiéh
we are indebted to this author, and the light whieh ît throws

on the commercial enterprise of the Egyptian sovereigns.
According to Cosmas, the oriental commerce of the Red Sea,

in bis time, had entirely left the Roman dominions, and set-
tled at Aduli: this place was regularly visited by merchants

from Alexandria and Aela, an Arabian port, at the head of
the ea'stern branch of the Red Sea. From Aduli, vessels ' re.
gularly sailed to the East: here were collectedthe aromatics,

spices, ivory, emeralds, &c. of Ethiopia, and shipped by the
merchants of the place in their own vessels to Indin, Persia,
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South Arabia, and through Egypt and the north of Arabi%
fur Rome.

Cosmas was evidently personally acquainted with the west
coast of the Indian peninsula, He enumerates the principal
ports, especially those from which pepper was shippe.a. 71his
article he describes as a source of great traffic and wealth.
The great island of Sielidiba, or Ce Ion, was the mart of the
commerce of the Indian ocean. 7S, ports were visited by
vessels from. Persia, India, Ethiopia, South Arabia, and
Tzinitza. If the last country is China, of which there can be

little doubt, as he mentions thst the Tzinitzee brought to
Ceylon silk,'aloes, cloves, and sandal-wood, and expressly
adds that their country produced silk, - Cosmas is the first

author who fully asserts the intercourse by sea between India
and China. Besides the foreign vessels which frequented the
p" of Ceylon, the native merchants carried on an extensive
trade in their own vessels, and on their own account In
addition to, pepper from Mali on the coast of Malabar, and
the articles already enumerated from China, ýkc, copper, a

wood resembling ebony, and a varie of stuffs, were nnported
from Calliena, a port shut to the tian Greeks at the

time of the Periplusi; and from Sindu they imported musk,
caeoreum, and spikenard. Ceylon was a depôt for all these
«articles, which were exported, -together with spieeries, and the
precious stones for which this- island was,.,famous.

Cosmas expressly states that he was not in Ceylon himself,
but that he derived his information respecting it and its trade
from Sopatrus, a Greek, who died about the beginning of the

sixth century. This, as Dr. Vincent observes, is a date of
some importance: for it proves that the trade opened by the

Romans from Egypt to India direct, 'continued. upon the same
footing ftom the reign, of Claudius and the discovery of Hip-
palus, down to A. D. 500 ; by which means we came
within 350 years of the Arabian voyage published by Renau-
dot, and have bu ta small interval between the limit of ain-
cient geography and that of the moderns.

Frôm this author we first learn that the Persians having
overcome the aversion of their ancestors to maritime enter.

terprise, bad establîshed a flourishing and lucrative com.
merce with India. Ail its principal ports were visited by

Persian merchants; and in most -of the chies there were-
churches in which the service was performed by priests,

ordained by a Persian archbishop.
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We shaU conclude our notice of Ceylon, as described by-
Cosmas, fi-om the account of Sopatrus, with mentioning a
few us particulair.% illustrative of the produce and

commerca of the island. The sovereiemty was held by two
kings ; one called the -king of the 11y-acinth, or the district

abSye the Ghants, -where the precious stoues were found ;
the other possessed the maritime districts. In Ceylon, ele-
phants am sold by their height; and he adds, that in India
they are trained for war, whereas, in Africa, they are taken
only for their ivory. Various particvdars respecting the
natural history of Ceylon and India, &c.-ý àre given, which
are very accurate and complete: the cocoa-nut with its
properties is'described: the pepper plant, the buffalo, the
camelopard, the musk animal, &c. : the rhinoceros, he says,
he saw only at a distance; he procured some teeth of the
hippopotamus, but never saw the animal itsel£ In the palacé

of the kin of Abyssinia, the unicorn was represented in
,brass, but te never saw it. It is extraordinary that he makes

no mention of cinnamon, as a production of Ceylon.
The most important points r'esipecdùg the state of Eastern

commerce in the age of Cosmas, as established- bý his in-
formation, are the Sollowing: that..Ceylon was the central

mart between thecommerce of Europe, Africa, and the west
of India, and the east of India and China; that none of the
foreign merchants who visited Ceylon 'w'ere accustomed to

proceed to the eastem regions of Aiia, but receivéd their
silks, spices, &t. as they.were imported int» Ceylon; and
that, as cloves are particularly specified as having been im--

ported into Ceylon from China, the -Chinese at iÎu*s period
must have traded with the Moluccas on the one hand, and
with Ceylon on' the other.

Cosumu notices the .great abundance of silk in Persia,
which he attributes to the short land carriage between it and
China.

In our account of the very éarly trade of Carthage, a
branch of »it was described from Herodotus, which the

Carth ' Iians carried on, without the use or intervention
of Mr- with a remote African tribe. Of a trade conducted
in a similar'manner, Cosmas gives us some information;

accor to him, the kinq of the Àxumites, on the -east
cSst of Africa, gýýchanged iron, salt, and cattle, for pieces.of

c1d wi*th an inl d nation, whom. he describes as inhabiting
iopia. It may be remarked in confirmation of the ac-
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curacy, both of Herodotus and of Cosmas, in what the relate
dn this 'Subject and as an iüustration and proof of Ze per.

manency and power of custom amoing barbarous nations, that
Dr'Shaw and Cadamosto (in Purchas * describe

the saine mode of traffic- as carried on' ieei:&'e's by the
Moors on thé west coast of Africa, with the inhabitants of

the banks of the Niger.
In the middle oi'the>- sixth century, .-an imme ' use and éx-

pensive fleet, fitted out by the Emperor. Justinlan for the
purpose of 'invading' the Vandals of Africa, gives us, in the

detail of its preparation and exploits, consideiàble insight into
the maritime state of the empire at this period. Justi
assembled -at Constantinoplé 500 transports of Yanous sizes,
which it is not easy exactly to calculate; the presumption

derhved froin the accountà we have is, ihat the smallest were
30 ton.% and the laigest 500 tons; and that the aggregate
!onnage of the whole amounted to about 100;0W tons: an
immense fleet, even compared with the fleets of modèm times.
On board of this -fleet there were 35,OW. seamen and soldiers,
and 50W horses, besides arms, engine% stýore,% and an ade-
quate supply of water and provisions, for a period, probably,
of two or three months. Such were the transports : they were
accompanied and protected b 92 light brigàntines, for gallies
were no longer used in the Ziiterraneàn ; on board -of these

vessels were 2000 rowers. The celebrated Belisarius was the
commander-in-chief, both of the land and sea forces. The

course of this numemus and formidablé'fleet was directed by
the master-eev in which he sailed; this was conspictious by
the redness of iÎs sails during the day, and by torches fixed
on its mast head durffie nwht. A circumstance occurred
durIng the first part oCtlie -voyage, which'instrucîs us re-
specting the mode of. manufacturing the bread used On long
voyages. M7hen the- sacks which contained it wereopened,

it was found to be. soft and unfit for use; and on enquiring
into the cause, the blame wýs clearly traced to the person by

whose orders it'had been prepared. In order to save the
expense of fuel, he had ordered it t6 be baked by the same
fire which warmed, the baths of Constantiiiople, instead of

baking it twice in an oven, as was the usual and proper
practice. In the latter mode, a loss of one-fourth wae- cal.

ciilated on and allowed; and the saving occasioned by tbe
mode adppted was probably another motive with the pemn
under whose superintendance the bread was prepared,

Dtiring tîhe voyagre from Methone. where. fresb bread was
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taken en board to the southern coast of Sicily, fiNnË which,
accordinj to modem language, they were to, takè their de-
puttire or Africa, theyWere becalmed, and 161 days were

spent in this naCatiore.' An incident -is mentioned relatin
to, this part of voyage, which points out the method =1

by the ancients to, preserve their water when at sea. As the

1 Inerai himself was exposed to, the intolerable bardship, of
îirst or. the necessity of drinkifig bad water, that which.
wis meant for bis use was put in'to glass boules, which were

buried deep in the sand,' in a art of the ship to which the
rays of the sun could not'UX Three months after the

departure of the fleet from. Constantinople, the troops were
landed near Carthage; Belisarius being anxious to, effect this
as soon as possible, as his mèn did not hesitate to express
their belief, that they were not able to conten t once with
the wia&c>,,-the waves, and the barbarians. *Re result of

this expedition was the conquest of the African provinces,
Sardinia, and Corsica.

The absurd and injudicious, reguilations of Justinian, re-
specting the corri trade ôf the empire have been already

noticed; nor did bis other measures, indicate, either a
better acquaintance with the principles of commerce, or

more regard, to, its interests. The masters of vessels who
traded to, Constantinople were often obliged to, carry car-

goes for him to Africa or -Italy, without any remuner-
ation; or, if they escaped this hardship, enormous duties

were levied on the merchaudize they imported. A monopol
in the sale of silk was'granted to the imperial treasurer; anZ
indeed, no species of trade seems to'have been open and free,

except that in cloth. His addition of one-seventh to the
ordinary price of copper, so that bis money-changers gave
only 180 ounces of that metal, instead of 210, for one-sixth
of au ounce of gold, seems rather to have beén the result of
ignorance than of ftaud and avarice; since he did not alter the
gold coin, in which alone ali public and private payments
were made. At this time, the geographical knowledge of
the Romans, respecting what hadlfor7merly constituted a por-
tion of their empire, must have declined in a striking manner,
if we may judge from. the absurd and fabulous pccount which
Procopius gives of Britain. And ïÉe conunercial relations of

the Britons themselves bad entirely' disappeared, even with
their nearest neighbours ; since, in the history of Gregory of

Tours, there is not a single *allusion to, any trade between
Britain and France.
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At the beginrring of the seventh century we glean our last
notice of any event connected with the commerce and mari-
time enterprise of the Romans; and the same period intro-
duces us to, the rising power and commerce of the Arabians.

Alexandria, though its importance and wealth as a com-
mercial cit had Ion been on the wane, principally b the

removal o7most of le oriental trade to PersiE4 was 3 .3 the
commercial capital of the Mediterranean, and was (if the ut-
most importance to Constantinople, which , continued to draw

from ît an annual supply of about 250,000 quarters of corn;
but in the ining of this century ït was conquered by the
]Persian*s, aýn the emperor was obliged to enter into a treaty
with the conquerors, by whieh he agreed to pàýy a heavy and

disgraceful tribute for the tom which was absolutely necessary
for thé support of bis capitaL * But a sudden and most extra-
ordinary chan took place in flae character of Heraclius: he

roused himself from. bis -sloth, indolence and despair; he
fitted otit a larire fleet; exerted his skill, and displayed bis
courage and. ccý)lness in a-storm, which it encountered; carried
bis armi . es into Persia itself, * and succeedéd ïn recoveri
Egypt and die other provinces which the Persians bad wres:â

eom the, empire.
The very early commerce of the Arabiàns,, by means of

caravans, with India, and their'- settlements on the Red Ses
and the coasts of Africa 'and India at a later period, for
the purposes of commerce, bave been already notiéect Soon

after they became the disciples of Mahomet, their com-
mercial and enterprizing spirit revived., if indeed it bad ever
lanfuished; and it cerîaiýIy displayed itself with augmented
zea v1gour, and success, under the influence of theïr new re.

ligion, and the gemius and ambition of their caliphs. Persia,
Syria, Egypt, Africa, and Spain, were suècessively conquered
by them - and one of their first and most favourite objects,
after they bad conquered a country, wa& the amelioration or
extension of its commerce. When tbey conquered Persia,
the-trade between that country and ladia was extensive and
flourishing: the Persiau merchants. brought froin India its

most precious commodities. The- luxury of the kings of
Persia consumed a large quantity of camphire, mixed with

wax, to illuminate their palaces; and this must have been
brou -' ht, indiýectly, throtigh India, froin japan, Sumatni, or
Borneog, the only places where the camphire-tree grows: a

curious and striking proof- of the remote and extensive influ.
T
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ence of the commerce and luxury of Peisia, at the time it wa»
conquered by the Arabian& Ile conquerors, aware of the
importance of the Indian commerce. and of the advantages
which the igris and Euphrates afforded for this purpose,

very soon after their conquest, foonded the city of Bassora :
a place, which, from its situation midway between the junction
and the rnouth of these rivers, commands the trade and navi-
gation of Persia. It soon rose to be a greýt commercial city;
and its. inhabitants, directing their principal attention and
most'v.I*Prous enterprize to the East,,soon pushed their voyages.

beyond Ceylon, and brotight, directly from the place of flieir
wth- or manufacture, many of those articles whieh hitherto,

tg had been obliged or content to -purchase in that island.
Soon afier the con"t of Pmia was completed, the Caliph
Omar directed that a full and accurate survey and description
of the kingdom, should be made,- which comprebended the
inhabitants, the cattle, and the fruits of the earth.

-The conquest of Syria added comparetively )iffle to the
conunerce of the Arabians; but in the account which is given of
th is enterprize, we &Ée lnforraed of a large fair, which was annu-

ally held! at Abyla, between Damascus and Hehopohs,, where
the produce an man ofthe country were coUected and

sold. In the accSnt * ven of the conquest of Jerumlein by
the Arabians, we have Lo an account of another fidr held at
Jerusalem, at which it is probable the geods birought from
India by Bassora, the Euphrates, and the caravans, were sold.
As soon as the conquest of the western part of 8Yýia was
complèted, the Arabians took advantage of the timber of Li-

banus, and of the maritime skill of the khSnicians, which
even yet survived: they fitted out a fleet of !-,700 barks, wbich

sSn rode- triumphant in the Mediterr ânean. Cyprus, Rhodes,
and the Cyclîtdes, were subdued, and Constantinople itself

was attaekede- but witihout effect.
The conquest of Egypt, however, was of the mest import-

ance to the Aurabimn eommerce, and therefore more especially
demands our notice.-è-«« In their annals of conquest," as Gibbon

remarks, " the siege of AIexandria is perhaps the wSt arduoue.'
and important enterprize. Ile first tmding city in the world
was abundantly reptenished with the means of subsistence and
defence." But the Sgracens'were bold and skilful; the Greeks
timid and unwarlike; etnd Alexandria fell into the possession of
the disciples of Mahomet. As soon 'as the conquest of Egypt

was completed, its administration was settled, and conducted
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on the mest w*se and libéral principles. In th -Wementof the revenue, taxes W'ere raised, not by the Lmi:lnee ýut Op-
pressive mode of capitation, but on every branch from the
clear profits of agriculture. and commerce. A third part of
these taxes wm set apay-4 with the most religm's exactness, to
the annual repairs of the dykes and canals. At first, the com

which used to, supply Constantinople was sent to Medina from
Memphis by camels; but Omrou, the conquerot, of Eqypt,

sSn renewed the maritime commuffication 111 which Laa Deen
attempted or achieved by the Pharaobs, the Ptolemies, or
-the Cksars; and a canal, at least eigty miles in lene, was
opened from the Nile to the Red Sea. This infand ' tion,

-whièh would have joined the Mediterranean and ZTdian
Ocean, was soon, however, discontinued, as useless and danger-
ous ;" and about the year 775, A. De it was stok3ed up at the
end next the Red Sea.

The corbquest of Africa, thongh not neari so, advantageous
to tbe commerce of the- Arabians, was yet o7soU importance
to them in this point of view: it eradually extended from the
Nile to the Atlantic Ocean. Tripoly was the first maritime

-and commercial city wihich their arms reduced: Bugia and
Tangier were next reduced. Cairoun was formed as a station

for a caravan; a city, which, in its present decay, still holds the
-second rank in the kingdom, of Tunis. Carthage was next
4attaèked and reduced; but an attempt was made by for-ces sent

from Constantinople, joined by the ships a nid soldiers of Sicily,
,and * a powerful reinforcement of Goths &om. -Spain, ýto retake
ît The Arabian conquerors had drawn a streilg ýchâio across

:the harbour; ihis the confederate fléet brokeý- -the Arabians
'for a time were empelled to rêtreat; but they soon returned,

ýàefeated their eneinies, burnt Carthage, and som afterwards
-com-pleted the conquest of this part of Afriea.

. The beginning of the eighth céntury is ýreynaîkable for their
invasion of Spain, and for their second fruitless attack on
Constantinople - during the latter, theïr Ilee4 which is said to
'have ýconsisted of 1800 vessels, was têtally destroyed by the

Greek fii-è. With regard to théâ- iýonquest of Spain, it was-
so. râpid, that in a few months thýe whole of that great penin-
-sula, which for two centuries withstood the power of the
Roman Ëepublic at its greatest lieight, was reduced, except
the inounta*m us districts ôf Asturia and Biscay., Here also

ithe Arabiahs displayed the ýýame attention to seience by which
tb,1ýy were distinguished iii- Assia: ten years after- the conquest,,

Pr 3
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a map of the province was made, exhibiting the seuis, rivers,
harbours, and cifies, accompanied with a description of them,
and of the inhabitants, the élirnate, soil,, and minoral, produo-

tions. 11,1 In the space of two centuries, the gifts of nature
were improved by the aqriculturee the manufiwtures, and the

commerce of an industnous people." IMe first of the Om-
miades who reigned in Spain, levied on the Christian of that

countrye 1%000 ounces of goldg 10,000 pounds.-of gaver,
10,000 bouses, &c. 14 The most trwerful of his successors
derived- from the same kingdom, e annual tribu ' te of about
six millions sterling~. His royal seat of Cordova contained
600 9W- baths, and 200,000 honse5: he zaiýe laws
to 80 citie* of the first order, and to 300 of the second Znd third:
and i 2e ooo villages and hamlets were situated - on the banks
of the Guadalquivir."

The religious prejudices, as well as the interests of the
Arabians, jed them to exclude the Christians from every

channel throu h which they had received the produce of
India. Ilait Se'y were precluded from all commercial inter-

course with Egypt, is evident, from, a fact nofwed by Maepherr
son, in his Annals of Commerce. Before Egypt was conquèred
by the Arabians, writings of importance in Europe were

executed on the EgyptiaawpXru.9; but àfter that. periodi at
least fill the be iýnm1g1 ofýthç- - 'ýdthi déii tuil, e

n y. qýre upon
parchment. >- Ise as Mààoý,-.rs"n observes, amG*ints-ÈflMý9ýt
to a proo, that the trade %büh Egypt, the only Co'-U-ntry.pro-
ducing papyrus, was interApted.

In consequence of the àttpply of silks, spices,,',and. -other
oriental luxuries which Constafïtin-opW-dýýived- fý à 'thè Shir

-at Jerusalem, (still allowed by tbe. Arabians to, bë annually
held,) not being sufficient for-, the-demand of that dissipated

capital, and their price in conseuence having very much iai-
creased, some merchants were tempted to'travel across Asia,
beyond the northern boundary of the Arabian power, and to
importe by ilneans of caravans, the goods of China and India.

Towards the begm*m*ng of the ninth century, as we bave
already remarked, the commercial relations of the Arabians and

the Cbristians of Europe commenced, and Alex- andria was no
longer closed to the latter. The merchants of Lydas, Mar-
seilles, and other maritime towns.in the south of France, ý in
consequence of the friendship and treaties subsisting betweèà
Charlemagne and the Caliph Haroun AI Rasched, traded with
their ships twice a year to Alexandria ; ficra this city thèy'
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brought the produce of Arabiaand India to the Rhone' and
means o nd re

b y- f it, and a land carriage to th: MôseUe an
Rhine, France and Germany--were supplied with the

of the east. The friendship between the emperor and the
caliph sSins in other cases to have been employed by'the

former-to the advancement of the commercial intercourse be-
tween Asia and Europe; for we am e7ýyress1y informect thM a.

Jewish mérchant, a favourite of Char1éýýe, made frequent
voya to Palesüne, and returnèd with pîcture9,ý - merchan-

dize CIfio" unknown in the west.
Hitherto we have viewed the Arabians chiefly as fostering

and encouraging commerce but the also deservrour notice,
for their attention to geographical science and discoveries.

From. the period of their first -conquests, the caliphs had
given orders to their generals to, draw up eoFaphical de.

scriptions of the countries conquered; and we have alread
noticed some of these descriptions. In 83.9e A. D., the Calipz

Almamon employ«I three brothers of the nanie of Ben
Sehaker, to measure a degree of latitude, first, in the desert of

Sangdaar, betweeen Racca and Palmyra, and afierwards
near Cufa, for the purpose ofascertaining the circunderence

of the globe.
We now arrive at the era of a most important document,

illustrative of the commerce of the eastern parts of India and
of China, with which we, are fumished by the Arabians: we
allude to the 111 ancient Accounts of India and China, b -two

Mahomedan traveRers, who- went to those parts in -the -pluth
century, translated from the Arabie by Renaudot.":ý The

genuineness. and authenticity-of these accounts were for a long
time doubted; but De Guignes, from the Chinese annals, has
completely reinoved all doubt on the subject.,

The most remarkable circumstance connected with this
journey i-î4 that in the ninth century the Mahomedans should,
have'been able to reach China; but our surprise on this point

will ceasè, when we consider the extent of the Mahomedan
dominions towards the east of Asiî4 the utmost limits of which,
in this direiction, approached very nearly the frontiers of China.
If, therefore, they travelled by land, no serious diffièWty
would lie in their way ; but Renaudot thinks it more pro-
bable, that they proceeded thither by sea.

According to these travellers, the Arabian merchants, ne
longer confining themselves to a traffic at Ceylon for the com.
modities of the east of Asia, traded to every part of that

4
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quarter of-the glQbwý, even as far as the south coast of China.
lu account they ove of the traffic with this latter countryt
is very minute MThen. foreign vessels arrive at Canfu,
whiéh is supposed to be Canton, the Chinese take possession

of theïr cargoes, and store them in-warehouses, till the arrival.
of aU the other ahips which- are expected: it thus happens
that the vessels which first arrive are detained six months.
They then take about a third part of all the merchandize, as

duty, and give the rest up to the merchants: of these the
emperor is the preferable purchiser, but only for ready
money, and at the highest price of the market." One circum-

stance is particularly noticed, which proves, that at this period
the Arabians were numerous and respected in China; for a
cadi, or judge, of their own religion, was appointed to, preside

over them, under the emperor. Ile Chinese are described
as sailing alon the coast as far as the Persian Gu% where

they loaded tteir vessels with merchandize from Bassora.
Other particulars are mentioned, respecting their trade, &c.,

which agTee wonderfully with what we know of them at pre-
sent-: Îhey regarded gold and silver merely - as merchandize :
dressed in silk, summer and winter: had no wine, but drank
a liquor made fi-om rice. Tea is mentioned under the name
of mà - an infusion of this they drank, and a large revenue
was derived from. the duty on it Ileir porcelaine also is de-
scribed and praised, as equally fine and transparent as glass.
Every mâle child was registered as soon as born; at 18 he
began to pay the capitation tax; and at 80 was entitled to a

pensioné
These Arabian travellers likewise supply us with some in-

formation- respectinq the trade of the Red Sea. The west
side of it was in theïr time nearly deserted by mercbant ships ;
those from, the Persian Gulf sailed to Judda -on the Arabian
coast of it : here were alwý&ys found many' small coasting ves-
sel9ý by means of which the s from. India, Persia, &c.

were conveyed to Cairo. If this particular is accurate, it would
seem to prove that-at this period the canal between the Nile

4nd the Red Sea, whieh bad been rendered navigable by
Omrou, was regularly used for the purposes of commerce.
In these accounts, the typhon, or whirlwind, so common in

the Chinese seas, is mentioned under that appellation - the
flying fish and unicorh are described i and we bave notices of

ambergrise, the musk, and the animal from which it is pro-
duced: the last is mentionKl as coming &oni Thibet.
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The next Arabian author, in point of time, from whom we
derive information respecting geography and commerce, is

Massoudi. He died at Cairoïn 967: he was the author of a
work describing the most celebrated kingdoms in. Europe,

Ahica, and Asià; but the details respecting Africa, India, and
the lesser Asia, - are the most accurate and laboured. Ile ac-

count'we shall afterwards give of the geographical knowledge
of the Arabians, renders it unnecessary to present any abstract,
in this place, of the geographical part of his work ; we shall
therefore confine ourselves to the notices interspersed respect-
mg commerce. The Arabians traded to nearly every port of

India, ftom Cashmere to Cape Comorin; and seem to have
been protected and particularly favoured in their commercial
pursuits. In the year 877 a great rebellion occurred in

China, and the - Arabian merchants had been massacred at
Cardn. According to Massoudi, however, in his time this

city had recovered from its disasters ; confidence bad revived
the Arabian merchants from. Bassora,, and othef ports in Per-

sia, resorted to, it; and vessels from India and the adjacent
islands. He also describes a route to China by land fre-
quented b traders : this seems to have been through

Korasin, !7ibet, and a country he calls Ilestan. With re.
gard to the Arabian commerce with Afiica, the merchants

settled at Omar tradeâd to Sofala for old, and to an island,
which is supposed to be Madagýàscar, Jere they had establisbed
colonies.

Of the geographical knowledge displayed by the next
Arabian traveller in point of date, Ebor Haukal, we shall at

present take no notice, fbr the reason already assigned; but
confine ourselves to his notices regarding commerce. Ac-

cording to him, the most wealthy merchants resided at Siraf,
where they traded very extensively and successfully in the

commodities of India and China. Hormus was the principal
trading place in Karmania; Daibul in Sind: the merchants
here traded to all parts. Ile countries near the Caspian were
celebrated for their manufactures of silk, wool, hair, and gold
stuffi. In Armenia, hangings and carpets, dyed with a worin
or insect a beautiful colour, called kerMmý were made. Sa-

marcand was celebrated for the excellency of its paper. Tre-
bezond was the piincipal trading place on the Black Sea.

Alexandria is celebrated fbr the grandeur of its buildings; but
its tiade is not mentioned.

About the beginning of the elevénth century we derive our

ammumm a m mommmewwftm
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earliest notice of the commerce of Spain under its Arabian
conquerors. The port of Barcelona was at this period the

principal station for commercial intercourse with the eastern
nations bordering -on the Mediterranean ; and as a proof of
the character which its merchants held, it may be noticed, that
their usagei were collected into a code: by this code all ves-
sels arriving nt, or salfin fromBarcelons, are assured of
friendly treatment; and tfey are declared to be under the
protection of the prince, so long as they are near the coast of

Catalonia. How much Spain was indebted to the Arabians
for their early commerce may be judged of from the number
of commercial and maritime ternis in the Spanish language,
evidently derived froin the Arabie.

In the middle of the twelfth century, AI Edrissi composed
at the court of Roger King of Sicily, whose subject he was,
his Geographical Amusements. ' In this work we find little

that relates to commerce: its geographical details will assist
us when we give our sketch of the geographical knowledge
of the Arabians.

In the work of Ebor AI Ouardi, which was drawn up in
1232, Africa, Arabia, and Syria are minutely described; but
comparatively Iiitle is said on Europe, India, and the North
of Asia.

The next Arabian geographer in point of time is Abulfeda

'he wrote a very particular description of the earth, the c- Un-
tries being arranged accordil)f to climates, with the latitude

andiongitude of each placeý n the introduction to this work
he enters on the subject of mathematical geography, and de-
scribes the rnost celebrated mountains, rivers, and seas of the

world. Abulfeda was a native of Syria; and this and the ad-

jacent countries are described with most fullness and accuracv:
the same remark applies to his description of Egypt and týe
north coast of Africa. The information èontained. in his work,

respecting Tartary, China, &c., is not nearly so full and minute
as might have been expected, considering the intercourse of
the Arabians -with those countries. Of Europe, and all other
parts of Africa except Eggypt and the north coast, he gives
little or no information.

Within these very few years, some valuable notices have
beefi received, through M. Burckhardtý and Mr. Kosegarten of

Jena, of Ibn Batoutai an Arabian traveller of the fourteentli
century. According to M. Burckhardt, he is, perhaps, the

greatest lqnd traveller that ever wrote bis travels. He was a
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native of Tangier, and travel.led for thirty year.% froin 1324 to
1354. He traversed more than once igypt, Syria, Arabia, Per-

gia, the coast of the Red Sea, and the eastern coest of Africa.
Bochara, Balk, Samarcand, Caubul, India, and China, were

visited by him: he even ventured to explore several of the Indian
iglands; crossed the mountains of Thibet, traversed India, and
then, taking shipping, went to Java. He again visited China,
and returned thence by Calicut, Yeman, Bagdad, and Dam&«,-
cuse to Cairo. After having visited S n, he directed'his tra
vels to Affica; reached the capital orýQrocco, and thencs9as
far as Soýjalmasa. From thispWèe, h'-crooSqed the De4ëiýiith
the ýlave merchanti te Tà'gh'ary -twenty-five'days.journey:
he represents the houses herè as built of rock salt,'àüaco'vered
with camel skins. For twent dayg 'more he crosged a desert
without water or trees'. and de' sand of which was so loose,

that it left no traces 0"f footàteps. He now arrived at the
&ontier town of Soud'an. After travelling for some time

longer, he reached the banks of the Niger, which, according
to the information he received, flowed into the Nile at the
second cataract. He visited Tombuctoo and other places in
this part of A&ica, and finiified his travels at Fez.

We shall now conclude our account of the Arabians,
with a connected and condensed view. of their geographical,

knowledge.
It is natural to suppose that they wotdd be best acquaint-

ed with those countries which had embrâced the faith of
Mahomet; and that the prejudices* and co''n»tempt with which
his disciples have always regarded Christian§, and, indeed, all

who were of a different religion, would -'gÏând in the way of
their seeking or acquiring information respecting those por-
tions of the globe, the inhabitants of wliicW-'were not of their
faith. The exceptions to this are to be fougd,.principally in

those countries, from which they derived the principal arti-
cles of their commerce; or which, though not proselytized,
were conquered by them.

Hence, Europe in general was scarcely known to them. be-
yond their dominions in Spain, and the 'adjacent parts of

France. There are, however, exceptions to thïs remark; for
we find, scattered through their geooTaphical'"'rks, notices

toierably accurate and just respecting Ireland, -Paris, Anthar-
vat, which seerns to be England, the Duch of -- Sleswig, the
City of Kiov, and some 'ther places.

The whole of the north of Africa having been -subdued,
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was thoroughly known by them; and they seem to have ex-
tended theïr arms, or at least their knowledge, as far into

the interior as the banks of the Niger. On the east side,
their arms had penetrated to SoWa; but on the west their

knowlede does not appear to have reached beyond Cape
Blanco, inthe Bay of Arguin. Ile fortunate islands of the

ancients were known to them, and the Pike of Teneriffe
seems obscurel ' y represented. Of the other islands and ports

farther to, the south on this side of Africa, it is mnpossible to
ascertain their identity; or whether, as represented by the Ara-

bians, they may not be regarded as among those fables in
geography, in which all the ancient nations indulged. We

may, however, trace some resemblance, in name or description,
to the Canary Islands, the River Seneoal, and the Rio d'Ouro.
Malte Brun is of opinion, that their nowledge extended be-
yond Cape Boyador, for so long a time impassable by the

Portugese.
On the eastern side of Africa, the Ethiopia of the Ara-

bians seems to have terminated at Cape Corrientes their
power and religion were establisbed from the Cyý to the
Red Sea. In their geographical descriptions of t is part of
Africa, we m trace many names of chies which they still
retain. But Zey adopted theerror of Ptolemy in supposmg

that the southern parts of Africa and Asia joined; for Edrisi
describes an extensive country, extending from the coast of
Africa to that of India, beyond the Ganges.

Ile island of Madagascar seems to be faintly pourtrayed
by them ; and it is certain that Arabian colonies and the

Mahometan religion were established in it Üom a very early
period. Massoudi ment-ions an island, two days' sail from

Zanguebar, which he calls Phanbalu, the inhabitants of which
were Mahometans; and it is worthy of remark, as Malte Brun

observes, that in the time of Aristotle a large island in this
Ocean was known under a similar name, tliat of Phebol. It
is surprizing that the island of Ceylon, with which the Ara-
bians had such regular and constant intercourse, should be
placed by Edrisi near the coast of Africa.

But it was in Asia that the conquest, and commerce, and
religion of the Arabians spread most extensively; and hence
-their geographical knowledge of this art of the, globe is more

full, accurate, and minute, than luat they had acquired
of the other portions. By their conquest of Persia, the ancient
Bactriana, Transoxiana, &c. fell into their power; and accord-
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ing to theïr w*Ïse plan, they immediately made themselves ac-

quainted with the geography, productions, &c. of-these coun-

tries. From their writers we can glean many new and curious

particulars, respectinwthe districts which lie to the north and

east of the Gihon : ether in all respects they are accurate,

cannot now be ascertained ; for these districts, besides that they

are comparatively little known to the moderns, have suffered

so much from various causes, that their identity can hardly

be detern-àned.
On the west of A'ia; near the Black Sea and the borders

of Europe, the Arabian geographers throw much li ht; their

information is minute and exact, and it reaches to L passes

of Caucasus. Red Russia, it is well known, derives its appel-

lation from.'the colour of the hair of its inhabitants. Now

the Arabîan geographers describe a Sclavonic nation, inha-

biting a countrv near Caucasus, called Seclab, remarkable for

the redness ot their hair. Hence, it is probable that the

modern inhabitants of Fod Russia, who are Sclavonic, emi-

grated to it from this diWrict of Caucasus.

Some notices appear of those partý of Russia which border

on Russia: Maschput, which is represented, as a city of con-

sequence, probably is Moscow. On the borders of the salt

plains of Susith, a country is described, called Boladal. Rus,

evidently Russia, die inhabitants of which are represented as

noted for their filth.
With the figure and extent of the Caspian Sea, the Ara-

bian eog raphers were tolerably well acquainted : and they

descrit, so as to be recognized, several tribes inhabiting the

borders of this sea, as well as the vicu**ty of the WolRa. One

is particularly noticed and celebrated, being called the People

of the IMrone of Gold, the khan of whom, lived at Seray, néar

the mouth of the Wolga. To the east of the Caspian, the

Arabian conquests did not extend farther than those of Alex-

ander and his immediate successors. Transoxiana was the

limitof their dominions towards the nortb, in this part of the

world.
Of many of the districts which the Arabians, conquered,

in this part of Asia, they have furnisbed us with such accurate

and full , information, that modern discoveries have been able

to, add or correct very little. That they were acquainted with

Thibet and Chini4 has already appeared, from the account

given of their commerce. Thibet they represent as divided

into three parts, Thibet upper, central, and lower. At the
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beginni*ng of the eighth century, Arabian ambassadors wcre
sent to China : they passed thh»jgh Cashaar. After this
period, journies to China by the route of ýýarcandwere

frequent. Besides Canfu, described by the Mahomedan
travellers of Renaudot, other chies in China were visited by
the Axabian merchants, most of which were in the interior;
but the Arabian hers seeÀn to have been puzzled by
-the Chinese naines.e0ç'e learn however, that the provinces of
the north were distinguished from. those of the-south; the for-
mer were called Cathay and Tehar Cathar, or Cathay, whieh
produces tea: its capital was Carnbalu: the provinces in the
south were called Tchin or Sin. The appellation of Cathay

was that under whieh alone China was long known to the
Europeans. Under the name of Sin, given to the southern

districts, the Arabian geographers &equently' comprehended
all the country to the Ganges. The Arabians divided the

present Hindostan into two parts; Sind and Hind : the first
seems to have comprised the countries 1 n -on the Indus;

yIL, Agra, Oude,
Hind lay to the east, and comprehended e

Bengal, &c. The Decan,.at least the western part of it, be-
longed to Sind. The coast of Coromandel, as well as'the
interior, was unknown to them. On the west or Malabar

coast, their information was full and accurate ; but it termi-
nated at Cape Comorin. WZ

While part of the forces of -the Caliph Walid were em-
ployed in the cou quest of Spain, another part succeeded in
reducing Multan and Lahore; and the Arabian geoo,Taphers,

always ready to take advantage of the success of their arms,
to promote geographical knowledge, describe their new
eastern conquests, and the countries which bordered on
them, in the most lowinir language. The valley of Cashrnere,
in particular, affolr s ample matter for their panegyrics. The
towns of Guzerat, Cambay, and Narwhorra are described: in
the last resided the most powerful king of India; his kingdom

extended from Guzerat and Concan to, the Gan es. The
City -of Benares, celebrated as a school of Indian pTilosophy,
and the almost impregnable fortress of Gevatior, are mentioned

by them, as well as a colony of Jews in Cochin, and the
Maldive islands: the-se they frequented to obtain cowries,

which theu, as now, were used as money.
It is supposed that the isle of Sumatra is described by them

under the name of Lumery; for the peculiar productions are
the same, and Sumatra was known under the name of Lambry
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in the time of Marc Paul, and 24,andeville. Java is evidently
meant by AI D.%Javah: it is represented as rich in spices, but

subject to volcanic eruptions; circumstances by which it is yet
distinguished. A short period before the Portuguese reached
these seas, Arabian colonists established themselves at Ternate
and some of the other spice islands; and their lanomme, re-

ligious ôpffiions, and customs, may clearly be traied %,en the
PÊilippine islands.

From the geographical discoveries, the travels by sea and
land, and the commercial enterprize of the Arabians, we pass
to those oÉ the Scandinavians; under that appellation, includ.
in not only the Scandinavians, properly so called, who in-
haLited the shores of the Baltic and the coasts of Norway, but
also those people who dwelt on the northern shores of the

German Ocean; for they were of the same origin as the Baltic
nations, and resembled them in* manners, and pursuits.

By an inspection of the map it will appear, that all these
tribes were. situated nearly as favorably for maritime enterprize

as the nations which inhabited the shores of the Mediterra.
nean; and though their earliest expeditions by sea wer'e not
stimulated by the same cause, commercial pursuits, yet they

arose from. causes equally efficient. While the countries
bordering the Mediterranean were blessed with a fertile

soil and a ni« d climate, those on the Baltie were comparatively
barren and ungenial; their inhabitants. therefore, induced by
their situation. to attend to maritime affairs, were further led
to, employ their skill and' power by sea, in endeavouring to
establish themselves in more favored countries, or, at least, to
draw from. them 1ý.y plunder, what they could not obtain in
their own.

We have already mentioned the maritime expeditions of the
Saxons, which struck terror into the Romans, during the de.
cline of their empire. The other Scandinavian nations were
acted on by the same causes and motives. Negrlecting the
peaceful art of agriculture, inured to the sea from their earliest

years, and the profèssion and practice of piracy being regarded.
as actually honourable by them., it is no wonder thà"t their

whole lives were spent in planning ér executing maritime
expeditions. Their internal wars also, by depriving many of
their power or their property, compelled thein to seek abroad

that which they had lost at home. No sooner had a prince
reached his eighteenth year, than he was entrusted by his
father with a fleet; and by means of it he was ordered and ex.

1 . plunder andpected to add to his glory and his wealth, by



victory. Lands were divided into certain portions, and from,
each portion a certain number of ships were to be ftilly equipped
for sea. Their vessels, as well as themselves, were admirably
adapted to the jKrand object of their lives ; the former were
well supplied with stones, arrows, and strong ropes, with
which they overset small-vessels, and with grappling irons to
board thein; and every individual was skiYfuf in swimming.

Each band possessed its own ports, magazines, &c. Their
ships were at first small, being only a kind of twelve-oared
barks; they were afterwards so much enlarged, that they were
capable of containing 100 or 120 men.

-It is not our intention to, notice the piratical expeditions of
Seandinavians, except so far as they tended to discovery, or com-
merce, or were productive of permanent effects. Among the

first countries to which theydirected themselves, and where they
settled permanently, were England and Ireland; the result of
their seulement in England was the establishment of the An 10-
Saxon dominion power in that kingdom.; the result of tueir
expeditions to, Ireland was their seulement on its eastern

coasts. In the middle of the ninth century, the native Irish
had been driven by them. into the central and western parts of
the country, while the Scàndinavian conquerors, under the ap-
pellation of Ostmen, or Eastmen, possessed of all the maritime
cities, carried on an extensive and lucrative commerceý not

only with their native land, but also with other places in the
west of Europe. Their settlements on the Shetland, Orkney,
and western iglands of Scotland, are only mentioned, because
in these last the Scandinavians seein to have establisbed and
encouraged manufactures, the forerunner and support of com-
merce; for towards the end of the ninth century, the drapery
of the Suderyans, (for so the inhabitants were called, as their
country lay to the south of Shetland and Orkney,) was much
celebrated and sought after.

About this period the Scandinavian nations began to mingle
commerce and discovery with their piratical expeditions.
Alfi-ed, king of England, obliged to attend to maritime affairs,
to defend bis territories froin the Danes, turned bis ardent
and penetrating mind to every thing connected with this im-
portant subject. He be an by improving the structure of bis
vessels; Il the forni of tfe Saxon ships (observes Mr. Strutt,
who derives bis description froin contemporary drawings) at

the end of the eighth century, or beginning of the ninth, is
happily preserved in some of the ancient MSS. of that date,
they were scarcely more than a very large boat, and seem to be
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buât of stout planks, laid one over the other, in the inanner as
is done in the present time; their beads and sterns are ver
erect, and rise high ' out of the water, ornamented at t;oP Wig
some uncouth head of an animal, rudely-cut; they bave but one
mast, the top of which is also, decorated with a bird, or some

,such device; to this mast is made f"t a large sail, whiche from
its nature and construction, could only 1ýe useful when the

vessel went before the wind. The ship was steered with a lar e
oar, with a flat end, very brogd, passing by the side of
stern; and this was managed b the pilot, who sat in the
stern, and thence issued his oriers to the mariners." The
bird on the mast head, mentioned in this description, appears,
from. the account of Canutels fleet, iven in Du Cange, to
have been for the purpose of shewing L wind.

The same energy and comprehension of mind which in-
duced and enabled Alfred to improve bis navy so much, led
him to favour geographical pursuits and commere. In his

Anglo-Saxon translation of Orosius, lie has inserted the
information he had obtained from two Scandinavians, Obter
and Wulfstan.' In this we have the most ancient description,
that is clear and precise, of the countries in the north of
Europe. Ohter sailed from Helgoland in Norway, alonM the,

coast of Lapland, and doubling the North Cape, reach the
White Sea. This cape had not before been doubled; nor
was it %ain till in the middle of the 16th century, b Chan-
céllor, e Lglish navigator,- who was suppôsed at Yat time:
to be the original discoverer. Ohter also made a voyage up
the Baltic, as far as Sleswig. Wulfstan, however, penetrated
further into this sea than Ohter; for he reaclied Truse, a

t in Prussia, which he represents as a place of consider-
-abrre trade.
clt

Alfred even extended his views to India, whether stimu.
lated * by religious views, or by the -desire of obtaining its
luxuries, is uncertain; perhaps both motives operated on bis

mind. W-e know that the patriarch of Jerusalem corre-
sponded with him.; and that the Christians of St. Thomas, in

India, would probably, be mentioned in these letters: we also
know, that about a century before Alfred li-ied, the venerable

Bede was posséssed of pepper, cinnamon, and fi-ankincense.
Whatever were Alfred's motives, the fact is undoubted, that

he sent one of his bishops to St. Thomas, who brought back
aromatic liquors, and splendid jewels. Alfred seems to bave
been rich in the most precious commodities of the East; for
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hé presented Asser, his biograpber, with a' robe of silk9 and
as much incense as tron man could 5arr3ý, . After alle
howev.er, the commerce of Infland in his reign was ex-
tremely limited: had it been 0 any importance, it would
bave been more specially noticed and protected by his laws.
It was otherwise, however, in the reign of Athélstan; for

there is a famous law made by him,- by which the rank and
ileges of a thane are conferred on every merchant, who
made three voyages across the sea, with a vessel and

cargo of his own. By ahofherý law passed in this reign, the
exportation of horses was forbidden.

Froin this period tili the conquest, England was pre-
vented from engwing *in commerce by the constant iriuption

of the Danes, W by the short duration of theïr sovereignty
after they had succeeded in obtaining it. There are, however,
even during this time, son e notices on the subject; as appeats
from. the laws of Ethelred : by these, tolls were established

on àR boats and vessels arri*ving at Billingsgate, according to
theïr sizé. The men of Rouen, who brjught wine and large
fish, and those from Flanders, Normandy, and other parts
of France, were obliged to shew their goods, and pay the
duties; but the emperor's men, who came with their shiýs,
were more favoured, though they were not exempt from
dut

Yrl'om what relates to the'geographical knowledge and ' the
commerce of the Scandinavian inhabitants of England, we
shall. now pass on to the geographical discoveries and com-
merce of the other Scandinavian nations.

About the year 861, a Scandimavian vessel, probably on its
voyage to Shetland or Orkney,, discovered the Feroe islands.
This discovery, and the flight of some birds, induced the

Scandinavians to believe that there was other land in the
vicinity of these islands. About ten years afterwards, Ice-
land was discovered by some Norwegian nobility and their
dépendants, who were obliged to leave their native country,
in consequence of the tyranny of Harold Harfragre. Ac-
cordin to some accounts, however, Iceland had been visited
by a eorwegian pirate a few years before thi§; and if the

ance mentioned in the Icelandic Chronicles be true,
that wooden crosses, and other-little pieces of workmansbl]pl,

after the manner of the Irish and Britons, were found in it, it
must have beenvisited before the Scandinavians arrived. The

new colonies soo-n acquired a thorough knowledge of the

î
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gize of -the island ; for they expressly state, that its circum-
férence à 168 leagues, 15 to a degree, wbich corresponds
with the most accurate modern measurement.

Iceland soon became celebrated for its learning; the history
of the North, as well as its geography, is much indebted to its
authors : nor were ita inhalitaIts, though confined to a cold
and sterile land very remote from the rest of Europe, in-
attentive to commerce; for they carried on a considerable
trade in the northern seas, their ships visiting Britain, Ire-
land, France, Germatry, &c.; and there is even an instance
of their having made a commercial voyage as far as Con-
stantinogle.

TO em the discovery of Greenland and of America is
due. The first took place about the be in i g of the tenth
century: a colony was immediately es lished, which con-

tinued till it was destroyed by a pestilence in the 14th century,
and by the accumulation of ice, which prevented all - com-
munication between Iceland and Greenland.

The discovery of America took place in the year 1001
an Icelander, in search of bis father who was in Greenland,

was carried to the south by a. violent wind. Land was
discovered. at a distance, flat, low, and woody. He did not

go on shore, but returned. His account induced a Nor-
wegian nobleman to fit out a ship to explore this new land;

after sailiiig for some time, they descried a' flat shore, without
verdure; and soon afterwards a low land covere& with wood.

Two days' prosperous sailing brou ht them, to a third shore,
on the north of which lay an islanf: they entered, andsailed
up a river, and landed. Pleased with the temperature of the

clifnate, the apparent fertility of the soil, and the abundqmce
of fish in the rivers, they Èesolved to pass the winter in this àà
country; and they Lave it the name of Vinlànd, from the quan.
tity of small grapes %.. which they found krýýwing. A colony was

soon afterwards formed, who traded with the natives; these -are
represented as of diminutive stature, of the same race as the
inhabitants of the west part of Greenland, apd .'.s usin

leathern çanoes. The merchandize they brought- èSsis:j
chiefly of furs, sables, the skins of white rats, &c. ; ahd they
principally and most eagerly requested, in' excbanee, hatchets
and arms. It appears m the Icelandic Chronicles, thât a

regular trade was established between this. country aç4 Nor.
way, and that dried grapes or raisins were among the
exports. In the year 1121, a bishop went from Greenland
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for the purpose of converting the colonies of Vinland to the
Christian religion: after this period, there is no information
regarding thiq country. This inattention to the new colony

probably arose from. the intercourse between the west of
Greenland and Iceland having ceased, as we have already
mentioned, and &om the northern nations having been, about
this period, wasted by a pesfilence, and weakened and dis-
tracted by feuds. Of the ceirtainty of the discovery there can
be no doubt: the Icelandic Chronicles are full and minute,

not only respecting it, but also respectintethe transactions
which. took place among the colonies, and tween them and
the n - atives. And Adam of Bremen, who lived at this period,
expressly states, that the king of Deninark informed him,

that another island had been discovered in the ocean which.
washes Norway, called Vinland, from the vines which grew

there; and he adds, we learn, not by fabulous hearsay, but
by the express report of certain Danes, that fruits are pro-
duced without cultivation. Ordericus Vitalis, in his Ecclesi-
astical Higtory, under the year 1098, reckons Vinland alonc
with Greenland, Iceland, and the Orkneys, as under tee

dominion of the king of Norway.
Where then was Vinland ?- it is generaHy believed it was

part of America; and the objections which may be urged
against this opinion, do not appear to .us to -be of much

weight. It is said that no part of America could be reached
in four days, the space of time in which t4e first dis-
coverer reached this land, and in which the voyages from.
Greenland -to, it seem enerally to have be-en made. But the

west part of Greenlaný is so, near some part of America, that
voyage miglit easily be effected in that time. In answer to

the objection, that vines do not grow in the northern parts of
America, where Vinland, if part of this continent, must be

fixed, it may be obsetved, that in Canada the vine bears a
small fruit; and that still further north, in Hudson's Bay, ac-

cordincr-to, Mr. Ellis, vines grew spontaneously, producing a
fruit Juch he compares to, the currants of the Levant. l'he

circumstances mentioned in the Icelandic Chronicles respect-
ing the natives, that thieir canoes are made of skins; that they
are very expert with their bows and arrows; that on their

coasts they fish for whales, and in the linterior live by hunt-
mg; that their n-lerchandize consists of whalebone and furs;
that they are fond of iron, and instruments made of it; and

that thev were small in stature, all coincide with what we
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know to, be characterestic of the inhabitants of Labrador. It
is probable, therefore, that this part, of America, or the island
of Newfoundland, was the Vinland discovered by the Ice-
landers.

The boqinninq and middle of the tenth century witnessed
an increasing spirit of commerce, as well as considerable at-
tention to geographical pursuits in other Scandinavian nations5
as well as the Icelanders. Periodical public fairs were esta-
blished in several towns of Germany, and other parts of the
North: one of the most considerable articles of traffic at tliese
fairs consisted of slaves taken in war. Sleswig is represented
as a port of considerable trade and consequence; from it

safled ships to, Slavonia, Semland, and Greece, or radier, per-
haps, - Russia; - Jutland, opposite

tur-Sleswig, vessels traded to, Frisca, Saxony, and England;
àffà from another port in Jutland they sailed to Fionia, Scania,
and Norway. Sweden is represented as, at this time, carry-
in on an extensive and lucrative trade. At the mouth of the
Mer, on the south side oý the Baltic, there seems to, bave
been one, if not two towns which were enriched by commerce.

For most of these particulars respectin; the commerce of
the Baltic and adjacent sens, at this period, we arc indebted to
Adam of Bremen. He was canon of Bremen in the eleventh
cent ury: and froni the accotints of the' inissionaries who went
into Lapland, and other parts of the North, to convert the
inhabita-nts to Christianity, the information lie received from

the king of Denmark, and his own observations, he drew up
a detailed açcount of the Scandinavian kingdonis. His de-
scription of Jutland is full, and he mentions several islands in
the Baltic, which are not noticed by prior writers. He also
treats of the interior parts of S«eden, the coasts only of which

liad been previousl iriade knowii by the voyages published
by -ing Alfted. Of Russia, he iiifoýms us tliat-")it wàs a very
extensive kingdom, the capital of which was Kiov; and that
the'inhabitiants traded with the Greeks in the Black Sea. So
far Iiis information seemsto have been good; but thougli his

account of the south coasts of the Baltic ils tolerably correct,
yet he betrays great igno'r,-,ilice in most of what he says re-
specting the no%'-'rthern parts of the Baltic. In his work the

natne Baltic first occurs. His freographical descriptions ex-
tend to the British isles; btit of them, he relates merely die
fabulotis stories of Solinus, &-c. Thefirrtire of flic earth, and
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the cause of the inequalit of the length of the day and nighti
were known to Adam of ýremen.

About the middle of-'t«he twelfth 'century, Lubeck was
founded; and it soon became a place of considerable tradeq
bein the resort of merchants from all the countries of the
Nol, and ha * a mint, custom-bouse, &c. We shall

-avu11J'upon to notice it more particularly, when
we come to trace the on' *.gin and history of the Hanseatic

League. At present we shall only mention, that within thirty
ears after it was founded, and belore the establishment of the

ze, Lubeck was so celebrated. for its commerce, that the
Genoese permitted its merchants to trade in the Mediter-

ranean on board their vessels, on the same footing with their
own citizens. Ile success of the Lubeckers stimulated the

offier inhabitants of this part of the Baltic shores; and the
bishop of Lunden founded a city in Zealand, for the express
Uurpose of being a place of cède, as its name, Keopman''

aven, Chapman's haven, (Copenhagen,) implies. Towards
the close of this centu,y, Hamburg is noticed as a place of
trade.

7le two cities of Lubeck and Hamburg4 are generally re-
izarded as havine laid the foundation of the Hanseatic League.

Uà League'%Wý first formed, 8olely to protect the carriage by
land of merchandize between these chies; it is supposed to
have been began about the middle of the thirteenth century.
Other cities soon joined the League, and its objects became

more multiplied and extensive; but still having the protection
and encouragement of their commerce - principally in view.
Ile total number of confederated cities was between seventy

and eighty. Lubeek was fixed upon as the head of the League:
in it the assemblies met, and the archives were preserved.
Inland commerce, the protection of which had given rise to
the League, was still attended to; but the maritime com-
merce of the Baltic, as affordin oreater facilities and wealth,
was that with which the League cliefly occupied itsel£ IMe

confederated, chies were the medium of exchange between the
productions of Germany, Flanders, France, and Spain ; and
the timber, metals, fish, furs, &c. of the countries on this sea.

The conquest and conversion of the pagan countries be-
tween the Vistula and the Gulf of Finland, by the Teutonic
knights, was favourable to the commercial views of the con-

federated chies; for the'co'iiquierors obliged the natives to
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confine their attention and labour exclusively to, agricultum
permitting Gennans alone to carry on commerce, and engàge
in trade. Hence Germans emiurated to these countries; and
the League, alwaýs quicksi bÏJ to their own interests, soon
connected then ves with Se new settlers, and formed com-
mercial alliancés, which were recognized and protected by the

Teutonic knights. Elbing, Dantzic, Revel, and Riga, were
thus added to the League - cities, which, from their situation,

were admirably calculated to obtain and forward the produce
of the interior parts of Poland and Russia.,

The northern countries of the Baltic shére, in a great mea-
sure inattentive to commerce, and distracted by wars, were
supplied by the League with money ' on condition that thèy
should assign to them the sources o wealth which their mines
supplied, and moreover grant them commercial privileges, im-
munities, and establishments. Lubeck was chiefly benefited

and enriched by the treaties thus formed; for she obtained
the working of the mines of Sweden and Norway, which doi

not seem to, have béen known, and were certainly not produc-
tively and effectively worked before this time. The League

also obtained, by various means, the exclusive he n fisber.,
of the Sound, which became a source of so much'w:5th, that
the Il fishermen were superintended, during the season, with
as much jealousy as if they had been employed in a diamond
mine."

Towards the close of the thirteenth century, the king of
Noéway permitted the League to establish a factory and the

staple of their northern trade at Bergen. A singular esta-
blishment seems soon to bave been formed here: at first the

merch aints of the Leagué were permitted to trade to Bergen
only in the summer months; but they afterwards weré allowed
to reside here permanently, and they formed twen"ne large

factories, all the members of whieh-were unmarried, and lived
togethei in messes within their factories. Each factory was
capable of accomm one hundred merchants, with
their servants. Their, impo, ions consisted of flax, corn,
biscuit, flour, malt, ale, cloth, wine, spirituous liquors§ copper,
silver, &c.; and they exported ship-timbeir, masts, furs, but-
ter, saImon, dried cod, fish-oi], &c.

As - the grand object of the League was to secure to them.-
selves the profits arising from the mutual supply of the north
and south of Europe, with the merchandize--of each,--they had
agents in France, Spain, &c. as well as in the countries on

U 4
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the Baltie. England, at this period, did not carry on much
commerce, nor afford much merchandize or produce for ex-
portation; yet even in it the Hanseatic Leaone established

themselves. Towards the end of the thirteen i century th
had a factory in London, and were allowed to, export woo

sheep's skins, and tin, on condition that they kept in repair
the gate of the city called Bishopsgate: they were also allowed
the privilege of electing an alderman.

Brufes, which is said to bavé had remilar weekly fairs for
the sa e of the woollen manufactures of Flanders so early as
the middle of the tenth century, and to have been fixed upon
by the Hanseatic Le ue, in the middle of the thirteenth, as an
entrepôt for their tràI, certainly became, soon after this lat-
ter period, a city ?f*teiitut.r.ade, probably ftom its connection
with the Hanseatic ag though it ýever was formally ad-
mitted a member. Wé shall afterwards bave occasion to notice

it in our view of the progress of the Hanseatic League.
As the commerce of the League encreased and extended in

the Baltie, it became necessary to, fix on some depôt. Wisby,
a cityin the island of Gothland, was chosen for this purpose,
as being most central. Most exaggerated accounts are given
of the wealth and splendour to which its inhabitaras rose, in
consequence of their commercial prosperity. It is certain that
its trade was very considerable, and that it was the resort of
merchants and vessels from all the nortli of Europe; foi-, U,

the latter could not, in the imperfect state of navigation, per-
forin their voyage in one season, their cargoes were wintered
and lodged in magazines on shore. At this city was compiled
a code of maritime laws, from whicli the modern naval codes
of Denmark and Sweden are borrowed; as those of Wisby
were founded on the laws of Oleren, (which will be noticed

when we treat of the commerce of England during this period,)
and on the laws of Barcelonfi, Of which we have «,ilready

spoken; and as these grain were, in a great measure, bor-
rowed from the maritime code of Rhodes.
But to, return to the more immediate history of the Han-

seatic League, - about the year 1369 theïr power in the Baltic:
was so, jg 4 that they engaged in a successful war with the

king of ] enmark, and obliged him, as the price of peace, to
deliver to, them several towns which were favourablv situate&
for their purpose. 

w

The Hanseatic Leàgue, though they were frequently in-
volved in dispiitcý;, and sonictinies in with 1-'r;tiice,
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ders, Holland, Denmark, England, and other powers, and
though they undoubtedl ' y aimed at, not only the monopoly,

but also the sovereignty of the Baltic, and encroached where-
ever they were permitted to fix t1jemselves, yet were of won-

derful. service to civilization and commerce. ' In order to
accornplish the views of nature, by extending the intercourse
of nations, it was necessary to open the Baltic to commercial
relations ; it was necessary to instruct men, still barbarous, in
the elements of industry, and to familiarize them. in the prin-
ciples of civilization. 'Irhese great foundations were laid by
the confederation; *and at the close of the fifteenth century,
the Baltic and the neiglibouring seas had, by its means, be-

come frequented routes of communication between the North
and the South. The people of the former were enabled to
follow the progress of the latter in knowledge and industry."'
The forests of Sweden, Poland, &c. orave place to corn, hemp,tD
and flax; the mines were wrou(rht; and, in return, the pro-
duce and manufactures of the %uth were received. Towns
and villageswere erected in Scandinavia, where huts only were
before seen - the skins of the bear and wolf were exclianged
for woollens, linens, and silks: learning was introduced; and

printing was scarcely irivented before it was practised in Den-
mark, Sweden, &c.

It was at this period that the Hanse towns were the most
flourishing; and that Bruges, largely partaking of their pros-
perity, and the sole staple for all their goods, rose to its highest
#,ealth and consequence, and, in fact, was the grand entrepôt
of the trade of E'rope. Ile Hanse towns were at this time
divided into four classes: Lubeck was at the head of the whole
Lea(rue; in it the meetings of the deputies from the other towns
were held, and the archives of the League were- kept. Under

it were Hamburgh, Ro-tok, Wismar, and other nine towns
situated in the north of German Cologne was the chief city
of the second class, with twenty-nine towns under it, lying in
that part of Gennany. Brunswick was the capital of the
third clalss, liaving under it twelve towns, fiarther to the south

than tbose under Lubeck. Dantzic was at the bead of the
fourth class, havincy under it eight towns in its vicinity, besides
some smaller mies more remote. The four chief factories of
the League were Novocroroïl in Russia, LGSdon, Bruges, and
Bercren.

Froni this period till die middle of the sixteenth century,
their, power, thoilfril "'0111eltillic.s and tlicir coin-
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rnerce, though sometimes flourishing, were both on the dem-
cline. Several causes contributed to, this: they were often

engaged in disputes, and not unfrequently in warsj, with the
northern powers. 17hat civilization, knowledge, and wealth,

to, which, as we have remarked, they contributed so essentially,
though indirectly, and without having these objects in view,

disposed and enabled other powers to participate in the com-
merce which they had hitherto exclusively carried on. It was
not indeed to be supposed, that either the monarchs or the

subjects would willingly and cheerfully submit to, have all their
own trade in the Yery heart of their own country conducted,

and the fruit of it reaped by foreign merchants. They,, there-
fore, first used their efforts to, gain possession of their own
commerce, and then aspired to -participate in the trade of

other countries; succeedine by degrees, and after a length of

time, in both these objects,%-'thé Hanseatic League was neces-

sarily depressed in the saine proportion.
The Dutch and the English first began to -seek a participa-

tion in the commerce of the !Zorth. Ile chief cities which

formed the republic of Holland had been among the earliest

members or confederates of the League, and when they threw

off the yoke of Germany, and attached themselves to the

bouse of Bourbon, they ceased to form part of the League;
and aîter much dispute, and even hostility with the remaining
members of it, they succeeded in obtaining a part of the com-

merce of the Balticq and commercial treaties with the king of

Denmark, and the knights of the Teutonic order.
The commerce of the League was also curtailed in the

Baltic, where it had always been most formidable and flourish-

ing-, by the Ejlish, who, in the begm'ning of the fifteenth

century, gain admission for their vessels into Dantzic and

the ports of Sweden and Deninark. The only port of conse-
quence in the northern nations, to, which tbe ships of the

League were exclusively admitted, was Bergen, which at this
period was rather under their dominion than under that of

Norway. In the middle of the sixteenth century, however,
they abandoned it, in consequence of disputes with the king of

Denmark. About the same time they abandoned Novogorod,
the czar having treated their merchants there in a very arbi-
trary and tyrannical nianner. These, and other circumstances
to which we have already adverted, made their commerce and

power decline; and, towards the beginning of the seventeenth
century, they had ceased to be of much consequence. Though,

120
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however, the League itself at üùs period had lost its influence
and commerce, yet soine cities, which had been from the first

members of it, still retained a lucrative trade: this remark

amgies chiefly to Lubeck and Hambur h - the former of these
cities possessed, about the miMe of ge seventeenth century,

600 ships, some of which were very large; and the
by which Hamburgh is ' still distinguished, is in some measure
the result of what it en oyed as a member of the 1-Janseatic

e.
14eWe shall now turn our attention to the Italian states

Venice and Amalfi were the first which directed their labours
to, the, arts of domestic industry, the forerunners and causes
of commercial prosperity. New wants 'and desires being
created, and a taste for elegance and luxury formed, foreign
countries were visited. Muratori mentions several circum-
stances which indicate a revival of a commercial spirit; and, as
Dr. Robertson remarks, from the close of the seventh century,
an attentive observer may discem faint traces of its progress.
Indeed, towards the beginning of the sixth century, the Ve-

netians had become so expert et sea, that Cassiodorus ad-
dressed a letter to the maritime tribunes of Venice, (which is
still extant,) in which he requests them to undertake the
transporting of the public stores of wine and oil from Istria to,

Ravenna. In this letter, a curious but rather poetical account
is given of the state of the city and its inhabitants : all the
bouses were alike: all the citizens lived on the same food, viz.

fish: the manufacture to which they chiefly applied'themselves
was salt; an article, he says, more indispensable to them than
gold. He -adds, that they tie their boats to, their walls, as
people de theïr cows and horses in other places.

In the middle of the eighth century, the Venetians no longer
confined their navigation to the Adriatic, but ventured to

double the southern, promontory of Greece, and to trade to,
Constantinople itsel£ Ile principal merchandize with which
they freighted their ships, on their retum-voyage, consisted of
silk, the rich produce of the East, the drapery of Tyre, and
furs; about a century afterwards, they ventured to trade to
Alexandria. Amalfi, Genoa, and Pisa foRowed-their exemple;

but their trade never became very considerable till the period
of -the crusades, when the treasures of the West were in fact
placed in their hands, end thus fresh vigour was given to their

carrviiicr trade, manufactures, and commerce.
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There are a few notices, however, respecting the commerce
of Venice, and the other states of Italy, prior to the crusadese

which it may be necéssary very briefly to give. About the
year 969, Ve'ice and Amalfi are represented, by contemporary
authors, as possessing'an equal share of trade. The latter

traded to Africa, Constantinople, and, it would appear, to
some ports in the east end of the Mediterranean; and Italy,

as well as the rest of Europe, entirely depended on these two
states for their supply of the produce of the East. At the
bé>frinn*g of the eleventh century, the citizens of Amalfi seeni
to ave eot the start of the Venetians in the favor and com-

merce of the Mahomedan -states of the East: they were per-
initted to, establish factories in the maritime towns, and even in

Jerusalem - and those privileges were ranted them, expressly
'because they importeil niany artil merchandize Iiitherto

unknown in the East.
In the middle of the same century, Pisa rose into eminence

for - its commerce; it traded principally with the Saracèn
king of Sicily, and with Africa. The Genoese also, at this
period, are represented as possessing a large portion of the
tradé of the Levant, particularly of Joppa.

As the most lucrative branch of commerce of all the Italian
states was that in the productions of the East, and as these

,could only be obtained through Constantinople or Egypt, each
state was eager to gain the favor of rulers of these places. The
favor of the Greek emperor could be obtained principally by
afFbrdiýg him succours against his enemies; and these the

Venetians afforded in 1082 so effectually, that, in return, they
werè allowed to build a number of warehouses at Constanti-

nople, and were favoured with exclusive commercial privileges.
Dalmatia and Croatia were also ceded to them.

We now come to the period of the crusades, froni which
may be dated the rapid increase of the commerce and power

of the Italian states. As none of the other European powers
had ships numerous enough to convey the crusaders to

Dalmatia, whence tbey marched to Constantinople, the fleets
of Venice, Pisa, and Genoa were employed for this pur-
pose. But before thev agreed to lend their fleets, they
bargained, that on the ;eduction of any city favorable to com-
merce, they should be permitted to trade there without dtity
or molestation, and be favoured with every priviregre and pro-,
tection whicli they niirrlit 'desire. In consequence of this
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bargain, they obtained, in some places, the exclusive right ov&
whole streets, and the appointment of judges to try all who

lived in thei-n, or traded under their protection.
A quarrel which took place between the Venetians and the

Greek Emperor Manuel, in 117 1, is worthy of notice, as
being connected with. the origin of the bank of Venice. The

republic not being able to, supply, from its own sources, the
means of carrying on the war, was obliged to raise money
&om her citizens. To reorulate this the chamber of loans was

established: the contributors to the loan were made creditors
to the chaniber, and an annual interest of 4 per cent. was

allotted to them. If this rate of interest was not compulsive,
it is a sure criterion of a most flourishing state of trade, and
of very great abundance of money; but there is every reason
to believe itwas compulsive.

At the beginning of the 13th century, Constantinople was
conquered by the Venetians, and the leaders * of the fourth

crusade: this event enabled them to supply Europe more
abundantly with àll the productions of the East. In the par,
tition of the Greek empire which. followed this success, the
Venetians obtained part of the Peloponnesus, where, at that
period, silk was manufactured to a reat extent. By this ac-

cession, to which was added severaf 01 f the largest islands in
'the Archipelago, their sea coast ex-tended from Venice to Con-
stantinople: they likewise purchased the isle of Crete. The
whole trade of the eastern Roman empire was thus at once
transferred to the Venetians ; two branches of which par-
ticularly attracted their attention, - the silk trade and that
with India. The richest and most rare hinds of silk were
manufactured at Constantinople; and to carry on this trade,

many Venetians settled'themselves in the city., and they soon
extended it very considerably, and introduced the manu-
facture itself into Venice, with so much success, that the
silks of Venice equalled those of Greece and SiciJy. The
inonopoly of the trade of the Black Sea was also obtained

by them, after the capture of Constantinople; and thus
some of the most valuable articles of India and China

were obtained by them, either exclusively, or in greater
abundance, and at a cheaper rate than they could be pro-

cured by any other route. In consequence of all these
advantages, Venice was almost the -sole channel of commerce
in this part of Europe, during the period of the Latin empire
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in Constantinople. This empire, however, was of very short
continuance, not lasting more than 57 ears.

In the interval, the merchants of Mrence became dis-
tin ished for their commercial transactions, and particularly

by'=ming dealers in money by exchange, and by bor-
rowing and lending on interest. In order to- carry on this
new branch oftraffic, they had agents and corresporïdents in

different chies of Europe; and thus the remittance of money
by bills of exchange was chiefly conducted by thern. Other

Italian states followed their example; and a new branch of
commerce, and consequently a new source of wealth, was
thus struck out

In the year 1261, the Greek emperor regained Constanti-
nople through the assistance of the Genoese; and the latter,
as usual, were amply repaid for their services on this occasion.
Peraý the chief suburb of Constantinople, was allotted to

them: here they had their own laws, administered by their
own magistrates; and they were exempted from, the accus-
tomed duties on goods imported and exported. These

privileges raised their commerce in this part of the world
above that of the Venetians and Pisans; who, however, were
still permitted. to retain their factories. Ile Genoese soon

began to, aim at more extensive power and trade; and under
the pretext that the Venetians were going to attack their new
seulement, they obtained permission to, surround it, and their
factories in the eï hbouring coasts, with forfifications. The
trade of the ilact Sea was under the dominion of the

Greek emperor, who, by the possession of Constantinople,
commanded its narrow entrance: even the sultan of Egypt

solicited liberty to send a vessel annually to purchase slaves
in Circassia and Lesser Tartary. The Genoese eagerly looked
to participating in the valuable commerce of this sea; and
this object they soon obtained. In return they supplied the
Greeks with fish and corn. The waters of the Don, the

Oxus, the Caspian, and the Wolga, opened a rare and la-
borious passage for the gems and spices of India; and after
three months march, the caravans of Carizme met the Italian

vessels in the harbours of the Crimea.'-" These various
branches of trade were monopolized by the diligence and
power of the Genoese; and their rivals of Venice and Pisa
were forcibly expelled. Ile Greek emperor, alarmed at their
power and encroachments, was at length engaged in a
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maritime war with them ; but thoiýgh he was . assisted by the
Venetians, the Genoese were victonous.

The Venetians, who were thus driven from. a Most lucrative
commerce, endeavoured to compensate for their loss by ex-

tendingý their power and commerce in other quarters: they
claimed and -r-ec-e-ive&'--a--'-toll'- -on àU- vesse,-1s---n-a-viéeating-t-hê-------'-----
Adriatic, especially from, those sailing between the south-point

of Istria and Venice. But their commerce and power on the
Adriatie could be of little avail, unless they regained at least
a portion of that traffic in Indian merchandize, which at this
period formed the grand source of wealth. Constantinople,

and consequently the Black Sea, was shut up from them: on
the latter the Genoese were extending their traffic; they had
seized on Caffa from. the Tartars, and made it the principal
station of their commerce. The Venetians in this emergency

loo-ed towards the ancient route to, India, or rather the
ancient depôt for Indian goods, - Alexandria : this city bad
been shut against Christians for six centuries; but it was now
in the possession of the sultan of the -Mamalukes, and he
was more favourable to, them. Under the sanction 4f the

Pope, the Venetians entered into a treaty of commerde with
the sultans of Egypt; b ' y which they were permitted to ha-ýe
one consul in Alexandria, ' and another in Damascus. Vene-
tian merchants and manufacturers were settled in both these
chies. If we may believe Sir John de Mandeville, their
merchants frequently went tô the islafid of Ormus and the

Persian Gulf, and sometimes even to, Cambalu. By their
enterprize the Indian trade wQs almost entirely in their pos-
session; and they distributed 'the merchandize of the East
among the, nations of the north of Europe, through Bruges

and the Hanseatic LTe, and traded even directly in their
own vessels to Engîan

In the beginning of the fifteenth century, the annual value
of the goods exported from Venice amounted to ten millions
of ducats; and the profits on the home and outward voyages,-
were about four millions. Their shipping consisted of Soffl

vessels, of from 10 to 200 amphoras burden, carrying 17,000
sailors ; 300 ships with 8000 seamen ; and 45 gallies of various
sizes, manned by 11,000 seamen. In the dock-yard, 1--.6,000

carpenters were usually employed. - Their trade to Syriâ and
Egypt seems to have been conducted entirely, or chiefly, by

ready money; for 500,000 ducats were sent into those coun-
tries annually: iooooo ducats were sent to England. Frorn
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the Florentines they received annually 16,000 pieces of cloth
these they exported to different ports of the Mediterranean
they also received from the Florentines 7000 ducats weekly,

which seems to, have been the balance between the cloth they
sold to the Venetians, and the French and Catalan wool,
crimson grinn, silk, gold and silver thread, wax, sugar,
violins, &c., which they bought at Venice. Their commerce,
especially the oriental branch of it, increased; and by the
conquest of Constantinople by the Turks, the consequence
of which was the expulsion of the Genoese, they were enabled,

almost -without a rival, to supply the encreasing demand
of Europe for the productions of the East. Their vessels
visited every port of the Mediterranean, and every coast of
Europe; and their maritime commerce, about the end of the
fifteenth. century, was probably greater than that of all
the rest of Europe. Their manufactures were also a
great source of wealth; the principal were silk, cloth of
gold and silver, vessels of gold and silver, and glass. The
discovery of a passage to the East Indies by the Cape of

Good Hope, the powerful league of Cambray, and other
circumstances, weakened and gradually destroyed their com-

merce and power.
We have said that they supplied almost, without a rival, the

demand in Europe for the produce of the East. That ri-val
was Florence: the success of her merchants in a new branch,

of commerce has been already noticed. The profits they
derived from, -lendinor money on interest, and from. negociating

bills of exchange, aided by their profits on their manufactures,
for which, particularly those of silk and woollen, they were
celebrated so early as the beginning of the fourteenth century,
had rendered Florence one of the first cities of Europe, and
many of its merchants extremely rich. In the year 1425,

baving purchased the port of Leghorn, they resolved, if pos-
sible, to, partake in the commerce of Alexandria. A negoci-

ation- was accordingly opened with the sultan: the result of
which was, that the Florentines obtained some share in the

Indian trade; and soon afterwards it appears that they im-
ported spices into England. It is supposed, that the famous

family of the Medici were extensively concerned in the Indian
trade of Florence. Cosmo de Medici was the greatest mer
chant of the age: he had agents and money transactions in
every part of Europe; and his immense wealth not only

enabled him to çyratifý, his love for literature «,ind the fine arts,
21



but also, to influence the politics of Italy, and occasionally of
the more remote parts of Europe. In the tirne of Lorenzo
de Medici, about the close of the fifteenth, century, the com-
mercial intercourse between Florence and Eqypt was greatly

extended. Florence, indeed, was now in the zenith of ber
prosperity; after this period her commerce declined, prin-

cipally from the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope.
In these brief notices of the commerce of the principal

Italian states, Venice, Genoa, and Florence, in the days of
their greatest glory, we have purposely omitted any refèrence

to the other states, except stating a fact or two relating to,
Amalfi and Pisa, during that Period, when they nearly
rivalled the three great states. It will be proper, however, to,
subjoin to this account of Italian commerce, as it existed prior
to the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, some important

facts respectingr Amalfi, Pisa, Mi1aný Modena, &c., in order
that our sketch, though necessarily brief, may not be defi..

cient.
A eat rivalship existed between Pisa and Amalfi in the

twelftfcentury, arising chiefly from commercial jealousy; and
this rivalship, leading to war, Amalfi was twice taken and

pillaged by the Pisans, who, indeed, during the zenith of
their power, had repeatedly triumphed over the Saracens of
Africa and Spain. Amalfi, however, soon recovered; but we

possess no memorials of her commerce after this period, which,
deserve insertion here. Her maritime laws, the date of which
is uncertain, seem to, have been generally adopted, by the
Italian states.

Towards the end of the twelfth century, the power and
commerce of Pisa were at their height: it* Partook, with

Genoa and Venice, of die advantages derived from the trade
of Constantinople. In the beginning of the next century,
however, we find it became a mere auxiliary of Venice. Its

subsequent wars with Genoa, and the factions which arose
within its waHs, reduced its commerce so low, about the mid-

dle of the fourteenth century, that nothing respecting it
worthy of notice occurs after this period.

The wealth derived by Florence from a traffc in money
has been already noticed. The example of this city was
followed by Asti, an inland town of Piedmont, Milan, Pla-
centia, Sienna, Lucca, &c. Hence the name of Lombard,
.or Tuscan merchant, was given to all who engaged, in money
transactions. The silk manu-facture was the principal one in

x
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Italy; it seeins to have been introduced by the Venetians,
when they acquired part of the Greek'empire. In the be-

ginnm of the fourt;êçnth century, Modena was the principal
se£t 7this manufaëture; soon afterwards Florence, Lucca,

Milan, and Bologna, likewise engaged in it. -
Within the period to which the present chapter is con-

fined, there are few traces' of commerce in any other parts of
Europe besides the Italian states and the Hanseatic League:
the former monopolizing the commerce of the south of
Europe and of Asia, and the latter that of the north of
Europe, particularly of the'Baltic, engrossed among thein
and the cities which were advantagreously situated for inter-
inediate depôts, nearly all the trade that then existed. There
are, however, a few notices of commercial spirit and enter-
prize in other parts of Europe, during this per'od, which
must not be omitted.
. In Domesday-book a few earticulars are set down relating
to the internal and foreign trade of England. In South-

wark the king had a duty on ships coming into a dock,
and also a toli on the Strand.- Gloucester must have en-

joyed some manufactures of trade in iron, as it was obliged
to supply iron and iron rods for the king's ships. Martins'

skins were imported into Chester, either from Iceland or
Germany. The navigation of the Trent and the Fosse, and

the road to York, were carefully attended to.
If we may believe Fitz-Stephen, London, in the middle of

the twelfth century, pos ' sessed a considerable portion of trade :
among the imports, he mentions gold, spices, and frank-

incense fro' Arabia; precious stones from Egypt; purple
drapery from India, palm oil from Bagdad: but it is certain

that all these articles were obtained directly from Italian mer-
chants. The furs ' of Norway and Russia were brought by

German merchants5 Who, accordincr tô,William of Malms-
bury, were the principal foreign merchants Who traded to
England. The same author mentions Exeter, as a city much

resorted to, by forei n merchants ; and that vessels from
Norwav, Iceland, Dother countries, frequented the port of

Bristol. Chester at this period also possessed much trade,
particularly with Iceland, Aquitaine, Spain, and Germany.

-HeÊry I. inade a navigable canal ftom the Trent to the
Witharn at Lincoln, which rendered this place one Qf the

most flourishing seats of home and foreign trade in England.
The Icelandic Chronicles inforni us that C-irimshy was a port
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much resorted by the merchants of Norway, Scotland, Orkney,
and the Western Islands.

Previous to the reign of Henry Il., the sovereigns and
lords of manors in England claimed, as their right, the pro-
perty of all, wrecked vessels; but this monarch passed a law,
engctin that if any ône human creature, or even a beast, were
found àlive in the ship, or belonging to her, the property

should be kept for the owners, provided they claimed it in
three months. This law, as politic as it was humane and

just, must have encouraged foreign. trade. In thi,-;ý reigp the
chief exports seem. to, have been lead, fin, andwool, and small

quantities of honey, wax, cheese, and salmon. The chief im-
ports were wine from, the kings French dominions, výoad for

dytspiceries, jewels, silks, furs, &c.
laws of Oleron, an island near the coast of France be-

lonzing to England, are generally supposed to, have been

",j 
'-,

passed by Richard I.; both these, however, and their exact
date, are uncertain: they w-ere copied from. the Rhodian law,
or rather from the maritime laws of Barcelona.

Though it appears by official documents in the reign of king
John, that the south coast of England, and the east coast only,
as far as Norfolk, were esteemed the principal part of the
country; yet, very shortly after the date of these documents.,
Newcastle certainly had some foreign trade, particularly with
the northern nations of Europe for furs. In this reign are
the first records, of English letters of credit.

.Some idea may be formed of the importation of wine at the
beginning of the fourteenth century, by the following facts: in
the year ending 20th Nov. 1299, the number of *vessels that
arrived in London and the other ports, (with the exception of
the Cinque ports,) bringing cargoes of wine amounting toýD
more than nineteen tun,% was seventy-three; and the number
in the next year was seventy-one. It is probable, however,

that we may double these numbers, since the Cinque ports,
being exempted from. the duty on wine, would import much

more than any other equal number of ports. From a charter
granted to fgoreiF-rn nierchants in 1302, it appears that they

came from, the ollowing countries to trade in England:
Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Navarre, Lombardy,

Tuscany, Provence, Catalonia, Aquitaine, Thoulouse, Quercy,
Flanders, and Brabant The very important privileges and
immunities granted to them sufficiently proves, that at this
period the commerce of England was mainly dependent on

X
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them. Iliat there were, howeyer, native merchants of consi-
derable wealth and importance, canne be doubted. In the
year 1318, the king called a council of English merchants on
staple business: they formed a board of themselves; and one
was appointed to preside, under the title of mayor of the meé--

chants, or mayor of the staple.
About the middle of this century, Dover, London, Yay-

mouth, Boston, and Hull, were appointed fflaces for exchang-
foreign money; and the entire management was given to

ýeilliani de la Pole.. His name deserves particular notice, as
one of the richest and most enlightened of the early merchants
of England. His son, Michael, was also a merchàiut, and was
créated earl of Suffolk by Richard II. Il His posterity flou-
rished as earls, marquises, and dukes of Suffolk, till a royal
marriage, and a promise of the succession to the crown,

brought the family to, ruin." 1

Myhen Edward 111. went to the siege of Calais, the different
ports of England furnished him with ships. From the list of
these it apears, that the whole number supplied was 700,

manned'by 145,151 seamen, averaging under twenty men for
each vessel. Gosford is the only port whose vessels average

thirty-one men. Yarmouth sent forty-three vessels;'Fowey,
forty-seven; Dartmouth, thirty-one; Bristol, twenty-four;

Plymouth, twenty-six; London, twenty-five; Margate, fif-
teen; Sandwichy twenty-two; Southampton, twenty-one;

Winchelsea, twenty-one; Newcastle, sixteen; Hull, seven-
teen.

In the year 1354 we bave a regular account of such exports
and imports as paid duty ; from which it appears, that there
were exported 3 1,651 sacks of wool, 3036 cwt. of woad, sixty-

five wool-fell s, 4 7 7 4 pieces of cloth, and 8 06 1 pieces of worsted
stuff; and there were imported 1831 pieces of fine cloth,
397 cwL of wax, and 1829 tuns of, wine, besides linen, mercery,,
groceries, &c. As tin, lead, and several other grticles are not
enumerated, it may be inferred tbat they paid no duty. In
the year 1872 there is the earliest record of direct trade with
Prussia. As the woollen manufactures of England began to

flourish, the importation of woollen cloths necessarily dimi-
nisbed; so that, in the act of 1378, reviving the acts of 1335

and 1351 for the encouragement of foreign merchants, thougli
cloth of gold and silver, stuffs of silk, napery, linen, canvas,
&c. are enumerated as imported by them, woollen cloth is not

mentoned-. The trade to tfie Baltic gradnally increased "



the ports in the north of England, particularly Newcastle,
rose in wealth. In 1378 coals and indstones were exported
from this place to Prussia, Norwey, Khonen, and other ports
,of the Baltic. Soon afterwards, in consequence of some dis-
putes between the Prussians and En lish, a commercial treaty
was formed between the Grand Zaster of Prussia and Ed-
ward M., by which it was aereed that the Prussian rnerchants
in London should be protectéd, and that English merchants

,should have free access to every part of Prussia, to trade freely,
as it used to be in ancient times. In order to carry this
treaty into full effect un the part of the English, a citizen of
London was chosen to be governor of the Enizlish merchants
in Prussia and the other countries on the Baltie. Disputes.,
however, still arose, and piracies were committed on both

sides. Meetffigs were therefore held at the Hague, to hear
and seule the complaints of each party. From. the statements

then given in, it appears, that woollen clotheà now formed a
considerable part of the exports of England to the, Baltic.

That theý were also exported in considerable quantity to the
south of urope, appears from other documents.

At the beginnint of the fifteenth century the foreign com-Y increased; for we are in-
merce of England ad considerabl *
formed, that some merchants o ondon shipped wool and

,other goods, to the value of 24,0001, to the Mediterranean;
and nearly about the same time, the English merchants pos-

,sessed valuable warehouses and an extensive trade at Bergen
in Norway, and sent vessels of the size of 200 tons to Portu-
gal. The freight of one of these is stated to have been worth
6000 crowns in gold. The improvement of the woollen ma-
nufactures may be inferred from the following circumstance
alum is very useful to fullers and dyers. About the year
1422, the Genoese obtained from the Greek emperor the
lease of a hill in Asia containing alum: En land was
one of the chief customers for this article; but it unEubtedly

was imported, not in Emalish, but in Genoese vessels. In the
year 1450 the Genoese delivered alum to the value of 40001.
to Henry VI. Bristol seems to, have been one of the most
commercial cities in England. One merchant of it is men-
tioned as having been possessed of 2470 tuns of shipping: he
traded to, Finmark and Iceland for fish,_ and to, the Baltic for
timber and other bulky articles in very laroe ships, some of
w-ich are said to have been of the býrden of 4009 500, and
even 900 tons. Towards the latter end of the fifteenth cen-

x 3
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tury, the parliament, in order to encourage Eii)rhsli shipping,
(as hitherto the great-est part of the foreign trJè of England
had been carried on by fqreign merchants in fiore*fn vessels,)
enaeted a species of navigation law, and probibite the king's

subjects from. shipping joods in England and Wales on board
any vessel Aned by a oreigner, unless when sufficient freight
could not be found in English vessels.

Such are the most instructive and important notices re-
specting the state and progress of English commerce, which
occur prior to the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope and

America. We shall now proceed to etve similar notices of
the commerce of Scotland, Ireland, rance, and the other
countries of Eu'rope; these, however, shall be very brief and

few. In the middle of the twelfth century, Berwick, which
then belonged to Scotland, is described as having more foreign

commerce than any other port in that kingdom, and as pos-
sessing many ships. One of the merchants of this town was

distinguished by the appellation of the opulent. Inverluth, or
Leith, is described merely as possessînjýa harbour, but no

mention is made of its trade. Strivelen d some vessels and
trade, and- likewise Perth. There was some trade between
Aberdeen and Norway. There were no trading towns on the
west coast of Scotland at this period; but about twent Vearsy .

afterwards, a weekly market, and- an annual fair were granted
by charter to Glasgow.

It is probable that the foreign commerce of Scotland, bein
confined to, the east coast, was principally carnied on wil

Norway: with which country, indeed, Scotland had intimate
connection; for we-do not find any notice of foreign mer-
chants from, other countries trading to or -settling in Scotland,
till towards the end of the thirteenth, century, when some
Flernish merchants established a factory at Berwick. Wool,
wool-fells, hides, &c. were the chief ar ' ticles of export; salmon

ajso was exported. Of the importance and value of the trade
of this place we may form some idea, fýom, the circumstance,
that the custom. duties amounted to, upwards of .2,0001. ster-
ling; and of 1,,500 marks a year settled on the widow of Alex-
ander prince of Scotland, 1,300 were paid by Berwick.

In the year 1428. foreign commerce attracted considerable
attention in Scotland; and in order to encourage the native
merchants to, carry it on themselves, and by their own

vessels, the parliament of Scotland seem, some time pre-
viotis to this date. to have passed a navigation act; for in ava

act thl,., veai-, IL lie ýScotch nierchants were perniitted foi;
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a year ensuing, to ship their goods in foreign vessels, where
Scotch ones were not to be found, notwithstanding the statute
to the contrary. Indeed, durin the civil wars in England,

between the houses of York andUncaster, when the manu-
factures and commerce of that country necessarily declined,
the commerce of Scotland began to flourish, and was protected
and encouraged by its monarchs. The herring fishery was

encouraged; dutiis were laid on the exportation of wool, and
a staple for Scotch commerce was fixed in the Netherlands,
In the year 1420 Glasgow. began to, acquire wealth by the
fisheries; but until the discovery of America and the West

Indie,ýs, it had little or no foreigp trade. Towards the middle of
the fifteenth century, several acts of parliarnent were passed to
encouraze auriculture, the fisheries, and commerce; the Scotch

merchants had now acquired so much wealth and general
respectability, that they were frequently employed, along with
the clergy and nobles, in embassies. Even some of the Scotch
barons were engaged in tra(le. In 1467 several acts were

passed: arnong the most important enactments were those
which related to the freight of ships, the mode of stowing it,

the mode of fixing the average in case goods were thrown
overboard, and the time of the year when vessels mirrlit sail
to foreign countries.

The commerce of Ireland, when its ports were frequented
by the Ostmen, has been already noticed. In the middle of
the twelfth century, we are informed, that foreign merchantç
brought gold to Ireland, and that wheat and wine were im-
ported from Bretagne into Wexford; but týe expoirts in return
are not particularized. About this period, some trade seems to
bave been carried on between Bristol and Dublin; and on the
conquest of Ireland by Henry IL, that monarch gave his
city of Dublin to be inhabited by bis men of Bristol. A
charter granted by the sanie monarch,' oïves to the burgesses
of that city free trade to En land, Normandy, Wales, and
the other ports of Ireland. Yrlom this time the commerce of
Dublin seems to have flourished. It is certain,, that at the
middle of the fourteenth century the Irish stuffs were- in such
request abroâd, that imitations of thent were attempted by the

Catalans, and they were worn as articles of luxury by the ladies
of Florence. But of ' the mode in which they were conveyed

to foreign countries, and the articles which were received in
exchange for thern, we have no certain information.

Thotigh France possessed excellent ports in fbe Nfediter-
X 1
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ranean, particularly Marseilles, which, as we have seen, in
very earl times was celebrated for its commerce, yet she, as
well as ress favoured ports of Europe, was principally in-
debted for her trade to, the Lombards and other Italian mer-
chants, during the middle ages. The political state of the
country, indeed, was very unfavourable to commerce during

this period; there are, consequently, few particulars of its
commerce worth recording. About the beý.1 niling of the

fourteentli century, Montpelier seems to have ad a consider-
able trade; and they even sent ships with various articles of
merchandize to London. Mention of Bourdeaux occurs about
the same time, as having sent out, in one year, 1350 vessels,

laden with 13,429 tuns of wine 1 this gives nearly 100 tuns in
each vessel on an average. But Bourdeaux was in fact an
English possession at this time. That commerce between

France and England would have flourished aixl extended con-
siderably, bad it not been interrupted by the frequent and
bitter wars between these countries, is evident from. the Con-
sequences which followed the truce which was concluded be-
tween their monarchs in 1384. The French, and particularly
the Normans, taking immediate advantage of this truce, im-

ported into England an immense quantity of wine, fruits,
spiceries, and fish; gold and silver alone were given in ex-
change. The Nornians appear to have traded very extensively
in spiceries ; but ît is uncertain, whether they brought them,

directly from the, Mediterranean: they likewise traded to, the
east country or Baitic countries. About a century afterwards,

that is in 1453, France could boast of her wealthy merchant,
as well as Florence and England. His name wasJacques CSur:

he is said, to have employ-ed 300 factors, and to, have traded
with the Turks and Persians; his exports were chiefly woollen
cloth, linen, and paper; and his import's consisted of si1ksý
spiceries, gold, silver, &c.

In aU our preceding accounts of the trade of Europe, the
Italian and Flemish merchants make a conspicuous figure.

Flanders was celebrated- for its woollen manulàctures, as. well
as for containing the central depôts of the trade between the
south and north of Europe. Holland, which afterwards rose
to such commercial importance, does not appear in the an-
nals of conunèrce till the beginning of the fifteenth century.
At this period, many of the manufacturers of Brabant and
F landers settled in Holland ; and about the same time the
llollanders engaged in maritime commerce; but there are no
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particulars respecting it, that fall within the limits of the
present chapter.

It remains to notice Spain. The commerce of Barcelons
in As earliest stage has been already noticed. ne Catalans,
in the thirteenth century, engaged very extensively in the
commerce of the Mediterranean, to almost every port of

which they traded. The earliest navigation act known was

passed by the courit of Barcelona about this time.; and laws
were also framed, contaimng rules -for the owners and com-

manders of vessels, and the clerks em Io' d to keep their
accounts; for loading and discharging. e ci or the

mutual assistance to be given by vessels, &c. qýese laws,
and others, to extend an improve commerce, were passed

during the reign of James I., king of Arragon, who was also
count of Barcelona. ne manufactures and commerce of

-this part of Spain continued to flourisli from this time till the
union of the crowns of Castile and Arragon, which event

depressed the latter kingdom. In 1380ý a Catalan ship was

wrecked on the coast of Somersetshire, on her voyage from

Genoa to Sluys, the port of Bruges: her cargo consisted of.

green ginger, cured ginger, raisins, sulphur, Writin paper,
white sugar, prunes, cinnamoný &c. In 140 1, a b:t of ex.

change and deposit was established at Barcelona: the ac.

commodation it afforded was extended to foreign as well as

native merchants. ne earliest bill of exchange of which we
have any notice, is one dated 28th Apri4 1404., which was
sold by a merchant of Lucca, residing mi Bru es, to a mer-

chant of Barcelona, also residing there, to C paid by a

Florence merchant residing in Barcelona. By the book of

duties on imports and exports, compiled in 1413, it appears,

that the -Barcelonians were very liberal and enlightened in

their commercial policy; this document also gives us a hicph,

idea of the trade of the city of Barcelona. A still further

proof and illustration of the intelligence of the Barcelona

merchants, and of the advantages for which commerce is in-

debted to them, occurs soon afterwards: for about the year

1432 tbey framed regulations respecting maritime msurance,,

the principal of whiZ were, that no vessel should be insured

for more than three quarters of her real value,-that no mer-

chandize belonging to foreigners should be insured in Barce»

lona, unless &eighted in a vessel belonorin to the king of

Arrogan: the words, more m- less, ùiserte frequently in poli-

T
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cie.% were prohibited - if a ship should not be beard. of in six
months, she was to be deemed lost.

Little commerce seems to, have been carried on from, any
other port of Spain besides Barcelona at this period: the

north. of Spain, indeed, had a little commercial intercourse
with England, as appears by the complaints of the Spanish

merchants; complaints that several of their viessels bound
to England from this part of Spain had been plundered

by the people of Sandwich, Dartmouth, &c. Seven ves-
sels are particularly mentioned : one of which, laden with
wine, wool, and iron, was bound for Flanders; the others,

laden with raisins, liquorice, spicery, incense, oranges, and
cheese, were bound for England. The largest of these ves-
sels was 120 tons: one vessel, with its cargo, was valued as
h* h as 25ool.
Içýe -following short abstract of the exports and impo,ýts of

the principal commercial places in Europe, about the middle
of the fifteenth centu , taken from. a contemporary work,
will very proper 2ude and sum up all we have to say on

this subject.
Spain exported fi s, raisins, wine of inferior quality, dates,

-liquorice, Sevil - -111., grain, Castile soap, wax, iron, wool,
goat skins, saffron, and quicksilver; the most o ' f these were
exported to Bru s The chief imports; of Spain were
Fléthish woollen oth and linen. This account, however, of
the commerce of Spain, does not appear to, include Barcelona.
The exports of Portugal were wine, wax, grain, figs,
raisins, honey, Cordovan leaiber, dates, salt, &c. ; these

were sent principally to England. The imports are not
mentioned.

Bretagne exported salt, wine, cloth, and canvas.
The exports of Scotland were wool, wool-feils, and hides

to Flanders ; from which they brought mercery, haberdashery,
cart-wheels, and barrows. The exports of Ireland were
hides, wool, salmon, and other fish ; linen ; the skins of mar-

tins, otters, hares, &c. The trade of England is not. de-
scribed: the author being an Englishman, and writing for his
countryn en, we may suppose, thought it unnecessary.

The exports of Prussia were beer, bacon, copper, bow-staves,
wax, Putty, pitch, tar, boards, flax, thread of Cologne, and

canvas; these were sent principally to, Flanders, from which
were brou ht woollen cloths. The Prussians also imported
salt from fiiscay.
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The Genoese employed large vessels in their tradeý; their
principal exports were cloth of gold and silver, spiceriesý
woad, wool, oil, wood-ashes, alum, and good : the chid. staple

of their trade was in Flanders, to whicli they carried wool
from En land.

The eenetians and Florentines exported nearly'the same
articlés as the Genoese; and theïr imports were nearly
similar.

Flanders exported madder, wood, garlick, salt-fish, woollen
cloths, &c. The English are represented as bein the chief
purchasers in the marts of Brabant, Flanders anUealand.

to these marts were brought the merchandize of Hainault,
France, Burgundy, Cologne, and Cambray, in carti. The

commodities of the East and of the south of Europe, were
brought by the Italians England sent her wool, and after-
wards her woollen cloth.

From this view of the trade of Europe in the middle of the
fifteenth century, it appears, that it was principally conducted
by the Italians, the Hanse merchants, ýand the Flemings; and
that the great marts were in Flanders. Towards the en d of
this century, indeed, the other nations of Europe advancing in
knowledge and enterprize, and having acquired some little
commercial capital, each beLyan, in some degree, to conduct
its own trade. The peopléj of Barcelona, at a very early
period, forni the only exception to this remark ; they not

only conducted their own trade, but partook largely in con-
ducting the trasle of other nations.

From the remotest period to, which we can trace the oper-
ations of commerce, we have seen that they were chiefly
directed to the luxuries of Asia; and as the desire of obtaining
them in greater ab undance, and more cheaply and easily, was
the incitement which led tio the discovery of the Cape of
Good Hope by the Portuguese, it wiff be proper, before we

narrate that event, brieflY to Lnve such particulars respecting
Asiatic commerce as occur witÎun the period which this chap-
ter embraces, and to which, in our account of the Arabians,
we have not already alluded. Ilis will lead us to a notice of
some very instructive and important travels-in the East; and

the information which they convey will point out the state of
the geography of Asia, as well as its commerce5 during the
middle ages.

The dreadful revolutions which took place in Asia in the
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twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and which threatened to extend
to Europe, induced the European powers, and particularly
the Pope, to endeavour to avert the evil, by sending embas-
aies to the Mogul potentates. So frequent were these missions,
tha4 in the beginning of the fourteenth century, a work was

composed which described the various ' routes to Grand Tar-
tary. What was at first undertaken from policy and fear, was
afterwards continued from. religious zeal, curiosity, a love of

knowled eq and other motives. So that, to the devastations
Of Gengc Khan we may justly deem. ourselves indebted for
the ffl and important information we possess respecting the
remote parts of Asia during the middle a es.

Mie accounts of India and China by E two Maliomedan
travellers have been already noticed: between the period of
their journey, and the embassies and missions to which we
have just alluded, the only account of the East whicli * we
possess is derived from. the work of Benjamin, a Jew of Tu-
dela in Spain. It is doubted whether he visited all the places
he describes: hà object was principally to describe those
places where the Jews resided in grec numbers.

After describing Barcelona as a place of great trade, fre-
quented by merchants from, Greece, Italy, and Alexandria, and

a great resort of the Jews, and giving a similar character of
Montpelier and Genoa, he proceeds to the East. The inha-

bitants of Constantinople bein too lazy to carry on commerce
themselves, the whole trade 0 Îthis city, which is representèd
as surpassing all others, except Bagdad, in wealth, was con-
ducted by foreign merchants, who resorted to it &om. every part
of the world by land and seâ. New Tyre was a place of con-
siderable traffic, with a ood harbour: glass and sugr were
its principal exports. ýAe great depôt for the pi uce and
rnanufactures of India, Persia, Arabia, &c., was an island in
the Persian Gulf. He mentions Samarcand as a place of

comiderable importance, and Thibet as the country where the
musk animal was found. But all beyond the Persian Gulf

be describes in such v ue terms, that little information can
be gleaned. It is wort y of remark, that nearly all the Jews,

whom he represents as very numerous in Thebes, Constanti-
nople, Samarcand, &c., were dyers of wool: in Thébes alone,
there were 2000 workers in scarlet and purple. After the
conquest of the northern part of China by Gençrhis Khan, the
city of Canipion in Tangut seems to have been"Ïxed upon by
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him as the seat of a great inland trade. ý Linensý stuffs made
of cotton, gold, silver, silks, and porcelain, were brought
hither by the Chinese merchants, and bought by merchants
&oïn Muscovy, Persia, Armenia, &c.

In the years 1245, 1246, the pope sent ambassadors to the
Tartar and Mogul khans: of these Carpini has given us the
most detailed account of his embassy, and of the route which

he followed. His journey occupied six months: he first went
through Bohemia, Silesia, and Poland, to, Kiov, at that time

the capital of Russia. Thence he proceeded by the Dnieper
to the Black Sea, till he arrived at the head quarters of the
Khan Batou. To him. we are indebted for the first inform-
ation of the real names of the four great rivers which water
the south of Russia, the Dnieper, the Don, the Volga, and
the Jaik. He afterwards proceeded to the head quarters of
another khan, on the eastern sbores of the Caspian. After
passing a country where the famous Prester John is -said to,
have reigned, he reached the end of his journey, the head
quarters of the khan of the Moguls. Besides the information

derived from. his own observations, he inserts in his narrative
all he had collected; so that he may be regarded as the first

traveller who brought to the knowledge of western Europe-
these -parts of Asia; but though his travels are important to
geography, they throw little light on the commerce of these
countries.

Rubruquis was sent, about this time, by the king of France
to the Mo£rul emperor: he passed through the Crimea, and
along the slores of the Volga and the Caspian Sea; visited the
Khans Sartach and Batou; and at length arrived at the geat
camp of the Moes. Here he saw Chinese ambâssa ors ;
from whom, and certain documents which he found among the

Moguls, he learnt many particulars respecting the nor-th of
Chinî4 the most curious of which is his accurate description of

the Chinose lanzuaee and characters. He returned by the same
route by whichýheý'went. In his travels we meet with some
information respecting the trade of Asia. The Mogul khans
derived a considerable revenue from the salt of the Crimea.
The alum. of Caramonia was a great object of traffic. He is
the first author, after Ammianus Marcellinus, who, mentions
rhubarb as an article of medicine and commerce. Amon
the Moguls he found a eat number of Europeans, who hz
been taken prisonérs: fey were usually employed - in working
the mines, and in various manufactures. He is the first

a Car-
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traveller who mentions koumis and arrack ; and be gives a
very particular and accurate description of the cattle of
Thibet, and the wild and fleet asses of the plains of Asia.
Geography is indebted to him for cor'recting the error of the

ancients, which prevailed till bis time, thaf the Caspian joined
the Northern Ocean: he expressly represents it as a great
inland sea, - the description given of it by Herodotus, but
which was overlooked or disbelieved by all the oiher ancient

geographers.

.' While the pope and the French monarch were thus.
endeavouring to conciliate the Moguls by embassies, the

Emperor Frederic of Germany, having recovered Jerusalem,
Tyre, and Sidoni formed an alliance with the princes of the

East; and this alliance he took advantage of for the pur-
poses of oriental commerce: for his merchants and factors
travelled as far as India. In the last year of bis reign, twelve

camels, laden with gold and silver, the produce of his trade
with the East, arrived in bis dominions. The part of India

to which he traded, and the route which was pursued, are not
recorded..

Among the most celebrated travellers of the middle ages,
was Marco Polo: he, bis father, and unele, after trading

for some time in many of the commercial and opulent chies of
Lesser Asia, reached the more eastern parts of that con-

tinent, as far as the court of the great khan, on the borders
of China. For 26 years they were either engaged in mer-
cantile transactions, or employed in negociations with the
neighbouring states by the khan; they were thus enabled to

see much, and to collect much important information, the
restdt of which was drawn up by.Marce Polo. He was the
first European who reached China, India beyond the Ganges,

and the greater number of the islands in the Indian Ocean.
He describes Japan from the accounts of others: notices
great and little Java, supposed to be Borneo and Sumatra;
and is the first who mentions Bengal and Guzerat bý their
present namesq as great and opulent kingdoms. On the east

coast of Africa, his knowledge did not reach beyond Zangue-
bar, and the port of Madagascar opposite to it: he first mad . e

known this * island to Europe. Such is a sketch of the coun-
tries described by Marco Polo; from, which it will easily be

perceived, how much he added to the geographical knowledge
of Asia possessed at that period.

Ilie information he gives respecting the commerce of the
20
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countries he either visited himself, or describes from the'
reports of otherse is equally important. Beginning with the
more western parts of Asia, he mentions Giazza, a city in the
Levant, as possessed of a most excellent harbour, which was
much frequented by Genoese and Venetian vessels, for spices

and other merchandize. Rich silks were manufactured in
Georgia, Bagdat, Tauris, and Persia, which were the source

of great wealth to the manufacturers and merchants. All the
pearls in Christendom are brought from Bagdat. The mer-
chants from, India bring spices, pearls, precious stones, &c.

to Ormus.: the vessels of this port are described as very
stoutly built, with one mast, one deck, and one sail. Among
the most remarkable cities of China, he particularly notices

Cambalu, or Pekin, Nankin, and Quinsai. At the distance
of 2,500 Italian miles from this last city, was the port of
Cauzu, at which. a - considerable trade was carried on with
India and the spice islands. The length of the voyage, iii
consequence of the monsoons, was a year. From the spice

islands was brought, besides other articles, a qyantity of
pepper, infinitely greater than- what was imported at Alex-
andria, though that place supplied all Europe. He repre-
sents the commerce and wealth of China as very great; and

adds, that at Cambalu, where the merchants had their dis-
tinct warehou-ses, (in which they also lived,) according to the
nation to which they belonged, a large proportion of them
were Saracens. The irioney was made of the middle bark of
the mulberry, stamped with the khan's mark. Letters were
conveyed at the rate of 200 or 250 miles a day, by means of
inns at short distances, where relays of horses were always

-kept. The tenth of all wool, silk, and hemp, and ali other
articles, the produce of the earth, was paid to the khan:
sugar, spices, and arrack, paid only 3j per cent.' The inland 7

trade is immense, and is carried on principally by numerous
vessels on the canals and rivers. Marco Polo describes por-
celain, which was principally made at a place he calls Trigui;
it was very low-priced, as ei ht porcelain dishes might be
bought for a Venetum roat: %e takes no notice of tea. He
supposes the cowries oethe Maldives to, be a species of white

P orcelaine. Silver then, as now, must bave been in grec
demand, and extremely scarce; it was much more, valuable

t4an gold, bearing the proportion to the latter, as 1 to 6 or 8.
Fine skins also * bore a very high price: another proof of the
stabilit of almost every thincr connected with China. He

Oum=
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was particularly struck with what lie calls black stones, which
were brought from, the mouritains of Cathay, and burnt at
Pekin, as wood, evidently meaning some kind of coal. The
collieries of China are still worked, principally for the use
of the porcelaine manufactures.

Marco Polo seems to have regarded Bengal and Pegu as
parts of China: he mentions the gold of Pegu, and the rice,
cotton, and sugar of Bengal, as well as its gin er, spikenard,
&c. The principal branch of the Bengal tr:fe consisted in
cotton. - goods. In Guzerat also, there was abundance of
cotton: in Canhau, frankincense; and in Cambaia, indigo,

cotton, &c. He describes the cities on the east and west
coasts of India; but he does not seem either to have pene-
trated himself inland, or to have learnt any particulars
iegarding the interior from other persons. I-lor-ses were a
great article of importation iii all parts of India: they were
brought from Persia and Arabia by sea. In the countries to
the north of India, particularly Thibet, corals were in great

demand, and brought a higher price than any other article:
this was the case in the time of Pliny, who informs us, that

the men in India were as fond of coral for an ornamen4 as
the women of Rome were of the Indian pearls.. In Plinys

time, corals were brought front the Mediterranean coast of
France to Alexandria, and were thence exported -by the
Arabians to India. Marco Polo does not inform us by what
means, or froin what country they were imported into the

north of India. The greater Java, which he represents as
the greatest island in the world, carried on an extensive trade,
particularly by means of the Chinese merchants, who imported
gold and spices from, it. In the lesser Java, the tree pro-

ducing sago grows: he describes the process of making it.
In this island there are also nuts as large as a man's head,

containing a liquor' superior to wine, - evidently the cocoa
nut. He likewise mentions the rhinoceros., The knowledge
of camphire, the produce of Japan, Sumatra, and Borneo,
was first brought to Europe by him. The fishery of pearls
between Ceylon and the main land of India is described; and
particular meation is made of the kSge ruby possessed by
the king of that island. Madagascar is particularly men-
tioned, as supplying large exports of elephants' teeth.

Marco Polo's description of the vessels of India is -very full
and minute -. as he sailed from. China to the Indian islands in
one of these vessels, we may suppose it is perfectly accurate.

15
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according to him, they were fitted up with inany &tbins, and
each inerchant had his own cabin. They liad from, two to
four masts, ali or any of which could be lowered; the hold

was divided not merely for the purpose of keeping distinct
each merchant's goods, but also to prevent the water from a

leak in one division extending to, the rest of the hold. The
bottoms of the vessels were double planked at first, and each
year a new sheathing was added; the ships la-sted only six years.

They were caulked, as modern ships are; the timbers atid
planks fixed with iron nails, and a composition o£ lime, oil,
and hemp, spread over the surface. They were capable
of holding 5000 or 6000 bags of pepper, and froin 1.50 to
800 seanien and passengers. They were supplied with oars
as well as sails: four men were allotted to each oar. Smaller
vessels seem. to have accompanied the larger ones, which be-
sides had boats on their decks.

When the power of the Romans was extinguished in Egypt,
and the Mahomedans had gained possession of that country,
Aden, which had been destroyed by the former in the reign of

Clauditis, resumed its rank as the centre of the trade between
India and the Red Sea. In this situation it was found 1)y

Marco Polo. The ships which came from the East, did not
pass the straits, but kanded their cargoes at Aden; here the
trankies of the Arabsý which brought the produce of Euripe,
Syria, and Egypt, received them, and conveyed them. to,
Assab, Cosir, or Jidda: ultimately they reached Alexandria.
Marco Polo gives a, magnificent picture of the wealth, power,
and influence of Aden in the thirteenth century.

When the Christians were expelled from, Syria, in the be-
ginnino, of the fourteenth century, and, in order to procure the

merchandize of the east, were obliged to submit to the exactions
of the sultan of Egypt; Sanuto, a Venetian, addressed a

work to the Pope, in which he p*oposed to suppress the
Egyptian trade by force. In this work are many curious par-

ticulars of the Indian trade at this time; and it is highly inter-
esting both on this account, and from, the clear-sighted specu-
lations of the author. It appears to have produced a strong
sensation; and though his mode of suppressing the Egyptian
trade was not followed, yet, in consequence of it, much more
attention was paid to Oriental commerce. According to, him,
the productions of the East came to the Venetians in two
différent ways. Cloves, nutmegs, pearis, gems, and otber
àwticles of great value, and sinall bulk, were convryed up the
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Persim Gulf and the Tigris to Bassora, and thence to B
-dat; from which they were carried to sorne port in the Mmli_

terranean. The more bulky and less valuable articles were
conveyed b Arabian merchantç tOýthe RKI Sei4 and thence
across the Yesert and down the Nile to Alexandria- He addsp
that ginger and cinnamon, being apt to spýil on shipboardt

were froin ten to twenty per cent. better in quality, when
brought by land carritge, -though this conveyance was more
ex eneve.

erom the works of Sanùto, it appears that sugar and silk
were the two articles from their trade in which the Saracens

derived the greatest portion of their wealth. Cyprus, Rhodes,
Amorèa, and Marta (probably Malta), produced sugar; silk

was the produce of Apulia, Romania, Crete, and Cyprus.
Egypt was celebrated, as in old times, for the. fineness of its

flax; European flax was far inferior. The Emtian manu-
factures of finen, silk, and linen and silk mixed, and also the
dates and'cassia of that country were exported to Turkey,
Afi-ica, the BIack Sea, and the western ports of Europe, either
in Saracen or Christian vessels. In return for these articles,
the Egpyptians received froin Europe, gold, silver, brass, tin,
lead, quicksilver, coral, and amber: of these, several were

apz. in exported from Egypt to Ethiopia and Indin, partigularly
bmss and tin. Sanuto further observes, that Egypt was de-

pendent on Europe for timber, iron, pitch, and other mate-
rials for ship building.

As his plan was to eut off all trade with the Saraceins, and
for that purpose to build a number of armed galleys, he gives

many curious particulars respecting the expence of fitting them
,eut; he estimates that a ffallev capable of holding 230 nien,

will cost 1500 florins, anâ th;t the whole e'xpence of one, in-
cluding pay, provisions, &c. fbr nine months, would be 7000

-florins. The seamen he proposes to draw from the followinrr
places, as affordun the most expert: Italy, the nqrth, ôe.-?
Germany, FrieslZ Holland, Slavia, Hambuýrgh, De'mark,
Sweden, and Norway.

-In the year 1335, Pegoletti, an Italian, wrote a system éf
commercial geography; in this, the route taken by the mer-
chants who brought produce and manufactures from China to

Azof is particularly described. 14 In the first place," he says,
Il from Azof to Astracan it is twenty-five days'journeywith wag-

-gons drawn by oxen ; but with wag s by horses4 only tengS 1
or twelve. )From Astracan to Sara, by the river, one day froin
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Sara to Saracanco, on the north-east co&st of the Caspian Sea,
eight days by water; thence to Lake Aral, twenty 4ays'*o'urnq'
with caffiels. At Organci on this lake there was much traffic.
Tu Oitrarra on the Sihon, thirty'-five or forty days, also with
camels; to, Almaley with asses, thirty-five days; to camexù,

seventy days with asses ; to a river., supposed to be the Hoarý-
,gho, in China, fifty days with horses; froni this river the
traveller may go to Cassai, to dispose of his loading of saver

.there, and from this place he travels through the whole 'f
Cathay with the Chinese money he receives-fàr his silver; to

Gambelecco, Cambatu, or Pekin, the capital of Cathay, is thirtý -z

days'journey." So that the whole time occupied about 300
days. Each merchant generally carried with hirn silver and

goods to the vitlue, of 25,000 gold ducats; the expence of
the whole journey was froin 300 to 350 due-ats. Tite othér
travellers of the fourteenth century, from whom we derive

any infbrniation respecting lEasterii izeoizraphy and commerce,
are Haitho, Oderie, and Sir John Nfantreville; they add little,
however, to, the full and accurate details of Marco Polo, on
which we can depend.

Haitho's work, con-iprehends the geograph y of the pritici-
pal states of Asia; his information was derived from Mogul
writings, the relation of 1-laitho 1. king of Arnienia, who -had

been at the head quarters of Mangu Khan, and from bis own
personal knowledge.

Oderic is the first missionary upon record in India; the date
of bis journey is 1334; among much that is marvellous, bis

relations contain. sonie extraordinary truths. He went, in

company with other nionks, as far as China. There is little

new or valuable till lie reaclies the coast of Malabar: of the
pepper trade on this coast lie gives a clear and rational ac-

counL He next describes Sumatra and the adjacent islands,
and mentions the sago tree. Respecting China, lie informs
us, among other things which are fabulous, that persons of
high rank keep their riails extremely 14V. and tbat the feet

of the women are very small. He expresses - eat surprisegr
and admiration at thýj wealth of the cities throueh which he

passed on bis return froni Zartan to Pekini. Fartary and

'l'hibet were visited by him, after leavinir China; he mentions

the high price of the rhubarb of the foý rmèr country and the

Dalai Lama of Thibet. In his voyages in India he sailed on J

board a vessel which carried 700 people, -a confirmation, as 4ý

Dr. Vincent observes, of the account we have from the time of
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Agatharcides down to the sixteenth ceiittiry,-wliiclisailed
&om Guzerat and traversed the Indian Ocean.
Sir John Mandeville, an Fille lishman, in order togratify

bis desire of seein distant anà oreign countries, served as a
volunteer under L Sultan of Egypt and the Grand Khan of
Cathai. He trgtvelled through Turkey, Armenia, Egypt,
Africa, Syria, Arabia, Persia, Chaldea, Ethiopia, Tartary,
India, and China. There is, however, little information in
bis travels on our present subject. He rel:>resents thé Vene-
tians as not only trading regular1ý to Ormus, but sometimes

even penetrating as far as Cam u. Famagusta, in Cyprus,
accordina to him, was one of the most commercial places in

the worlâ, the resort of mercbants of all nations, Christians
and Mahomedans.

Some curious and interesting particulars on the subject of
Orientai commerce are scattered in the travels of Clavigo, who
formed part of an embassy sent by Henry 111. of Castile to

Tamerlane, in 1403. Clavigo returned to Spain in 1406.
He passed through Constantinople, which he represents as not
one-third inhabited, up the Black Sea to Trebizond. Hence

he traversed Armenia, the north of Persia, ai-id Khorasan.
Tauris, according to hitn, enjoyed a lucrative commerce: in

its warehouses were an abundance of pearls, silk, cotton goods,
and perfumed oils. Sultania also was a great mart for Indian

commodities. Every year, between June and August, cara-
vans arrived at this place. Cotton goods of all colours, and
cotton yarn were brouçrht from Khorasan; pearls and pre-

cious stones from Ormus; but the principal lading of the
caravans consisted of spices of *various kinds: at Sultania
these were-always -found in great abundance, and of the best

quality. From Tauris to Samarcand there were regular sta-
tions, at which horses were always ready to convey the orders
of the khan or travellers. We are indebted to Clavigo for
the first information of this new route of the commerce be-
tween India and Europe, by Sultania: it is supposed to have

been adopted on the destruction of Bagdat by the Moguls;
but we learn from other travellers tbat, towards the end of the

fifteenth century, Sultania was remarkable for iiothiûçr besides
the minarets ýof a mosque, which were made of metalcand dis-
played great taste and delicacy of workmanship.

Tamerlane lived ïn excessive magnificence and luxury at
Samarcand; bither he had brought all his captives, who were

expert in any kind of manufacture, especially in the silks of61
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Damascus, and the sword cutler of Turkey. To this city
the Russians and Tartars brougýt leather, hides, furs, and
cloth : silk goods, musk, pearls, precious stones, and rhubarb,

were brought from China, or Cathay. Six inonths were
occupied in bringing merchandize from Carnbalu, the capital

of Cathaî, to Samarcand; two of these were spent in the
deserts. Samarcand liad also a trade with India, &om whicli
were receive(l mace and other line spices. Clavigo remarks,
that such spices were never brought to Alexandria.

Schildeberger, a native of Munich, was taken prisoner by
the Turks in 1394.- lie afterwards accompanied Tumerlane
in his campaigns till the year 1406. During this period,
and his subsequent connexion with other Tartar chiefs, lie
visited various parts of central Asia. But as lie had not an
opportunity of writing down at the time what lie saw and

learnt, his narrative is neither full, nor altogether to be de-
pended upon for its accuracy. He was, besides, illiterate,
,and therefore it is often extremely difficult to ascertain, from
bis orthography, what places lie actually Ineans to name or

describe. With all these drawbacks and imperfections, how-
ever, there are a few points on which lie ives credible and
curious information. He particularizes tfe silk of Strana,
and of Schirevan ; and adds, that from the last the raw silk
is sent to, Damascus, and there manufactured into the stuffs
or damasks, for which it was already so celebrated. Fine
silk was -produced at Bursa, and exported to Venice and
Lucca, for the nianuflacture of velvet. It ought to be men-

tioned, that lie takes no notice of Sara ' y and Astrakan, the
latter of which was tàkçn and destroyed by Tamerlane, in

1395. The wild asses in the mountainous deserts, and the
dogs which were harnessed to sledges, are particularly men-
tioned by this traveller.

The interior parts of the north of Asia were visited, in
14205 by the ambassadors of the Emperor TaInerlane's son;
and their journey is described in the Book of the Wonders
of the World, written by the Persian historian, Eniir Khond,
from which it was translated into Dutch by Witseji, in his

Nordén Oste Tartarye. Their route was through Samar-
cand to, Cathay. On entering this country, we are in-

formed of a circunistance strikingly characteristic, of Chinese

policy and suspicion. Cathayan secretaries took down, in
writing, the names of the ï-unbassadors, and the number of

their suite. This was repeated at another place, the ambas.
y

a
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ýadors being earne tl requested to state the exect number
of their servants; anY the merchants, who were with him,

having, been put down by hiyw under the -description of

servants, were, on that account, obliged to perform the par-
iicular duties under which they were described. Among
the presents made by the emperor to the ambassadors,, tin'

is mentioned. Paper-money' seeins, nt this period, to, have
given place to silver, which, bowever, from several circum-

stances mentioned, must ha-ve been very scarce.
Fro' the tra'els of Josaphat Barbaro, an ambassador from

Venice, first to Tana (Azofý and then to Persia, sorne in-
formation may. ýe drawn respecting the conunerce of these
parts of Asia, about the middle of the fifteenth century. He
particularly describes the Wolga as bein navigi-mable to within

three days'journey of Moscow, the inhlitants -of whkh sail
down it every year to Astrakan for salt. Astrakan was
formerly a place of conseqneýce and trade, but had beEýà
laid waste by Tamerlane. Russia is a fertile country, but

extremely cold. Oxen and other beasts are carried to mar-
ket in the winter, slaughtered, with their entrails taken out,
and frozen so bard, -that it is impossible to cut thein up:
they are w-ry numerous and cheup. The only fruits aré
apples, nuts, and walnuts, Rossa, a kind of beer, is madë
in Russia. 'nis liquor is still drank in Russia: it is niade
froni millet, and is very inebriatîng. The drunkenness of
the Russians is expressly and pointedl dwelt upon.. Bar-
baro adds, that the and -duke, in o2er to check this viceý

ordered that no more Uer should be brewed, nor mead madeý
nor hops used. The Russians formerly paid tribute to Tar-

tary; but they had lately conquered a country-called Casan,
to the left of the Wolga, in its descent.' In this country a
considerable trade is carried on, especially in furs, which are
sent by w Lof Moscow to Poland, Prussia, and Flanders.
The furs; wever, are not the produce of Kasan, but of
çountrie' tô the nortli-mst, at a great distance.

Barbaro is very minute and circumstantial in his descrip-
tion of the' mânners, dress, food, &c. of the Georgians. H-
visited the principal towns of Persia. Séhiraz containeà

2ooooo inhabitants. Yezd was distinguished and enriched
by its silk manufactures.

-- Or,
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CHAPTER V.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY AND

COMINIERCE9 FROINI THE MIDDLL OF THE FIFTEENTH TO

THE BEGINNING OF THE lý;INETEENTH CENTVRY.

Ti-iE improvement of mankind in knowledge and civilization
evidently depends on the union of three circumstances, - en-
larged and increased desires, obstacles in the way of obtaming
the objects of these desires, and - practicable means of over-
coming or reinoving these obstacles. The history of man-

kind in all ages and countries justifies and illustrates the truth
of this remark; for though it is, especially in the early
periods of it, very imperfect and obscure, and even in the

later periods ýalmost entirely 'confined to war and politics,
still there are in it sufficient traces of the operation of all 'those-'

three causes towards their improvement in knowledge and
civüization.

That they operatedin extending the * progress of discovery
and commerce is evident. We have already remarked that
from. the earliest periods, the commodities of the east attracted
the desires, of the western nations: the Arabia*ns, Carthagi-
nians, Greeks, and Romans of the ancient world; the alian
and Hanseatic states of the middle ages, a*e-ideavoured to

enrich themselves by trading in commodities so eagerly and
universally desired. As industry and skill increased, and as
the means as well as the desire of purchase and enjoyment
spread, by the rise of a middle class in Europe, the demand
for these commodities extended. The productions and- ma-
nufàctures of the north, as well as of the south of Europe,

havinom been increased and improved, enabled the inhabitants
of these.countries to participate in those articles fýom India,

which, among the Sicients, had bee'n confined exclusively to
the rich and powerful.

On the other hand,, even at the very time that this
deinand for Indian commodities was taking place in Europe,
and was accompanied by enlarged means as'well as extended.

skill and experience in discovery and commerce, -at this very
tiiiie obstacles arose which threatened, the almost entire ex-
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clusion of Europeans from the luxuries of Asia. It inay well
be doubted, whether, if the enemies of the Christian faith had

.not gained entire possession of all the routes ta India, and
moreover, if these rotites had been rendered more easy of

access and passage, they could have long supplied the in-
creased demands of improving Europe. But that Europe

should, on the one hand, improve and feel enlarged desires
as well as means of purchasing the luxuries of the east, while
on the other hand, the practicability of acquiring these luxuries
should diminish, formed a coincidence of circunistances, whicli
wàS sure ta produce important results.

As access ta India by land, or even by the Arabian Gulf
by sea, was rendered extremely difficult and hazardous by the

enmity of the ýNkhometans, or productive of little commercial
benefit by their exactions, the attention and hopes of Euro-

pean naviga * tors were directed ta a passage ta India along the
western coast of Africa. As, however, the length and diffi-
culties of such a voyage were'extremely formidable, it would
probably have been either not. attempted at all, or have re-

quired much longer time ta accomplish than it actually did, if,
in addition and aid of increased desires and an enlarged com-
mercial spirit, the means of ilavigating distant, extensive, and
unknown sèas, had not likewise been, about this period, greatly
improved.

We allude, principally, ta the discovery of the mariners"
compass. The first clear notice of it appears in a Provençal

poet of the end of the twelfth century. In the thirteenth cen-
tury it was used by the Norweggians in their voyages ta and

ftom Iceland, who made it theý àevice of an order of knight--
hood of the highest rank; and from a passaee in Barber's

Bruce, it must have been known in Scotland, if not used there
'in 1375e the period when lie wrote. It is said to have been
used in the Mediterranean voyages at the end of the thirteenth
or beginning of the fourteenth century.

With respect ta the nations of the east, it is doubted whe-
ther they derived their knowledge of it from, the Europeans,

or the Europeans ftom them. When we reflect on the long
and perilous voyages of 'the Arabians, early in the Christian
era, we might bè, led ta think that they could. not be per-
formed, without the assistance of the compass ; but no mention

of it, or allusion ta it, occurs in the account of any of their
voyages; and we are expressly informed by Nicola di Conti,
who sailed on board a native vessel in the Indian seas, about
the vear 1420, that the Arabians b,-id no compass, but sailed
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by the stars of thé southèrn pole; and that they knew how to,
measure their elevation, às well as to keep their rèckoning,

by day and'night, with their distance from. place to place.
With respect to the Chiiiese, the point in dispute is not so

easily determined: it is generally imagined, that they derived
their knowledge of the compass from Europeans: but Lord
Macartney, certainly a competent judge, has assigned his rea-
sons for believing that the Chine8e compass is original, and

not borrowed, in a dissertatiori annexed to, Dr. Vincent's
Periplus of the Erythrean Sea.' At what period it was first

known among them, cannot be ascertained; the pretend that
it was known before the age of Confucius. ý7hat it was not

brought from China to Europe by Marco Polo, as some
writers assert, is evident frqm the circumstance that this tra-

veller never mentions or alludeý, to iL The first scientific
account of the properties of the magneý a-s applicable to, the
mariner's èompass, appears in a letter written by Peter Ad-

siger, in the year 1269. This letter is preserved among the
manuscripts of the university of Leyden; extracts from. it are
given by Cavallo, in the second edition of hisTreatise on Mag-

netism. From these extracts it is evident that he was ac-
quainted with the attraction, repulsion, and polarity of the

magnet, the art pf communicatinf those properties to iron,
the variation of the magnetic j e; and there are even some
indications that he was acquainted with the construction of

the azimuth compass-'
Next in importance and utility to the mariners'compass, in

preparing the way for the great discoveries by which the
fifteenth century is distinguished, maps and charts may be
plà«ced. For though, in general, they were constructed on

very imperfect and erroneous notions of the form. of the world,
and the relative size and situation of different countries, yet

occasionally there appeared maps which corrected some long
established error, or supplied some new information; and

even the errors of the maps, in some cases, not improbably
held out inducements or hopes, which would not otherwise
have been entertained and realized, as we have already re-

marked, àfter D'Anville, that the greatest of Ptolemy's errors

proved eventually the efficient cause which led to the greatest
discovery of the moderns.

Malte Brun divides the maps of the middle ages into two

chLsses: those in which the notions of Ptolemy and other an-

cient geocrraphers are irnplicitly copied,.and those in which

MI M-
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new conntries are inserted, which had been either discovered,
or were supposexi to exist.

In most of the maps of the first description, Europe, Asia,
and Aýrica are laid down as forming one immense island, and
Africa is not carried so far as the equator. One of the most

celebrated of these maps was drawn up by Marin Sanuto, and
inserted in his memorial presented to the pope and the prin-
cipal sovereigns of Europe, for the purpose of persuading and

shewing them, that. if they woh1d oblige their merchants to
trade only through the dominions of the Caliphs of Bagdat,

they would be better supplied and at a cheaper rate, and
would have no longer to, fear the Soldans of Egypt. This
memorial -with its maps was inserted in the Gesta Dei per

Francos, as we are assured by the editor, from one of the ori-
oinal copies presented by Sgnuto, to, some one of the princes.
ïÏence, as Dr. Vincent remarks, it probably contains the
old£st mýtp of the worid at this day extant, except the Peutin-

gerian týÙles. Sanuto, as we have already noticed, in giving
an abstract of the commercial information contained in his

memorial, lived in 13224.

In the monastery of SL Michael di Murano, there is a plani-
sphere, said to be drawn up in 1459, by Fra Mauro, which

contàins a report of a ship from India haviag passed the ex-
treme point south, 2000 miles towards the. west and south-

west in 1420-
Ramusio describes a map, supposed to be this, which he

states to have been drawn up for the elucidation of Marco
Polo's travels.

On this map, so far as it relates to the cireuninavigation of
Africa, Dr. Vincent lias criven a dissertation, having 9frocured

afa-c-simile copy from Venice, which is deposited in tHe British
Museum; the substance of this dissertation we shail here

compress. He divides his dissertation into three parts. First,
whether this was the map noticed by Ramusio, and by him

supposed to be drawn up to, elucida-te the travels of Marco
Polo. On this point he concludes that it was the map re-
ferred to, by Ramusio, but that his information respecting it
is not correct. The second point to, be deterriined is, whether
the map procured froin Venice was really executed by Mauro,
and whether it existed previous to the Portuguese discoveries
on the west coast of Africa. Mauro lived in the reign of AI-

phonso-the Fifth, that is between 1458 and 1480; the whole
of this map, therofore, is prior to Dkz ajid Gama, two

1
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celebrate'd Portugruese navigators. Consequently,, if it can be
proved that the map obtained by Dr. Vincent is rnuine, it
must have existed previous to the Portugue'se iscoveries.
The proof of the genuineness of the map is derived from the
date on the planispherel. 1459; the internal, evidenced1ý4he
wo-rk itself; and the fact that Alphonso, or Prince HenrXof
Portugai, who died in 1463, recèived a copy of this map from.
Venice, and deposited it in the monastery of Alcobaça, whére

it is still kept. The sum, p-aid for this copy, and the accouint
of expenditure, are detailed in a MS. account in the monastery
of St. Michael.

The third, and by far the most important part of Dr.
Vincent's dissertation, examines what the map contains respect-

the termination of Africa to the south. On the first inspec-
tion of the map it is evident, that the author lias not implicitly
followed Ptolemy, as he professesr ta do. The centre of the

habitable world is fixed at Bagdat. Asia and Europe he de.;.N
fines rationallye and Africa so fa-r as regfSds its Mediterranean
coast. He assigns two sources to the Nile, both in Abyssinia.

On the east coast of Africa, he carries an arm of the sea be-
tween an island which he represents as of immense size, 'and
the continent, obliquely as far nearly as the latitude and
longitude of the Cape of Good Hope. This island he calls

Diab, and the termination on the south, which he makes the
extreme point of Africa, Cape Diab.

The great object of Mauro, in drawing up this map, was to
encourage the Portuguese in the prosecution of their voyages
ta the south of Africa. This is known- ta be the fàct'fi;ýin
other sources, and the construction çf the map, as well as

some of the notices and rernarks, which are inserted in itg
margin, forrn additional evidence that this was the case. Two

passages, as Dr. Vincent observes, will set this in the clearest
light. The first is inserted at Cape Diab; herej" says the
author, about the year 1420, Il an Indian vesset on ber passage
across the Indian ocean was caught b ' y a storm, and carried
2000 miles beyond this Cape to the west and south-west; she

was seventy days in returning to the Cape.--' This the author
regards as a full proof that Africa was circumnavigable on the
south.

In thesecond p.Lssage, inserted on the margin,,, after observ-
ing that the Portuguese had been round the contifient of Africa,
more than 2000 miles to the south-west beyond the Straits of
Gibraltar; that the found the navigation ensy and safe, and
had made charts their discoveriés he add.?,, that he had
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talkêd with a person worthy of credit, who assured him he
had been carried by bad weather, in an Indian ship, out of the

Indian Ocean, for forty days, beyond Cape -Sofala and the
Green Islands, towards the west and south-west, and that in
the -opinion of the astronomer on board, (such as all Indian
ships carry,) they had been hurried away 2000 miles. He
concludes by expressing his firm. belief that the sea surround-
in the southern and south-eastern part of the world is navi-

le; and that the Indian Sea is ocean, and not a lake. We
may observe, by the bye, that in another passage inserted in

the margin, he expressly declares that the Indian ships had no
compass, but were directed by an astronomer on board, who,

was continually making his observations.
It is evident that the two accounts are at variance, as the

first asserts that the passage was round Cape Diab, at the
termination of Africa, and t e second that it was round Cape

Sofala, fifteen degrees to the north of the extrernity of this
quarter of the world: but without attempting to reconcile this
contradiction, it is abundantly evident that Mauro, by notic-
ing the Portuguese navigators, as having reached 2ooo miles
to the south of Gibraltar, and adding that 2000 miles more of
the coast of Africa had been explored by an Indian ship, meant'

to, encourage the further enterprises of the Portuguese, by the
natural inference that a very small space of unsailed sea must
lie between the two lines, which were the limits of the navigation
of the Portuguese and Indian vessel. '1.7he unexplored space was
indeed much greater than Mauro estimated and represented
it in his map to be; but, as Dr. Vincent remarks, his error in
this respect manifestly contributed to the prosecution of the
Porturruese designs, as the error of the ancient geographers,

in approximating China to Europe, produced the discovery
of America by Columbus.

We have dwelt thus long on the map of Mauro, as being
bý far the most important of the maps of the second descrip-
tion, or those in which were inserted real or supposed dis-

coveries. The rest of this description require little notice. -
A map of the date * of 1346, in Castilian, represents Cape

Bojada in Africa as known, and having been doubled at that
period. A manuscript, preserved at, Genoa, mentions that a

ship had sailed from. M.-aorca to a river called Vedamel, or
Rui Jaura (probably Rio-do-Ouro,) * but her fate was not

known. The Genoese historians relate that two of their
countrymen in 12919 attempted to reach Iridia by the west;
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the fate of this enterprize is also unkiiowri. The' Canary Is-
lands, the first discovery of which is supposed to have taken
place beforè the Christian era, and which were never after-

wards completely lost sight of, being described by the Arabian
geographers, appear in a Castilian map of 1346. Teneriffe

is called in this map Inferno, in conformity with the popular
notion of the ancients, that these islands were the seat of the

blessed. In a map of 1384, there is an island called Is'la-di-
ýegname, or the Isle of Wood, which, from this appellation,

a 1 nd its situation, is supposed by some geographers to be the
island of Madeira. It would seem. that some notions respect-
ing the Azores were obscurely entertained towards the-end of
the fourteentli century, as islands nearly in their position'are
laid down in the maps of 1380.

In the library of St. Marc, at Venice, there is a map drawn
by Bianco, in 1436. In it the ancient world is represented

as forming one great continent, divided into two unequal
parts by the Mediterranean, and by the Indian Ocean, which

is carried from. east to, west, and comprises a great number
of islands. Africa stretches from west to east parallel to
Europe and Asia, but it terminates to, the north of the
equator. The peninsula of India and the Gulf of Bengal

scarcely appear. The eastern part of Asia consists of two

great peninsulas, divided by an immense a-ulf. Then appear

Cathai, Samarcand, and some other places, the names of

which are unintellicrible. Ail the kingdoms of Europe are

laid down except Poland and Hungar To the west of the

Canaries, a large tract of country is laid down under the

appellation of Antitia; some Lreozrapliers have maintained
that by this America was indicated, but there (foes not appear

any ground for this belie£
Having offered these preliminary and preparatory ob-

servations, we shall now proceeà to the discoveries of the

Portu(ruese. From the sfight sketch which has already been

given of the proggress of geography and commerce, between

the time of Ptolemy and the fifteenth century, it appears that

the Portuauese had distincruished therrYselves less, perhaps, than

anyother European nation, inthesepursuits; but, long before the

beginning of the fifteenth centurvq circumstances liad occurred,

connected with their history, which were preparing the way

for their maritime enterprizes. So early as the year 1250,

the Portuguese had succeeded in driving the Moors out of

.their country; and, in order to prevent them from. again
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disturbing theni, they in their turn invaded Fez and Morocco,
and having conquered Ceuta in 1415, fortified it, aqd several

hubours near it, on theshores of the Atlantic. So zealous
were the Portuguese in theïr enterprizes , against -the Moffl,

that the ladies.of Lisbon partook in -thegenergl endiusàwîn,
and refused to -bestow their hand on anv man who,.W,nq't

,sigrudized bis coura e.on thecoast of A1ýiça. The spirit of
-the nation was 1 y participated by Prince-.lienry, the fiffli

sonof John I, king of Portugal, who took.up bis resi4ence
near CapeSt..Vincen4 in the year 1406. Mie sole pas-

sion and object of his mind was to.further the 4dvancement
of bis count in navigation and discovery: his regard for
religion led 7im to endeavour to destroy or diminish the
power of the Mahometans; and bis patriotismý to arquire for
Portugal that Indian commerce, which had enriched the
maritime states of'Italy. He sought every means and op-
portunity by which he could increase or render more accurate
bis information respecting the we5tern coast, and the iiiterior
of Africa: and it is probable that the relations of certain Jews
and Arabs, respecting the gold mines of Guinea, weighed

strongly with him. in the enterprizes which. lie planned, en-
couraged, and accomplished.

It is not true, however, ti-xat lie was the inventor of the
astrolobe and the compass, or the first, that put these instru-
ments into the bands of navigators, though he undoubtedly
was an excellent rnathematician, and procured the best charts
and instruments of the age: the use and application of these,
he taught in the best manner to those lie selected to command
bis ships.

With respect to the compass, we have already stated all
that is certainly known respecting its earliest application to

the purposes of navigation. The sea astrolobe, which is an
instrument for taking the altitude of thie sun, stars, &c., is
described by Chaucer, in 13 9 1 . in a treatise on it, addressed to
bis little soli, Louis; and Purchas informs us, that -it was

formerly applied only to astronomical purposes, but was ac-
commodated to, the use of seamen by Martin Behaim, at the

command of John Il., king of Portugal, about the year 1487.
About théýyear 1418, when Prince Henry first began bis

plan of discovery, Cape Nun, in latitude 28' 40', was the
limit of European knowledge on the coast of Africa. With
this part of the coast, the Portuguese had become ' acquainted
in consequence of their wars with the Moors of Barbary.
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In 1418, two of Henry's commanders reached Cape Boyada
'in latitute 260-30t;- but the Cape was not actually doubledtill
1434. The Canary islands were visited during the same
voyage that the Cape -was discovered: Madeira was-likewise
visited or discoveied; it was first called St. Laurence, after
the wint of the day on which it was seen, and afterwards
Madeira, on account of its woods. In,1-420, the Portuguese
-set fire to these woods, and afterwards planted -the suer
cane, which they brought from Sicily, and the vines which

they brought-frora Cyprus. Saw . mills were likewise .eretted
on it.

About the year 1432, Gonzalos was sent with two, small
vesseis to the coast of Africa on new discoveries. In 1434,
Cape Boyada was doubled: in 1442, the Portuguese had
advanced as far as Rio-do-Ouro, under the tropie of Cancer.
On the return of the ships from this voyage, the inhabitants
of Lisbon first saw, with astonishment, negroes of a» jet black
complexion, and woolly hair, quite different from. the slaves

which had been hitherto brought from Africa; for, before this

time, they had seized, and sold as slaves, the tawny Moors,

whicli they met with on the coast of Africw. In the year

1442, however, some of these had been redeemed by their

friends, in exchange for negroes and gold dust. This last

article stimulated the avarice of the Portuguese -to greater
exertions, than Prince Henry had been able to excite, and

an African company was immediately formed to obtain it,

slaves, &c.; but their commerce was exclusively confined to

the coast of Africa, to the south of Sierra Leone. Dr. Vin-

cent justly remarks, tbat Henry had stood alone for almost

forty years, and had he fàllenýbefbre these few ounces of gold

reached bis country, the spirit of discovery might have pe-

rished with him, and his desiorns might have been condemned
as the dreams of a visionary. The importation of this gold,

and the establishment of the African company in Portugal,
to continue the remark of the same author, is the primary

date, to which we may refer that turn for adventure which

sprung up in Europe, which pervaded all the ardent spirits

in every country for the two succeeding centuries, and which'

never ceased till it had united the four quarters of the globe

in commercial intercourse.
In 1445, the Portuguese reached Sene JI, where- they fir$t

saw Pagan negroes: in 1448 and 1449, tfçir discoveries ex-

tended to, Cape Verd. -The islands of that name were dis-

covered in 14.,56. The exact extent of their discoveries from
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this time till 1463, when Prince Henry (lied, is not certainly
known. According to some, Cape Verd, or Rio Grande, was

the limit; according to others, one navigator reached as far
as the coast of Guinea, and Cape Mesanado: s'ome extend.
the limit even as far south as the equator. Assuming, how-
ever, Rio Grande as the limit of the discoveries made in
Prince Henry's time, Rio Grande is in latitude 11 nortbg
and the straits of Gibraltar in latitude 36 north ; the Por-
tuguese had therefore advanced 25 degrees to the south ; that
is 1500 greographical, or 1750 British miles, which, with the
circuit if thýe coast, may be estimated at 2000 miles.

For nearly 20 years after the death of Prince Henry, little
prTess was made by the Portuguese in advancing to the

. . At the time of the death of Alonzo, in 148 1, they had
passed the equator, and reached Cape St. Catherine- in lati-

tude S. 2' 30'. The island of St. Thomas under the line,
which was discovered in 1471, was immediately planted witli

sugar cane; and a fort, which was built the saine year on the
gold coast, enabled them to extend their knowledge of this
part of Africa to a little distance inland. Portugal now

began to -reap the fruits of her discoveries : bees' wax, ostrich
feathers, negro slaves, and particularly gold, were imported,
on all of which the profits were so great, that John Il., who

succeeded Alonzo, immediately on his accession, sent out
12 ships to, Guinea; and in 1483, two other vessels were sent,

which in the following year reaclied Congo, and penetrated
to 22ý' south. The river Zaire in this part of Africa was dis-

covered, and many of the inhabitants of the country through
which it flows enibark-ed volunLai-11y for PortLigal. Benin

was discovered about the same time; here they fotind a species
of spice, which was imported in great quantities into EuroFe,
and sold as pepper: it was, liowever, nothing else but grains
of paradise. The inliabiL-tiltb of Benin must liave had con-
siderable traffic fàr into the iiiterior of Africa, for from flieni
the Portuguese first received accounts of Ablssinia. By the
discovery and conquest of Benin and Congo, the Portuguese
traffic in slaves was niuch extended, but at the same tirne it

took another character for a short time ; fbr-ý, the love of gold
beine stronzer than the hope of gain they might derive ftom

the sale of negroes, (for which, indeed, till the discover of
the West Indies there was little demand,) the Portucuese

used to exchange the natives they captured for gold wA the
Moors, till John Il. put an end to this traffic, under the pre-

tence that b means of it, the opportunity of convertinry they w L-
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negroes was lost, as they were thus'delivered into the hands
of Infidels. About eighýy years after Prince Henry began his
discoveries, John 1. sent out Diaz with three ships : this
was in 1486, and in the fbllowingýear Covilham was sent by

the same monarch in search of In ja, by the route of Egypt
andthe Red Sea.

Ile king displayed greatjudgment in the selection of both
these persons. Diaz was of a farnily, several members of

which had already signalized themselves by the discoveries
on the coast of Africa. His mode of conducting the enter-
prize on which he was sent, proved at once his confidence in
himself, his courage, and his skill; after reaching 240 south

latitude, 120 leagues beyond any former navigator, he stood
right out to sea, and never came within sight of the coast
again, till he had reached 4.0 degrees to the eastward of the
Cape, which, however, he was much too far out at sea to
discover. He persevered in stretchin till farther east, after
he made land, till at length he reacheg the river Del Infante,
six degrees to the eastward of the most southern -point of
Africa, and almost a degree be ond the Cape of Good Hope.

He then resolved to return, 70r what reason is not known
and on his return, he saw the Cape ofGood Hope, to which,
on account of the storms he encountered on his pass-aqye round
it, he gave the appellation of Cabo Tormentos, ohn IL,
however,ý,ýaugured so well from the doubling of the extremity

of Africa having been accomplisbed, that he changed its name
into that of the Cape of Good Hope.

As soon as John Il. ascerided the throne, he *sent two friars
and a layrnan to Jerusalem, with instructions to gain what-
ever information they could respecting India and Prester John

from the pilgrims who resorted to that City, and, if necessary,
to proceed further to the east. As, however, none of this

party understood Arabie, they were of little use, and in fact
did not go beyond Jerusalem. In 1487, the king sent Covil-
ham, and Paavva on the same mission: the former had served
in Africa as a soldier, and was intimately acquainted with
Arabie. In order to facilitate this enterprise, Covilham was
entrusted with a map, drawn up by two Jews, which most
probably was a copy of the map of Mauro, of which we have

already spoken. On this map, a passage round the south of
Africa was laid down as havinom been actually accomplished,

and Covilham was directed to reacly Abyssinia, if possible;
and ascertain there or elsewbere, whether such a passage (fid

Z



really exist. Covilham went from Naples to Alexandriaý and
thence to, Cairo. At this city he formed an acquaintance with.

some merchants of Fez and Barbary, and in their company
went to Aden. Here he embarked and visited Goa, Calicut,

and other commercial- cities of India, where he saw pepper
and ginger, and heard of cloves and cinnainon. . From Inilia
he returned to the east coast of Africa, down which he went
as low as Sofàla, Il the last residence of the Arabs, and the
limit of their kncýwledge in that age, as it had been in the
age of the Periplus." He visited * the gold mines in the

vicinity of this place: and here lie also learnt all the Arabs
knew respeeing the southern part of A&ica, viz. that the sea

was navigable to the south-west (and this indeed their coun-
trymen believed, when the author of the Periplus visited

them); but they knew not where the sea terminated. At
Sofala also Covilham gained some information respecting the
island of the Moon, or Madagascar. He returned to Cairo,

by Zeila, Aden, and Tor. At Cairo, he sent an account -of
the intelligence to the king, and in the letter which contained

it, he added, 1-1 tliat the ships which sailed dôwii the coast
of Guinea, miglit be sure of reaching the termination of the
continent, by persisting in a course to the south, and that

when they should arrive in the eastern ocean, their be-st
directian iiiust be to enquire for Solicâla and the island of the
Moon."

41 It is this letter," observes Dr. Vincent, 111 above all other
information, whicli, with equ.11 justice and equal honour, as-
sigrns the theoretical discover ' y to Covilham, as the practical
to Diaz and Gama- for Diaz returned without hearing any fflithing of India, though he had passed the Cape, and &ania
did not sail till after the intelligence of- Covilham hed ratified

the discoveryot' Diaz." One c j-)art of the instructions given
to Covilham required him to ývis1t Abyssinia -. in order to a£-
complish this object, he returned to Aden, and there took

the first opportunity of entering Abyssinia. The sovereignýn Zn iof his country received aud.treated hiiii with kindness, giving
him a wife and land. He entered Abyssinia in 1-18,8, and in

1521, that is,, 33 years afterwards, the almoner to the embassy
of John de Lima found him. Covilham, notwithstanding he
was as much beloved by the inhabitants as by their sovereigil,

was an-xious to return to Portugal, and John de Lima, at his
request, solicited the king to grain him permission to that
effect, but he did not succeed. 1 dwell," observes Dr.

Prcý,trress qf DiscoveryS38 CHAP. V.



'r' g tf tke Nineleevili Ceidui.y.ci-iýip. v. to the Beo-innin

Vinqent, Il widi a melancholy plegsui-e on ' the history of this
man, - whom .11varez, the glmoner, describes still as a brave
soldier and 4 devout Christian; - when 1 refl.ect upon what
must have 4effl his sentiments oii 4earing the success of his
countrymen, in cousequence of t-4e discovery ýo which he so,
essentiall contributed. 77iey -ýrere sovereigns of the ojean
from tbe Cape of Good Hope to, the straits of Malacca he

was still a prisoner w a country of barbýrians-1'
It mikht have been supposed, Ïhat aftér it had been as.cer-

tained b Diaz that the' southern promontory of Afi-ica could
be doubul, and by Covilham, that this w'as the only difficulty
to a passage by sea to, India, the court of Portugal would
have lost no tinie in prosecuting their discoveries, and com-
pleting the grand object they had had in view for nearly a

century: this, however, was not'the case. Té,n years, and
another rei'n, and great debates in the couneil of Portugal9
were requisite before it was resolved that the attempt to pro-

secute the discovery of Diaz téits completion was expedient,
or could be of any advant ce to the nation at large. At last,
when Emantiel, who was eïr sovere.igm, had determined on
prosecuting the discovery of India, his choice of a person to
conduct the enterprise fell on Gama. As he had armoriai

bearings, we may j tistly suppose that he was of a good family
and in all respects he appears to have been well qualified for
the grand enterprise to which lie was called, and to have re-

solved, fi-oin a sense of relirrion and loyalty, to have devoted
himself to delath, if he should not succeed. Diaz was

appointed to a command under him, but he had not th.e
satisfaction of witiiessing the, results of his own discovery . ;
for he returned when the fleet had reaclied St. Jago, was

employed in a secondary coniniand under Cabral, in th'. e
expedition in which Brazil was discovered, and in his passage
froin that country to the Cape, four ships, one of which hç

commanded, perished with all on board.
As soon as tbe fleet which. Gama was to take with him waý

rcady for sea, the king, attended by all his courtý and a creat
body of the people, formed a s'leinn procession to the shore,

where they were to enit)ark, and Gaina assunied the com.
rnand, under the auspices of' the most imp9sing religlous cere-

monies. Nearly all who witnessed his embarkation regardel
him and those who accompanied.him 11,1 rather as devoted t6

destruction, than as sent to the acquisition of renown."
The fleet which was destined to accoiriplish one of
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objects (the discovery of America is the other) which, as
Dr. Robertson remarks, Il finally established those commercial
ideas and arrangements which constitute the chieif distinction

between the manners and policy of ancient and modern
times," - consisted only of three small ships, and a victualler,

manned with no more than 160 soul.s: the principal officers
were Vasco de Gama, and Paul his brother: Diaz and Diego
Diaz, his brother, who acted as purser: and Pedro Manquer,

who hqd been pilot to Diaz. Diaz was to accompany them.
onl to a certain latitude.

Týeybailed ftom Lisbon on the 18th of July, 1497: in
the bay of St. Helena, which they reached on the 4th of

November, they found natives, who were not understood by
any of the negro interpreters they had on board. From the
description of the peculiarity in their mode of utterance, which
the journal of the voyage calls sighin(y, and ftom the circum-
stance that the same people were found in the bay of St. Blas,
60 leqomues beyond the Cape, there can be no doubt that they

were 7Ïottentýts. In consequence of the ignorance or the
obstinacy of the pilot, and of tempestuoiis weather, the voyage
to the Cape was long and dangerous: this promontory,
however, was doubled on the 20th of November. After this

the wind and weather provinom favourable, the voyage was
more prosperous and rapid ôn the 1 ]th of January, 1498,
they reached that part of the coast where the natives were no
longer Hottentots, but Caffres, who at that period displa-ved
the same marks of superior civilization by which they are

distinguished from the Hottentots at present.
From the bay of St. Helena till they passed Cape Corrien-

tes, there had been no trace of fiavigation,-no, symptom.
that the natives used the sea at all. But after they passed
this cape, tbev were visited by the natives in boats, the sails
of which seern to have been made of the fibres of the cocoa-
palm. A mucli moi-e encouraging circumstance, however,

oçcurred: some of the natives that came off in these bons
were clothed in cotton, silk, and sattin, - evident proofs that
intercourse, either direct or indirect, was practicabIë, and bad
in fact been held between this country and India. The lan-
guage of thèse people was not understood; but frorn their

signs it was inferred that they had seen ships as large as the
Portuguese, and that thev bad come from- the north.

This part of Africa lies between latitudes 190 and 180 south;
and as Gama bad the correoed chart of Covilham on board,
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in which Sofala was marked as the limit of his progress, and
Sofala was two degrees to the south of where lie then was, he

must have known that he had now passed the barrier,'and,
that the discovery was ascertained, his circumnavigation being

now connected with the route of Covilham. This point of
Gama's progress is also interesting and important in another

respect, for we are here approaching a junction with the
discoveries of the Arabians, the Egyptians, the Greeks, and
the Romans.

At this place Gama remained till the 24th of February,
repairing his ships and recruiting his men. On the ist of

March, he arrived off' Mozambique; here evidences of a
circumnavication with India were strong and numerous. «

The sovereign of Mozambique ruled over all the country
froni Sofala to Melinda. ý The vessels, which were fitted out

entirely for coasting voyages, were laýge, undecked, the seams
fastened with cords made of the cocoa fibÉes, and the timbers
in the same manner. Gama, in going on board some of the
largest of those, fbund that they were equipped with charts
and compasses, and what are called Sst harlab, probably the
sea astrolèbe, already discovered. At the town of Mozam-
bique, the Moorish merchants from the Red Sea ànd India,
met and exchanged the ý%o]d of Sofalafor their commodities,
and in its warehouses, w ic thouah meanly built, were nu-
merous, pepper, gincrer, cottons, sifver., pearls, rubies, velvet,
and other Indian articles were exposed to sale. At Mombaça,
the next place to which, Gama sailed, all the commodities of
India were found, and likewise the citron, lemon, and orange;
the houses were built of stone, and the inhabitants, chiefly

Mahomedans, seemed to, have acquired wealth by commerce,
as they lived in great splendour and luxury.

On the 17th of March, 1498, Gama reached Melinda, and
was consequently completely withiii the boundary of the Greek
and Roman discovery and commerce in this part of the worid.
This city is represented as weil built, and displaying in almost
every respect, proofs of the extensive trade the inhabitants
carried on with India, and of the wealth they derived from

it. Here Gama saw, for the first time, Banians, or Indian
merchants: from them he received - much important in-

formation respecting the commercial cities o*f the west coast
of lndia: and at Melinda he took on.board pilots, who con-
ducted his fleet across the Indian Ocean to, Calicut on the
coast of Malabar, where he landed on the 22d of Mav, 149ý,
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ten motiths and two days after his departure froni Lisbori. He
returned to Lisbon in 1499, and again received the command
of a squadron in 1502; he died at Cochin in 1,525, after hav-
ing livéd to, witness his country sovereign of the Indian seas
from Malacca to, the Cape of Good Hope. Ile cons -
quence of his diàcovery *as the subversion of the Turkish
power, which at th*ttim-e kept tJI Europe in alarm. ne

East no longer paid tribute for her precious commodities, which
passed through the Turkish provinces; the revenues of that
empire were diminished; the Othn-tans ceased to, be a terror
to the urestern world, and Europe has risen to a power, which
the three other contiuents rnay in vain éiideavoui- to, oppose."'

The successful enterprize of Gama, and the i-eturn of his
ships laden not only with the conimodities peculiar to the coast
of Malabar, but with many of the richer and rarer productions
of the eastern parts of India, stimulated the Portuguese to,
enter on this new career with avidity and ardour, both military

"e' and com mercial. It -fortunately happened that Ernanuel,
who was king of Portugal at this perind, was a man of great
intèlligenceand grasp of mi'nd, capable of forming plam with
rrtidente and judgment, and ibf executing them with method
and perseverance and it was equally fortunatè that such a

inonarch was enabled to, select men to, command in India, who
-om their--ý,-enterprize, military skill, sagacity, intecrrity, and

patriotism, were peculiarly qualified to carry into full and suc-
cessful execution all his-views and plans.

T -e consequences were sucli as must always result from the
stea4.y operation of such causes: twenty-four years after the

voyage of Gama, and before the termination of Emanuel's
reign, the Portuguese had reached, and inade themselves
masters of Malacca. This place was the great staple of the

commerce carried on between the east of Aqiýe4 including
China, and the islands and the western parts of India. To it
the meréha-nts of China, Japan, the Moluccas, &c. came frorû
the east, and those of Malabar, Ceyion, Coromandel and

Benga4 fram the west; and its situation, nearly at an equal
distance froin the eastern and western parts of Iiidi24 iendered

it -peculiaTly favorable for this trade, while by possessing
the connnand .of the straits through which all ships must pass
from the one extreraity of Asia to the other, it had the nu>-
nopcily of the nwst extensive and lucrative commerce com-

pletely within its power.
From Malacca thePo-rtiigtiese sailed for the conquest of the
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Moluccas; and by achieving this, secured the monopoly of
spices. Their attempt to, open a communication and trade

with China, which was made about the same time, wm not
then successful; but by perseverance they succeeded in their
object, and before the middle of the sixteenth century, ex-
changed, at the island of Sancian, the spices of the Moloccas,
and the precious stones and ivory of Ceylon, for the silks, por-

celain, dru"s. and tea of China. Soon afterwards the emperor
of China aiÎcý;ed them to occupy the isiand of Macao. In 15412

they succeeded in forming a commercial intercourse with
Japan, trading with it for gold, silver and copper; this trade,

however, was never extensive, and it ceased altogether in
1638, when they were driven from the Japanese territories.

As the conimodities of India could not be, purchased except
with large quantities of gold, the Portuguese, in order to ob-

tain it, as well ",. for other commercial advantages, prosecuted
their discoveries on the east of Africa, nt the sume time that

they were extending their power and commerce in India. On
the east of Africa, between býk)fala and the Red Sea, Arabian
coloniaq had been settled for many centuries : these the Portu-
guese navigators visited, and gradually reduced to tribute
and the remains of the empire they established at this period,

may still be traced in the few and feeble settlements they
posseý;s between Sofala and Melinda. In 1506 they visited
and explored the island of Madagascar; in 1.51:3, by the ex-
pulsion of the Arabs from Aden, the Red Sea was opened to

their ships; and they quickly examined its shores and harbours,
zind made themselves acquainted with its tedious and dangerous

navigation. In 1520 they visited the ports of Abyssinia, but
their ambition arxI the security of their commerce were not yet

completely attainecl; the Persian Gulf, as well as the Red
S Sea, was explored; stations were formed on the coasts of both;
and thus they were enabled to obstruct the 'ancient commercial
intercourse between Egypt and India, an-d t94ornmand t4
entrance of those rivei> by which Indian goods were conveyed

not only through the interior ofAsia, but also to Constanti-
nople. By the conquest of Ormus, the Portuguese mo.

éiopolised that extensive trade to the. Eas4 which- had
been in the bands of the Persians for seyerai centuries. In
the hands of the -Portuguese tbis island soon became. the
great inart from which the Persian èmpire, and all the pro-

vînces oi» Asia to, the west of it, were stippfied with the proý_
ductions ofIndia: ajid a cti ië they built on that barreu

SI
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island, destitute of water, was rendered one of the chief seats
of opulence, splendour, and luxury in the eastern world."

The Venetians, who foresaw the ruin of their oriental com-
merce in the-success of the Portu ues-e, in vainendeavoured
to stop the progress of their rivaF in the middle of the six-

ieenth century: the latter, masters of the east coast of Africa,
of the coasts of Arabia and Persia, of the two peninsulas of
India, of the Molucca islands, and of the trade to China and
Japan, supplied every part of Europe with, the productions
of the east, by the Cape of Good Hope; nor was their power
and commerce subverted, till Portugal became a province of
Spain. 

1

*We have purposely omitted, in this rapid sketch of the
establishment and progress of the Portuguese commerce in
the East, any notice of the smaller discoveries which they
made at the same time. These, however, it will be proper to
advert to, before we proceed to another subject.

In the year 1512, a Portuguese navigator was shipwrecked
on the Maldives: he found theni already in the occasionai
possession of the Arabians, who came thither for the cocoa
fibres, of whicli they formed their cordage, and the cowries,

which -circulated as money froin. Bengal to Siam. The Por-
tuguese. derived froin them immense quantities of these cow-

ries, with which they traded to Guinea, Congo, and Benin.
On their conquest, they obliged'the sovereigns of this island
to pay them tribute in cinnamon, pearls, precious stones, and
elephants. The discovery and conquest of the Malaccas ha-s
already been noticed, and its importance in rendering them,

masters of the trade of both parts of India, which had been
previously carried on principally by the merchants of Arabia,
Persia from the West, and of China from, the East. In Siam,

gum lac, porcelain, and aror»ëtics enriched the Portuguese,
who were the first Europeans who- arrived in this and the ad-

jacent parts of this peninsula. -
In the year 1511 the Portuguese navigators began to ex-

plore the eastern archipelago of India, and to make a more
complete and accurate examination of some islands, which

they had previously barely discovered. Sumatra was ex-
amined with eat care, and frorn it they exported tin, pepper,

sandal, camprire, &c. In 1513., they arrived at Borneo: of
it, however, they saw and learned little, except.that it also,

produced camphire. In the same year they had 'Made them-
selves well acquainted with Java: liere they obtained rice,
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pepper, and other valuable articles. It is worthy of remark,
that Barros, the Portuguese historian of their discoveries and
conquests in the East, who died towar(ls the close of the six-
teenth century, already foresaw that the immense number of

islands, some of them very large, which were scattered in the
south-east of Asia, would justly entitle this part, at some fu-
ture period, to the appellation of the fifth division of the
world. Couto, his continuator, comprehends all these islands
under five différent groups. To the first belong the Moluc-
cas. The second archipelago comprises Gilolo, Moratai,
Celebes, or Macassar, &c. The third group contains the
ire t isle of Mindinao, Soloo, and most of the southern Phi-
ippines. The fourth archipelago was formed of the Banda
isle, Amboyna, &c.; the largest of these were discovered by

the Portu-auese in the year 1511 : from, Amboyna they drew
their supýîies of cloves.

The Portuguese knew little of the fifth archipelago, be-
cause the inhabitants were ignorant of commerce, and totally
savage and uncultivated. From. the description given of

them by the early Portuguese writersý as totall unacquainted
with ' any metal, making use of the teeth of fish in its stead,

and as being as black as the Caffre-s of Africa, while among
them there were some of an unhealth ' y white colour, whose

eyes were so weak that they could not bear the li ht of the
sun; - from. these particulars there can be no 9011ubt that
the Portuguese had discovered New Guinea, and the adjacent
isles, to whose infiabitants this description exactly applies.

These islands were the limit- of the Portuguese discoveries to
the East: they suspected, 'however, that there were other
islands beyond them, and that these -ranged along a great

southern continent, which stretched as far as the straits of
Magellan. It is the opinion of some gepgraphers, and parti-
cularl of Malte Brun, that the Portucruese had visited the

coasts of New Holland before the year -1540; but that they
regarded it as part of the great southern continent, the

existence of which Ptolemy bad first imag ne(l.
We have already alluded to the obstacles which opposed

and retarded the commercial intercourse of the Portuguese
with China. Notwithstanding these, they prosecuted their

discoveries in the Chinese seas. In the year 1518, they
arrive(l at the isles of Liqueou, where they fourid gold in

abundance: the inhabitants traded as far as the Moluccas.
Their intercourse with Japan has aiready been noticed.
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Froni these results of the grand project forined by Prince
Henry, and carried on by men animated by his spirit, (results-
so important to geography and commerce, and which inainly
contributed to raise Europe to its present high rank in know-
ledge, civilization, wealth, and power,) we must now turn to
the discovery of America, the second grand cause in the pro-
duction of the sa-me effýcts.

For the discovery of the new world we are indebted to
Columbui his celebrated person was extremely well qua-

lified fbr ente rizes that required a combination of foresight,
conipreliension, decision, perseverance, and skill. From his

earliest youth lie had, been accustomed to regard the sea as
his peculiar and hereditary element; for the family, from

whicli lie was descended, had been navigators for many ages.
And though, froni all that is known respecting them, this line
of life liad not been attended with much success or emolu-
nient, yet Coltinibus's zeal was not thereby damped; and his
parents, still anxious that their son should pursue the sa-me
line which his ancestors had- done, strained every nerve to
give- him, a suitable education. - He was accordingly tauglit
geonietry, astronomy, geography, àmid drawing. As soon as
liis time of life and his education qualified him fbr the business
lie had chosen, he went to sea; he was then fourteen years
oh]. His first voyages were from Gema, of wliich city he

was a native, to different ports in the Mediterranean, with
which this republic traded. His ambition, however, was not

long to bé confined to seas so well known. Scarcely had he
attained the age of twentv5 when -- he sailed into the Atlantic ;

and steering to the nortli, ran along the coast of Iceland, and,
accordiný;.to his own journal, penetrated within the arctic cir-

cle. In another voyage he sailed as far south as the Portu-
(ruese fort of St. C-xeýr,(-e del Mini4 under the equator, on the
const of Africa. On his return from this voyage, lie seems to
have engaged in -a piratical nýàrfàre with the Venetians and
Turks, who, at this period, disputed with the Genoese the
sovereignty and commerce of the Mediterranean; and in this
warfare lie was trreatly distinguished for enterprize, as well as

for cool and undaunted * courage.
At this period lie was attracted to Lisbon by the faine

which. Prince Henry had acquired, on account of the encou-
ragement lie afforded to, inaritime discovery. In this city lie
married the datighter of a person who liad been employed in

the eàrlier nav' C
igations ofthe prince; and froni lus tàther-in-
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law he is said tô have obf*ined possesgion of a number of

journals, sea chartes, and othet valuable papers. As he had
ascertained that the object of the Portuguese was to reach

India bv the southern part of Africa, he concluded, that, un.
less he could devise or sug est some other route, little atten-
tibn would be paid- to, gim. He, therefote, turned his
thoughtg to, the prncticability of reaching India by sailing to
the west. At this tiffie the rotundity of the iarth was gene-

riffly' admitted. The ancients, whose opinions on the extent
and direction of the éountries which formed the terrestrial
globe, still retained their hold on the minds even of scientifit
men, liad believed that the ocean encompassed the whole
èarth ; the natural and unavoidable conclusion was, that by,

sailinçr to, the west, India would be reached. An error of
Ptolemy's, to which îve have a]Éeady advette(l, contributed te

the beliéf that this voyage could not be very long; for, aci-
coÉdifig to, that geograpýher, (ànd his authority was implicitljr
acceded to,) the space to be sailed over was sixty degrees less
than it actually proved to be, - a space--ýequal to three-fourths
of the Pacifie Ocean. From consideting Marco Polo% ac-
count of his travels in the east of Asia, Columbus also, derived
great encouragement; for, according to him, Cathay and

Zepango sttetched out to a great extent in an easterly direc-
tion; of course they must approach so much the more toi-
wards the west of Europe. It is probable, algo, that Colum-

bus flattered himself, that if he did not reach India by a
western course, he would, perhaps, discover the Atlantis,

which was placed hy Plato and Aristotle in the ocean, te the
west of Europe.

Columbus, however, did not trust entirely to his own prac.
tical knowledge of navication, or to, the arguments he direw

from a scientific acqua'intance wit.h cosmoc h - he heard the
reports of skilful and experienced pilotýnsTaaZ Corresponded

with several men of science. He is said, in a part«W H-1ar inatiner
to, have been confirmed in his belief that India might be reached

by sailing to the west, by the communications which hehad
with Paul, a physician of Florence, a man well known at this
period for his acquaintance with geometry and cosmographV,,
and who, had paid particular attention to the discoveries of the

-Portuguese. He stated several facts, and offéred several in.
genious conjectures, and moreover, sent a chart: to, Columbus,
on which he pointed out the course which he thought would

Iç-ýacI to the desired oIýject.
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As Columbus was at the court of Lisbon, when he had
resolved to undertake his great enterprise, and, in fact, re-

garded himself as in some degree a Portuguese subject, he
naturally applied in the first instance to John Il., requesting
that monarch to let him have some ships to carry him to, Marco
Polo's island of Zepango or Japan. The king referred him
to the Bishop of Ceuta and his two physicians'-, but the hav-
ing no faith in the existence of djis island, rejected L ser-
vices of Columbus. For seven years afterwards he solicited
the court of Spain to, send him out, while, during the same pe,

riod, his brother, Bartholomew, was solicitin the court of
England.: the latter was unsuccessfül, but Coîumbus himself

at length persuaded Isabella to grant.40,000 crowns for the
service of the expedition. He accordingly sailed from Palos,
in Andalusia, on the Bd- of August, 1492; and in thirty-three
days landed on one of the Bahamas. He had already saileil

nine hundred and fifty leagues west from. the Canaries: after
touchin at the Bahamas, he continued his course to the west,,

and at fiength discovered the island of Cuba. He went no
farther on this voyage; but on his returri home, he diàcovered
Hispaniola. The variation of the compass was first observed
in this vovaze. In a second voyage, in 1492, Columbus dis..
covered fam'aica, and in a third, in 1494, he visited Trinidad
and the continent éf America, near the mouth of the Orinoco.
In 1502, he made a fourth and last voyage, in which he ex-
plored some part of the shores of the Gulph of Mexico. The

ungrateful return he met with from his country is well known
worn out with fiati ue, disappointment, and sorrow, he died

at Valladolid, on te 20th of Mayq 15069 in the fifty-ninth.
year of his age.

In the mean time, the completion of the discovery of
Am - erica was rapidly advancing. In 1499, Ogeda, one of

Columbues companions, sailed for the new world: be was
accompanied by Amerigo Vespucci: little was discovered

on the voyage, except sorne part of the coast of Guana and
Terra Firma. But Amerigo, havi% on his return to Spain,
published the first account- of the ew World, the whole of
this extensive quarter of the globe was called after him. Some

authorsý however5 conten that Amerigo visite(] the coasts of
Guiana and Terra Firnia before Columbý'us ; the more -probable

account is, that he examined them more carefully two vears
after their discovery by Columbus. Amerigo was treatéd by
the court of Spain with as liffle attention and gratitude as
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Columbus had been: he therefore offéred his services to Por-
tugal, and in two voyages, between 1500 and. 1504, he exa-
rnined the coasts of.that part of South America which was af-
terwards called Brazil. This country had been discovered by

Cabra4who commanded the second expedition of the Portu-

L ese to India: on bis voyage thither, a tempest drove him so
ur, t o the west, that he reached the shores of America. He
called it the Land of the Holy Cross; but it was afterwards
called Brazil, from the quantity of red wood of that name
found on it.-

For sorne time after the discovery of America it was
supposed to be part of India: and hence, the naine of the

West Indies, still retained by the islands in the Gulph of
Mexico, was given to all those countries. There were, how-
ever, cireumstances which soon led the discoverers to doubt of
the truth of the lirst conceived opinion. The Portuguese had

visited. no part of Asia, either continent or island, from the
coast of Malabar to China, on which they had not found na-
tives hizhly civilized, wý'O had made considerable progress in
the eled.,ant as well as the useful aW of life, and who were'evi-

dently accustomed to intercourse with strangers, and acquainted
with commerce. In all these respects, the1iýew World formèd

ia striking contrast: the islands were inhabited by savages,
naked, unacquainted with the rudest arts of life, and indebted

for their sustenance to the spontaneous productions of.a fertile
soil and a fine climate. The continent, for the most part, pre-
sented immense forests, and with the exception' of Mexico and
Peru, was thinly inhabited by savaaes as i(ynorant and low in

the scale of human nature as those who dwelt on the isiands.
The natural productions and the animals differed also most

essentially from those, not o-nly of Indîa, but also of Europe.
There were no lemons, oranges,, pomegranates, quinces, figs,

olives, melons, vines, nor sugar canes: neither apples, pears,
plumbs, cherries, currants, gooseberries, rice, nor any other

corn but maize. There was no poultry (except turkeys), oxen,
sheep, goats, swine, horses, asses, camels, elephants, cats, nor
dogs, except an animal resembling a dog, but which did not

bark. Even the inhabitants of Mexico and Peru were unac-
quainted with iron and the other useful metals, and destitute
of the address requisite for acquiring such command of the in-
ferior animals, as to derive any considerable- aid from, their
labour.

In addition to these most mar-ed and decided points of dif-
ference between India and the newly discovered quarter of the
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globe, it was naturally inferred diat a co.ast extending, as 4nie-
rica w&s soon ascertained to do, many hundred miles to the

northward and to the southward of the equator, couW not pos-
sibl be that of the Indies. At last, in the year 1518, a view

of tL Grand Ocean having been attained from the mountainý
of Darien, the supposition tbat the New World forined part
of India was abandoned. To this qcean the name of the Soutb
Sea was given. .

In the mean tîme, the Portuguese had visited all the islands
of the Malay Archipelago, as far as the Moluccas. Portugal

had received from the Pope a grant of all the countries she
niight discover: the Spaniards, after the third voyage of Co-
luinbus, obtained a similar grant. As, however, it was neces-
sary to draw a line between those ants9 the Pope fixed on
27vlo west of the meridian of the isfid 'of Ferro. Th-e sove-
reigns, for their mutual benefit, allowed it to 37! 0 leagues west
of the Cape Verd islands: all the countries to the east of thi$

line were to belong to Portuizal, and all those to the west of it to
Spain. According to this fine of demarcation, supposing the

9 rlobe to be equally divided between the two powers, it is plain
that the Moluccas were situated within the hemisphere which
belon(red to, Spain. Portugal, bowever, would not yield them

up, contending that she was entitled. to the sovereignty of A
the couniries she could disco'ver by sailing eastward. This
dispute g to the first circumnavigation of the globe,
and the first practical proof that India could be reached by

sailing westward from Europe, as weil as to other resuits of
the greatest importance to geograph

z11ý tý and commerce.
Durinçy tlie discussions which, is unexpected and em-c

barrassinom difficulty produced, Francis Magellan came to the
court of Spain, to offer his services as a navigator, su-craestinc 9
a mode by which, lie maintained that court would bè-ý'a-ý'ble to
decide the question in its own. favour. Magellan liad served
under Albuquerque, and had visited the Moluccas: and he-

1)roposed, if the îpanish mon,rch would give him. s'hips, ýo-
sail to these* islands, by a westerly course, iMiich would, even

accordirig to the Portuguese, establisli the Spanisli right to theýr
possession. The emperor Charles, t%-ho was at this period
king of Spain, joyfully embraced the proposa], àlthough a
short time previous, Solis, who bad sailed in quest of a westerly

passaçre to lifflia, liad, after discovering the Rio de la Plata,
perished in the attempt.

It is mairitained by soine authors that Ma 'aellan's confidence
in the success of his own plan arose from, the information he
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received from a chart drawn up by Martin Behaini, in which,

the straits that were afterw. s explored by Ma£ ' rellan, and

named after him, were laid down; and that lie carried the

information he derived frorn it to Spain, and by means of it

obtained the protection of Cardinal Ximenes, and the com-

mand of the fleet, with which lie was the first to circuinnavigate

the world.

As this is a point which bas been a good deal discussed, and

as it is of importance, not only to the làme of Magellan, but to

a riglit understanding of the actual state of geographical knowr

ledae, with respect to the New World, at this era, it may be

proper briefly to consider it.

The claim of Behaim rests entirely on a passage in Picyafet-

ta's ournal of the voyage of Magellan, in which it is stated

that Magellan, as skilful as he was courageous, knew that lie

was to seek for a passage through an obscute strait: this strait

lie had seen laid down in a chart of Martini Behaim, a most

excellent cosmographer, which was in the possession of the

kinc, of Portucral. In describinc the nature of the maps and
C C J *charts which, during the whole 0 the middle ages, were drawn

iip, we observeci that it was very usual to insert couritries,

&c. which were nierely supposed to exist. The question,

therefore, is-allowliiçr that a strait was laid down in a chart

drawn. tip by Behaim, wliether it %vas a conjectural strait or one

laid down from good authority ? That Behaim himself did not

discover such a strait *ill be evident froni the following cir-

cumstances: in the Nureinberg globe, fopmed by Behaim,

it does not -appear: there is nothing bet,%ý,,een the Azores and

Japan, except the fabulotis islands of Aulitia and St. Bran-

don; no mention of it is made in the archives of that City

or in bis numerous letters, whicli are still preserved. The

date of the Nurember« (rlobe is 1492, the very year in

which Columbus first reached the West Indies: Behaim

therefore cannot be supposed to have contributed to this

discoverv. It is said, however, that lie made a long voy-

agte in i483 and 1484: but this voyage was in an easterly

direction, for it is expressly stated to have been to Ethiopia;

probably to Congo, ;ýnd the cargo bc brouglit home, which

consisted of an inferior kind of pepper, proves that he had not

vLsited America. Besides, if he had visited any part of Ame-

rica in 1483 or 1484, he would have laid it down in his globe

in 1492, whereas, as we have remarked, no country appears

on it to the west of St. Brandon. We may, therefore, safély
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conclude that be did not himself discover any passage round
the south point of America.

But all the other reat discoveries of the Portuauese and

Spaniards (except Et of Diaz in 1486) were mJe between
1492, the date of the Nuremberg Globe, and 1506, the date
of the death of Behaim, and between these periods, lie

constantly resided at Fayal. It is much more probable
that he inserted this strait in his chart on supposition,

thinking it probable that, as Africa terminated -in a cape, so
America would.,> That Magellan did not hiniself believe the

strait was laid down in -Behaim's chart from any authority
is evident, from a circumstance mentioned by Pigafetta, who
expressly inforins us, that Magellan was resolved to prosecute
bis search a fter it to latitude 750, bad lie not found it in lati-
tude 52). Now, as Beh-aim undoubtedly was the (rreatest cos-,

mographer of the age, and bad been employed to lit the astro-
lobe as a sea instrumentý it is not to be supposed that, if he

hà-d god authorit for the existence of a passage round Southy n
America, he would have left it in any chart lie drew, with an

uncertainty of 23 degrees.
Magellan sailed from Spain in 1519, with five ships: lie

explored the river Plate a considerable way, thinking at finst it
was the sea, and would lead him to the west. He then
continued bis voyage t' the south, and reached the entrance

of the straits which afterwards received bis name, on the
21st October, 1520, but, in consequence of stornis, and the

scarcity of provisions, he did not clear them till the 28th of
November. He now directed his course to the north-west:

for three months and twenty days lie saw no land. In 15
south, lie diséovered a small island; and another in 9 south.

Continuing his course still in the saine direction, he arrived at
the Ladrones, and soon afterwards at the Phillippines, where
he lost bis life in a skirmish. Ilis companions continued their'
voyage; and, on the twenty-seventh month after their depar-
ture from Spain, arrived at one of the Molucca islands. Here

the Spaniards found plenty of spices, which they obtained in
exchancre for the cloth, glass, beads, &c., which they had

brouglit witb thern for that purpose. From the Moluccas
they returned home round the Cape of Good Dope, and

reached Seville in September, 15,52. Only one ship returned,
and sh ' e was drawn up in Seville, and long preserved as a rno-

nument of the first circum navigation of the globe. The Spa-
niards were surprised' on their rettirn to their native countrv,
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to find that they had gained a day iii their reckoiiliig-,,ýt proof
of the scanty knowledçre at tliat unie possessed, respecting one
of the plainest and niost obvious results of the diurnal motion
of the earth.

The voyage of M,-,,i(rellail occupied. 1124 days : Sir Francis
Drake, who sailed round the world about halif a ceiltury after-

wards, accoinplished the passage in 1051 days: the next cir-
cumnavigator sailed round the globe in 769 -days ; and the first
iiavicrators who passed to the south of Terra del Fueizo, ac-
complished the voyage in 749 days. In the middle of the

tighteenth century, a Scotch privateer sailed round the world
in 240 days.

In the meantime, several voyages had been perfornied to
the east coast of North America. The first voyages to this
part of the new world were, undertaken by the English:
there is some doubt and uncertainty respecting the period
when these were perfornied. The following seems the most
probable account.

At the- time when -Columbus discovered America, there
lived in London a Venetian merchant, John Cabot, who

had three sons. The father was a niaii of science, and
had paid particular attention to the doctrine of the spheres:

his studies, as well as his business as à merchaut, induced him
to feel much interest in the discoveries which were at that pe-

riod makincr. He seenis to have applied to Henry VII.; who
accordingly einpowered him to sail from England under the

royal flacr, to make discoveries in the eas the west, and the
inorth, and to tak àbited by Pagans,

-e possession 
of countries 

iland not previously discovered by other Eu' pean nations. The
king gave him. two ships, and'the merc ' hahts of Bristol threeor
four small vessels, loaded with coarse cloth, caps, and other
-small croods. The doubt respecting efie precise date of* this
voyage seems to receive the most satiýfàctory solution from the
following contemporary testimony « Aldernian Fabian, who
says, in his Chronicle qf Englaild and France, that Cabot
salied in the becrinning of May, îrý/the inayoralty of John Tate,
that is, in 1497, and returned irithe subsequent mayoralty of
William Purchase, brincring witb him three saliVages from New-

foundland. This fixes thendatéý of this voyage: the course lie
steered, and the limits of his ýoya«e, are however liable to, un-
certainty. He himself infoims us, that he reached only 560
nortli latitude, and that the coast of America, at that part,
windead to the east: but there is no coast of North Anierica

A A
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that answers to this description. Accordin to other ac-
counts, he reached 67ý,') north latitude; but tIL is the coast
of Greenland, and not Îhe coast of Labrador, as these accounts

call it. It is most probable that lie did not reach farther
than Newfoundland, which he certainly discovered. To this

island he at first gave the names of Prima Vista and Baccaloas ;
and it is worthy of notice, that a cape of Newfoundland still
retains the nwne of Bona Vista, and there is a small island
still called Bacalao, not far from hence.

From this land he sailed to, the south-west till he reached
the latitude of Gibraltar, and the longitude of Cuba; if these

circumstances ' be correct, he must have sailed nearly as far as
Chesapeak Bay: want of provisions now obliged him to re-

turn to England.
Portugal, jealous of the discoveries which Spain had made

in the new world, resolved to undertake similar enterprizes,
with the double hope of discovering some new part of America,

and a new route to India. Influenced b these motives, Cer-
tireal, a man oF birth and fiamily, sailed 7rom. Lisbon in 1500
or 150 1: lie arrived at Conception Bay, in Newfoundland, ex-
plored the east coast of that island, anà afterwards discovered
the river St. Lawrence. To the next country which he dis-
cover " ed, be gave the nanie of Labrador, because, from. its lati-
tude and appearance, it seemed to him better fitted for culture

than bis other discoveries in this part of America. This
country he coasted till he came to a strait, which he called the

Strait of Anian. Througli this strait he imagined a passage
would be found to India, but not being able to explore it

himself, he returned to Portugal, to communicate the impor-
tant and interesting information. He soon afterwards went
out on a second voyage, to prosecute his discoveries in this
strait; but in this lie perished The same voyage wasunder-
taken by another brother, but he also perished. As the situa-
tion of the Strait of Anian was very imperfectly described, it
was long sought for in vain on both sides of America; it is

now generally supposed to have been Hudson's Strait, at the
entrance of Hudson's Bay.

The Spaniards were naturally most alarmed at the pros-
pect pf the Portuguese find ing a passage by this- strait to India.
Cortez, the conqueror of Mexico, undertook himself an exýw-
dition for this purpose; but he returned without aecomplish-

ing anï thing. After him the viceroy, Ykendoza, sent peo-
ple, both by sea and land, to explore the coast as far as 539
porth latitude; but neitlier party reached farther than 36 de.
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grees. The Spanisli court itself now undertook the en-
terprize; aM in the year 154% Cabrillo, a Portuguese in

the service of that ç»ur4'sailed from Spain. He went no far-
ther than to 44 de es north latitude, where he found it very
cold. He coaste:rthe countries which at present are called
New California, as far as Cape Blanco: lie discovered, like-

wiseq Cape Mendocino; and ascertained, that from thisplace
to the harbour De la Nadividad, the ]and continued without
the intervention of any strait. lu 1582, Gualle was directed
hy the king of Spain to examine if there was a passage to the
east and north-east of Japan, that connected the sea of Asia
with the South Sea. He accordingly steered from Japan to
the E. N. E. about 300 leagues: here he found the, current
setting froni the nor'th and north-west, till lie had saiWd above
700 leagues, when lie reckoned he was only 200 leagues from
the coast of California. In this voyage lie discovered those
parts of the north-west coast of Ainerica which are called New
Georgia and New Cornwall. At the beginning of the severi-

teenth century, the Spaniards, alarmed at the- achievements
of Sir Francis Drake on this part of Arnerica, and still anxiou$
th discover, if possible, the Straits of Anian, sent out Sebastian

Viscaino from Acapulco: lie examined the coasts as far as
Cape Mendocino, and discovered the harbour of Mon-

tery. One of bis ships reached the latitude of 43 degrees,
where the mouth of a strâ1t, or a large river, was said to have

been discovered.
The expedition of Sir Francis Drake, though expresslyunder-

taken for the purpose of distressing the Spaniards in their new
settlements, iiiust be noticed here, on account of its baving
contributed also, in some degree, to the geographical. know'

ledge of the north-west coast of America. He sailed from.
Plymouth on the 15th November, 157 î, with five vessels, (the
largest only 100 tons, and the smallest 15,) and 164 men.
On the 20th of August, 15078, lie entered the Strait of Magel-
lan, whieh lie cleared. on the 6th of Septernber: Il a most extra-

ordinary short passage," observes Captain Tuckey, Il for no
navigator since, though aided by. the immense improvements
in navigation, 4as been able to accomplish it in less than 36

days." After coasting the whole of South America to the ex-
tremity of Mexico, lie resolved to seek a northern passage intu-

the Atlantic. With this intention, lie sailed along the coast, to
whicb, from its white. cliffs, lie gave the name êf'New Albion.
When lie arrived, however, at Cape Blainco, the cold was so
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intense, that lie abandoned his intention 'of searching for a pas-
sage into the Atlantic, and crossed the Pacific to the Molucca

islands. In this long Passage lie discovered only a few islands
in Qo" north latitude. after an absence of 1501 days, lie arrived
at Plymouth. The discoveries made by this circuninaviga'torg

will, however, be deemed much more important, if the opinion
of Fletirien, in his remirks on the austral lands of Drake, in-
serted in the Voyage of Marchand, in which opinion lie is,

followed by Yahe Brun, be correct ; viz. that Drake dis-
covered, under the nanie of the Isles of Elizabeth, the western
part of the archipelago of Terra del Fuego; and that lie
reached even the southern extremitý of America, which after-
wards received, from the Dutch inavigators, the name of Cape

Horn. These are all the well authenticated discoveries made
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, on the north-west
coast of America.* Cape Mendocino, in about 40J degrees
north latitude, is the extreme limit of the certain knowledge
possessed at this period respecting this coast: -the information
possessed respecting New Georgia and New Cornwall was
very vague and obscure.

In the begiiinine of the sixteenth century, the coasts of the
east side of North America, particularly those of Florida,
Virginia, Acadia and Canada, were examined by navigators of

différent countries. Florida was discovered in the year 1,512,
by the Spanish navigator, Ponce de Leon; but as it did not

present any appearanc ' e of containing the precious metals, the
Spaniards entirely neglected it. In 1524, the French seein

to have engaged in their first voyage of discovery to America.
Francis I. sent out a Florentine wiýIi four ships: three of these
were left at Madeira; with the fourth he reached Flor'ida.
From. this country lie is said to have coasted till lie arrived in

fifty degrees of north latitude. To this part he gave the
name of New France; but lie returned home without having

formed any colony. Towards the end of the sixteenth and
beginning of the seventeenth centuries, the Encylish began to,
form settlements in these parts of North Ameri a. Viroîma
was examined by the famous Sir Walter Raleig : this nname

was given to all the coast on whicli the English formed seule-
ments. That part of it now called Carolina, seems to have

been first discovered by Raleigh.
The beginning of the seventeenth centurv was particularly

distinguished by the voyage of La Maire and Schouten. The
States General of Holland, who liad formed an East India
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Company, in order to, secure to it the monopoly of the Indian
trade, prohibited all individuals from navN*ating, to the Indian

Ocean, either round the Cape of Good ope or through the
Straits of Magellan. It was therefore an object of reat import-
ance to discover, if practicable, any passa e to india, which

Yould enable the Duteli, without incurring L penalties of the
law, to reach Indi.a. This idea was first suggested by La
Maire, a merchant of Amsteràam, and William Schouten, a
merchant of Ilorn. They had also another object in view:
in all the maps of the world of the sixteenth century, a great
southern continent is laid down. In 1606, Quiros, a Spanish
navigator, liad searched in vain for this continent; and La
Maire and Schouten, in their voyage, resolved to look for i4
as well as for a new- passage to, India. In 1615 they sailed

froin Holland with two ships: they coasted Patagonia, dis-
covered the strait which bears the name of La Maire, and
,Staten Island, which joins it on the east. On the :31 st of

January next - vear, they doubled the southern point of
America, havi 'g sailed almost into the sixtieth degree of

south latitude; this point they named Cape Horn, after the
town of which Schouten was a native- From. this cape they

-steered riglit across the great, southern ocean to the north-
west. In their course they discovered several small islands;

but finding no, trace of a continent, they gave up the search
.,for it and steevinçir to the south, passed to the east of the

Papua Archipelago. They then changed their course to the
west; discovered the east coast of the island, afterwards called
New Zealand, as well as the north side of New Guinea. They

âterwards reached Batavia, where they were seized by the
president of the Dutch East India Company. Ilis voyage

was importan4 as it completed the navigation of the coast of
.South America froin. the Strait of Magellan to Cape Horn,
and ascertained that the two great oceims, the Pacific and the
Atlantic, joined eachother to, the south of America, by a great
-austral sea. This voyage added also consîderably to maritime

geograpliv, Il thougli many of the islands in the Pacific thus
discovered have, ff-om. the errors in their estimated longitudes,

been claimed as new di ' scoveries by more recent navigators."ý
In the year -1623, the Dutch. found a shorter passacye into the .7ý

Pacific, by the Straits of Nassau, north-west of La Maires
Strait; and another still shorter, by Brewer's Straits, -in the

_Year 1643.
The success ofilie Portuguese and Spaniards in their dis-
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coveries of a passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope, and
of America, induced, as we have seen, the other maritime
nations to turn their attentiorL to navi tion and commerce. As,
however, the riches derived from thei!ast India commerce were
ceitain, and the commodities which supplied them had long
been in regular demand in Europe, the attempts to discover

new routes to India raised greater energries than those which
were made to complete the discovery of America. In fact, as

we have seen, the east coast, both of South ançi North America,
in all probability would not have been visited so &equentl , or
so soon and cerefully examined, had bot béen with the Lpe
of finding some passage to India in thýt direction. But it was

also supposed, that a passage to India might be made by sailing
round the north of Europe to the east. Hence arose the fre-

quent attempts to, find out what are called the north-west and
north-east passages; the niost important of which, that were
made during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we shait

now proceed to notice.
We have -already mentioned the earliest attempts ùo find out

the Straits of Anian; the idea that they existed on the north-
west co-ast of America seems to have been abandoned for some

time, unless we suppose, that a voyaae undertaken by the
French in 153.5 had for its object the discovery of these

straits.- it is undoubted, that one of the objects of this voyage
was to find a passage to 1ûdia. In this voyage, the r*iv"é"r
St. Lawrence was examined as far as Montreal. In 1536, the
English in vain endeavoured to find a north-west passage to
India. The result of this voyage was, however, important in

one respect; as it gave rise to the very beneficial fishery of
the English on the banks of Newfotinfiland. The French
had aiready engaged in this fishery.

In 1576, the idea of a north-west passage having been' re-
vived in England, Frobisher was sent in search of it, with two
barks of twenty-five tons each, and one pinnace of ten tons.
He entered the strait, leading into what was afterwards called

Hudson's Bay: this strait he narned after hiniself. He dis-
çovered the southern coast of Greenland; and pickiner up there

some stone or ore which re.sembled eold, lie returned to
Englwid. The London goldsmiths having exaniined this,

they reported that it contained a large proportion of gold.
This induced the Russian Company to send him out a
second time, in 1577 ; but during this voyage, and 'a third in
1378, no discoveries of' consequence were n)ade. In the years
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1585e 86, and 87, Captain Davis, w ho was in the service of
an English company of adventurers, made three voy es Ur
search of a north-west passage. In the first he proce ed as
fur north as sixty-six degrees forty minutes, visited the south-

west cQast of Greenland, and gave his own name to the straits
that separate it from America. At this time the use of a kind

of harpoon was known, by which they were enabled to, kill
porpoises; but though they saw many whales, they knew not
the right manner of lilling them. In his second Mage an .

unsuccessfül attempt was made to penetrate between Jceland
and Greenland, but the ships were unable to penetrate beyond
sixty-seven degrees north latitude. The west coast of Green-
land was examined; but not being able to sail along its north
coust, he stretched. across to America, ývhich he examined, to,
latitude fifty-four. In his last voyage, Davis reached the west
coàst of Greenland, as fur as latitude seventy-two. AU his

endeavours, however, to find a north-west passage were
ineffectual.

In 1607, Hudson, an experienced seaman of great know-
ledge and in'trepidity, sailed in search of this passage. He di-
rected his course straight north, and reached the eiz.lity-second
deeree of latitude, and the seventy-third degree orwest longi-

tuge. During this voyage more of the eastern coast of Green-
land was discoveredý-,than'had ' been previoos1y known. In hiý;
second voyage, whiéffi W'as undertaken in 1608, he endéavoured

to sail between Nova Zembla and Spitibergen, but unsuccess-
fully: of this and his firs*t voyage we have very impedect ac-

counts. His third voyage m-as undertaken for the Dutch: in
this he discovered the river in America which beurs his nanie.

His fourth and last voyage,. in which he perished, and to,
which he owes his principal fume as a navigator, was in the-

service of the Russia Company of England. In this voyage he
reaclied the strait which beurs his name: his crew mutinied at
this place, and setting him. on shore, returned to England.
As soon as the Russia Company learned the fate of Hudson,
tbey sent one Captain Button in search of him, and. also to
explore the straits which he bad discovered: in this voya"-

Hudson's Bay was discovered. Button's journal wa;s ' n e veé r
published: it is said, however, to have contained some im-
portant observations on the tides, and other objects of natural
-philosophy.

Mie existence of sucli a bav as Hudson's was described ta
be, induced the nierchants ol* England to believe tliat they
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had at length found out the entrance to a passage whicli
would lead them to the East Iridies : many voyages were

therefore undertaken, in a V"ery short time after this bay had

been discovered. The most important was that of Bylot
and Baffin: they advanced through Davis's Straits into an ex-

tensive sea, which they called Baffin's Bay: they proceeded,
according to their account, as far north as the latitude 78'.

The nature and extent of this discovery was very much
doubted at the time, and subsequently, till the discoveries of

Captains Ross and Parry, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, proved that Baffiili was substantially accurate and

faithfui.
Baffin's voyage took place in the year 1616: after this

there was no voyage undertaken with the same object, till the

year 163 1, when Captain Fox sailed from Deptford. He had

been used to the sea from his youth, and had employed his

leisure time in collecting all the infôrmation he could possibly

obtain, respecting voyages, to, the north. He was besides well

acquainted with some celebrated mathematicians and cosmo-
graphers, particularly Thomas Herne, who had carefully

collected all the journals and charts of the former voyagesq
with a view to his business, whicli was that of a maker of

globes. -When Fox was presented to Charles I., his majesty
gave him a map, containing all the discoveries which had
been made in the north seas. He discovered several islands
during the voyage, but not the passa(re he souglit for; though
he is of opinion, that if a passage is to be found, it must be
in Sir Thomas Roe's Welcome, - a bay he discovered near
an island of that name, in north latitude 640 1 Of, not far from
the main land, on the west side of Hudson's Bay. He pub-
lished a small treatise on the voyage, called The Nirth-west
Fox, which contains many important fiacts and judicious
observations on the ice, the tides, compass, northern lights,
&c. Captain James sailed on thç sarne enterprise nearly at
thesametimethatFoxdid. HisaccountwasprintedbyKing
Charles's command, in 1633: it contains some remarlkable

physical observations, respecting the intenseness of the cold,
and the accumulation of ice, in norther'n latitudes -but no dis-
covery of moment. He was of opinion, that no north-west
passage existed.

The last voyage in the seventeenth centtjrýI, in search or
this passage, was nnderraken in consequence of the represen-
tations of a Frenclimaii to Charles Il. - Froni the same cause
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proceeded the establishment of the 1-Judson's Bay Company
by that mona'rch. ' .

Cariada was at this time colonized by the French; and a
French settler tliere, De Groiisseliers, an enterprisingand spe-
culative man, 'after trcavelling in various directions, reaclied a
country, where he received information respecting Hudson's
Bay: he therefore resolved to attempt to, reach this bay by
sea. ý' In the -course of this undertakincy lie met with a few

English, who had settled themselves near Port Nelson River:
these lie attacked, and by their defeat becaine master of the
country. He afterwards explored the wliole district, and

returned to Quebec with a large quantity of valuuble£urs and
English merchandize; but meeting with. i4-treatment in

Quebec, and afterwards at thç court of Franèe, lie came to
England, where lie was intràduced to the Count Palatine

Rupert. The prince patronized all laudable and useful en-
terprises; and persuaded the kin to send out Captain Gillani,
and the Frenchman with him. 9M ship was loaded with

goods -to tr ' affic for furs. They passed through Hudsons
Straits to Baffin's Bay, as far as 75 degrees north latitude :

they afterwards sailed as far to the south as 51 deurees, where,
near the- banks of a river, called after Prince hupert, they

built Charles Fort. This was the first attempt to carry on,
commerce in this part of America.

We must now return to the lieriod of the first attempt to
find out a north-east passage to India. A society of mer-
chants had been formed in London fýr this purpose. Sebastian
Cabot, either the son or the grandson of John Cabot, and

who beld the situation of grand pilot of England under
Edward VI., was chosen governor of this society. Three

vessels -were fitted out: one of theni is particularly noticed
in the contemporary accounts, as liavin(r been sheathed with
thin. plates of lead. Sir Hew Willoughby had the chief

comniand: CapLain Richard Chanceller and Captain Durfovill
commanded the other -two vessels under him. Willoughby,

havinc reaclied -12 degrees of north latitude, was obliged by
the severity of the season to run his ship iiito a small har-
bour, where he and his crew were frozen to death. Captain

Dui-fovill returned to Enuland. Chanceller was more for-
tunate; for lie reached the White Sea, and wintered in the

Dwina,- near the site of AiTliancrel. Wlille his ship lay up
frozen, Chanceller proceeded to ý'1oscow, where lie obtained

froni the Czar privileges for the English iiierchîants, and letters
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to King Edward : as the Czar was at this period engaged, in
the Livonian war, which ýreatly interrupted and embarrassed
the trade of the Baltie, e was the more disposed to en-
coura e the English. to, trade to the White Sea. We have

alreayy, remarked, in giving an account of the voyage of
Ohter, in King Alfred's time, that he had penetrated as far

as the NVý4ite Sea. This part of Europe, however, scems
afterwards to have been entirelly lost sight of, till the voyage
of Chanceller; for in a map of the most northern parts of
Europe, given in Munster's Geographia, which was printed
in 1540, Greenland is laid down. as joined to the north part
of Lapland; and, consequently, the northern ocean appears
merely as a great bay, enclosed by these countries. Three

years afterwards, the E lish reached the co'sts of Nova
Zembla, and heard of, if tý.%ey did not arrive at, the Straits of

Wayomats. The next attempts were made by the Dutch, who
were desirous of reaching India by a route, in the course of

which they would not be liable to meet with the Spaniards or
Portuguese. ' Thèy accordingly made four atiempts between

1594 and 1596, but unsu.ecessfülly. In the last. voyage they
reached Spitzbergen ; but after striving in vain to penetrate

to the north-east, they were obliged. -fo winter on the north
coast of Nova Zembla, in 76' latitude. Here they built a
smaller vessel out of the remains of the one they had brouglit

from Holland, and arrived the fo1loiýing stimmer at Kola, in
Lapland.

In 1653, Frederic Ill., king of Denmark, sent three vessels,
to discover a north-east passage : A is said. that they actually

passed. thMU h Waygats' Straits; but that in the bay beyond
these straits Lv found insurmountable obstacles from the ice

and cold, and consequently were obliged to return.
The last attempý made in the seventeenth century, was by

the English: it was proposed and undertakeii by John Wood,
an experienced seaman, who had paid particulàr attention to
the voyages that had been made ' to. the north. His arguments
in favour of a iiorth-east-passa'ge were, that whales had been
found near Japan, with. English and Dutch harpoons in them;
and thât the Duteh bad found temperate weather near the
Pole, and had sailed 300 leagues to the east of Nova Zembla.
The first argument only proved, that there was sea between
Nova Zembla and Japan; but " not that it was navigable,

though passable for whales: the other two positions were
tinfounded. M'(iod, however, persuaded the Duh-e of York
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to send him. out in 1676. He doubled the North Cape, and
reached 76 degrees of north latitude. One of the ships was
wrecked off the coast of Nova Zembla, and Wood returned
in the other, with an opinion that a north-east passage is
impracticable, and that Nova Zembla is a part of the con-
tinent of Greenland.

But we must turn. from these attempts to discover a north-
West or north-east passage to India, which, from the accounts

given of them, it will be evident, contributed very little to the
progress of geoizraphical knowledyè, though they necessarily
increased the sliili, confidence, an experience of navigators.

While these unprofitable voyages were undertakien in the
north, discoveries of consequence were making in the sou-thern

ocean. These may be divided into two classes; vizý.,'such as
relate to what is now called Australasia; and those which re-
late to the islands which are scattered in the southern ocean.

We bave alteady stated that there is reason to believe somé
part of New Holland was first discovered by the Portuguesýe:

two ancient maps in the British Museum are supposed to
confirm, this opinion; but the date of one is uncertain; the
other is dated 1542, and certainly contains a country, which,
in form. and position, resembles New Holland,, as it was laid

down prior to the voyage of Tasman. But allo in this to,
be New Holland, it only proves, that at thé date of t

it was known, not that it had. been discovered by the Por-
tuguese.

The Dutch, however, certainly made several voyages to it
between 1616 and 1644: the webtern extremity was explored

in 1616. The same year Van Dieman's Land was discovered.
In the cour.ýe of the ten followincr years, the western and north-
ern coasts were visited. The southern coast was first dis-
covered in 1627, but we have no particulars respecting thevoy-
age in whi-ch it was discovered. In 1642, Tasn>mn, a celebrated

Dutcli navigator, sailed from Batavia, and discavered the south-
ern part of Van DiemaWs Land and New Zeakrrd. From.
this time ta the beginning of the eighteenth centulry, little pro.
gress was made- in exploring the coast of New Holiand.
Dampier, however, a man of wonderful talents, considering
his education and mode of life, collected, during his voyage,
some important details respecting the west coast. And amono,

the numerous voyages undertaken by the Dutch East India ý_î
Company towards the close of the seventeenth and becrinning
of the, eicyliteeiitlý'centurv, to examine this vast cotintry, which,
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the Duteh regarded as beloniting to them, there was oneby%.J
Va.n Vlaming deserving of notice: this navigator exainined

with great care and attention many bays and arbours on the
West side - and he is the firs.t who mentions'the- black swans
of this country.

Papua, or,,,.t*Iew Gumea, another part of -Australasia, was
discovered by the Portuguese in 1528. The passage that

divides this country from New Britain was discovered by Dam-
pier, who was also the fint that explored and named the latter
couhtry in 1683. The discover f Solomon Islands by. the

Spaniards took place in .1575: Vendana, a Spanish capta'in,
sailed from Lima " to the westward, and in steering across the

Pacificý he fell in with these islands. On a seconâ voyage he
extendeçI hisdiscoveries, and he sailed a third time to conquer

and convert the natives. His death, whièh took place in one
of these islands, put an end to these projects. They are sup-

pos.ed, to be the easternmost of the -Papua Archipelago, after-
Wards visited by Carteret, Bougainville, and other navigators.
Mendana, during bis last voyage, discivered. a oup of is-

lands to which lie gave the naine of Marquesas de zendoza.
This group property belongs to Polynesia: of the ether

islands in this quai-ter of the Lylobe,- which were discoyered
prior'to the eighteenth century, Otaheite is supposed to have

been discovièred by, Quiros in 1606. His object was to dis-
cover the iriagined austral continent ; but bis discoveries

were confined to Otabeite, which he named Sagittaria, and
an island which he named Terra del Espéritu Sancto, which
is supposed to be the principal of the New Hebrides. The
Ladroneswere discovered by Magellan in 1521. The New

Philippines, or Carolinas, were lirst made known by the acci-
dental arrival of a family of their natives at the Philippines -in
.1686. Easter island, a detached and remote country, which,

however, is inhabited by the Polynesian race, was discovered
by Roggewein in 1686.
Haýî%g thus exhibited a brief and general sketch of the

progress of discovery, froin the period when the Portuguese
,first passed the Cape of Good Hope to îhe beginning of the

eighteenth century, we shall next, before we give an account
of the state and progress of commerce dtiring the saine period,
,direct our attention to the state of geographical science in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

We have already stated that the astrolobe, which bad been
previously applied only to astrohomical purposes, was accom-
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n-odated to the use of mariners b Martin Behaim, towards
the end of the fifteenth century. - ýe was ascholar of Muller,
of Koningsber ' better known. under the naine of Regiomon-1 "f's
tanus, W,170 p ýb i hed the Almggest of Ptoleray. -The Gennans

were atihis time the best mathematicians of Europe. Walther,
who was of that nation, and the friend and disciple of Regio-

montanus, was the first who made use of clocks in his astro-
nomical observations. He was succeeded b Werner, of

Nuremberg, who published a translation of- ;toiernys Geo-
graphy, with a commentary, - in which he explains the method

of finding the Ion itude at séa by the distance of a fixed star
froïn the moon. qTe astronomical instrument,; hîtherto used

were, with the exception of tbe astrolobe, those which had
been employed by Ptolemy and the Arabians. The quadrant
of PtýIemy resembled the muràI quadrant of later times;

which, however, was improved. by the Arabians, who, at the
end of the tenth century, employed a quadrant twenty-one feet
and.eight inches radius, and a sextant fifty-seven feet nine

inches radius, and divided into seconds. The- use of the
sextant seems to have been forgotten after this time; for
Tycho Brahe is said to have re-invented it, and to have em-
ployed it for measuring the distances o * f the planets from the
stars. The quadrant was about the same time* improved by a
method of subdividing its limbs by the diagonal"scale, and by

the Vernier. The telescope was irrvented in the year 1609,
and telescopic sights were added to the quadrajit in the year

-1668. Picard, who was one of the first astronomers -who ap-
plied telescopes to quadrants, deterniined the earth-s diameter
in 1669, by ineasuring a degree of the meridian in France.
The observation made ' at Cayenne, that a pendulum. which
beat seconds. there, must be shorter than one which beat
seconds at ' Paris, was explained by Huygens, to arise from
the diminution of gravity at the equator, and froin this fact he
inferred the spheroidal form of the earth. The application of
the pendulum, to clocks, one 'of the most beautiful. and useful
acquisitions which astronomy, and consequently navigation and
géography have made, was owing to, the ingenuity of Huy-

geris. These are the principal discoverieà and inventions,
relating to astronèmy, which were made prior to the eighteenth

century, so far as the ' y are connected with the advancernent
of the art of navigaiion and the science of geography.

The discoveries of Columbus and Gama necessarily over-
turned the systems of Ptolemy, Strabo, and the other geogra-

loi
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ýr" had b#w çonj or iderred Ywior tg) the VOY49e Of

.[egOlai4 was plaçed beyo»d a de4bt by tbgt voyage. Tlw
heueuly bodies were subjected to the calculation; J m4n by

the laWurs of Cppernicus, Tycho Brahg, and Galileo. Ugder
theu cirçé; it vm nece4sary, 444 4 vos ffl.y2, ta pi*ko

E eat improvexnents in the construction of m4ês, in l-yiçg
wn tbe real form, of the earth, a»4 the. rels4v« sâmadom d
tbg utries ofwhic4 it is form4 ir Igti.

cpu toge r Màth tlw
tvdes and longitude& Tbe first maps w ic]: dispked the new
vorld were those of the brothers Appian, and of Ribeiro: soon
q#erwards a more complete and accumte one w&s published

-by Gemina Frisius. Among tbelel hers of the sixteenth
century, wbp are mpett distinguis crZ ir science, may be
reckoned Sèbastian Munster; for thoueb, as we have alréady
mentioned., he JOIU4 Greenlan.d to, the north of Laplamd in

his map, yet bis rese4;ch, labour, and accurac were such, tW
, ýred by his contemporgries to zzz.

he is compî ôrt'eli.
directed his studies and bis learning to the elucidation of en-

cient geography; igid according to Malte Brun, no lAçoMpetent
judge. he mgy yet be consulted on this subject with advantgge.

ÊUÎ modern geography may most probably be dated ftom
the time of Mercator: he published an eàition of Ptolemy.
in which he pointed out the imperfection of the system
of the ancients. Thç great object at this time, was to cou-
trive sucli a chart ïn plano, with short lines, that -all places

but be truly laid down-according to their respective longi-
ZL and laÙtudes. A method of this kind had been ob-

sýcureIy pointed at by Ptolemy ; but the first map on this plan
was made by Mercator, about the year 1550. The principles,

however, on wWch it was constructed, were not den onstrated
till the year 1559, when Wri hi, an Englishman, pointed
them out, as well as a ready anf easy way of making such a

map. Ilis was a great help to navigators; sinçe by enlarguig
the meridian Une, as Wright suzested and expl#ined, so, t4ç
all the de 1 ude mighi

zrees of Io t t be proportional to those o(
latitude, a chart on Zercators projection shews the- course
and distance ftom pIaýeto place, in all cases of sailing; an4
istherefore in seural respects more convenient to Pavi -s
th4n the globe itscl£ Mercator, in bis maps, aad cha;u,
chose CoFV-09 QPe of the Azgres, -for bis Érst Mçri4ian, becaàse

at that tigiç it w9s t4. ling 9f PQ v&riAtiP'ý Qf t4gý.ComPam.
We have alre*ady 4luded to. Regiomontanus, as a cele-

i
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brated mathemafician, and as baving publîhed the Almagee
of Ptôlemy. I-Je seem , likewise, to have written notes on

Ptolemys -Geography. In 1625, a later translation of Ptolemy
was pubhshed, which contained these annotations. To Ptolemy-s

maps, tables, &c., are added a new set of mapt on wooden
plates, according to the new discoveries: &om these we find,
that in èonsequence of the vovaizes of the Portl ese, the
charts of the coasts of Arabia, Àfiýca, Persia, and "yu
Igid down with tolerable accuracy. Nothing is noticed re.

inardm*z China, except that it may be -reached -,by sea from
ia. America is called Terra Nova inventa per-, Christ.

Columbus: this seems -to be all the editor knew of it. That
part of the work which relates to the north ofEurope, is most

grossly erroneous: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and the
Baltic, seem to have been little known. A great bay is laid

down between'Greenland and Lapland, which bay is bounded
on the north by a ridge of mountains, thus retaining the error of

Ptolemy with respect to this part of Eur 'ope. There are two
maps of England and Scofland: in one they are represented

as one isiand ; in the other as different islands. These maps
and charts must have been the work of the editor or transýa-

tor, as Regiomontanus, whose annotations are subjoined, died
before the discove7 of America.

We have b - t us particular in describing the principal
maps of this work, as they prove how imperfect geography

was, prior to the time of Mercator, and with how much jus-
tice it may be said that he is the fatber of modem geography.
There were, howeyer, some maps of particular countries, drawn
up in the sixteenth-, century with tolerable accuracy, con-

sidering the imperfection of those sciences and instruments,
by which alone perfect accuracy can be attained. George
Lilly, son of William, the famous grammarian, published,

according to Nicholson, (English Historical Library,) Il the first
exact map that ever was, till then, drawn of this island." This
praise must, however, be taken with great qualification; for

even so, late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, the

distance from, the South Foreland to the Lands-end was laid

down, in all the maps of England, half à degree more than it
actually is. Wé*may here remark, that Nicholson represents

Thomas Sulmo, a Guernsey man, who died in 154.5, as our

oldest general. geographçr.
In S"me of the ffl& Qf Hardùiïs Chronicle, written in

the reign of Edward IV., there is a rude map 'of Seotland. In
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1539, Alexander Lindsey, an excellent navieator and hydrogra-
pher, published a chart of Scotland and its isles,- drawn up
from bis own observations, which were made when he accom-

panied James V. in 1539, on bis voyage to the bighlands and
islands . This chart is very accurate for the age ; and is much

ýuperior to that published by Bishop Lesley, with bis hist'ory,
in» 1578.

The first map of Russia, nown to the other nations of
Europe, was* published in 1559 by Mr. Anthony Jenkinson,
agent to the English Russia Company, from the result of bis
enquiries and observations during his long residence in that
kin dom.

eese are the most important maps, either general or of
particular couritries, with which the sixteenth century supplies
US.

The seventeenth century'eontinued the impulse which was
given.to the science of geograph«Y by Mercatmê>A.s new dis-

coveries-,,were constantly in progress, errors in maps were
corrected, vacant spaces filled up, more accurate posïtions as-
signed, and greater attention paid to the actual and relative
sizes of different countries. Malte Brun justly reckons Clu-

verius, Riccioli, and Varenius, as amongst the mon celebrated
geographers of this cerpry. Cluverius was a man ot exten-
sive and accurate erudition, which he applied to, the illustra-
tion of ancient geography. Riccioli, an 1talian Jesuit, devoted
bis abilities and leisure to the study of mathematics, and the
sciences dependent. upon it, particularly astronomy; and was

thus enabled to render important service to the hi Il her parts
of geography. Varenius is a still more celebratec narne in

geographical science: he excelled in mathematical geqgraphy;
and such was bis fame and merit in the higher branches of
physics, and bis ingenuity in applying them to geography,
that a system of universal geography, which he published in
Latin, was deemed worthycby"-,Nèwton, to be republished and

com-mented upon. Cellarius bestowed much pains on ancient
geography. That branch of the science which pays more

especial regard to the distances of places, was much advanced
by Sanson, in France; Blew, in HoRand; and BurSus, in

Sweden.
We must now turn to the progress of commerce during

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The discovery of a passage to India by the Cape of Good

Hope, gave immediately a great impulse to -commerce;.

à
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whérem, it was a long time * after the disSvery of America
before commerce was benéfited by that event Ilis- arose
from the different state and c*rcunutanm of thé two countries.
The Partuguese fouhd in India, - and the other parts of the
&st a race of people acquainted with commerce, and 4ccus-

tomed to, it;,fully aware'of those naturai productions of their
Countr Wh 0 eh weye in demand, and who had long been in

the haL of increasing the exportable commoditiès by various
kinds, of manufactures. Most of these native productions
and manufactures had been in high estimation and value in
Europe for centuries prior to the discovery ôf the Cape.
'The monarchs of the Eas4 as well as their subjects, were
desirous of extending their trade. There was, therefbreý no

difficulty, as soon as the Pi:;àugýuese arrived at any part of
the East; theyfound spices, prectous stones, pearls, &C., or
silk and coitton stuffse porcelaine, &c., and merchants will-
in to sell them. Theïr only business was to seule a fewsk!ful agents, to select and purcbase proper carpes for

their ships. Even before they reached the remote countries'of
the Eàst, which they afterwards did, they found depôts of the
goods of those parts, in intermediate and convenient situations

bet*een them and the middle and western parts of Asia
Europe. 

1

It was very different in America: the natives hereý ignorant
and savage, had no commerce. Even the natural produc-
tions of Îhe soil, when not cherished and multui lied by the
festerm*g and active band çf man,' were of' le accoant'e

Above half"a -century elapséd before the Spaniards reaped
sny benefit frorn their con uests, except some small quantities

Ofiold, chiefly obtaine = plundering the persons, the
houses, and temples of the Mexicans and Peravians. In
15,45, the mines of Pétosi were discovered; th-ese, and the
principal Mexican mine, discovered soon afterwards, . firsi t
brou hrt a permanent and valuable revenue to Spain. But it
was long after this before the Spanîards, or die odieTnations
of Europe, could be convinced that.America contained other
treamres besides those of gold and silver, or induced to, apply

that tia" labour, and capitàý which were requisite to uidolâ-
all the additions to the comforts, the luxuries7, and the, heahh-
of man, whick the New World was ele of bestowing.

When, however, European skill and = were expended
on the soil of America, the real and best wealth of tiÙs quarter
of the world was displayed in ali its importance and extent

B ]a
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In addition to, the native productions of tobacco, indit
cochineal, cotton, ginger, cocoq, Pimento, drugs, Woods or

dying, the Europeans cultivated the sugar cane, and several
other productions of the Old World. The onlv articles of

,ce supplied hy the natives, were furs andskins ; every
thing else imported from. the New World consists at present.,

and bas always consisted of the produce, of the industry of
Europeans settled

But though it.was long -before Europe derived much direct
benefit from the discovery -of America, yet in one important
respect this discovery.gave a great stimulus- to East India
commerce. - Gold and silverý, especially the latter, haçe always
been in great demand in the East, and consequently the most
advantageous articles to export from Europe in exchange for
'Indian commodities. It was therefore absolute)y necessary
for the continuance of a commerce so m uch - extended as

this to, India was, in consequence of the Portuguese dis.
coveries, 'that increased -means of purchasing I ian -com-
modities shou'ld be. given ; and these -were supplied by the

gold and silver mines of America.
If these mipes hâd. not been discovered about the time

when trade to, ' India was more easy, expeditious, and fi-equent,
it could not long have been in the power of Europe to have

availed berself of the advantages of the Portuguese discoveries;
gold and silver would have become, from. their extreme
scarcity, more valuable in Europe than in -India, and -conse-
quently would no longer have beew exported. But the supply
of the precious metals and of Indian commodities increa *in at
the same time, Europe, by means of America, was enabied
to reap all possible advantage from the Portuguese discoveries.
The gold and silver of Mexico and Peru traversecl the world,
in spite of all obstacles, and reaclîéd that part of it where it
'was m'ost wanted, and purchased the productions of China

and Hindostan.
Yet, notwithstanding the effectual démand fbr East India

commodifies was necessarily increased by the increased sup-
Ply of the.precïous metals, yet the supply of these commo-
dities I)e*g, fficreased. in a much greater proportion, their
price was much lowered. Ilis Iowermg of price naturally

arose from. two circumstances: after the passage to, India by
the Cape, th " e productions and manufactures of the East were

purchased immediately fr6m. the natives; and they were
brought to Europe directly, and all the way, by sea. Whereas,
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before the discovery of the Cape, they were purchasel and
repurchased frequentl - consequently, repeated additions were
made to their orîgin7ýrice; *and these additions were made,
in almost every instance, by persons who had 'the monopoly
of them. Their conveyance to Europe was long, tedious, and
mostly by land carriage, and 'consequently very expensive.
There are no data by which it ,can be ascertained in what

proportion the Portuguese lowered the price -of Indian icom-
modities but Dr. Robertson's supposition appears well

founded, - that they might afford to red ùce the -commodities
of the East, in every part of Europe, one haffi This suppo-
sition is founded on a table or" prices of goods in India, the

same sold at Aleppo, and what they in rht be sold for in Eng-
land, - drawn up, towards the end ol the seventeenth cen-
viiry, by Mr. Munn,, from this'it appears, that the price at

Aleppo was tbree times that in India, and that the ood
inight be sold in Engýand at half the -Aleppo, pricè. Éut as

the expense of conveying goods to Ale,7 from, India, mayý
as Dr. Robertson observes, be reckone nearly the -same -as
that which was incurred bv brinizin them to Alexandria, he
draws the inference -that the discovery Of
the Cape reduced the price of Indian commodities one half.
The obvious and necessary resuit would follow, that they
would be in greater demand, and more common use. Mie
principal eastern commodities used b the Romans werey
spices and aromaties, -precious stones and pearls; and in
the later periods of their power, silk these,' howevef, were
almost exclusively confined to rare and solemn occasions, or
to the use of the most wealth arid magnificent -of the con-
querors of the world. On the subversion of the Roman
empire, the commodities of the East were for a short time in

little request amon the barbarians who subverted it: as
soon, however, as tIey advanced -&orn their ignorance and
rudeness, these commodities seem stronglï to have attracted

their notice, and they were especially fond of spices and
aromatics. These were used very profusely in their cookery,
and formed the principal ingredients -in their medicines. As,

however, the price of all Indian commodities was necessarily
high, so long as they were obliged to be brought to Europe
by a circuitous route, -and loaded with accumulated profits,
it was impossible that they could be purchased, except by the
more wealthy classes. The Portuguese, enabled to sell thern
in greater abundance, and at a much cheaper rate, introduced

B 13
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tliem into much more general use; and, as tliey every year
extended their knowled e of the East,,and their commerce
with it, the number of sfips fitted out at Lisbon every year,
for India, became necessarily w.,re numerous, in order to
supply the increased demand.

Commerce in this case., as *in every other, while it is acîted
upon by an extension of geographical knowle its turn
bas an ýbvious tendency to extend that know ed this was
the case with respect to, India. The ancients had indeed
made but smaü advances in their acquaintance with this
country, notwithstanding they were stimulated by the large

p:ýofits they derived from their eastern, commerce; but this
was o1wing to their compamuve ignorance of navigation and the
sciences on which it depends. As soon as the "'moderns had
improved this art, especially by the use of the compass, and

the Cape of Good Hope was discovered, commerce gave the
stimulus, which in a very few years led the Portuguese from
Calicut to the furthest extremity of As'a.

It is remarkable that the Portuguee were allowed to,
monopoUze Indian commerce for so, long a time as they

did ; "-, however, as Dr. Robertson observes, may be ac-
counted for, 'Ifrom the political circumstances in the state of
all those nations in Europe, whose intrusion- as rivals the

Portuguese liad any reason to dread. From. the accession of
Charles V. to, the throne, Spain was either so much occupied
in. a multiplicity of operations in which it was engugred by the -
ambition of that monarch, and of his son Philip or so in-
tent on proseciating, its own discoveries and conquests in the
New World, that although by the successfül enterprize of
Magellan, its fleets were unexpectedly conducted by a new
course to, that remote region of Asia, which was the -seat of
the most gainful and allurin branch of trade carried on by,the Portuguese, it could maee no considerable effect to avail
itself of the commercial advantages which it m It bave de-

rived froin, that event. By the acquisition of ige crown of
Portuga4 -in the year 158C4 the kings of Spain. instead of the

rivals, became the protectors of the Portuguese trade, and the
guardians of all its exclusive rights. Throughout the sixteenth
century, the strength and resources of France were so much
wasted by the fruiÜess expedItions of their monarchs toi Italy;

by iffieir unequal contest with the power and policy of
Charles V., and b the calamities of the civil wars which
desolated the L91,10 ùIl upwards of forty years, that it 4could
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neither bestow much attention on commerce, nor engage in
"y scheme ofdistant enterlirize. Ile Venetiàns, how sensibly

soever they might feel the mortifying réverse of being ex-
eluded alrrïost- entirely from the Indian trade, of which their

apita had beeri formerly the chief seat, were so debilitated
and humbled bly the leýguý of Cambray, that they were no
longer capable of engaging in any undertaking of magnitude.
England, weakened by the long contests between- the hauses of

York and Lancaster, and just beginning to recover its proper
gour, was restrained from active.exertion d one part

of the sixteenth, céntu by the cautious maxims of eenry VI 1.5,
and wasted its strenZ, during another part of it, by engaging
inconsiderately in the wafs between the princes on the conti-
nent. ' The nation, though destined toi acquire territories in
India more extensive and valuable than were ever possessed
by any European power, had no such presentiment ofÎts future
eminence there, as to take an e&dy part in the commerce or

transactions of that country, and a great part of the century
elapsed before it began to turn its attention to the East-

" While the most considerable nations in Europe found it
necessary, from the circumstances which 1 have mentioned,

to remain inactive spectators of what passed in the East, the
seven United Provinces. of the Low Countries, recently
formed into a small state, still struggling for political exist-

ence, and yet in the infancy of its power, ventured to appear
in the Indian Ocean as the rivals of the Portu uese; and,

to an exclusive . * ht of -
despising their , pretensions rg commerce

with the extensive countries to the eastwar of the Cape of
Good Hope, invaded that monopoly which they had hiffierto

guarded with such jealous attention. The English soon fol-
lowed the examplé of the Dutch, and both nations."at first by
the enterprizing industry of private - adventurers, and after-
wards by the more powerfýL efforts of tradin companies,

under the protection of publie "'authority, 2anced. with
astonish ardour and success * this new career opetied té
them. rýe vast fabric of power which the Portuguése had

opened in the East, (a superstructure much too largeý for -the
basis on which it had to rest) was almost entirely overturned
in as short time, and with as much facility, as it had been
raised. Enàland and Holland, by drivind them from their
most valuable settlements, and seizing e most lucrative

branches of their trade, have attained to that pre-eminence of
naval power and commercial opulence by which they are dis-
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tinguished among the nations of Europe." (Robertson% India,
pp. 177-9. 8vo. edition.)
Before, however, we advert to, the commerce of the Dutch
in India, it will be proper to notice tkose circumstances which
gave a commercial direction to the people of the Netherlandsi,

both before their strujzjwle with Spain, and while the result of
that struggle was unýeýin. Ile early celebrity of Brules
as a commercial city has already been noticed; its regu ar
fairs in the middle of the tenth century; its being made the
entrepôt of the Hanse Association towards the end of the
thirteenth. It naturally partook of the wealth and commercial

improvement which Flanders derived ftom, her woollen manu-
factures, and was in fact made the emporium of that country
at the beginning, of the fourteenth century; and within 100

years afterwards, thé staple for English and Scotch gooëfs.
When the increased industry of the north, of Europe induced

and enabled its inhabitants to exch ri e the produce of their
soil, fisheries.' and manufactures, Fcor the produce of the

south of Europe, and of India, Bruoes was made the reat
entrepôt of the trade of Europe. n the beginning o e8
sixteenth century its commercial importance began to decline,
but the trade which left it, did not pass bëyond the limits of
the Netherlands; it «settled in a great measure at. Antwerp,
which, as being accessible by sea, was more convenient for
commerce than Bruges. This city, however, would niot bave

fallen so easily or rapidly before its rival, had it not been
distracted by civil commotions. From it the commerce of
the Netherlands, and with it of the north of Europe, and the
interchange of its commodities with ý tho'se of the south of
Europe and of Asia, gradually passed to, Antwerp; and about
the ear 1516, most of the trade of Bruges was fixed here,
the ýortuguese making it their entrepôt for the supply of the
northern kingdoms.

Even before this time the ships of the. Netherlands seem to
have been the carriers of the north of Europe; for in 15039,
two Zealand ships arrived at Campveer, laden with sugars,
the produce of the Canary Islands. Antwerp, however, con-
tinued till it was taken by the. Spaniards, and its port destroyed
b the blocking up of the Scheldt, to be n-rost distinguish..

for its commerce, and its consequent wealth its situ.
ation, its easy access by sea, joinâ to the circumstance of

its being made the Portuguese entrepôt for spices, drugs, and
other rich productions of India, mainly contributed to its
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commerce. Merchants from, every part - of the north of
Europe settled here, and even man of the merchants of
Bru s removed to it, after the deciine of their own city.
Its Free fairs for commerce, two of which 1&Rted each time
six weeks, aîtracted merchants from all parts, as they could

bring their meréhandize into it duty free, and were here
certain of finding a market for it. In it also bills of ex-
change on all parts of Europe could be easily and safely

negotiate- We have already mentioned-the most wealthy
merchants of En land and France, in the fifteenth century:

thert existed ýat Xntwerp, in the sixteenth, a firm of the name
of Fugger, whose wealth was very gTeat, and indicates the
extent of their commercial dealings. - From this firm, the Em-
peror Charles V. had borrowed a very 1111 e sum, in order to
carry on an expedition against Tunis. ii the year 1534,
Charles, being at Antwerp, Fugger invited him to an enter-
tainment at his bouse, made a fire in bis hall with cinnamon,

and threw all the emperor's bonds into that fire. About
eleven years afterwards, the. same merchant ave an ac-

quittance to Henry VIII. of England, for E surn of

152,1801. Flemish, which the king had borrowed of fiim.

The Fuggers had a -licence from. the king of Portugal to
trade to fndia; and they tised to send their own factor in

every ship that sailed thither, and were the owners'of part of

every cargo of pepper imported.
In the year 154 1, it contained- 100,000 inhabitants : soon

afterwards the persecutions on account of religion in Germany,
England, and France, drove many people thither, and of

course increased both its population and- wealth. - If we ruay
believe Huet, in bis History of -Duteh Commerce, it was, at

this time, not uncommon to see 2500 ships at once lying in

the Scheldt.
The picture, however, which Guicciardiiit*gws of Ant-werp,

in 1560, when it had reached the zenith of its prosperity and
wealth, - being that of a contemporary author, and entering

into detail, - is at once much more curioüs and interesting, and
may be depended on as authentic. It is also valuable, as ex-

bibiting the state of the manufactures, commerce, &c. of inost
of the nations of Etirope at this period. »

« Besides4he natives and the French, who are here very
numerous, there are six principal foreign nations, who resid'

at Antwerp, both in war and peace, making above 1000 mer-
chants, including factors and servants, viz. Germansý Danes,

B B .1,
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amd Emterfings - that is, people from the ports ip the south
shores of the Baltie, from. Denmark to Livonia - Italian,%

SPaniardà4 Laglisb, and Portuguese of these six nations; the
Spankrds are the most numerous. One of those fioreign mer-

éhants, Fugger, of Augsburg, died. worth above six mfflions of
crowns thère are many natives there with. from 2ooooo to

400,ÔW crowns." ýM
il' They meet twice a day,ý in the rnornun and evenings, one
hour each time, nt the English bourse, wriere, by their inter-

preters and brokers, they buy and sell all kinds of merchan-
dize. Thence they go to the new bour' or principal exchange,

where, for another -hour each time, they transact. all matters
relating to bills of exchanre, wi*th the abo've six nations, and
with France; and also, to'dieposit at interest, which is usually

twelve per cent. per annum."
"' Iley send to Rome a great variety of woollen drapery,.

linen, tapestry, &c. : the returns are in bills of exchange. 'Po
Ancona, English and Flemish cloths, stuffi, linen, tapestry,

cochû.I....; and bring in return such spices and d as the
nierchants of Ancona procure* in the Levumt, anï likewise
si1ký cotton, Turkey carpets, and leather. To Bologne
they export sergés, and other stuff.ý, tapestry, linen, merceries,
&C. and bring in return for it, wrought silks, clotb of gold and
sâver, crapes, caps, &C'. To Venice they send jewels and

pearls, En lish cloth and wool, Flemish rapery,' cochineal,
&c. and a filttle sugar and pepper: thus, with respect to these

two latter articlesý sending to Venice what they formerl'y ob-
tained from her. For, prior to, the Portuguese discovery of

the Cape, the merchants of Antwerp brouglit from Venice ali
sorts of India spices and drugs : and even so latý as the year
1518, there- arrived in -the Sceldt, five Venetian ship-s, laden
with spices and drugs, for the fair at Antwerp. In 1560,
however, the imports fýom Venice consisted'of the finest and

Choicest silks, carpects, cotton, &c. and colours for dyers and
Painters."

To Naples they export great quantities of Flemish and
English cloths and stuffs, tapestry, finens, small wares ofmetal,
and other materials,- and brincy back raw, thrown and wrought

çâk, -fine furs and skins, sâron and manna. The exports
to Sicily are similar to, those of the other parts of, Italy:

the imports from it are galls in great quantitye cinnamon,,
oranges, cotton, silk, and sometimes wine. To Milanq Antwerp

exports pepper, sugar, jewels, musk, and other perfumes, Eng-
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lish and Fi lemish woollen manufactures, English and Spanish
woollinens, and coemeal. The impom are gold and silver,

thread, silks, gol4,stuf% dimities, rich and curious draperies,
rice, muskets and'iDther anns, high priced toys and small goods;

and Parmesian cheese. T-he exports to Morence are nearly
the-same as to the other arts of Italy, but in addition, fans

are specified. Besides tle usual imports of silks and gold
stuffi, there are also fine furs. Household furniture is ex-

ported to Genoa, besides the usual articles : velvets,,-which
were then the best in the world; satins, the best coral, mithri-
date, and treacle, are the principal or the peculier imports.
Genoa, is the port through which Antwer'p trades with Man-
tui4 Verona, Modena, Lucca, &c."

61 Besides all these articles, Antwerp imports from Italy by,
sea, alum, oil, gum', leaf senna, sulphur, &c. and exported to

it by sei4 tin,, lead, madder, Brazil -wood, .-wax, leather, flax,
tallow, salt fish, timber, and sometimes corn. "' The imports

froin Italy; including only silks, gold and silver, stuffs, and
thread camblets iJ other stuffs, amount to three millions of

crowns, or 600.,0001. yearly.
66 Antwerp exports to Germany ppecious stones and pearIs,

spices, drugs, saffron,. sugars, English c1othsý as a rare and
curious article, bearing a high price : Flemisli cloth, more

common and not so valuable as -English, sergès, tapestry.
a very large quantity of linen and mercery, or small wares of

all sorts: from Germany, Antwerp receives by land carriageý
silver, bullion, quicksilver, immense quantities of copper,
Hessian wool, very fine, glass, fustians of a high price, to the

value of above 600,000 crowns annually; woad, madder, and

other dye stuffs; saltpetreý gr t uantities of mercery, and
bousehold goods, very fine, and o? excellent quality: metals
of all sorts, to a great amount; arms; Rhenish wine, of which
Guicciardini speaks in the highest terms, as ood fot the

health, and not affecting either the head or L stomach,
though drunk in very large quantities: -of this wine 40,000

tuns were brought to Antwerp annually, which, at thirtýsix

crowns per tun,, amounted to 1,444,000 crowir s.ý1)
4& To Dentnark, Sweden, Norway, Eastland, Livonia, and

Poland, Antwerp exports vast quantities of spices, drugs,

saffron, sugar, salt, English and Flemish cloths, fustians,

linens, wrought silks, gold stuffs, tapestries, precious stones,

Spanish. and other wincs, alum, Brazil wood, merceries, and

household goods. Trom these countries, particukrly froni
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Eastland and Poland, that is, the countries on the south shore
of the Battie, Antwerp receives wheat and rye ' to, a large

amount; * iron, copper, brass, saltpetre, dye-woods, vitriol,
flax, honey, wax, pitch, tar, sulphur, pot-ashes, skins and
furs, leather, timber for ship building, and other purposes;
beer, in high repute; salt meat; salted, dryed, and smoked

fish; amber in great quantities, &c.12
Il Te France, Antwerp sends precious stones, quièksilver,

silver bullion, copper and brass, wrought and unwrouglit, lead,
tin, vermillion; azure, blue, and crimson colours, sulphur;

saltpetre, -éitrio4 camblets, and Turkey grograms, English and
Flemish cloths, 'great quantities of fine linen, tapestry, leather,

peltry, wax, madder, cotton, dried fish, salt fish, &c. Ant-
werp receives her returns from. France, pard by land and

partly by sea.. By seaý salt to the annual vze of 180.1000
crowns; fine woad of Thoulouse, to the value annually of
300,000 crowns; immense quantities. of canvass and strong
linen, ûom, Bretagne and Normand about 40,000 tuns of

ceUent red and white wines, at a out twenty-five crowns
per tun ; saffron ; syrup, or sugar, or perhaps capillaire ;- tur-
pentine, pitch, paper of all kinds in great quantities, prunes,
Brazil wood, &c. &c. By land, Antwerp receives many curious

and valuable gilt and gold articles, and trinkets; very fine
cloth, the manufacture of Rouen, Paris, Tours, Champagne,
&c. ; the threads of Lyons, in high repute; excellent verdi-
grise from Montpelier, merceries, &c.-"

Il To England, Antwerp exports, jewels and precious stones,.
silver bullion, quicksilver, wrought.silks, cloth of gold and

silver, gold and silver thread, camblets, grograms, spices,
drugs, s ar cotton, cinnamon, galls, linens, serges, tapestry,
madder, oýs in great quantities, glass, salt fish, small wares
made of metal and wood, arnis, ammunition, and household

furniture. From England, Antwerp imports immense quan-
tities of fine and coarse woollen goods ; the finest. wool; ex-
ceHent saffron, but ùi small quantities; a areat quantity of
lead and tin; sheep and rabbit skins, and oiher kinds of fine
peltry and leather ; beer, cheese, and other sorts of p*rovision -i4
in great quantities ; also Malmsey wines, which the English
import from. Candia.2-1

Guicciardini observes, that Antwerp exported but little te
Scotland, as that country was principally supplied from E%

land and France: some spiceries, sugars, madder, wroug t

silks, camblets, serges, linen, and merceries, are exported.
17
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In Yeturn, Antwerp received from, Seotland vast uantities of
pelt of various kinds, leather, wool, cloth of coarse quality,

fine7ear.ýe pearls, but not of quite so good a water as thé orien-
tal pear s.

The exports to Ireland were nearly the sarne as to Scot-
land: the returns were skins and leather, some low-priced
cloths, and other coarse and common articles of little value.

ne exports to Spain consisted chiefly of copper, brass, and
latten,, wrought and unwrought; tin, lead; much woollen

cloth, both "llemish and English; serges, tapesl linens,
flax-thread, wax' pitch, madder, tallow; sulphun w eat, rye,

salted meat and fish, butter, cheese,- merceries, silver bullion
and wrought, arms, ammunition, furniture, tools; and every
thin al he adds, produced by human industry and labour,

ich the lower classes in Spain have an utter aversion.
From Spain, Antwerp received jewels, pearls, gold and silver

in great quantities; cochineal, sarsaparilla, guïacum, saffron;
silk, raw and thrown; silk stuffs, velvets, taffeties, salt, alum,
orchil, fine wool, iron, cordovan leatheri wines, oils, vinegar,

honey, molasses, Arabian gums, soap; fruits, both moist and
dried, in vast-quantities, and sugar from, the Canaries.

The exports to Portugal were silver bullion, quicksilver,
vermilion, copper, brass, and latten; lead, tin, arms, artillery

and ammunition; gold and silver thread, and most of the
other articles -sent to Spain. From Portugal, Antwerp re-

ceived pearls and precious stones, gold, spices, to the value of
above a million of crowns annually; drugs, amber, musk, civet,
great quantities of ivory, aloes, rhubarb, cotton, China rqot,
(then and even lately much used in medicine,) and many other
rare and valuable Indian commodities, with which the greatest
part of Europe is supplied from Antwerp; also, sugars from
St. Thomas, under the line, and the other islands belonging

to, the Portuguese on the African coast - Brazil wood, Guinea
grains, and other drugs from the west coast of Africa; Ma-
deira sugar and wines. Of the produce of Portugal iLself,
Antwerp imported salt, wines, oils, woad, seeds, orchil,
fruits, &c. &c.
To Barbary, Antwerp exported woollen goods, linen, mer-
ceries, metals, &c.; and received from it sugar, azure or anil,

gums, coloquintida, leather, peltry, and fine feathers.
From this sketch of the commerce of Antwerp, when it was

at its height, we see, that it embraced the whole commerce of
the world : and that in it centered all the commodities sup"

KWé64wýA plu -- - M.- - ýý - _-'.
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plied by Asia, America, Africa, and the south of Europe on
the one hand, and England, the ý Baltie countries, Germany,
and France on the other.. The account given by Guicciardini

is confirmed by Wheeler, who wrote in 1601. "He observes,
that a little before the troubles in the Low Couhtries, the
people of Antwerp were the greatest traders ta Italy in English.
and other fore* mercWanc&e; and alsol ta Alexandria, Cy-

prus, and 1 ripa Tin Syria; Il beating the Italians, lEnglish, and
Gerinans, almost entirely out of that trade, as they also soon

diii the Germans in the fàirs of their own country.7' He adds,
diat the Ant,*erp merchants, being men of immense wealth,
and consequently able to, supply Spain for the Indies at long

credit, set their own prices on their merchandize. Antwerp
also supplied Germany, Spain, Portuéal, and Eastiand with

the wares, which France was wont ta suppýy them. He adds,
Il It is not past eighty years ago, (that wpuld be about j.52o.)
since there were not, in London, above twelve or sixteen Low
Country merchants, wha imported only stone pots, b * ushes,
toys for children, and other pedlare wares; but in less than

forty years after, there were, in London, at least one hundred
Netherland merchants, who brought thither all the comma-

dities which the merchants of Italy, Germany, Spain, France,
and Eastland, (of all which nations there wer6, before that

e, divers famous and notable rich merchants and com-
panies,) used to bring into England out of their own country

directly,, ta the great d )f the said strangers, and of the
ts.YYnatural. born English jMerTcan

Guicciardini informs us, that in his time the port of Ar-
muyden, in the island of Walcheren, was the place of ren-

dezvous for the shipping of Antwerp: in it bave often been
seen 600 large ships lying at one time, bound ta, or returning
&om, distant parts of the world. He adds, that it was no un-

common thing for 500 ships to, corne and go in one day; that
10,000 carts; were constantly employed in carrvingr meAhan-
dize ta and from the neighbouring countries, beside's hundreds
of wageons daily coming and going with passengers; and 500

coache"ýs used by people of distinction. In his enumeration of
the principal trades, it ils curious that there were ninety-two

fishmS ers, and-only seventy-ei ht butchers; there were 124
goldsmiïsg whoý it must be recoSectede at that time acted as

bankers, or rather exchangers of monev. The number of
houses was 13,,500. With respect ta tfie shipping,. which,

according to, this author, were so numerous at the port of
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Antwerp, comparatively few of them belo'nged to, this city, as
most of its commerce was carried on by ships of foreign

nations.
This circumstance, of its having but few ships of its own,

may be regarded as one cause why, when it was taken and
plundered by the Spaniards in the year 1585, it could not re-

cover its former commerce, as the shippmig removed with the
nations they belonged to. The forts which the Dutch built
in the Scheldt were, however, another and a ve powerful
cause. The trade of HoUand rose on the fallo7Antwerp,
and settléd principally at Amsterdam; this cit had indeed
become considerable after the decline of the Manseatic con-
féderacy; but was not renowned- for its commerce till the
destruction of Antwerp. The commerce of Holland was
extended and supported by its fisheries, and the manufactures
of Flanders and the adjoining provinces, which. in their turn
received support from'its commerce. ' Guicciardini informs us,
that there wére in the 'Netherlands, in.time of peace, 7oo

busses and boats employed in the herridgfishery: each made
three voyages in the season, and on an average during that
period, caýght seventy lasts of herring, each last containing
twelve barrels of 900 or 1000 herrings each barrel; the
price of a last was usually about 61. sterling: the total
amount of one year's fishery, was about 29450001. sterfing.

About sixty years after this time, according to Sir Walter
Raleigh, the cod and ling fishery of Friesland, Holland, Zea-
land, and Flanders, (the provinces included by Guicciardini
in the maritime Netherlands) brSight, in ioo5oool. annually:
and the salmon-fishing.of Holland and Zealand nearly half

that sum.
Ile woollen manufactures of the Netherlands had, about

the time that Guicciardini wrote, been rivalled by those of
England: yet he says, that, though their wool was very coarse,
above 129000 pieces of cloth were made at each of the fol-
lowinLrplaces; Amsterdam, Bois-le-duc, Deffý Haarlem, and

Leydêý. Woollen manufactures were carried on also at other
places, besides taffeties and tapestries. Lisle is particularised
by him. as next in commercial -importance to Antwerp and
Amsterdam. Bois-le-duc âeems to have been the seat of a
great variety of manufactures; for besides woollen éloth,
20,000 pieces of linený worth3 on an average ten crowns each,
were annuAlly made; and likewise Lyreat auantities of knives,
fine pins, mercery, &c, By the takùig of Autwerp, the Spa.
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nisli or Catholic Netherlands lost their trààe and manufacturesi
great part of which, as we have already observed, settled in
the United Provinces, while the remainder passed into Eng-
land and otlier'foreign countriés.

The destruction of the Hanseatic league, which benefited
Amsterdam, seems also to have bèen of service to the other

northern provinces of the Netherlands: for in 1510, we are.
inforn-ied by Meursius, in his History of Denmark, there was

at one time a fleet of 250 Dutch merchant ships in the Baltic:
if this be correct, the Dutch trade to the countriçs on this
sea must have been very great. The circumstance of the

Dutch, even before their revolt froin. Spain, carrying on a
great trade, especially to the Baltic, is confirmed by Guic-
ciardini - according to him, about the year 1.559, they brought
annually from Denmark, Eastland, LivQnia, and Poland,

60,000 lasts of grain, chiefly rye, worth 560,0001. Flemish.
They had above 800 ships froin. 200 to 700 tons burden:

fleets of 300 ships arrived twice a year from Dantzie and
Livonia at Amsterdam, where there were often seeing lying at

the saine time,500 vessels, most of them belonging to it. He
mentions Veer in. Zealand (Campveer) as at that time being
the staple port for all the Scotch shipping,'and owing its
principal commerce to that circumstance.

The destruction of Antwerp brought to Amsterdam, along
witli other branches of commerce, the valuable trade which

the former city had with Portugal for the produce and manu-
factures of India ; these the Dutch mer chants resold to al] the
nations of the north. As soon, however, as Philip Il. had ob-
tained possession of the throne of Portugal in 1580, he put
a stop to all further commerce between Lisbon and the Dutch.
The latter, having tasted the sweets of this commerce, resolved
to attempt a direct trade to India:. We have already men-
tioned the vovages of Barentz' in- search of a north-east pas-
sage; these proving unsuccessfül, the Dutch began to despair

ofe'"'reýaching India, except by the Cape of Good Hope; and
this voyage they were afraid to undertake, having, at tbis time,

neither, experienced seamen nor persons acquainted with In-
dian commerce. A éircumstance, however, occurred while'
Barentz was in search of a nortb-west passage, which deter-

mined them to sail to India by the Cape. One Houlman, a
Dutchman, who had been in the Portu es Indian service,

but was then confined in Lisbon for proposed to the
merchants of Rotterdam, if they could liberate hini, to put



thein in possession of all he knew re-,%pecting Indian coin-
merce; his offer was accepted, and four ships were sent ta

India in 1594 under his command. The adventurers met
with much opposition from the Porttiguese in India, so, that

theïr vage was not very successful or lucrative: they re-
turned, owever, In twenty-nine months with a small quantity
of pepper from Java, where they had formed a friendly com-
munication with the natives. The arrival. of the Dutch in

India, the sub ral by Spain, which cir-
juration- of -Portug

cumstance dispiriiid and weak--è-n--ed'tlie Portuguese, and the
greater attention which the Spaniards were 'disposed to pay ta
their American than their Indian commerce, seem to have
been the causes whicli produced the ruin of the Portuguese
in India, and the establishment of the Dutch.

The Dutch pushed their new commerce with grec vigour
and zeal. In the yèar 1600 eight ships entered their ports

laden with cinnamon, pepper, cloves, nutmegs, and mace: the
pepper they obtained at Java, the other spices at the Moluccas,
where the were permitted by the natives, who had d-riven outy

-the Portuguese, ta establish factories.
In -consequence of a wild and ruinous spirit of speculation,

baving seized the Dutch merchants, the governmen4 in 1602,
formed all the separate companies who traded to India, into

one; and granted to this extensive sovereignty over all the es-
tablishments that might be formed in that part of the world.
Their charter was for twenty-one years: their capital was

6,600,000 guilders (or about 600,0001.) Amgterdam. sub-
scribed one half of the capital, and selected twent directors
out of sixty, to whom'the whole management Y the trade
was entrusted.
From, this period, the Dutch Indian commerce flourished
extremely: and the company, not content with having drawn
away a large portion of the Portuguese traderesolved to ex-

pel them. entirely from this part of the world. Ships fitted,
either to trade or to fight, and having on board a great

number of soldiers, were sent out within a very few years
after the establishment of the company. Amboyna and the

Moluccas were first entirely wrested from the Portuguese:
factories and settlements were in process of time established

from. Balsora, at the mouth of the Tïgris in the Persian Gulý
along the coasts and islands of India, as far as Japan. Al-
liances were formed with many of the Indian princes: and in

many parts, particularly on the coasts of Ceylon, and at

00.0
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Pulicat, Masulipatam, Nerapatam, and other places along
the coasts *of -Ceromand and Malabar, they were them-
selves, in fact, the sovereigns. The centre of ali their Indian
commerce was fixed at Batavia in Java, the greatest part of

this island belonging to them. ý From this general sketch of
the extent of country, which was embraced, either by their
power or their commerce, it is evident that the, Indian trade
was almost monopolized b them; and as they wisel em-ployed part of the wealth wZich it produced, to-establis and
clefend their possessions, they soon became most formidable in
this part of the world, sending out a fleet of 40 or 50 large
ships, and an army of 30,000 men.

They were not, however, conten4 but aimed at wrest-
ipg from the Portuguese almost the only trade which re-

mained to them; viz. their trade with Chi*a. In this attempt
they did not succeed; but in the year 1624, they esta-

blished themselves at Formosa. Soon after this, the con-
quest of China b the Tartarsq induced or compelled an
immense number of Chinese to leave their native country and
seule in Forfiiosa. Here they carried on a very extensive
and lucrative trade; and Formosa became the pricipal mart
of this part of Asia. Vessels from China; Japan, Siam, Java,
and the Philippines, filled its harbours. Of this commerce
the Dutch availed.themselves, and derived t wealth from
it, for about forty years, when they ivere L7en -out of the

Wand. In 1601, the Dutch received permission to trade to
Japan, but thLs privilege was granted under several very strict
conditions, which were, howeyer, relaxed in 1637, when they
discovered a conspiracy of the Spaniards, the object of which

was to dethrone the emperor,' and seize the government.
The jealousy of the Japanese, however, soon revived ; so, that
by the end of the seventeenth century, the lucrative com-
merce which the Dutch carried on with this island for fine
tea, porcelaine, lacquered or Japan ware, silk, cotton, drugs,
coral, ivory, diamonds, pearls, and othef precious stones,

gold,. silver, fine copper, iron, lead, and tin; and in ex-
change for linen- and woollen cloths, Ibokine-elasses, and
odier glm ware; and the merchandize of ind" "Persia, and
Arabia, was almost Iiilated. U4 1

Befi)re proceeding to narrate the events which arose from,
the arrival of the English in the Easi Indies, and the effects
produced on the Dutch power and commerce there, by their A,
arrival,- it will be proper to take a short notice of the com- î

21
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merce of the Dutch to the other partà of the world. As
their territàries in Europe were small and extremely populoug,
t )ey were in a great measure dependent on foreign nations- for
the means of subsistence: in exchanee for these, they had few
products of their manufactures. to, give. The sources of their
wealth, therefore, as well as of the means of their existence,.
were derived -from the- exchange of their India commodities,

and from their acting as the great carriers, of Europe. From
these two circumstances, their cities, and especiall Amster-

dam, became the great mart of Europe: its merZants bad
commercial transactions to, an immense arnount with all parts
of the world. In consequence of thevastness and extent of
their commerce., they found great pa ments in specie very in-

convenient. Hence. arose the baX of Amsterdam. It is
foreign to our purpose, either to describé the nature of this
Pank, or to give a history of it; but its establishment, at
once a proof, and the result of the immense commerce of
Ainsterdam, *and the cause of that èonunerce becomin SÛR

more flourishing, and moreover, as the principal of those es-
tablishments, which have changed the character of the com-
merce of Europe, could not be passed over without notiee.

It was formed in the year 1609.
In this year, the Duteh had extended their trade to the

west coast of Africa so much, that they had about 100 ships
employed in the gold coast trade. About the same time, they
formed a colony in North America, in that province now

called New York. In 1611, having formed a, truce with
Spain, they resolved to, venture into the Mediterranean, and
endeavour to, partake in the lucrative trade with the Levant:
for this purpose, they sent an ambassador to Constantinople,
where he coneluded a favourable treaty of commerce. But bo
far the most extensive and lucrative commerce which the Dut%

possessed in Europe, was in the Baltic: there ibey had gradually
supplanted the Hanýeatic League, and by the middle of the
seventeenth century, nearly all the commodities of the coun-
tries ly*ing on, or communicating with this sea, were supplied
to the rest of Europe b the Dutch. In the year 1612, they
first engagged, in the w ale fishery at Greenland. In 1648,

takin vantage of the civil troubles in England, and havibg
by time acquired a powerful influence at the Russian

court, they interfered with the trade of the Engli.,sh Russian
Company at Archangel; and this new branch of trade they

c c
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pushed with their national industr and perseverance, so that
in 1689 they had 200 factors in Is place.

In the year 1691 the Dutà formed a West India Coin-
pan their first objects were to reduce Brazil and.,I)eru: in
the îatter they were utterly unsuccessful. By the yêar 1636

they had conquered the greater part of the coast of Brazil:
they lost no time in reaping the fruits of this conquest: for
in the space of thirteen years, they bad sent thither 800 ships
of war and commerce, which were valued at 41 millions
sterling; and bad in that time taken from. Spain, tien sove-
reign of Portugal, 545 ships. In the year 1640 the Portu-

Cese shook off the Spanish oke, and from this event may
dated the decline of the Luteh power in Brazil: in 165r

theï were entirely expelled from. this country.n the year 1651, they colonized the Cape of Good Hope;
and in the sàme year, began the obstinate and bloody maritime.

war between Holland and England. This arose principally
from. the, navigation act, which was passeil in England in

1650: its object and effect was to curtail the commerce be-
tween England and Holland, which consisted principally of
foreign merchandize imported into, and English merchandize

exported from, England in D'teh vessels. In this war, the
Dutch lost 700 merchant ships in the years 1652 and 1653.

In 1654., peace was ma-de. 'ne object of the navigation a-4
at least so far as regarded the Dutch acting as the carriers of
the English trade, seems to have been completely answered,
for in 1674, after a great frost, when the ports were open,
there sailed out of the harbôur of Rotterdam above 300 sail
of English, Scotch, and Irish ships at one time. The ex-
ample of the El n In h being followed by the nations of the
north, the Dutl carrying trade was very much reduced.

Between the years 1651 and 1672, when Holland was over-
run by the French, their commerce seems to have reached
the greatest extent,' which it -tt&ined in the seventeenth
century; and perhaps, at no subseq4uent period, did it flourish
so much. De Witt estimates the increase of their commerce

and navigation from the peace with Spain in 1648 to the year
1669, to be fully one-half. He adds,' that during the war
with Holland, Spain lost the greater part of her naval power:
that since the peace with Spain, the Duteh had obtained
most of the trade to that country, which had been previously

carried on by the Easterlings and the English; that all the
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coasts of Spain were chiefly navilzated by Dutch shipping:
that Spain had even been forceeto hire Duteh ships to sail

to her American possessions ; and that so, great was the
exportation of goods from, Holland to Spain, that all the
merchandize brou gryh t ftom. the Spanish, West Indies, was not

suflicient to make returns for them.
The same author informs us, that in the province of Hol.

land'alone, in 1669, the herring and cod fisheries employed
above one thousand busses, from. twenty-four to thirty lasts
each; and above 170 smaller ones: that the whale fishery

was increased from one to ten; that the cod and herring,
when c u ht, ere transported by the Hollanders in their

own vessei ý5 throi bout the world ; thus obtainin er, by means
Eough their own industr aoove 300,000of the sea alone, t ye

1astsýof sait fish.
As the Dutch commerce was deci d'edIv and undoubtedly

more extensive than that of all the resto:(lý,n ope, about the
middle of the seventeenth century, it may be proper, before
we conclude our notice of it at this time, to consider briefly the

causes which cherished it into such full growth and vigour.
These causes are explained Mî" a very judicious and satisfactory

rnanner by Sir William Temple, in bis observations on the
Netherlands. He remarks, -- that though the territo Of the
Dutch was very small, and though they labouré7 under
many natural disadvantages, yet their commerce was im-

mense; and it was generally esteemed that they had more
shipping belonging to them than there did to ail the rest of

Europe.
They had no native commodities towards the building or

equipping flieir ships; their flax, hemp, pitch, wood, and
iron, coming all from. abroad, as wool does for clotbi.ng

their men, and corn for feeding them. The only productions
or manufactures of their own, which they exported, were
butter, cheese, and earthern wares., Iley bave no good bar-
bours in all their coast; even Amsterdam is difficult of ap-
proach, from. the darlerous entrance of the Texel, and the
shallowness of the Zui er Zee.

What then were the causes which, in spite of these disad-

vantages, rendered Holland so commercial? In the 'first

place, great multitudes in small compass, who were forced to

Industry and labour, or else to want. In the second place,

the emigration of men of industry, skill, and capital, driven

6 C C-2
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into Holland from. Germany, France, and En land, by per-
secution and civil wars. In the third place, ge security to
property established by the eovernment of the United States;
and akin to this, general libert of conscience in religious
inatters. The great fairs in the Uherlands may be regarded
as another cause. These Sir W. Temple re _rds as the
principal causes of the foundation of their tie He next
enquires into the chief advancers and encouragers, of trade in
that country.
Ilese he considers to, have been low interest, which caused
money to, be easily obtained, not only for the purposes of

commerce, but also to make canals, bridges, &c. and tg drgin
marshes. The- use of their banks, which secu'res motie Il and

makes all Pa ments 'eas and trade quick, -the sý11e ýï_ re-

gistry, whiS makes alrpurchases safe, - thç severi y o jus-
tice, especially with regard to, forging bills, -the convoys of

nierchant ships, which gives trade security, the nation credit
abroad, and breeds u seamen, -the lowness of their custom
duties and freedom or their ports, which rendered their cities
ni es as well as markets,-order and exactness in ma-

naging their trade, - each town affýcting some particular com-
merce or staple, and so improving it to the greatest height;
as Flushing, the West India trade; Middleburghi French
wines; TeÎveer, the Scotch staple; Dort, the En li h staple

and Rhenish wines; Rotterdam, the English and Etch trade
at large, said French wines; Leyden, the manufacture of all
sorts of stùffý, silk, hair, zold, and silver; Haerlem, linen,

utixed stuffs, and floNvers, Delft, beer and eartfien ware;
Swaardam, ship building - Sluys, herring. fisher

10 _V; Friezeland,
the Greeniand trade; and Amsterdam, the East 1ndiaý Spanish,
and Mediterranéan trade. Sir W. Temple mentions other

two causes, the great application of * the whole province to
the fishing trade, and the mighty advance the Dutch made
towards engrossin the whole commerce of the East Indies.

The stock of Ls trade," he observes, Il besides what it
turns to, in France. Spain, Italy, the Straits, and Germany,

niakes theni so great masters in the trade of the noi h
t

parts of Europe, as Muscovy, Poland, Pomerania, and all the
Baltic, where the spices, that are gn Indian drug and Euro- e
peai) luxury, comniand all the commodities of those countries
which are so necessary to life, as their corn; and to. navigu-

tion, as hemp, pitch, masts, planks, and iron."
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The next question that Sir William Temple discusses is,
what are the causes which made the trade of Holland enrich

it ? for, 'as he remarks, 66 it is no constant rule that trade
makes riches. The only and certain scale of riches arisin
from trade in a-nation is, the proportion of what is expor3

for the consumption of others, to what is imported for their
own. The true ground of this proportion lies in the general

industry and parsimony of aTrpie, or in the contrary of
both." But the Dutch being in strious, and consequently pro-
ducin and Parsimonious, and consequently consuir-

ing e, have much left- for exportation. Hence, never any
country traded so much and consumed so little. They buy

infinitely, but it is to sell again. They arejhe *grent nmstem
of the Indian spices, and of the Persian silks, but wear plain

woollen, and feed upon their own fish and roots. Nay, they
sell the finest of their own cloth to France, and buy coarse

rrn
out of England for their own wear. i ne send abroad the

best of their own butter into all partý, M buy the cheapest
out of Ireland or the north of England for their own use. In
short, they furnish infinite luxury which they never, practise,
and traffic in leasures which they never taste." Il The
whole body of tele civil magi.çftrate.s, the merchants, the rièh

traders, citizens, seamen and boors in general, never chan e
the fashion of their clonths; so that merý1e9ve off their cloat is
only because they nre worn ou4 and not because they are out
of fashion. Their great consumption is French wine and
brandy; but what they spend in wine they save in corn, to

make other drinks, -which is brought from foreign parts.
Thus it happens, that much going constantly out, either in

commodity or in the labour of seafaring men, and little coming
in to be consumed at home, the rest retums in coin, andfills
the country to that degree, that more silver is seen in Hol-
land, among the common hands and purses, than brass either
in Spain or in France; thouýh one be so rich in the best rm-

tive commodities, and. tl t er drain all the treasures of the
West Indies." (Sir W. Temple's Observations on the Ne-

therlands, Chapter VI.)
Having thus sketched the progress and nature of Dutch

commerce, durin th t period when it was at its greatest
height, and broust = account of it down to thecommence-

ment of the eýqhteenth century, we shall next proceed. to con-
sider the English çommerce iroin the time of die discovery
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of the Cape and America, till the beginning of the 'ame
century.

From the sketch we have already séven of English com-
merce prior to the end of the fifteent1ý century, it is evident
that it was of very trifling extent and amount, being confined
chiefly to, a few articles of raw produce, and to some woollen

goods. The improvement of the woollen manufacture, the
establishment of corporations, and the settlement of foreign
merchants, as well as the rad al advancement of the English
in the cïvilization, 

skil an i
15 ndustry of the age, - - in the wunts

which the first occasions, and in the means to supply those
wants aHorded by the two latter, - these are the obvious and

inatural causes which tended to, improve English commerce.
But its progress was, slow and gradual, and confined for a
long time to cotintries near at hand; it afterwards ventured to
a greater distance. Companies of merchant adventurers
were formed, who could command a greater capital than any
individual merchant. Of the nature and extent of their

foreigil commerce at the close of the fifteenth century we are
informed by an act of parlâment, passed in the 12 Hen. VII.

(1497.)
From this act it appears, that England traded at this tinie

with Spain, PortuÉ, Bretagne., Ireland, Normandy, France,
Seville, Venice, antzic, Lastland, * Friesland, and many

other parts. The woollen cloth of England is particularly
specified as one of the greatest articles of commerce. In a
licence granted by Henry VII. to the Venetians, to buy and

sell at London, and elsewhere in England, Ireland, and Cala's,
woollen cloth, lead, tin, and leather, are enumerated as the

chief exports. From this document it also appears, that
there resided in or traded -- to England, the following foreign
merchants : Genoese, Florentines, Luccans, Spaniards, Por-

tuguese, Flemings, Hollanders, Brabanters, Burgundians,
German, Hanseatic, Lombards, and Easterlings.

From these two documents, the nature and extent of Engý-
lish commerce at this period may be inferred: its exports
were sent as far north as the southern countries of the Baltic,

and to all the rest of Europe, as far south aud east as Venice;
but this export trade, as well as the import, seerns to have
'been almost entirely carried on by foreign capital and ships

the merchant adventurers having yet ventured very little from
home.

M,
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in 1511, English commerce, in English ships, extended
into the Levant, chiefly froni London, Bristol, an" d Southamp-
ton. Chios, which was still in the possession of the Genoese,
was the port to which they traded"- This branch of trade

flourished so, much in a few years, that in 1513 a consul, or
protector of all the merchants and olher English subjects in

Chios, was appointed. The voyages were gradually lenFth-
ened, and reached- Cyprus, and Tripoli, in Syria. irhe

exports were woollen croods, calf-skins, &c.;- and the imports
were silks, ca ' mblets, rhubarb, malmsey, muscadel, and other

wines: oils, cotton wool, Turkey carpets, galls, and Indian
spices. The commerce was in a small de ree carried on by
Englisli ships, but chiefly by those of CaUia, Ragusa, Sicily,

Grenoa, Venice, Spain, and Portucral. The voyages to, and froni
England occupied a year, and were deemed very difficult and

dancgerous. So lon(r as Chios reffiained in the possession of
the Genoese, and Candia in that of the Venetians, England

traded with these islands; but ceased to trade when
the Turks conquered them. From 1553, to 1575, the
Levant commerce was quite discotitinued by England, though
during that period, the French, Genoese, Ïfenetians, and
Florentines, continued it, and had consuls at Constantinople.

The small and temporary trade with the Genoese wid
Venetian possessions in the Levant, seems to, have been
attended with such profit, and to bave opened up such further

prospects of advantage, as to bave given rise to, a- direct
trade with T ùrkey, and the formation of the Turkey Com-
pany. The enlightened ministers of Elizabeth effected these
objects: they first sent out an English merchant to the
Sultan, who obtained for bis countrymen all the commercial
advantaires enjoyed by the Venetians, French, Germans, and

Poles. Two years afterwards, in 1581, the Turkey Com-
pany was established. Sir William Monson, in his Naval
Tracts, assians the following as the causes and reasons why

England dià not sooner embark in the Turkey trade for
Persian and Indian merchandize: 1. That there was not suf-

ficient shipping; 2. the hostility of the Turks; and, lastly,
England was supplied. with Levant goods by the Venetian

ships, which came annually to Southampton. He adds, le the
last argosser that came thus from Venice was unfortunately
lost near the isle of Wight, with a rich cargo, and many

passengers, in the year 15 8 7." The Turkey Company carried
on their concern with so much spirit, that the queen publicly

c c 4



t1ianked them, with many encouragements to go forward for
the kinIgdom's sake : she , particularly commended them for
the ships they then built of'so great burden.* The commodi-
des of Greece, Syria, Egypt, Persia, and India, were now

brought into England in freater abundance, and sold much
cheaper than fornierly, an yet the returns of this trade are
said to bave been, at its conimencement5 three to one.

It is not our object, nor would it be compatible with our
.1imits, to trace the progress of commerce minutely, in any of
its branches, but rather to point ou4 as it were, its shootings
in various directions; and any special causes which may have

qiven vigour to its growth, or have retarded it. In con-
formity with this plan, we shall only gotice some of the more
marked and important eras-of our Levant trade, prior to the

commencement of the ei hteenth century. The trade to the
Levan't, in its infancy, lite all other trades, at a tinie when
there was little capital and commercial knowledge, re-

uired the formation of a company which should possess ex-
clusive privileqes. Charters were fanted to sucli a company
for a term of years, and ren( L by Elizabeth. In 1605
king Jame--; gave a perpetual charter to the Levant Com-
pany: the trade was carried on with encreasing vigour and

success: our woollen manufactures found a more extensive
market: the Tenetians,, Who had for many years supplied
Constantinoplè and other ports of the Levant, were driven

from. their markets by the Enalisli, wlio could afford to sell
them. cloths cheaper; and English ships began to be preferred

to those of Venice and other nations, for the catryinir trade
in the Mediterranean. According to Sir W. Monson, england
exported broad cloth, tin, &c. enough to purcbase all the wares
we wanted in Turkey; and, in particular, 300 great bales of Per-

sian raw silk yearly: 111 whereas a balance of money is paid by
the other nations trading thither. Marseilles sends yearly to

Aleppo and Alexandria at least 500,0001. sterling, and little
or no wares. Venice sends about 400,0001. in money, and a
great value in wares besides: the Low Countries send about

5ooool..., and but little wares; and Messina 25,0001. in ready
money: besides grec quantities of gold and dollars from
Germany, Polan(, Hungary, &c.; and all these nations take

of the Turksin return great quantities of caniblets, grograms,
raw silh-, cotton wool and yarn, galls, flax, hemp, rice, bides,

sheep's wool, wax, corn, &c."
The first check which the Levant trade received was

392 Progress eDiscoveiy CHAP. V.
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by the East India Company: about the year 1670 the
t Company complained that their trade in raw silk was

much diminished ; -they had formeryl,. imported it solely from,
Turkey,'whereas then it was importe in great quantities direct
froin, India. In 1681, the complaints of the one company,

and the defence of the other, were heard before the Privy
Council. The Levant Company alleged, that for upwards of
one hundred years they had exported to Turkey and other
parts of the Levant, great quanties of woollen manufactures,
and other English wares, and did then, more especially,
carry out thither to the value of 500,0001.; in - return for

which they imported raw silks, es, grograms, drugs, cotton,
&c.; whereas the East India Company exported principally
gold and silver bullion, with an inconsiderable uantity of.
cloth; .and imported calicoes, pepper, wrought silks, and a
deceitfül sort of raw silk; if the latter supplants'Turkey raw
silk, the Turkey demand for English- cloth must fail, as
Turkey does not yield a suiflicient quantity of other merchan-
dize to return for one fourth part of our manufactures carried
thither.

Ile East India Company, on the other band, alleged that the
cloth. they exported was finer and more valuable than that ex-

ported by the Turkey Compan , and that, if the were rightly
informed, the medium of ClSs exported by diat company,
for the last three years, was only 19,000 cloths yearly: it is
admitted, however, that before there was any trade to China

and Japan, the Turkey Company's exportation of cloth did
,rnuch exceed that of the Fast India Company. Widi respect.0 the charge of exporting bullion, it was alleged that the
Jrurkey Company also export it to purchSse the raw silk in
Turkey. The East India Company further contended, that
Ïnce their importation of raw-silk, the English silk manufac-

urers had mucli encreased, anà that the plain wrought silks
rom India were the strongest, most durable, and chtapest of
ny, and were generally re-exported froin England to tbre'gn

darts.
We have been thus particular in detailing this dispute be-

ween these companies, partly because it points out the state of
lie Levant Company and their commerce, at the close of the

eventeenth. century, but principally- because it unfolds one of
he principal causes of their decline; for, though some little
totice of it will afterwards occur, yet ith efforts were feeble,
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and its success diminished, chiefly by the rivairy of the East
India Company.

The Levant trade, as we have seen, was gradually obtained
by the English from the hands of the Venetians and other

foreign powers. The trade we are next to notice was purely
of English oricrin and growth;-we allude to the trade between
England and hussia, which began about the middle of the

sixteenth century. The discovery of Archangel took plaèë, as
we have already related, in 1553. Chancellerwhodiscovered

it, obtained considérable commercial privileges from the Czar
for bis countrymen. In 1554, a Russian Company was esta-,

blisbed; but before their charter, the British merchants had
engaged in the Russian trade. The first efforts of the com-

pany seem to have been confined to attempts to discover a
north-east passage. Finding these unsuccessful, they turned
their attention to commerce: they fortunately possessed a very
enterprising man, peculiarly calculated to, foster and strengthen
an infant trade, who acted as their agent. He -first set on
foot, in 1558, a new ' channel of trade through Russia into
Persia, for raw silk, &c. In the course of bis commercial en-

quiries and transactions, he sailed down the Volga to Nisi
Novogorod, Casan, and Astracan, and thence across the Cas-

pian Sea to Persia. He mentions that, at Bogbar, which he
describes as a good city, he found merchants from India, Per-
sia, Russia, and Cathay,-from which last country it was a

nine months- journey to Boghar. He perfor-med bis journey
seven différent times. It appears, however, that this channel of

trade was soon afterwards abandoned, till 174 1, w hen it was re-
sumed for a very short time, during which considérable quan-

tities of raw silk were brought to England by the route followed
by the Russian agent in the sixteenth century. The cause of

this abandonment during the sixteenth century seems to have
been the length and danger of the route; for we are informed
that one of the adventures would have proved exceedingly pro-
fitable, bad not their ships, on their return across the Caspian,

with Persian raw silk, wrought silks of many kinds, galls, car-
pets, Indian spices., turquois stones, &c., been plundered by
Corsair pirates, to the value of about 40,0001. The'final aban-

donment of this route, in thé eighteenth century, arose partly
from the wars in Persia, but principally from the extension of

India commerce, which being direct and by sea, would of
course supply England much more cheaply with all eastern
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5oods than any land trade. Beside the delay, difficulty, and
anger of the route from the Volga, alreadý described, the

route followed in the sixteenth century, til the merchants
reached the Volga, was attended with great difficulty. The

g is oods, which were to be
practice was to transport the En l' h
exchanged, in canoes, up the Dwina, Ïom Archangel to Vo-

logda, thence over land, in ýeven days, to Jeroslau, and thence
down the Volga, in thirty days, to Astracan.

The Russians havinz conuuered Narva, in Livonia in 1558,
the first place they possessed MI' the Baltie, and having establish-
ed it as a staple port, the followin year, according to Milton,
in his brief history of Muscovia, L English be'gan to trade to
it5 Il the Lubeckers and Dantzick-ers having till then concealed

thatý trade from. other nations." The other branches of the

Baltic trade also encreased ; for it ý appears by a charter granted
by Elizabeth, in 1579, to an Eastland Company, that trade
was carried on between England and Nor:wa , Sweden, Po-

land, Lithuania, Prussia, Pomerania, Dantzic, ýlbing, Konigs-
berg, Copenhagen, Elsinore, and Finland. This company
was established in opposition to, the Hanseatie merchants; and

it seems to have attained its object;' for these merchants com-
plained to the Diet of the Empire against England, alleging,

that of the 200,000 cloths yearly exported thence, three-fourths
went into Denmark, Sweden, Poland, and Germany; the other

fourth being sent to, the Netherlands and France.
It was not to be supposed that our commerce with Archan-

gel and Narva would long remain without a rival. ne Dutch,
aware of its importance, prevented by their influence or pre-

sents, the Czar from. renewing the Russian Company's privi-

lecres. As this trade was become more extensive, and, carried
od, besides woollen goods, silks, velvets, coarse linen cloth,

old silver plate, all kinds of mercery wares, serying for the ap-
parel of both sexes, purses, knives, &c. Eliiabeth used her
efforts to re-establish the company on its former footing; and
a new Czar mounting the throne, she was sucecssful.

The frequent voyages of the Enalisli to the White Sea made
them acquainted with Cherry Island, of which they took pos-

session, and where they carried on for a short time the capture

of morses: the teeth of these were regarded as nearly equal in
quahty and value to ivory, and consequently afforded a lucra-
tive trade; oil was also obtained from. these animals. Lead
ore is said to have been discovered in this island,.of which
thirty tons were brought to England in 1606. The Russian
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Company, however, soon gave up the morse fishery for thatof whales. They also carried on a considerable trade withKola, a town in Russian Lapland, for fish oil and salmon: ofthe latter they sometimes brought to England 10,000 at onetime. But in this trade the Dutch likewise interfered.The fishery for whales near Spitzbergen was first under-taken by the company in 1597. In -16 1 3ý thev obtained fromKing James an exclusive charter for this fishery; and underthis, fitting out armed ships, they expelled fifteen sail of French,Dutch, and Biscayners, besides soine private English ships.But the Dutch. persevered, so that next year, while the RussianCompany had only thirteen ships at the whale fishery, theformer had eighteen. The success of their whale fishery seen-isto have led to the neglect of their Russian trade, for., in 1615,,only two vessels were emplo ed in it, instead of seventeengreat ships formerly e Froin this period,_ the com-merce carried on between Russia and England, by the Rus-sian Company, seems gradually to have.declined.
The commerce between England. and the other parts ofEurope, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, pre-sents little that calls for notice; as the manuffictures and ca-pital of Enizland encreased, it iFrqdually encreased, and wastransferred Yrom foreign to En lish vessels. Mie exports con-sisted principally of woollen rrm , prepared skins, earthen-ware,and metals. The imports OF linens, silks, paper, wines, brandy,fruits, dye-stuffs, and drugs. The woollen cloths of Englandwere indeed the staple export to ail parts of Encland during thewhole of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries : as our cotton,earthen-ware, and iron manufactures sprung up and encreased,they supplied other articles of export;-our imports., at firstconfined to a few articles, afterwards encreased in nuniber andvalue, in Droportion as our encreased industry, capital, andskill, enlarged our produce and manufactures, and thus enàbledus to purchase and consurne more. A very remarkable in-stance of the effect of skill-, capital, and industry, is mientionedby Mr. Lewis, a merchant, who published a work entitled, TheMerchant's Map 2f Commerce, in 1641. 1,1 The town of Man-chester," he says, 111 buys the linen yarn of the Irish in ereatquantity, and, weavin T 14 returns the saine a- in, in Imen,into Ireland to sell. Uther doth her industrygrest here, forthe buy cotton wool in London, that comes first froin CyprusSmyrna, and work the saine into fustians, verinilions,
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din)ities, &c., which they return to London, where they am
sold, and from, thence not seldom. are sent into such foreir
parts where the first materials may be mure easily had or

that manufacture." How similar are these two instances to
that which has occurred in our own days, when the cotton-

wool, brought from. the East Indies, has been returned thither
after having been manufactured, and sold there cheaper than
the native manufactures.

But though there are no particulars relative to the com-
merce between England and Europe, which call for our no-
tice, as exhibiting any thing beyond the gradual extension
of commercial intercourse already established; yet in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries, there were other commer-
cial intercourses into which England entered, that deserve
attention. These, may be classed under three heads': the

trade to Africa, to A-ierica, and India.
I. The trade to Mica. - The first notice of any trade be-

tween England and Africa occurs in the year 1526, when some
merchants of Bristol, which, at this period, was undoubtedl

one of our most enterprising chies, traded by means oÈ Spanisz
ships to the Canaries. Their exports were cloth, soap, for the
manufacture of which, even at this early period, Bristol was
celebrated, and some other articles. They imported drugs

for dyeing, sugar, and kid skins. This branch of commerce
answering, the Bristol merchants sent their factors thither

from S ain. The coast of Africa Was, àt this period, mono-
polizeFby the Portuguese. In 1530, however, an English

ship made a voyage to Quinea for elephants' teeth: the voy-
age was repeated; and Îie 1,536, above one hundred pounds
weight of gold dust, besides elephants' teeth, was imported in
one ship. A few yéars afterwards, a trade was opened with
the Mediterranean coast of Africa, three ships sailing from
Bristol to Barbary with linens, woollen cloth, coral, amber, and
jet; and bringin back sugar, dates, almonds, and molasses.
Thé vo a es to Linea from. the ports of the south and south-
west J Éncrland, particularly Portsmouth, Plymouth, and
Bristol, :c à

were frequently repeated: the returns were un;formly
gold dust and elephants' teeth. But it doeâ not appear that
other -ports followed the example of these, that these sent
many ships, or tbat the commerce became very regular and
lucrative, till the west coast of Africa was resorted to for
slaves.

This infamous trade was first entered upon by the English-
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in the year 1562. Mr. John Hawkins, with several other
merchants, having learnt that negroes were a good commo-b kD
dity in Hispaniola, fitted out three ships, t4 largest 120, the
smallest forty tons, for the coast of Guinea. Here ýthey bought

slaves, which they sold in Hispaniola for hides, sugar, ginger,
and pearls. The other branches of the African trade con-

timied to flourish. In 1577, English merchants were settled
in Morocco; Spanish, Portuguese, and French merchants had

been settled there before. In this year, Elizabeth, always at-
lentive so whatever would benefit commerce, sent an ambas-
sador to the Ernperor of Morocco, who obtained some com-
mercial privileges for the English. In 1588, the first voyage

to, Benin was made from London, b a ship and a pinnace:
in 1590, a second voyage was made 7om the same port with
the same vessels. Their exports were linen, woolle'n cloths,
iron manufactures, bracelets of copper, glass- beads, coral,
hawks' bells, horses' tails, hats,'&c. They imported Guinea

pepper, elephants' teeth, palm oil, cotton cloth, and cloth, made
of the bark of irees.

An African Company had been formeà in Elizabeth's reign
but neither this, nor two others succeeded; their ruin was oc-
casioned by war, misconduct, and the interference of what

were called interlopers. In 1672, a fourth company was
established, whose efforts at first seem to have been great and

successful. They bought the forts the former companies had
erected on the west coast: instead of making up their assort-
ments of goods for export in Holland, as the former com-

panies had been obliged to do, they introduced into England
the making of sundry kinds of woollen. goods not previously

manufactured. They imported large quantities of gold dust,
out of which 50,000- guineas were first coined in one year,
1673. Their other imports were red wood for dyes, elephants"
teeth, wax, honey, &c. The value of the English goods ex-

ported to them aver -Yed annually 70,0001. This company
was broken up at thelevolution.-

H. Though the Portuguese and Spaniards were very jealous
of the interfèrence of any nation with their East India com-
merce; yet they were compapatively easy and relaxed with
regard to, their American possessions. Accordingly, we find
that, in 1530, there was some little trade between England
and Brazil: this is the first notice we can trace of any com-
mercial intercourse between this country and the New World.
The first voyage was from Plymouth: in lffl and 1542 the

10
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merchants of Southampton and London also traded to, Brazil.
We are not informed what were the goods imported; but

most probably they were Brazil wood, sugar, and cotton.
The trade continued till 1580, wheri Spain, getting possession
of Portugal, put a stop to it.

Ilie next notice of an ' y trading voyage to America occurs
in 1593, when some English ships sailed to the entrance of
the St. Lawrence for morse and whale fishing. 'nis is the

first mention of the latter fishery, or of whale fins, or whale
bones by the English. They could not find any whàles; but
on an island they met with 800 whale fins, the remains of a
cargo of a Biscay ship which had been wreckéd here. - *In 1602, the English had suspended all intercourse with

America for sixteen years, in consequence of the unsuccessful
attempts of Raleigh. -But, at this time, the intercoutse was

renewed: a ship sailed to Virginia, the name then given to
the greater part of the east coast of North America; and a
traffle was carried on with the Indians for peltry, sassafras,
cedar wood, &c. Captain Gosnol, who commanded this ves-
sel, was a man of considerable skill in his profession, and he
is said to have been the first Englishman who sailed directly

to, North America, and noý as before, by the circuitous course
of the West Indies and the Gulf of Florida. In the subse-
quent year there was some traffic carried on with the Indians
of the continent, and some of the uncolonized West India
islands.
Prior to, the year 1606 several attempts had been made to,

colonize différent parts of the* new world by the English,
but they all proved abortive. In this year, however, a per-
manent settlement was established near James River, within
the Chesapeake. It is not our plan to detail all the particular
settlements, or their progress to maturity; but merely to, point
out the beginnings of them, as evidence of our extending
commerce, and to state such proofs as most strikingly display

their improvement and the advantages the mother country
derived from. them. In conformity with this plan, we may

mention that sugar plantations were first fonned in Barbadoes
in 1641 : this, -as Mr. Anderson, in his History of Commerce,

justlyobserves, Il greatlyhastened the improvement of our other-
islands, which soon afterwards followed it in planting sugar to

very great advantage. And, as it was impossible to, -manage
the planting of that commodity by, white people in so hot a
climate, so neither could sufficient numbers of such be had at



any rate- Necessity, therefore, and the example of Portugal
gave birth to, the ne-gro slave trade to the coast of Guinea
and it is almost needless to add, that such greit numbers oi
slave% and also the increase of white people in those islands,
soon created a vast demand for all necessaries ftom. England,

,and also a new and considerable trade to, Madeira for wines
to supply those islands." The immediate consequence of thE
spread of the sugar culture in our West India islands was,
that the ports of London arid Bristolbecame the great maga-
zines for this commodity, and supphed all the north and mid-
dle parts of Europe; and the price of the Portuguese-Brazil

surs was reduced from 81. to 21. los. per cwt.
e rapid growth of the En la colonies on the continent

and in the islands of America, guring the seventeenth century,
is justly ascribed by Sir.Josiah Child, to the emigration thither,
occasionéd b the persecution of the Puritans by James 1.

and Charles Ï.; to the deféat of the Royalists and Scotch by
Cromwell; and, lastly, to the Restoration, and the consequent
disbanding of the army, and fears of the partizans >of Crom-
well. It may be added, that most of the men who were

driven to America from these causes, were admirably fitted to,
form. new settlements, being of industrious habits, and accus-

tomed to, plain fare and hard work.
The American plantations, as they were called, increased.

so, rapidly in commerce that, according to the last author re-
ferred to, they did, even in the year 16470, employ nearly two-

thirds of all our English shipping, Il and therefore gave con-
stant sustenance, it may be, to 200,000 persons here at home."
At this period New England seems to have directed its chief
attention and industry to, the cod and mackerel fisheries,
which had increased. their ships and seamen so much as to,
excite the jealousy of Sir Josiah Child, who, however, admits
that what that colony took ftom England amounted to ten

times more than what England took from it. Ile New-
foundland fishery, he says, had declined from 250 ships in

1605,, to eighty in 1670 : this he aséribes to the practice e
eating fish alone on fast days, not being so strictly kept by thý

Catholics as formerly. From Carolina, during the seven.
teenth century, England obtaine'd vast quantities of nava.
stores, staves, lumber, hemp, flax, and Indian corn. About
the end of this century, or at the very commencement of the
next, the 'culture of rice was introduced by the accident of a

vessel from. Madagascar happening to put into Carolina, whiel
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had a little rice' left; this the captain gave to a gentleman,
who sowed it. 1

The colony of Virginia seems to have flourished at an
earlier period than any of the other English colonies. In the
year 1618, considerable quantities of tobacco were raised there;
and it appears, by proclamations of James 1. and Charles I.,
that no tobacco was allowed to be imported into England, but
what came from. Virginia or the Bermudas.

The colony of * Pennsylvania was not settled by Pen till the
year 1680: lie found there, however, many English fîými1ies,

and a considerable number of Dutch and Swedes. - The wise
regulations of Pen soon drew to him, industriotb settlers ; but
the , commerce in - which they engotaged did not become so

considerable as to, demand our notice.
III. The commercial intercourse of England with India,

which has now grown to such extent and impor.tance, and from
which has sprung the anomaly of mercbant-sovereigns over one

of the richest and most populous districts of the elobe, began
in the reign of Elizabeth. The English Levant Company, in
their attempts to extend their trade with the East, seem first to
have reached Hindostan, in 1584, with English merchandize.
About the same time the queen granted introductory letters to

some adventurers to the king of Cambaya; these men travelled
through Bengal to Pecru and Malacca,, but do not seem. toc 17,

have reached China. iley, liowever, obtained much useful
information respecting the best mode of conducting the trade
to the East.

The first English ship sailed to tËe East Indies in the year
1591 ; but the voyage was rather a warlike than a commercial
one, the object being to attack the Portuoruese; and even in
this respect it was very unfortunate. A similar enterprize,

undertaken in 1593, seems, by its success, to have-contributed
very materially to the commercial intercourse between England

and India; for a fleet of the queen's ships and some merchant
ships having captured a very large East India carrack belong-
ing to the Spaniards or Portuguese, brought her into Dart-
mouth: if she excited astonishment at her size, being of the
burthen of 1600 tons, with 700 men, and 36 brass cannon,
she in an equal decyree stimulated and enlarged the commercial
desires and hopesn of the English by her cargo. This con-P
sisted of thé- richest spices, calicoes, silks, golâ 7 pearls, drugs,
China ware, ebony wood, &c., and was valued at i 5o5oool.

The increasing commercial spirit of the nation, which led it
D D
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to, look forward to, a regular intercourse with India, was grati-
fied in the first ear of the seventeenth century, when the
queen granted de first charter to an East India Company.

OZ-be seems to, have been directly led to grant this in conse-
quence of the complaints ainong her subjects of the-..scarcity
and hi h price of pepper; this was occasioned by the mon(>-

oly oeit being in the power of the Tui-key merchants and the
utch, and from the circumstance that by our war wiih Portu-

gai, we could not procure any fýom, Lisbon. Mie immeàiate
and principal object of this Company, therefore, was to, ob-
tain pepper and other spices; accordingly their ships, on their
first voyaize, sailed to Bantam, where tley took in pepper, to,
the Banda isIesý where they took in nutmeg and mace, and
to Amboyna, where they took in cloves. On thýs expedition
the English established a factory at Bantam. In 1610, this

Com y Il vin obtained a new charter from James I., built
the'l;rgest merc ant ship that had ever been built in England,
of the burthen of 1100 tons, which w1th. threé others they sent

to India. In 1612 the English fàétory of Surat was estab-
lished with the permission of the Great Mogul ; this was soon
regarded as their chief station on the west coast of India. Their

first factory on the coast of Coromandel, which -they formed a
few years afterwards, was at Masulïpatam . their great object
in establishing this was to obtain more readily the cloths of
Coromandel, which they fc;und to be the most advantageous
article to exchange for pepper and other spices. For at this
time their trade with the East seems to, have been almost en-

tirçly confined to these latter commoditiés. In 1613, the
first English ship reached a part of the Japan territories, and
a factory was established, through which trade was carried on
with the Japanese, till the Dutch persuaded the emperor to,

expel all Europeans but themselves.
The year 1614 forms an important era in the history of our

commercial intercourse with India; for Sir Thomas Roe,
whom James sent, ambassador to the Mogul, and who re-
mained several years at bis court, obtained from, him im-

portant privile es for the East India Company. At this time,
the following European commodities were chiefly in repute in
India; knives of ail kinds, toys, especially those of the figýres
of beasts, rich velvets and satins, fowling pieces, polished
ambers and beads, saddles with rich furniture, swords with

fine hilts inlaid, bats, pictures, Spanish wines, cloth of gold
and silver, French shaggs, fine Norwich stuffs, light armour,

-Me
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erneralds, and other precious stones set in enamel, fine arras
hangings, large looking lasses, bows and arrows, figures in

brass and stone, fine éatinets, embroidéred purses, needle-
work, French tweezer cases, perfumed gloves, belts, irdles,

bone lace, dogs, plumes of feathers, comb cases rieily set,
prints of kings, cases of strong waters, drinking and per-
spective lasses, fine basons and ewers, &c. &c. In conse-
quence oï the privile es ýranted the East Ind' ïa C m ny by
the Mogul, and by fle ainorine of Calicut, theoir lactories
were now numerous, and spread over a lar extent of coast.

If we may trust the controversial pamptets on the East
India Company which were published in 1615, it appears that
up to, this year they liad employed only twenty-four ships;
four of which had been lost; the largest was 1293 tons, and
the sinallest 1 'jO. Tlieir principal imports were still pepper,
cloves, mace, and nutmegs, of which 615,0001bs. were con-

sumed in Enaland, and the value of 218,0001. exported: the
saving in thelome consumption of these articles was estimated

at 70,00ol. The other imports were indigo, calicoes, China

silks, benzoin, aloes, &c. Porcelain was first imported this

year from Bantam. The exports; consisted of bays, kersies,

and broad cloths, dyed and dressed, to, the value of 14,0001.;
lead, iron, and foreign merchandize, to the value of lOeOOOI.;
and coin and bullion, to, the value of 12,0001.; the outfi4 pro-
visions, &c. of their ships cost 64,0001. . . 1

The Dutch, who were very jealous of the successful inter-

ference of the English in their eastem trade, attacked them in
every part of India; and thouah a treaty was concluded be-

tween the English and the Duteli East India Company, yet
the treachery and cruelty of the Dutch, especially at Amboyna,
and the civil wars into which England was plunged, so in-

jured the affairs of the'English East India Company, that at
the death of Charles 1. its trade was almost annihilated.
One beneficial consequence, however, resulted from the hos-

tüity of the Dutch; the En lish, driven from their old factories,
established new ones at Wadras and in Berigal.

Before, however, this decline of the English trade to India,

we have some curious and interesting documents relatinom to, it

j.art cularly, and to the effects produced on the cost 0? East

diL commodities in Europe generally, by the discovery of
the Cape of Good Hope. These are supplied by Mr. Munn,

in, a treatise he published in 1621- in favour of the East 1 * nélia

trade. We have already given the substance, of his remark-s
D D 2
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so far as they relate to the lowering the price of Indian'com..
modities, but as his work is more particularly applicable to,

and illustrative'of the state of' English çonimerce with India,
at this time, we shall here enter into sonie of his details.

According to them, therge were six million pounds of pepper
annually consumed in Europe, which used to cost, when

purchased at*Aleppo, brought over land thither from India,
at the rate of two shillings per lb.; whereas it now cos4 pur-

chased in In ia, ouly two-pence halfpenny per lb.: the con-
suinption of clQves was 450,000lbs.; cost at Aleppo four shil-
lin(rs and nine-pence per Ib., in India, nine-pence: the con-

t - of mace was 150,0001bs.; cost at Aleppo the same
suerIlb. as the cloves; in India it was bouglit at eight-pençe per
FIL - the. constimption of nutrnegs was 400,000 lbs.; the price

at Aleppo, two shillings and four-pence per lb.; in ladia only
four-pence -z the.consuniption of indigo was $50,000 lbs.; the

price at Aleppo four shillings and four-pence per lb.; in India
one and two-pence, and the consumption of raw silk was--one
million lbs., the price of which at Aleppo was twelve shilrings

perlb., and inIndia eight shillings. 1twillberemarkedthat-
this last article was purchased in India, at a rate not nearly so

much below its Aleppo price as any of the other articles -
pepper, on the other handwas more reduced in price than any
of thé -other articles. 'Die total cost of al] the articles, when

purchased at Aleppo, was 1,465,0001.; whentcrchased in India,
511,4581.; ahe price in -the lattçr market, erefoie, was little
niore thafi one-tiiird of tbei.r Aleppo price. As, however, the
voyage frorn India is longer than that from Aleppo, it addect,
according to Mr. Munn's calculation, one-sixth to the cost
of the articles -beyond' that of the Turkey voyage. Even
after makiiicr this addition, Mr. Munn conies to the conclusion

wehave fornierly stated, 14 that the slaid wares by the Cape of
Good Hope cost us but âbout half the price which they -will

cost from Turkey."
Mr. Munn also gives the annual iinportation of the prin..

cipal, Indian goods into England, by the East India Company,
and the price each article sold for in England; according to
this table, the quantity of pepper was 250,0001bs., which,
bought in India for twopence halfperjny, sold in England for
one shilling and eightpence: - 1,50,000 lbs. of cloves, which

bought in India for iiinepence, sold in England for six shillings:
z--l 50eo0o lb.s. of nutmec,-s, bought for four-pence, sold for two,
sh illings and sixpence : - 50,000 Ibs. of mace, bought for eight..
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pence, sold for six shillings: - 200,000 Ibs. of indigo, botight
for one shilling and twopence, sold for five shillings:-

107,140lbs. of China raw silk, bought for seven shillingsq

sold for twenty shillings: - and 50,000 Pieces of calico, bought

for seven shillin s a piece, sold for twenty-six shillings.1 In a third table he gives the annual consumption of the fol-

lowin<y India goods, and the lowest priceý at which they used

to be sold, when procured fron-i Turkey or Lisbon, before

England traded directly to India. There was consumed of

pepper, 400,000 lbs.j which used to, be sold at three shillings

and sixpence per lb. ; of Àcloves, 40,000, at eight shillings; of

mace, 20,000, at nine shillings ; of nutmegs, 160,000, at four

shillingsand sixpence; and of in(iicro, 150,000,, at seven shil-

lincs. The result is, that when. Ingland paid the lowest

ancient pricesý it cost her 183,5M. for these commodities;

whereas, 'at the common modern prices, it costs her only

108,3331. The actual saving therefore to the people of Eng-

land, was not near so great as might hawe been- expected, or

as it ougwht to bave been, from a comparison of the prices at

Aleppo and in India.-
There are some otherparticulars in Mr. Munn's Treatise re-

lating to the European Trade to, the East a-t th is period, which we
sliall select. Speaking of theexportation of bullion to India,

he -says that the Turks sent annually 5W.0001. merely for Per-
sian raw silk ; and e00,0001. more for calicoes, drues, sugar,
rice, &c. : their mîtritime commerce was carriedw"Jon froni

Mocha; tlwir inland trade froin Aleppo and' Constantinople.
They exported very little merchandize to, Persia or India.

MÙseilles supplied Turkey with a considerable part of the bul-
lion and monçy which the latter used in her trade with the East,
- sending annually to Aleppo and Alexandria, at least
500,0001. -and little or no merchandize. Venice sent about
400,0001. and a great value in wares besides. Messina about
25,0001., and the low countries about 50,0001., besides reat
quantities of opold and dollars from Germany, Pôland, flun-
(raryý &À--. With these sums were purchased either native
Turkish produce and manufactures, or such goods as Turkey

obtained ftorn Persia and other parts of the East: the principal
were camblets, grograms, raw siJk, cotton wool and yarn ' all;4flax, hemprice, hides, sheeps'wool, wax, corn§ &c. England,

according to Mr. Munn, did not emp'..()y much bullion, eitter in
her Turkev or her India trade; in the former she exported vast

quantities ýf broad cloth, tin, &c. enough to purchase nearly ali
I) D 3
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the wares she wanted in Turkey, besides three hundred great
bales of Persian raw silk annually. In the course ofnineteen
years, viz. from their establishment in 1601 to, 1620, the East
India Company had exported, in w(x)llen cloths, tin, lead, and
other English and forei n wares, at an average of 15, 3 8 31. per

annum, and in the who e 992,2861. During the same period
they had exportéd 548,0901. in Spanish silver. The East India
Company employed in 1621, according to this author, 10,0oo
tons of sh ing, 2500 mariners, 500 ship carpenters, and 120
factors. !ne principal places to which, at this period, we re-

exported Indian goods, were Turkey, Genoa, Marseilles, the
Netherlands, &c.; the re-exportations were calculated to, em.

ploy 2000 more tons of shipping, and 500 more mariners.
From, a proclamation issued in 1631, against clandestine

-trade to, and from India, we'learil the different articles which
fmi ht be leirally exported and imported: the first were theowing : perpalicanos 'and drapery, pewter, sa&on, woollen'
stockings, silk stockings and garte', ribband, roses edged
with silver lace, beaver hats with Id and silver bands, felt

hats, strong waters, knive!ý, Spanisf leather shoes, iron, and
lookiniz elasses. There might be iniported, long pepper, white

pepper,"'White powder sugar, preserved nutmegs and ginger
preserved, merabolans, bezoar stones, drugs of all sorts,

agate heads, blood stones, musk, aloes socratrina, amberFis.,
rich carpets of Persia and of Cambaya, quilts of satin taffety,,
painted calicoes, Benjamin, damasks, satins and taffeties of
China, quilts of China embroidered with silk, galls, sugar
candy, China dishes, and porcelain of all sorts.

Though several articles of Chinese manufacture are speci-
fied in the proclamatioii, yet we have no notice of any direct
trade to China till nearly fifty years after this time, viz. in
the year 1680. In this year the East India Company sent out

eleven ships, including two to China and the Moluccas; their
general burden wàs between,500 and 600 tons: in these ships

there was a stock of nearly 500,0W. Besides the articles im-
ported from India enumerated in the proclamation of 16315,

there now akpear cowries, saltpetre, mùsfins, diamonds, &c.
In 1689 the East India Company pubhshed a state of their

trade, fýorn *hich. it appeared that in the last seven years they
had buitt sixteen ships from. 900 to, 1300 tons each, - that

they had coming from. India eleven ships and four permission
ships, the value of their cargoes being above 360,0001.: that
they had on their outward voyage to Coast and Bay, sevenIV
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sbips and six permission ships, theircargmvaluedat570,0001.:
thàt they had seven ships for China and the Sotith Seas,

whose cargoes amounted to 100,OWL Ilat they had goods
in India unsold, to the amount of 700,0004 About this peripdi
Sir John Child, being what would now be called governor gene-
ral of India, and his brother, Sir Jonah, leading member of the
Court of Committees, the policy was introduced through their
means, on which the sovereign power, as well as the immense

empire oF the East India Company was founded ; this policy
consisted of the enlargement of the authority of the Company

over British subjects in India, and in attainin political
strength and dominion, by retaliating by force Y arms, on

those Indian princes who oppressed their settlements.
In the year 1698, in consequence of complaints against the

East India Company, and their inability to make any dividend,
they thought it necessary to give in a statement of their pro-
pert in India. In this.they asserted that they had acquired,
sole(,Y at their own expence, revenues at Fort St. George, Fort
St. David, and Bombay, as weil as in Persia, and elsewhere,
to the amount of 44,0001. per annum, arising from customs
,and licenses, besides a large extent of land in these places
tliey had also erected forts and Settlements in Sumatra, and on
the coast of Malabar, which were absolutely necessary to carry
on the pepper trade; they liad a strongfort in Bengal, and many
factories, settlements, &c. in other pfaces. Ile result of the
complaints against the Company was, that a new company
was establi5hed this year; the two companies, however, united

in the beffinning of the ei(rhteenth century.
We shall conclude our account of the state of English

commerce during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with
some more general. and miscellanecus topics.

1. Exports. In the year 1534, the total value of ourex-
ports did not exceed 900,0001. of the present value of our

money: the balance of trade was estimated at 700,0001.: this
arose priacipally from. the very great exportation of woollen
goods, tin, leather, &c., on which an export duty was laid,
bringing in 246,0001.; whereas, the daty on imports did not

produce more than 17001. In the year 1612, according to
Missenden, in his Circle of Commerce, the exports to all the

world amounted to 2,090,6401., and the imports to 2, 14151511. ;
on the latter, 'however, the -custom. duties are charged; the
custom. duties on the exports were 86,7941.; the, impost paid

outwards on woollen goods, tin, lead, pewter, &c. 10,0001.;
D D 4
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and the merchants' gains, freight, and other charges, to
300,0001.: - if these be added to the value of the exports,
the total amount will be 2,487,435l., - frorn which the im-
ports, including custom duty on them, being deducted, leaves
346,2831., - which Missenden regards as the balance gained
that year by the nation. The principal articles of export
have been enumerated: the principal articles of import were
silks, Venice gold and silver stuffs, Spanish wines, linen, &c.
At this time, London paid nearly three times as much for
custom duties as all the rest of England together. In the
year 1662, according to D'Avenant, the inspector general of
the customs, our imports amounted to 4,016,0191., and our
exports only to 2,022,8121.; the balance against the nation
being nearly two millions. In the last year of the seventeenth
century, according .to the saime official authority, there was
exported to England fiom all parts, 6,788,1661.: of this sum,
our woollen manufactures were to the value of 2,932,2921.; so
that there was an increase of our exports since 1662, of
4,765,5341. The yearly average of all the merchandize im-
ported from, and exported to the north of Europe, from
Michaelmas, 1697, to Christmas, 1701, is exhibited in the
following table:

Countris. Iinported from. Exported to. Loes.

Denmark and Sweden........76,2151. 39,541l. 36,6721.
East Country ........................ 181,296 149,893 31,403
Russia ................................. 112,252 58,884 53,568
Sweden ............................ 212,094 57,555 154,539

Total annual average loss........... . ... 275,9821.

Il. Ships. In the year 1530, the ship which first sailed
on a trading voyage to Guinea, and thence to the Brazils,
was regard as remarkably large; her burden amounted to
250 tons. And in Wheeler's Treatise of Commerce, pub-
lished in 1601, we are informed, that about 60 years before
he wrote (which would be about 1541), there were not above
four ships (besides those of the royal navy) that were above
120 tons each, in the river Thames; and we learn from
Monson, in his Naval Tracts, that about 20 years later, most
of our ships of burden were purchased from the east country-
men, or inhabitants of the south shores of the Baltic, who
likewise carried on the greatest trade of our merchants in their
own vessels. He adds, to bid adieu to that trade and those
ships, the Jesus of Lubec. a vessel then esteemed of great

I
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burden and strength, was the last ship bought by the queen.
In 1582, there were 135 merchant vessels in England, tnany
of them of 500 tons each:. and in the beginning of King
James's reign, there were 400, but these were not so large,
not above tour of these being of 400 tons. In 1615, it ap-
pears, that the East India Company, from the beginning of
their charter, had employed only 24 ships, four of which had
been lost. The largest was 1293 tons; one 1100, one 1060,
one 900, one 800, and the remainder from 600 to 150. In
the same year, 20 ships sailed to Naples, Genoa, Leghorn,
and other parts of the Mediterranean, chiefly laden with her-
rings; and 30 from Ireland, to the same ports, laden with
pipe staves : to Portugal and Amsterdam, 20 ships for wines,
sugar, fruit, and West India drugs: to Bourdeaux, 60 ships
for wines: to Hamburgh and Middleburgh, 35 ships: to
Dantzic, Koningsberg, 30 ships: to Norway 5, - while the
Dutch sent above 40 large ships. The Newcastle coal trade
employed 400 sail; - 200 for London, and 200 for the rest
of England. It appears, that at this time many foreign ships
resorted to Newcastle for coals: whole fleets of 50 sail to-
gether from France, besides many frdm Bremen, Holland,
&c. The Greenland fishery employed 14 ships.

The following calculation of the shipping of Europe in

1690, is given by Sir William Petty. England, 500,000 tons;
the United Provinces, 900,000; France, 100,000; Hamburgh,
Denmark, Sweden, Dantzic, 250,000; Spain, Portugal, Italy,
250,000: total 2,000,000. But that this calculation is ex-
ceeding loose, so far as regards England at least, is evident
from the returns made to circular letters of the commissioners
of customs: according to these returns, there belonged to all
the ports of England, in Januar-y 1701-2., 3281 vessels,
measuring 261,222 tons, and carrying 27,196 men, and 5660
guns. As we wish to be minute and enter into detail, while
our commerce and shipping were yet in their infancy, in order
to mark more decidedly its progress, we ~shall subjoin the par-
ticulars of this return.

Ports. Vessels. Tons. Men.
London ............................................ 560 84,882 10,065
Bristol.......... .................. 165 17,338 2359
Yarmouth .......................................... 143 9,914 668

- Exeter ....................................... 121 7,107 978
Huil.................................................. 115 7,564 187
Whitby ................................. 110 8,292 571
Liverpool ......................... 102 8,619 1101
S*Carborough..................100 63S60 606
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None of the other ports had loo vessels: Newcastle had
sixty-three, measuring 11,000 tons; and Ipswich thirty-nine,

measuring 14 170; but there certainly is some mistake in these
two instances, either in the number of the ships, or the ton-
nage. * The small number of men employed ait Hull arose

from el 'ty of their ships being at that time laid up.
111. 8ýurine the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the

reat rivals of the English in their commerce were the Dutch:
tley had preceded the English to most countries; and, even

where the latter haci preceded them, they soon insinuated
theniselves and became formidable rivals: this was the case

particularly with respect to the trade to Archangel. Some
curious and interestîýg particulars-of this rivalry are given by
Sir Walter Ralei h, in his Observations concernin th T de

'J England with the Dutch and 
e

and Commerce o r forel gn
Nations, which he hJ laid before King James. In this work

he maintains. that the Dutch hâve the advantage over the
English by reason of the privileges they gave to foreigners,
by makint theïr country the storehouse of all foreign com-
modities; y the lowness of their customs; bý the structure of

their ships, which hold more, and require fewer hands than
th E lish;,and by qieir fishery. fle contends that Eng-
land isttter situated for a creneral storehouse for the rest'0ý'f

Europè'than Holland: yêt no sooner does a dearth of corn,
wine, fish, &c. happen in England, than f ' rthwith the Hol-
landers, Embedners, or Hambur(rhers, load 50 or 100 ships,

and bring their articles to Ell,"Ian(f. Ainster'dam, he observes,
is never without 700,QOO quarters of corn, none of it the

growth of Holland; and a dearth of only one year lu_'egy
other part of Europe enriches Holland for seven yeWr.9. In
the course of -a year and a half, during a sc,,trcity in England,
there was carried'away froni the ports of Southampton, Bris-

tol, and Exeter alone, nearly 200,0001.: and if London and
the rest of England were included, there must have beeii
2,000,000 more.. The Dutch, lie adds, have a regular trade

to Enaland witli 500 or 600 vessels annually, whereas we
trade, not with fifty to, their country. After entering into de-

tails respecting the Dutch fishery, by means of which, he saýs,
they sell herrings annually to the vaine of upwards of one mil-

lion and a half sterlinom whereas England Scarcely any, lie re-
verts to the other branches of Dutcli commerce, as compared
with ours. The great stores of wines and salt, broufflit fi-om
Fnance and Spain, are in the Low Countries: they send nearly

MI muni
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iýooo ships yearly with these commodities into the east coun-
tries alone; whereas we send not one ship. Ile native country
of timber for ships, &c. is within the Baltic; but the storebouse
for it is in Holland; they have 500 or 600 large ships employed
in exporting it to England and other parts: we not one.
The Dutch even interfere with our own commodities; for our
wool and woollen clotli, which goes out rougli, undressed, and
undyed, they manufacture and serve themselves and other
nations with it. We send into the east countries yearly but
100 shipsý and our trade chiefly depends upon three towns,
Elbing, Koningsberg, and Dantzic; but the Low Countries send

thither about 3,000 ships: they send into France, Spain, Por-
tugal, and Italy, - a-bout 2,ooo ships yearly with those east

count commodities, and we, none in that course. They trade
into 7cities and port towns of France, and we chiefly to five

or six.
The Low Countries have as many ships and vessels as eleven

kingdoms of Christendom have; let En ]and be one. For
seventy years togrether, we had a great traL to Russia (Narva),
and even about fourteen years-ago, we sent stores of goodly

ships_ thither; but three years past we sent out four Iither,
and last year but two or three ships; whereas the Hollanders
are now increuýed to about thirty or forty ships, each as large
as two of ours, chiefly- laden with English cloth, herrines,
taken in our seas, English lead, and pewter made of our tin.
He adds, that a reat loss is suffered by the kinRdom from
the undressed aJ undyed cloths being sent'out oË the king-
dom, te the amount of 80,000 pieces annually; and that there

had been annually exporte(], during the last fifty-three years,
in baizes, northern and Devonshire kersies, all white, about
50,000 cloths,-counting three kersies to one cloth.

Although there is undoubtedly much exaggeration in the
comparative statement of the Dutch and English commerce
and shipping in the details, yet it is a curious and interestin
document, as exhibiting a general view of them. Inde2,
théouah the whole of the seventeentli century, the most cele-
brateci and best informed writers on the commerce-'of England
dwell strODgly on the superior trade of the Dutch, and on

their beincr able, by the superior advantages they enjoyed
from greater capital, industry, and perseverance, aided by the

grenter encouragement they cave to forei-mers as well as their
own people, to supply the greatest part of Europe with all

their wants, thoticrh their own countrv was small and unfertile.C W
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A similar comparative staternent to that.of Raleigh-is given
by Child in 1655; lie assertý that in the preceding year the.

Dutch had wenty-two sail of great ships in the Russia trade,
England but one : that in the Greenland whale fishery,

Holland and Hamburgh had annually J00 or rÏ00 sail, - fand
England but one last year: that the Dutch have a great trade

for salt 'to France and Portugal, with which they salt fisli.
catight on our coasts; that in the Baltie trade, the English
have fallen off, and the ]Dtiteh increased tenfoid. Englanct
has no share in the trade to China and Japan: the Dutch a

areat trade to both countries. A great part of the plate trade
ftom Cadiz has passed froin England to Helland. They have
even bereaved us of the trade to Scotland and Ireland. He

concludes with poiuting out some advantages England pos-
sesses over Holland: in the Turkey, Italian, Spanish, and Pur-
tuguese trades, we have the natural advantage of our wool:
our provisions and ftiel,- in country places, are cheaper tlian
with the Dutch our native commodities of lead and tin

are great advantages: - of these, he, sayý,, as well as of our
manufactures, we ship off one-third more than m-e did twenty

years ago; and lie adds, that we have uow more than double,
the number of merchants and shipping that we bad twenty

years ago. He.,mentions a circurnstance, whicli seems to in-
dicate a -retrograde motion of commerce, vil that when lie-
wrote most payments vkre in ready money; whereas, formerly,

there were credit payments ýat three, six, nine, twelve, and

even eighteen months. From another part of his work, it
appears that the tax-money was brought up in waggons from

the country.
The gradual advancenient of a mation in knowledge and

civilization, which is in part the result of commerce, is alsa
in part the cause of it. But bèsides this a(lvancement, in

which England participated with the rest of Europe", during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there were other cir-

cumstances peculiar to this country, some of which were
favourable, and' others unfavourable to the increase of its
commerce.

Among the favourable cireurnstainces may be reckoned the

takincr away of the exclusive privile(res of the steelyard mer-

chants by Edward VI., by whîch iiati-,f-e merchants were en-
couraged, private companies of them formed, and the benefits
of commerce more extensively difflused the encouragement

given by Elizabeth, particularly by lier minister Cecil, to,

ýfl 1M
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commerce;. tbis was so greatandwell directed, that the eusi..
toms whiéb haël been fârmed, at the beginning of the reign,
for J 4,-0001. a year, towards its close were fanned for 50,00U -9

the pacifie character of James I., and the consequent tran-
,quillity enjoyed bv Enalgnd d uring his reign the strong

,and general stimulus Zch was given to individual indust '
.by the feelipg of their own impoiÙtnce, wiiieh the struaLleý'be-

,tween Charles 1. and the Parliament naturally infu;Ïd in-to,
the great mass of the people; -the increased' sikill in mari,-

,time affairs, which was produced by oqr naval victories under
.Croinwell-- -the great vigour of his government in his rela-

,tions with.foreign powers.; and thepasSing of the navigatioii
,act. The Restdration, 'bringing a great fondness for luxur

.and expence, naturally produced also exereions to gratify t4àt
,fondness. If to these and atlier causes of a sîmilar natu-re, we

edd the introduction of East India commodit4es direct to Eng-
]and, and the import trade to the West Indies and' » Amerie94
the emigration of the industrious Flemingsduring the Spar!iýh
.wars in the Low Countries, and of the FrencI affèr the revoca-

lion of the edict of Niantz, we shall have specified most of the
,eflicientrircumstanoes, which, -in copj unction with the progress

,of marikind in industry and were beneficial to otw
-commerce.

The causes and circunistances wbich were unfavourable tO
it durincr the same period are much fewer in number; and
,though.some of them. were -owerful, yel, even these, for the

,most part, :,when they ceased to operate, gave birth to. a re-

Action favourable to, ' commerce. The mr)re generàI causes
,may be sought for in the erroneous notions entertained re-
specting commerce, in consequence of -which monopolies were

.,granted, especially in the reign of James I.; and laws were

,made to rec-rulate whýat would have gone on best, îf it 'had
.been left to itsel£ The eivil wars- and the emigration occa-

.sioned by them, and the reli îous persecutions in the time
of Mary, Elizabeth, and Gharles, may be regarded as the
.most remarkable particular causes and circumstances, which
were injurious to commerce.

W,-e - inust acrain lay down the position, that in what re-
.spects the improvement of a country in industry and wealth,

whether aàTicultural manufacttiring, or commercial, the same-
,circumstances may often be viewed in the light both of effect

and cause. This position will be clearly illustrated by a
very common and plain case. The trade in a certain district
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improves, and. of course requires more ensy and expeditiotis
Smmunication amon(r different parts of this district: the

roads are consequentr made better, and the waggons, &c.
are built un a better construction; these are the effects of
an iniproved trade: but it is plain that as by the communica-
tion being thus rendered quicker, the commodities inter-
changed. can be sold cheaper, a greater quantity of them will

be sold; and thus better roads, which in the first instance
proceeded from an improvement in trade, will, when made,

Junprove the trade still more.
We have introduced these observations as preparator to,

our notice of the establishment of the Bank of England. ýhiS
undoubtedly was the effect of oýr' increaâed. commercial

habits, but it was as undoubtedly the cause of those habits
becoming stronger and more geaieral: it supposed the pre-

existence of a certain denfree of commercial confidence and
credit, but it increased t9èse in a, much greater ratio -than

they existed before: and if En land owes its very superior
wealth to any other causes besi es its free government, its

superior industry, and improvements in machine those
causes must be sought for in the very extensive dilsion of
commercial confidence and credit. The fundin stem.,,
which took place abouti the saine. time that the Banf o7En

land was established, may be regarded. as another power,
cause of the increase of our commerce : we do not mean

to, contend that the national debt is a national blessing,'but it
i s cerwin that the necessit of paying the interest of that

debt 'rod ced exertions oïind*ust'y, and improvements in
man=t ues, which would not otherwise-have been called
forth; while, on the other hand, the funds absorbed all the
superfluous capital, which, otherwise, as in Halland, must
have had. a bad effect on commerce, either b reducing its
profits very low, or b being transferred to ot er countriesy
and the interest, which so many individuals felt in the stability
of the funds, induced thein inost- steadily and strongly to,
surwort. government.

1ýhe commerce of Scotland and Ireland during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, supplies us withyery few materials.
In the year 1544, Scotland, must have haà no inconsiderable
foreign trade, as in the war which, took place at this âne be-
tweeri that country and Enaland, twenty-eight of the principal
ships of Scotland, laden with all kinds of rich, inerchandize,
were captured by the English, on their voyage from, France,

Flanders, Deninark, &c.; and in the same year, when the

1 %m,_i m
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En lish took Leith, th found more riches in it than they
111reason to expect. ;Mle Scotiand and England were at

peace, however, the former was principally supplied throu Il
the latter with the commodities whieb Antwerp, during E
sixteenth century, dispersed over all Europe. The exports
of Scotland to Antwerp, &c. were indeed direct, and consisted
principally, as we have already remarked from Guicciardini, of

peltry, leather, wool, indifferent cloth, and pearls.
The earliest account which occurs of the Scotch icarrying

on commerce to any port out of Europe, is in the year 1589,
when three or four Scotch ships were foundat the Az-ores by

the earl of Cumberland. In theýear 1598, it appears, from
a letter of k*n James to Queen lizabeth, tbat some Scotch

merchants trm to the Canaries. There is evidence tbat the
Scotch had some commerce in the Mediterranean in the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century; for in -the 11, Cabala,"
under the year 1624, the confiscation of three Scotch ships at
Malaga is noticed, for importing Dutch commodities. Mie
principal articles of export from Scotlafid to foreign countries
consisted of coarse woollen stuffs and stockings, linen goods,

peltry, leather, wool, pearls, &c. The principal imports were
wine and fruits from France, wine ftom Spain and Portugal,

the finer woollen goods from En 1 nd, timber, iron', &c. from,
the Baltie, and sugars, spices, s!fks,, &c. from, Antwerp, Por-

tuazal. &C.
'ýÎrÉe following statement,,with whiéb we shali conclude our

accourit of Scotch commerce, is interestin, "as exhibiting a
view of the commercial intercourse by sea Ltween England
and Scotland, froin the commencement of the inspectoi-
generaPs accounts in 1697, to the Union in 1707.

E&&d received from Scot- Seotland rweived from Fng.
merchandise to the land rnerchwidize to the

value of vakie of

1697. £ 915:3W £739203
1698. 1249835 - - - 58,043
1699. 86esog - - - 66ý303
1700. 1305087- - - - 85ý 194
1701. 733,988 - - - 5698W
17W. 71 ý428 - - - 58e688
1703. 769448 - - - 57)338
1704. 54ý379 - - - 879536
1705. 575902 50eosï
1706. 50.1309 6Oe3l3
1707. 69733 17)779
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The earliest notices of Irish trade, to whicli we have already
adverted, particularly mention linen and woollen cloth, as two
of the most considerable articles of export from that country.
Ilides, wool, fish of differeut kinds, particularly salmon,,and
the skins of ma'rtins, otters, rabbÏts, sheep, kids, &c. are also

specified, as formîn(r part of her early export. From, Antwerl-)
in the middle of le sixteenth century she receiveil spices,

suizarsilksmaddercamblets,&c- Pipe staves wereaconsider-
able: article of export in the beginning of the seventeen'th

century; they were principally sent to the Mediterr'anean.
In 1627 Charles issued a proclamation respecting Ireland,

from which we learn that the principal foreign tradr- of Ire-
land was to Spain and Portugal, and consisted in fisb, buttérý
skins, wool, rugs, blankets, wax, cattle, and horses; pipe
staves, and corn: tiniber fit for ship-building, as well as pipe

staves, seem at this period to have formed most extensive
and valuable articles of export from Ireland. In the middle
of this century, Irish linen yarn mas used in considerable
quantities in the Manchester ni'nufactures, as we have already

noticed. The importation into England of fat cattle from.
Ireland seems to have been considerable, and to have been

regarded as so. prejudicial to the pasture -farmers of the
former country, that in 1666 a law was passed laying a heavy
duty on their importation. This statute proving ineffectual,

another was passed in 1663, enactincy the forfeiture of' a1ý1/

orted from, Ireland. Sir W. Pettv remarks,,tlint before this
aw was passed, three-fourths of the trade of Ireland was

g eat cattlef 
sheep, 

swine, 
and also 

beef, 
pork,, 

or bacon, 
im

with En land, but not one-fourth of it since thîtt time. Sir
Jonah Xld, in his Discour-se on Trade, describes the state of

Ireland as having been much improved by the soldiers of the
Commonwealth settling there; through their own industry,
rand that which they infused into the, natives, he adds ' that
Ireland was able to supply foreign markets, ýas well as our

plantations in America, with beef, pork, bides,'tallow, bread,
beer, wood, and corn, at a cheaper rate than. England could

afford to do. Tlioricrh this country, as we have seen, exported
linen goods at a, very early period, yet this manufacture

cannot be regarded as the staple one of V Ireland, or as havîný
contributed very much to her foreign commerce, till it flourishe

among the Scotch colonints in Ulster towards the middle of
the seventeenth century. As soon as they entered on it with
spirit, linen yarn was no longer exported to Manchester and
cher parts of England, but manufactured into cloth in
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and in that state it formed the chief article of its commerce.
Th'e woollen manufactures of Ireland, which were always

viewed with jealousy by England, and were checked in every
possible manner, gradually gave way to the restraints laid on

them, and to, the rising and unchecked linen manufacture,
and of course ceased to, enter into the exports.

The commerce of Scotland during the sixteenth. and seven-
teenth centuries was kept.low, by i nor.ance and want of in-

dustry, by the disturbed state of tl country, by disputes
between the king and nobility, and, till the union of the crowns,
by wars with England. The commerce of Ireland bad still
greater difficulties to, struggle with; among which may be
mentioned the iporant oppression of the En glish government

in every thing Lt related to, its manufactures or trade.
The commerce of France, during the sixteenth century,

presents few particulars worthy of notice; thaï, which was car-*.

ried on between it and En dand, was principally confined to
the exportation of wines, euit, silk and linen, from. France;
and woollen goods, and tin and lead, from England. There

seems to have been a great exchange between the woollens of
Encland and the linens of Bretagne. The Frencli, however,

like all the other nations of Europe at this period, were igno-
rant of the principles, as well as destitute of the enterprize
and capital essential to, steady and lucrative . commerce; and

amply deserve the character given of them. by Voltaire, that in
the reign of Francis I., though possessed of hàrbours both on
the ocean and Mediterranean, they were yet without a navy;
and thouah. immersed in luxury, they had only a few coarse
manufactures. The Jews, Genoese, Venetians, Portuguese,

Flemings, Dutch, and English, traded suècessively for them.
At the very close of this century we have a very summary.-
account- of the commerce of France by Giovani Botero.
Franceý says he, possesses four magnets, which attract the
wealth of other countries ; -corn, which is exported to
Spain and Portugal; - wine, which is sent to Flanders,
England, and the Baltic; - salt, maàé**by the heat of the

sun on the Mediterranean coast, and also on that of 'the

ocean, as far north as Saintoigne; and hemp and cloth, of
which and of cordage great quantities are exported to Lisbon

and Sevillè': - the exportation of the articles of this fourth
class, he adds, is incredibl'y great.

In the middle of the .seventeenth century, the finer ma-
nufactures of woollen and silken goods having been carried

E E
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to great perfection in France, her exports in these articles were
greatly increased. In the political testament of Richelieu,
we are informed that a considerable and lucrative trade in

these articles was carried on with Turkey, Spain, Italy, &c.,
and that France had driven, in a great measure, out of those
markets the serges of Milan, the velvets of Genoa, and the
cloth of gold of Italy.

Early in the reign of Louis XIV., Colbert directed his at-
tention to the improvement of manufactures and commerce;
and though many of his plans were frustrated from the oper-
ation of causes over which he had no control, and principally
because he went before the age in which he lived, yet there
can be no doubt that to him France was indebte for the
consolidation, extension, and firm footing of her commerce.
Immediately before the revocation of the.edict of Nantes, her
commerce was at its greatest heighth, as the following esti-
mates of that she carried on with England and Holland will
prove. To the former country the exportation of manufac.
tured silks of all sorts is said to have been to the value of

600,0001.; - of linen, sail-cloth, and canvass, about 700,0001.;1 in beaver hats, watches, clocks, and glass, about 220,0001.;
- in paper, about 90,0001.; -in iron ware, the manufacture

of Auvergne, chiefly, about 40,0001.; - in shalloons, tammies,
&c. from Picardy and Champagne, about 150,0001.; - in
wines, about 200,0001.; and brandies, about 80,0001. The
exports to Holland, shortly before the revocation of the edict
of Nantes, in silks, velvets, linen, and paper, are estimated at

600,O000.; - in hats, about 200,000l.; - in glass, clocks,
watches, and household furniture, about 1o0001.; - in small
articles, such as fringes, gloves, &c., iout 200,000l.; - in
linen, canvass, and sail cloth, about 160,0001.; and in saffron,
dye-wood, woollen yarn, &c., about 300,0001.

In the year 1700 a council of commerce was constituted in
France, consisting of the principal ministers of state and
finance, and of twelve of the principal merchants of the king-
dom, chosen annually from Paris, Rouen, Bourdeaux, Lyons,
Marseilles, Rochelle, Nantes, St. Maloe, Lisle, Bayonne, and
Dunkirk.

From the first report of this board, we gain some information
of the state of French commerce at this time; according to it,
the French employed in their West India and Guinea trade
only 100 vessels, whereas the English employed 500. The prin-
cipal articles they drew from these islands were sugar, indigo,

Jà toool
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cotton, cocoa, ginger, &c. The exclusive trades formed in
1661, when France was liffle versed in commerce and navi-
gation, are deprecated ; the chief of them were, tbat granteil
to Marseilles for the sole trade to the Levant; - the East India

Company; - the pi-ohibiting foreign raw silk to be carried to
Paris, Nismes, Tours, &c., till it ha passed througl Lyons; -
the Canada and Guinea Companies, besides various farins or
monopolies of certain merchandize in trade: the principal

of these last was lead from England, with which, made into
shot, the persons who hed thp monopoly sppplied not oni
Françe, but, through France, Spain, Pcýtugg4 $witzerlancý,

the Levant, and the French West Indies.
The report contains some information respecting the coný-

parative commerce of France, and the other nlitions of Europe.
'Ile Spaniards, it is observed, though they possess within
thçir own çogntry wool, silk, oil, wine, &c., and are in no want
of good ports, bèth on thç ocean and Mediterrgnean, never-
theless neglect all these advantages. flençe it happens that
the raw silk of Valencia, Murcia, and Grengda, is exported
to France; the wool of Castile, Arragon, Navarre, and Leon,

to England, Holland, -France, and Italy; and thçse raw arti-
cles, when mantifaçtured, are sent back to Speip, and ex-

changed for the gold and silver of the ýmçriçan mines.
France also supplies Peru and Mexico, throvgh Spain, re-
çeiving in rçturn, cachineat indigo, bides, &c, besides a

balance of oighteen or twenty màlioi.a 'of livres, and by the
Potas, sçven or eight million more. The report adds, on t1iis
bead, that latterly the English and ]Putch have interfièred
with some brançhés of this trade with $pain; and it also com-

plains that the former nation carry- on the Levant trade to
much more -advgntage thap the IFýçe'nch, tbeir woollen cloths

being better and chýý,apeir.. The English also carry, to the
Levant, legd, pewter, co- pperas, and logwood, together with a

great deal of pepper; - with these, and the money received
on the coests ôf ]Portugal, Spain and Ital , for the. dry lisli
and su they sell there on their outwa7voyage, they.pur

chase Zeir homeward caraoes. This superiority of England
over France in the Levant trade, is ascribed in the report to
the monopoly enioyed by Marseilles.

Thereport, in relation to the commerce of Friance with the
northern nations of Europe, observes, that it gppears frotn the
custom, books, that the Duteh bad possession of almost t1w
whole of it. The Dutch also are accused of having, in a

F, F, 2
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- 'lieat measureq rnade theniselves inasters ofthe inland trade of
rance. In order to, secure to, this latter couintry the direct
trade with the north of Europe, certain plans are suggested in

the report; all of which were objecteil to by the deputies froin
Nantes, principally, it wot ' ild seem, on the grôund, that the
Dutch trade to the B.altic was so, well settled, that à zoverned

the prices of all the exports and imports there, and"'that ihe
Dutch gave higher prices for Frencli goods than could-be ob-

tained in the Baltie for them, while, on the other hand, they
sold at Amsterdam Baltic produce clieaper than it could be

bought -ia the Baltic. One objection to a direct trade between
Franceand the Baltic affords a curious atid instructive proof

of the im'pèrfect state of navicration at this timeý'that is, at the
beginning of the eighteenth century.- The deputy froni Mar-

seffles urged that the voyage fi-om Dantzic, or even from Co-
penhagen to Marseilles, was too long for a ship to, go and come

witli certainty inODe season, considering the ice and the.long
nights; and that therefore, there is no avoiding the use of
entrepots for the trade of Marseilles. Mr. Anderson, in bis

History of Commerce, very justly observes, Il tbat the dread
of a long voyage frorn the north to the south parts of Europe,
contribâted, in a great measurè, to make Antwerp, in former
times, the general magazine of Europe."

The decÏine of the commerce of the Italian, states, in conse-
quence of the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, bas been
already mentioned; their efforts however to, preserve it were
vigorous, and we can trace, even in the middle of the sixteenth
century, some Indian commerce passing through Venice.
Indeed in the year 1518, Guicciardini informs us that there ar-

rived at Antwerp, five Venetian ships la(fen with the spices and
drugs of the Ea-st: and 1.560-, -when the English Russia Com-

pariy sept their agents into Persia, they found that the Vene-
tians carried on a considerable trade there ; they seern to have
travelled. from Aleppo, and to have brought with thern woollen
cloths, &c. whicli they exchanged for raw silks, spices, drugs,
&c. The agents rernarked, that much Venetian cloth was
worn in Persia: in 158 1, Sir William Monson complains that

the Venetians engrossed the trade between Turkey and Persia,
for Persian and Indian merchandize. In 1591, when the
English Levant Company endeavoured to establish a trade
over land to India, and for that purpose carried some of theïr

goods from. Aleppo to Bagdat, and thence down the Tigris
to Ormus and to Goa, they found th*at the Venetians had tàc-
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tories in all these places, and carried on an extensive and
lucrative trade. It is difficult to perceive how Indian com-
modities brought by land to Europe, could compete with those
which the Portuguese brought by sea. The larger capital,

more numerous connexions, orreater credit, and skill of the
Venetians, must however havç-é been miich in their favour i n-

thÎs competition.
W.e have noticed that, everi so, late as the beginning of the

eigliteenth century, a voyage from Marseilles to the Bal-
tic and back a(.rairi, wa3 thou ht by Frencli navigators an

impracticable undertakinir in E course of one year; and yet
a century earlier, viz. in 1699, Venice sent at least one shil-)
annually for Archangef: the -first instance we believe of a
direct commercial intercourse between the northern and
southérn extreffie seas of Europe.
. Wè, fnust turn to *the northern nations of Europe, Sweden,

Denmark anâ Russia, and glean what few importa-nt materials
we èan respecting their* commerce durinc the sixteenth and-.

seventeenth centuries. We have already seen that flie com-
merce of the Scandinavian nations of the middle ages was by na
means despicable, though it was chiefly confined to Britain
and Iceland, and among themselves: the establishment of the

Hanseatie Leauue, some of the cities composing whicli lay in
the Bàltie, gracdually made the Seandinavian nations better

known, and by creating a demand for their produce, stimu-
lated thein to, industry and commerce. In U....poor country,

however, with a sterile soil and ungenial climà% where-winter
prevented intercourse by sea, for several months every year,
capital inust increase- very slowly, and, commerce, recipro-
cally the cause and effect of capital, equally slow. Besides
the piratical habits of the early Scandinavians, were adverse to
trade; and these habits shed their influence even after they

were discontinued. But though the Scandinavian nations
were long in entering into any commercial transactions of im-
portance, yet they contributed indirectly to, its advancement by
the improvements they made in ship-buildina, as well as by
the ample materials for this purpose which their country sup-

plied. Their ships indeed were constructe- for warfare, but
improvements in this description of ships naturally, and almost

unavoidiably, led to improvements in vessels designed for trade,
111 14-49, a considerable commerce was carried on beiween Bris-
tol, and Iceland, and Fininark, in vessels of 400, 500, and even
900 tons burden, all of which, there is reason to 1-w-lieve, were

.Fý F. 3
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bu'lt 'in the taltit ; and, about six years afterw.4tds, the kitig of
Sweden was the owner of a sili f nearly 1000 wns burdenq
whiéh he sent tu Englan(l, wit a. request that she inight bc'

permitted to, tradé.
Gustavus 1. who reigned a-bout thé- beginning of the six-

teenth centuryq seeins to have been the first Swedish king who
ditetted the attention and industry of his su1ýjects to inanufac-
tures and commerce; btit, in the early part of his reign, the in-
habitants of Lubec had the monopoly of the foreign trade of
Stockholm. 'rhis sovereï ný in 1540, entered into a commer-
cial tren with lil f., King of France; the principal
article 7 wh ' ich was, that the Swedes should import their

wine, salt, &c. directly fronà France, instead of obtain*" them
indirectly from, the Dutch. The conquest of Revel bye Swe-
den, and the consequent footing obtained in Livonia, in
1560, greakly increased its commerce and wealth; while im-
portant improvements were introduced into its manufactures
of iron a few years àfterwards by the Flemings, who fled there
on the destruetion of Antwerp. Prior to their arréval, most of
the Swedish iron was forged in Dantzie and Prussia - but
they not only taught the Swedes how to, forge it, but also how
to make iron cannon, and other iron, copper, and brass arti-

cles. The Swedes had from an early period, been sensible
of the real riches of their tetritory, and how much. their tim-
ber, iron, pitch, and tar, were converted for maritime and
other purposes. The pitch and tar mantifiacture espeeially
had long constituted a very considerable part of their com-
merce. In 1647, Queen Christiana very unwisely granted. à
monopoly of these articles, which was productive of le usuai

effects, injury to, commerce, without a correspondent benefit to
those who held it. In the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, the tar company in Sweden not only put a very high
price on their goods, but refused to, sell tbem, even for ready
money, unless they were exported in Swedish vessels. In
edrisequence of this, En(rIand began at this period to encourage
the importation of tar, piteb, hemp, and naval timber, from

her Anierican colonies.
The commerce of Denmark, besides its commion origy-iii

with that of the rest of Scandinavia, seeins, in the middle agesq
to have been chiefly nourished- by two circurnstances: - The
trade which Iceland, carried on, and the establishment of Ber-

geu, first as the staple -of the German merchants, and after-
wards as the chief factery of the Hanse rnerchants. In 14299



it was also established by-the king ôf Dbnynark, ag the soie
staple for the fish trade. In 1558, its trade began to decline,
in consequence, it is said, of its being desertedý by the Han.
seatics. The historian of the Hanseatic League adds, that
69 whereas the ancient toll of the Sound had- been only a Iden-
rose-noble on eve" safi, which. was always understzo be
meant on every ship; the court of Denmark hàd for some
time past put a new and arbitrary construction on the

word sail, by obliging all ships to pay a rose-noble for every
sai.1 on, or belonging to each ship. In consequence of this,
the Vandalie-HanseTowns, or those on the south shores of
the Baltic, desêrted the Bergen trade.

The saine sovereign, however, who increased the tolls of the
Sound, counterpoised the bad effects of this measure, by the
encouragement he gave to manufactures and commerceý in

this he wàs seconded by the Danlsh gentry, who began to
carry on merchandize and factorage themselves, and also.

established manufactories. Copenhagen at this time was the
staple for all Danish merchandize, especially corn. butter,

fish, &c.
The commercial history of this country, towards the- close

of the sixteenth century, is remarkablç for having given rise
to the earliest dispute, of which we bave any notice, respectin
the carrying of naval stores, of contraband of war, in neutra

bottoms, to any enemy. It seems that the En lish mer-
chants endeavoured to evade the custom duties in tile ]Danish
ports, particularly on their skins, woollen goods, and tin; on
which they were siezed. On a remonstrance however ftom
Elizabeth, they were restored, when the king of Denmark, on
his part, complaîned that the English committéd piracies on
his subjects; for now, says Cainden, there began to grow coný
troversies about such matters, that is, the carrying naval stores.,
&c. to the Spaniards. 1

The commercial history of Denmark, during the period to
which we are at present confined, presents no other circum-

stance sufficiently striking or interesting to detain us; forr the
establishments of this country in the East'Indies are too

trifling to deserve or require notice in a work whose limits and
objects equally confine it to, those points which are of primary
importance.

The locality of Russia, cut off from. the sea till a compara.
tively late period, except the almost inaccessible sea on which

Archangel stands the ignorance and barbarism of its in.
F. Fý 4
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habitants, and its wars with the Tartars, necessarily prevented
and incapacitated this immense empire from engagmg in any
commercial intercoùrse with the rest of Europe till the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century, when it became independent,
and began to be powerful. Novogorod, indeed, which. was in
fact a republic under the jurisdiction of a nominal sovereign,
enjoyed in the fifteenth century, a great trade, being then the
mart between Russia and the Hanseatic cities. On its-con'

Sest by the Russians in the beginning of the next century,
t e Hanseatic mèrchants deserted it, though it continued for
a considerable period afterward the largest and most com-
mercial city in Russia. In 1509, Basilicus IV. conquered the
city and territory of Pleskow and Smolensko, and consoli-
dated the Russian empire, by reducing all the pett princi-
palities into which. it had been previously divided. ýleskow,
situated'near dit head of the lake Cziidskoc, soon became a
celebrated emporium, and before the end of this century was
ftequented by merchants from Persia, Tartary, Sarmatia,
Livonia, Germany, Britain, and other countries.

The accidental discovery of the White Sea by the English,
in 1553, has been alrétady narrated: this led to the first inter-
course by sea between Russia and the rest Pf Europe, for
previously, whatever of their produce was exported, was.
carried in Livonian ships. In the following year, the facilities
of Russia with Asia were encreased by the conquest of the city
and kingdom of Astracan: by this conquest the entire navi-
gation of the Wolga beca'rhe the.irs, and by crossing the

Caspian, they carried their commercial transactions into
Persia. The spirit of conquest was now alive among them,

and exertin itself both to the east and west; fý in 1558 they
conquered Wva, in Livonia, and by means of-it'formed a

communication with the rest of Europe by the Baltic sea.
To this city the Hanseatic merchants removed their mart from

Revel. The conquest of Samoieda and Siberia near the
close of the sixteenth century, contributed to encrease the
exportable commodities of Russia by their furs, salmon,
sturgeon, &c.

In the mean time the Russian commerce in the Caspian
was increasing:- the Persian vessels brought into Astracan

dyed silks, calicoes, and Persian stuffs, and returned with
cloth, sables, martens, red 1eatherý and old Russia. money.
The trade from Archangel also increased in a still more

rapid manner, principally, as we have already seen, with the
English and Dutch. In the vear 1-655, the exports were

_M
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valued at the 660,000 rubles, two rublës *at that périod being
equal to one pound sterling. The principal articles were
potash, caviare, tallow, hides, sables, and cable yarn; the

other articles of less importance, and in..smaller quantît»esý,
were couse linen, feathers for beds, tar, Imen yarn,,

rhubarb, Persian silk, cork, bacon, cordage, skins of squirrel
and cats; bees' wax, hogs' birstles, mice and goats' skins,
swan and geese down, candles, &c.

Peter the Greàt became emperor in 1689; he soon unfolded
and began to execute his vast plans of conques4 naval power,
and commerce. He gained for his country, a passage into the
Black Sea, by reducing Asoph, at the mouth, 'of the Don,
and he soon established a navy on this sea. His personal.
exertions in Holland and England, to make hirpself acquainted

with ship-builéling, are well.known. The event of his reign,
however, which most completely changed the relative situation

of Russia, and established her as a commercial nation,,was the
con q u est from. Sweden of Livoni a, I ngria, and Carélia. Scarcely

were these provinces secured to him, when he built, first
Cronstadt, and tlien St. Petersburgh. The erection of this

city, and the canals lie constructed in the interior for the purpose
of facilitating the tran.sportation of merchandize from the more
southerly and fertile districts of his empire to the new capital,

soon drew to it the greater portion of Russian commerce.
Archangel, to whieh there had previously resorted annually
upwards of one hundred ships-frorn En 1 nd, Holland, Ham-
burgh, &c. decliried; and early in e eighteenth century
Petersburgh, then scarcely ten years old, bebeld itself a
commercial city of great importance.

1-laving now brought the historical sketch of the progress
of discovery and of commercial enterprise down to the com-
mencement of the eighteenth century, it will be necessary, as
well as proper, to, contract the scale on which the remainder

of this volume is to be constructed. Foi-, during nearly the
whole of the period which intervenes between the commence-
ment of the eighteenth century and the present time, the
materials are either so abundant or so minute, that to insert
thern all without discrimination and selection, would be to

give bulk, without corresponding interest and value, to the
work.

So far as discovery is concerned, it is evident, from the
sketch of it alreacly given, that nearly the entire outline of the
globe had been traced before the period at which we are
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arrived: what remained was to fill up this outline. In Asia,
to gain a more complete knowledgeof Hiiher and Farther
India, of China, of the countries to the north of Hindoetane
of the north and north-east of Asia, and of soine of the

Asiatie islands. In Africa, little besides the shores were
known ; but the nature of ' the interior, with its burnin sands

and climate, uninhabitable, or inhabited by inhospitagle and
barbarous tribes, held out little expectation that another

century would add much to, our knowledge of that quarter of
the world; and though the perseverance and enterprise of the
eighteenth century, and what has passeil of the nineteenth,
have dont more than might reasonably have been an-
ticipated, yet, comparatively speaking, how little do we yet

knowý*of Africa! America held out the most promising as-
well as extensive, views to future discovery; the forin and

direction of her north-west coast was to be traced. In South
America, the Spaniards had already gained a considerable
knowledae of the countries lying between the Atlantic and

the Paà%c, but in North America, the British colonies had
penetrated to a very short distance from. the shores on which

they were first settled; and from their most western habita-
tions to the Pacific, the country was almost entirely un-
known.

The immense extent of the Pacific Ocean, which presented
to navigators at the beginning of the eighteenth century but
few Wands, seemed to promise a more abundant harvest to

repeated and more minute examination, and this promise has
been fulfilled. New Holland, however, wàs the only portion

of the world of great extent which could be said to, be almost
entirely unknown at the be-ainning of the eighteenth century;

and the completion of ourInowledge of its form and extent
may justly be regarded as one of the greatest and most

important -occurrences to geocyraphy contributed by the eigh-
teenth centur 'y.

'Fhe truth and justice of these observations will, we trust,
convince otir readers, that, in determining to be more general
and concise in what remains of the geographical portion of our
works, we shall. not be destroying its consistency or altering

'the natureýof its plan, but in fact preserving both - for Ïts great
object and design was to trace eographical knowledge from
its infancy till it had reached liat maturity and vigour, by

which, in connection with the corresponding increased. civili-
vation, general information and commerce oe the world, it was
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able to advance with rapid strides, and no longer confining it.
self to geography, strictly so called, to embrace the natural
history of those countries, the existence, etentý and form of
which it had flrst ascertained.

The grec object and desi§n of the commercial part of this
work was similar; to trace t e proFess of commercial enter-

prises from. the rudest ages of mankind, the changes and trans-
fers it had undergone from one country to, another, the causes
and effects of these, as well as of its generai gradual increme,

till, having the whole of Europe under its influence, and aided
by that knowled e and civilization with which it had mainly
contributed to bless Europe, it had gained its maturity and
vigour, and by its own expansive force pushed itself into
every part of the globe, in which there existed any thing to
attract it.

At the beginning of' the eighteenth century, commerce hed
not indeed assumed those features, or reached that form and
dimensions by which it was distinguished. at the end of this

century; but as its dimensions gradually enlarge, it will be

necessary to be less particular arýd more condensed.
Our plan indeed of being more minute in the early history

of geographical science and commercial enterprise, is founded
on, an obvious as well as a just and important principle. In

the infancy of geography and commerce, every fact is im.

portant, as reflecting light on the knowledge and state of man-

zind at that period, and as bearing on and conducing to their
future rogress; whereas when geography and commerce have
been carried so far as to proceed in their course as it were by
their own internal impulse, derived from. the motion they have

been acquiring for ages, their interest and importance is much
diminished from this cause, as well as from the minuteness of

the objects to ýyhich, - all the great ones having been previ-

ously occupied by them, - tbey must necessarily be confined.
Several -circumstances co-operated to direct geographical

discover during the eiirhteenth century, principally towards
the no2l'and ilorth-east of Asia, and the north-west of Ame.

rica. The tendency. and interest of the Russian empire to

stretch itself to the east, and the hope still cherished by the
more commercial and maritime nations of Europe, that a pas-
sage to, the . East Indies might be discovered, either by the
north-east round Asia, or by the north-west, in the direction
of Hudson's Bay5 were among the most powerful of the causes
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which directed discovery towfu-ds those parts of thé globe to
which we have just alluded.

The extent of the Russian discoveries and conquests in the
north and porth-ea-st of Asia, added much to geographical

knowledge, though fr'm the nature of the countries disco-
vered and, conquered ' the importance of this ' knowledge is
comparatively trifling. About the niiddle of the seventeenth.

century, the ' y ascertained that the Frozen Ocean washed and
bounded'the north of Asia: the first Russian ship sqiled down

the river Lena to this sea in the year 1636. Three years
afterwards, by pushing their conquests froin one river to an-

other,.and from. one ruide and wandering tribe to another, they
reached the eastern shores of Asia, not far distant froin the

present site of Ocliotsk. Their conquests in this directioii
liad occupied thein nearly sixty years; and in this time they

had annexed to their eiinpire n-tore than a fourth part of the
globe, extending nearly eighty degrees in length, and in the

north reaching to the 1600 ort east longitude; in breadth
théir conquests extended from. the fiftieth to the seventy-fifth

degree of north latitude. This conquest was completed by a
Cossack; another Cossack, as Malte Brun observes, effected

what the most skilftil and enterprising cf subsequent naviga-
tors liave in vain attempted. Guided by the winds, -and fbl-
lowina the course of the tides, the current and the ice, he

doubled t e extremity of Asia froni Kowynia to the river
Anadyn. Kamschatcka, however, which is their principal

seulement in the east of Asia, was not discovered till the year
1690 ; five years - afterwards they reached it by seit fi-oni
Ochotsk, but for a long time it was thoucrht to be an island.

The Kurile Islands were not discovered till- the beginning of
the eighteenth ceritury. .

Thé-' direction of discovery to this part of the world, as
well as the plan by which it inight be rnost advantarreously

and successfully executed, was given liv Peter the- Great, and
affords one proof, that his rnind was capacious, thougli

his manners, morals, and conduct, miglit be those of a half-
civilized tyrant. Peter did not live to carr Y his plan înto

execution: it was not, howeyer, abandoned or neglected; for
certainly the Russian government, inuch, rnore than any other
European government, seerns to, pursue with a niost ste.-idy
and almost hereditary predilection, all the objects which have
once occupied as attention and warmed its ambition. On his
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death, his empress and her successors, particularly Anne and
Elizabeth, contributed every thing in their power to carry his
plan into full and complete execution. They went from

Archangel to the Ob, ftoni the Ob to the «leiiesei. Froin
the Jenesei they reaclied the Lena, partly by water and partly
by land; froin the Lena they went to the eastward as far as
the Judigirka: and froni Ochotsk they went by the Kurile
Islands to, Japan.

One of the most celebrated men engaged in the Russian dis-
coveries in the early part of the eighteenth century was Beh-
rin(y: lie was a Danè by birth, but in the service of Catherine,
the widow of Peter the Great, who flixed upon him to carry into
execution one of the most favourite plans of her husband.

Dutring Peter's residence in Holland, in the year 1'>717, the
Dutch, w'lio were stifi disposed to believe that ca passage might

be discovered to the East Indies in the northern parts of
Ainerica, or Asia, urged the Emperor to. send out an expe-

dition to determine this point. There wa.% also another point,
less interesting indeed to commercial men, but on w ' hich geo-

graphers had bestowed much labour, which it was stated to
the Emperor might be ascertained by the same expedition;
this was, whether Asia and America were urlited, or divided
by a sea, towards their northern extremities.

When Peter the Great returned to Russia, lie reso'lved to
attempt the solution of tbese problems; and with his own hand

drew up a set of instructions for the proposed voyage; ac-
cording to these, the vessels to be employed were to b-e built
in Kamschatka; the unknown coasts of Asia and America

were to, be explored, and an ac 54rate journal was to be kept.
It is not known whether the Emperor was induced to plan.

this expedition solely on the representations which were made
to him, in Holland, or from a belief that the close viéiiiity of

the two continents of Asia and America had already been as-
certained, or at least rendered highly probable, by souie of his

own subjects. It is certain that the Russians and the Cos-
sacks in the*ir.service had reached the great promontory of

Asia opposite to America; and it is said that the isiands lying
in.Behring Straits, and even thé continent beyond them, were
known to then«i by report.
Peter, however, did not live to accomplish his design.; and,

as we have aiready noticed, his widow Catherine fixed upon
Behring to conduct the expedition. After building a vessel in
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Kwnschatke4 he sailed in 1728 : his first object was to, exa-
mine the coast of this part of Asia. Helwas the first who as-
certained Kamschatka to be A ninsulaq and he framed an

accurate chart of it, which is stiirregarded as one of the best
extant. After reaching- a Cape in north latitude 67" 181, and

beir informed by tiie inhabitants tliat beyond it tbe coast
i t to the west, he ý,çsolved to alter his course to the
south. This was acçording1ý done, luit he di4 not -discover

the opposite coast of America; several circumstances were
noticea, however, which. indicated that there was land to the

east, at no great distance, sucli as floating pine branches and
other species of plants, unknown on the coast of Asia; these

were always driven gshore when ea.aterly winds prevailed. The
inhabitants aiso informKI him, that, in very clear weather, they
w-ere able, from the top of their highest mountains, to dçsçry

ta t1le. east.
Encouraged by ýhese circumstances, Behrýng resol ' ved to

viider-wkç a second voyage from Kamschatka in this voyage
he was acçompanied by a Russian, narn(,xl Tçhirikoff. Iley

&teeired east, and first sought for lapd, which was said to have
been discovered between the latitude of 40c' and 50n; but

finding none, tley separated, aiul steering furtheir nor'th, the
Russian discovçred tbe continent of America in about 56ý',

and Beh * W further north. On his return, the latter
was wreýile iiq the island which bears bis name, where he

die&,
About four years afte:r the death. of this navigator, which

happened in 1741, the sea i between Asia and America was,
visited by some Russian merchants, who obtained permission

from, the government to make discoveries, hunt and trade;
the vessels, omployed for this furpose, were formed of a few
boards fastened together with eathern thongs; yet in theso

were discovered the Aleutian Islands. Soop gftervards an-
other group of islands were discovered; and then a third

group, the Black Fox Islands, which are near the American
continent. It was not, however, till the year 1760, that the
Russians learnt that Ochotsk was only separated ftom Amçrica

liy a narrow strait,; and it is said that in 1764, a Russian
-niercantile company sent out some vessels, which passed

through a strait to snme inhabited islands in 64'north latitude,
these were supposed to belong to the continent of America

but if a strait was di,.çcoyered by these adventumrs, there must
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be an error in the latitude, as in 94' there isi no opening
known to, exist.

It was reserved for an English navigator to-ascertain the
truth of the relwrt which the Rugsians had receiveil from the
inhabitants of Ochotsk, that their country was separated fi.«m
Arnerica only by a narrow strait.

This was done during the third and last voyage of Captain
Cook; the principal design of which was to ascertain the
existence and practicability of a passage berween the Pacifie
and Atlantic oceans, either to the north-east or north-west.
For this purpose he carefully examined the north-west coast
of America, beginning this examination in the latitude of
440 331 north. Previously to this voyage an act of Parliament

was passed, granting a reward of 120,0001. to any person who
should discover any northern passage by sea between the At-
lantic and Pacifie Oceans, in any parallel to the northward of
of the .52' of northern latitude. This voyage of Cook began
in 1778; on the 9th of August, in that year, he ascertained
the position and latitude of the western extremity of America,
and soon afterwards he deten-nined the width of that strait
whieh divides the two continents. He then steered to, the
north, and continuing up the strait till he was in the latitude

700 4l', he found himself Il close to the edge of the ice which
Il was as compact as a wall," and ten or twelve feet bigh. He
was of course obliged to, return to the south, and in this part

of his voyage lie observtxi, on the American &ide, a low point

in latitude 70' 29'. to which. he gave the name of Icy Cape.
After the death of Cook, Captain Clarke entered the strait on

the Asiatic side, and reaclied the latitude of 70' 33'; he after.

wards Lyot siaht of the land on the American side in latitude

690 34«. Such were the results of the last voyage of Captain
Cook, resýecting the proximity of Asia and America, and the
nature of the strait by which they were divided. 1

Although the Spaniards seemed to be most interested in
whatever concerned the west coast of America, yet thev

made no attempt to expiore it from the commencement of thýe
seventeenth century till the year 1774. In 1769,' indeed,

being alarmed at tbe evident design of the Russians to, settle in
the north-west coast, they forrned establishments at St. Diego
and Montory. In 1774 they traced the American coast

from latitude 53"531 to latitude 5515 and it is said discovered
Nmka Sound. In the following yearan expedition was gent
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from. St. Blas, which proceeded along the north-wc-.,t coast,
and reached to latitude 570 58'.

The voyage of Cook roused the Russian government to,
further exertions; and they accordingly fitted out an expedi-
tion to explore the sea between Asia and America: the com-
mand of it was 'ven to an En h8hman of the name of Billinee
who had serve(fas a petty o9cer under Captain Cook.

was, however, by no means qualified fbr his situation, and
abandoned the enterprise in the latter end of July, having

proceeded only a few leagues beyond Cape Barrenoi: the whole
amount of the information procured during this voyage being

confined to a few of the Aleutian Islands, and soine points in
the coast of America and Asia.

A few years afterwards the Empress Catherine sent out a
secret expedition; the principal object of which was to'ascer-
tain the situation of the islands between the two continents.
Little is known respecting this expedition, except that some ob-
servations '%vere made on Behring's Straiis, which, however,

were not passed. The distance between the continents was
estimated at forty-eight miles.

About the same time, the great profits which it was expected
would be derived from the fur trade on the north-west coast of
Anierica, induced several commercial vessels 4 to visit it; and
during their voyages, riearly all the parts of it which had not
been visited by Cook, were exainined as far as the inlet which

was named after him, in latitude 610 15'. This extent of
coast was fouixl to consist of a vast chain of islands ; and the
appearance and nature of it revived the hope which Cook's
last voyage had extinguished, that in this part of the coast

there might be a pr'cticable passage from the Pacific to, the
Atlantic ocean.

This hope was again extinguished in the opinion of most
people, by the result of two of the most celebrated voyages
which have been performed since the death of Captain Co-k:
we allude to the voyages of La Perouse, and of Vancouver:
the former sailed with two frigates from Bi-est on the ist of
August, 178 5: the object'of th is voyage was very comprehensive

and important, being no less than to fill up whatever had been
left deficient or obscure by former navigators, andto determine

whatever was doubtfül, so as to, render the geography of the
globe as complete and minute as possible - he was directed to,
supply the island in the South Seas with useful European

, .1 m 1 M Owmq ib 9-
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vegetables. At present we shall confine our notice of this
voyage to what relates to the more iminediate ?bject of this
part of our work, the Coast of North-west America.

The north-west coast of America was made by La Pérouse, in
latitude sixty degrees north : from this latitude he carefully
traced and examined it to the Spanish seulement of Monterey.
- an exten ' t of Coast of which Cook bad bad only a transient
and imperfect view. Of this he constructed a chart, which at
the time was justly regarded, as extremely accurate and com-

plete, but was sabsçquently rendered much more so by the
,u,,,e>l of particular points and bays made by the vessels en-

gage in the fur trade, and especially by that which was con-
structed by Vancouver, from a close and careful examination
of the numerous channels with whic'h this coast abounds,
principally performed in boats, and therefore descending into
very minute details.

The accessions made by him to geography in - other parts

of the globe, as well as his unfortunate fate, will be afterwards

related.
In the year 1790, a dispute arose between Britain and

Spam*, respecting Nootka Sound: on the 4ustment of this

dispute, the British government determined to send out an

officer to secure possession of the seulement, and also to de-

termine the question respecting the'existence of a navigable

passage between the Atlantic and Pacifie Oceans. Captain

Vancouver was selected for these purposes: bis instructions

were, after accomplishing his mission at Nootka Sound, to,

examine that part of the coast occupied by the Chain of

islands, discovered by the vessels in the fur trade, ".-md to as-

certain, with the greatest exactitude, the nature and extent of

every communication by water which might seem to, tend

to facilitate commercial relations between the north-west

coast and the countries on the east of the continent, inhabited

by British subjects or claimed* by Great Britain;" and in par-

ticular to, search for the strait of John de Fuca, and to examine

if Cook's River had not its source in some of the lakes fre-

quented by the Canadian traders, or by the servants of the,

Hudson-*s Ba 'Company.
He sailed gom Èngland with a sloop and brig on the ist

of April, 1791. He began bis exaiminatioin of the west Coast

of America, in latitude 39' 27' north, and continued it as far

as Nootka: findin that the Spaniards raised difficulties to

the restoration of tIL seulement, he proceeded to carry into

F F
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execution the other ol) ects of this voyage. During three
stiminers, he surveyed the north-west coast of America aass ar
as Cook's River, with u diligence, ûttention5 and accurRCY
which could not liave been surpassed. Every opening whicli

presented itself was explored, and never left till its termination
was determined; so that on a ve careful and minute inspec-

tion of every creek and inlet iY là" coast consisting almost

entirely of creeks and channels, formed by an innuinerable
nitiltitude of islands, he thought himself justified in pro-

nouneinz, that there is no navigable passage between the
Pacifie and Atlantic Oceans, unless there may be a possibility
of sailing through the strait between Asia and America, and
navigating the Frozen Ocean. The surveys which were made
during this voyage, may justly be said to, have rendered -ý)er-

1ýct the geography of that part of the north-west coast of

Anierica to w iich it extended, and indeed to have completed
the whole geography of this coast, whicli, from the multitude
of its creeks, inlets, islands, &c., presents formidable as well as

petty and troublesome difficulties in the way of its accurate
and complete survey. Captain Vancouver, however, was ex-:
tremely fortunate in the weather which attended him during

the whole of the three summers which he spent on this coast.
Upwards of twenty years elapsed after the voyage of Van-

couver, before another attempt was made to find out a passage
from the north Pacifie into the Atlantic Ocean. This attempt

proceeded from Russia: not however from the government,
btit ali individual. Count Romanzoff, a Russian nobleman,
is well known for his liberal and judicious encouragement of
every thing which can promote useful knowledge, especially in
wliat relates to the improvement and benefit of his country.

Elis first design was to fit out an expedition to explore the
nortli-west passage byHudson's Bay or Davis' Straits; but
learnin(y that the British crovernment were making preparations
to attempt it by that route, he chang;ed his plan, and resolved

to fit out an expedition to attempt the discovery of a passage
&om die eastward.
A ship was accordingly built and equipped, and the com-

inand criven to, Lieutenant Kotzebue. He sailed from Russia
in the autumn of 18 15, and on the 19th of June in the follow-

ing year he reached Kamschatka. * This he left on the 15th
of iuly,-ý.iiid on the 20th of that month, Beliring's Islands were
seen to the northward of Cape Prince of Wales. A tract of

low land was açcertahied to be an island about seven miles

nomma
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long', and a mile across, in the widest part: beyond it was a
deep inlet running eastward into the continent. Lieutenant
Kotzebue, animated and encouraged by this appearance, pro-
ceeded in a northerly direction, and found that the litnd con-
tintied low, and tended more to the eastwards. On the ist of

Atigust the entrance into a broad inlet was discovered, into
which the current ran very rapidly. The openin of this
inlet was known beforej and is indeed laid down in tL charts
attached to Marchand's Voyage round the World; but Kot-
zebue is certainly the first person who explained it. As it was

perfectly calm when lie reached this inlet, he resolved to go
on shore, and examine from some eminence the direction
of the coast. 11, We landed," lie observes, 61 without difficulty,-
near a hili, ivhich 1 immediately ascended; from the summit
1 could no where perceive land in the strait: the high moun-
tains to the fiorth either formed islands, or were a coast by

themselves; for that the two coasts could not be connected
totrether was evident, everi from the . very great difference

between this very low and that rernarkably high land. It
was my intention to continue the surveý of the coast in the

boats, but a number of baydares coming to us along the
coast from. the east, withheld me." He afterwards ha an
interview with the Americans who, came in these baydares:
he found that they prized tobacco very hi hly, and that they

received this and other European goods Cm the natives of
the 'pposite coast of Asia. It was probably the first time in
their lives- that'these Americans had seen Europeans. They
were of the middle size; robust and healthy; ugly and dirty;

with. small eyes, and very hifrh cheek bones: they bore holes
on eaýh side of their mouths, in whieh they wear morse
bones, ornamented with blue glass beads, which, give them a

most frightful appearance. iýeir dresses, which aremade of
skins, are of the sanie cut as the Parka, in Kamtschatka;

only that there they reacli to the feet, and here hardly
cover the knee: besides this, they wear pantaloons, and
small half boots of seal skins."

The latitude of this place, or rather of the ship's anchor-
aire, at the tinie this survey was made, was 66' 4e 30"". and-
the longitude 164" i2',5o". There were several circumstan--
ces which. induced Kotzebue to hope that he had at length.

found the channel which led to the Atlantic: nothing was
seen but sea to the eastwardý and a strona current ran to

the north-east. Under these circumstances, thirteen days
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were occupied in examining the shores of this opening; but no
-outlet was discovered, except one to the south-east, which

seemed to communicate with'Norton Sound, and a channel
on the western side, which of course could not be the one

sought for. Kotzebue, however, remarks, "Il 1 certainly hope
that this*sound may lead th important discoveries next year;

and though a north-east passage may not with certainty be

depended on, yet 1 believe 1 shall be able to penetrate much
farther to the east, as the land has very deep indentures."
The name of -Kotzebue's Sound was given to, this inlet.

Next year he returned to prosecute his discoyery; but in
consequence of an accident which happened to the ship, and

a very dangerous blow which he received at the same time,
he abandoned the attempt.

Ilat there is an openie, either by Kotzebue's Inlet or

near to it, to ' the Frozen Ciè'ean, is probable, not only from,
the circumstances we have mentioned of an opening and
a strong current to the north-east having been observed, but
also from other circunistances noticed in the account of this

voyage. xThis current brin-Ys large quantities of drift wood
inio Xotzebue's Sound: aMn the breaking up of the ice in

the sea of Kamschatka, the icebergs and flelds of ice do
not'drift, as in the Atlantic, to the south, nor do they drive to,
the Atlantic islands, but into the strait to the north. The
direction of the current was always north-east in Behring7s
Straits; and it was so strong and rapid, as to carry the ship

fifty miles in twenty-four hours; that is, above two miles an
hour. On the Asiatic side of the strait it ran at the rate of

three miles an hour; and even with a fresh north wind, it ran
equally strong from the south. n.e inference drawn by Kotze-
bue is as follows: 'Il The constant north-east direction of the

current in Behring's Straits, proves that the water meets with
no opposition, and consequently a passage must exist, though
perhaps not adapted to navigation. Observations have long
been made, that the current in Baffin's Bay runs to the south ;
and thus no doubt can remain that the mass of water which

flows into Behrings Straits takes its course round America,
and returns throuoph Baffin's Bay into the Ocean.yy

In 1819 the ussian government sent out another expedi-
tion, whose object was to trace the continent of Ame'rica to
the northward and eastward. In July, is2o, they reached
Behrincr>s Straits, and were supposed to have passed thern in

that year; in the winter they returned to some of the Russian
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settlements on the coast of America: what they have sinée
done or discovered is not known.

Such is the result of what has hitherto, been discovered.by
sea, with respect to, the contiguity of Asia and America, the
northern-parts of these' continentý, and the probability of &
passage from. the Pacific to the Atlantic.

Very lately some attempts have been made to reach the,
north-eastern extremity of Asia by land. Il In February, 182 li

Baron Wran 1, an officer of great merit and of considerable-
science, left ES, head-quarters in the Nishney Kolyma, to

settle by astronomical observations the position of Shatatzkoi,
Noss, or the North-east Cape of Asia, which lie found to, lie

in latitude 70') 5t north, considerably lower than it is
usually placed in the maps. Having crossed thîs point, he
undertook the hazardous enterprize of crossing the ice c4

the Polar Sea, on sledqes drawn by dogs, in search of the

land said to have been'discovered in 1762 to the northward of

the Kolyma. He travelled directly north eighty miles, without
perceiving any thing but a field of interminable ice, the sur-
face of whicb had now become so, broken and uneven, as to,
prevent a further prosecution of his journey. He had gone
far enough, however, to asciertain that no such land had ever

been discovered." (Quarterly Review, No. LII. p. 342.)
Another attempt, still more extraordinary and hazardousq,
bas lately been made to explore the north-east of Asia, and.

particularly to determine whether the two continents of Asia
and America do not unite at the North-east Cape, or in some
other point. This enterprize was undertakeri by Henry

Dundas Cochrane, a commander in. the British navy; who
received assuranèes eom. the Russian government that he

should not be molested on his journey ; that he should receive
any assistance, protection, and facilities he should require :
and that he might join an expedition sent by the Russian

government toward the Pole, if lie should meek'ý'it, and ac-
company it as far as he might be inclined. Heleft Peters-

burgh in the beginning of the summer of lS20, and in one

hundred and twenty-three days reached the Baikalio having
traversed eight thousand versts of countryi at the rate of forty-
three miles a day. He seems afterwards to, have gone as far as
the Altai Mountains, on the frontiers of China. As, however,
his principal object was to explore the extreme north-east
of Asia, he went down the Lena, and reaelhed Jakutzk on the
1 Gth of October, 18 20. On the Kolyma, where he arrived ort
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the Soth of December, in longitude 1640, lie met the litissian
polar expedition. From Jakutzk to this place lie travelled
four hundred miles, without meeting a single hîman being.
At the fair held at Téhutski, whither he next directed his
steps, lie received much infor*rnation respecting the north-
east of Asia. He ascertained the existence of this cape; ail
doubts, he says, being now soived, not b calculation, but by

ocular demonstration. Its latitude U longitude, are well
mscertained: he places this cape half a degree more to the
northwar'd than Baron Wrangel; but it is doubtfül whether he

himself reached it, and if lie did, whether he had the means of
fixing its latitude, or whether he depends entirel : on the inform-y

ation he received at the fàir of Tch-iitski. His expressions,
in a letter to the President of the Royal Society, are, Il No land

is considered to exist to the northward of it. The enst side of
the Noss is composed of bold and perpendicular cliffs, while
the west side exhibits gradual declivities; the whole most
sterile, but presenting an awfully magnificent appearance."

From the fair lie seems to have returned to Kolyma, and
thence proceededi to Okotsk, a dangerous, jilifficult, and
fatiguing journey of three thousand versts, a great part per-

formed on foot, in seventy days. From, this. last phice lie
proceeded to Kamschatka, where it is sùpposed he wm

obliged to terminate his investigations, in consequence of an
order or intimation from, the Russiail government not to pro-'
ceed further.

We must next direct our attention to what has been done
since the commencement of the ei(rhteenth century, toward dis-
covering a passage in the north-east of America, froni the
Atlantic to le Pacifie Ocean,.

One of the conditions on whicli the 1-ludson's Bay Com-
pany obtained their c arter, in the year 1670, ftoin Charles 11.,
was, that they shourd prosecute their discoveries; but so far

from. doinF this, the'y are accused, and with great appearance of
reasor, - not only suffýring their ardour for discovery to,

cool, but also of endeavouring to, conceal, as much as
possible, the true situation and nature of the coast about

Hudson's Bay, partly in order to secure more effectually their
monopoly, and partly from. the dread they entertained, that

if a paýsage to the Pacifie were discovered by this route,

rovernment would recal their charter, and grant it to the
ast India Company. They were indeed roused, but very

ineffectively, from their torpore by one of their captains inv-



timatinir, that if they refused to fuifill the terins of their
charter:,ý' by making discoveries, and extending their trade, lie

would himself apply to the crown. In order to silence hinil
they sent him and another captain out in two vessels, in 1719
or 1720; but they both perished, it is supposed, near Marble
Island, without effecting any thinry.

Twoyears afterwards they sent out anotlier ship under the coin-

mand of a person, who, destitute of the requisite knowledge and

enterprize, was totally unfit for such an undertaking: the result

was such. as might have been anticipated - noth ing was effecte(l.

An interval. of twenty years passed over, and the companyacraiii
sank into apathy on the subject of a nortli-west passage, wlieii
the attenti n f - overnment was directed to the subject by the en-

tbusiasm of an frish gentleman of the naine of Dobbs. Having

well considered what preceding ýavigators had ascert,-iined, and

especially the remarkable circumstance particularly noticed

by Fox, that the farther lie removed from Sir Thomas Roe's

Welèoni---the - smaller was the heiglit to which the tide rose,

and who thence inferred, that if a passage were practictible',
it must be in this direction, this gentleman applied to the

company to, send out a vessel. Accordingly, a vessel w.-is

sent; but all that is known of this voyage, and probably ail

that was done, amounts merely to this, that the vessel re.-iched

62'o 30' north latitude: here thev saw a ntiniber of islands,

and of white whales, and itscertained that the tide rose ten or

twelve feet, and came from the north.
Mr. Dobbs next.applied to government, who at his reqiieý,t

sent out twa vessels under Captain Middleton. But Middle-

ton, who had been in the service of the company for niany

voyages, returned after liaviiifr sailed tip the Welcome to

Wager's River, and looked into, or perhaps sailed round, a

bay, which lie named Reptilse Bay. Mr. Dobbs acctised

him, of having iiiisrepresented or concealed his discoverics;

and there seems (rood -round. for such an accusation, whicli

indeed was confirmed by the evidence of his officers, and not

explicitly denied, by himsel£ Government wits uiidoubte(Il-,-

of opinion that the voyage of.Middleton had not cletermined

the non-existence or impracticability of a passa.ge; for the next

year an act of -parliament was passed, granting a reward of

Q050061. to the person or persons wlio should discover a north-

west passage throucrh Hudson's Straits 'to the western and

-southern oce,-an of Anieric-a.
Stiniulated by the hope of obtaining this large suiii, tt
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company was fonned, who raised looool., in shares of 1001.,
with which they fitted out two ships; the Dobbs, commanded by
Captain More; and the California, b Captain Smith. They

sailed froin London on the 20th of ý[a 9 1746. When they
reached the American coast near Male Islan& they made

some observations on'the tides,-which they found flowed ftom
the north-east, and consequently followed the direction of
the c ast; they likewise ascertained that the tide rose to
the heï tt of ten féet. While they were in their winter
quarters t Port Jackson, they received little or no assistance

from the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company. On resum-
ge, and reachi

in their voya in the vicinity of'Knighes Island,
thge needles of their compasseslost their magnetie quality, which
they did not recover till they were kept warm. Proceeding

northwards, they examined Wagers Strait; but in conse-
quence of a difference of opinion between the commanders,

they returned to England. The only points ascertained by
this voyage were, that Wajerys Straît was a deep bay, or
inlet, and that there existe another inlet, which, however,
they did not explore to the termination, named by them

Chesterfield's Inlet. The fresh buffalo's flesh, which was sold
to them by the Esquimaux, was probably the - flesh of the

musk ox.
.After this voyage nothing was done, either by the Hudson's
Bay Company, government, or individuals, towards the ex-
ploring of a passage in the north, till the yearJ 762, when the

company, coincidin .th the opinion that was then prevalent,
that Chesterfield"s fnlet ought to be examined, as affording a
fair prospect of a passage into the Pacifie Ocean, sent a vessel
to determine this point. The report of the captain, on his re-
turn, was, that he had sailed up the inlet in a westerly direction
for more than one hundred and fifty miles, till he found the
water perfectly fresh; but he acknowledged,- 'that he did not

go farther, or reach the head of it. As the result of this
voyaup was deemed unsatisfactory, still leaving the point

whicý it had been its object to determine doubtful, the same
captain was again sent out, in company with another ship,

with express directions to trace the inlet to its western limits,
if practicable. They ascertained that the fresh water, which

had been discovered in the former voyage, was that of a
river, which was the outlet of a lake, and this -lake they
explored ; it was twenty-four miles long, and six or seven

broad; they likewise found a river flowinginto the lake from the

lm ws"m ëi -



west, but they were prevented froin exploring it to any great
distance by falls, that intercepted the progress of their

boats. These particulars are detailed in Gol&soWs Observa-
tions on the Passage between theAtlantic and Pacifie Océans;
the voyages themselves were never published, do not sSm to

be generall ' y known, and have escaped the notice of Forster,
the author of the History of Voyages and Discoveries in the
North. Forster is likewise silent respecting an expédition

that was equipped and sent out by some gentlemen of
Virginia in 1772, to attempt a north-west passage. The

captain on bis return reported that he reached a large bay in
latitude 690 Il', whieh he supposed bitherto janknown; that

from the course of the tides, he thought it probable. there
might be a passage through 'it, but that as this bay was
seldom free from ice, the passage could seldom, if ever be

practicable.
In the year 1770 the Hudson's Bay Company, more alive

to the prospect of gain than to the interests of discovery and
georphical science, baving received some information from

the ndians that copper might be obtained mi great uantity
far to the west of Fort Prince of Wales, resolved to E Ipatch
Mr. Hearne, belongrine to that fort, in search of iL This
gentleman made fiur ýdifferent excursions for this purpose,
but it was only during the fourth that he reached to any great
distance from the ort. In this excursion he penetrated to
what he conceived to be the mouth of the Coppermine River, in

the Frozen Océan, about the latitude of 72" north. Accord-
ing to his account, Chesterfield Inlet is not the north-west
passage, and the American continent stretches ve consider-
ably io the north-west of Hudson-s Bay. Tht Zole extent
of bis journey was about thirteen hundred miles. It was

however doubted, whether what he deemed to be the mouth of
the Coppermine River was actually such. It is certainly
singular, that though he staid there for twenty-four hours, be

did not actually ascertain th b i ht to which the tide rose,
but judged at that circumstance from the marks on thé edge
of the ice. Ilere are other points in the printed account, as

well as discrepancies between that and bis MS., which tended
to withhold implicit-belief from bis assertion, that he had

reached the Frozen Océan.
In the year 1789 the North-west Company having received

information from an Indian, that there was at no great
distance from Montreal, to the northward, a river which ran
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into the sen, Mr. -thatthe t,.uth of ths rerýt, W-
company, resolved to ascertain 

y

going himself on an expedition for that purpose. He ' set out,
attended by a few Indians ; and after traversin& the desert and
inhospitable country in which, the posts of the company
are established, he reached a river whieh ran to the north.
Ife followed the course of this river till he arrived at wliat

lhe conceived to be the Frozen Ocea-, were he saw some
small whales among the ice, and determined the rise and fali

of the tide. This river was called after him, Mackenzie's
River, and to the island lie gavé the name of Wliale Island.
This island is in latitude 690 141.

In 1793 Mr. M'Kenzie again sei out on an iniand voyage
of geographical and commercial discovery, takincy with him.
the requisite astronomical instruments and a chronometer.

His course he directed to the west. After travelling one
hundred miles on foot, lie and his companions embarked

on a river, runnincr westward, which conveyed them to an
inlet of the Pacifie Ocean. Here he observed the rise and
fall of the tide, and saw porpoises and sea otters. The
claim of the discovery of the Frozen Ocean by a north-west
route, to whicli Mr. M'Kenzie lays claim, has been ques-
tioned, as well as Mr. Hearne's claini. It has been re-

marked, that he mi lit have ascertained be' ond a doubty
whether he had actualy reached the sea, by simply dipping

his finger into the water,- and ascertaining whether it was salt
or not. The account he gives of the rise of the tides at the
mouth of Mackenzie River serves also to render ft yery

doubtful whether he had reached the ocean; this rise he
does not estimate greater than sixteen or eighteen inches.
On the whole, we may conclude, that if Mr. Hearne actually
traced the Coppermine River to its entrance into the sea, or
Mr. M'Kenzie the river that bears his name, they have not
been sufficiently explicit in their - proofs that such was- really
the case.

At the time when the British government sent out Captain
Cooke on his last voyage of discovery, Lieutenant Pickers-

crill was also, sent out by them, to examine the western parts
of Baffin's Bay, but he never entered the bay. Government
were equally unfortunate in their choice of * Lieutenant Young,

who was sent with the same object the following year: lie
reached no farther than the seventy-second deçrree of latitude;

and instead of sailing along the %,restern. side of the bay,
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w ýenerfd1y ftee from ice, he clung to the eastern
Nide, to Uich the ice is always firmly attached. Indeed,

if Dr. Douglas"s character of him was-just, he was ill fitted
for the enterprize on which, he was sent; for his talents, he
observes, were more adapted to contribute to the glory of a
victory, as commander of a-line-of-battle ship, than to add to

geographical discoveries by encounterincy niountains of.ice,",
Zn

and exploring unknown coasts.
Notwithstandinir the unsuccessfi-il issue of all these attempts

to discover a north-west passage, the existence and practica.
bility of à still were cherished by many geographers, who

had particularly studied the subject. Indeed, nofhing had
resulted from any of the numerous voyages to the Hutison-,%
or Baffin's Bay, which in the smallest àegree rendered the
existence of such a passage unlikely. Among those scientific
men who cherished the idea of such a passage with the most
enthusiasni and confidence, and who brought to the investir, -
tion, the most extensive ar4 minute knowledge of all that had
been done, was Mr. Dalrymple, hydrographer to the Ad-
iniralty. 41 He had. long been of opinion, that not only Green-
land, but all the land seen by Baffin on the northern and
eastern sides of the great bay bearincr his naine, was composed
of clusters of ïslands, and that a passage through the Freium
Davis, round the northern extremity of Cumberland Island,
led directly to the North Sea, from the seventy to the seventy-

first degree of latitude." This opinion of Mr. Dalrymple was
grounded, in part at least, on the authority of an old globe, orie
of the first constructed in Britain, preserved in the library of

the Inner Temple: this globe contains all the discoveries of
our early navigators. Davis refers to it; and Hackluyt, in

his edition of 1589, describes it Il as a very larg -' e ýand most
exact terrestrial. globe, collected and reformed according to
the newest, secretest, and latest discoveries, both Spanish,
Portugal, and English, composed by Mr.Emmeric Moly-
neaux, of Lambeth, a rare gentleman in his profession, being

therein for diverse years greatly supported by the purse and

liberality of the worshl-Pful merchant Mr. William San-

derson."
Mr. Dalrymple prevailed ' on the Hudson's Bay Company

to send out Mr. Duncan, a master in the navy, who had

displayed considerable talent on a voyage to Nootka Sound.

This gentleman was very sanguine of success, and verv

zealous in the cause in which lie was employed. But th!'s
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attempt also was unsuccessful: Mr. Duncan, after a con-
siderable lapse of time, reaching no farther than Chesterfield
Iniet.

ne attention of scientific men, and of the public at large"-
was called again to this important problem in the y
of the n'orthern seas,' by some elaborate and weLig in orm d
articles in the Quarterly Review, which are generally sup-

posed to be written by Mr. Barrow, the under secretary of
the Admiraltyq who also published an abstraet of voyages to
the Northern Ocean.

The British government, influenced by a very laudable
lovè of science, and perhaps regarding the discovery of a
north-west pas e as of the same importance to commerce as

.'ihe reviewer evNently did, resolved to send an expedition for
the purpose of attempting the discovery. Accordingly, on
the 8th of April 1818, two ships, the Isabella and Alexander,

well fitted by their construction, as well as strengthened and
prepared in every possible manner for such a voyage, sailed
from the Thames. Captain Ross had the principal command.
It is not our design here to follow them during their voyage
to their destination: suffice it to say, that on the 18th of

August, exactl fg r months after they sailed from the
Thames, the .ps passed -Cape Dudley Digges, the latitude

of which they found to agree nearly with that assigned to it
by Baffin, thus affording another proof of theaccuracy of that

old * tor, whose alleged discoveries have been latterly
nae to be wrested from him, Ôr rather been utterly

denied. The same day thev passed an inlet, to which Baffin
bad given the naine of Wol;tenholme Sound. Captain Ross,
in his account of his voyage, says it was completely blocked

up with ice; but in the view taken of it, and published by
him, there is a deep and wide opening, completely free from
ice. In fact, on this occasion, as well as others of more

consequence, to which we she presently advert, Captain
Ross, unfortunately for the accompèishment of the objecton

which he was sent, contented himself with conjecture where
proof was accessible; for all he remarks respecting this

sound is, that it seemed to be eighteen or twenty leagues in
depth, and the land on the east side appeared to be ha%"'itable.

When it is considered that in these high and foggy latitudes
much deception of sight takes place, it ought to be the

absolute and undeviating rule of the navigator to explore so
far, and to examine so carefully and closely, that he may bc
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certain, at least, that hie sight does no& deceive 'hjme 1
saine negligence attended the examina4on of Whale S-ýbùnd:
all the notice of it is, that they could' not apprýach it in a
direct line, on account of ice; it was, inSact, never,,ý*approached,
nearer than twenty leagues. Captain Ross doesinot seern
have been fully sensible of the- nature 'Of the objýct on which

he was sent out. If there existed a -passage ot ali, it must
be in a strait, sound, or some othér openinù of the sea.-

it could exist no where else. Every suchÀobening, which
exhibited the least appearance, or t1e smalléâ symptSns of
stretching far, especially if it stretéhed in the proper direc-
tion, ought to have been practicaIly and closely examined,

not merely viewed at a distance i"' a foggy atmosphere. As
for the impediments, they were ' :'Wbat were to be expected,
what the ships were sent out to meet and overcome; and till

persevering and even highly Èazardous efforts had proved
that they could not be overcome, they ýwght.not_:to'have been

suffered to weigh the least with the captain or his men, and
especially not with the former.

But to proceed : about midnight on the 19th of Au s4
the sound described by Baffin to be the lar est of a1rtshle
sounds he discovered, and called by him Sir Womas Smith-s
Sound, was distinctly séen; and the two, capes which formed
its entrance were called by Captain Ross after the two ships

Isabella and Alexand ' er. Il 1 considered," he inforins us,
G& the bottom. of this' sound'to be about eighteen leagmes
distant, but its entrance was completely blocked up by ice.""

Here again, a sound which seemed to promise fàir to lead
them into the great Pola.r Sea was left undiscovered, and in

fact unapproached; for at the distance of eighteen leagues,
in that deceptive climate, nothing could be really known of
its reai state or practicability. Had Captain Ross made the
attempt; bad he spent but a couple of days, and actually

encountered serious obstacles, even though he bad not
experienced that those obstacles were insurmountable, he

would have had some excuse; but it is impossible not to
censure him for approaching no nearer than eighteen leagues
to a sound such as this, and pronouneing at this distance
that the ice blocked it up completely. His reasoning to support
his belief that this sound afforded no passage, and to defend
his not having explored it, is weak and inconclusive; -but we
shall not examine it, because the commander to whom such
an expedition is entrusted, should never reason, where lie

-------- ---
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can prove by actual observation and experiment. It is tinçafe
in him. to reason, because he will most assuredly be tempted
to make his line of conduct bend to his hypothesis îind
rea-soning.

Captain Ross- returned down theý- western side of
Baffin's Bay. On the 21st aii opening.'was seen, whicli
answered to the description of Alderman Jones Sound, given

by Baffin; but here again the ice and fbg prevented them. from.
approaching near; as if the foc might not have cleared up in

a day or two, and the ice might not either have been drifted
off in as short a space; or, if it could not, have been passed by
the crew, so far, at least, as to have (rained a nearer and better
view of this sound.

Baffin describes this sound as a large iiilet, and adds, that
the coast terided"-ýç the southward, and had the appearance of
a bay. This is éonfirmed by Captain Ross; for lie informs
us that the land was observed to take a southerly direction.
On the 28th of Aucust the sea became more clear of ice, and
no ottom. was un wit t ree un re at oms o ine : in
the afternoon of that day they succeeded in Lettinz completely
clear of the ice, and once more found themselves in the open sea.
Baffin and Davis both. mentio'n fliat the northern parts of

Baffin"s Bay were clear of ice when they were there, so that it
is probably generally the case.' ý On the 29th a wide opening
was descried in the land; this they entered on the following

day. On each side was a chain of high mountains ; and
in the space between, W. S. W., there appeared a yellow
sky, but no land was seen, nor was there any ice on the
water, except a few :icebergs; the open ing, therefore took the

appearance of a channel, the entrance of which was judged to
Aiý be forty-five miles; the land on the north side lying in an

E. N. E. and W. S. W. direction, and the south side nearly
east and west.'- As the evening closed, the wind died
away, the weather became mild and warm, the water much
smoother, and the atmosphere clear and serene."

Evèn those who are little acquainted with the symptoms
which in thîs high, latitude indicate an open sea, must be
struck witli the wide difference between these circumstances

and those whicli had met the navigators in almost every other
part of their- voyage,- since thev had approached t1ie place
where a passacre niiorht possibly exist and be found. Yet,

even at this dîne and place, when expecLation must have been
hi(rh, and not witliout -(rood reason, and when we are

-i î
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expressly informed by Captain Ross that rnuch ïnt'erest was
excited by the appearance of the sound, the attempt to,

ascertain, by close and accurate investigation, whether this
sound was rezilly closed at its extrernity, or led into another

sea, was criven up, after having sailed into. it during the
night, and till three o'clock the following day. It is un-
necessary here to examine the reasons which induced Captain
Ross to leave this sound without putting the question of its
nature and termination beyond a doubt, by an accurate and
close survey. He says, that at three o'clock he distinctly saw
the land round the bottom of the bay, forming a connected
chain of inountains with those which extended along the north
and south sides. No person seems to have been on deck
wlien this land was seen by the captain, and orders in conse-

quence given to put the ships about, except Mr. Lewis,, the
inaster, and another. So that in this latitude, wbere the

SiAt at all times is mocked with fogs and other circurnstances
which mislead it, and where, ther'efore, à is absolutely

necessary that as many eyes as possible should be employed,
that these should get as near the object as possible, that it
should be viewed for a considerable length of tirne, and under
as many aspects, and from as many points as possible' not a
subordinate or incidental design of the voyage, but that for
which it was expressly Made, was abandoned, and on the sole
responsibility of the captain and two other persons.

It is evident, too, that the entrance to many inland seas
seems, when viewed frorn a distance, to, be blocked up by

connected land. It is well observed by the reviewer, whom
we have already quoted, that there is not a reach in the

Thames that to the eye does not appear to terrninate the
river; and in many of them (in the Hope, for instance) it is
utterly impossible to form a conjecture, at the distance of
0111Y two or three miles, what part of the land is intersected
by the streain.

Althoucrh, however, this voyage was abandoned when it
ought not to have been, and consequently failed in its pecu-

liar and important object, yet some access to geographical
knowledge was gained by it. The existence of Baffin's BaZn y

is confirmed, tli'ough its width and form. are different from
t1iôse which were previously assicyned it in the maps ; and thus
this enterprising and deserving navigator bas at length justice
done'to him. C

Otlier branches of science were benefited and extended bv
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this voyage., however unsuccessfül it proved in its grand and
leading object; and some of the accessions were of a very inter-
esting nature. We allude principally to the observations made
on the swingig of the pendulum, - the variation and dip of
the magnetic needle, - especiaRy by the influence of the iron
in and about the ship, - and on the temperature of the sea at
différent depths.
. Soon after the return of this expedition, an order in

council was issued, which empowered and authorized the
Board of Longitude to adopt a graduated scale of rewards,
proportioned to the progress of disco-yery made to, the

westward in these high northern latitudes', from Hudson's
or Baffin's Bay, in the direction of the Pacific Ocean. Ile

first point of this graduated -"e is the meridian of the
Coppermine River of Hearne, and whatever ship reaches

this is entitled to a reward of 50001. Govemment were so
convinced that C4ptain Rosss voyage had increased, the

probability of a north-west passage,ý- that they determined
to, lose no time in making another attempt to discover it;
and in order to afford every chance of success to this second

attempt, they also, determined, not only to send out a mari-
time expedition, to follow out the route which Captain Ross
had so unaccountably and provokingly abandoned,*"but also
to send out a land expedition, to co-operate in the same grand
object.

The latter, under the command and direction of Lieutenant
Franklin, was, ordered to proceed from Fort York, on the
shores of Hudson's Bay, to the mouth of the Coppermine,
River; and ftom thence along the shores of the Polar Sea,
either to the east or to the north, as circumstances might

determine: they were expressly to have in view the determin.-
ation of the question regarding the position of the north-
e&stern extremity of the continent of America. As the route

of this land expedition lay for a reat part of it through
those districts within which the HuSson's Bay Company were
accustomed to, travel and trade, their co-operation and assist-
ance was requested and obtained. The exact results of this
land expedition are not yet fully and clearly known; but it is
g-eneraIly understood, that after havincy undergone infinite
hardships and sufférings, they have been enabled to confirni

Hearne and Mackenzie's discoveries or conjectures respecting
the Copperniine River.., and to, ascertain other points con-
nected with the eography and natural history of these remote

20
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and almost inaccessible regions, though the most important
and leading points of the éxpedition have not been settled. *

In consequence of Captain Ross havin penetrated into
Baffin's Bay, an object only accomplisheg once before by

Baffin-himself, and which for two hundred years had been
frequently again fruitlessly attempted, the Greenland ship.;

which. left En(rland during the season immediately following*
Captain Ross's return, were induced, in order to reach a fresh
and unfislied sea, to pursue the course that he had opened
for them' The' circumstance that'foürteen of them were

wrecked, proves, unless the season had been uncommonly
tempestuous,, that Captain Ross must bave conducted his

expedition with considerable care and skill, notwithstanding
he rnissed an excellent opportunity of either discovering a

north-west passage, or of adding one more opening to those
whicli were proved not to contain it.

The second sea expedition, to which we have alreaay
alhided, was under the direction of Captain Parryq who

had sailed along with Captain Ross in the first expedition;
he was therefore possessed of much knowledge and ex-

perience, which would prove essentially useful and directly
applicable to the object he was about to undertake. 'l'wo
ships were fitted out with all necessary preparations for such
a voyage, the Hecla bomb, and Griper gun-brig, and they

sailed froni the Thames early in the month of May 1819.
Of the high importance and value to navigators of the chro-

nometer, Captain Parry had a striking and undoubted proof

in the early part of his voya e On the 24th of May he saw
solitary crag, called ockall, not far frorn the Orkney

Islands. There is,-" he observes, in this part of his journale

&G no more striking proof of the infinite value of chronometers

at sea, than the certaint with which a ship may sail directly

for a single rock, like this, rising like a speck out of the

Since this part of our work was wiritten, the narrative of Lieutenant
Franklin has been ublished: from. this it appears, rhat he was engaged.
in this arduous unSertakinir du rin- th e vears 18 19, 1 s 2o, 18 2 1, and 18 22
that the route he followed to the Coppermine River was to the east o
the routes of M'Kenzie and Hearne; that he reached the river three

hundred and thirty-four miles north of Fort Enterprize; and the Polar
iro"; andin longitude Il 50 36' 49" west; that he sailed

sea in lat. 67<) 47'
five hundred and fifty miles alonz itç; shores to the eastward, and then re-
iurned to Fort Enterprize.
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ocean, and at the distance of forty-seven leagues from any
other land."

About the middle of July he reached the latitude of 79,
affer having made many fruitiess attempts to cross the ice that
fills the central portion of Davis's Strait and Baffin's Bay .
Ille instructions of Captain Parry particularly pointed out the

sound whicli Captairi Ross liad left unexplored, and whicti
there could be no doubt was the Sir James Lancaster's-

'Sound of Baffin, to be inost careftilly and niinutely examined,
as die one by which it was niost probable a north-west pa-s-
sage minglit be efFected, or wliich, at least, even if not navi-
gable, on account of the ice, would connect the Pacific and
Atlantic Oceans. On the seventh day after entering this
sound, lie succeeded in reaching open water; but this was not
reached without infinite difficulty and labour, as the breadtli.
of the barrier of ice wa§ found to, be eighty miles; through
this they penetrated by the aid of sailing, trackincr beaving
by the capstan, and sawing, being able to advance, even witli
the assistance of all the methods, only at the rate of half a niile
an houx, or twelve miles a day.

For some days after -this, their patience was tried, and
nearly exhausted, by contrary winds, but on the 3d of August
a favourable and fresh 'breeze arose from. the eastward.
Advantage was immediately taken of it. 44 We all felt,') Sa sy

Captain Parry, Il it was that point of the voyage which was
to determine the success or failure of the expedition, accord-

ing as one or other of the opposite opinions respecting the
termination of the sound should be corroborated. It i's more
easy to imagine than to describe (he continues) the aImost

breathless anm.-*ety which was now visible in every counte-
nance, while, as the breeze increased to, a fresh gale, we ran

quickly up, tbe sound. The masts' heads were crowded by the
oflicers and men during the whole afternoon; and an uncon-

cerned observer (if any cotild bave been unconcerned on
such an occasion) would have been amused bv the eagerness

with which the various reports firom. the ciow>s-nest -were
received, all, however, hitherto favourable to, our most sanguine

hopes."
The weather, most fortunately at this interesting and im-

portant period, continued remar-ably clear; and cthe ships
baving reached the longitude of 830 the two shores of the

sound were ascertained to be still at least fifty miles asunder,
and what was still more encouraging, no land was discerried

0 Oro -0-00.Powmw -
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to the westward. In fact, there seemed rio obstacle; none of
those mountains with which, according to C-aptain Ross, the

passage of the sound was eternally blocked up, nor even any
ice, an object of a less serious and permanent nature. Otlier

circumstances were also encouraghig; the whole surface of the
sea was completely free from, ice, no land was seen in the

direction of their course, and rio bottoin could. be reaclied
with one hundred and seventy fathoms of line, so tlnat Il we
began," observes Captain Parry, Il to flatter ourselves that
we had fairly entered the Polar Sea, and some of the most
sanguine arnong us had even calculated the bearing and
distance of Icy Cape, as a matter of no very difficult or im-
probable accomplishment. This pleasing prospect was ren-
dered the more flattering, by the sea havin , as we thought,9 t1ý

regained thç usual oceanic colour, and by a long swell
which was rolling in froin the southward and eastward."

The first circumstance that threw a damp over their sanguine
expectations, was the discovery of land a-head; they were

however renewed by ascertaining that this was on] a small
island: but though the insurmountable obstacle of a land

termination. of the sound was thus removed, another appeared
in its place; as they perceived that- a floc of ice was stretched

from the island to the northern shore. On the southern
shore, however, a large inlet was discovered, ten leagues
broad at its entrance, and as no land could be seen in the
line of its direction, hopes were excited that it might lead to
a passage into the Polar Sea, freer from ice than the one

above described. At this period of the voyage a singular cir-
cumstance was remarked: during their passage down Sir

James Lancasters Sound, the compass would scarcely tra-
verse, and the ship's iron evidently had great influence over
it: both these phSnomena became more apparent and power-

ful, in proportion as their westerly course encreased. When
they were arrived in the latitude of 730, the directive power

Of the needle becarne so wealk, that it was completely over
come by the attraction of the iron in the ship, Il so th,t the

needle might now be said to point to the north pole of the

ship. And by an experiment it was found, that a needle
suspended by a thread, the movements of which were of

course scarcely affected by any friction, always pointed to the

liead of the ship, in whateve * r direction it might be.
To this inlet, which Captain. Parry was now sailing down,

he gnve the name of the Prince Regent. The prospect was



still very flattering : the widtli increased as they proceeded,
and the land inclined more and more to the south-westward.
But their expectations were again destroyed: a floe of
ice stretched to the southward, beyond which no sea was
to be descried. Captain Parry therefore resolved to, retum
to the wide westerly passage which he had quitted. On
the 22d of August, being in lon&itude 92-10, they opened
two fine channels, the one named after the Duke of Welling-
ton; this was eight leagues in width, and -neither land nor ice

could be seen from the niast hesâL though the weather was
extremely clear; this charinel tenird to the N. N. W. Mie

other stretched nearly west; and though it was not so
open, yet as it %vas more directly in the course which it
was their object to pursue, it was preferred by Captain Parry.
By the 25th they had reaclied 990 west longitude, about 20 de-

grees beyond Lancaster Sound. On the 30th they made the
S. E. point of Melville Island. By the 4th of September

they had passed the meridian of 1 Io" west longitude, in
latitude 740 44' 2010: this entitled them to the first sum in
the scale of rewardsgranted by parliament, namely 50001.;
as at this part of their course they were opposite a point of'
land lying in the S. E. of Melville Island; this point was
called Bounty Cape. On the 6th of September they anchored,
for the first timé since they had left England, in a bay, called
after the two ships.

During the remainder of the season of 1819, which how-
ever contained only twenty more days, in which any thing

could be done, Captain Parry prosecuted with much perse-
verance, and in the midst of infinite difficulties and obstacles,
a plan which had suggested itself to him. some time before;

this was to conduct the ships close to the shore, within the
main body of the ice; but their progress was so extrèmely
slow, that, durin the remainder of the year they did not
advance more Zan forty miles. On the 21st Captain Parry

abandoned the undertaking, and returned to the bay which,
was called after the two ships. Here they lay ten * months ;

and the arrangements made by Captain Parry for the safety
of the vessels, and for the health, comfort, and even the
amusement of the crew, were planned and effected wîth
such admirable good sense, that listlessness and fatigue were

strangers, even among sailors, a class of men who, above all
others, it would have been apprehended, m-ould have soon
wearied.of such a monotonous life. The commencement of

452 Progress of Discovery CHAP. y.
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winter was justly dated from the 14th of September, when the
thermometer suddenly fell to, 90. On the 4th of November

the sun descended below the horizon, and did not appear

again ti1j the 8th of February. A little before and after
wh »Jt in other places is called the shortest day, but which

to them was the middle of their long night, » there was as
inuch light as enabled them to read small print, when lield
towards the south, and to walk comfortably for two hours.

Excessive cold, as indicated by the thermometer, took place
in January: it then sunk from 300 to 400 below Zero: on
-the iith of this month it was at 490; yet no disease, or
even pain or inconvenience was felt in consequence of this inost

excessive cold, provided the proper precautions were used ; nor
did any complaint arise from. the extreme and rapid change of

temperature to which they were exposed, when, as was often

the case, they passed from. the cabins, which were kept heated
up to 60' or 7 0', to, the open air, thotigh the change in one

minute was in several instances 120" of temperature.
Cold, however5 as January was, yet the following month,

though, as we have already observed, it a ain exhibited the

sun to them, was niuch colder; on the 15t of February the

thermometer fell to 55() below Zero, and remained for fifteen

hours not higher than 54". Within the next lifteen hours'it

gradually rose to 341. - But though the sun re-appeared

early in February, they had stfll a long finprisonnient to en-é

dure; and Captain Parry did not consider it safe to leave their

winter quarters till the ist of August, when they again sailed

to, the westward: their mode of proceeding was the same

as that which they had adopted the preceding year, viz.

crawling along the shore, within the fast ice; in this manner

they got to the west end of Melville Island. But all their

efforts to proceed further were of no avail. Captain Parry

was now convinced, that somewhere to the south-west of this

there must be an immoveable obstacle, which prevented the

ice dispersing in that direction, as it had been fotind to do in

every other part of the voyage.

At last, on the 16th of August, further attempts were

given up, and Captai-n Parry determined to return to the

eastwarc4 along the edge of the ice, in order that lie might

push to the southward if lie could find an opening. Such an

opening, however, could not be found; but by coasting south-

ward, along the west side of Baflins Bay, Captain Parry

convinced himself that there are other passages into Pr'Ince
(; (-; 3
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Regent's Inlet, besides that. by Lancaster Sound. The
farthest point in the Polar sea reached in this voyage was
latitude 740 26' 23fl, and loncritude 11311 461 43:511. On the
26th of September they took a final leave of the ice, and
about the middle of November they arrived ùi the 'Diames.

In every point of view this voyage was extremely creditable
to Captain Parry; it is not surpassed by any for the admir-

able manner in which it was conducted, for the Presence of
mind, perseverance' and skill of all the arrangements and

operatio ' ns. It lias also considerably benefited all those
branches of science to which the observations and experi-

inents of Captain Ross and his companions were directed, and
to, which we have already adverted. Perhaps in no one point

has it been of more use to mariners, than in proving the minute
accuracy of going to which chronometers have been brouglit.

As this expedition very naturally encouraged the hope that
a north-west passage existed, and might be discovered and

effected, and as Captain Parry was decidedly of this opinion,
government very properly resolved, to send. him out again ; lie

accordingly sailed in the spring of the year following that of
his return. He recommended that the attempt should be
made in a more southern latitude, and close along the northern
coast of America, as in that direction a better climate might
be expected, and a longer season by at least six weeks; and

this recommendation, it is supposed, had ils weight with the
admiralty in the instructions and discretionary powers which

they gave him..
We must now direct our attention to the sôuthern polar

regions. Geographers and philosophers supposed that in this
portion of the globe there must be some continent or very large

islànd, which would serve, as it were, to counterbalance the
immense tracts of land which, to the northward, stretched

not only as near the pole, as navigation had been able to
proceed, but also west and east, the whole breadth of Europe
and Asia.

The second voyage of Captain Cook was planned and
undertaken for the express purpose of solving the question

respecting the Terra Australis whi-h occupied the older
maps. He sailed on this voyage in July 1772, having under

his command two ships, pariticularly well. adapted and fitted
up or such a service, the Resolution and Adventure; he was
acconipanied by a select band of officers, most of whom were

not only s1kilful and experienced navigators, but also scientific
astronoinens ,.iii(l georrn-iffliers; there were also ùwo professed



.astronomers, two gentlemen who were well skilled in every
branch of natural history, and a landscape painter.

On the 12th of December, Captain Cook entered the loose
and floating ice, in latitude 62) 10; on the 21 st lie met with ice-
bergs in latitude 670; and by the end of the month he returned
to latitude 580. On the 26tli of January in the following year,
he again penetrated within the Antarctie circle, and on the Soth,

-l" 16'. This was the Utmost pointhad Et as far as latitude 'to wrich lie was able to penetrate; and lie was so fully per-
suaded, not only of the impracticability of being able to, sali

further to the south, but also of remaining in that latitude,
that lie returned to the northward the very same day, deem-

ing it, as lie expresses it, a dan erous and rash enterprize to

struggle with fields of ice. lie continues, Il who had

.,ýiiiib*tioii not only to go fàrther than any one before, but as

far as it was possible for man to (ro, was iiot sorry to, nieet with

this interruption." The existence of a southern continent was

thus considered by Captain Cook, and all other geographers,

as disproved to an alulost absolute certainty.

,ln this voyage Captain Cook also obtained a correct know-
ledge of the land discovered by La Roche in 1675, and gave

to it the name of New Georgia; lie discovered, too, Sandwicii

land, which, was then supposed to be the nearest land to the

South Pole; lie ascertained the extent of the Archipelago, of

the New Hebrides, which. had been originally seen by Quiros,

and superficially examined by Boucrainville. New Caleclonia,

and many of the islands amoncy the groupe to which lie gave

the name of the Friendly lslands, were al.so among the fruits

,of this voyageý.
The Frencli (rovernment had sent out an expedition, about

the same time that Captain Cook sailed in quest of a southern

continent5 on a similar pursuit. A Frencli navigator some

b t nie before had stated that lie had discovered land, having
een driven far to the south, off the Cape of Good Hope.

This supposed land the expedition alluded to was also to look

after. The person selected to conduct it, 1\1. De Kerguelen,

does notseem. to have been well cliosen. or qualified for such

an enterprize; for after having discovered land, situated in 490

south latitude, and 690 east longitude &om Greenwich, lie re-

turned rather precipitately to France, without havùi(y explored

this land, concluding very rashly, and without any sufficient

grounds, that the Terra Australis was at length ascertained

to exist, and its exact situation deteriniiied. 1-le was recelved
c,
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and treated in France as a second Columbus : but as the
French court seerns to have liad some doubts on the extent
and nierit of his alleged discoveries, notwithstanding the re-
ception whicli it gave Iiiiii, lie was sent out a second tinie, witli
two ships of war of'64 and 32 guns each, and î 00 men, to coni-
plete his discovery and take possession of this new continent.

But lie soon ascertained, what indeed lie miglit and ought to,
have ascertaiiied in his first voyage, that what lie deemed and

represented to be the Terra Australis wu only a dreary iiii ' (1
inhospitable island, of small size, so, very barren and useless,
that it produces no tree or even shrul) of any kind, and very
little grass. On such an island, in such a part of the globe,
no inhabitants could be looked for; but ir is even alniost en-
tirely destitute of aninials; and the surrounding sea is repre-
sented as not more productive than the, ]and. The French

navigator was unable to find. sufe ancliorage in this island,
thougli it abounded, in harbours; to this miserable spot he

gave bis own name. It was afterwards' visited by Captain
Cook, in * his third voyage, and also by Peyrouse.

As the southern ocean, in as high a latitude as the climate
and the ice rendered accessible and safe, had been. as it were

swept carefully, extensively, and minutely., by Captain Cook,
and some subsequent navigators, without discovering land of'
any considerable extent, it was naturally supposed that no
southern continent or even large island ex'isted.

In the year 1819, however, this disbelief was partly de-
stroyed by an unexpected and singular discovery. Mr. Smith,

who comnianded a vessel trading between Rio Plato and Chili,
was naturally desirous to shorten, as much as possible, his

passage round Cape Horh. With this object in view, lie raii
to a higher latitude than is usual in such voyages; and in lati-
tude 620 301 and in longitude 6Cý west, lie discovered land.
This was in bis voyage out to Chili; but as lie could not then,
spare the time necessary to explore this land, he resolved to

follow the same course on his return voyage, and ascertain its4M
extent, nature, &c-. This lie accordingly did; and likewise on
a subsequent voyagý. Il He ran in a westward direction along
the coasts, eitlier ot a continent or numerous islands, for 9,00 or
300 miles, formincy large bavs, and aboundin with the sper-
maceti whale, seals, &c. He took nuinerous soundings and

bearings, draughts and charts of the coast." He also landed
and took possession oftlie country in the nanie of his sovercign,
and called his acquisition New. Sotith Shetland. He repre-
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seins the cliniate as teniperate, the coast inouritainous, ap-
parently uninhabited, but not (lestitute of' vegetation, as lie

observed firs and pines iii niany places ; and on the whole, the
country appeared. to him very much like the coast of Norwa

It may seeni extraordinary that land of this extent sh ý(1
not have been discovered by any former navigator; but the
surprise will cease, when we reflect duit though. Captain Cook

penetrated much fiirther to the soutli' than the latitude of New
South Shetland, yet his ineridian was 45 degrees fardier to
the west, and diavlie thus left a large expanse of' sea unex-
plored, on the parallel. of 62() between that and Sandwich lawl,
the longitude of whieli is 220 west. He indeed likewise

reached 671 south latitude: but this was in longitude fýom
137' to 147') west. Now the longitude of New South Shetland

being 60') west, it is evident that Captain Cook iii his first
attenipt, leti unexplored the whole extent of longitude froni

280 the longitude of Sandwich. lan(l, to 60'), the lon itude of'
New South Shetland ; and in his second attempt, lie was still

further from the position of this new discovered land. Pey-
rouse reached no higlier thari 60() 30' latitude, and Vancouver
only to 55". Thus we clearly see that this land lay out ofthe
track, iiot only of those navigators, whose object beiiig to get
into the Pacific by the course best known, pass through. the
Straits of Macrellan and Le M.-aire, or keep as near Cape Hora
as possible, but also of those who were sent out expr(,cssly to
searcli for land in a hi(rh southern latitude.

The intellicrence of the discovery of New South Shetland,
and that its coasts abounded. in Spermaceti whales, and in
seals, quickly and powerfülly roused the commercial enter-
prise both. of the British and the Americans. In the course
of a short time, numerous ships of both these nations sailed to
its coasts; but from their observations and experience, as well.
as from a survey of it which was underLaken by the orders of
one of His Majesty's naval officers, commandincy on the south-
west coast of America, it was soon ascertaiiied that it was a

most dangerous landto approach and to continue near. Ith

sterility and bleak and forbidding appearance, from all the
accounts ptiblished respectincr it, are scarcely equalled, cer-

Lainly are not surpassed, in the most inhospitable countries
iiear the North Pole; while ships are suddenly exposed to, most
violent storms, from. which there is little chance of' escaping,

and in whicli, during one of the se-al-catching scasonS5 a great
nuniber were lost.
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There are, however, counterbalancing advantaýges : the
seuls were, at least during the first seasons, uncommonly;

numerous, and taken with very little trouble or difficulty, sý
that a ship could obtain a full cargo in a very short time; but,
in consequence of a very great number of vessels which, &e-
quented the coasts-for the. purpose of taking these animals,
they became soon less numerous, and were captured with less
ease. Ile -kins of these seals fetched a verv hijeh price in
the China market; the Chinese, especially in le l'ore north-
ern parts of that vast and populous empire,. use these skins

for various articles of their dress; and the seal skins of New-
South Shetland being much finer and softer than those which.
were obtained in any other part of thé world, bore a propor-

tionably higher price in the China market. But the English
could. not compete with the Americans in this lucrative trade;

for in consequence of the charter of the El ast India Company,
the English ships were obliged to, bring theïr cargoes of skins
to England ; here they wiére sold, and as none but the East India
Company could export them to China, and çPnsequently none
except the Company would purchase; they in fact had the mo-
nopoly of them, and obtained them at their own price. The

English indeed might take them directly from New South
Shetlffld to Calcutta, whence they might be exported in

country ships to, China; but even-in this case, which was not
likely fo happen, as few vessels, after having been employed
in catching seals off such a boisterous coast, were prepared or
able to, undertake a voyage to Calcutta; much unnecessary

expence was « incurred, additional risk undergone, and
time consumed. To these disadvantages in the sale of their

seàl skins, the Americans were not exposed; they brought
them into some of their own ports, and thence shippedthem

directly and immediately to, China.
The last navigator whom we noticed as having added to,

our knowledfre respecting New Holland, was Dampier, who
in this portion of the globe, not only discovered the Stràit, that

separates New Guinea &om New Britain, but also, surveyed
the north-west coast of New Holland; and, contrary to, the

Dutch charts, laid down De Witt's land as a cluster of islands,
and gave it as his *opinion that the northern part of New

Holland was separated from the lands to the southward by a
strait. Scarcely any thing was added to the geography of

this portion of the globe, between the last voyage of Dampier,
and the first voyage of Cook. One of the principal objects of
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this vova 0 elebrated navigator, was to* examine the
Coast eew ouLd; and he performed

of object most com-
pletely, so far as the east coast was concerned, from the 3 8 th
degree of latitude to its northern extremity ; he also proved

that it was separated from New Guinea, by passmg through
the channel, which he.called after his slyp, Endeavour Strait.
In the year 179 1 , Captain Vancouver 'éxplored 110 leagues
of the -south-west coast, where he discovered King George"s
Sound, and som'e clusters of small islands. In the same year two

vessels were dispatched &om France in search of La Peyrouse ;
in April 1792, they made several observations on Van Die-
man's Land, the south cape of which they thought was sepa-
rated from the main land; theyalso discovered a great harbour.
In the subsequent year 1793, they agam made the coast of
New Holland, near Lewin's Land, and they ascertained that
the first discoveries had been extremely accurate in the lati-
tudes which they had assigned to this part of it.

In consequence of the British forming a seulement at Botany
Bay, much additional. information w&s eained, not only re-
gardin(y the interior of New Holland, in the vicinity of the
settlemnent, but also regarding part of its coast: the most
interesting and important discovery relative to the latter was
made towards the end of the -year 1 797ý by Mr. Bass, suýgeon
of làis Majestys ship Reliance. He made an excursion In an
open boat to the southward of Port Jackson, as far as 40 de.

VI -ping in the coast
grees of-south latitude, and isited. every ope
in the course of his voyage: he observed sufficient to induce

him. to, believe that Van Dieman"s Land was no part of New
Holland. SSn after the return of Mr. Bass, the governor of

the English colony sent out him and Captain Flinders, then
employed as a lieutenant of one of His M2ýjesty's ships on the

New South Wales station, with a view to ascertain. whether
Mr. Bass-s belief of the separation of Van Dieman's Land was

well founded. They embarked on board a small-decked. boat
of 25 tons, buât of the fir of Norfolk island. In three months

they returned to, Port Jackson, after having circumnavigated
Van Dieman's Land, and completed the survey of its coasts.

The strait that separates it from New Holland was iiamed by
the governor, Bass's Strait. The importance of this discovery

is undoubted, In voyages from. New Holland to the Cape
of Good Hope, considerable time is gained by passing through

it, instead of following the former course. In the year 1800,,
Captain Flinders was again sent out by the governore to ex-
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amine the coast to the northward of Port Jackson; of this
nothing more was known but what the imperfect notices iven
of it by Captain Cook supplied. In this voyage he compfetely

examined all the creeks and bays as far to the northward as
the 25th degree of latitude, and more particularly Glasshouse
and Harvey's Bays. The English government at length re-
solved that they would wipe off the reproach, which, as Cap-
tain Flinders observes-e- was not without some reason at-
tributed-to theme* Il that an imaginary line of more than 25o
leagues of éxtent, in the vicinity of one of their colonies, should
have been so long sufféred to remain traced upon the charts,
under the title Of UNKNOWN COAST," and they a'ccordingly
appointed him to the command of an expedition fitted out in
England for this purpose.

]Be£ re 1 ing an account of this voyage of Captain Ilinders,
we shall atridep- from the Introduction prefixed to it, bis clear

and methodiý11 account of the progressive discoveries which
have been made on the coast of New Holland, and of what
was still to be explored. - He particularly dwelt on the ad.-

vantages that would result from a practicable passage through
Torres' Strâit; if this could, be discovered, it wou d shorten
the usual route by the north of New Guinea, or the Eastern
Islands, in the voyage to India and China. The immense
gulf of Carpentaria was unknown, except a very small porti&
of its eastern side. The landsf called after Arnheim and Van

Dieman also required and deserved a minute investi ation,
especially ' the bays, shoals, islands, and coasts of the Emer,
and the northern part of the latter. The north-west coast

bad not been examined since the time of Dampier, who
was of opinion that the northern portion of New Holland

was separated from, the lands to the northward by a strait.
The existence of such a strait, Captain Flinders completely
disproved.

With respect to the south coa,,;4 at least 2,50 leagues were
unexplored. Captain Flinders had examined with consider-
able care and minuteness the east coast and Van Dieman s
Land; but there were still several openings which required
to be better explored.

Such were the principal objects which Captain Flinders
had in view in bis voyage; and no pers(m could have been

found better qualified to accomplish these objects. On the
18th of July, 1801, he sailed from England in the Investi-
gator, of 331 tons: there were on board, beside the proper
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and adequate complement of men, an astronomer, a naturalist.
a natural history painter, a landscape painter, a gardener,
and a minir. As soon. as he approached the south cSst of
New Holland, he immediately began bis examination of the
coasts, islands, and inlets of that large portion of it, called
Nuyts' Land; he particularly examined all that part of the
coast, whieh lies between the limit of the discoveries of Nuyts
and Vancouver, and the eastern extremity of Bass' Straits,
where he met a French ship, employed on the same object.
In the month of July, 1802, he left Port Jackson, whither
lie had gone to refit, and sailing through-Torres' Straits in
86 hours, he arrived in, the Gulf of Carpentaria in the latter
end of the season. In the course of this part of bis voyage,
he examined Northumberland and Cumberland islainds, and

the great barrier reefs of coral rock; and every part of the.
eastern side'of the Gulf of Carpentaria; not a cape, creek,

bay-, or island on this coast of the gulf escaped bis notice and
examination. It was bis intention to have pursued the same

mode of close and minute examination: Il fbHowing the ]and
so closely, that the washing of the surf upon it should be
visible, and no opening nor any thing of importance escape
notice;" but he was prevented by ascertainincr that the vessel
was in such a crazy state, that, though in Le weather she
might hold together for six months longer, yet she was by no
means fit for such an undertaking. Aîter much deliberation

what conduct he ought to pursue under these circumstances,
as it was impossible, with such. a vesse], he could ut that
season return ta Port Jackson by the west route, in conse-

quence of the monsoon (and the stormy weathér would render
the east passage equally improper) he resolved to finish the
surve of the Gulf of Carpentaria. This occupied him, three
montL : at the end of this period he was obliged, by the

sickness of bis crew, to sail for Timor, which he reached on
the sist of March, 1803.

As the Investigator was no longer fit for service, she was
condemned. Captain Flinders resolved, as he could not
finish the survey, to return to England, in order to lay bis
journals and charts before the Admiralty : he accordingly em-
barked on board the Porpoise store ship, which, in company
with the Cato and Bridgwater, bound to Batavia, sailed in
Aueust, 1803. The Porpoise and Cato were wrecked on a

reef of rocks nearly 800 miles from. Botany Bay: most of the
charts,' logs, and astro.n*omical observations were saved; but
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the rare plants, as well as the dried specimens, were lost or
destwyed. On the 26th of August, Captain Flinders left

the reef in the cutter, and after a,ý_passage of considerable
danger, reached Port Jackson- on the 8th of September. As

he.was extremely anxious to lodge bis papers as soon as pos-
sible with the Lords of the Admiralty, he embarked from
Port Jackson in a vessel, something less than a Gravesend
passage boat, beýînig only 29 tons burden. Even in such a
vesse], Captain nders did not lose si ht of the objects

nearest h-Ls heart: he passed through Mres' Str«its, ex-
amined Pandoras entrance, explored new channels among
the coral reefs, examinèd Prince of Wales Island, crossed
the Gulf of Carpentaria, and after anchoring at some islands
on the. western sidè of the gulf, directed bis route to Timor:

here he refitted bis vesse], and then sailed for the Isle of
France, where it was 'absolutely necessary he should touch,
in order that she might undergo a repair, as she was very

leaky. Tliôugh be pDossessed passports from, the French
ttvernment, he was detained at the Isle of France, under

e absurd pretence that he was a spy. - All bis books, èharts,
and papers were seized; and he himself was kept a prisoner
ift,g miserable room for nearly four months. He was after-

wards removed to the garden pris9n, a situation not so
uncomfortable and prejudicial, to bis health as that froin

which he was taken; at length, in consequence of an appli-
cation from. the Royal Society to the National Institute, the
French government sent an order for bis liberation; but it
was not receivede or, at leas4 it was not acted upon till the
vear i8lo; for it was not till that year that Captain

kinders was-permitted to leave the Isle of France: he
arrived in England on the 24th of October of that year.

There are few voyages from which more important ac-
cessions to geographical knowledge have been derived, than
from. this voyage of Captain Flinders, especially . when we

reflect on the great probability that New Holiand will soon
rank high in population and wealth. Before his voyage, it

was doubtful, whether New Holland was not -divided into
two great islands, by a strait between BaW Straits

and the Gulf of Carpentaria. = Flinders bas put an
end to all doubts on this point: he examined the coast in the

closest and most accurate manner: he found indeed two o-TeatC
openings; these he sailed up to their termination; and, con-

sequently, as there were no other openings, and these were



mere inlets, New Holland can no longer be supposed to be
divided into two great islands, but must be regarded as

Irormincr one very large one; or,- rather, froin its immense size,
a species of continent. He made a nother important and
singular discovery, VIZ. -that there am èjfher no rivers of any
magrnitude in New Holland, or that if there be such, they do
not find their way to the sea coast. This country seews also
very deficient in good and safe ports : in his survey of the
south coast, he fotind only one. He completed the surve ofy
the whole eastern coast; of Bass's Straits and Van Dieman%
Land, observing very carefully every thing relative to the
rocks, shoals, tides, winds, currents, &c. Coral reefs, which
are so common in most parts of the Pacific, and which, ouripg
their origin entirely to worms of the minutest size, gradua1Iý
beconie extensive i'lands, stretch alona the eastern coast of
New Holiand. These were examined with great care by
Captain Flinders: he found that they had nearly blocked up
the passage through Torres" Straits, so that it required great
care and caution to pass it iith. safety. But one of the most
important results of this voyage respects the survey of the
Gulf of Carpentaria; previously the extent and beaings of
th' If were not known; but from. Captain Flinders's geo.

'lis we have received an accurate and full survey of iL Its
extent was ascertained to be 5ý degrees of longitude, and 7 de-
grees of latitude; and its circuit nearly 400 leagues. On the
coast of this gulf he found a singular trade carried on. . Sixty

proas, each about the burden of 25 tons, and carrying as
many men, were fitted out by the. RaA of Bon4 and sent

to catch a smail animal which lives'at the bottom. of the sea,
called the sea slug, -or biche de mer. When caught, they are
split, boiled, and dried in ý the sun, and then carried to

Timorlaot, when the Chinese purchase them: 100,000 of
these animals is the usual car-ffl of each proa, and they bring
from, 2000 to 4000 Spanish dollars.

Notwithstanding the Engrlish had had settlements in New
Holland for upwards of 26 years, littlè 'progress bad been

made in exploring the interior of the country even in the im-
mediate vicinity of Botany Bay. It was supposed that a pas.

sage across the Blue Mountains, which. are within sight of that
seulement, opposed insurmountable obstacles. At length,
about the end of the year 1813. the Blue Mountains were
crossed for the first time, by Mr. Evans, the deputy surveyar
of the colony. He found a fertile and pleasant district, and
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the streams whicli took tlieir rise in the Blue Mountains,
running to the westward; to one of the most considerable of
these he gave the name of Macquarrie river -,- the course of this
river he pursued for ten days. Om hisý refürn to the colony,
the governor, Mr. Macquarrie orderýd that a road should be
made across the mountains ; this extended 100 miles, and was

completed in 1815. Mr. Evans soon afterwards discovered
another river, which he called theLachla'n'.

As it was of great consequence to trace these rivers, and
aewise to examine the country to, the west of the Blue

Mountains more accurately, and to a greater distance than
it had been done, the govenior ordered two expeditions to, be

-undertaken. Lieutenant Oxley, the surveyor-general. of the
colony had the command of both. It does not fall within our
plan or limits to follow him in these journeys ; we shall there-
fore confine ourselves to an outline of the result of - his dis-
coveries. He ascertained that the country in general is 7ei
unfertile: the Lachlan he traced, till it seemed"to loose itseTf
in a multitude of branches among marshy flats. Il Perbaps,"
observes Lieutenant Oxley, Il there is no river, the history of
which is known, that presents so remarkable a termination as
the present: its course, in a strait line from its source to its
termination, exceeds 500 miles, and in cluding its windings, it

may fairly be calculated to run at least 1200 miles; during
all which passage, through such a vast extent of country, it does
not receive a single strearn in addition to what it derives from
its sources in the Eastern mountains."-," One-tree, one soil,
one water, and one description of bird, fish, or animal, pre-
vails alike for ten miles, and for 100." Ilere were, how-

ever, tracks, especially where the limestone formation prevailed,
of great beauty and fertility; but these were comparatively
rare and of small extent. Level, bare, sandy wastes, desti-
tute of water, or morasses and swamps, which would not sup-
port them, formed by far the greatest. part of the country
through which they travelled.

The second object Lieutenant Oxley had in view was the
survey of the course of the Macquarrie river; this he knew to, be
to the north-west of the Lachlan. In crossing from the banks
of the latter -in search of the former, they reached a beautiful
valley; in the centre of which flowed a clear and strong rivulet.
This they traced till it joined a large river, which they ascer-
tained to be the Macquarrie. From this point to Bathurst
Plains, the country was rich and beautiful.
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Akfrom the size of the Macquarrie where the fell in with
i4 it momed probable that it either with the sea

its« or flowed into a'river which- dids the gSernor sent
Lieutefient Ozky on another expedition to traS its cours%
and thus seule this * t. For twelve days the country wu
rich and beautiful: e river wu wide, deep, and navigable.
Ile country then changed its character: no hià was to

be seen; on âH sides it was as level and 'Lmm*tere«ing aç
that through which tbe had traced the Lachlan in. their'

former journey. Soon 2eZards it overflowed. its baný; and
as the country wu very flat, it sprend over a vast extent
.Under these circumstances, Lieutenant Oxley* proceeded down
it in a boat for dfirty miles, till he lost sight of land and trees.
About four miles farther it lost all appearance of a river; but

he was not, able to, continue his route, and was obliged to re-
turn, without havkig ascertained. whether thisgreat, inland

lake., înto, which the Xacquarrie fell, was, a salt or fièsh water
lake.

On his return ýe crossed the highest point of the
which divides the waters runn*g west fium those which run
into the eut; the most elevated peý he calculates t» be fieià
60W to 7000 feet. Here he found a river risin which flowed
to the eut; and following it, be arrived at thgel placç where it

fell into the ocean.
It is pretty certain froin these expeditions, that no river of

any size empties itself into the sea, on the northern, western,
or southern coasts -of New Holland. Captain Flinders and
the French navigators had examined all. the Une of coast on
the western sidé, except from latitude 220 to. 110 * south it
might therefore be supposed that the Macquarrîeý aher

itseif from the inland lake to, which Lieutenant Oxley hà
traced it, might fall into the sea, within, these limits. IMis,

however, isnowproved not to be the case. IntheyearIS18,
Lieutenant M sent bý the Board of Admiralty, to sur-
vey the unexmlpcowrZ coas4 from the southern extreimity àf

Terre de Witt. Re began his examinationgt the north-west
cape, in latitude 21' 45', from this to latitude 201 W, and

from Io it de 1140 to 118'D, he found an archipelaeo, whiçh
he nam:f after Dampier, as it was or . * ally discoverý4 bv tbis
navigator. Dampier had inferred, 670m a remarkable cirrent

running from the coast beyond these islandst that ja t
strait, or river, opened out. behind them. Lieutenant . * .
found the tide running strong mi all the passages of the or
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hWéý but thére was no &rance of a river; the coast was
'ýeW low, and bèyoJîýehe descried'an -extensîveý tract of

ihýà-ndatéd mushy country,, sýinilat- to that described by Lieu-
tèùânt Oîley. Câpé-Van Diemen, Lieutenant Kmîg am*r-

iMmed to be the ni)tthern éxtre*Ûty of an island, near whieh
*às a dée gù1ý Although, we have not learm that Lieutemnt
Ki , hm éoùq*téd filà ow'ey, 8 or 9 degreerofladtude on the

Xweit èwist stM remaining to be eirploMd, yet we think
thé écea7àfimy »kly be inferred that no great river has its eikit intôrom thle interior of New Holland. This cirSm-
itance, added tô the singular nature of the country through
*hièh L ieutenaùt Oxley j ri eyedj and the pecoliar and
übique character of many of its animâls, siaems to stSnp dft

rtioti of the globe marks which strongly and widély
sep= it fi-OM eviNvm" othèr portion.

tt is temarked *in Quarterly Review, that, before Cap-
Min. Flindeiet '*OY" Il thiè great Gulf of Carpentaria had as
îet no definite outim-e on our nautical charts. It was theMgntr tftcoinr of undulatibg line, intended tû denote the
limi-ts betwSn d and water, without a promontory,, or an
lâlàhd, a jxýy, harbour, or inlet, that was defined by shape or
ilèglÈhàted by name. Thi"blank line was drawn afid copied
bY çme chart inaker from another, without the least authority,
anct'wiýhout the least reason -to believe that any European

hàd ever visited this widè and deeply-indented guif; and yet,
when visited, tbis imaginary line was found to approximate so
héarly to its true forr% as ascertained by survey, as to leave
Exile doubt that soine European navi-«ator must at one time
br other have examined it, though fiis labours have been
buried, as the labours of many thousands have -been before

since Ms time, in the mouldy archives of a jealous and
selfish government.')

This remark may be extended and applied to other parts of
the globe beside Austraksia; but it is particularly appli-
ëâble to this portion of it. There can be no doubt that nuny
i9lands and points of land *ere discovered, which were never
traced mi m'ap% "eu in the vague and indistinct manner in
"'ich the Gulf of Carpentaria was -traced'; that many dis-

coveries were claimed to which no credit was given ; and that
ôwing to the imperfect mode -formerly used to determine the

longitude, 'some, from being laid down wrong, were after*ards
-eJied as ent'iýe1y new discoveries. a
«N. Wè have stated that this remark is parucularly applicable
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to Aus"" : t* the progress of geogra h là division
of the lobe (including under thot. apýZùc besides New

HOIM9 P 9 or New Guinea, New Britain, New Ireland,
SoloinoWs iTsm, New Caledonia, New Zealand, &c.) we are
new to direct our attention; and îbe trutà of the reowk will

sSu appear to be confirmed in more than. one hemc*.
One of the objects of Rogeweh a Dutch nav%-BtcSl Who,

sailed froin Amsterdam in 172 1. wias to re-discover Ows
Islands, and the lands described b Quitos. In this voyap

he visited New' Britain, of whicýh U has enlarged Our Uk-
formation,; and he discoveréd. Aurora' Ishýux4 ànd a very.
numerous archipelago, to which he gave the naine of the
Thousand Islands. Captain Carteret, whoý sailed froin Eng-

land in 1767, along with Captain Wallis, but who woo
separated from him in the Straits of Magellan, discovered

several isles in the South Pacifie, the largest of wbich there lis.
little doubt is that which was visited by Mandann in 1595,

and called by him Santa Cruz. In prosecuting his voyage Mi.
the track pursued by Dampier, Captain Qwteret arrived on
the east coast of the land named New Britain, by tha ceW
brated navigator. This he found to cons6t of two isiant%
veparmed, b a wide channel; -to the northern island k* geçe
the name Y New Ireland.

At this period the French were progecuting vQyâg« of dis-
covery in the same portion of the globe. Au expedffion
sailed from France in 1766, commanded by M Boug**nville.-

he arrived within the limits of Australasia in gsy,'17680
»esides visifing a roup of is1andsý named by him NayigatoW
Islands, but wh 9 are supposed to have beS b>
Rouewem, and a larn%-, cluster, which is " s!41p to be
the-archipelago Of re same navigator, M. ville dis-

covered a beautiful country, to which he pye the naine of
Louisiade - he wow not ablçto e lis çquntry, and jw

it has not been visited by subséquent navigg.or'4 it îý gene-
rally believed to be au -extensioù - of.-&e coest of P*puîý.
After discovering some islands not far frow thî hgd, 3

Bougainville directed his course to the coast of New Irelapd;
he afterwards examined the north coast of New Grui4ea.

Abcýa the same "e, M. Surville, another Fren
voyage from the FÀe Indies into the Pacifie, landed on the
north coast of a country east of Ne Guinea; he nqt

opportunity of examining this land, but it sSms prq4wf-
that it was one of Solomon's Islands.

H iff 2
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We have ab«dy had occasion to notice the first voyage of
Càptain Cook§ during which he traced the eastem coust of
New Býoýd, and ascertained that it was sepa*ted - ficm

Ntow Guinea. In this vjoage he made further additions to
otie àwP ical. knowli ge of Australasia; -for he visited

New land, which Tasman had discovered in 1642, but olà
which he did not even land. Captain Cook examined it with

great care; and ascertai-ed not only its extent but that it
was divided into two large islands, by a strait, which is called
after him. During his second vovaffe he explored the New

Hebrides, the most northern Of wýicl is supposed to be des-
cribed buuitos : Bougainville bad undoubtedly sailed amon

them. e whole lie between the latitude of 141) 29f ang
240 41 southq and between 166D 41 e and 1700 2 il east longi-
tude. After havig completed his examination of these

islands, he discovered an extensive country, which he called
New Caledonia. In his passage ftom, this to New Zealand
he discovered several islands, and among the rest Norfolk
Island. Ilhe feat object of his thinl voyage, which was thé

ïï i ý the
exammation 0 north-west coast of America, did.not
afford him an opportu-nity of *isiting for any length of time

Austmluia; yet he did visit it, and examined New Zealand
attentively, obtaining much original and important information

respecting it, 9W the manners, &c. of its inbabitants.
The voyages which we have bitherto noticed, were prin-

cipay directed to the southern parts of Australasia. Between
the years 1774 and 1776, some discoveries were made in the

northom parts of it by Captain Forirest: he sailed from In dia
m. a vessel of only ten tons, with the intention of ascertaining
whether a settleinent could not be formed on an isiand near the
northern promontory of Borneo. In the course of this voyage

he éxami«ned the north coast of Waygiou; and after visiting
seymI small islands, he arrived on the north coast of Papua.

. Tbe -next accessions that were made to our geographical
imawledge of Australasia, are derived from, the voyage in
search of La Peyrouse. The object of La Peyrouse's voyage
was 'to complete the discoveries made by former navigators
in the southern hemisphere: in the course of this voyage he
navigated some portion of AustÈalasia; but where he and his

crew perished is not known. As the French, government
were natuw2y and very laudably anxious to ascertain his

real fate, two vessels were despatched from France in the year
1791, fôr that purpose. In April, 1792, they arrived within

ÎI,
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the limits of Australasia: after havingexanîned Van Iiiemeù'd
Land, they sailed alo'ng an immense chaïn of reefs, extending
ùpwarà of SS milesf- on the east coast of New Caledonia. As
Captain Cook had confined bis survey to the nort1ý dmy
directed their attention to the south-west coast. After vis
some islands in this sea, th arrived at New Irelands pfte
of which they ully exIpYored. In 179J4ý after * having-
visited New' Holland, they sailed for New Zealand; anct

near it they discovered an island which lie> tear the eastern.
limit of Australasia : t6 this they zave the naine of Recherche.
Ile New Hébrides, New Calidonig, and New Britain, were
also visited and examined; near the coast of the last they

discovered, âeveral motintainous islands.' Beside the acces-
sions to our ge hi knowledge of Australasia which
we derived froin t ris 'vo ' yage, it is particularly valuable Il on

account of the illustrations of the tatural history of the dif-
ferent countrieq, and the aéýuracy with which the astronondcal

observations were made." It is worthy of reinaïk thýt the
two ships lost nearly half their men; whereas, British navi-
gators have been out as long, in.a élimate and- circum taù as
unfavourable to healtb, and have wmtcdy lost a single ma

At the begigning.. of thi-s ëeàtury, the French er ment
planned, a voyelge of discovery, the chief object orwhich was
to explore the seas- of Australasia. Those parts of New
Hcffland which were entirely unknown, or but imperfectly

ascertaînedý were to be examined; the coast of New Guinea
to be surveyed, principally in the search of a estrait which was
supposed to divide it into two parts; a passage by Endeavour
Straits to the eastern point of the Gulf of Carpentaria w»A ter be
attempted ; and then the expeffition was to sèl -td -'4pe-'90rth -

west. Besides these objects in Australasia, the ]ýndtàn.0cean
was to be navigated.

Two vessels, the Geographe and Naturalistej sailed on this
expedition in October, 1800; but they did not by their dis-
coveries add much that was important to the geog"Phy of

Austtalasia. -ney indeed. have made known to uture navi-
îatorsi reefs and s1mÙs on the coast of New Hollazid; haveXed more accurately, or for the first time, some latitudes «ùd

longitudes, belonging to this and other parts of Austrâlasi
and have -tracxÀ some small rivers in New Holland. They

also, confummed the accuracy and justice of preceding ob-
servations in several points; particularly relative to the -giiio,

ii H 3
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eular fineness of the weather, and serenity of the heavens
in these seas.

Their greatest discovery undoubtedly consisted in a grent
archipelago, which they named after Bonaparte: the islands that
composea it were in general small ; some volcanic or basaltic
others sandy. After examining these, they were obliged -to
return to Timor, in consejuence of the sickness of their crews.

After they were recovere 9 they returned to the grand object
of their expedition, which, though interesting and important
to the navigator, or to the minute -researches of the geo-
grapher, presents nothing that requires to be noticed in this
place.

Such is the sum of the additions to our geographical
knowledge of Australasia whicp bas resulted from the voy"

of discover during the last one hui-dred ýears. The great
outline, an7most of the subordinate parts, are filled up; and

little remains to be discovered or ascertained which can
greatly alter our maps, as they are at present drawn. Addi-
tions, however, will gradually be made; errors will be cor-
rected; a strong d- clearer light will be thrown on obscure
points. Much of this will be done by the accidental dis-

coveries and observations of the many ships , which are
constantly sailin frorn England to New Holland; or which

trade from. the Ler country to New Zealand or other parts
of Australasia, to India, or to China. By means of these
voyages, additions have already been made to our knowledge,

especial%1 ly of Ne ' Zealand; and its inhabitants are beginn*g
to féel and acknowledge the benefits which must always be
derived from the intercourse of civilized people with savages.

P 1 nesia, extending from the Pelew Isles on the west, to
the is of All Saints on the north-east, and the Sandwich
Isles in the east, and having for its other boundaries the
latitude of 20') northý an ' d of 500 south, near the latter of

which it -joins- Australasia, is the only remaining division of
the globe which remains to come under our cognizance, as

having been explored by maritime expeditions; and as it
consists entirely of groups of small islands, we shall not be
detained long in tracing the discoveries which have been made
in these seas.

The Pelew Islands, one of the divisions of Polynesia,
though they probably had been seen, and perhaps visited by

Europeans before 178S, were certainly first made completely
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known to them at this -period, in consèq'uence of the shipwreck
of Captain Wilson on them. The Sandwich Isles, the next
ýffouP, have been disSvered witlùn the last century by
Captain Cook, on his last voýy:fey The earu di>

covered by Mandana, were visit Captain Cook in 17749
by the French- in 1789, and particularl and carefally e:K..
amined during the missionary voyage o7Captain Wilson in
1797. Captain Wallis, who sailed *ith Captain Carteret in
1766, but 'was afterwards separated from. him- in his course
across the South Pacific, discovered several islands, particu-

larly Qtaheite; to this and.the neighbouring islands the
name of Society Isles was given. Such are the most im-

portant discoveries that have been made in Polynesia during
the last century ; but besides these, other discoveries of less
importance have been made, either by navigators who have
sailed expressly for the purpose, as Kotzebue, &c., or by ac-
cident, while crossin his immense ocean. In consequence
of the advances whicght the Sandwich Islands have made.in

civilization, comme'rce, and the arts, there is coinsiderable
intercourse with them, especially by the Àmericans; and
their voyages to them, and from thence to China,.whither
they carry the sandal wood, &c. which the2 obtain tJ4ere, as*
well as their voyages from the north-west ýoast of -Ainerica
with furs to Chinýî4 must soon detect any isles that may stiU

be unknown in this part of-the Pacific Ocean.
Although, therefore, much remaùis yet to be accomplished by

maritime expeditions, towards the extension and correction of
our geographical knowledge, so far as the bearinf of the
coast, and the latitudes. and longitudes of various P aces are

concerned, there seems no room for what may properly and--., -
strictly be called discovery, at least of any thing but sinall
and scattered islands.

It is otherwise with the accessions which ]and expeditiins
may still make to geographical knowled ; for th h î thin

these one hundred years the European foot bas trod3en where
it never trod before, and though o r eoeaphical know-
ledge of the interior of Africa, Asiau g Zerica, has been

rendered within that period not only more extensive, but also,
more accurate and minute than it previously was, yet much
remains to be done and known.

In giving a short and rapid sketch of the progress o.f
discovery, so far as it hâs been accom plished by land expedi-
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do

tioas, during the period alluded. to, we are naturally led to,
divide what we bave to say according to the three
portions of the lobe which, have been the objects, Of.=,

expeditions, viz. rfo7ý Asia, and America.
1. Africa. This country hm always presented most formi-

dable obstacles to the progress of dm*Svery: its in mense and
trackless deserti4 its burninand fatal climate., its barbarous

and treacherous inhabitants, ave united to keep a very large
rtion of ît &o the intercourse, and even tbe gpproach of

Éropean travellers. Even its, northern, parts, which are
most accessible to Europe, and which for 2000 years have

been occasionally visited by Europeans, are guarded by the-
cruel jealousy of its inhabitants. or, if that is overcome,
advances to any very great distance from the coast are effbct.

ivéJ y ùnpeded by natives still more savage, or by waterless and
fooless deserts.

The west coast of Africa, ever since it was ascertained that
slaves, ivory, gold dust, gums, &c. could be obtained there,
bas been eagerly colonized b Europeans; and thoué these
colonies baye now existed 7or upwards of three hundred

years; and though the same love of en which founded them
must have directed -a powerful wish. on those initerior

countries froin which these precious articles of -.traffic were
ýrougbt, yet such have been the difficulties, and dan and
dread, that the most enthusiastic traveller, and trmost

determined lover of gain, have scarcely penetrated beyond
the very frontier of tEe coast. If we turn to the east coast,
still lesi bas been done to explore the interior from that side;
the nature, bearings, &c. of the coast itself are not accurately

known; and accessions to our knowledge respectin 't have
been the result rather of accident than of a settled p1j . or Of

any expedition with that view. Ile Cape -of Good Hope
bas now been an European settlement nearly two hundred

M ears: the inhabitants in that part of Africa, thouLh of course
barians, are neither so formidable for theim cràft and

ciruelty, and strenath. nor so implacable in their hatred of
strangers., as the inËaÉitants of the north and of the interior of

Africa; and yet to what a short distance fi-om the Cape bas
even a solitary European traveller ever reached!

But though a very great deal remains to be accomplished be.
fore Africa will cease to present an immense void ili its interior,
in our maps, and still more remains to be accomplished before
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we can bewme acquainted with the manners, &c. of its inhabit.
ants, and its produce and manufactnres, yet the lan century,
and what han passed of the present, have witnessed mmy bold
and succesdul enterprizes to, extend our geographical know.
ledge of this q"r of the globe.

As the sovereigns of e northern shores of Africa
wexe, froin various causes and circumstances, always in

implacable hostility with one another, and asi besides
obstacle to, advances into Aâica from this side, it was

weR kno*n that the. Great Desert spread itse1f an almost
impassable barrier to any very great progress b the north

into the interior, it was not to be expe= that * any
attem ts to penétrate., this quarter of the globe by this ;oute

woulTbe made. On the other hand, tge Eur7peans bad
various settlements on the western coast: on this coast there
were man large rivers, whieh apparently ran ýfar into the

interior; Le rivers, - therdore, naturally seemed the most
expeditious, sa&, and easy routes, by which the interior

might at least to a short distance from the shore, be
penetrated.

But it was very long before the Senegal, one of the chief
of these rivers, was traced, bigher than the falls of Felu - or
the Gambia, another river of note and magnitude, than those
of Baraconda. In the year 1723, Captain Stebbs, who was
employed. by the Royal African Compan succeeded in going
up this river as far as the flats of -ÈenPa. Sooý afier,ý".

some information respecting the interior of Africa, -especiaUy
respecting Bonda, (which is supposed to, be the Bondou ýf

Pàýý14 in the upper Senegal,) was received through an African
prince, who was taken prisoner, and carried, as a slave to
America.

AU the information which, had been drawn from, these,
and oth ' er sources, respecting the interior, was collected
and published by Moore, the superintendant of the Afiican

Company's settlements on the Gambia; but though the
particulars regarding the manners, &c. of the inhabitants are
eurious, yet this workadds not much to, our geographical
knowledge of the interior of this part of the world.
In the year 1788, the African Institution was formed - its

object was to send persons properl lualified to make dis.
côveries in the interior of Africa. 7M first person eýgaged

by them was Mr. Ledyard; and, from all accounts of him, no
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perwn -could bave been better qual*fi«l for such an arduous
enterpKi &,lu: %e wu, strong, beaffhy, active, intelligent, in.

qi»itiveý -ôbftq6vý- end undaunted ; full of zeeil, and mugu mie
6f«muxm»; wid, et the same fime, open, kind, and insinuating
in his looks *and manners. . At Cairo he prepared himself fd
bis undertakin*by visiting the slave market, in -ordèr to
converft with ibe'mèrchants of the irarious caravans, andlearn idl , the 1 isPatüetilm -connected w*th h* loumev9

and.-the courtries fi»m whieh they came. ut -he prôceeded
no lâribee thim Cýdro: here he was-seized with an iliness,

oemîoned oe aggravated bythe delay in the caravaessetting
out -for Sennaàr, * "ich proved fatalxr7Lý w« the next person employed by the African
Institution, -Iý October, 1788, ý he arrivied at Tripolie from
whence he.ýse-outw]'»th two -shereefs for Fezzan, bythe wèy-

Pf Memmrata. On- the fourth day after bis -departure, be
ed 1,ebidý4oz the sea coast, the Leptis Magna of the

R-ýSms -He . d, on bis artival at Mescerata; 4bat be
obould not be able to procure thé namber of camels ne-

cessary ',$ to ,convey bis goqdý to Fezzan; and was obliged
to abandon h1g enterprize. From the in-formation which he

derived at -Mescerata, confimed as it was by what the
Association - had karnt , froin the narrative of a -native of

Morocco, the reporaph of Africa was extended from Fezzan,
acrosa the eastern division of the Désert, to Bornou,-Cashna,
ami -the Nim.

In a year'or ýtwo after the return of Mr. Lucas, the African
Assedation, who wiere indeâtigable in endeavouring to obtain

infin-mation fièm ùR Éourceý, learnt some interesting and
original circueutances from A Arab. iL nis person described
a large empire on the banks of the Nigerj in the capital of

which, Housa-, he bad resided two years : this city he rather
vftueliv and 'indonsistently described as equalling London

an7 *Càiro in. extent and population. As it was necessary to
qcrlltili-*ze the truth*and consistency of his narrative, what he

related -was at first receivedwith caution and doubt, but an
incidental circumstance seemed to prove him. worthy of crédit;

for in describing the manner in which pottery was manufac.
tured at ýHous@4-- which ý he did by imitating the actions of those

,who made; it,' it- wes - mmarked that he actually described the
ancient Grecian wheel.

In order to, learn whether the accounts of this man were
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true and accurate) the ASrican Institution sent out Major
Houshton: he was instrueted to asSrtain the courseý and; if î

Pouibleq the rise and termination of thé %er; to Visit
Tombuctoo and Housa, and to return by the Desert. Ac>.;

co-rdiffi y he sailëd up the Chuubia to Pisania, and thence ho
ed to Medina, the capital of the Maàdinro k*gdom.

is course from this city was north-east, which led him be-
yond the limit of European 4iscovery, to the unînhabited

frontier which separates Bondou and Mandin&o. After
some time spent in endeavourinj to in gratiate himself withu i he resolved tethe king of thé latter- country, t in vain 9 0

proceed intq Bambouk. On am'ing at FiTbanna;' the capi-
tal, he was hospitably treated by the king. Here he formed
a plan to go with a merchant to Tombuctoo; but on his way

he was roD:)ed, and either perished of hunger, or was mur-
dered: the exact particulars are not known. Té Maj or

!ýoýÈton we are indebted for our first knowled of the
'V=Ci'L on

M M. of Bondou; and for the naines of sev
thgiLwý) as well as the course of that river.
Mr. Park was next emploved by the African 4pocktion

tod what he learni, observe4 -- didq and sufFereds, Miiy jusüfmd.
them, in the choice of such a man. His. fint journey wu
unquestionably the most -important which any European'had

ever performed in the interior of Africa. He established a num-
ber of geographicalcitions, in a direct Une of éleven hundred

milesfromCapede erde: by pointing out the *pow«*tions-of the
sources of the Senegid, Gambi% and Niger) he bas given a
new aspect to the physical geography of this continent; he
bas fixed the boundaries oY th"ýýé. Moors and Neuroes; un-
folded to us the empire of Ludamar; and desWbed, froin
personal observation, some important towns on the banks of
the Nigerý or Joliba. The information which he bas com-

içaied concerrùng this part of Africa, and their manners,
is équally new and interestm He bas traced with accuracy

the distinction betwixt the 9;hometans and Pagans."' This
journey was accomplished betiWeen the 2d of December, 1 795e

when he left Pisania, a British factory two bundred miles up

the Gambia, and the loth of Junee 17979 when he retamed to,
the same place, an interval of eighteen months.

Notwithstanding the dangers and fatigues which he had un.
dergone; notwithstanding thatq on his return to his native coun.

try, he had married, and entered on a life whiëh promised him
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p, mestic liappiness; yet his mincompêtene for, ý - *,and
-a repetitkm.of those scenes and adventures to w ich he had
latelv >en.-accustomed. No sooner, therefore, did he learn
that aiiýtýr mission to Africa was in contemplation, than he
set his inclination on undertaking it4 if it were offered to
him. This it was: he accepted the offer ý and on the Soth of

january, i8o5g he left Portsmouth.
It is surprising and lamentable, that notwithstanding his

knowledge and experience of the climate of the country to
which. he was roinc he should have be5rn his expedition at
a time whén hýrwà s9 sure to encounter e rainy season long
before be could reach the Niger.
1 Ie ' expedition was most. unfortunate : Mr. Park perisbed
in it,) after having undergone dreadful. hardships, and wit-
nessed the desth of several of his companions; and of one
of tÉem who was his most intimate friend. The exact place
aiid circumstances of his own fate are not known: it is
known, however, from Mis own jourikgI, whieh he *wmnitted.

to aùct that he had reached Sansandaj, which is con-
siderably short.of Silk4 which he bail reac ed in his first

journey; and firoin other sources. it is known, that from the
former PIWDe -heý ýwent to Yaour in Haoussa, where he is sup.

poedto -,4veý been. kilk , by the natives.
As@ocWien ý were still indeâtigable in their

endeavours -to explore -the -interior of Affita; and they found
little difficulty in meeting with- persons zéalousI disposed, as

well as qualifièd, to second their des*gns. Wr Horneman,
aGer.maù,9. who "sessed considerable knowledge, sùch as
4g4 be-of - servic e . to 'him on such an enterprise, and who
waw. )Xisidés. erong,,- activee vigorous, undaunted, endowed

witiï* passive courage, (a most indispensable
temperatiiý4 land in perfect health, was next selected. He

prepared. himself by learning such of the Oriental languages
as might beu>efal to him; and on the loth of Septenýbér,
1797, arrived.at Alexandria. Circumstanc-es.'prevented him

from pursuing -his route for n'early t*o years, wben .he left
Cairo, along with a ' ý caravan for Fezzan. His su-bsequent

fate is unknown; but_-thçe -is -remson to believe that he died
soon after his departure. from eefzan,

It is not necessary to mention any of the subsequent ex-
peditions which were sent by the Association into the interior

of Africa; since none of them have added to our knowledge
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of this portion of the lobe. There have, indeed, been com»
munications received mne of the merchants tradin

from the north of Afiica to, the Ni oý which confirm- the
accounts of large and powerful k 9 on its banks, and
the inhébitants k)f thesé kineoms are comparativel far ad.

vinced in manufactures. - i -commerce ; bu4 bèsiles Oxm
eu ars, o! the interior him

part, 1 little respecting the geogra
been ascertained. ne course of the Niger is proved beyond
a doubt to be, as Herodotus described it, upwards of 20W
yýars ýgo, from west to east; but the terminaAon of this lar
river is utterly unknown. . Some think it unites with

Nile, and forms the great western branch of that river, called.
the Bahr el Abiad, or White River; others think that it loses
itself in the laites or swamps of Wangara, or Ghana, and is
there wasted by evaporation; while aiýothýr opinion is, that
its course takes a bend to the west, and tbat'it falls into the
Atlantic, or that it discharges itself into the Indian Ocean,*

The British government, anxious to determine, if pouffile,
.this curious and important question, sent out two expeditions,
about seven years since., to exïlore *in every possible'way the
course and terminittion of the iger. The first, under the con-
duct of Captain Tuckey, proceèded up the Zaïre « the other
ascended the Nunez in north Afiica, in order, if possible, to'

reach, the navigable part of the Niger by a shorter course than
that followed 1:ýy Park, and with the desji %oý oceedin down

the river till it reached its termination e issue of ZI these
expeditions, particularly of the former, was singularly melan.

choly and unfortunate: Captain Tuckey, and fiftýen persons out
of the thirty whocomposed i4 perished in consequence of the
excessive fatigue which they underwent after they bad reached
above the cautracts of the river, the want of sufficient and
proper food, and afever brought on, or aggravated, by these
causes. Captain Tuckey was the last who fell a victim, after

-baving traced the ZaÎ4, till it became from four to five miles
in breadth. Ile mountains were no longer seen, and the
course of the river inclined to tÉe north ; these circumstances,
joined to that of its becoming broader, render the opinion
that it is the sanie with the Niger more probable than it pre.

viously was: the accounts given to Captain Tuckey were.
also to -the same effect. IMe second expedition, under the'

direction of Mijor Peddir, reached Kauendy on the Nunez,
where he died: bis successor in the command, Capiaiý

Campbell, penetrated about 150 miles beyond this place, but
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am ing able to procure the means of proceeding, he wu
obUe té return to it, where he also, diede

ithin 150 miles of -the Britibh seulement at Cape CAmt
Castle, there à a powerfW and rich nation, called the

"autou : they seem first to have been heard of by Euro
peans about the ear 1700; but they were not seen near the

S*94 nor had Zï.an intercourse with our factories .till the
yeur 1807: theE the coast agmn in 181 It and a üùrd
time in 1816. ese invasions' roduced great distress among
the Fantees, and even were higEly-' prejudicial to our factory;
in consequence of which, the governor resolved to send a

to them. Of this jeourne an account has been pub-
âdud by. Mr. Bowdich, one'of ilose engaged in it. ne
travellers Essed through the Fantee and Assen territories.
The first hantee village was Quesha; the capital is Coom-
utee, which the mission reached on the 19th of May, 1817..

Mn Bowdich. paints the splendour, magnificence, and rich-
ness of the sovereign of the Ashantees in the most gorgeous
manner; and even his. manners as di ified' and ýolyhed.

But though his work is very full 0 what almost seem
-romande pictures and statements of the civilization and

rkhnm of the Ashantees, and gives accurate accounts of
their, yet, in other respects, it is not interesting or

-Mportan4 in a 8eo hi point of view. There are, indeed,
tome notices which were collected froin the natives or the

tray Moors, regmding the countries beyond Asbantee,
*ad some of their opinions respecting the Niger. ne most
important point which he ascertained was, that the route
from the capital to Tombuctoo is much travelled; and- it is
now supposeil that this is the shortest and best road for

Europeaxis to take, who wish to reach the Niger near that
chy. Indeed, we understand that merchants fi-equently coïne
to the Britisb seulement at Sierra Leone, who represent the
route into the interior of Africa and the neighbourhood. of
the Niger fixnn thence, as by no means arduous or dangerous.

We shali next direct our attention to the north of Africa.
The hostilit of the Mahometans, who possessed the north

Of Afric%4 tO Zjstiansý presented as serious an obstacle to
travelo in that quarter. as the barbarism and ferocity of the
native tribes on the west coast did to discoveries into the in-
terior in that -direction. In the sixteenth century, Leu
Africanus gave an ample description of the northern parts;

and in the same century, Alvarez, who visited Abyssinis,
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pobkâmd au acxxmat, of tbat country. In " a
oei"lrys zthes Pen of AfriS was illustrated by Lob% 'f4ýý

and Pén the latt Wu. a cb"ist and épmb«aq,ý9 sept
by Louis XIV. to the reýgnÎ»g mmmeh of Aby&mM,t tbe

fonner were missio &,ri" Froïn their acSutrioe à" tboué ef
ti» ]ýonuguese, all our informàtion res IZÜ"M Country

was, derived, previously to -dw travelo of er.
Pocock and Norden are die most celebnated travellers in

4gypt in the beginning of the seventeenth centuq; but âw
théir object was rather the diwoyery and descre xM of the

antiquities of this country, what they published did not inuch
extend our geographical knowledge: the former àpent-five
ean in his travels. The latter is the firât writer who pub-
ished )icturesque description of Egypt; every suý'"' Uenttravellear Uas borne evidence to the accuracy and fidelity «

his researches and descriptions. He was the first.Europem
who ventured above the cataracts.

The great ambition and ob* of Mr. Bruce wu, to dis-
cover the source of the Nile; r 'this impose e left Brit"
in 1762, and after visitina Algiers, Balbec, and Palmyr*, he

M repared for hisjourney into Abyssinia. He sailed up the
e a considerable way, and afterwards-joined a caravan to

Cosseir on the Red Sm After visitm*aq part of the ma coma
of Arabia, he sailed. for Massoucut, Dy which route alone
an entrance into Abyssm**ia was practicable. In this country

he encountered man'y obstacieg, a'd -difficulties, and after alf,
in consequence of wrong information be received from the

inhabitants, * visited ouly the Blue River, one of the inferior
Streams of the Nile* inst«d of the White River, its rW
source. This. bowever, is of triffing MOMM4 Nben con-
trasted with the a to our aéographical knowledge of

Abysah* the coast of the Red Sqýâ, àl' c., ' for which we are
indebted to this mest tealous and Persevering traveller.
Since Mr. Bruce's timii, Abyssinia bas been visited by Mr.
Salt, who bas likewise added m"derably to our knowiedgç
of this country, thougla ça zuny points he differs -frora
Mr. Bruce.

The most important and interesting accession to our know-
ledge of the north of Africa was made between the yem
1792 and 1795 ' bý Mr. Browne. Il is gentlenua seems to
have eqtWIed Mr. ruce in bis zeal and ardour, but to ' lave
surpisied him, ia the soundness and utdity of bis Y*M;. f«
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while the fonner was principally ambitiom of discovering the
aources of the Nile,--a point of fittle real moment in any ýdnt
of viewt-the latter winhed to penetrate into those parte of
the north of Africa which were unknown t.9 Europeans, but

which, froin all accounts of them, promiséd to interest end
benefit, not only commerce, but scimm His precise and

immediate object was Darfur, some of the natives of which
resided in E ;t: froin their manners and account of their
country, Mr. rowne concluded the inhabitants were not so
hostile to Christians and Europeans as Mahometans are in
general. He therefore resolved to go thither; as from it he
could elther proceed into Abyssmiia by Kordofan, or traverse
Africa from east to west. Ile therelore left Assiou in Egypt
with the Soudan camvan in 17PS, passed through the greater

Oasis, and arrived nt Sircini in Parfur: here be resided a
considerable time, but he found insurmouritable obstacle
opposed to bis grand and ulterior plan. He ascertained,
however, the source and progress of the real Nile or White

River. The geography of Dirfhr and Kordofan is illustrated
by him in, a ver7 superior and satisfitetory manner. Ile

of Africa to the west of these coantries is likewise
rucgid:C by himý: he mentions and describes a large river

which takes its rise among the mouritains of Kumri, and
flows in a -north-west cour". Ilis river is supzýsed to be
that described by Ptélemy under the name of Gir, and by
Edrisi as the Nile of the Négroes. Ile fate of Mr. Brown%

who from, all the accourits of him. seems to have been admirably
fitted by nature and habits for a traveller, . was very melan-

choly. After bis retum to, England from Darfur he resolved.
to visit the central countries of Asia: he accordingly set

out. but on bis way tbither he was murdered in Persia.
At the commencement of this ýentury, circumstances oc-

curred whiih rendered Egypt and the countries adjacent more
accessible to Europeans than they had ever been before. In
the fumt place, the French, who most uniustly invaded it,

took with their invading army a numbeiv of. literary and
scientific men, by whom were published sevýSàl splendid

works, pr*çipally on the antiquities of -this antient cou!itry.
In the second place, the Engiishn,, bu , driving out the French,
and by theïr whole conduct toýarJs the ruling men and the
natives m general,- not only weakened in a very considerable
degree th%"dislike to Europeans and Christians which the
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Mahomedans here, as ffl»ee1iýre. ah had ever entertained, but
also created a gratefut-sense of obligation and of &vour tas.

wards thenm-1v-es. Lastly, the. paehe4 wh' obtained the
power in F«yp4 was a man -of liberal and enlightened viewsp-
far above those who had preceded him, and disposed to second
and assist thé researches and joumies of travellerý.

In consequence of -these favourable circumstances, and the
additional circumstance, that by the conquests and influence
of Bonaparte English travellers were shut out from. a great
part of Europe, - they directed tbeir course towards Egypt.
Ileir object was chiefly to investigate the numerous, eupen-

dous, and interesting antiquities.
In the year 181.3. Mr. Legh, a member of -the House of

Commons, performed a journey in this country, and beyond
the cataracts. Above the cataracts he entered Nubia, and

proceeded to Dehr, its capital. These travels are, however,
chiéfly interesting and instructive for that which indeed must.ve the chief interést to all travels in Egypt andNubia ' the
ftescription of antiquities.

The second cataract continued the limit of the attempts of
European travellers, till it was reached and passed, first by
Mr. Burckhardt, and afterwards by Mr. Banks. No modem
traveller has excelled -Mr. Burckhardt in the importance of
his tiavels; and- fe*, 4n-M-ageý-4è&v*,ýeýal1ed him, in zeal,

perseverance, fortitude, and success.
1 He was employed by the African Association to explore

the interior of Africa. Having perfected himself in the know.
ledime of the religion, manners, and lanouaee of the Mahome-t) CP
dan Arabs, t equent and 1?ng resiâences among the Be-

douins, he proceeded to Cairo. Here, finding that the
opportunity of a cýravan to Fezzan or Darfur was not soon
likely to occur, he resolved to explore Egypt and the country

above the cataracts. He accordingly 11, performed two very
arduous and interestine lournies into, -the ancieiit Ethiopia;

one of them along the banks of the Nile from Assouan to,
Dar al Mahas on the frontiers of Dongola, in the -months of

February and March, 1813, during which, he discovered
many remains of ancient Egyptian and Nubian architecture,

with Greek inscriptions; the other between March and July
in the following year, th u nh Nubia to, Souakun. The de.
tails of this journey con= fe best notices ever -received in
Éurope of the actual state of society, trade, manufacture9ý, and
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ernmaà in what wai; once the cradle of ali the kww-
ri r of the E»ùanà."

lZugh W will carrZ -us a littte ont of our reear and
etated course, t* notice e other travels of this enterpri
Pm in thà plue, yet we prder doing it, in order " our
readers, by hav4 at once befom. them a brief abstract of aU

he performed for geography, may the better be ensbW to
appreckte his mer&w.

Soon aâer bis s«ond return te Cairob he resolved to
penetrate ý inte Arabie4 and to visit Mecea -and Medina. In

order to, secure bis awn safety, and at the same dîne gain
such informa'*on as could alone- be obtained in, the character

of a Mahovmdan, be assumed the dress, and he was enabled
to, personate the religion, manners,. and language of the native
Hiadjeq or P* Ilus. secure and privile d> he reaided

Wwem four and five menths in Mecca. çere he gaimd
soine authentic and curious infemation, respecting the rise,

hWory, and tenets of the Wahabees, ek Mahomedan sect.
'Ilese travels have not yet been published.

Ile las& excursion of Mr. Burckhardt was froin Cako to,
Mount Sinai and the eastern. bead of the Red Sea. Ilà

journey was publisbed in 1822,. along with. the travels in
sha, and the Holy Land the latter of which he accom-
ed while he was preparinqhiaiself at Aleppo for his pro-
posee journey into the interior of Africa. These travels,

therefore, are prior in date to those in Nubia, though they
were publisbed afterwards.

He spent nearly three, years in Syria -. his most important
geogTaphical discoveries in this country relate to, the nature of
the district between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Elana ; the

extent, conformaition, and detailed topography of the Haouran;
the situation - of Apanea on the river Orontes, which was one of
the most important cities of S ria under the Mýedonian,
Greeks ; the site of PetrSa ; ani the general structure of the

peninsula of Mount Sinai. Perbaps the nwst original and im-
portant of these illustra"s of ancient geography ïg that which
:relates to, the Elanitic Gulph: its-extent and form were pre-
vious1y so, little known, that it was. either entirely omitted, or
very erroneously laid down in maps. From whaît he observed
here, thpre isgppd.rfflqn to believe that the Jordanýoncedis-

4aal into. tho.RetL &a thujhcoafitm* thm M. ah ý ofCW
menùone-d and described ý in nkmteenth
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chapter of Gë"neqis, which interrupted the courge of this river;
converted the plain in which Sodom aný,Gomorrah stoôd inW

a Inke, and changed the valley to the 'Outhward of thig dià-
trict into a sandy désert.

But Mr. Burckhardt, considering all these e*curs'm'", and
their conséquent numerous and important accessièhs t? géo-

graphical knowledge, as only pteludes to the grând eipèdifion
ft-)r whieh he had expressly come to the East, still lookéd for-
ward to the interior of Africa. This, however, he was noi dès-
tined to reach ; for while at C JaIro, - waitiâg for a caý'avâ,-

which was to proc ' eed by Mourzoucfc, - a route which he bid
long decided on as thé 'ý-iost likely to answer his purpose, - hë
was suddenly seized with a dysentery,- on the 5th of October,
1817, and died on the 15th.

Travellers in-ESvpt and Nubia have been numerous since
the time of Mr. WIrckhàrdt; but as they chiefl' dir eted
their investigations and inquiries to the antiquities oithe Cotin-

try, they do not come witWm our proper notice;, we sbàll-
therefore merely mention the naines of BeIzoni, -(Whose auti-*
quanan disr»ver'es have been: so numerous and spleýùtid,)

Mr. Salt, Mr. Bankés, &c. To this latter entlëlma%^ ho+
ever, geography is also indebted for important additio''n"9- ïW
limits ; or, rather, for havin illugtmted» ancient geoÉraphy.
He penetrated, as we have afrelady mentioned, as" fe as thé
second cataract : he v'sited some of the môst c'elebrated scenés'
in Arabia, and made an excursion to Waadi Mooza, or the Val-
ley of Moses. He also visited Carrac; but the mos' impôrtàilt
discovery of this gentleman* relatés' ïo the site of the an'èiéýi
PetrSa, which was also visited b Burckhardt. Our readéis'
wur recollect that this city h" Len particularly --noticéd in
ôur digression on the early commerce of the Arab'an''s', as thé'
cornmon centre for the caravans in all ages ; and that ie trace&

its ancient history as far down as there were any notices* of it.
Ità ruins- Mr. %nkes diséovered in those of Waadi -Moôzh, a

village in the valley of the same nUme.
Sinée ' Mr. Burckhardt travelled, geoLyraphical, dis-m»e'*èsý'

have been made in this part of the worrd by Messrs. Ritchié
and Lyop, Lord Belmore and Dr. Richardson, Messrs. Wail-
dington and Hanbury, Messrs. Caillaud and Drovètti'- erê

Archibald Edmonstone, Sir Frederick Henniker, and- b
Ameriéan of the naine of En£rliýW Thè traveW of

Ritchie and, Lyon were conLed to Fezzaq, and am èIùè9ý
curioùs fbr the notices they gi've-, de.;ived from riative nier-
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chants, ofthe course of the Niger. By weans of the travels

of Lord Belmore and Dr. Richardson, the latitudes and lon-

gitudes on the Nile have been corrected from Assouan to the

confines of Dongola. Mr. Waddington and Mr. Hanbury,

taking advantage of an expedition sent into Ethiopia by the

pacha of Ea pt, examine(] this river four hundred miles be-ry
yond the place to which Burckhardt advanced. The travels

of the two French gentleinen extended to the Oasis of Thebes

and Dakel, and the deserts situated to the east and west of

the Thebaid. In the Thebaic Oasis soine very interestin(r

remains of antiquity were discovered : the great Oasis was

well known to the ancients; but the Thebaie Oasis has sel-

dom been visited in nioderri ' times. Brown and Poncet passed
through its longest extent, but did not see the ruins observed
by Mr. Caillaud.

This gentleman, who was eniployed by the pacha to, search

for gold, silver, and preciotis stones, after a resideiice of five
rnonths at Sennaar, traversed the province of Fazocle, and

followed the Arrek, till it entered the kin-%dom of Bertot. 'At
a place called Singue, in the kingdoin of ar-foke, which is

the southern boundary of Bertot, situated on the tenth paral-
lel of latitude, and five days' journey to'- the westward of the

confines of Abyssinia, the conquests of Ishmaei Pacha termi-
nated. Only short notices of these travels of Mr. Caillaud

have as yet been publislied.
SirA., Edmonstone's first intention was to visit the The-

baic Oasis; but understandin(y from Mr. BeIzoni that Mr.
Caillaud had already been there, but that there was another

Oasis to, the wes-tward, which had never been visited by any
European, he resolved to proceed thither. This Oasis was

also visited by Drovetti much about the saine time : he calls
it the Oasis of Dakel. It seenis to have escaped the notice
of all the ancient authors examined by Sir Archibald, except

Olympiodorus. Speaking of the Thebaic Oasis, he mentions
an interior and extensive one, Iying opposite to the other, one

hundred miles apart, which corresponds with the actual dis-
tance between them.

The American traveller accompanied the expedition of the
pacha of Egypt as far as Sennaar. He commences the ac-
colint of his voyage-up the Nile at the second cataract; and as
far gs the pyramids -of Meroe, where the voyage of Messrs.

Waddineon and Hanbury terminated, his accounts corres-
pond with what they give. He did not, however, follow the
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great bend of the river above Dongola: this he describes as
,50 miles long, and fuill of rocks and rapid. He aaal

reached the Nile, having crossed the peninsula in a direct ine,
at Sliendi. Near this place lie discovered the remains of a

city, temples, and fifty-four pyramids, which are supposed, by
a writer in the Quarterly Review, to be the ruins of the cele-

brated Meroe, as their position a r es with that assigned them
hy a di-au(yhtsman employed by Xr. Bajikes. The army halted
on the western batik of the Nile, opposite Halfaia: about

five hours" rnarch above this place the Bahr el Abiad, or
White River,, flows into the Bahr el Azreck, or Nile of
Bruce. In th irteen days from the j unction of these two ri vers,
the army, inarching along, the left, or western branch of the
Azreck, reached Sennaar.

In the year 1817, Della Cella, an Italian physician, accom-
panied the ariny of the bashaw of Tripoli as far as Bomba,
on the route towards Egypt, and near the &ontiers. of that
cotiritry. He had thus an opportunity Il of visiting one of
the oldest and most celebrated of the Greek colonies, esta-

blished upwards of seven hundred vears before the birth -of
Christ; and in being the first European to follow the foot-
steps of Cato round the shores of the Syrtis, and to explore a
region untrodden by Christian foot since the expulsion of the
Romans, the Eluiis, and the Vandals, by the enterprising dis-
ciples of Mahoniet." In this journey he necessarily passed
the present bouridz-try between Tripoli and Bengaze, the same

which was anciently the boundary between Carthage and
Cyrene; and our author confirrns the account of Salliist, that

neither river nor mouritain marks the confines. He aiso con-
firms- the description given by Herodotus of the dreadful,
storiiis of sand that frequently arise and overwhelm the cara-
vans -in this part of the Syrtis. At the head of the Syrtis the
ground is depressed, and this depression, our author supposes,
continues to the Great Desert. Soon after lie left this barren
country, lie entered Cvrenaica, the site of Cyrene: that most
ancient and celebrated'colony of the Greeks was easily ascer-

tained by. its magnificent ruins. From Cyrene the army
niarched to Derna, and from this to the gulf of Bomba, an
extensive arm of the sea, where the expedition terminated.

Such are the most recent discoveries in this portion of
Africa.

'Irhe seulement of the Cape of Good Hope, originally
establisbed hy the Dutch, and at present in possession of the
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English, was naturally the point from whicli European travel-
ler.s set out to explore the southern parts of Africa. Their

g0gress bitherto has not been reat., though, as far as thev
ave advanced, the information Ly have acquired of the fa'é

of the, country, its productions, the tribes whicli inhabit it, and
thelir habits, mannerb, &c. may be regarded as full and accu-
rate. The rincipal travellers who have visited this part of

Africa, and ïom. whose travels the best information may be
obtained of the seulement of the Cape, and of the country to
the north of it for about 900 miles,,are Kolbein. Sparman, Le
'Vaillant, Barrow, Lichtenstein, La Trobe, Campbell, and

Burchell. To the geography of the east coast of Africa,
end'of the adjacént districts,' little or no addition has begn

made for a very corisiderable length of tinie.
II. The discoveries in Asia may . eneral bc divided into

in fi ans in this quarter
those which the vast possessions of the ussi

of the globe, and the corresponding interest which they felt to

-become better acquainted with them, induced thein to make,
and into those to which the English'were stimulated, and

which they were enabled to perform, from. the circumstance
of the'irvas4 important, and increasing possessions in Hindostan.

Ile most important and instructive travels which spring
from, the first source, are those of Bell of Anterniony, Pallas,

Cymelin, Guldenstedt, Lepechin, &c. Bell -,vas a Scotch-
ma . n, attached to the Russian service: his work, which was

p ublished aýout the middle of the last century, contains an
account of the embassy sent by Peter the Great to the emperor
of China, and of another embassy into Persia; of an expedition
to Derhent by the Russian army, and of a journey to Con-
stan'tinople. Of the route in all these directions he gives an

interes.tiýig and accurate account, aswell. as of the manners,
&c. of the people. Indeed, it is a valuable work, especially
that portion of it whicli conducts us through the'central. parts
of -Àsia, -an immense district, which, as we -have already re-

marked, is not much better known at present, (at least con-
s-iderabie- portions of it,) than it was three or four centuries
4go,. The travels of P«,tllas, &c. were undertaken by order of
the Russian government, for the purpose of gaining a fuller
and more accurate account of the provinces of that immense

ý1ppîre, especially those to the south, whicli, from, climate,
soil, and productions were most valuable, and niost capable of
jm, ovement.

ýhe English possession-) in Hindostan liave led the way to
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two sets of disceveries, or rather advancements in geogmphicoÀ
knowledge : one wh ich was derived from, the journies frequently

made overland &om India to Europe; and the other, which was
derived from embassies, &c. from Calcutta to the neighbour-

ing kingdQtns. In general, however, -the journies overiand
from India, having- been undertaken expressly for the pur.

pose of expedition, and moreover being throu h countries
which required the utmost caution on the part of t e travellers

to preserve them from danger, did not admit of much ob'er-
vation being made, or much information bein acquired, re-
specting the districts tWat were passed througg, Ile travels
of Jackson, Forster, and Fitzclarence, are perhaps as valuable
as any which have been givea to the public respecting the route
from India to Europe, and the countries, and their inhabit-

ants, passed through in this route.
From the embassies and - the wars of the British East India

Company in Hindostan, we have djerived much valuable in.
formation respecting Persia, Thibet, Ava, Caubul, &c.; and

from, their wars, as well as ftom, the institution of the Asiatie
Society, and the facilities which their conquesta alforded to
travellers, the whole of the peninsula of Hindostan, as well
as the country to the north of it, as far -as Cashmere and the
Himajeh mountains, may be regarded as fully explored.

Perhaps the most valuable accession to geographical know-
ledge through the En lish conquests, relates to these mountains.

They seem to have ten known to Pliby under the name of
Imaus: they are described by Plotemy; and they were crossed

by-some of the Jesuit missionaries about the beginning of the
seventeenth century; but they were not thoroughly explored

till the beginning ofthe nineteenth. Mr. Moorcroft was the first
European, after the missionaries, who penetrated into the

plains of Tartary through these mountains. The fullest ac.
coant, however, of the singular countries which, lie among

them, is given by Mr. Frazer, who in 1814 passed in a straight
line, in a direction of this chain, between 60 and 70 miles, and

also, visited the sources of the Ganges.
Our commerce with China for tea, and the hope of extebd-

in that commerce to other articles, produced, towards the end
0nie last century and the beginning of this, two embassies to

China, ftom both of which, but especially from, the first,
much additional information has been gained respecting this
extensWe country, and its singular inhabitants; so that, re-

garding it -and them, from these embassies, and the works
4
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ôf the Jesuit missionaries, we possess all the knowledge which
we can well expect to derive, so long as the Chinese are so

extremely jealous of strangers.

. The British embassies to China, besides making us better
acquainted with this country, added no little to, our inform-
ation respecting those places which were visited in going to and

returningfro" China. Perhaps the mostimportantcorrection
of geography is that which was made by Captains Maxwell and
Hall, who took out the second embassy: we all'de to what
they ascertained respecting the kingdom of Corea. They found
a bay, which, according to the charts of this country, would be
situated 120 miles in 1ejnýîwior; and at the same time they
ascertained, that along the southerii coast of Corea îhere was
an archipelago of more than 1000 islands. These discoveries ;
the valuable additions which were made during the voya e of
Captain Maxwell to the Lreoffraphy and hydrography Y the

Yellow 18éa; the correction orthe -vague and incorrect notions
which were long entertained respecting the isles of Jesso and the

Kuriles, bv the labours of La Perouse, Broughton, Krusentein,
&c., and le full and minute information given to the public re-
specting Java, and other parts of the southern Indian archi-
pelago, by Raffles, Craufurd, &c. seem to leave little to be

added to, our geographical knowledge of the eastern and south-
eastern portions of Asia.

. III. We corne now to America; -and though Affica is one
of the most ancient seats of the human race, and of civilization
and science, and America has been discovered only about 350.

years, yet we know much more respecting the coasts and in-
terior of the latter than of the former portion of the globe.

Although the Spaniards and Portuguese, who, till very
lately, possessed nearly the whole of South America, guarded

their possessions strictly from the curious intrusion of
foreigpers, and were themselves very sparing in giving to the
world the information respecting them which. they must have

acquired, - yet, even during their power there, the geography
of this part of America was gradually developed and extended;
the face of the country; the (rreat, outline of those immense

mountains, which, under the torrid zone, are visited by the
cold of the Pole; the nature of the vast plains which lie
between the offsets of these mountains ; and the general

direction of the rivers, ilot less remarkable for their size
thail the motintains and plains, were generally known. The

geography of South Anierica, however, taking the terni iii
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the most philosophical and comprehensive sense, has beerr
principally enriched within these few years, by the labours of
Humboldt and his fellow-traveller Bompland, of Depons,
Koster, Prince Maximilian, Luccock, Henderson, and by

those Englishmen who joined the Spanish Americans during
their struggle with the motber country. Fýorn the observ-

ations, enquiries, and researches of these travellers, our inform-
ation respecting all those parts of South America which
constituted the Spanish and Portuguese dominions there,
especially of Mexico, Terra Firma, Brazil, and Buenos
Ayres, and generally the eastern and middle portions, has
been much extended, as well as rendered more accurate

and particular. Humboldt, especially, has left little to be,
gleaned by any fiiture traveller, frorn any of those countries
which he has visited and described.

The rapid and wonderfid iiicrease in the territories and in-
habitants of the United States, has necessarily laid *open the
,Ueater part of North America to our acquaintance. The1 ited States, limited in their wish and endeavours to extend

themselves on the north by the British possessions there, and
on the south by the Spanish territories, and moreover drawn
towards the interior and the shores of the Pacifie by the
grand natural navigation which the Mississippi and its numer-
ous streams afford for inland commerce, and by the com-
mercial access to, the wealth of the East which the possession of
the shores of the Pacifie would open to them, have pushed

their territories towards the west. First, the Alleghany Moun-
tains, a feeble barrier to, an encreasing population, and a
most enterprising as well as unsettled people, were passed;

then the Mississippi was reached and crossed; and at present
the government of the United States are preparing the way
for extendincr their territories gradually to the Western
Ocean itself, and for spreading their population, as they Lo
westwards, to the north and the south, as far as their lem'i-ts
will admit.

Alt those countries, over which they have spread thern-
selves, are of course now well known, principally frorn the

accounts published by Europeans, and especially Englishmen,
who have been tempted to explore thern, or to settle there.
The government of the United States itself has not been

backward in setting on foot exploratory travels into the
immense districts to the west of the IMississippi: to, these en-
terprizes they seern to have been particularly directed and
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stimulate4_1 by the acquisition of Louisiana from France, a
countrv Il rich and varied in iti soil, almost inexhaustible in

naturai resources, end almost indefinite in extent."
This acquisition was made in the year 180,9, and within four

ears of this period, three exploratory expeditions were sent Qut
y the United States. The principal object of the first, which
was under the direction of Major Pike, was to trace the

Mississippi to its source, and to ascertain the direction of the
Arkansa and Red Rivers, further to the west. In the course

of this journey, an ipimense chain of mountains, called -the
Rocky Mountains, wàs approa'ched, which appeared to be a

continuation of the Andes. Ile ulterior grand object, how-
ever, of this expedition was not obtained, in consequence of
the Spaniards compelling Major Pike to desist and return.
A second attenipt was made -by another party, but the

'Spaniards stopped them. likewise. In the years 1804,, 5, and 6,,
Captains Lewis and Clarke explored the Missouri to its

source, crossed the Rocky Mountains, and proceeding to-
wards the North Pacific Ocean, ascertained. the origin and

course of the River Columbia.
In the years 18 19 and 1820, several persons, well qualified for

the undertaking by their science, spirit, and enterprize, accom-
panied by riflemen, hunters, and assistants, were sent out by the

government of the 'United States, for the purpose o ining a
more full and accurate knowled of the chain of the R;ýÎy
Mountains, and of the rivers, w ich, rising there, flowed into
the Mississippi. After passing through a grec extent and
varitty of country, and gaining some curious information re-
speçfing various Indian tribes, especially of those who
inhabit the upper course of the Missouri, they reached the
Mountains: these and the adjacent- districts they carefully

exeanined. Tliey next separated, one party going towards
the Red River, and the other descending the Arkansa. The
former party were inisled. and inisinfbrnied by the Indians, so
that thev inistook and followed the Canadian River, instead
of the fted River, tilt it joined the Arkansa. They were,

however, too -exhausted to remedy their error. The latter
pirty were more successfül.

The great outhne of the codst, as weil as of the greater por-
tion of the vast continent of Anierica, is now filled up. In
the noi-thý-i-iinio.it parts or North Anierica, the efforts of the
British governinent to find a north-west passage, the spread-
incy of thtc population of Canada, and the increasing import-in
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ance of the fur trade, bid fair to add the details of this
portion ; the spread of the population of the United States
towards the west, will as necessarily give the details of the

middle. portion; while, with. res ect to the niost goutheM
portions of North America, and t le whole of South Americ&4
with the exception of the cold, bleak, and barren territory,Ojes whicli have takenof Patagonia, the chan Aace, and are still

iii operation, in the 1 itical suite of the Spanish and Portu-
guese provinces, inust soon fill up the little that has been left

unaccomplished by Humbo](14 &c.
What portions, then, of Asia, America, and Africa, are

still unknozm and what coniparison, hi point of extent and
importance, (Io they bear to whüt**was loio-wit to the ancients?
In Asia, the interior of the vast kingdoni of China is very

imperfectly known, as well as Daouria and other districts on
the confines of the Chinese and Russian empires; central

Asia in general, and all that extensive, populous, and fertile
region whicli extends from the southern part of Malaya,
nearly under the equator, in a northerly direction, to the

fortieth degree of latitude, are still not explored, or but very
partially so, by European travellers. This region compre-

hends Aracan, Ava, Pegu, Siani, Tsionipa, and Cambo4ia.
The south and east coasts of Arabia still require to be More

minutely and accurately surveyed. Iii the eastern archipe-
1 0, Borneo, Celebes, ànd Papua, are scarcely known.

Mugh all these bear but a sniall proportion to the vast
extent of Asia, yet some of them, especially the country to
the north of the Malay pernsula, and the islands in the
eastern archipelago, may justly be regarded as not inferior, in
that importance which natural riches bestows, to any part of
this quarter of the globe.

Still, however, we possess some general notice, and some
vague reports of all thèse cotintries; but it is otherwise witli
respect to, the unknown portions of Africa. The whole of
this quarter of the world, froni the Niger to the conflnes of
the British seulement at the Cape of Grood Hope, niay, with
little limitation, be considered as unknown. "Fravellers have

indeed penetrated a short distance from the western coast
into the interior, in sonie parts between the latitude of the

Niger and the hititude of the e:ktreme northern boundary of
the Cape seulement: and a verv litt-le is known respectincy
sonie small portions of the disiricts closely adjoinijýi to the
easterii coast; but the wliole of central Africa is s uriex-
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plored, and presents difficulties and dangers which it -is ap-
prehended will not be speedily or easily overcome. To
the north of the Niger lies the Sahara, or Great Desert; of
this, probably, sufficient is known to convince us that its extent
is such, that no country that would repay a traveller fôr his
làt e and risk, is situated to the north of it. To the east

of ige Niger, however, or rather along its course, and to the
norlh of its course, as it flows to the east, much re, oins to be
explored; m ' ny geographical details bave been indeed gathered
from the Mahomedan inerchants of this part of Africa, but

these cannot entirely be trusted. The course and termination
of the Niger itself is still an unsolved problem.

Captain Scoresb , a most intelligent and active captain in
the whale fishery trade, lias very lately succeeded in reaching
the eastern coasts of Greenland, and is disposed to think that
the descendants ' of the Danish ' colonies, of whose existence
nothing is.known since this coast was-blockedup by ice at
the beginning of the fifteenth century, still inhabit it. 'Ilie
northern shores of Greenland, and its extent in this direction
are still unknown.

Notwithsta diii the zeal and success with which the' go-
vemment. of the Lited States prosecute t4ir discoveries to

the west of the Mississippi, there is still much unexplored
country between that river and the Pacifie Ocean. It is
possible that lands may lie within the antartic circle, of which
we have hitherto as hâle notion as we had of South Shetland

ten years ago; but if there are such, they must be most
barren. and inhospitable. It is possible also, that, notwith-
standing the care and attention with which the great Pacifie
has beeii so repeatedly swept, there may'yet be islands in it

undiscovered ; but these, however fertile from soii and climate,
must be mere specks in the ocean.

But though comparatively little of the surface of the globe is
now utterly unknown, yet even of those countries with which
we are best acquainted, much remains to be ascertained, before

the geocrraph3r of them can justly be regarded as complete.
Perbaps m-e are much less deficient and inaccurate in otir
knowledge of the natural history of the globe, than in its geo-

graphy, strictly so called; that is, in the extent, direction,
latitudes and longitudes, direction and elevation of moun-
tains, rise, course, and termination. of rivers, &c. How

grossly erroneotis geography was till very lately, in soi-ne
even of its most elementarv parts, and those, too, in relation
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to what ought to have been the most accurately known
portion of gurope, may be judged from these two i facts,
that till near the close of the lut century, the distance from
the South Foreland, in Kent, to the Land's End, was laid

down in all the maps of England nearly half a degree reater
than it actually is ; and that, as we have formerly noticef, 69 the

lenr of the Mediterranean was estirnated by the longitudes
0 olemy till the eighteenth century, and that it was curtailed
of nearly twenty-five degrees by observation, no farther back
than the reign of Louis -XIV."

To speak in a loose and general manner, the Romans, at
the height of their conquests, power, and geographical know-

ledge, were probably acquainted with a part of the globe
about equal in extent to that of which we are still ignorant;
but their empire embraced. a fairer and more valuable portion
than we can expect to find in those countries which re-
main to reward the enterprise of European travellers. The
fertile regions and the beautiful climate of the south of
Europe, of the nortli of Africa, and above all of Asia Minior,
present a - picture which. we can hardly expect will be ap-

proached, certainly will not be surpassed, under the burning
heats of central Africa, or even the more mitigated heats of
the fardier peninsula of India. The short and easy access
of all portions oÈ the Roman Empire to the ocean, gave
them advantages which must be denied to the hitherto un-

explored districts in the interior of Asia and Africa. The
farther peninsula of India is infinitely better situated in this
respect.

At that very remote period, when sacred and pr.ofane
history first displays the situation, and narrates the transactions
of the hurnan race, the countries, few in' number, and compa-
rati el of small extent, that were washed by the waters of
the i editerranean, ýcoinprised the whole of the earth which,

was then known. Asia Minor, which possessed the advari-
tag e o f lying not only on this sea, but also on the Euxine,
and which is moreover level in its surflâce, and fertile in its
soil, seems to have been the first additional portion of the

earth that became thoroughly known. The commercial en-
terprize of the PhSnicians, and their colonies the Cartha-

umians,-the conquests of Alexander the Great, and of the
homans, gradually extended the knowledge of the earth in

all directions, but principally in the middle regions of
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Europe, in the north of Afi-ica, and. in Asia towards the
Indus. At the period when the Roniari empire wris destroyed,
little more was known ; and during the middle ages, geography
was feetAy assisted and extended by a desire to 'possess the
luxuries of the East, (which seems to have been as powerful
and general with the conquerors of' the Romans as with the

Rýmuns theniselves,) by the religious zeal of à few priests,
and by the zeal fbr knom-ledge which actuàted a still srnaller
numher of travellers.

The desire of obtaining the lu-x-uries of the East, however,
was the predoniinating' principle, And the efficient cause of

the extension of geography. Actu-ftt-ed by it, the passage of
the Cape of Good Hope was accomplislied; the eastern
limits of Asia were reached; America was discovered, and
even the Frozen Seas were braved and carefully examined, in
the hope that by them a 5 edier paisage might be found to
the cotintries which liro( red these luxuries. At length
the love of conquest, of wealth, and of luxury, which alone
are sufficiently gross and stimulatincy in their nature to>act on
men in their rudest and least intellectual state, and which do
not loose their hold on the most ci'ilized, enfightened, and
virtuous -people, was assisted by the love of science; and

though when this union took place, little ofthe globe was un-
known, as respected its grand outline, and the general

extent and relative situation of the seas and lands which
compose its surface, yet much remained tdbe acc(implished in

determining the details of geography; in fixing accurately and
scientifically the situation of places; in exhibiting the surface
of the land, as it Was distinguished. by motintains, plains, lakes,
rivers, &c.; in gainin(P a full and accurate knowledge of the
natural historv of each. country, and of the manners, cus-
toms, institutions, reli(rion5 mantifiactures and commerce of
its inhabitants.

Before we give a sketch of the progress of commercial en-
terprize during the last hundred years, it will be proper to

notice the advancement of geographical science during the
same period, and the assistance which was thus afforded, as

well as froin other sources, to those who travelled both by sea
and land, for the purpose of discovering or exploring foreign
and distant countries. This part of ouznr subject seems natu-

mlly to, divide itself into three parts; viz. the improvement cif
rhaps, which was equally advantageous to sea and land

travellers; those particulars *hich rendered navigation more
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sate, ea-sy, and expeditiotis ; and those particulurs whicli be-
kowed tfie saine benefit on land travellers.

The science of geography dates its or*n»n, as we bave
alremly mentioned, from. Mercator, thougrýIe was unable to,

point out and explain the law, according to, which the projec.
tion which bears his naine might be laid down on fixed
pririciples: thîs was effected by an Englishman of the naine
of Wright. Mathernatical eo raphy, strictly so called, seems
to have owed its ori E (fiscussion respecting the flatten-
ing of the Poles, wUich, took place, in the beginning of the
eilthteentli century, ainong Newton, Huygens, and Cassini,Iý.Jand whi-ch was afterwards continued by soine of the inost dis.
tinguished mathematicians and riatural philosophers of France

anýd England. Still, however, ýhe construction of maps derived
little. advantage from the application of strict science to geo-

graphy, till Delisle, in France, and Haase, in Germany, di-
rected their attention and talents to this particular subject:

their efforts were indeed great, but in some measure unavail-
ing, in consequence of the want of suflicient materials. The,

same impediment lay in the way of Busching, notwithstand-
ing he brought to the task the characteristic atience and re-
search of a German. To hirn, however, Uthe more illus-

trious D'Anville, accurate delineations and descriptions of the
countries of the globe may first justly be ascribed.

D'Anville possessed excellent cand ample materials., in
authentic relations, and plans and delineatîons made on the
spot: with these he advanced to the task, calling to his aid

mathematical principles. Fle first exhibiteà in his maps the
interior of Asia free from. that confusion and error by which
all former maps had obscured it; and struck out from his
map of Africa many imaginary kingdoms. Ancient geogra-
phy, and the still more involved and dark creography of the.1 tD
middle ages, received froni him the first illumination ; and if
subsequent geographers have been able to add to and correct
his labours, it lias been chiefly owing to their possessing

materials which did not exist in his thne'
Busch * confined himself entirely to modern geography;

and thougehis minuteness is generally tiresome and super-
fluous, yet we can pardon it, for the accuracy of his details :

he was patronized and assisted in his labours by all the

overrunems, of the north, who -gave him access to every,
ocunient which could further his object.

Since the time of D'Anville and Busching, the description
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of countries, and the construction of inaps, have proceeded
with a rapidly encreasing de ree of accuracý. In ancient

geography, Gosselin, Renne&, Vincent, an Malte Brun,
are among the most celebrated names. Two Germans, Voss
and Munnert, have directed their labours to illustrate and
explain thé geographical details and hints of the Greek poets.
It would be aluiost endiess to enumerate those to whom,
modern geography, and the construction of mcKlern maps are

principally indebted. Gaspari and Zimmerman, among the
Germans, have thrown. into a philosophical and interestin

form. the labours -and heavy détails whicli were suppliZ
them. by less original but more plodding men. The English,
*though, as Malte Brun observes, they are still wit ' hout a

system of geography which deserves the name, are rich in
excellent materials, which have been supplied by the extent
of their dominions and their commeree in various parts of
the globe; by their laudable and happy union of conquest,
commerce, and science; and by the advantage which Dal-
ryniple, Arrowsmith, and other geo raphers have derived

from these circumstances. The FrenS, Russians, Spaniards,
Danes, and indeed most nations of Europe, sensible of the

vast importance of accurate maps, especially suéh. as relate to
their respective territories, have contributed to render them
much more accurate than they formerly were; so that at

présent there is scarcely any part of the globe, which has
been visited bv - sea or land, of which we do not possess

accurate maps; and no sooner has the labour of any traveller
filled ul) a void, or corrected an error, than the map of the
country which he has visited becomes more full and accurate.

The most direct and perfect application of mathematical.
and astronomical science to the delineation of the surface of
the globe, so as to ascert,«ýtin its exact form, and the exact
extent of de(rrees of latitude in différent parts of it, has

been made by the English and French; and much to their
honour, by them in conjuriction. The first modern measure-
ment of degrees of latitude was made by an Englishman of
the name of Norwood: he ascertained the difference of lati-
tude between London and York in 1635, and then measured
their distance: from these premises he calculated, that the
length of a degree was 19.2,399 English yards. At this time
there was no reason to suppose that the earth was flattened at
the Poles. Shortly afterwards, it havin(r been discovered
that the weights of bodies were less at the equator than at
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Paris, Huygens and Cassini directed their attentionq as wý
have already ýtated, to the subject of the figure of the earth.
In 1670 Picard measured an arc of the meridian in France;
and in 1718, the whole area exiending through France was
measured by Cassini and other philosophers. The results of

this measurement seemed to disprove Newton's theory, that
the curvature of the earth diminished as we recede from t lie

equator. To remove all doubts, an arc near * the equator was
measured in Peru, by some French and Spanish astrononiers;

and an arc near the arctic circle by some French and Swe(li.,ih
a-stronomers; the result wùs a confirmation of Newtori's

theory, and that the equatorial diameter exceeded the polar
by about fi-z part of the whole.

Sirice this period, ares of the meridian have been measured
in several countries. In 1787 it was determined by the
British and French governments to, connect the observatories of
Greenwich and Paris by a series of triangles, and to compare
the différences of latitudes and longitudes, ascertained by

astronomical observations, with those ascertained by actuail
measurement. The measurement in England was extended

to a survey of the whole kingdom; and the accurate m.-ips
thus obtained have been since published. Arcs of the meridian
have also, been measured lateiý from Dunkirk to Barcelona,- in

Lapland, by which an error in the former measurement there
was corrected; -and in India.

We have been thus particular in our notice of this subject,
because it is evident that such measurements must lié at the

foundation of all real improvements in the construction of
maps.

Let us neit turn our attention to the iriiprovements in
navigation which have taken place during the last and present
centuries; these seem to consistý principally, in those whiel) ire

derived from. physical science, and those which arc derived
from other sources.

The crrand objects of a navigator are the accurate know-
ledge of where lie exactly is, in. any part of his coune, and

how he ought to, steer, in order to reach his destination in
the shortest time. The means of ascertainincr his latitude and
longitude, of calculating how far he has sai ed, ancl at wliat
rate lie is sailing, and the direction of his course with refer-
ence to the port to which fie is desirous to proceed, are what
he principally requires. We do not intend, bv any meaiisr,
to enter at any length, or systernatically, on these subjectý,

K K
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but a brid and popular notke of ùýem seerxe proper and
necessary in such a w(>rk as this.

Astronomy here comes essentially to the aid of navigation:
we have already seen how,, even in the rudest stau of the

latter, it deriveil its chief assistance froin this sublime sciepce,
çonfined as it then was to a knowledge of the position of a
few stars. Astronomy enables the navigator to ascertain bis

Igtitude and longitude, and to find the variation of the com-
pass. Ile principal difficulty in ascertaining the latitude at

ffl, arosefrom the unsteady niotion of the ship : to remedy
this, severai instruments were invented. We have already

*Iluded to theýasýro1obe; but this, as veR as the ethersq
were imperfect ÏM objectionable, till such time as Hadley's
quadrant wu inventedý the principle end useis of which were
urst s4ggested by Newton.

To ascertaia the longitude was a much more difficult task
there are evidiently two methods of doin this, - by time-
keepers or chironometers, and by making tIL nwtions of the
celeeial bodies serve instead of time-keepers. About the
middle of the seventeenth century, Huygens proposed the

pendulum dýock for finding the longitude ut sea; but it was
unfit for the purpose, for many'and obvious reasons. Watches,

,even made with tbe utmost cure, were found to, be too
irregular in the'*r rate of going' to be depended upon for this

purpose. In the reign of Queen Anne the celebrated act
was passed, appropriating certain sums for encou

ragng 
at

tempts to jascertain the longitude. Stimulated by this, Mr.
Harrison ijaveiited his tàne-keeper, which on trial was found

to answer the purpose with such tolerable accuracy, that he
was deemed worthy to receive the sum, awarded by parlia-

ment: it went within the limit of an error of thirty miles of
longitude, or two minutes of time, in a voyage to the West

Indies, Since this period, cbronometers have been much
improved, and excellent ones are very generally used: per-

haps the most trying circumstances in which any were ever
placed, existed during the voyage for the discovery of a north-
west passage by Captain Parry; and then most of those he
bad witb him were found to be extremely accurate.

It is evident, however, that chronometers are liable to a
variety of accidents, and that in very long voyages the
means of verifying their rate of going seldom occur. Hence

the lunar method, or the niethod of ascertaining the longitude
by means of the motions of the moom, is more useful and
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valuable, Here again, the profoundest researches of Clair-
atit, Euler, D'Alembert, and La Place, wêre brought practi-
cRUY to, bear on navigation. Guided and aided by theseý
Tobias Mayer, of Gottingen, compiled a set of solar and

lunar tables, which were sent to the lords of the admiralty,
in the ïear 17555: thev gave the longitude of the moon
within thirty seconds. 'Jfhý- were afterwards improved by

Dr. Maskelyne and Mr. ýfason, and still more lately b
Burg and Burckhardt; the error of these last tables wz

seldom exceed fifteen seconds, or seven miles and a, half.
The computations, however, necessary in making use of these
tab1esý were found to be very laborious and inconvenient; to
obviate this difficulty, the nautical almanack, suizzested by
Dr. Maskelyne, was published, which is now aniiually con-
tinued. The longitude is thus ascertained to such a nicety,

as to secure the navigator from, any danger arisi:ig ftom the
former imperfect modes of finding it -. 11, he is now enabled to
maké for his port without sailing into the parallel of latitude,

and then, in the seaman's phrase, running down the port, on
the parallel, as' was done before this method was practised.
Fifty yeurs -ago, navigators did not attempt to find their
longitude at set4 unless by their reckoning, which was hardly

ever to be depended on.-"
iot long after the mariner's compass was employed5 its

variation %vas noticed: as it is obvious that, unless the degree
and direction of this variation are accurately known, the com-
pass would be of littie service in navigation, the attention ofC

navigators and philosophers was carefuilly directed to this
point; and it was ascertained that the quantity of this
variation is subject to regular periodical changes. By means,
therefore, of a table indicatinûr those changes, under different
latitudes and lonrgitudes, and ofD*what are called variation charts,
the uncertainty arising from. them. is in a great measure done

away. Another source of error however existed, which does
not seem to have been noticed till ' the period of Captain

Cook's voyages: it was then found, Il that the variation of
the neëdle differed very sensibly on the saine spot, with the
différent directions of ihe ship's head." Captain Élinders
attributed this to the iron in the ship, and made a number of
observations on the subject; tbese have been subsequently
added to and corrected, so that at present the quantity of
variation froin this cause can be ascertained, and of course à
proper allowance made for it. It does not appear that any

K K 2w
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inaterial in-iprovenient lias been made In the construction and
use of the locr -that tiseftil and necessary ,,,ippeild,«,Ige to the

compass, -since it was invented îibout the end of the six-
teenth centurv.

These are the most important improvernents in nautical
knowledge and science, which, renders -navigation at pré-

sent so much more safe and expeditious th-an it formerly
was; there are, however, other circurnstances which tend to,

the saffi e object ; the inpre full, accurate, and minute k-now-
ledge of the prévalent winds at différent times of the year,
and in various *Parts of the ocean ; the means of foretelling
changes of weather; and, principally, a knowledge of the
direction and force of the currents must be re(rarded as of

essential advantacre to the seainan. When to tliese we add,
the coppering of' ships, which was first practised about the
year 1761, and other improvements in their built and rigging,
we have enumerated the chief causes whicli enable a vessel to
reach the East Indies in two-thirds of the time which was

occupied in sucli a voyýaçye half a century ago.
Nor must we forget thzat the health of the seamen lias,

during the same period, been rendered infinitely more secure;
so that mortality and sickness, in the longest voyages, and

under great and fréquent changes of climate, and other cir-ZD 
hatcumstances usually affectincy health, will not exceed w

would have occurred on lanâ during the same time.
. The great advantages which. the very improved state of all
branches of physical science, and of natural history, bestow
on travellers in modern times, are enjoyed, though not in
an equal degree, by navigators and by those who journey on
land. '17o the latier they are indeed most importan4 and

will principally account for the superiority of modern travels
over those which were published a century ago, or even

fifty years since. It is plain tbat our knowledge of foreign
comntries relatés either to animate or inanimate nature : to

the eoil and geology, the face of the surface, and what lies

below it; the rivers, lakes, mountains, climate, and the

plants; or to the natural history, strictly so called: -and to the

mannersq institutions, government, religion, and statistics of

the inhabitants. Consequently, as the a . e branches

of ýnowledge relating to these objects are extended, travellers

mu« bc better able, as weil as more disposed, to, investigate

them j àuid the publie at large require that sâme or all of

tben, should at least be noticed in books of travels. The
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same science, and many of the same instruments, which en-

able the seainan to ascertain his latitude and longitude, and

to lay down full and aécurate charts of the shores which he

visits, are also useful to the land-traveller; they both draw

assistance from the knowledge of meteorology which they may

possess, to make observations on the climate, and from, their

acquaintance with botany and natural history, to (-nive an ac-

count of the plants and animais. But it is evident that so

far as the latter are concerned, as well as so far as relates to,

the inhabitants, the land traveller bas more opportunities than

he who res on a voyage.

But t ere are other% advantages enjoyed by modern tra-

-vellers besides those derived from superior sciencez. foreign

languarres are at present better and more generally under-

stood; and it is unnecessary to point out how important such

an acquisition is, or rather how indispensible it is to accurate

inÈbrmation. Ile knowledge of the languages of the East

-which many of the gentlemen in the service of the Easi

India Coinpany, and the missionaries, possess, bas been of

infinite service in making us much better acquainted with

the antiquities, history, and present state of tho5;e countries,

than we could possibly have otherwise been. There is at

present greater intercourse arnong even remote nations;

and prejudices, which formerly operated as an almost 'insur-

mountable barrier, are now either entirely destroyed, or

greatly weakened: in proof of this, we need only refer to the

numerous travellers who have lately visited Egypt, -a country

which it would bave been extremely dangerous to visit half a

century At the same distance of time, natiees of Asia

or Africa, especially in their -lappropriate costume, were

seldom. or rever seen in the streets of London, or, if seen,

wotild have been insulted or crreatly incommoded 'by the

troublesoine curiosity of its inhabitants now there are

many such, who walk the streets unmolested, and scarcely

noticed.

Commerce, which has derived such advantagës from the

progress -of geographical knowledge, bas in sorne measure

repaid the obligation, by creating a inuch greateri more. inti-

inate, and mioýre frequent mutual intercourse among nations;

and by doing away with those pr «udices and antipathies

which formerly closed rnany Suntries effectually against

Christian and European travellers: and to the zeal and perse-

-v.ý-,rance of in(xlern travellers, assisted as they are bry- co'--

K K
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mercial intercourse, we may reasonabl hope that we sliall#
before Ion be indebted for a knowleYi qe of the intelriot of

Africa. ýhose couiitries still impelctly known in the
south-east of Asia will, probably, from tbeir vicinity tu our
possessions in Hindostan, be explored from that quarter.
The encreasme population of the United States, and the in-

dependence of South Ainerica, will necessarily bring us
acquainted - with such' parts of the new world *s are still

unknown. But it is difficult to conjecture from what sources,,
and under what circumstances, the empires of China and

Japan will be rendered more accessible to, European travel-
lers: these countries, and some parts of the iiiterior of Asia,
are cut off from our communication by causes which probabl

will not speedily cease to operate. The barriers which stiý1
enclose all other countries are gradually yielding to the causes
we have mentioned; and as, alone with greater facilities for

penetrating into and travellinq within such countries, travellers,
Dow possess greater capabilities of making use of the oppor-

tunities thus enjoyed, we ruay hope that nearly the whole
world will soon be visited and known, and known, too, in every
thing that relates to inanimate and animate nature.

'Ile progress of commerce duriiag the last hundred yearsi,
the penod of time to which we are at present to direct our
Éttention, has been so rapid, its ramifications are so compli-

çate d, and the objects; it embraces so, various. and numerousj
that it will not be possible, within the limits to, which we

must confine ourselves, to enter on minute and full details
respecting it; nor would these be consonant to the nature of
our work, or generally interesting and instructive.

During the infancy of commerce, as well as of geographi-
cal science, we deemed it proper to be particulaýr in ev r

thing that indicated theïr growth; but the reasons wliiýcý
proved the necessity, or the advantage, of such a mode of
treating these subjects in the former parts of this volume, no
longer exist, but in fi t ve way to reasons of an opposite-
nature - reasons for exfi bitiný merely a general view of

themý. Actuated by these consi erations, we have been less
Minaqte and particular in what relates to modern geo aphy,

'han in what relates to ancient; and we shall follow the same
plan in relation to what remains to be said on the subject of

conmerce.. So long as any of the causes wbich tended to
adç-ance geograp y and commerce acted obscurely and im-

perfectly %" long as they were in such a weak staie that the
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continuance of their progress was doubtfül, we entered
pretty fully into their history; but after a forward motion

was commimicated to them, su-eh as must carry them. towards-
perfection without the possibility of any irreat or permanent

%Î from details, and
check, we have thought it proper to abstain
to confine ourselveq to more general views. Guided by this
principleý which derives additional weight from, the vastness
to which commerce has reached within the last hundred
years, we shalf now proceed to a rapid and general sketch of
its progress during that period, and of its present state.

From the first and feeble revival of commerce in the
middle aaesý tili the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, the

Italian rè'publics, and the Hanseatic League, nearly monopo-
lized all the trade oe Europe; the former, from their situation,

naturally confining themselves to the importation and cir-
culatio * of the commodities supplied by the East, and by
the European countries in the south of Europe, and the
districts of Africa then known and accessible ; while the
latter directe] their attention and industry to those articles
which the middle and north of Europe produced or manu-
factured.

The discovery of the Cape of Good Hope eve a difierent
direction to, the commerce of the East, while at the swne time
it very greatly extended it; but as it is obvious that a grenter
quantity of the commodities supplied by this part of the
world could not be purchased, except by an increme in the
produce and manufactures of the purchasing natiowl, they

also pushed forward in industry, experience, skill, and capital.
7%e Partuguese and Spaniards first reaped. the fruits of the
discovery of the Cape of Good'Hope; subsequently the Dutch ;
and at the period at which this part of our sketch of commerce
commences, the English were beginning to assume thst hold
and superiority in the East, by which they are now se greatly

distinguished. The industry of Europe, especially of ù;e
middle and northern states, was further strimulated by the
discovery of America, and, indirectly, by all those causes which
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries tended to increase in-
formation, and to secure the liberty of the mass of the people.
The invention of printing; the reformation - the destruction of
the feudai system, at. least in its most objectionable, degrad.
ing, and paralizing features the contentions between the
nobility and the sovereigns, and between the latter mid the
people; gave a stimulus to the human mind, and thusý en-

K 4
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]ai-ged its capacities, desires, and views, in such a man-
ner, that the character of the human race assumed a loftier
port.

From all these causes commerce benefited, and, as was
natural to expec4 it benefited most in those countries where
niost of these causes operated, and where they operated most

powerfully. In Holland we see a memorable and gratifying
instance of this: a comparatively small population, inhabiting
a narrow district, won and kept from the overwhelming of
the ocean, by most arduous, incessant, and expensive labour,-

.111d the territory thus acquired and preserved not naturally
fertile, and where fertile only calculated to produce few
articles, -a people thus disadvantageous1y situated, in respect
to territory and soil, and moreover.engaged in a most peril-
OUS, doubtful, and protracted contest for their religion and
liberty, with hy far the most potent monarch of Europe,-this
people, blessed with knowledge and &eedom, fbrced to,

become industrious and enterprizing by the very adverse cir.-
(-uinstances in which they were placed, d Ily wrested, trat ua

fi-om their opporients - the discoverers of e reasures of the
East and of the new world, and who were moreover blessed

with a fertile soil and a luxurious climate at home, -
their possessions in Asia, and part of their possessions in

America. Nor did the ènterprising spirit of the Dutch
confine itself to, the obtaining of these sources of wealth :

they became, as we have already seen,- the carriers for nearly
the whole of Europe; by their means the productions of the
East were distributed among the European nations, and the
bulky and niostly raw produce of the shores of the Baltic

was exch'an(red for the productions and maùufactures of
France, England, Germany, and the Italian states.

Fr ' om the middle of the ei hteenth century, the commerce
of the Dutch began to deline; partly in. consequence of
political disputes among themselves, but principally because
other nations of Europe now put forth their industry with
effkt and perseverance. The English* and the French,
especially, became their . great rivals; first, by conducting
themselves each their own trade, which had been previously
carried on by the Dutch, and, subsequently, by the possessions
they acquired in the East. The Anierican war, and soon
afterwards the possession of Holland by the French during the

revolutionary war, gave a fatal blow to the remnant of
jheïr commerce, from which it has not recovered, nor is
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likely at any time to recover, at least nearly to its former
flourishing state. For, as we bave reniarked, the Dutch were

flourishing and rich, principally because other nations were
ignorant, enslaved, and destitute of industry, skill, and
capital.

England took the place of the Dutch in -the scale of com-
mercial enterprize and success: the contest between them was
long and arduous; but at lenomth England attained a decided
and permanent superîoriýy. She gradually extended ber
possessions in the East; -and after expellin th Frencli from,
this part of the world, became in reality e only European
sovereipi power there.

The manufactures of England, those real and abundant
causes and sources of ber immense commerce, did not begin
to assume that importance and extent to which they have at
present reached, till the middle, or rather the latter part of the

eighteenth -century; then ber potteries, ber hardware, ber
-woollens, and above all ber cotton goods, began to im-
prove. - Certainly the steam engine is the grand ciause to,
which England's wealth and commerce may be attributed
in a great degree; but the perfection to which it bas been

brought, the multifarious uses to which it is applied, both
presuppose skill, capital, and industry, witbout which the

mere possession of such arf engine would have been of Ettle
avail.

At the termination of the American war, Encriand sèemed
completely exhausted: slie had come out of a long and ex-

pensive contest, deprived of what many regarded as ber most
valuable possessions, and having contracted an enormous

debt. Yet in a very few years, she not only revived, but
flourislied more than ever; it is in vain to attribute 'this to,

any other causes but those alone which can produce either
individual or national wealth, viz. industry, enterprize, know..
ledge, and econorny, and capital acquired by means of them.
But what bas rendered Britain more industrious, intellicrent,
and skilful thail other nations ? - for if we can answer C this

question, we can satisfactôrily accotint for ber acquisition of

capital ; and capital, industry, and skill existing, commerce

and wealth must necessarily follow.
Britain enjoys greater political freedom, and greater

security of property than any other European nation;

and without political fi-eedom,_ the mass of the people

never can be intelligent, or possess either comprehensive
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views or desires; and where views and desires are limited,
there can be no regular, general, and zealous industry. Unless,
however, security of property is enjoyed, as well as political
liberty, industry, even if it could spring up under such cir-

cumstances, must soon droop and decay. It is a contradiction
in terms to suppose that comprehensive views and desires
can exist and lead to action, when at the same time it is ex-
tremely doubtful whether the objects of them could be re-
alized, or, if realized, whether the would not immediately be

destroyed, or torn from, those, Lse labour, and skill, and
anxious thought had acquired them.

But there are other causes to which we must ascribe the ex-
tension of British manufactures and commerce; of these we shall

only enumerate what we regard as the principal and the most
powerful: the stimulus which any particular improvement in

manu tures gives to future and additional improvements, or
rather, perhaps, the necessity which it creates for such -addi-
tional improvements; the natural operation of enlarged capital;

the equally natural operation of encreased wealth among the
various clýsses of the community ; the peculiar circumstances
in which Britain has been placed since the termination of the

war which deprived her of her American colonies; and,
lastly, her national debt. A short view of each of these par-
ticulars will, we believe, sufficiently account for the present
unparalleled state of British manufactures and commerce.

The direct effect of improvement in the mode of manufac-
turing any article, by the introduction of a more, powerful
machinery, is to encrease the quantity, and to lower the

price of that article. Hence it follows, that those who manu-
facture it on the old plan must be undersold, uniess they also

adopt such machinery; and as knowledge, both speculative
and practical, has reater chance to improve in proportion as
it is spread, from. Es cause, as well as from the more power-
ful cause of rival interests, wherever improvements in manu-
factures have begun and been exténded, they are sure to
advance.

That this is- not theoretical doctrine requires only an
appeal to what has been effected, and is yet effecting in

Britain, to Prove. A very curious, interesting, and instruc-
tive work might be written on the improvements in the cotton
machinery alone, which have been made in this country during

the last forty years: we mean interesting and instructive, not
merely on account of the fàcts relative to mechanical. in-
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tenuity which it w(yuld unfold, but on account of the muchil er bistory wbich it would give of the mechanism of theigh
human mind, and of the connections and ramifications of the

various branches of human knowledge. In what state would
the commerce of Great Britain have been at this time, if the
vast improvements in the machinery for Tinning cottan had

not been made and universal ly adopted ? -and how slowly and
imperfectly would these improvements have taken place, had

the sciences been 'unconnected, or greater improvements,
which at first were unseen or deemed impracticable, not been

gradually developed, as lesser improvements were made. The
stimulus of interes4 the mutual connection of various branches
of science, and above all the uncea4ng oâward movement of
the human mind in knowled e, speculative as well as practi-
cal, must be regarded as E most powerful causes of tbe
present wonderfu 1 state oî our manufactures, and, consequently,
of our commerce.

2. The natural operation of enlarged capital is another
cause of our great commerce. There is nothing more difficult
in the history of mankind - not the history of their wars and
politics, but the history of tbeir character, manners, senti-
ments, and progress in civilization and wealth - as to dis-
tinguish and separate those facts which ought to be classed
as cauqesý and those wbieh ought to be classed as efects.

There can be no doubt that trade produces capital; and,
in this point of view, capital must be regarded as an, effect:

there can be as little doubt, that an increase of capital
is favourable to an increase -of commerce, and actually pro-

duces it; in this point of view, therefore, capital must be re-
garded as a cause. As in the physical world action and

reaction are equal, so are they, in many respects, and under

many circumstances, in the moral and intellectual world; but,

whereas in the pbysical. world the action and reaction are not

enly equal but simultaneous, in the moral and intellectual
world the reaction does not take place till after the immedi-

ate and particular action from, which it springs has cemed.

To apply these remarks to our present subject, it is un-

necessary to point out in what manner trade must increaise
capital; that capital,. on the other hand, increases trade,

is not, perhaps, at fint sight, quite so, obvious; but that it

must act in this manner will be perceptible, when we reflect

on the advantages. which a large capital- gives to its posmsor.,

It enables him to buy chesper, became he, un buy, larger

w . g cheape-, he es&quantities,. and give ready. Pionow; buvm
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sëI cheaper, or give longer credit, or both; and this must en-
sure an increase of trade. It enables him. immediately to takè
advantage of any improvement in* the mode of manuihcturing
any article; ar to push the sale of any article into countries
where it was before unknown. Such are some of the more

important effects. on commerce of large capital; and these
effects have been most obviously and strikingl shewn in the
commercial history of Britain for the last C dirty years, and
thus give a practical confirmation to the doctrine, that capital,
originally the creature of trade, in its turn gives nourishment,

vigour, and enlarged growth to it.
3. Encreased wealtý-among the vaitious classes of the com-

munity, may be viewed'in the same light as capital; it flows
ftom increased trade, and it produces a stillfurther increase
of trade. The views, and desires, and habits of maikind, are
like their knowledge, they are and must be progressive., and

if accompanied, as they generally are, by increased meansi
they must give birtfi to increased industry and skill, and their

necessary consequences, increased trade and wealth.
Had théviews, desires, and habits of mankind, and especi-

ally of the inhabitants of Europe and the United States,
continued as they were fifty years ago, it is absolutely im-

possible tliat one half of the goods manufactured in Great
Britain could have* lxen disposed of; and unless these addi-

tional and enlarged views, desires, and habits, had been
accompanied with commensurate means of Lyratifying them,
our manufactures and commerce could not É'ave advanced as
they have done. Minutely and universally divided as human
labour is, po one country can render its indusfi and skill
additionally productive, without, at the same time, L industry
and skill of other countries also, advance. No one nation can
acquire additional wealth, unless additional wealth is also

acquired in ôther nations. Before an additional uantity of
Iccommodities can be sold, additional means to pur Tase them.

must be obtained; or, in other -words, increased commerce,
supposes increased wealth, not only in that country in which
commerce is increased, but also in that where le buyers
and consumers live. 1

4. Since the termination of the American war, Britain has
been placed in' circumstances favourable to, her commerce:

the human mind cannot long be depressed; there is an
elasticity about it which prevents this. ' Perhaps it is rather
disposed to, rebound, in proportion to the degree and time of
its restraint.- It is certain, bowevier, that the exhaustion pro-



duced by the American war speedily gave place to wonderful
activity in our manufactures and commerce; and tha4 at the
commencement of the first French revolutionary war, they had

both taken wonderful and rapid Strides. The circumstances,
indeed, of such a country as Britain, and such a people as the
British, must be essentially changed, - changed to a degree,
and in a manner, which, we can hardly suppose to be brought
about by any natural causes, - before its real wealth can be

annihilated, or even greatly or permanently diminished. The
climate and the soil, and all the improvements and ameliora-
tions which agriculture bas produced on the soil, must remain:
the knowledge and skill, and real capital of the inhabitants,
are beyond the reach of any destroying cause: interest must
always operate and apply this knowledge and skill, 'nless we
can suppose, what see.ms as unIikeý,y to happen a ' s the change
of our climate and soil, the annihilation of our knowiedge
and skill,. or that interest should cease to be the stimulatin
cause of industry; unless we can suppose that political, M
civil &eedom. should be rooted out, and individual property
no longer secure.

Circumstances, however, though they cannot destroy, must
influence, beneficially or otherwise, the wealth and commerce
of a country; and it inay happen that circumstances ap-

parently unfavourable may become beneficial. This was
the case with Britain: during the American war, ber manu-
factures and commerce languished; during the French wars
they increased and throve -most wonderfull I ne cause of
this différence must be sought for principad; in the very arti-

-ficial and extraor&nary cireutnstances in which she was placed
during the French war: and of the-çPe circumstances, the
most powerfully operative were ber foreign loans; ber paper

circulation; the conquests and subsequent measures of
Bonaparte on the continent; and ber superiorit at sea.
Foieign loans necessarily renderéd the exchange un7avourable
to Britain; an unfavourable exchange, or, in other words,

a premium on bills, in any particular country, enabled the
merchýant to sell hi oods there at a cheaper rate than for-

merly, and consequeJY to extend his commerce there. The
paper circulation of Britain, - though a bold and hazardous
step, and which in a less healthy and vigorous state of publie

credit and wealth than Britain enjoyed could not have been
taken, or, if takeri, would not have producied nearly the

beneficial effects it did, and would have left much more fatal
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consequences than we are at present experiencing, - undoubt-
,edly tended to incnum her commerce; and the very stimulus

which it gave to &H kinds of speculation bas been favourable
to it. The ruinous consequences of such speculatione

though dreadful, are comparatively of short duratioin ;
whereas it is impossible that speculation should be active and

vigorous, with commensurate means, without improvk
manufactures, and open*g new channels for commerce; a4Ï.

these effects must remain. In what manner the mensures of
Bonaparte on the continent, and our superiority at sea, were
favourable to our commerce,,'it is unnecessary to explain.

Lastly. It only remains to explain how our national debt
bas been beneficial to our commerce. Necessiýy, if it is not

absolutely overpowering, must act as a stimulus to indiistry as
well as interest: the desire to avoid evil, and the desire to

obtain good, are equally powerful motives to the humàn.
mind. In the same manner as an increase of family,- by

creating aidditional, expense, spurs a man to additionil in.
dustry; so the certainty that lhe must pay additional taxes

produces the same effect. Ind*viduals may contrive to
shift the burthen from themselves, and pay their taxes by
spending less; but there can be no doubt that the only
general, sure, and permanent fund,- out of which additionai
taxes can be paid, must arise from the fruits ofadditional in-

dustry. We wish to- guard against being taken for the
advocates for taxation, as in any shape a bie;ssu*itr: we are
merely stating what we conceive to be its eead%-' But we

should no more regard taxation as a blessing, because it in-
creased commerce, than we should regard it as a blessing
to a man, that, from any cause, he was obliged to work four-
teen hours a day instead of twelve. In both cases, increased
labour might be necessary, but. it would not the less be an
evil.

The only other nation, the commerce of which bas in-
creased very materially and rapidly, is the United States of
.America; and if we trace the chief and most powerful causes

of their commercial prosperity, we.shall still further be con-
firmed in the opinion, that at least sonte of the causes whicli
we have assigned for the extension of British commerce are

the true one3 ; and that, in fact, commerce cannot generally
or permanently increase where these causes do not edst, and
tbat where they do they must encourage and extend it.

It is not cvýr intention to enter into a detail -of the causes
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of American prosperity, except so fer as they are connected
with its commerce. They m however, be summed up in
a few wSds. An inexhaust'ïb7eýquantity of land, in a good

climate, obtained without diffiýult 1, and at little expence; with
the produce of it, when obtainJ and cultivated, entirely at
the disposal and for the exclusive advantage. of the proprietor.
The same with regard to all other labour; or, in other

words, scarcely any taxes: and with respect to labour in
izeneral, great demand for it, and extremely high wages.
These are causes of increased population and of prosperity,

and indirectly of commerce, peculiar to Anierica. It requires
no illustration or proof to comprehend how the increased

produce of a new soil must su ' 1 increased articles, for
commerce. While Britain, theýreforieý.Zinds increased articles for
her commerce, from. her improvements in the machinery appli-
cable to manufactures, by means of which the same quantity
of human labour is rendered infinitely more productive, «
the United States finds materials for her increased commerce,
in the increasing stock of the produce of the soil.

Political and civil liberty, and the consequent secu-1ty of

property, are causes of commercial prosperity, common to the

United States and Britain.
It may also be remarked, that the circumstances of Europe,

almost ever since the United States have had a separate and

independent existence, have been favourable to its commerce.

The long war between Britain and France afforded them op-

portunities for increasing their commerce, which they most

sedulously and successfully embraced and improved. They

became, in fact, the carriers for France, and in many cases the

introducers of British produce into the continent.

There is enly a-nother circumstance connected with the

United States to which we deem, it necessary to advert in this

brief and general developement of the causes of their com-

mercial prosperity: we allude to the wonderful facilities for

internai. commerce afforded them by their,;Vers, and especially

by the Mississippi and its branches. Thére can be no doubt

that easy, speedy, cheap, and general inter-communication

to internal trade5 - whether by means of roads and canais, as

in England, or by-means of rivers as in Arnerica, is advan-

tageous to foreign commerce, both directly and indirectly.

It is advantageous directly, in so far as it enables the manufac'

turer with rreat facility, and at little expence, to transmit his

goods to E places of exportation and to ascertain very
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quickly the state of the markets by which he regulates his
purchases, sales, and even the quantity and direction of his

labour. It is advantageous indirectly, in so far as by
stimulating and encouraging internal trade, it increases

wealth, and with increased wealth comes the increased
desire of obtainine foreign produce, and the increased means
to çatify that desire.

e deemed it proper to preface the details we shall now
give on the subject of the present state of commerce with

these general remarks on the principal causes which have
enlarged it, in those two countries in which alone it flourishes
to a very great extent. But, as we have already remarked,
commerce cannot extend in one cotintry, without receivin
an impulse in other countries. While, therefore, British M

American commerce have been increasing, the general coin-
merce of the whole civilized world, and even of parts hardly

9 ýcivilized, have been increasin , but in no country nearly to
the extent to which it has reached in BriLain and the United
States, because none are blessed with the political advan'

tages they enjoy, or have the improved machinery and
capital of the one, or the al'most inexhaustible land of the
other.

In the details which, we are now about to crive, we shall
confine ourselves to the statement of any particular cii-cum-
stance whicli may have been favourable or otherwise to the
commerce of any country during the last hundred years, and
to an enumeration of the principal ports and articles of im-
port and ex*ol-t of each country. We shall not attempt to

fix the value of the imports and exports in toto, or of any par-
ticular description of them, because there are in fact no grounds
on whicli it can be accurately fixed. We shali, however, in
the arran(rement of the order of the goods exportécl, place

those first which constitute the most numerous and important
articles.

1. The countries in the north of Europe, including Riissia,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the coun tries' generally on

the south shores of the Baltic. From the geographical situa-
tion of these countries, and their consequent climate, the chief
articles of the export commerce must consist in the coarsest
produce of the soil. These, and the produce of their mines,
are the sources of their wealth, and consequently of their
commerce.
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The principal exports of Norway consist of timber, mastsý
tarq potash, hides, (chiefly those of the goat,) iron, copper, co-

bah, tallow, salted provisions, and fish. Corn, principaHy
'from the southern shores of the Baltic, is the most consider-
able article of import. The only event in the modem his-
tory of this count which. can affect its commerce, is its

annexation to Swýen; and whether it will be prejudicial or
otherwise, is not yet ascertained.

Denmark consists of the iilands in the Baltiç, and the
peninsula lying in the nýrth-west of Gérmany, comprizing

Jutland, Sleswig, and Holstein. The face of the country, bo
insular and continental, presents a striking contrast to that of

Norway, being flat, and fertile in corn and cattle. Denffiark
possesses a lar extent of sea coast, but the havens do not ad-
mit large vessells,e. The communication between the insular
and continental possessions, the German ocean and the Baltiç,
and consequently the commerce of Denmark, was much faci-
litated by the canal of Kçil, which was finished in 1785.

Prior to, the year 1797, the commerce was muèb. in ured by
numerous restraints on importation. During the short wars

between -this country and Britain, it sufféred considerably.
At present it canne rank high as a commercial kingdom.

Denmark and the Duchies, as they are called, export wheat,
rye, oats, barley, rapé séed, horses, cattle, fish, wooden domes-
tic articles, -&c.; and import chiefly woollen goods, silks, cot-
tons, hardware, cutleriy, paper, salt, coals, iron, hemy, flax,
wines, tobacco, sugar, and other colonial produce.

Sweden in eneral is a country, the wealth, and conse-
ueýntly the £jects of commerce of which, are principally-
erived from. its mines and woods. Its principal ports are

Stockholm and Gothenburgh. The political, event in the
history of this country which 'gave the most fàvourable im-
pulse to, its commerce in modern times, is the alteration in its
constitution after the death of Charles XII.; by this the liber-
ties of the people were encreased, and a general stimulus

towards national industry was given : a was im-

proved, the produce of the mines doubled, and the fishery

protected. More lately, the revolution in 177% and the loser
of Finland, bave been prejudicial to Sweden. The principal
exports are, iron, copper, pine-timber,-pitch, tar, potas1b, fis14
&c.; the principal imports are, corn, tobaccoe udt wine%

oilsý wool, hemp, soap, cotton, silk and woollen goods, barcla
ware, sugar, and other colonial produce.

il L
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The most important commercial port on the southern shore,
of the ý4ýc is. Daý ic, wbicli belongs to Prussia. This
town rçtained a 4rge portiop of the commerce of the Baltic
404r the fall pf t4e Hanseatic League, and with Lubee, Ham-
b r 1% and B.ýeýnen, preser-ved a commercial ascendeuçy in
tbe hpWever, coasideýabIV by -tbe Prus-

'.u Uàtic. It su&red,

Sap sý . çq Popssession of t4e banks of the Vistula, Mptil -it
was incorporated with the kingdffl iry 1793. Da»4ic ex-

ports imaarly the whole of the produce of th ' e fertile country of
Po4md, coPsistijýg of corn, bides, borse-hair, honey, waxý

oak, and oý4e 4mber; the imports consist pr'mcipally of mar
»»factuied goods and colonial produce. Swedish Pomera-

pia, and Meçkkn4uý9h, neither of which possess.any ports of
consequenceq'àxaIý tbe greater part of their exporte fîrom tbe
scJ, as salwd and, smoked mea4 bides, wool, butter, cheesde,

corn, and fruit; the imports, Uke those of Dantzic, are pria-
cip4 y paiýafuIured goods and colonial produce .

1'1;p imnxçp-%e extent of Russia does not afford such a
variety, or large supply of articles of commerce, as might be

expected.: tbis- is owing to the ungenial and unproductive
nature of a very large portion of its soil, to the barbarous and

ts I , and to the comparatively few
enslaved state of i *nhabitants
porta whichL it pfflesses, and the extreme distance froin the
çceem..Pr navigable rivers of its central parts. We have

already mentioned the rise çf -Petersbur h. and its rapid. in-
crease in and commerce. le subequent sove-

f eOPIýation
reigns o ussia bave, in this as in all other respects, followed
the objects and plans of its founder; though they have been
more enlightened -and successfiil in their plans of conquest
than in those of commerce. The most important advantage
which they have bestowed on commerce, urisqs from the canals
and inbmd navigation which. connects the southern and the

i4S-thern provinces of this vast empire. The pr*mciýal Com-
merce of Russia is by the Baltic. Petersbargh iga are
the only ports of consequence here; from them are exported
corn,. hemp, flax, fir timber, pitch, tar, potash, iron. and cop-
pe4 hides, tallow, bristles, honey, wax, isinglass, caviar, furs,

&tcý. The principal imports consist of English -rnailu&ctures
and colonial produce, especiall JE e ind sugar, wines silks,
&x.. The commerce ot lack Sea bas lately in-egre£md

mýiçb, espeèig4y a. Od. effl, The principal expoxý,s arg, corn,
6ýýprýQvýsiûns, &c.; Âts imports, wine, fruitý Sffee, sil" &c.

Ru's . sia carrie - s on a considerable internai. trade with Prussia,
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Persia, and China, especially, with the latter. Nearly the
whole of lier maritime commerce is in the hands of foreigners,

the Ru ' ssians seeming rather averse to the sea; and the state
of vassaluge in the peasgnts, wMeh binds them, to the soil,
preventing the formation of seamen. Latterly, however, she
has displayed considerable zeal in posecuting maritùme disco.
veries; and as shç seem ' s disposed to extend her possessions
in the uorthýwest coast of America, this will necessarily prx>
duce g coipamercial marine.

2. The next portion of Europe to whicÈ we shall direct
our attention consists of Germany, the Netherlarids, and

France.
Germany, though an extensive and fertile country, and in-

habited by an intelligent and industrious race of peopleý pos-
sesses few commercial advantages from its want of ports:

those on the Baltic have been already mentioned ; those on
the German Ocean are Hamburgh and Embden, of whieh

Hambârgh is by far the most important, while, to the
south, the only port it possesses is Trieste., ýt is, however,
favoured in respect torivers: the Elbe, Weser, Rbine, and
Danube, with their tributary stre*ms, affording greu facilities,
not only for inland emmerce, but also for the export and
import of çommodiùes. The chief political disadvantage

under which Germany labours, affecting its commerce, anses
from, the number of independent states into which it is divided,
and the despotic nature of most of its, governments, As might
be expected from, such a large tract of countrv.-.Lhe produc-
tions of Germany are various. Saxony svpplïeRFI'êýlfor export-
atIon, wool of the finest quality', corn, çopper, cobalt, and

other metals, thread, linen-lace, porcelain, &ç, - Hanover is
principally distinguished for i * s mines, which supply metals for
exportation. The chief'riches of Bavaria arise-fi-om its corn
and cattle.- these, with pottery, glass, linen, and. silk, are the
exports of Wurtemburgh. Prussi» Proper afford» few thîngs
for exportatiSi:. the corn of hez Polis-h provinces has been

already mentioned, as afording the principal export from
Dantzie. SiIgsia, supplies linen to foreign co"tries. Austria,

and its dependant states, export quicksilver, and other- metals,
besides cattle, corn, and wine.

The commerce of the Netherlandsý including Holland,
thougb far inferior in extent ai4 ýxpqortance- ti> what it fer-
merly was, is stili not incomiderable. ladeed, the skuation

LL
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of Holiand, nearly all the towns and villages of which have a
communication with the sea,, either by rivers or canals, and
through 'some part of the territory of which the great rivers

Rhine, Meuse, and Scheld empty themselves into the sea,
must always render it commercial. The principal ports of
the Netherlands are Amsterdam,. Rotterdam, and Antwerp.

Ile exports of the Netherlands consist either of irs own pro-
duce and manufactures, or of those which are brought to it

&om the interior of Germany: of the former, butter, çheese,
madder, clover-seed, toys, &c. constitute the most important;

from, Germany, by means of the Rhine, vast floats of timber
are brought. The principal imports of the Netherlands, both
for ber own use and for the stipply of Germany, consist of

Baltic produce, English g&ds, colonial produce, wines, fruits,
oil, &C.

There is perhaps no country in Europe which possesses
greater advantages for commerce than France : a large extent
of sea coast, both on the Atlantic and the Mediterranean;
excellent harbours; a rich soil and genial climate, adapted
to a great variety of valuable productions; and some manufac-
tures very superior in their workmanship, - all these present

advantages seldom found united. Add to these ber colonial
possessions, and we shall certainly be surprized that ber com-
merce should ever have been second to that of -any other
country in Europe. Prior to the revorution it was certainly
great; but during and since that period it was and is vastly
inferior to the commerce of Great Britain, and even to that of
the United States.

The extent of sea coast on the Atlantic is 283 leagues, and
on the Mediterranean eigrhtv leagues: the rivers are numerous,
but none of the first class. The canal of Langruedoce though
from. its connecting the Atlantic and the Mediterranean it
would naturally be supposed hiorhly advantageous to com-ZID

merce, is not so ; or rather, it is not turned to the advanta e
to which it might be applied. In England such a canal woM

be constantly filled with vessels transporting the produce of
one part to another. It is not, however, so; and this points
to a feature in the French character which, in all pro-
bability, will always render them indisposed, as well as unable,
to rival Britain, either in manufactures or commerce. Besides
the want of capital, which might be supplied, and would in-

be actuaHy supplied by industry and invention, the
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French are destitute of the stimulus to industry and inven-
tion. As a nation, they are much more disposed- to be con-
tent with a little, and to enjoy what they possess without
risk, anxiety, or further labour, than to increase their wealth
at such a price.

Ile principal comïnercial ports of France on the Atlantic
are Havre, St. Maloes, Nantes, Bourdeaux, and Bayonne:

Marseilles is the only commercial port of consequence in the
Mediterranean. The principal exports of France are wines,

brandy, vînegar, fruit, oil, woollen cloth of a very fine quality,
silk, perfumery, &c.: the imports are Baltic pïoduce, the

manufactures" of England ; fruits, drugs, raw wool, leather,
&c. from Spain, Italy, and the Mediterranean states.

3. The next division of Euro e comprebends Spain, Por-p
tugal, Italy, and Greece.

Spain, a country highly favoured by nature, and at one
period surpassed by no other kingdom in Europe in. civili-

zation, knowledge, industry, and power, exhibits an instruc-
tive and strikin 1, instance of the melancholy effects of political

degradation. Nder the power of the Arabians, she flou-
rished exceedingly; and even for a short period after their

expulsion, she retained a bigh rank in the scale of European

kingdoms. The acquisition of ber East Indian and Anierican

territories, and the hi h eminence to which she was raised

during the dominion of Charles V. and his immediate succes-

sors, - events that to a superficial view of things would have

appeared of the greatest advantage to her,-proved, in fact, in

their real and permanent operation, prejudicial to ber industry,

knowledge, and power. It would seem, that the acquisition of

the more precious motals, which may be likened to the power

of convertin(y every thing that is touched into gold, is to na-

tions what it was to Midas, -a source of evil instead of gooi.
Spain, having substituted the artificial stimulus of her Ameri'

can mines in the place of the natural and nutritive food of real

industry, on which she fed during the dominion of the Moors,

gradually fell off in commercial importance, as well as in poli-

tical consequence and power. The decline in ber commerce,

and in ber home industry, was further accelerated and in-

creased by the absurd restrictions which she imposed on the

intercourse with ber colonies. AU these circumstances con-

curring, about the period when she fell into the power of

tlie hôuçèe of Bourbon, that is, about tbe beginning of the

LL 3
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âghteenth century, - she sunk very low in industry end com-
merce, and she has, since that peried, continued to fall.

And yet, as we bave observed, she possesses great natural
advantages : a sea coast on the Atlantic and dâiterranean
of considerable ëxtent; a great variety of climate and soil,
and consequently of productions, - she 1 t become, under

nJ Ifi her politice
fflse and free governmeat, distinguishe or

power and her commerce.
On the Atlantic, the first port towards the north is Saint

Sebastian; then succeeds Bilboa, SL Andero, Glion, Ferrol,
and Coranna; but though some of these, especially Ferroi
and Corunna, possess excellent harbours, yet the poverty of
the adjacent country prevents them froni'having much trade.
To, the south of Poitugul is Seville, on the Guadalquiver,

sixtem leagues from. the sea; large vessels can ascend to this
city, but its commerce -was nearly destroyed by the transfer

wCf the colonial trade to Cadiz. This last town, one of the
mogt uncknt commercial places in the world, is hi Illy fa-
-eoured both by nature and art as a port; and be ore the

French revdationary war, and the separation of the American
colonies from the mother state, was undoubtedly the first
commercial 'î in Spain. Ue exports of the northern pro.CÀ ty

'Vulrdes -ýconsîgt principally in iron, wool, chesnuts and filberts,
ý&c.- -the in-ýports, ývhiîh chiefly come from England, Hol-
1 a-n& sed France, are woollen, linen, and cotton goods, bard-
wgYe. ând satted fish.

On the Meffiterranean, Malaga may be regarded as the
'third commercial city in Spain, tliougli its liarbour is not
good ; the -other ports in this sea, at which tr de is carried on

to any Susiderable extent, are Cartha,,rrea, Alicant, and
Barcelona, vhich ranks after Cadiz in commercial importance,

and no-w -Ébat the colonial -trade is destroyed, may be Flaced
àbove it 'ne principal exports from these Mediterranean
towns are wines, dried fruits, oils, anchovies, wool, barilla,

somtp, kermes, antimonyj vermilion, brandy, cork, silk, &c.
Barcelona formerly exported an immense number of shoes to
the ýcoibnies. The imports consist chiefly of Baltic producet
the irticles enumerated as forming the imports of the north
of Spaiù, and some articles from. Italy and Turkey.

Portugal, not nearly.-so extensive as Spain, nor blessed with
such afertite territory, is before her in commerce : she possesses

two sea-ports of the first consideration, Lisbon and Oporto.;
and five of the second class. There are few cities tliat sur-
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pa4s Lisbon in commerce. The principal trade of Portue
is with England; from, this country she receves woolléna

and other manufactures ;'coale, tin, salted co& Irish linen,
salt provisions, and butter -, ber other importa are iron e
north of Spain; from France, linens, silks, cambr
woollens, jewellery; froin Holbwd, corn, cheeseý and druge

for dying; &om Germany, finens, corn, &c.; and from
Denmark, Sweden, and Russia, Baltie produce. The prin.

cipal exports of Portugal are wine, oil, fruits4 cork, &-c.
The Italian States, the origin of the commerce of the*

middle ages, are no longer remarkable for their trade; the priri»
ci al ports fbr commerce are Leghorn, Naples, Venice, Genoa,
2essina, and Palermo. The exports of Leghoni, are silk, ra'1ý
and manufactured ; straw hats, olive où, fruits, marbie, &c. :

its chief trade, however, consists in the importation of En 4ish
merchandize, which it distributes to, all parts of the eet=

ranean, receiving in return their produce to ked the BrWsk
ships on theïr home voyage. The greatest inip«t to Napks
.consists in, European manufactured goods, and ault fish - its
exports are those of Leghorn, with capers, wSit dye si2*4

mannE4 wax, sulphur, potash, macaroni, &c. Vemice bas, de-
clined very mach, frorn the influence of politicd circumstgn.
ces: ber exports are olives, lookine-elasses, rice, coral, Venke

treacle, scarlet cloth, and gold arýd"silver swffs; the impoYtýw
are similer to those of Léghorn and Napleg. 1%e exports.
and imports of Genoa, consisting principally of thoge atready

enumeratedý do not reqt*re particular notice. Sieily, a very
rich country by nature, and formerly the granary of Romeý

bas falleri very low ftom bad government: ber exports are

very various, including, beside those already menticned,
barilla, a great variety of dying drugs and, medicittes, goa4
kid, and rabbit skins, anchovies, ttmny fish, whent,- &c.: its chief
imports are British goods, saited fish, and colonial produce.

The principal ' trade of Greece is carried en hy the inhabi-
tants of Hydra, a barýen island. The commerce of the

Hydriots, as well as of the rest of (3Teece, was very much

benefited by the scarcity of corn which prevailed in Franée in

-1796, and subsequently by the attempts of Bonaparte to Éhùt
British manufactures from the continent. These two- caùgès

threw the eeatest part of the coasting trade of the- Mediý-

terranean into their hands. The chief articlies of expor't froin IV
Greece are. oi], fruits, skins, drogs, volonia, and gall nuts,

LL 4



cotton and wool. The imports are principally English goods,
and colonial produce, tin, lead, &c.

We have already dwelt on the causes which produced the
immense commercial superiority of England; and we shall,
therefore, now confine ourselves to an enumeration of its
principal ports, and the principal articles of its export and
mport. London possesses considerably above one-half of
the commerce of Great Britain; the next town is undoubtedly
Liverpool; then may be reckoned, in England, Bristol, Hull,
Newcastle, Sunderland, Yarmouth, &c.; in Scotland, Green-
ock, Leith, Aberdeen, Dundee, &c.; in Ireland, Cork,
Dublin, Limerick, Belfast, Waterford, &c. From the last
return of the foreign trade of Great Britain it appears, that
by far the most important article of export is cotton manufac-
tures and yarn, amounting in real or declared value to nearly
one-half of the whole aount of goods exported; the next
articles, - arranged according to their value, are woollen
manufactures, refined sugar, linen manufactures, iron, steel
and hardware, brass and copper manufactures, glass, lead,
and shot, &c. &c.; of coloniâl produce exported, the principal
articles are coffee, piece goods of India, rum, raw sugar,
indigo, &c..&c. The principal imports of Great Britain are
cotton wool, raw sugar, *tea, flax, coffee, raw silk, train óil
and blubber, madder, indigo, wines, &c. &c. The principal
imports into Ireland consist of old drapery, entirely from
Great Britain; coals, also entirely from Great Britain; iron
wrought and unwrought, nearly the whole from Great Britain;
grocery, mostly direct from the West Indies; tea, from
Britain, &c. &c. In fact, of the total imports of Ireland, five-
sixths of them are from Great Britain; and of her exports,
nine-tenths are to Great Britain. The principal articles of
export are linen, butter, wheat, meal, oats, bacon, pork,
&c. &c.

On the soth September, 1822, there belonged to the
United Kingdom 24,642 vessels, making a total of 2,519,044
tons, and navigated by 166,333 men; of the vessels employed
in the foreign trade, including their repeated voyages, in the
year ending the 5th of January 1823, there were about
12,000, of which upwards of 9,000 were British and Irish,
and the rest foreign vessels. The coasting trade of England
is calculated to employ 3000 vessels. We have already
stated the proportion which the trade of Ireland to Britain

Progress of Diîcovery820 CH AP. Y-
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bore to her trade with the rest of the world; Ais, point may
be still further elucidated by the followm'g fact: that the
number of vessels, (includm theïr repeated voyages,) which

entered the ports of Irelanif, from all paru of le world, in
the year ending the 5th of Januaryq 1823, wa' 119561, and

thât all these, except 943, came from Great Britain.
From this rapid view of the commerce of the European

states, it appears that, with the exception of Great Britain,
by far * the largest portion and greatest value of the exports of

each country consist in the produce of the soil, either in
its raw and natural state, or after having undergone a change

that requires little industry, manual labour, or mechanical

Z c Britain, on the contrary, derives ber exports almost
; from the produce of her wonderful mechanical skill,

whi ' ch effects, in many cases, what could alone be accomplished
by an immense popt ation, and in a few cases, what no manual
labour could perform.-

In reviewin the commerce of the remaining parts of the
world, we sha 1 find the articles that constitute it almost ex-

clusivel the produce of the soil, or, where manufactured,
owing L change in their form. and value to ' the simplest con-

trivances, and skill. We shall begin with Asia.
- Turkey possesses some of the finest portions of this quarter

of the globe; countries in which man first effierged into
civilization, literature, and knowledge; rich in climate and
soil, but dreadfully deizraded, oppressed, and impoverisfied
b desp tism. 'Èhe è-x'ports frorn the European part of

-Vturkey are carpets, fruit, saffron, silk, drugs, &c.: the prin-
cipal port is Constantinople. From Asiatic Turkey there are
exported rhubarb and other drugs, leather, silk, dye stufs9
wax., sponge, barilla, and hides: nearly the whole foreie
trade is centered in Smyrna, and is in the hands of the Eng-
lish and French, and Italians. The imports are coffée,
sugar, liqueurs, woollen and cotton goods, lead, tin, jewellery,
watches, &c.

China, from the immense number of its population, and
their habits, possesses. eat internal commerce; but, with the
exception of her tE--, rZh is taken away by the English and

Americans, lier export trade is not great. She also carries

on a traffic overland with Rtissia, to wliich we have already

alluded, and some maritime commerce with Japan. 13esides

tea, the exports from China are porcelain, silk, nankeens, &c.;

the imports are the woollen goods, and tin and copper of
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England; cotton, tin, pepper, &c. front the British seule-
ments in India; edible birds' nests, furs, &c.

The trade of Japan is principally with China: the exports
are copper, Igekered ware, &c.; the imports are raw silk,

sugar, turpentine, dru s, &c. The trade of the Birman em-
pire is also pnncip' " with China, importing into it cotton,
amber, ivory, precious stones, betel nuts, &c., and receiving

in return raw and- wrou ht silk, gold leaf, preserves, paper,
&c. European broad cloth and hardware, Bengal inuslins,
glassý &c. are also imported into this country.

But by far the most important commerce that is carried on
in the eastern parts of Asia, çonsists in that whicli flow9. from.
and to Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras. In fact, the English
country trade there,, as it is called, is of great value, and
embraces a very great variety of articles. Bombay is the

gTand emporium oÏ the west of India, Persia, and Arabia;
ýere the productions of those countries are exchanged against
each other, and for the manufactures, &c. of England. - The
principal articles of export from Bombay to, these places, as
well Ss to, England, are cotton piece goods, sugar, and salt-

petre, received from Bengal; pepper from Sumatra; coffee
from the Red Sea. The imports from Europe are woollens,
tin, lead, &c. A very- lucrative trade is carried on from Bom-
bay to China, to, which it exports cotton in very great quantity,
sandal wood, &c., and receives in return sugar, sugar-candy,
camphire, nankeens, &c. There is also considerable traffic

between Bombay and Ben(ral, Ceylon, Pegu, and the Malay
archipelago. The exports of Ceylon are cinnamon, arrack,
coir, cocoa nuts: the imports are grain, piece goods, and
European merchandize, The commerce of the eastern coast

of Hindostan centers in Madras: the exports from this place
are principaUy piece goods, grain, cotton, &c.; the imports,
woolleil manufactures, copper, spirits, pepper, and other

spices. The trade of Bengal may be divided into four
branches: to Coromandel and Ceylon, the Malabar coast,

Galph of Persia and Arabia, the Malày archipelago and
China and Europe. The principal exports by the port of
Calcutta are piece goods, opium, raw silk, indigo, rice, sugar,
Cotton, grain, saltpetre, &c.: the principal imports are
woollen goods, copper, wine, pepper, spices, tea, nankeen,

=mphire, &c.
A considerable trade is carried on in the Malay archipelago

from Prince of Wales Island, whîch, sinci it was settled byr .
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the English, has become the emporium of this trade. - Bàta-
via, Bencoolen, and Achen; the principal articles of export

from these islands are cloves, ri utmegs, camphire, pepM. sago,
drugs, bichedemer, birds' nests, gold dust,,ivory, areca nuts,

benzoin, tin, &c.: the imports are tei4 al-urne nankeens,
silks, opium, piece goods, cotton, rice, and European manufac.

tures. Manilla ' is the depôt of all the productions of the
Philippims, intended to be exported t* China, America, and
Europe. The exports of these islands are birdsnests, ebony,

tobacco, sugar, cotton, cocoa,, &c. The commerce of New
Holland is still in its- infancy, but it promises to rise rapidly,

and to be of great value - a soil very fertile, and a climate
adapted to the growth of excellent graine to ther with theuncommon fineness of its wool, have alre d

a y en very bene-
ficià to its commerce.

The external commerce of Persia is principally carried on
b the foreign merchants who reside at Muscat, on the Persian
11, h: into this place are imported from rndia, Ion cloths,

lins, silks, sugar, spices, rice, indigo, drugs, and ïEuropean
nunufactures ; the returns are copper, sulphur, toba oe fruits,

l m-arabic, myrrh, frankincense, and all the drugs which
india does not produce.

The Red Sea, washed on one side by Asia, and on the
other by Africa, seems the rrajural transit, from. this consider-

ation, of the commerce of the former quarter of the globe to
that of the latter. Its commerce is carried on by the Arabians,
and by vessels fi-om. Hindostan: Mocha and Judda are its
principal ports. The articles sent from it- are coffee, gurns
and drugs, ivory, and fruit: the iiiiports are the piece goods,
cotton, and other produce of India; and the manufactures,,
iron, lead, copper, &c. of Europe.

Egypt, in which anciently centered all the commerce of
the world, retains at present a very sinall portion of trade : . .1
the principal exports from Alexandria consist in the ums9
and drugs of the -east coast of Africa, Arabia, Persia, and

India - rice, wheat, dates, oil, soap, leather, ebony, elephants-'
teeth, cofFee, &c. The imports are received chiefly from
France and the Italian States', and England; and consist in
woollen and cotton S, hardware, copper, iron, glass, and
colonial produce. he commerce of the Barbary States is
triflin - the exports are drugs, grain, oil, wax, honey, hides
and SL Se live bullocks, ivory, ost-rich feathers, &c.; the im-
ports, colonial produce, (which indeed finds its way elrery
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1where,) cutlery, titi, woollen and linen (X)US9 &c. The ex-
ports of the rest of Africa tire nearly simLar to those enumer-
ated, VIZ. 9-Uins, drugs, ivory, ostrieli fenthers, skins, goid.

dust, &c. From the British settlement at the Cape are, ex-
ported wine, wheat, wool, hides, &c.

jivin a rapid
The United States claini our first notice in i i

sketch of the commerce of Anivrica: we have rea(fy, pointed.
out the causes of their extraordinarï progress ili poeulatioli
and weaItJi. Anierican ships, like English ones _' arc fousid in
every part of' the world: in the South Sea Islands, among
people just enier 'Ln into civilization and industry ; aniong the
savages of New LIfaiid ; ou the north-west, mast of'A inerica ;
and on the (iretulf*til shores of New South Shetiand. Not
content with exporting the variotis productions of their own
country, they carry on the trade of various parts of the globe,
which, but for their instrunientality, could not, have obtaiiied,

or ever have beconie acquainted with ench other's produce.
The exports froin Ainerica, the produce of their own soil,

are corn, flour, timber, lx)tash, provisions, and sait fish from
the northern States; corri, tiniber, and tobacco trom the
middle States; and indigo, rice, cotton, tar, pitch, turpentine,
timber, and prov-isions-, to the West Indies, froin flie southern
States. The imports tire w(x)lleii, cotton goods, silks, liard-
ware, eartlieii-wàire, wines, brand t

s, ea, drugs, fruit, dye-
stuffi, and India ajid colonial pr( ice. By far the greatest

V rtion of the trade of the United States is with Great
ritain. The principal ports are Boston, New York, Phila-

del hia, Baltiniore, and New Orleans.
The Britisli settlenients iii Anierica export, chiefly froin

Quebec and Halifax, corn, potash, wheel tiniber, masts, lumber,
beaver and other furs, tar, turpentine, and salted fish froin

Newfouii(Ilwiti . The iniports tire, - woollen and cotton goods,
hardware, tea, wine, India goods, groceries, &c.

The exports of the West India Islands are sugar, coffee,
rum, ginger, indigo, drugs, and dye stuffs. The imports arc

lumber, woollen and cotton goods, fis] ' i, hardware, wine,
groceriesq hats, and other articles of dress, provisions, &c.

Brazil, and the late Spanish settlements in Ainerica, coun-
tries of great extent, and extremely fýrtiIe, promise to supply

very valuable articles for commerce; even at present their
exports are various, and chiefly of great importance. Some

ofthe most useftil drugs, and finest dye stuffs, are tlie produce
of South America. Mahogany and other woods, sugar,
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coKe, chocolate, cochineai, Periiviaw bark, çotton of' the
finest quality, golti, silver, copper, diamonds, hides, tallow,

irice, indigo, &c. Carthagena, Porto Cabello, Pernambucco,
Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, and Buenos Ayres, are the principal
ports on the ewst coast of South Anierica; and Valparaiso,
Callon (the port of Linia), Guayaquil, Panama, and Acapulco,

on the west coast.
Our Nketch of' commerce would be incomplete, (Il it not

conipreliend a short iiotice of* the mariner in which, the trade

of great part of Asitt and Africa is conducted, by means of

caravans. T'his is, perhaps, the mon ancient mode of' corn-
nitinication between nations; and, froni the descriptions we

possess, the caravans of* the remotest anti uity were, in almost

every particular, very similar to what Jiey are at present.

The huinan race wits lirst civilized in the East. "1"Iiici district

of' the globe, thougli fýrtile in various articles which are

well calculated to excite the desires of inankind, is intersected

by extensive deserts ; these must have cut off all communica.

tion, had not the came], - which cari bear a beavy burden, en-

dureseat famine, is very docile, and, above ali, seems made

to 1) defiance to the parched and waterless deser4 by its

internal formation, and its habits and instinct, - been civifized

by the inhabitants. By means of' it they have, from the re-

motest antiquity, carried on a regular and extensive com-

inerce.

'l'lie caravans niay be divided into those of Asia and those

of Africa: the great centre ofthe fbrrner is Mecca: the pilgri-

matge to this place, enjoined by Mahomet, lias tended decidedly

to fàcilitate and extend commercial intercourse. Two cara-

vans annually visit Mecca; one from Cairo, and the other

from. Damascus. The merchants and pilgrims who compose

the former come froni Abyssinia; from which. they bring

elephants' teeth, ostricli feathers, gum, gold dust, parrots,

monkies, &c. Merchants aiso come froni the Senegal, and

collect on theie-way those of Algiers, Tunis, &c. This divi.

sion sometinies consists of three thousand camels, laden with

oils, red caps, fine flannels, &c. The journey of the united

caravans, which have been known to consist of 1005000 per.

sons, in going and returning, occupies one hundred dayq:

they bring back from, Mecca all the most valuable productions

of the East, coffèe, gum. arabic, perfumes, drugs, spices,

pearls, precious stones, shawls, muslins, &c. The caravan of

Damascus is scarcely infýrior to that of Cairo, in the variety
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and value of die produce whicli it conveys. to Mecca, and
brin back from it, or in the number of camels and men
whi1ý compose it. Almost ever province of the Turkisli

empire sends forth pilgrims, n Lnts, and commodities to
this caravan. Of the Asiatic caravans, purely cominercia4
we know less than of those which unite religion and com-
merce; as the former do not travel at stated semons, nor follow
a marked and constant route. The great object of those

caravans is to distribute the productions of China and Hin-
dostan among the central parts of Asia. In order to supply

them, caravans set out from Baghar, Samarcand, Ilibet, and
several other places. The most extensive commerce, however,
carried on in this part of Asia, is tbat between Russia and
China. We bave already alluded to this commerce, and
shall only add, that the distance between the capitals of those

kingdoms is 6378 miles, upwards of four hundred miles of
which is an uninhabited desert; -yet caravans go regularly this

ïmmense distance. The Russians and Chinese meet on the
frontiers; where tbe furs, linen and woolien cloth, leather,

glass, &c. of Russia, are exchanged for the tea, porcelain, cot-
ton, rice, &c. of China. This intercourse is very ancient.
There are also caravans of independent Tartars, which arrive

on the Jaik and Oui, and bring Chinese and Indian commo-
dities, which they interchange for those of Russia.

Tombuctoo is the great depôt of central Africa: with it the
maritime states of Egypt, Tripoli, Algiers, Tunis, and Mo-
rocco, carry on a very extensive and lucrative trade by means
of caravans. They Lake 129 days in travelhng to Tombuctoo

from the borders of the desert, but only fifty-four are spent in
actual travelling, There is also, another caravan which sets
off ftom Wedinou, and after collecting salt at West Taprossag

r oceeds to Tombuctoo. This goes as far as the hite
=tains, near Cape Blanco, and is occupied five or six

months in its journey. The merchandize carried by these
caravans is German linens, Irish linens, muslin's. woolleri

cloth, coral beads, pearls, silk, coffée, tea, sugar, shawls, brass
nailsý &c. &c. In exchange they bring back chiefly -the pro-
duce of Soudan, viz. gptd dust,. gold rings, bars of old, ele-
phants' teeth, gun4 gfAins of aradiseý and slaves. qzre are

aiso several caravans that t:Ue between Cairo'and the interior
4af Afrîca, which are solely employed in the traffie of slaves.

There can be no doubt that caravans arrive at Tombuctoo
from parts of A&ica very distant from it, and not only inac-
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cessible, but totall unknown, even by report, to Europeans,
and even to the ilbitants of North Africa.

What a picture docs modern commerce present of the
boundless desires of man, and of the advancement he makes
in intellect, knowledge, and power, when stimulated by these
desires ! Things familiar to use cease to attract our surprise
and investigation; otherwise we should be struck with the fact,
that the lowest and poorest peasant's breakfast-table is sup-

plied from. countries 1 ing in the remotest parts of the world,
of which Greece and ýome, in the plenitude of their power
and knowledge, ;ýýYe* Ibtally ignorant. But the benefits which

mankind derives from commerce are not confined to the acqui-
sition of agreater share and variety of the comforts, luxuries,
or even the necessaries of life. Commerce has repaid the
benefits it has received from geography it has opened

new sources of industry; of this the cotton manufactures of
Britainareas' al illustration and proof »-it has contributed

to preserve thèÇealth of the human race, by the introduction

of the most valuable drugs employed in medicine. It has
removed ignorance and national prejudices, and tended
most materially to the diffusion of political and religious
knowledge. The natural -philosopher knows, that whatever

affects, in the smallest degree, the remotest body in the uni-

verse, acts, though to us in an imperceptible manner, on

every other body. So commerce acts ; but its action is not

momentary; its impulses, once beglin, continue with aug-

mented force. And it appears to us no absurd or extravagant

expectation, that through its means, either -directly, or by en-

larging the views and àesires of man, the civilization, know-

ledge, freedorn and happiness of Europe will ultimately be

spread over the' whole globe.





OF

VOYAGES AND THAVELS.

Preiiminary Observations on the Plan and Arrangement pursued

in drawing up this Catalogue.

IT ig ObViOUS, that whoever undertakes to draw up a cata-
logue cf books on any particular subject, must proceed on one
or other of these twio plans, - either to, give a complete cata-
logue of all the works published on that subject, or a select
cataloaue of what seems to him. the best works. It is scarcely
necessary to point out the objection to the first planq arising
ftom, the impracticability of making any catalogue absolutely

complete; but it may be said, though not absolutely complete,
it may, by sufficienÎ information and diligence, be rendeSd

nearly so. Let us suppose, then, that by unwearied assiduity
and research, aided and guided by the requisite knowledge, a
cataloaue is rendered as perfect as it practically can be made,

is the utility of such a catalogue enhanced in a proportion
any thing approaching to the labour, research, and time ex-

pended upon it; or, rather, would not such a catalogue be
much less useful than one within smaller compass, drawn up

on the plan of selection ?
On all subjects there are more bad or indifferent works

pubilished than good ones. This remark applies with peculiar

justice and force to modern works of voyages and travels. A
very extensive catalogue, therefore, must contain a large por-
tion of bad or indiflérent books, which are not worth -the

Purchasincr the consultino, nor the perusing; consequently,
if such works appear in a catalogue drawn up for the purpose
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of guiding those who purpose to travel in particular countries,
to, write on the subject ofthem, or merely to read respecting
them. for the sake of information, it is plain that such a cata-ý

logue cannot be trusted as a safe and judicious guide; as if
the persons consulting it select for themselves, there is an
equal chance of selecting useless books as good ones; and if
they attempt to, peruse ali, they must waste a great deal of
time.

It may be said, however, that tbis objection can easily be
obviated, by distinguishing such works 'as are bad or indifferent

from such as are good, either by a short notice, or by a par-
ticular mark. The first plan necessarily must increase the
size of the catalogue; and it really appears a piecè of sul)er-
fluous labour to introduce works not worthy to be perused,
and then, either by a notice or mark, to warn the ýreader from,
the perusal of them. Is it not much more direct to oniit such
works altogether ?

As the object in view in the present catalogue is to render it
tiseful to, the crenerality of readers, and not valuable to the
bibliographer, those works are omitted which bave no other

recommendation but their extreme scarcity. For such works
are of course accessible only to very few, and when obtained,
convey little interest or information.

A select catalogue then appears to be the most useful, and
of course must occupy less rooni. But to this objections
start up, which it will be proper to consider.

In the first place, What is the criterion of good works of
voyages and travels? The antiquarian will not allow merit to,
such as pass over, or do not enter, con amore, and at.great
length, into the details of the antiquities of a country: the
natural historian is decidedly of opinion, that no man ou(yht

to travel who is not minutely and accurately cacquainted with
every branch of his favourite science, and complains that

scarcely a single work of travels is worthy of purchase or pe-
rusal, because natural history is altogether omitted in thern, or
treated in a popular and superficial. manner. Even those who
regard man as the object to which travellersought especially
to direct their attention, differ in opinion regarding the points
of view in which he ought to be studied in foreign countries.

To many the travels of Johnson and Moore seem of the highest
merit and interest, because these authors place before their

readers an animated, philosophical, and vivid picture of the.

human character; whereas other re-aders consider such works
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as trifling, and contend that those travels alone, which. enter
into the statistics of a country, convey substantial information,
and are worthy of perusal.

Whoever draws up a catalogue, therefore, must, in some
measure, consult the judginent, tiiste, and peculiar studies of

all these classes of readers, and « endeavour to select the best
works of travels in all these branches. -

But there is a second objection to a select cataloeie to, be
considered. The intbrmation and research of the persoili wh«

draws it up may be inadequate to the task, or his judgment
may be erroneous. This observation, however, applies to a

complete catalogue - indeed the first part of it, - the inform-
ation and research requisite, in a greater degree to a complete
than to a select catalogue ; and with respect to the judgnient
required, it will be equally required in a complete catalogue,
if the bad and indi&rent, works are distincruished from. the

good ones; and if they are not, such a catalogue, we have
already shewn, can only lead astray into unnecessary or preju-
dicial. reading.

Whoever draws up a catalogue, or gives to the publie a
work on any particular subject, is bound to rnake it as good
as lie can ; but, after all, he must not expect that there will

be no difference of opinion about his labours. Some will
think (to confine ourselves to the catalogue) that lie bas
admitted books that ought not to have found a place in it;

whereas others will impeach bis diligence, bis information, or
bis judgment, because he lias omitted books which they think
Ouaht to have entered into it. AI], therefore, that a person
who engages to, draw up a catalogue can do, is to exercise

and apply as much research and judgment as possible, and to
request his readers, if they find general proofs of such research
and judgment, to attribute the omission of what they think

ought to have been inserted, or the insertion of what they
think. ought to, have been omitted, to difference of opinion,
rather than to a deficiency in research or judgment. ý

It niay be proper to remark, with regard to the principle of
selection pursued, that many works are admitted which do not

bear the title of travels; this has been done, wherever, though
not under that title, they are the result of the actual travels
and observations, or enquiries of the authors. The form into

which. information respecting the agriculture, manufactures,
commerce, antiquities, natural history, manners, &c. of foreign
countries is cast, or the title under which it is com-murucated
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to the world, is obviously of little consequence, provided the
information is not merely compiled by a stranger to the country,
and is accurate and valuable. -Such works, however, as are

avowedly written for scientific purposes, and for the exclusive

use of -scientific men, and are consequently confined to scien-

tific researches and information conveyed in the peculiar lan-
page of the science, are omitted.

So much for the plan on which this catalogue lias been
drawn up. Before we proceed to explain the arrangement

pursued, it may be proper to make a few remarks on some
interinediate points. One advantaý,e of a select catallo ue over
a complete one is, that it occupies ess room. Wil tTe same
object in view, only the title in the original lancrua eý is aïven
where there is no translation of the work into ý%e ýnglitsli or
French; only translations into English or French are noticed,
where such exist, and not the original work; and all the arti-

cles are numbered, so that a short and easy refèrence may be
made from. one article to another.

Room is thus evidently saved, and not, in our opinion, by
any sacrifice of utility. For German or Spanish scholars f't

is unnecessary to, trýnslate the titles of German or Spanish
books, and for the mere English scholar it is useless. Trans-
lations into the French are noticed in prefèrence to the ori-
ainal, because this language is at present familiar to every
fiterary man in Britain, and French workg can eas * ly be ob-
tained; and the German or Spanish scholar, wlio wishes to
obtain. and peruse the original, can be at no loss to procure
it from. the translated title. The advantage of numberine the
articles will be immediately explained in treating of the
arrangement.

The catalogue is arranged in the followinc; manner:
After noticing a few of the most usefui works whicli contain

instructions to travehQrs, in the first place, Collections and
Histories of Voyai-res and Travels are placed: next follow
Voyages round the World; - Voyages and Travels which
embrace more than one quarter of týe World;-Travels in

Europe generally;-Travels in more than one Country of
Europe;-Travels in each particular Country of Europe.

It is in this particular department of the Catalogue that the
plan of reference by numbers is more especially necessary and
useful; for the Index to, the Catalogue being drawn up with
yeference to the numbers, not on y those travels which are

-ççonfined to, onje country, - France, for instance, - niay easily
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be found, but also all those travels which comprehend France
along with other countries.

e same arrangement is pursued in the other parts of the
world,-Asia, Africa, Anerica, Australasia, and Polynesia.
The articles are arranged as nearly as possible in the chrono-
logical order in which the voyages and travels were per-
formed in each particular country, and the countries are placed
according to their geographical relation to one another.

I.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRAVELLERS.

1. L'Utilité des Voyages qui concernent la Connoissance des
Inscriptions, Sentences, Dieux, Larés, Peintures anciennes, Bas
Reliefs, &c. Langues, &c.; avec un Mémoire de quelques Obser-
vations générales qu'on peut faire pour ne pas voyager inutile-
ment. Par Ch. C. Baudelot Dairval. 2 vol. 12mo. Parrs 1656.
The Rouen edition is much inferior. This is an excellent work.

2. C. Linnæus on the Benefit of Travelling in one's own
Country. (In Stillingfleet's Tracts.) This was published in
Latin, separatelv, and in the Amonitates Academico, in the
Select. ex Amonit.; and in the Fundamenta Botanices of
Gilibert.

3. Instructio Peregrinatoris, Dissertatio. Præside C. Linnoeo.
1759, 4to.

4. Mémoire Instructif sur la Manière de rassembler, de pré-
parer, de conserver, et d'envoyer les diverses Curiosités d'His-
toire Naturelle. Par Turgot. 1758. 8vo.-This work is also
appended to '-Avis pour le Transport par Mer des Arbres, des
Plantes vivaces, des Semences, et de diverses autres Curiosités
d'Histoire Naturelle. Par L. H. Duhamel." Published at Paris,
1753. 12mo.

5. Directions in what Manner Specimens of al] Kinds may be
collected,preserved,&c. By J.R.Forster. London, 1771.- This
tract, worthy of its well-informed and able author, was published
along with his Catalogue of North American Animals.

6. The Naturalist's and Traveller's Companion. By J. C. Lett.
som, M. D. London, 1799. 8vo.

7. Analysis of the Natural Classification of Mammalia, for the
Use of Travellers.

Introduction to the Ornithology of Cuvier, for the Use of
Travellers.

x x 3
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Int;qduction to Conchology, for the Use of Traveller& By
T.E.Bowdich. Paris, 1821-2. Svo.

8. Instructions for Travellers. By Dean Tucker. 1757. 4to.
9. Essay to direct and extend the Enquiries of patriotic Tra-

vellers. By Count Berchtold.-The second volume contains a
Catalogue of Travels in Europe; the first àlone relates to the
subject of the title. 2vols. 8vo. 1789.

10. Essay on the Study of Statistics; intended to assist the
Enqui. of inexperienced Travellérs. By D. Boileau. 12mo.

1807.
Il. Frièd. J. Freyherr von Gunderode Gedanken uber Reisen.

Frank-fort, 1781. Svo.
12. Apodenick, oder die kunst zu Reisen von Posselt. Leipsic,

1795. 8vo.-This is an excellent work.
13. Uber den Worth und Nutzen der Fussreisen. Hanover,

1805. 8vo.-We notice this work, because it points out the
superior advantages possessed by foot travellersý in exploring the
natural beauties and natural history of a country.

II.

COLLECTIONS AND HISTORIES OP VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

14. The principal Navigations,. Voyages, Traffiques, and Dis-
coveries of the English Natio% made by Seaor Over-land, to the

remote gnd farth«t dist4pt Quarters of the Eartli. By Richard
Hakluyt, 3vols. fol. 1598,1599,1600. --- This workis of'wn incom-

plete; the completeness of it may be ascertained by its containing
the voyage to Cadiz, which was suppressed by order of Queen
Elizabeth, after the disgrace of the Earl of Essex. The first
volume of this collection contains Voyages to the North and
North-east: The True' State of Iceland. The Defeat of the
Spanish Armada: The Victory at Cadiz, &c. The second volume
contains Voyages to the South and South-east Parts of the

World: and the third to North Arnerica, the West Indies, and
round the World. It has lately been republished.

15. S. Purchas, his Pilgrims and Pilgrimages, 5 vols. folio,
1625-26.- The first volume contains Voyages by the Ancient

Circumnavigators of the Globe: Voyages along the Coasts of
Africa to the East-Indies, Japan, China, Philippines, and -the

Persian and Arabian Gulphs. Vol. 1.9. contains Voyages and Re-
lations of Africa, Ethiopia, Palestina, Arabi.a, Persia, Asia. Vol. 3.
Tartary, China, Russia, North-west America, and the Polar

Regions. Vol. 4. America and the West Indies. Vol. 5. Early
History of the World; of the EastIndies; Egypt; Barbary, &c. &c.

16. A General Collection of Voyages and Travels. Publislied
hy Astlev. 4vols. 4to. 1 Î4.5.
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17. A Collection of Voyages and Travels, some now first printed
from original MSS.; others now first published in English. By
Churchill. 6 vols. folio. 1732.

18. Navigantium atque Itinerantium Bibliotheca. Harris's Col-
lection of Voyages and Travels, from Hakluyt, Purchas, Ra-
musio, &c. The whole work revised and continued, by Dr. John
Campbell. 2 vols. fol. 1744.

19. A General Collection of the best and most interesting
Voyages and Travels, in all Parts of the World. By John Pinker-
ton. 1808-1814. 17 vols. 4to.

20. A General History and Collection of Voyages and Travels,
arranged in systematic Order. By Robert Kerr. Edin. 1811-22.
18 volsà. 8vo.

21. Relation de divers Voyages curieux, qui n'ont point encore
été publiés, et qu'on a traduits ou tirés des Originaux des
Voyageurs Français, Espagnols, Allemands, &c. &c. Par M.
Thevenot. Paris, 1696. 2 vol. fol.-This work is seldom found
complete: the marks of the complete and genuine edition are
given in the Bibliothèque des Voyages, vol. i. pp. 82, 83. To
tbis work the following is a proper supplement:

22. Recueil des Voyages de M. Thevenot. Paris, 1681. 8vo.
23. Recueil des Voyages qui ont servi à l'Etablissement et au

Progrès de la Campagne des Indes Orientales Hollandaises.
Par Constantin.-The best editions are those of Amsterdam,
1730, and of Paris and Rouen, 1705; each in 10 vol. 12mo.

24. Recueil des Voyages au Nord, &c. Amsterdam, 1717.
8 vol. 12mo.

25. Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses. Paris, 1780, 1781. 24 vols.
12mo.

26. Mémoires Orientales. Paris, 1789. 12mo.
27. Collection Portative de Voyages, traduit de différentes

Langues Orientales et Europiennes. Par Langles. Paris, 3 vols.
18mo.

28. Histoire Générale des Voyages. Par Prevot. Paris, 20 vols.
4to.-This work is valuable for its excellent engravings, maps,
plans, &c., but in other respects its value has fallen, in conse-
quence of the following abridgment of it

29. Abrégé de l'Histoire Générale des Voyages de Prevot.
Par La Harpe. Paris, 1780-1786. 23 vols. 8vo.- The last five
volumes contain voyages and travels not given by Prevot. This
work also has been continued by Comeyras in 1798-1801, in
9 vols. 8vo.

30. Abrégé de l'Histoire Générale des Voyages. Par La Harpe.
2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1820.-This abridgment is executed with
considerable judgment; it is necessarily confined to the most
novel and curious parts of the narratives and descriptions.

31. Annales des Voyages. Par Malte Brun. 25 vols. 8vo.
Paris, 1814-1817.

S 4
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32. Nouvelles Annales des Voyages. Par Malte Brun et Eyries,
- Twelve volumes are already published: four volumes are

published annually. Perhaps the very high character of Malte

Brun would lead us to expect a more severe and judicious selec-

tion than some parts of this work exhibit; but, on the whole, it

is valuable.
'33. Journal des Voyages, Découvertes et Navigations Mo-

dernes, ou Archives Géographiques du 19"- Siècle.-This work

began in Nov. 1818, and is published monthly. Like all collections

of this kind, the value of it would have been encrcased, and

the bulk much diminished, if the selection had been more

scrupulous.
34. Delle Navigationi e Viaggi raccolti da M. G. B. Ramusio.

Venet.-The most complete and accurate edition of this book

consists of vol. 1. of the edition of 1588; vol. 2. of 1583; the

third of 1565; and the Supplement of 1606.
35. J.R. Forster und M. C. Sprengel, Beytrage zur Volker-und

Landerkunde. Leipsic, 1781-94. 13 vols. 8vo.

36. Magazin von merkerurdigen Reisebeschreibungen, aus

fremden Sprachen ubersizt. Von J. R. Forster. Berlin, 1790-
1802. 24 vols. 8vo.

37. Bibliothek der neuesten und wichtigstien Reisebeschrei-

bungen. Von M. C. Sprengel. Weimar, 1801, &c. 22 vols. 8vo.

-- There are many other collections in German ; the best of

which are noticed by Ersch, in his Literatur der Geschichte und

deren Hulfswissenschaften. Leipsic, 1813.

38. Samling af de beste og nyeste Reise-beskriveler. Copen.

1790-5. 12 vols. 8vo.
39. Danskes Reise-iagttagelser. Copen. 1798- 1800. 4 vols.

8vo.
40. Versamnelling der gedenkwaardegsten Reisen nae oost en

West Indien door de Bry. Leyden, 1707-10. 30 vols. 8vo.

41. El Viagero Universal. Madrid, 1800.-This work was
published originally in small parts, which form a great many
volumes in 8vo. .

42. Novus Orbis Regionum et Institutorum Veteribus incogni-

tarum. Basle, 1532. fol. Paris, 1582. fol.

43. Collectiones Peregrinationum in Indiam Orientalem et Occi-

dentalem. Francfort, 1590-1634. 7 vols. fol., or 9ols. fol.-The

first edition, when complete, is by far the most valuable. Several

dissertations have been published on this work, which is generally

called Les Grands et Petits Voyages. In 1742 the Abbé de

Rothelin published Observationes sur des Grands et Petits Voy-

ages. In 1802 Camus published Mémoire sur la Collection des

Grands et Petits Voyages; and Debure, in his Bibliographe, has

devoted upwards of one hundred pages to this work. Whoever

wishes to ascertain exactly the best edition, should consult these

authors, and the Bibliothèque des Voyages, vol. 1. 57.
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VOYAGES AND TRAVELS ROUND THE WORLD.

Boucher de la Richarderie, the author of the Bibliothèque
Universelle des Voyages, niakes some just remarks on the
nature and extent of those voyages to which this appella-
tion is usually applied. le observes that for the most

part, by a Voyage round the World, is understood a
voyage either by the Atlantic Ocean or the Indian Sea to

the Pacifie or Great Southern Ocean, the visiting the

isles in the last, exploring the Antarctic Seas, and return-
ing by the route opposite to that by which the ship went

out. This certainly is a voyage round the world, though

probably scarcely any part of Asia, Africa, or America has

been explored or visited, except for the purposes of re-
fitting or provisioning the ship. But when these quarters
of the globe, and especially the unknown parts of them,

have been visited, the application of the-tém, though

not perhaps so correct verbally, is more justly made. There

is a third class of voyages thus denominated, which, though

they embrace the four qearters of the globe, do not extend

to the South Sea, or the Australasian Lands. All these

three classes are comprehended in the following catalogue,
and we have deemed it right also to follow the author of

the Bibliothèque in dividing them into two parts, ancient

voyages round the world, and modern voyages: the first,'

comprehend voyages of the first class, and were performed'
froni the middle of the sixteenth to the middle of tlie

seventeenth century.
44. Il Viaggio fatto dagli Spanuoli attorno il Mondo, 1536.

4to.---This is the first edition of the Voyages of Pigafetta, who

sailed with Magellan in his celebrated Voyage round the World,

but it is incomplete. The genuine and complete work was pub-

lished for the first time froni a MS. in the Ambrosian Library of

Milan, with notes. by Anioretti, under the following title :

45. Primo Viaggio, intorno al Globo terraqueo fatto dal Casag-

lieri Ant. Pigafetta. Milan, 1800. 4to. The same editor

published a French translation, with a description of the Globe of

Behaim. Magellan's Voyage is published in the first volume of

Harris's Collection.
46. C. Ortoga resumen del primero Viage hecho ad rededor

del Mundo. Per H. Magellanes. Madrid, 1769. 4to.

47. The Famous Voyage of Sir Francis Drake, to which is added

the Prosperous Voyage of Mr. Thonias Candish. London, 1741.

8vo. also in Harris, vol. 1. The second voyage of Candish is in

Purchas.
48. The principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffique and Dis-

coveries of the English Nation. London, 1599. 2 vols. folio.
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49. The Discoveries of the World, froi their original to 1555,
translated from the Portuguese, by R. Hackluyt. London, 1610.
4to.

50. Funnelîs Voyage round the World. London, 1607. 8vo.
In Harris, vol. 1.

51. Description du penible Voyage fait autour de l'Univers.

Pai-"O. du Nord. Amsterdam, 1602, in folio.-This is translated
fr;n the Dutch. An English translation is given in Harris, vol.1.

.52. Voyage de Jacques lHermite autour du Monde. Amster-
dam1], 1705-12. -- This also is translated from the Dutch.

53. )ampier's New Voyage round the World. London, 1711.
3 vols. 8vo.-The French translation in 5 vols. 12mo. contains
also the voyages of Wafer, Wood, Cowley, Robert, and Sharp.
Dampier's and Cowley's are in Harris, vol. 1.

54. A Voyage round the World. By Captain G. Shelvocke.
London, 1757. 8vo. This is also in Harris, vol. 1.

55. Voyage round the World, by Wood Rogers. London, 1728,
8vo. In Harris, vol. 1.

56. Voyage round the World, by Lord Anson. By Walter,
corrected by Robins. London, 1749. 4to.

57. Hawksworth's Account of the Voyages for making Dis-
coveries in the Southern Hemisphere, performed by Byron,
Wallis, Carteret, and Cook, 1773. 3 vols. 4to.

58. Captain Cook's Voyage towards the South Pole, and round
the World, 1777. 2 vols. 4to.

59. Captains Cook, Clarke, and Gore's Voyage to the Pacific
Ocean. By Cook and King, with an introduction by Bishop
Douglas, 1784. 3 vols. 4to.

60. G. Forster's Voyage round the World, with Captain Cook,
during 1772-75-77. 2 vols. 4to.

61. Bougainville's Voyage round the World, translated from
the French. By J. R. Forster, 1772. 4to.

62. Voyage round the World, more particularly to the forth-
west Coast of America, in 1785-88. By Captain Dixon, 1789.
4to.

63. Captain Portlock's Account of the same Voyage, 1789. 4to.
64. A Voyage round the World in 1785-88. By De lIPerouse,

translated from the French. 2 vols. 4to. aud Atlas o4 Prints,
1799.

65. Account of a Voyage in search of La Peyrouse, -ranslated
from the French of Labellaidiere. 2 voils. 8vo. and-Atlas in 4to.
1800.

66. Marchand's Voyage round the World, 1790-92. 2 vols.. 4to.
Translated from the French.

67. A Voyage of Disco-verv into the North Paciftc Ocean, and
round the -\\orld in 1790-. By G. Vancouver, 3 vols. 4to. and
an Atlas. 1798.
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68. A Missionary Voyage to the South Pacific Ocean in 1796-8.
4to. 1799.

69. Flinder's Voyage to Terra Australis in 1801-3. 2 vols. 4to.
with an Atlas, 1814.

70. Liansky's Voyage round the World, 1803-5, perfornied by
order of Alexander the First. 4to.

71. Langsdorffe's Voyages and Travels in various Paris of the
World, 1803-7. 2 vols. 4to. Translated from the German.

72. Krusenstern's Voyage round the World, 1803-6. 2 vols.
4to. Translated fron the German.

73. A Voyage of Discovery into the South Sea, #nd Behring's
Straits, in 1815-18. By Kotzebue. 3 vols. 8vo. 1821. Trans-
lated from the German, but badly.

74.. Voyage Pittoresque autour du Monde. Par Choris. Li-
vraison, 1-9. Paris, 1821.-This spléndid work illustrates Kot-
zebue's Voyage, by engravings of the savages of the diffèrent
parts he visited; their arms, dresses, diversions, &c. On this
account alone, however, we should not have given it a place here;
but it is recommended to the natural historian, by the descriptions
which Cuvier has added to the engravings of animals; and to the
craniologist, by the observations of Gall, on the engravings of
human skulls.

75. Peregrinacion que ha hecho de la mayor partè del Mundo.
Par D. P. S. Cubero. -Sarragoss. 1688. folio.

76. Giro del Mondo del G. F. Gemelli Carreri. Naples, 1699.
7 vols. 8vo.

IV.

TRAVELS COMPRISING DIFFERENT QUARTERS OF THE GLOBE.

77. Letters from Barbary, France, Spain, and Portugal. By an
English Officer (Jardine), 1794. 2 vols. 8vo.

78. Cor. de Jong Reisen naer de Cap de Goede Hop, Ierland
en Norwégen. Haarlem, 1802. 8vo.

79. Friedrich, Briefe au einen freund, eine reise von Gibraltar

nah Tanger und von da durch Spanien, und Frankreich, Zurich,

nach Deutschland, betreffend. (In the Historical Magazine of

Gottingen, 4th year. ist cahier.)

80. Voyage to the Levant in 1700, by Tournefort. Translated

from the French, 3 vols. 8vo. - These travels bear too high a

character to be particularly pointed out. They comprise the

Archipelago, Constantinople, the Black Sea, Armenia, Georgia,

the Frontiers of Persia and Asia Minor; and are rich and valuable

in the rare junction of antiquarian and botanical knowledge. -

81. Le Bruyn's Voyage to the Levant. and Travels into Mus-



4() (ind

covy, Pergia, and the East Iiidies. Tranqlated froni t-Im French.
17120. 4 vois. tç)l.

82. Description of the North and Eastvrn Parts of E.urope and
Asia. 'I'riiiislitttý(1 froin the Gvrmaii of I Baron Stritlil(ýiil)crg.

1 7# 38, 4to.
83. Ilistorictil Accomit of' the British Trade over the Caspilifi
Nea, with a Jouriiey of' Travels front Loiidon, through Itussia,

(;(ýriiiitiiy. and Holland. By Jailles llaiiwkty. 1 î.54- «2 vois. 4to.
84. Bell of' Aiiteriiioiiy's Travels from St. I-)etersburgh in litisslit
to several Parts of' Asia. Glasgow, 1763. '2 vois. 4to.
85. Memoirs of B. H. Bruce, containing an Accouiit of 'tlis

Russia, Tartary, mid the 111(lies. 1 î 82. 'I'to.
86. A Jouriivy f;roin to Ilingland, iii the yeur 1 "d.97. By

John Jackson. 1799. 8vo.
87. Histoire (les Découvertes fâites par divers Voyageurs, Pallas,

Crmelin, Guldenstedt, et Lupechin, dans plusieurs Contrées (le
la Russe et (le la Perse. La Haye, 1 Î79. t2 vol. 4to. & 6'8vo.

s8. Nouvelles Re ' lations du Levant. Par Poullet. Paris, 1688.
,12 vois. 1,12111o. - This is a scarce aiid valuablv work,

that part of ir, which relates to Asiatic Tur-eY. Georgia, and
F'ersia : there is likem-ise M it a particular aecouiit of' the cont-
iiierce of» the 1-'ýiiýzlisli and Dutch M the Levalit at this perlod.

89. Le VovýiIgc (lu Sieur Duloir. I)aris, 16.11. .1-to. - This
m-ork, mitch Iiistorical iiitoriii.itioii Turke
and the Siege of' Babyloit in 1639, coritains 1111111y particulars

regardiiig the ýteIj(rioii'. &c. of the Turk-s. If, comprises the Ar-
chipelago. Grecce. European Tur-ey and Asia Nlitior. It is

likewise particular M the duscription of' antiquities.
W. Les Voyages de Jean Strui),,s en ,vloscovit" (111 Tartarie,

en Perse, aux Ilides. Traduits (lu 1 lolhindais. Anisterdain, I,to.

1681- Rouen, 3 vols. 1 '2111o. 1730- - 'l'lie Travels of' Struys,
who m-as actuated front lus carliest ymith with an iii.satiable

(lesire to visit forei(rii cotintries. are especialJyý interestin- front
the accoutit lie gives of Muscovy and Tartar at this period.y

91. Vovaoes très Curieux et tres Renommés, fi-ijts en N/Ioscov](ý,

Tartarie et Perse. Par Adam Olearius. Traduits tl'Alleniagne.
Amsterdam, fol.

9,c2. Vovaces en différent Endroits d'Europe et d'Asie. Par
le P. Avrii. L" Paris, 16921. 4to. - The OI)je(-t of this voyage,

which was conimenced in 1635, principally consisted in the dis-
covery of a iiew route to China. Turkey. Armenia, Etiropeati ancl

Asiatic Iltissl,,ýi. Tartary, &c. are comprised in these Travels.
q3. Voyage en Turquie et en Perse. I)ar M. Otter. Paris,

17,48. 2 vols. 1 thiio. -- 'l'lie chief nierit of this work consists
in the exactitude of' its (le,-ý,crll)tloiis of places, and in the deter-

mIiîatlon of their dî5tances and truc positim:, which are furtlier
illiistrate(l by.inaps.

91. Besclircibur- (ler ènc-ý. Poliiischen Ilcr!,.ii I)ý)th.-Zn



chafters gen Constantinople und in die Tartary. Nuremberg,
157,t. 4to.

ý).5. Sal. Schweiger Reise-beschriebung jum I)eutschland riach
Constantinopel und Jeruéialeiii. Ntir(!tiiberg,.I(;08. 1-to. '

96. Reise von Erfurt nach derii gelobten land, auch Spanien,
Franckreich, IloIland und Iliiigiiiii(l. Erfurt, 1605. 4to.

97. ,Muntz(ýi- von Babenbergli, Itvise von Venedig nach Jeru-
salein, Dainascus Lind L'oiistaiitiiiol)el, 15.156. Nureiiibergh. 4to.

98. Brand, lieisen durch Brandenburgh, Preussen, Curland,
Liefland, Plescovien und Muscovien. Nebst, A. Dobbiffl lit-

schriebung von Siberien, &c. Wesel, 17012. Svo.
99. Itinera Sex a diversis Saxoiiim Diicibiis et Alithoribus,

diversis ' 1 eniýýioribus,'iii Itatiani, PalSstinarn et Terrain Sanctain.
Studio lialt. incii. Wirteniberg, 16112. 112ino.

100. Edwin Sandy's Travels irito'l'tirkey, Palestine, Egypt, and
Italy, begun in 1610. fol. 1(i58.

101. T'ravels through Europe, AsLia, and into several parts of
Af'rica, containing Observations especially on Italy, Turkey,

Creece, Tartary, CÎreassia, Sweden and Lapland. By De la
Mottraye. 171-23. '.)vols. flol. Veracity and exactness, particu-

larly so far as ' regards the copylng of inscriptions, characterise
these travels. They are -also valitable flor information respecting

the mines of the North of' Europe.
1012. Travels of rhevenot into Turkey, Persia, and India.

Translated froui the French, 1687. fol. 'l'lie 4-th edition of' the
original in 3 vois. is very rare; the more coinnion one is that of

Aiii.sterdaiii in 5 vols. 12111o. These travels comprise Egypt,
Arabia, îand otlier places in -Africa aird Asia, hesides those places

indicated in the title page. The chief value of' thein consists in
Ilis accotint of' the iiiaiiiiers, goveriiiiient, éý,c. ofthe Turks. This

author inust not be coiif*oLiii(le(l with the Mül. Thevenot, the
author of* a Collection of'Voyages.
103. A View of the Levant, particularly of Constantinople,

Syria, Egypt atid Grecce. By Cli. Parry. 171-3. fol. 1 î îO. 3 vols.
4to. This work is iiiuch less k-nown than it deserves to be : the

atithor of the Bibliothèque des Voyages justly rertiarks, that the
Circtiiiistance of' its lia-/Iiiýr beeti twice translated into German is

a pretty certain indication that, it is full of' good inatter.
104. Description ofthe IÏast, and sorne other Couritries : Egypt,

Palestine, Arabla, Syria, Grevce, Thrace, France, Italy, Ger-
inany, Poland, &c. by I)r. Richard Pococke. 3 vols. fol. 1743-8.

The nierits of' this wor- In pointing out and describing the an-
tiquities of Egypt and the E'ast are well known.

105. Travels through Europe, Asia, and Africa. By Lithgow.
Edinburgh, 1770. 8vo. - 'This is one of the best editions of
a book, the chief interest of' which consists in the perâoaal
narrative of the author.
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106. Travels in the Ottoman Empire, Egypt, and Persia. By
Olivier. Translated froni the Fréoch, 1802. 4to.

107. Dr. Ed. Dan. Clarke's Travels in various Countries of
Europe, Asia, and Africa. 6 vols. 4to. Vol. 1. Russia, Turkey,
Tartary. Vol.12. & 3. Greece, Egypt, and the Holy Land.
Vol. 4. The sane Countries, and a Journey from Constantinople
to Vienna, and an Accouit of the Gold Mines of Transylvania

and Hungary. Vols. 5. & 6. Scandinavia. - There is no de-

partnment of enquiry or observation to which Dr. C. did not direct
his attention during bis travels. in all lie gives nuch inlornation
in a pleasant style and to all lie evidently brought nuch judg-
ment, talent, and preparatory knowledge.

108. Chateaubriand's Travels in Greece, Palestine, Egypt, and
Barbary, 1806-7. 2 vols. 8vo. - Those who admire this
author's manner and style will be gratified with these travels:
and those who dislike theni, may still glean much information on
antiquities, nianners, customs, religion, &c.

109. Travels of Mirza Abu Taleb Khan in Asia, Africa, and

Europe. Translated by Charles Stewart. 1814. 3 vols. 12nio.
- These travels, of the genuineness of which there can be

no doubt, derive their chief interest, as depicting the character
and feelings of the author, and the impressions made on his
nmind by what lie saw and heard.

110. Les Observations de plusieurs Singularités et Choses
mémorables trouvées en Greece, en Asie, Inde, Arabie, Egypte,

&c. Par Pierre Belon. - Various editions froni 1550 to 1585.

4to. Belon is supposed to have travelled between 1547 and 1550.
His work is ricli in botany and natural history, especially con-

sidering the period in which he lived; and the accompanying

plates are very accurate.
111. Voyage à Constantinople, en Perse, èn Egypte, dans

l'année 1546, et les années suivantes. Par G. Lues d'Aramon,

Anbassadeur de France à Constantinople. Paris, 1739. 3 vols.
4to. This relates chiefly to the ianners and customs ; other

pieces are contaned in these volunes, which relate, in a nianner

more minute than important and edifying, the various journies in
France, of the Kings of France, fron Louis the Young to Louis
XIV. inclusive.

112. Les Navigations, Pérégrinations, et Voyages, faits en

Turquie. Par Nicholas Nicholai, Antwerp, fol. 1576. - This

also is instructive, relative to the manners, &c. of nany parts of

Europe, Africa, and Upper Asia: the plates are engraved on

wood, after the designs of Titian.

113. Relations des Voyages de M. de Breves, tant en Grèce,

Terre Sainte, Egypte, qu'aux Royaunies de Tunis et Alger.

Paris, 162S. 4to. De Breves was ambassador froni Henry IV. to

the Porte, and sent afterwards on a special mission to Tunis



and Algiers. What he relates regarding these states is the most
curious and valuable part of his work.

114. Les Voyages et Observations du Sieur Laboulaye-le-
Goux, où sont décrits les Religion, Gouvernment, et Situation,
des Etats et Royaumes d'Italie, Grèce, Natolie, Syrie, Perse,
Palestine, &c ;Grand Mogui, Indes Orientales des Portugais,
Arabie, Afrique, Hollande, Grande Bretagne, &c. Paris, 1657.
4to. -This work bears a high character for veracity and exact-
ness; and is very minute in its account of the casts and religions
of India. Prefixed to it is a short critical notice of travellers who
preceded im, written with great judgnent and candour.

115. Voyage de Paul Lucas au Levant. Paris, 1704. 2 vols.
12rmo.

116. Voyage de Paul Lucas, dans la Grèce, l'Asie Mineure,
la Macedoine, et l' Afrique. Paris, 1712. 2 vols. 12mo.-
The credit and veracity of this author, which was long suspected,
has, in nany of his most suspicious parts, been confirmed by
modern travellers.

117. Mémoire du Chevalier D'Arvieux: contenant ses Voyages
à Constantinople, dans l'Asie, la Palestine, l'Egypte, la Barbarie,

&c. Paris, 1735. 6 vols. 12mo. - This author was well quali-
fled from his-knowledge of the oriental languages, and from the
officiai situations he filled, to gain an accurate and minute know-
ledge of the people among whom he resided. His account of his

sojourn among the Bedouin Arabs is particularly curious.

118. Viaggi di P. della Valle dall Anno 1614, fin al' 1626.
Venice, 1671. 4 vols. 4to.-These travels comprehend Turkey,
Egypt, Palestine, Persia, and the East Indies. They are written
in a pleasant, lively manner; what relates to Persia is most

valuable. They have been translated into French, English, and

German.
119. Schultz, Reisen durch Europa, Asien, und Africa. Halle,

1771-75. 5 vols. 8vo.
120. Læflingii Petri iter Hispanicum. Stockholm, 1758. Svo.

This work, originally published in Swedish, was translated by
C. Linnæus into German, under the following title: Reise nach den
Spanischen Landern in Europa und Amerika, 1751-56. Berlin,

1776. 8vo. It is chiefly valuable for its natural history information.
121. Voyage en Amérique, en Italie, en Sicile, et en Egypte,

1816-19. 2 vols. 8vo.
122. The true Travels of Captain J. Smith in Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America. from 1593 to 1629. London, 1664. fol.-

This work, like most of the old travels, derives its principal

value from enabling us to compare the countries visited, and

their inhabitants, with their present state; and its principal in-

terest from the personal- adventures of the author. To such

works, as well as to ninute biography, time gives a value and

utility, which they do not intrinsically possess.
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123. Itineraritirri Portugalensium e Lusitania in Indiarn et inde
in Occidenteni et deniuni ad Aquilonem, ab. Arch. Madrignan.
1508. fol. -Originally published in Portuguese.

124. Josten, Reisebeschreibung durch die Turkey, Ungern,
Polen, Reussen, Bohèmen, &c. neue Jerusaleni, Ost und West

Indien. Lubec, 16,59.2. 4to.
125. Graaf, lieisen naer Asia, Africa, America, en Europa.
Amsterdani, 1686. 8vo.

126. Historia y Viage del Mundo en los cincos Partes; de la
Europa, Africa, Asia, America y Magellanica. Par Levallos.

Madrid, 1691. 4to.
-127. John Ovington's Voyage to, Surat, with a Description of

the Islands of Madeira and St. Helena. London, 1698. 8vo.
128. Le Bruyn's Voyage to the Levant. Translated from the

'nul French. London, 1702. fol. - This work bears a similar charac-
ter as the preceding travels of the author already noticed. The
plates are excellent.

129. Irwin's Adventures in a Voyage up the Ited Sea; and a
Route throu(yli the Thebaid hitherto unknown, in the year 1779.
London, 4to. and 8vo.-Cliiefly valuable for the information

which his personal adventures necessarily gives of the manners,
&c. of the Arabians.

130. Memoirs and Travels of Couiit Beniousky. London, 1790.
2 vols. 4to. - Ainidst much that is trifling, and more that is

doubtfül, this wor- contains soi-rie curlous and authentic inform-
ation, especially relating to Kanischatka and Madacrascar : what
lie states on the subject of his communications with Japan, is
very suspiclous.

131. Travels in Africa, Egypt, and Syria. By W. C'r. Browne.
London, 1799. 4to.-A most valuable worlk-, and except in

some few peculiarities of' the author, a niodel for travellers . it is
particularly instructive in what relates to Darfour.

132.'Travels in Asia ýand Africa. Bv A. Parsons. 4to. 1809.
-These travels were perforined in *1 74712-78: they indicate

(700d sense. and are evidentlv the result of attentive and careful
observation and enquiry. Froin Scanderoon to Aleppo ; over
the desert to Bagdat: a voyage frorn Bussora to Bombay, and
along the west coast of India; from Bombay to Mocha; and a

journey from Suez to Cairo, are the principal contents.
133. Travels. By John Lewis Burckhardt. Vol. 1. Nubia;

vol. 42. Syria and the 1-Ioly Land; vol. 3. in the Hedjaz. 1823. 4to.
-Few travellers have done more for "eography than this

author: antiquities, manners, custorns, &c., were examined and
investigated by hini, with a success whicli could only have been

ensured by such zeal, perseverance, and judgment as he evi-
dently possessed.
lj--i. Lord Valentia's Travels in India, Ceyloii, the Iled Sea,

Abyssinia, and Egypt. 180,2-6. 3 vols. ito. It is not possible



for a person to travel so long, in such countries, without collect-

ing information of a novel and important kind : such there is in
tis work ou antiquities, geography, manners, &c.; but it might
all have been coinprised in one third of the size.

135. Travels along the Mediterranean and Parts adjacent,
1816-17-18, extending as far as the second Cataract of the Nil,
Jerusalem, Damascus, Balbec, &c. By Robert Richardson, M. D.
1822. 2vois. 8vo.--Much information may be gleaned from
these volumes ; but there is a war<t of judgment, taste, and life in
the narrative.

136. Travels in Morocco, Tripoli, Cyprus, Egypt, Arabia, Syria,
and Turkey. 1803-7. By Ali Bey. 3 vols. 4to. -This traveller
procured access to many places, in his assumed character, to
which Christians were not permitted to go: from this cause the
travels are instructive and curious; but they certainly disappointed
the expectations of the public.

137. Ludovici Patricii Romani Itinerarium Novum Ethiopio,
Egypti, utriusque Arabio, Persidis, Syriæ, ac Indiæ ultra citra-
que Gangem. Milan, 1511. fol.- This work is supposed to have
been written originally in Italian. In the Spanish translation,

published in Lisbon, 1576, the author's name is given, Barthema.
This a very curious and rare work. It has been translated into
German and Dutch.

138. Baumgarten, Peregrinatio in Egyptum, Arabiam, Palesti-
nam, et Syriam. Nuremberg, 1621. 4to.

139. Voyages au Levant, 1749-52. Par Fréd. Hasselquist.
Paris, 1769. 1 vol. 12mo.--This, originally published in
Swedish by Linnous, and translated into German and Dutch,
is uncommonly valuable to the natural historian.

140. Itinéraire de Paris à Jérusalem, et de Jérusalem à Paris, en
allant par la Grèce. Par Chateaubriand. 3 vols. 8vo. Paris,1810t

141. Le Nouveau Monde, et Navigations faites par Améric,
Vespuce, dans les Pays nouvellement trouvés, tant en Ethiopie
qu'en Arabie. Paris, 4to.- Translated from the Italian : both
are rare. The claims and merits of Vespucius may be judged of
from the following works: Canovai Elogio di Amerigo Vespucci.
Florênce,. 1798.; Tiraboschi Storia dell Litt. vol. 1. p. 1. lib. 1.
c. 6.; the Letters of Americo in Ramusio, 1, 138.; Bandini Vita
del Amerigo, and an article in the North American Review,
for 1822.

142 Voyage d'un Philosophe(M.Poivre). Paris,1797. 18m.-
This little work, which embraces remarks on the arts and people of
Asia, Africa, and America, deserves the title it bears better than
nost French works which claim it.

143. Langstadt, Reisen nach Sud-America, Asien, und Africa.
Hildesheim, 1789. 8vo.

144. Recueil de divers Voyages faites en Afrique et Amérique.
Paris, 1674. 4to,
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145. Voyages du Cheval. Marchais en Guinée, Isles voisines, et
à Cayenne. Par Labat. Paris, 1780. 4 vols. 12mo.

146. Voyage en Guinée et dans les Isles Caraibes. Par
Isert. 1793. 8vo. Translated from the German.

147. Voyage on the Coast of Africa, in the Straits of Magel-
Ian, Brazil, &c. in 1695-97. Translated from the French of
Froger. London, 1698. 8vo.

148. Hans Sloane's Voyage to Madeira, Barbadoes, St. Christo-
phers, &c. London, 2 vols. folio. 1707. -- This work, generally
known under the title of Sir Hans Sloane's History of Jamaica,
is a rich mine of natural history, d contains upwards of 1200
engravings of plants, &c.

149. The Four Years' Voyage of Captain G.·Roberts to the
Islands Canaries, Cape Verde, and the Coast of Guinea, and
Barbadoes. 1725. 8vo.

150. Voyage to Guiinea, Brazil, the West Indies, Madagascar,
&c. By John Atkins. 1737. 8vo.

151. Voyage aux Indes Orientales, Maldives, Moluccas, et
Brésil. Par Fr. Pyrard. Paris, 1619. 8vo. -- These voyages,
which occupied the author from 1600 to 1611, are uncommonly
well written, accurate, faithful, and circumstantial, especially
regarding the Maldives, Cochin, Travancore, and Calicut. There
is appended a particular and methodical description of the
animals and plants of the East Indies.

152. Curiosités de la Nature et de l'Art, apportés dans deux
Voyages dans Indes: Indes Occ. 1698-9; Ind. Orient. 1701-2.
Par C. Biron, Chirurgeon Major. Paris: 1703. 12mo.-Valu-
able for its natural history, and its account of the implements and
arts of the inhabitants.

153. The History of Travels in the West and East Indies.
By Eden and Willis. 1577. 4to.

154. Reise nach Ost und West Indien. Von R. C. Zimmer-
man. Hamburgh, 1771. 8vo.

155. Variorum iri Europa Itinerum deliciae. Collectæ ab. A.
Clytoeo. Bremen, 1605. 8vo.

156. Ponz Viage fuera de Espana in Europa. Madrid, 1785.
2 vols. 12mo.

157. Moryson's Travels through Europe. 1617. fol.--A very
curious work.

158. Itinera through the twelve Dominions of Germany, Bo-
hemia, Prussia, Sweden, Turkey, France, Britain, &c. 1617. fol.

159. Ray's Observations, made in a Journey through Part of
the Low Countries,Germany,Italy,and France. 1738. 2vols. 8vo.

Valuable for its botanical researches.
160. Travels in Hungary, Macedonia, Austria, Germany, the

Low Countries, and Lombardy. By E. Brownè, M.D. 1685. f ol.-
Natural history, the mines, mineral waters, as well as manners
and customs, are described in this work, which bears a good cha.
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racter. The author was physician to Charles Il., to Bartholomew
Hospital, and afterwards President of the College of Physicians.

161. Bishop Burnet's Letters on Switzerland and Italy. 1686.
8vo.

162. Travels through Holland, Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy. By 'De Blainville. 1749. 3 vols. 4to.

163. Smollet's Travels through France and Italy, 1766. 2 vols.
8vo.

164. Barretti's Journey from London to Genoa, through Portu-
gal, Spain, and France. 1770. 2 vols. 8vo.

165. Dr. Moore's View of the Customs and Manners of France,
Germany, and Switzerland. 2 vols. 8vo.

166. Stolberg's (Count) Travels in Germany, Italy, and Sicily.
1794. 2 vols. 4to. '

167. Dr. C. J. Smith's Sketch of a Tour on the Continent in
1786-7. 3 vols. 8vo. 1807.-The travels of this ,elebrated
botanist are not by any means confined to his favourite science,
but comprehend well-drawn and interesting sketches of manners,
as well as notices of the antiquitieý, fine arts, &c. Holland, the
Netherlands, France, and Italy, were the scene of his travels.

168. Beaumont's Travels from France to Italy, through the
Lepantine Alps. 1800. fol.

169. Travels in Sicily, Greece, and Albania. By the Rev. T.
S. Hughes. 1820. 2 1ols. 4to.- Classical, antiquarian, and de-

scriptive of the state' of society, political, civil, religious, and do-
mestic; bearing marks of much information and enquiry, a sound
judgment and good education.

170. Letters from the Mediterranean. By Ed. Blaquiere. 1814.
2 vols. 8vo.-The information in these volumes chiefly relates
to the civil and political state of Sicily, Malta, Tunis, and Tripoli.

171. The Diary of an Invalid, 1817-1819. By H. Matthews.
8vo. 1820.- Light and pleasant sketches of manners, and other
popular information, on Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, and France.

172. Travels through Holland, Germany, and Part of France,
in 1819. By W. Jacob, Esq. 4to. 1820.--Agriculture, Statis-
tics, and Manufactures.

173. Journal du Voyage de Montaigne en Italie, par la Suisse
et l'Allemagne, en 1580-81. Paris, 1774. 4to.- Italy and the

Tyrol are particularly the objects of those travels, which are in-
teresting, much more on account of the name of the author, and
of the insight they afford into his temper and feelings, than from

the information they convey.
174. Lettres du Baron de Busbec. Paris, 1748. 3 vols. 12mo.

-These are written from Turkey, whither the author was sent

as ambassador by Ferdinand King of Hungary, and from France,

where he resided in an official character. The original is in Latin.

There is a translation in English; but this comprises only the

embassy to Turkey. They are rich in political information, and
N N
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In depicting the manners, &c. of the people he visited, especially
those inhabiting the neighbourhood of the Don, &c.

175. Relations Historiques des Voyages en Allemagne, Angle-

terre, Holland, Boheme, et Suisse. Par C. Patin. Lyon, 1674.

16mo.- This author was son of the celebrated physician, Guy

Patin, and distinguished for his knowledge of medals: his travels

principally relate to antiquities.
176. Relation d'un Voyage de Paris, en Espagne, en Portugal,

et en Italie, 1769, 1770. Par M. Silhouette. Paris, 1770. 4vols.

12mo.-This is the minister of finance, whose measures of eco-
nomy were so much ridiculed by the Parisians, and from whom
the portraits, called Silhouettes, took their nane: his travels in-
dicate considerable acquaintance with the arts and political
affairs.

177. Lettres sur différens Sujets, écrites pendant le Cours d'un
Voyage en Allemagne, en Suisse, dans la France Meridionelle,
et en Italie. Par Bernouilli. Basle and Berlin, 1777. 3 vols.
8vo.-The author of these letters, one of the celebrated family
of mathematicians of that name, has borrowed the greater part of
his work that relates to natural history from a Spanish work, en-
titled, "Cartas familiares del Abbatè Juan Andres," of which
there is an edition publisled in Madrid, in 6 vols. small Ito. Ber-
nouilli has, however, added much information and interest to his
letters, by his description and account of collections of paintings.

178. Tableau de l'Angleterre et de l'Italie. Par Archenholz.
Strasburgh, 1788. 3 vols. 12mo.---This work is translated from
the German.

179. Voyage de Deux Français en Allemagne, en Danemarck,

en Suède, en Russe, et en Pologne, 1790-1. Par Fortia de
Piles. Paris, 1796. 5 vols. 12mo.-This is a valuable work
fôr all kinds of statistical information.

180. Voyage Philosophique et Pittoresque sur les Rives du
Rhin, à Leige, dans la Flandre, le Brabant, la Hollande, augmentée
d'une Voyage en Angleterre, et en France. Par G. Forster. Paris,
.5 vols. 8vo.--The author (whose acquirenients in natural history,
and in general science and philosophical research, as well as
whose peculiar temper, are well known from his connection with

Captain Cook during his second voyage, and his works on this
voyage) has here produced an interesting and instructive work;
particularly so far as relates to his favourite study : it is also in-
teresting as depicting the political state of the countries he visited,

and his strong, ardent, and sanguine views at the commencement

of the French Revolution.

181. Voyages en Sicile dans la Grande Grèce et au Levant.

Par le Baron de Riedesel. Paris, 1802. 8vo.-This edition

comprises all his travels, which were previously published sepa-

rately. The travels in Sicily are the most valuable.

182. Voyages de Guibert dans diverses Parties de la France et
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de la Suisse, 1775. 1785. Paris, 1805. 8vo.-The celebrated
author of the i Essai sur la Tactique" was employed to visit the-
different military hospitals in France ; his journeys with this ob-

ject, as well as when he went to join his regiment, were the oc-
casion of these travels, in which there is much animated, descrip-
tion of nature, and several well-drawn portraits of publie men.

183. Voyage en Allemagne, dans le Tyrol et en Italie. 4 vols.
8vo. Paris, 1818.-This work is translated from the German

of Mad. de la Recke, by Madame de Montelieu, and possesses
i-nuch of that pleasing narrative and description whieh charac-

terize female writers of talent.
184. Pauli Hertneri Itinera GermaniS, Galliae, ItaliS. Basle,

1611. 4to. Ilib
185. Joh. Bernouilli Reisen durch Brandenburgh, Pommern,

Preussen, Curland, Russland, und Pohlen, 1777-8. Leips.
1779-80. 6 vols. 8vo.

186. Sulzer Reisen nach Schweitz, und Hieris, und Nice. 1775.
8vo.-This author is well known for his ,- Universal Theory of

the Fine Arts;" and these travels, as well as those in the middle
states of Europe, and'among the Alps, which, lie also published,
are worthy of him.

187. Bauman, Reise durch Deutschland und Walschlahd.
Au'gsb. 1782. Svo.-These travels in Germany and Italy con-
tain observations on a subject little attended to by travellers; but
cme which they might much benefit: we mean domestic economy,
or the different modes, plans, &c. -pursued by différent nations in

domestie life, as regards food, houses, clothing, &c.
188. Fred. Nicholai, Beschriebung einer Reise durch Deutsch-

land und de Schweitz, 1781. Berlin, 1783. 12 vols. 8vo.-
This work is swellèd beyond all due proportion with political dis-
quisitions; but though bold and severe, it is a just picture,

189. Italien und Deutschland. Von C. P. Moritz. Berlin,
17910. - Manners, literature, and arts are the topics of this

work. The same author publislied 14 Travels of a-German in
England."

190. Reisen durch Deutschland, Danemarck, Schweden, Italien,
1797-99.. Von Kuttner. Leip. 4 vols. 8vo.-Statistical and
political information, derived froni authentic and official sources,
especially as relates to Austria and Saxony, distinguishes this
work.

191. Streifiuge durch Inner Oestreich, &c. Vien. 1800. 4to.
-The quicksilver mines of Idria, the manners, &c. of the peo-
ple of Trieste anýd Venice, and the principal objects of arts and
industry in all the countries described, give to this work a merit
greater than its brevity would sesm to deserve.

192. Briefe wShrend iiieinis Aufenlialts en England und Por-
tugal. Hamb. 1802. 8vo.-This work, by Mad. Barnard, is

ivritten with that peculiar charm and vivacity of style, which it
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would seem females only can attain. There are in it curious no-
tices of Berlin, Hanover, and Cuxhaven, besides those on Eng-
]and and Portugal.

193. Bemerkungen gesammelt auf einer Reise durch Holland,
und einin Theil Franchreichs, 1801. Von J. F. Droysen. Gcetting.
18W. 8vo.-Literary establishments and societies, especiallythose of Paris, and the state of mathematical hysica* 1, and che-
mical -science, are particularly attended to by tEis author.

194. Arndt, Reis î n durch einer Theil Deutschlands, Ungaren,
Italien, un'd Franckreichs, 1798, 1799. 4 vols. 8vo. Leip. 1804.

195. Reisen durch das Osterreich, Illyrien, Dalmatien, und
Albanien, 1818. 2 vols. 8vo. Meissen, 1822.
196. Reisen durch einen Theil Deutschlands, die Schweitz,

Italien, und Griechenland. 8vo. Gotha, 1822.
197. Bemerkungen auf einer Reise aus Nord Deutschland, uber

Francfort, n'ach dem sudlichen Franckreich. 1819. 8vo. . Leips.
1822.

198. Lettere Scritte della Sicilia e dellâ Turkia. Dail. Abbote
D. Sestini, 1774-78. Florence, 1'180. 3 vols. 8'vo.- These
travels, which have been translated into French, are very full on
the agriculture of Sieily, and on its internal and extern.al com-
merce.

199. Fred. Snedorfs Samlede Skrivter. Copenh. 1794. 4 vols.
8vo. - Of this work only the first volume relates to our present
subject, containing letters from. Germany, Switzerland, 1-îance
and England. IMe author, who travelled at two diffièrent times
into these countries, pays particular attention to political and liter-

ary persons, whose character he draws with great spirit, candour,
and acuteness. As he travelled at the commencement of the

Frçpch Revolution, his sketches of political characters and events
are especially interesting and valuable. The universities of Eng-
land and Germany also attract a deal of his attention, and on these
he offers some judicious remarks.

V.

VOYAGES A1ýD TRAVELS IN THE A]kCTIC SEAS AND COUNTRIES.

200. Chronological History of Voyages into the Polar Regions.
By John Barrow, 1819. Svo.

201. History of North-Eastern Voyages of Piscovery. By
Captain Jos. Burney, 1819. 8vo.-These two works nearly

exhaust the subject on which they treat. the character of their
authors sufficiently warrants their accuracy and completeness.

202. J. R. Forster's History of Voyages and Discoveries made
in the North, 1786. 4to.-This work is not confined to voyages
and discoveries in the Arctic re"ions; but comprises those made
in the central regions of Asla in. the middle ages, as well as those



in the northern parts of Ainerica. Its character is like that of all
Forster's productions, to some of which we have already had oc-
casion to advert.

203. Rus8ian Voyages of Discover for a North-west Passage.
By Muller. London. 4to. 1800._ýhe follawine work, though

relating rather to discoveries in the sea bétween Asia and America,
than to attempts for a north-east or north-west vassalze, may be

placed here, as a continuation of the work of Muller, wlich cornes
no farther down than the expedition of Behring, in 1741.

204. Account of the Russian Discoveries between Asia and
America. By William Coxe, 1780. 8vo.-This work is inter-

esting, not merely from the particular subject which the title
indicates, but also on accourit of the sketch it contains of the
conquest of Siberia, and of the Russian commerce with China.

205. Historia Navigationis Mar. Frobisheri, 1577. Nurem-
burg, 1580. 8vo.
206. Descriptio novi Freti, recens inventi, ab Hen. Hudson.

Amsterdam, 1613. 4to.
207. Captain James's Vo age for the Discovery of the North-

west Passage, in 1632. ïondon, 1633. 4to.--This narrative
contains some rernarkable physical observations on the cold and

ice; but no hint of any discovery of importance.
208. Henry Ellis's Voyage for the Discovery of a North-west

Passage, in 1746-7. London, 1748. 2vols. Svo.-Some im-
portant facts and remarks relating to Hudsons Bay are given in
this voyage.

Q.,09. Account of a Voyage for the Discovery of a North-west
Passage, by Hudson's Straits, in, 174-6-7, in the California. By
the Clerk of that Ship. 2 vols. 8vo. 174S.--This relates to the
saine voyage as the work of Ellis.

210. Héarne's Journey from Prince of Wales' Fort, in Hudson's
Bay, to the Northern Ocean. 1795. 4to.

5?11. Mackenzie's Voyage from Montreal, through the Conti-
nent of North America to the Frozen and Pacifie Oceans, in the
Years 1789 and 1793. 4to.-Besides the interesting details in

these voyages, respecting the countries travelled over, and the
manners of the inhabitants, they are importantý particularly

Mackenzie's, as having effected the discovery of the Polar Sea by
land, and as introductory to the following work :

!212. Voyage of Discowery for a North-west Passage. By Cap-
tain Ross, 1819. 4to.- Although the end was not accomplished,
nor that done which might have been, yet this volume is valuable

for its scientific details on natural history and meteorology.,
213. Voyage for the Discovery of a North-west Passage from

the Atlantic to the Pacifie. By Captain Parry, 1821. 4to.-
Geography, natural history, and especially the sciences connected
with, and contributing to the improvement of navigation and

«reographical knowledge, together with a mest interesting narra-
i; N 4
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tive of sound jud ent, presence of mind, perseverance and
passive -courage, et 7aa terize this volume.

214. Narrative of a Journey from the Shores of Hudson's Ba
to the Mouth of the Copper Mine River, &c. B Captain
Franklini 1823. 4to.-A work of intense and i2eed painful

intâerest, from the suffieriigs of those who performed this journey;
of value to tèoàrraphy by no même, proportional, to those suffer-
ings; but instructive in meteorology and natural history.

21,5. Geachicte der Schiffahrten zur endeckung des Nordeest.
lic « en Wegs nach Japan und China, Von J. C. Adelung. Halle,
1-76& 4to.-Some of the above works, as well as others relat-
ing !a attempts to discover a north-west an*d north-east passage,

ax-e inserted in Harris and Churchill"s Collections.
216. Les Trois Navigations faites par les Holtandois au Sep-

tentrion". Par Gerard de Ver. - Paris, 1610. 8vo.-This con-
tains Barentz's Voyages.

217. Histoire des Pêches, des Découvertes, &c. des Hollandois,
dans la Mer du Nord. Paris, 1801. 3 vols. 8vo.-This work,

translated from the Dutch, is full of curious matter, pot only re-
ýpecting the fisk and fisheries of the North Sea, but also respect-
ing Greenland, Spkzbergen, Nova Zembla, and on subjects of
natural history.

218. Beschriebung des Alten und Neuen Grenland, nébist leinem
begrift der Reisen die Frobisher, &c. Nuremberg, 1679. 4to.

21-9. A Voyage towards the North Pole. By Lord Mulgrave,
in 1773. 4-to.

M. An Accomit -of the Arctic Re ions. By W. Scoresby,
1820. 2 vols. 8vo.-This, together witra voyage ta Greenland,
published subfflquently by the same auther, is full of most valu-

âWe information on the meteorology and 'natural history of this
jpart cIfý the World, besides containing interesting particulars on

-the Whale Fishery.
-221. IYéscription et Ilistoire Générale du Grèenland. Par

ýEgede, traduite du Danois. Genèye, 1763. 8vo.- Ift 17/88-9,
Egede published two other works on Greenland in DaniEh, which
compliete his description of this country.

222. Crantz's History of Greenland, translated from the High
Dutch, 1767. 2 vols. 8vo. -- A continuation of this history wu

Y ublished by Crantz, in German, 1770, which has not been trans-
atecL

VI. ]EUROPE.

LAPLAND AND THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES%.

"3. Canuti Leemii de Lapponibu-s. Copenhagen, 1767. 2 vols.
4to.-This work, containing a rich mine from which travellers

in Lapland, particularly Acerbi, have drawn valuable materials, is
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seldom met with complete and with all the plates: there should
be 100 of them.

.224. Histoire de la Lapponie, traduite du Latin de M. SchSffer.
Paris, 1678. 4to.

225. Journal d'un Vo age au N -rd, 1736-7. Amsterdam, 174-6.
12rno.-This work, Zugh principally and professedly an ac-

count of the labours of Maupertuis, to a8certain the figure of the
earth, is interesting to the general reader, from the descriptions
it gives of the manners, &c. of the natives of Lapland, &c.,

226. Mémoires sur les Samoyedes et les« Lappons,-' Copen-
hagen, 1766. 8vo.
227. Voyage dans le Nord de rEurope, 1807. Par La Mette.

Uo. Paris. -- Norway and part of Sweden were visited lîy this
traveller on foot, and he gives details of scenery, &c. whicit only
a foot traveller could procure.

228. The natural -. History of Iceland. By Horrebow, 1758.
folio.-

229. Von Troil's Letters froin Iceland. 1780. 8vo.-This
translation is not nearly so accurate as that into French, pub-
lished in Paris, 1781. 8vo.,

230. Travelà in Iceland during the Summer of 1810. By Sir
G. Mackenzie, 1811. 4to.-Almost every topic on which a
traveller is expected to give information is here treated of: the
history, religion, natural history, agriculture, manners, &c.; and

all evidently the result of mâch previous knowledge, good sense,
and information collected on the spot.

231. Hooker's Journal of a Tour in Icel-and in 1809. 2vols.
8vo.-Natural History, especially Botany; the travels of this

author, Mackenzie, and Henderson, would seem to leave nothing
to be desired on the subject of this extraordinary island and its
inhabitants.

232. Journal of a Residence in Iceland, 1814-15. By Hen-
derson. 2 vols. 8vo.--The state afsociety, manners, domestic

habits, and religion, are here treated of; but there is too much
minuteness, and a tediousness and dryness of style and manner.

213 1 Voyage eu Islande. Par Olafsen et Povelsen. Paris, 1801.5 vols. Svo. -This wor-, translated from the Danish, though

tedious and prolix, supplies many curious particulars, respecting
the natural history of the country and the manners of the people.

9,34. Rconomische Reise durch Island. Von Olavius-. Leip.
4to.

235. Landts Description of the Feroe Islands. Translated from
the Danish. 8vo.-This work, which was published at Copen-
hagen in 1800, is the only accurate account of these islands since
the Feroe Reserata of Debes in 1673 ; but it is too minute and long
for the subjects it describes.

236. Coxes's Travels in Poland, ]Russia, Sweden and- Den-
mark. 5 vols. 8vo.-Thç substantial inerits of this work are well
known.
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237. Acerbi's Travels through Sweden, Finland, and Lapland,
to the North Cape, in 1798-9. 2 vols. 4to. 1801 .- Thèse travels
are interesting and attractive; but they bear evident marks of

havin been made up by an editor. * The author has been attackedýY Rii;, a Swede, for misrepresenting the Swedes, and for hav-
ing borrowed largel without acknowledgment ftom Leemius; and
by his fellow-traverer, Skieldebrand, with having appronnated
the views and designs which he made. The latter publis e
French a Picturesque Tour to the North Cape.

2:38. Lachesis Lapponica, or a Tour in Lapland. By Lin-
nSus, 1811. 2 vols. 8vo.-These travels were performed in 1732,

when LinnSus was very young. Botany of course forms the
principal suýject ; but the work is also instructiýe and interesting

from the picture it exhibits qf the character of the author, and
of the manners of the'Laplanders.

239. Travels through Norway and Lapland. By Baron Von
Buch; with Notes by Professor Jameson, 1818. 4to.-lliis

work, translated from the German, contains much new and valu-
able information, chiefly on mineralogy and geology.

240. Thomsén's Travels in Sweden, ditring the Autumn of
1812. 4to.-Mineraloyv,.geology, satistics, and politics form
the chief topics: the wirk is careiessly written.

241. Travels through Sweden, Norway, and Finmark, to the
North Cape, 1820. By A. de Capeil Brocke. 4to. 182ý. Pictu-
resque.

242. Nouveau Voyage vers le Septentrion. Amsterdam,
1708. 12mo. -The customs, . religion, character, domestic lifé,
&c. of the Norwegians and Laplanders are here sketched in an
interesting and pleasant inanner.

243. Lettres sur le Danemark. Par Mallet. Genève, 1767.
2 vols. 8vo.-This work is worthy of' the author, whose intro-
ductinn to the History of Denmark is so advantageously known

to English readers, by Bishop Percy's excellent translation of it.
It gives an excellent and faithfül picture of this country in the
middle of the eighteenth century, and comprises also the southern
provinces of Norway. 1

244. Voyage en Allemagne et en Suède. Par J. P. Catteau.
Paris, 1810. 3 vols. 8vo.-Sensible and judicious on arts,
manners, literature, literary men, statistics and economics; but

more full and valuable on Sweden than on Germany. Indeed few
authors have collected more information on the North of Europe
than M. Catteau; his Tableau des Etats Danois, and his Tableau
Général de la Suède, are excellent works, drawn up with great
accuracy and judgment. The same may bp said of his Tableau
de la Mer Baltique; in Which every kind of information relative
to the Baltie, its shores, islands, rivers, ports, produce, ancient
and modern commerce, is given.

245. Voyage en Norwège, traduit de l'Allemand de J. Fa-
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bricius. Paris, 1803. 8vo.-This too is an excellent work,
especially inwhat regards the natural history'and economics of

the country.
246. Reise en die Marschlander au der Nordsee. Von J. N.
Tetens. Leip.ý 1788. 8vo.-ýHo]stein, Jutland, and Sleswick,

countries in which we possess few travels, are accurately described
in this work.

247. Reise durch einig'e Schwedische Provinzen. Von J. W.
Schmidt. Hamburgh, 1801.- These travels contain curious

particulars respecting the Nornadic'ýLaplanders.
248. Arndt, Reise durch Schweden, 1804. 4 vols. 8vo. Berlin,

1806.
There are several travels by LinnSus (besides the one pub-

li8hed by Sir J. Smith, already noticed) and his p-apils into differ-
ent provinces of Sweden, relating to their natural history, which
botanists will value highly; but we omit them, as interesting only

to them. They are written in Swedish, but German translationg
have appeared of most of them. There are also valuable travels,

by Germans, especially Huelfer and Gilberg, which give full and
accurate details of the copper mines, and the processes pursued
in them.; but these also we omit for a similar reason.

RUSSIA AND POLAND.

Whatever object has once been pursued by a Rus8ian
sovereign, seems to descend as a hereditary pursuit to his
successors. This is true, not only of their plans of con-

quest, but also of their means of improving their country;
but it is evident of all countries, and especially of such a
vast extent of country as Russia exhibits, where new dis-

tricts îîre from time to time added, the very limits of whi.ch
are scarcely known, that no sure and regular means of im-

provement can be ad'opted, until the actual state and the
capabilities of each district are fully known. The Empress
Catherine gave great attention and encouragement to these
enquiries: a number of men, well ýualified for the under-

taking, were sent to investigate the state of each district,
especially its natural history, and the addition to the
national strength and wealth which might be drawn from

it. When the nwne of Pallas is mentioned as one of the
scientific men employed for this purpose, and empowered

to direct the enquirtes of his associates, and to revise them,
in it a sufficient pledge is given of the accuracy and value
of their labours.

249. Michalonis Lithuani de Moribus 'Êartarorum, Lithuanorum
et Moschorum Fragmenta. Basle, 1615. 4to.-We notice this
work as exhibiting a lively picture. of the manners of these nations

at this period. The same reason induces us to notice the follow-
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ing. Indeed, the chief interest of these old works, and it is no
languid one, is derived &om being introduced into the. midst of
ancient manners and peýDple.

250. Ulfédii Legatio Moscovitica. Franck. 1617. 4to.
This work, which particularly notices the Tartar tribes at that

time subject to Russia, proves, by a comparisèn with what Pallas
relates of them, that their manners, customs, and acquirements
had been quite stationary for nearly 150 years.

9-51. State of Russia. By Çaptain Perry. London, 1716. Svo.
- Captain Perry, who visited Russia in 1706-12, at the request
of Peter îhe Great, to-ý assist in the formation of a fleet, navi-
gable canàls, &c., lias in this work given an accurate account of
this vast empire; the first indeed that may be- said- to have in-
troduced a knowledge of it into England.

252. View of the Russian Empire during the reign of Ca-
therine II. By the Rev. W. Tooke.. 3 vols. 8vo. -- As this

work is drawn up from a personal knowledge of the country,
and aided by access to the best authorities, we have admitted it
into the Catalogue, though not exactly falling within the de-
scription of travels. It is full of matter, physical, statistical,
political, commercial, &c.; but heavily written, and displaying

rather extent -and accuracy of research, than a perspicuous
and profound mind.

The following are the principal works by Pallas and his
aseociates, or works undertaken with similar objects.

They require no particular criticism, after the general
notice we have given of them.

253. Reisen durch verschiedene Provinzen des Russischen
Rmeiclis, 1768. 1-173. Peters. 3 vols. 4to.

1254. Bemerkungen auf einer Reise in die SudlichenStatthal-
terschaften des Russisclien Reichs, 1793, 1794. -- Of these
travels by Pallas, the last is more particularly devited to science,
and therefore is interesting to geiieral readers. Both have been
translated into French, and the travels in 1 '193-4, into English.

255. Georgi Bemerkungen auf einer Reise ' im. Russischen

-Reichs, 1772-1Î74. Peters. 1755. 2-yois. 4to.
256. Georgi Beschriebung alter Natioii des Russischen Reichs.

Leipsic. 2 vols. 4to.
257. GeorgiGeographischePhysicalisclieuiidNaturhistorische,

Beschriebung des Russische- n Reichs. Koning. 3 vols. 4to.-
This work of uncommon labour anâ---research, treats of the
geography, physical, and natural history of Russia, divided
intozoneseachof whichwillbeseparatelydescribed, whenthe
work is completed.

9.58. Gmelin, Reisen durch Russland. Peters. 1770-4. 3 vols.
4to. - Of the Travéls of Lepechin, the other associate of Pal-
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IM, which were performed 1768-177 1, and published in Russian,
there is a German translation. . Altenburgh, 1774. 3 vols. 4to,

of which we have not been able to procure the exact title.
259. Reise von Volhynien nach-Cherson en Russland, 1787.

Von J.-C. MSller. Hamb. 8vo.
260. Bemerkungen uber Russland en rucksicht auf wissen-

schaften Kunst, Religion. Von J. J. Bollerman. Erfurt. 1788. Svo.
261. Mineralogische, Geographische, und andere vermischte,

Nachrechten von der Altaischen Gebirgen. Von H. M. Reno-
vanz. Freyberg, 1789. 4to.
262. Tableau Historique et Statistique de l'Empire Russie à la

fin du 18me siècle. Par H. Storch. Paris, 1800. 2 vols. 8vo.
This work, by the author of the Picture -of Petersburgh, well

known to the English reader, is admitted here for the same
rea8on which gave insertion.,to Tooke's Russia. It is, however,
we believe, not yet complet«', according to the original plan of

the author; and the French +ranslation only comprises what re-
lates to the physical and civil st'ate of the inhabitants. Storch's

Work, in conjunction with that of Georgi, on the geography and
natural history of Russia, will comprise all that is interesting
respecting this vast country.

263. Poilonia, sive de Situ, Populis Moribus, &c. PoloniS a
Mart. Cromero. Cologne. 1578. 4to.

ffl. Sarmatim EuropèS Descriptio. ab Alex. Gaguin-. Spire,
158 1. foi.

265. Reise durch Pohlnische Provinzen. Von J. H. Carosi.
Leip. 8vo. -- Thèse travels are chiefly mineralogical.

266. Nachrichten uber Pohlen. Von J. J. Kausch. Saltz.
1793. 8vo.

267. Letters, Literary and Political, on Poland. 1823. 8vo.
Rather feebly written, and too minute on uninteresting

points ; in other respects valuable, as relating to a country of,,_.,
which we know comparatively little.

TURKEY9 GREEC£ý DALINIATIA, &C.

The coùntries of Europe, the travels into which we have
hitherto enumerated, do not present very various and

numerous objects 'of research. In Scandinavia the na-
tural historian, especially the mineralogist, 'w'ill be.chiefly
interested. The vast extent of the Russian empire also

affords objects of eurious and novel research to the bo-
tanist and zoologist, few to the miiieralogist. The Salt
Mines of Poland afford the principal objects of investi-
gation to scientific travellers in this country. Manners,
habits, political. institutions, and, religion, of course, are
interesting in afl; and to those whose studies and en-
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uiries lead tlierc to investigate the differences in the
Jifférent families of the human race, the 0 rt nities
afforded them by the Gothie Nations of Scanlinaviau; the

Slavonic nations of Russia ed Poland; and the totally
distinct and singular races,,'. which inhabit Lapland and
Finland, must be valuable and useful. -

When we enter Turkey, the * scene. changes, or rather ex-
pands. Within its European, as well as its Asiatic empire,

travellers of all descriptions, however various their ôb-
jects, will find rich and ample mater ' jals. Situated in a

mild climate, with great variety of soil, in it are found
plants remarkable for their uses in medicine and the
arts, or for their beauty : its mountainous districts con-
tain treasures for the mineralogist ; and to the politiciari
and student of human nature, it exhibits the deci4td

effects of the Mahometan religion, and of Asiatic des-
potism. But what principally distinguishes it frern the

other countries whieh have hitherto occupied us, must be
sought in its ruins of Grecian magnificence and taste : in
the traces and evidences it affords of ancient times, man-
ners, and acquirements: in the hold it possesses over
our feelings, and even over our judgment, as being classic
ground - the soi] which nourished the heroes of Ma-
rathon and the bard of Troy. - The language, the man-
ners, the customs, the human form and countenance of

ancient Greece, are forcibly recalled to our recollection.
The travels in this part of the world have been so numerous.,

that we must be strict and limited in our selection, having
regard principally to those which exhibit it under its

various aspects with the greatest fidelity, at various
periods.

268. Nicholai Clenard Epistola de Rebus Mahomediis, in Itiner2
scriptis. Louvain, 1551. Svo.
269. Petrus Gyllius de Bosphoro Thracio. Elzerer, 1561.

4to. - This is one- of tlie first travellers who describes the
antiquities of this part of Turkey : manners and natural history,
such as it was in his time, also come u-nder his notice. Dallaway

praises him.
270. Sandy's (Geo.) Travels, containing the State of the

Turkish Empire, of Greece, .Egypt, and theHolyLand. 167:3.
fol. - Sandys was an accomplished gentleman, well prepared

by previous study for his Travels, which are distiÈguished by
erudition, sagacity, and a love of truth, and are written in a

pleasant style.
271. Ricault's History of the Present State of the Ottoman

Empire. 168ý. Svo. - Ricault was 'secretary to the English
Embassy at the Porte in 1661. The Mahometan religion, the
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seraglio, the maritime and land forces of Turke are particularly
noticed-by hie. An excellent translation into Kench, with most

valuable notes, by Bespier, was published at Rouen, in 1677.
2 vols. 12mo.

272. LadyMary WçortleyMontague',s Letters. A great num.
ber of editions of these Letters ave been publisbed. In 1805,
ber Works were published in 5191s. 12m&-, containing Letters

whieh had not previously appeared. The character of ber
work, which principally relates to Turkey, is well known.

273. Porters Observations on the Religion, Laws, Government,
and Manners of the Turks. 1768. 2 vols. 12ino. Sir James
Porter was British ambassador at the Porte; bis work-is faithfül
and accurate, and is chiefly illustrative of the political state,
manners, and habits of the Turks.

274. Eton's Survey of the Turkish Empire. 1801. 8vo.
This work is divided into four parts: government, finances, re-
ligiôn, arts, manners, commerce, and population ; state of the
provinces, especially Greece ; causes of the decline of Turkey
and.-British commerce with Turkey. As it is the result of per-

sonal'àservation, and of excellent opportunities, it falls within
our àotice. Many of the opinions, however, and some of the

statements of the author, have been co'ntroverted, particularly by
Thornton in bis Present State of Turkey. 2 vols. 8vo. 1809. In

a note to the preface, Mr. Eton enumerates the best authors who
have written on Turkey.

275. History of the-,Russian Embassy to Constantinople. By
M. Reimers,- Secretary to the Embassy, 1804. 3 vols. 4to.
This work is translated from the German. Though the title in
its original language would lead the reader to suppose that it prin-
cipally related to the Russian provinces traveirsed by the embassy
on its going and return, this is not the case: the Turkish empire,
and chiefly Constantinople, form the most extensive and impor-
tant division of these volumes; in all that relates to the Turks
there is much eurious information; the work is also interesting
from the picture it exhibits of the manner in which the embassy,

consisting of a caravan of 650 persons, travelled. They were six
months in going from one capital to the other.

276. Tour in 1795-6 through, the Crimea. By Maria. Guthrie.
1800. 2 vols. 4to.-*This work contains a lively description of
the various tribes that inhabit the Crimea; their manners, insti-
tutions, and political state; the antiquities, monuments, and natu-
ral history, and remarks on the migrations of the Asiatic tribes.
That part of the work which relates to antiquities was written by

ber husband, Dr. Guthrie.
277. Walpole's Memoirswrelative to European and A-siatic Tur-

key. Edited from MS. journals.
278. Travels in various Countries of the East, being a Con-

tinuation of the Memoirs. 2 vols. 4to. 1817 and 1820.-The
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information in these volumes is very various, classical, an,* ua-
rian, and statistical : on natural history, manners, religion, politlles
and most of it valuable.

279. Wheeler and Spon's Travels into Greece, 1681. foL-
This work relates chiefly to the antiquities of Greece and Asia

Minor, and is valuable for its plates of them, and of medals, in-
scriptions, &c.

280. A Journey into Greece, &c. By Wheeler, 1688. fol.
This work (which embraces, in some degree, the same countries as
the former, but which takes in " also Dalmatia) is also devoted to
antiquities, descriptions, and medals, and bears a good character
in these respects.

281. Travels in Asia Minor, &c. By Richard Chandler,
1775-6. 2 vols. 4to.-These are valuable travels to the anti-

uarian. The author, guided by Pausanias, as respects Greece,
trabo foi that country and Asia Miner, and Pliny, has described

with wondierful accuracy and perspicuity the ruins of the cities of
Asia Minor, its temples, theatres, &c.
282. Savary's Letters on Greece. Translated from the French,

8vo.-Rhodes and Candia are most particularly described in
this volume, - islands of which we previously had meagre
accounts.

283. Fortis' Travels in Dalmatia. 4to. - The geology, natu-
ral history, and antiquities of this country, with curious- and in-
structive notices on the singular races which inhabit it, form. the
subject of this volume, which is translated frorn the Italian.

284. Travels in Hungary. By Rob. Townson, M.D. 1796. 4to.
-This is a valuable work to the natural historian, particularly
the mineralogist: it also contains a very particular account of the
Tokay wines.

2$5. Travels in the Ionian Islands, Albania, Thessaly, and Greece,
1812-13. By Dr. Holland. 4to. 1815.-Classical, antiquarian,
and statistical information is here intermixed with valuable re-
marks on* the natural history, manners, political state, &c. of the
countries visited, especially Albania.

286. Dodwell's - Classical and Topographical Tour through
Greece, 1801. 1805 and 6. 2 vois. 4to. 1819.- This work dis-
plays great research, aided and directed by much preparatory

knowledge, and a sound judgment and good taste.
287. Hobhouse's Journey through Albania and other Provinces

of Turkey, to Constantinoplee in 1809-10. 4to. 1813.ý--Classi-
cal, antiquarian, and statistical, with sketches of manners, national
character, &c.

288. Tableau Gu'néral de l"Empire Ottoman.- Of this splendid
and celebrated work 2 volumes folio were published in 1787,

which comprised the religious code of Turkey. The 3d volume
was published in 1821, divided into fwo parts: the first part on

the political, milita-ry, civil, and judicial code; the second part



on the state of the Ottoman empire. This completes the plan of
the author D'Ohsson. Under all the heads, into whih he as
divided his work, he has introduced authentic and curious notices
of the agriculture, arts, manners, domestic life, &c. of the Turks.
The third volume was published under the superintendance of
his son.

289. Voyage dans la Grèce Asiatique. Par Sestini. Paris, 1789,
8vo. This work, translated from the Italian, comprises an ac-
count of the environs of Constantinople, the peninsula of Cyzicum,
formerly an island in the Propontis, to which it was united by
Alexander the Great; and the districts of Brusa and Nice. The
antiquities of the peninsula, but especially the botany of the coun-
tries he visited, are treated of in a masterly manner.
- 290. Voyage de Vienne à Belgrade. Par N. E. Kleeman,

1768-1770. Neufchâtel, 1780. Svo.-This work, translated
from the German, comprehends an account of theCrimea, and of
the Tartar tribes who inhabit it, full, minute, and accurate.

291. Traité sur le Commerce de la Mer Noire. Par M. de Pey-
sonnel. Paris, 1783. 2 vols. 8vo.-Besides the commerce of the

Crimea, its soil, agriculture, and productions, and its political state

before it was annexed to Russia, are treated of in these volumes.

292. Description Physique de la Tauride. La Haye. 8vo.

- This work,-translated from the Russian, is intended to com-

plete the-sirvey of the Russian empire : it relates chiefly to natu-

ral history in all its three branches.

293. Voyage en Crimeae 1803. Par J. Reuilly. Paris, 1806.

8vo.-The author was assisted by the celebrated Pallas, who,

at this time, lived in the Crimea. The physical as well as political

state of this country are comprised in this work.

294. Les Ruins des plus beaux Monumens de la Grèce, consi-

dérés du côté de l'Histoire et du côté de l'Architecture. Par M.

Le Roi. Paris, 1770. fol.

295. Voyage Littéraire de la Grèce, ou Lettres sur les Grecs

Anciens et Modernes, avec un parallèle de leurs Mours. Par M.

Guys. Paris, 1783. 4 vols. 8vo.

The peculiar nature of these"two -works is sufficiently indi-

cated by their respective titles t"they are both interesting.

296. Voyage en Grèce et en Turquie.'Par Sonnini. Paris, 1801.

4to.--This work, which is translated into English, is rich in na-

tural history, commerce, and manners, particularly regarding

some of the islands of the Archipelago, Rhodes, Macedonia, the

Morea, and Asia Minor.

297. Voyage en Morea, à Constantinople, en Albania, &c. 1799

-1801. Par Pouqueville.

298. Voyage dans la Grèce. Par Pouqueville. vol. 1. 4to.

Paris, 1820.-The first work has been translated into English:

o0o
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they am both full of information,, especially respecting Albania,
though. more accurate investigations, or perhaps different views
and opinions, have induced subsequent travellers to difer froin
him in sSüe re cts.

299. Barthol y, Voyage en Grèce, 1803-4. 2 vols. Svo. Paris,
1807.

,9M. MSurs, Usages, Costumes des Ottomans. Par Castellan.
P«is, 1812. 6 vols. 12mo. -- The value of this work is enhanced

by the illustrations supplied by Iangles from oriental author&
3oi. Lettres sur la Grèce. Par Castellan. Paris, 1810. 8vo.

-Ile Hellespont and Constantinople are the principal subjects
of these Inters, which are lively and amusing in their pictures of

a-anners and life. Ile xan-xe £haracter applie, to Ns &I 1.ettres
sur l'Italie." Paris, 1819. 3 vols. 8vo.

.W2. Voyage à l'Embouchure de la Mer Noire. Par Andreossy-
Paris, 1818. 8vo.- A valuable work on physical o. raphy,
and to the .,engineer and architect, and such as miglù vie been

expectedifromthe professional pursuits and favourable opportu-
nities of the author.

303. Lettres sur le Bosphore, 1816-19. Svo. 18D.
ffl. Voyage Pittoresque et Historique de 11sitrie et de la Dal-

matie, rédigé d'après l'Itinéraire de L. F. Cassas, peintre. Par J.
LavalJAe. Pan-s-, 1802. fol.-This splendid work, as its title in-

dicates, principally relates to antiquities : there are, however, in-
.terspersed notices on inanners, commerce, &c. Zara, celebrated
forits marasquin, is particularly described.

305. Scrofani, Reise en Griechenland, 1794-5. Leip. 1801.
Svoé--The Geritian translation of this work, originally published

in Italian, is superior to thé original, and to the Fr£i-wh translation,
ýy the addition of yaluAble notes by the translator, and the omis-
mon of i ' rrelevant matter. Scrofani pays particular attention to

,commerc1 1 details respecting the lonian Isles, Dalmatia, the
Morea, &c.

The Germans were celebrated for their skill in metallurgy,
a44 their knowledge of mineralogy, at a period when the rest
x)f Europe paid little attention to thèse subjects; and Ger-
man travels in countries celebrated for their mines are,
therefore, valuable. Of the German travels in Hungary

and Transylvania, the greater part are mineralogical. We
shall. seleçt a few.

306. Bum, Briefe-uber Mineralogische gegenstande auf einer
Reise durch den Temeswarer Bannat, &c. Leip. 1774. 8vo.-
Ilis minéralogical tour in Hungary and Transylvania by Born,

and published by Ferber, possesess a sufficient guarantee of its ac-
cu-raey and value from the names of the author and editor. It is,

howe,ýér, not 'ceMied to mineralogy, but contains curious notices
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on some tribes inhabiting Transylvania and the adjacent distrieu,
very little known : it is translated into French.
307. Ferber, Physikalisch-metallurgische Abhandlunger uber

die Gebirge und Berg-ewecke in Ungarn. Berlin, 1780. 8Vo.
308. Balthazar Hacquet, Reise von dem Berge Terglon in

Krain, au den Berg Glokner in Tyrol, 1779-1781. Vienne, 1784.

309. Neueste Reisen, 1788-1795, durch die Daceschen und
Sarmateschen Carpathen. Von B; Hacquet. Nuremb. 1796.

4 vols. 8vo.
310. Briefe uber Triestes, Krain, Kiernthen, Steyerinark, und
Saltzbur h. Franck. 1793. 8vo.

311. etiefe uber das Bannet. Von Steube, 1793. 8vo.
312. F. Grisselini, Lettere di Venetea, Trieste, Corinthia, Car-

nioli e Temeswar. Milan, 17M 4to.-Natural history and
manners are here described.

GERMANYe

This large district of Europe offers, not only from its extent,
but also from numerous causes of diversity among its parts,
- some established by nature, and others introduced by
man - various numerous and important objects to the re-
search and observation of the traveller. Its mines, - the
productions of its soil and its manufactures, -the shades
of its expressive, copious, and most philosophical language,
- from the classical idiom of Saxony, to the compara-
tively rude and uncultivated dialect of Austria, - the effecto
on nianners, habits, feeling, and intellectual and moral ac-

quirements, produced by the different species of the Chris-
tian religion i)rofessed,- and the diffferent forms otgovern-
ment prevailing in its différent parts; - all these circum-
stances, and others of a more evanescent and - subtle,

though still an influential nature, render Germany a vast
field for enquiry and observation.

The travels in this country, especially by its native inhabit-
ants, are so numerous, that we must content ourselves with

a scrupulous and limited selection referring suçh of our
readers as wish to consult a more copions catalogue, to

Il Ersch's Literatur der Geschichte und deren Hylf.%wissen-
schaften." We shall follow our usual plan, selecting those

travels which give the best idea ofthe country, at rernot-è.

intervening, and late periods.

313. Martini Zeilleri, Itinerarium Germanue iiov.-Wftlquw.
Strasb. .1632. 4to.
314. Christ. Dorrïngton's Reflections on a Joumey through

some Provinces of Gerit any in 1698. Lond. IM. 8vo.
0 0
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315. The German Spy. By Thomas Ledyart. 1740. 8vo.
316. Keysier's Travels through Germany, Bohemia, Hungary,

Switzerland, Italy', and L6rrain. 'I'ranslated fro*rn the German,
1756. 2 volti. 4to. - Keysler, though a Grerman, was educated
at St. Edmunds Hall : he travelled withîhe Coutit of Gleieb and

other noblemen. His favourite study was antiquities ; but his
judgment, in those parts ofhis travels which relate to them, has

been questioned. ilis work, though heavy, is interesting frorn
the picture it exhibits of Germany, &c. in the middle of the 18th
century.

317. Adams's Letteris on Silesia,, during a Tour in 18M-2-
Philadelphia, 3 vols. Adams waâ ambassador froin

the United States to Ber-lin : his work contains some interesting
information, especially on the manufactures of Silesia.

318. Co an's Journey up the Rhine, from Utrecht to Frank-
fort. 2 vo - 8vo. -1794.-The style of this work is lively and
interesting: its pictures of manners an*d scenery good;, and it

contains a learned disquisition -on t4e origin of' printing. Dr.
Cogan resided the greater part of his *. life in Holland.

319. Travels in the North of Germany. By Thomas Hodg-
skin, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. 1820. - That part. of Germany be-

tween the Elbe and the frontiers of IJolland is here described:
the topic is rather new ; and Mr. H. has given us much inform-
ation on the agriculture, st ' ate of society, political institutions,
manners, &c.; interspersed witli remarks, not in the best taste, or

indicating the soundest judgment or principles.
320. Letters froni Mecklenberg and Holstein, 1820. By G.

Downes. 8vo.-This being a part'of Germany seldorn visited,
every thing relating to it is acceptable. Mr. Downes's work is,

however, not so full and various as might have been expected
on manners and German literature it is most instructive.

:321. An Autumn near the Rhine, or Sketches of Courts,
Scenery, and Society, in Germany, near the Rhine, 1821. 8vo.

The title icates the ob ects of this volume, which bespeaks
an observant and intelligent mind.

322. Travels from Vienna, through Lower Hungary. By Dr.C
Bright. 1817. 4to. ~Agriculture and statistics form, the prin-
cipal topics.of this volume, which would have been equally valu-
able and much more interesting if the matter had been more
compressed.

323. Historical and Statistical Account of Wallachia and Mol-
davia. By W. Wilkinson. 1820. 8vo.-M.r. Wilkinson, from

his situation as British Consul, has been enabled to collect much
information on these portions of Europe, chiefly such as the title
indicates, and also of a political nature.

:324. Voyages de Reisbeck en Allemagne. Paris, 1793. LI vols.
8vo, This work was originally published in German, -under

the title of Briefe eines reisenden Franzosen durch Deutschland
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there is also an English translation. The travels took place in 1782:
and the character of a French traveller, in the German original,
was assumed, to secure the author from the probable effects of
his severe remarks on the government, manners, and customs of
Germany. To these subjects, and others connected with man, his
agriculture, commerce, and other pursuits, Baron Reisbeck has
chiefly confined his attention: perhaps the truth and impartiality
of his strictures would be more readily acknowledged, if they
were not so strongly impregnated with a satirical feeling.

325. Journal d'un Voyage en Allemagne, 1773. Par M. Gui-
bert. Paris, 1802. 2 vols. Svo. - The celebrated author of
the "Essai Général sur la Tactique," naturally directed his atten-
tion during his travels to military affairs, and to an examination
and description of the sites of famous battles. But this work by
no means is confined to such topics; and the remarks with which
it abounds on more interesting subjects, are so evidently the fruit
of an acute and original mind, that they equally command our
attention, and instruct us.

326. Voyage en Hanovre, 1803-4. Par M. A. B. Mangourit.
Paris, 1805. Svo.-Politics, religion, agriculture, commerce,
mineralogy, manners, and customs, are discussed in this volume;
and in general with good sense and 'information. Hamburgh,
Hanover, its government, universities, and especially its mines,
açe particularly described.

327. Voyage dans quelques Parties de la Basse-Saxe, pour la
Recherche des Antiquités Slaves ou Wendes, 1794. Par J.
Potocky. Hambro. 1795. 4to.

328. Journal d'un Voyage dans les Cercles du Rhin. Par

Collini. Paris, 1777. 8vo. -- Chiefiy mineralogical.
329. Voyage sur le Rhin, depuis Mayence jusqu'à Dusseldorf.

Newied, 1791. 8vo. - This tour contains some curious details

on the subject of the wines of the Rhingau.

330. Voyage en Autriche, &c. Par De Serres. Paris, 1814.

4 vols. 8vo. -- An immense mass of geographical and statistical

information, in a great measure drawn from German authors, on

Austria, Hungary, and Bohemia.
331. Viaggio sul Reno e ne suoi contorni di P. Bertolo. 1795.

8vo. - These travels, performed in the autumn of 1787, are

elegantly written, rather than very instructive. They contain,

however, some valuable notices respecting the volcanic appearances

in the district of Andernach.

332. Briefe auf einer reise durch Deutschland. 1791. Leignitz,

1793. 2 vols. 8vo.-- Arts, manufactures, and economy, are the

principal topics of these letters.
333. Die Donnau reise. Ratesbonne. 1760. 8vo.-- These

travels describe the banks of the Danube, and the streams which

flow into it.
334. Donnau Reise von Regensburgh bis Wein. Montag. 1802.

003
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8vo- - The same rem&fk applies to this work, only, as the title
indiçates, it is confined to the river and its streams, from Ratisbon
to Vienna.

335. Reise durch Ober-Deutschland, CEsterreich, Nieder Bay-
ern, Ober Schwaben, Wirtemberg, Baden, &c. Saltz. 1778. 8vo.

33& Titterarische reisen durch einen theil von Bayern, Franken
14ad die Schweitz, 1780-2.; Von Zapf. Aug. 1782. 8vo.!.-The same
iuthor published another literary tour among the convents of

Swabia, and Switzerland, and Bavaria; and in other parts of
FrancQnia, Bav*aria, and Swabia, in 1782. These tours are strictly
literey ; that is, have regard to MSS. and scarce editions, and
are not scientific.

337. Reise durch einige Deutsche Provinzen, vou Hollenberg.
Stendal, 1782. 8vo. - Architecture and mechanics are the
topica of these travels.

The following travels relate to the Hartz:

338. Geo ra hische und lEstorische, Merkwurdig -e n des
Ober Hartzg. rie. 1741. 8vo.
339. Reise nac dem Oberhartz. Von J. C. Sulzer.-Inaerted

in a collection of traveli published by J. Bernouilli.
$40. Reise nach dern Unterhartz. 1783. Von Burgsdorf.-

-In the natural history collection of Berlin.
341. Reise durch Ober Saxen und Hessen, von J. Apelbad.

Eýerlin, 1785. Svo. -- Apelbad, a learned Swede, published a
Collection of Voyages in different Parts of Europe, in Swedish,
Stockholm, 1762, 8vo; and Travels in Saxony, in the sam-e lan-
guage, Stockholm, 1757, Svo. There seems to have been another
of the same surname, Jonas Apelbad, who published in Swedish,
Travels in Pomerania and Brandenberg, Stockholm, 1757, Svo.
The work, of which we have given the title in Gennan, was
translated b Bernouilli, who has greatly enhanced the merits
and utility oïthe original by his remarks. -Bernouilli's Collection
of Travels, - Samlung kleiner reise beschriebungen, Leips.
1781-7 9 18 vols. 8vo., contains maiay interesting short narratives

*and descriptions, particularly relating to Germany.
342. Reise durch die Norischen Alpen. Von Hacquet. Leip&

8vo. 1791. - These travels, like the former by the same author,
whi'h we have mentioned, are chiefly botanical and minera.

logical.
343. Ausfluge nach dera Schnee-Berg in Unter-CFaterreich.

Vienna, 1800. 8vo. -- Botany, mineralogy, and what the Ger-
mans call economy, and technology, are principally attended to in

this work.
344. Wanderrungen und Spazierfahrten in die gegenden um

Wien. Vienna, 1802-4. 5 vols. 8vo. -- The title of this work
would not lead the reader to expect wJýat he will fiud ; valuable

F
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notices on mineralogy, agriculture, arts, and manufactures, in the
midst of light and lively sketches of manners, places of amuse-

ment, &c.
ffl. Reise durch Sacksen. Vox N. G. Leske. .Leips. 1785.

4to. - - Natural history and econorny.
346. Beobachtungen uber Natur und Menschen. Von F. E.

làeberotli. Frankfort, 1791. Sve.
347. Economische und Statiïehe reisen durch Chur-Sacksen,

&c. Von H. Engel. Leips. 1803. 8vo.,
34-8. Bemerkungen einer Reisenden durch die Prussische'n

Staaten. Von J. H. Ulrich. Altenb. 1781. 8vo.
-349. Briefe uber Schlesien Krakau, und die Glatz. 1791.

Von J. L. ZSllrier. Berlin, 1793.1 2 vols. 8vo.
,350. Reise durch einer Theil Preussen. Hambro, 1801. 2 vois-.

8vo.-This work was drawn up by two travellers: one of whom
supplied the statistical remarks, and the other, who traversed-
Prussia on foot, the remarks on entomology, amber, the stargeou

fishery, and other branches of natural history and economics.
:351. Wanderruneen durch Rugen. Von Carl. Nenist. Dusseld.-

1801. 8va. -- This island affords interesting notices on man-

n.ers,, ancient superstitions, particularly the worship of Ertha,'

besides statistical and geographical remarks.
352. Rhein-Reise. Von A. J. Von Wakerbert. Halberstadt,

1794. 8vo.
353. Ansichten des Rheins. Von. Jho. Vogt. Bremen, 1805.

Sve. - This is a strange mixture. of * the picturesque, the ro-

mantic, and the instructive - thé instructi'ue parts contain histori-

cal and topographical notices of the cities , on the Rhine, and

curious details on its most famous winm

354. Historische Jaarbocken, von oud nieven Friesland door

Foeke Siverd. Leowarden, '1769. Svo.--We insert the title of

this work, though not strictly within our plan, because it givea an

accurate account of a part of Germany, the dialect of which more

resembles old English than any other German dialect; -and in

which there still lurk many very curious traditions, eustems ., and

8uperstitionsý which throw much light on our Saxon ancestors,

SWITZERLAND.

Perhaps no country in the world, certainly no district within

such a small circiiit, presents so many interestitng objects
to a traveller as Switzerland. Be he natural h s orian, and

geologist, drawn by habit, feeling, and taste, to the côn-
templation of all that is grand, romantic, and picturesque

in natural scenery, or attached to the study of man in

that state, in which civilization and knowledge have brought

with them the least intermixture of artifice, luxury, and
oo 4
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dissoluteness -in Switzerland, he will find an ample and
rich feut. It does not often happen that one and the

8ame country attracts to it the abstract and cold man of
science, the ardent imagination of the poet, dnd the stronge

enthusiastic, and sanguine sympathies of the philanthropist.

355. Descriptio HelvetiS, a Marso, 1555-9. 4to. - Marsus
was ambassador from the Emperor and King of Spain, Charles V.,

to the Swiss, and gives a curious picture of their manners at this
period.

356. Helvetia Profana et Sacra. 1642. 4to. - This work by
Scotti, which is written in English, depicts the manners of the

Swiss a century after Marsus.
357. Travels through the RhStian Alps. By Beaumont, 1782,

fol.-Travels through the Pennine Alps, by the same. 1788.
small folio, both translated from the French.

358. Travels in Switzerland, and in the country of the Grisons,
by the Rev. W. Coxe, 1791. 3 vols. 8vo. -- These travels

were performed in 1776, and again in 1785 and 1787, and bear
and deserve the same character as the author's travels in Russia,
&c., of which we have already spoken. Mr. Coxe gives a list of
books on Switzerland at the end of his Sd volum-e. which may

be consulted with advantage. There is a similar list at the end
of his travels in Russia, &c.

359. A Walk through Switzerland, in Sept. 1816. 12mo.
The scenery and manners sketched with much feeling, taste, and

judgment, in an animated style.
360. Journal of a Tour and Residence in Switzerland. By

L. Simond. 1822. 2 vols. Svo. - A description of Switzerland
and the Swiss, which brings them in a clearer and stronger point
of view, to the presence and comprehension of the reader than
most travels in this country : though the range of observation

r d remark is not so extensive in this work, as in the author's
oIrk on Great Britain ; in ever other respect it is equal to it.

The second volume is entirely Ltorical.

The following French works particularly and accurately
describe the natural history and the meteorology of the

Swiss mountains and glaciers; the names of at least
two of their authors must be familiar to our readers, as
men of distinguished science.

361. Histoire Naturelle des Glaciers de Suisse. Paris, 1770.
4to. Translated from the German of Gruner.

362. Nouvelle Description des Glaciers. Par M. Bourrit.
Geneva, 1 î 85. 3 vols. Svo. -This work of Bourrit is chiefly

confined to the Valais and Savoy, and its most important contents
are given in the following work by the same àuthor.
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363. Nouvelle Description des Glaciers de la Savoie, par-
ticulièrement de la Vallèe de Chamouny et du Mont Blanc. 1785.
8vo. - This work contains an account of the author's successful
attempt to ascend the summit of Mont Blanc. There are several
other works of Bourrit on the Glaciers and Mountains of Savoy:
the latest and most complete is the following:

364. Descriptions des Cols ou Passages des Alpes. Geneva,
1803. 2 vols. 8vo.

365. Voyage dans les Alpes, précédé d'un Essai sur l'Histoire
Naturelle des Environs de Geneva. Par Saussure. Geneva,
1787-1796. 8 vols. 8vo.

366. Relation abrégée d'un Voyage à la Cime du Mont Blanc,
en Aout, 1787. Par Saussure, Geneva. 8vo.

367. Voyage Minéralogique en Suisse. Lausanne, 1783-4. 8vo.
398. Voyage Minéralogique dans le Gouvernement de l'Argh, et

unepartie du Valais. Lausanne, 1783. 8vo. - The first of these
works by Rizoumousky, and the other by Behoumwesky, are-
valuable, as noticing those parts which Saussure has not noticed.

369. Lettres sur quelques Parties de la Suisse, &c. Par J. A. de
Luc. Paris, 1785. 8vo. Geological.

370. Voyage de J. M. Roland en Suisse, 1787: incribed in the
3d vol. of her works. Paris, 1800. - This celebrated, but mis-
taken and unfortunate woman, has thrown into her narrative
much information on the manners of the Swiss, anecdotes of La-
vater, &c. besides giving a most lively account of her visit to the
glaciers.

371. Descriptions des Alpes Grecques et Cottiennes. Par
Beaumont. 2 vols. 4to.-- Part of this work is historical; the
remainder embraces natural history, mineralogy, statistics, and
manners. - The same character applies to No. 357.

372. Histoire Naturelle du Jurat et de ses Environs. Par le
Comte de Razoumousky. Lausanne, 1789. 2 vols. 8vo. - The
lakes of Neufchâtel, Morat, and Bienne, and part of the Pays de

Vaud, are described in this work, which contains valuable in-

formation in meteorology, commerce, &c. besides natural history.
373. Journal du dernier Voyage de Dolomieu dans les Alpes.

Par J. C. Bruien-Neergard. Paris, 1803. 8vo. - The French
government directed Dolomieu to examine the Simplon; he was
accompanied by the author, a young Dane, his pupil. Dolomieu
died soon after his return: this work, therefore, is not nearly so
full as it would have been, had he lived to give his observations
to the public.

374. Lettre sur le Valais. Par M. Eschasseraux. Paris, 1806.
8vo. This work, written in a pleasing style, gives important
information on the manners and natural history of this most in-
teresting part of Switzerland.

375. Voyage dans l'Oberland Bernois. Par J. R. Wyss. Leip-
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1818. 8vo. - This work, tran8lated frora the German, is
chiefly picturesque.

376. Fodere, Voyage aux Alpes Maritime& Paris, 1820.
2 vols. 8vo. - Agriculture, natural history, and the state of
ruedicine, are the principal topics.

377. Briefe aus der Schweitz, &c. Von Andreie. Zurich,
1776. 4to. - Natural history, and a particular description of
the celebrated bridee of Schaffhausen, and its mechanism, are

what recommend this volume. Bernouilli, in his travels in Switz-
erland, has copied - Andreae in what relates to mineralogy and

cabinets of natural history; but he has added some interesting
descriptions of paintings.

378. Kleine reisen durch einige Schweizer- Cantons. Bâle,
1780. 8vo.

379. Letters on a Pastoral District, (the Valley of Samen in
Fribourg). By Bonstellen (in German). Zurich, 1792. 8vo.

380. Physikalesch-Politische Reisen, aus der Dinarischen
durch die Julischen, &c. in die Norischen. Alpen, 1781-83. Von
B. Hacquet. Leipsic, 1784. 8vo.

381. Malerische Reise in die Italianische Schweitz. Von
J. H. Mayer. Zurich, 1793. 8vo. - Mayer, in this work, as
well as in travels in Italy, has been very happy in picturesque
description.

382. Meine Wanderungen durch die Romanische Schweitz,
Unterwaller und Savoyen. 1791. Tubingen, 1798. 8vo.
:383. Kleine Fuss-reisen durch ýçlie Schweitz. Zurich, 1804.

2 vols. 8vo. Parts of Switzerland are here described, which
are seldom visited, and can be thoroughly known only by foot
travellers.

:384. Anleitung auf die nuzlichste und genussvollste -art die
Schweitz zu Bereisen. Von J. C. Ebel. Zurich, 1804-5. 4 vols.

svo. -This most excellent *work afFords évery kind of inform-
ation which a person proposing to travel, or reside in Switzerland,
would wish to acquire. It has been translated into French under

the title of Manuel du Voyageut, en Suisse. Zurich, 1818. 3 vols.
8vo. This contains all the additions of the Sd German edition.

ITALY.

As the traveller descends the Alps, the first regions of Italy
into which he passes present bini with mountains sub-

dued in size, and gradually passing from magnificence
to grandeur and beauty ; then the rich and luxuriant

plains of Lombardy meet - him witli their improved agri-
culture, and in some places curious geology. He next

advances to those parts of Italy which are rich in the
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finest monumenta of arte and'asgociated with all that is in-
teresting in the period of the revival of literature; with
Dante, Boccacio, Petrarch, Ariosto, .rasso, and the Medici.
The proofs of commercial wealth, united with magnificence
and taste, present themselves to him in - the palaces of

Genca, Venice, and Florence; and he hears, on every side,
the most classical tongue of modern Europe.

Rome, with which, in conjunction with Greece, the associ-ý
ations of his frank and enthusiastic youth have beeùî

deeply formed, next rises to view : to the classical scholar,
the antiquarian, the man of taste and virtue, the admirer
of aU that is mest perfect in human conception, as brought
into existence by the genius of Michael Angelo, and
Raphael, this city affords rich and ample materials for
study and description, though it is unable to excite that

grandest feeling of the human breast, which is raised by
the land of Leonidas and of Socrates. Greece fought
for liberty! Rome for conquest! Ile philosophy of Rome
is less original, less pure and disinterested, less practical
than' that of Greece.
Through all this part of Italy the geologist finds materials
for examination and conjecture, in the ridge of the Appen-
nines : and these, rendered still more interesting, accom-

pany him into the Neapolitar, territoryl, both continental
and insular.

Such are the principal subjects to which travellers have di-
rected their attention in Italy; and the travels which

chiefly relate to these subjects, and treat of them in the
best manner, we shall select.

38,5. Les Observations Antiques du Seigneur Symion, Floren.
tin, en son dernier Voyage dItalie, 1557. Lyons, 1558. 4to
The principal merit of this work consists in the description and
engravings of several re-ains of antiquity, whieh no longer exist.

386. An Itinerary of a Voyage througli Italy, 164,6, 1647. By
John Raymond. 1648. 12mo.

387. Misson's New Voyage to Italy, 1704. 4 vols. Svo.
Ilis work is translated from the French ; and contains the first

general account of this country which appeared, but in many
places incorrect and prej udiced. Addison's remarks on' Italy are
published with this edition of Xisson; they are classical; and in
fact a commentary made on the spot, on the descriptions of

Virgil. Subsequent travellers3, however, in some places differ
from hirn in opinion, and in others question his accuracy and

judgment.
388. Grosley's Observations on Italy. 2 vols. Svo. - Chiefly

political, and anecdotal ; in some parts of doubtful authority
transiated from the French.
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389. Sharp's- Letters on Italy. 1769. 4 vols. 8vo.-Barretti's
Account ofthe Manners and Customs of Italy. 1170. 2 vols.

8vo. .- These works are noticed'principally because they afford
a curious and instructive proof of the very different views which

may be taken of the same objects, according to the extent and
accuracy of the knowledge, and the preconéeived opinions and
feelings of the observer. Barretti's work is certainly more ac-
curate than that of Sharp, but in opposing him, he -has sometimes

gone into the opposite extreme : from comparing both, perhaps
the reality inay often be extracted. Manners and national cha-
racter are their chief topics.

390. View of Societ and Manners in Italy. By Dr. Moore,
1781. 2 vols. Svo. e peculiar félicity of description and
style with which this author paints manners, render these travels,
as well as his others, extremely interesting.

391. Observations on Mount Vesuvius, Mount Etna, and other
Volcanoes. By Sir W. Hamilton. Naples, 1776. 2 vols. folio.

.- London, 1772. 8vo.
:392. Travels in the Two Sicilies. By H. Swinburne, 17,90.

4 vols. 8vo.
393. Denon"s Travels in Sicilv and Malta, translated from the

French. 8-,-o.-Denon, an artist, accompanied Swinburne in his
excursions to the vicinity of Naples, and into Sicily. These works
are historical, geographical, and mitiquarian, but heavily written.

394. Sp'allanzani's Travels in the Two Sicilies, and some parts
of the Apennines, 1798. 4 vols. 8vo.-Translated from the

ltalian. Natural history forms the . principal subject of these
çolumes, which are worthy of the author, who was esteemed one

of the first natural historians of his age.
395. Boisgelin"s Ancient and Modern Malta. 3 vols. 4to. trans-

lated ftom the French.-Only the first part of this work is
descriptive, and it certainly contains an interesting account of
Malta and the Maltese ; the rest of the work is historical.

396. Brydon's Tour through Sicily. and Malta. 2 vols. 8vo.
1776.-Liveliness of description of scenery and manners,

couchéd in an easy and elegant style, has rendered these vo ' lumes
extremelypopularnotwithstanding they do not displaymuch learn-
ing or knowledge, and are even sometimes superficial and inac.
,curate.

397. Boswell's Account of Corsica. 17 68. 8vo. -- Iriteresting
details respecting Paoli, as well as on the island and its inhabit-
ants.

398. Eustace's Classical Tour through Italy. 4 vols. Svo.
399. Classical Tour through Italy and Sieily. By Sir R. C. Hoare,

Bart. 1819. 4to.-INIr. Eustace's work is very full and minute in
the subject which the title indicates ; it is written in good taste,
but in rather a prolix style ; his statements, however, are. not

always to be depended op-, especially where his political or rc-
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plement to Mr. Eustace's.
400. Remarks on Antiquities, Arts and Letters, during an ex.

cursion in Italy, in 1802-3. By Joseph Forsyth. 1816. 8vo.-
This is an admirable work, giving in a short compass much inform-
ation, and indicating strong powers-of mind, and a correct taste.

401. Sketches Descriptive of Italy, 1816-17. 4 vols. 12mo.
1820.

402. Letters from the North of Italy. By W. S. Rose, 1819.
2 vols. 8vo.-Free and judicious remarks on the political degra-
dation of this fair portion of Italy, with notes on manners, the state
of society, &c.

403. Three Months passed in the Mountains East of Rome, in
1819. By Maria Graham, 8vo. - An interesting and well-written

picture of manners and character, together with notices on the

productions of the soil, &c.
404. Voyage to the Isle of Elba. By A. T. de Berneaud, 1814.

8vo.-This work, translated from the French, contains a very
accurate survey of this island.

405. Tour through Elba. By Sir R. C. Hoare, bart. 1814. 4to.
-- Only seventeen pages are devoted to the journal, the re.
mainder of the books consists of 8 views and a map: and a sketch
of the character of Buonaparte.

406. Le Voyage et Observations de plusieurs Choses qui se

peuvent remarquer en Italie. Par le Sieur Adelier. Paris, 1656.
8vo.--Interesting, from exhibiting a well-drawn picture of the
manners of Italy at this period ; with greater attention to natural

history than was usual when Adelier wrote.

407. Voyage en Italie. Par M. de Lalande. Geneve, 1790.

7 vols. 8vo.-This large work embraces a vast variety of sub-

jects, and in general they are treated in a masterly manner;

manners, government, commerce, literature, the arts, natural

history, antiquities, sculpture, paintings, &c. His narration of

the building of St. Peters is very full, curious, and interesting.

408. Voyage en Italie. Par. M. Duclos. Paris, 1791. 8vo.

-- Chiefly remarks on the government and political situation of

the various states of Italy, with anecdotes and facts relating to

these topies; expressed with an open and unshrinking boldness,

not to have been expected from one who was the historiographer

of France at the period when Duclos travelled, 1766-7.
409. Lettres Historiques et Antiques de Charles de Brosses.

Paris, 1799. 3 vols. 8vo.--These letters by the celebrated De

Brosses, author of L'Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Aus-

trales, and other works, hardly are equal to the literary reputation

of the author; they paint with considerable force, though some-

times in too strong colours, the imperfections, follies, and vices of

the Italians; and display good taste and judgment respecting the

fine arts.
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410. Voyage en Italie. De M. l'Abbé Barthelemi. Paris, 1802.
Svo.--The author of the travels of Anacharsis has here ex4

hibited himself in the midst of his favourite pursuits; the precious
reinains of antiquity are described with an accuracy seldoni
equalled, and in a style which renders the description attractive,

even to, those who are not particularly conversant or interested in
tbese topics. The work is grounded on letters written to Count
Caylus; and contains, in an AUpendix, some remarks of Winkel-
man, Ja Ilier, &c. This wor has been translated into English.
The trriels of De Brosses and Barthelemi were performed in the
,middle of the eighteenth century.

411. Voyage dans le Montaniata et le Siennois. Par G. Santi.
Lyons, 1802. 2 vols. 8vo.-This work, translated frani the

Italian, relates to mineralogy,* botany, agriculture, and statistics.
412. Vo age sur la Scène des six derniers livres de l'Eneide.

Par C. V. ýé Bonstetten. Geneva, 1805. 8vo.-The first part
of this work, the nature of which is expressed by the title, is much
superior to the travelo of Addison, in extent of classical research,
in originality of views, and in clearness of description: in this
part there are also interesting particulars, respecting Latium. In
the second part, the author principally dwells on the Campagnae
the causes of its depopulation, and its agriculture; this introduces

some excellent obgervations on the agriculture of the ancient
Romans, and the connection between it and their manners and
religion; other topics are introduced, and treated in an able
manner.

413- Voyages Physiques et làthologiques dans la Campagna.
Par &i pion Brieslack. Paris, 1800. 2 vols. 8vo.- Facts and
conjectures on the formation of the Canipagna, and on thesoil of
the territory and neighbourhood of Rome; on the extinct craters
betwixt Naples and Canna, and on that of Vesuvius, render this
work instructive and interesting to the geologist, while the picture

of the Lazaroni must render this portion of his work attractive te
the general reader.

414. 'Voyage en Sieile et dans la Grande-Créce. Par le Baron
de Riêýatse4, ý Paris, 1773. 12mo.--This work, translated from
the Germa rî., is fSmed of letters addressed to Winkelman, describ-
ing minutely, and with great taste, learning, and accuracy, the

magnificent views with which the scene of his travels abounds, and
contrasting them in ruins with their original perfection, as de-

lineated in ancient authors. Interspersed are remàrks on the
manners and character of the inhabitants.

415. Lettres sur la Sic-ile et sur Malta, de M. le Comte de
Borch, 1777. Turin, 1782. 2 vols. 8vo.--The object of the
author is to supply the omissions and correct the mistakes of

Brydon.
416. Voyage aux Isles Lipari, 1781. Par D. Dolomieu. Paris,

1788. 8vo.--The character of Doloinieu sufficiently points out
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the nature and value of this work. A Supplement was published
the same year, under the title of Mémoire sur les Isles Ponces.
Par Dolomieu. Paris. 8vo.

417. Voyage Historique Littéraire et Pittoresque dans les Isles
et Possessions ci-devant Venétiennes du Levant. Par A. Grasset-
Saint-Sauveur, jun. Paris, 1800. 3 vols. 8vo.-The author was
French Consul at the lonian Islands for many years; and hence he
had opportunities which he seems to have employed with diligence
and judgment, of gathering materials for this work, which, be-
sides what its title indicates, enters fully into the agriculture,
navigation, commerce, manners, &c.

418. Histoire Géographique, Politique, et Naturelle, de la Sar-
dignie. Par D. A. Azami. Paris, 1801. 2 vols. 8vo.-Of this
island we know less than of any other part of Europe; it has
been seldom explored, and still seldomer described. There is
certainly no work we are acquainted with, that gives such a
complete and accurate account of this island and its inhabitants
as Azami's.

419. Mæurs et Coutumes des Corses. Par G. Faydel. Paris,
1798. 8vo.--Agriculture and natural history, rather popular
than scientific ; commerce and other similar topics are treated of
in this work, though the title would lead us to expect only de-
scription of manners and customs.

420. Voyage Antique à l'Etna, en 1819. Par Gourbillon. 1820.
-- Chiefly relating to the natural history, and meteorology of the
mountain.

421. Historisch Kritische Nachrichten von Italien. Von J. J.
Volkman. Leipsic, 1770-1778. 3 vols. 8vo.--Manners, customs,
politics, commerce, the state of the arts and sciences are treated
of in these volumes.

422. Zusatze zu der Neusten Reise Beschriebung von Italien.
Von J. Bernouilli. Leip. 1777-1782. 3 vols. 8vo.

423. Darstellungen aus Italien. Von F. J. L.Meyer. Berlin, 1792.
8vo.--This is a romantic work for a German; the author actually
luxuriates in the recollections called up by the country of Michael
Angelo, Raphael, Palladio, &c., and in his contemplation of the
scenes of the convulsions of nature, and of the most striking
incidents in the classical and middle ages. Independently of this
extravagance of style, this work is valuable, especially in what
relates to the Tyrol, where indeed his style is more simple. It is
translated into French.

424. Briefe uber Calabrien und Sicilien. Von J. H. Bartels.
Gottingen, 1789-1792. 3 vols. 8vo.---This is an excellent
work on a part of the continent of Italy little known; the physi-

cal constitution of the country, natural productions, agriculture,
manners, &c. are treated ofin a sensible and pleasant manner.

425. Brieven over Italien. Door W. R. Jansen. Lugden, 1793.
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8vo.-We notice this work, principally because it relates to the

state of medicine, as well as the natural history of Italy.
426. Eichholz, neue Briefe uber Italien. 4 vols. 8vo. Zuricli,

1806.
427. Reise nach Dalmatien und Ragusa. Vôn. E. F. Germar,

8vo. Leip. 1817.
428. Viairgio Geologico sur diversi Parti Meriodinali dell'

Italia. Milan, 1804. 8vo.-This work, by Pini, a naturalist of
reputation, is instructive in the geology of the country between

Modena and Florence, of the Campagna, and of part of Naples;
there are also remarks on the antiquity and extent of the Italian
Volcanoes.

429. Viaggiô da Milano ai tre Laghi Maggiore, di Lugano, e,
di Como. Del C. Amoretti. Milan, 1803. 4to. - Mineralogy,
and especially the various species of marble, zoology, and man-
ners and custgnis, are here described, as well as the celebrated

lakes mentioned in the title.
430. Sp4lanzani Lettere al Sig. Maîchese Luchesini, Sopre le

Coste dell Adriatico. Paris, 1789. 4 vols. 4to.

FRANCE.

The author of the Bibliothèque des Voyages remarks, that
no country in Europe lias been so imperfectly described by
travellers as France: certainly, if we compare the descrip-
tions they give of it with the descriptions given b travel-
lers of other èountries, there appears good grounZfor this
observation. And yet France offers a rich harvest for
travellers of almost all kinds : the custorns and usages of
the people; the general character so strongly stamped on the
whole nation, and the various shades of 'it in différent pro-

vinces ; the effects that have been produced by the differ-
ent ev - ents of their history, and especially by their revo-
lution ; all thèse things present to thi traveller, who

studies human nature, rich and ample materials. To the
geologist, the mineralogist, and botanist, especially to the
former, France also is an interesting country, especially
Isince Cuvier and other learned men in this department of
science, have displayed the stores of important facts

which Francé -offers on this subject: ber agriculture,
and especially lier vine districts, present a source of
interest of a different kind; while, in the southern pro-
vinces, ber antiquities, though not numerous, attract by

their beauty the man of taste. e

431. MatthSi Quadt DeliciS GallicS, seu Itinerarium per Uni-
versam Galliarn. Frankfort, 1603. fol.
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432. DeliciS Gallix, seu Itinerarium in Universam Galliam, a
Gasp. Ens. Cologne, 1609. 8vo.

433. A Tour through the Western, Southern, and Interior
Provinces of France. By N., W. Wraxall. London, 1 î 72. 8vo.
- This work bears all the ckaracters of Mr. Wraxall's other
productions : slight and superficial so far as inanners are con.
cerned : offering no information on agriculture, statistîcs, or
natural history; with, however, some interesting historical details.
Et is noticed here, because the travels in France are so few, that
even those of moderate merit must be adi-nitted.

4M. Travels through France : to which is added, a Register of
Tour into Spain in 1787-89. B Arthur Young. 2 vols. 4to.

1792. -This is a most valuable and useful work; for thougli
the professed object of IMr. Young was agriculture, yet it abounds
in well-drawn pictures of manners and national character, and it

derives additional interest from, having been performed at the
commencement of the revolution.

435. Journal during a Residence in France, from the beginning
of August to the middle of December 1792. By Dr. John Moore.
2 vols. 8vo. - This work may be regarded in some measure as
historical; yet it may also properly be placed here as exhibiting
a strong picture of manners and feelings, as well as of events, at
this interesting period.

436. Tour jhrough several of the Midland and Western Depart-
ments of France, in the Summer of Iffl2. By the Rev. H. Hughes,

London, 1802. Svo.
437. Bugge's Travels in France. l'i98-99. 12mo. - This
work was written originally in Dantsh, and was afterwards trans-

lated into Frehch. The author, a celebrated astronomer and
professor of mathematics at Copenhagen, was sent to Paris to

attend a committee on weights and measures. His travels are
particularly interesting from the account they give of the differ.

ent scientific and literary establishments in France.
438. Anglo-Norman Antiquities cofflidered, in a Tour through

Normandy. ByA-.'C.Ducarel. Fol. 1767.-Avaluablework
on this particular subject.

4:39. Narrative of a Three Years' Residence in France, princi-
pally in the Southern Departments. 1802-5. By Anne Plumptree.
3 vols. Svo. - Some useful information on the productions,
scenery, and manners of this part of Frànce, may be collected
from, these volumes.

440. Travels through the South of France, 1807-8. By Lieut.-
Col. Pinckney. 4to. - These travels were performed in a part
of France not often visited. They give light and a'musing sketches
of the manners, customs, and stat.e of society there; but there is
a manifest tendency to exaggeration in them.

4,11. Account of a Tour in Normandy. By Dawson Turner.
1821. 2 vols. 8vo. _- Architectural antiquities form the chief

p p
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topic; historical notices and manners are also given: all indicat-
ing a well-informed and intelligent mind.

442. Letters written during a Tour through Normandy, Brit-
tany, and other Parts of France, in 1818. By Mrs. C. Stothard.
4to. 1821. - Much information on the manners, habits, &c. of
the inhabitants of Brittany, a part of France not much visited by
travellers; besides local and historical descriptions.

443. Itinerary of Provence and the Rhine. 1819. By J. Hughes.
8vo.-- A useful book, and some parts of it very interesting.

444. Voyage Littéraire de la France. Par Deux Bénédictins.
(D. D. Martine et Durand.) Paris, 1730. 2 vols. 4to. This
work relates to monuments and inscriptions, of which it gives an
accurate account.

445. Voyage Géographique et Pittoresque des Départements de
la France. Paris, 1794-97, Il vols. fol.

446. Voyage dans les Départements de la France. Par La
Vallée, pour le Texte; Brun père, pour-a Partie Géographique;
Brun fils, pour celle de Dessein. Paris, 1790-1800.-100 cahiers,
8vo.

447. Voyage en France, enrichi de belles Gravures. Paris,
1798. 4 vols. 18mo.- These works, in conjunction with the
following, though not strictly within our plan, as being not the
result of the observations of the authors themselves, are noticed
here, because they give the most full and satisfactory information
respecting France, geographical, descriptive, statistical, &c.
Statistique Générale et Particulière de la France. Par une Société
des Gens de Lettres. Paris, 1805. 7 vols. 8vo.

448. Collection des Statistiques de*chaque Département, impri-
mée par Ordre du Ministère du l'Intérieure, au nombre de trente-
quatre.

449. Recherches Economiques et Statistiques sur le Departe-
.nent de la Loire Inférieure. Par J. R. Heuet. Nantes, 1804. 8vo.

450. Statistique Elémentaire de la France. Par J. Peuchet.
Paris, 1805. 8vo.

451. Essai sur les Volcans éteints du Vivarais. Par Faujas
de Saint Fond. Paris, 1778. fol.

452. Histoire Naturelle du Dauphiné. Par le Même. Grenoble,
1781. 4to.-- These works, the result of travels in the district to
which they allude, are valuable to the mineralogist and geologist.

453. Voyage en Provence. Par M.l'Abbé Papou. Paris, 1787.
2 vols. 12mo.-The objects of these travels are historical, literary,
and picturesque.

454. Observations faites dans les Pyrennées. Par Ramond.
Paris, 1789. 8vo.

455. Voyage au Mont Perdu, et dans les Partes adjacentes des
Hautes Pyrennées. Par Raymond. Paris, 1801. 8vo.-Al-
though these works principally relate to the formation, natural his-
tory,and meteorology ofthe Pyrennees, yet the dryness of scientific



observation and research is most agrecably relieved by a lively
picture of manners, as well as by the interesting personal adven-
tures of the author in his attempts to reach the summit of the
mountains. There is an English translation of the former of these
works.

456. Voyage en 1787-88, dans- la ci-devant Haute et Basse
Auvergne. Par Le Grand D'Aussy. Paris, 1795. 3 vols. 8vo.

457. Tableau de la ci-devant Provence D'Auvergne. Par
Rabine Beauregard, et P. M. Gault. Paris, 1802. 8vo. - No
district in France presents such a variety of interesting objects
as Auvergne; its inhabitants, in their language, dress, manners,
and mode of life; its agriculture, its natural history, and its an-
tiquities of the classical and middle ages. Le Grand D'Aussy treats
well of all but the last, and this is supplied by the other work; its
agriculture is more fully considered in the following:

458. Voyage Agronomique en Auvergne. Paris, 8vo. 1803.
459. Description du Département de l'Oise. Par Cambri.

Paris, 1803. 2 vols. 8vo.- Agriculture, roads, canals, manufac-
tures, commerce, antiquities, are treated of in this work in such a

satisfactory manner, that the author of the Bibiothèque expresses

a wish that all the departments were described as well as this,

and the department of Finisterre by the same author, and Au-

vergne by Le Grand D'Aussy.
460. Voyage Agronomique dans la Senatorerie de Dijon. Par

N. Francais de Neufchâteau. Paris, 1806. 8vo.

461. Voyage dans le Jura. Par Lequinio. Paris, 1801. 8vo.

- Much information in agriculture, natural history, &c. is given

by this author, in an unpleasant style, and with little regard to

method.
462. Voyage de Paris à Strasbourg. Paris, 1802. 8vo.-- Re-

lates to the agriculture and statistics of the departments through

which the author travelled, and particularly the Lower Rhine.

463. Voyage dans la ci-devant Belgique, et sur la Rive Gauche

du Rhin. Par Briton, et Brun père et fils. Paris, 1802.

C vols. 8vo. -- Commerce, manufactures, arts, manners, and

mineralogy, enter into these volumes. Sometimes, however,

rather in a desultory and superficial style.
464. Voyage dans les Départements nouvellement réunis, et dans

le Départements du Bas Rhin, du Nord, du Pas de Caiais, et de la

Somme. 1802. Par A. G. Camus. Paris, 2 vols. 8vo.--Camus was

sent by the French government to examine the archives and titles of

the new departments: the Institute at the same time deputed him to

examine into the state of science, literature, and manufactures:

on the latter topics, and on the state of the hospitals, the work is

full of details. The information he collected respecting the
archives, he does not give.

465. Briefe eines Sudlanders, von Fischer. Leipsic, 1805. 8vo.

-Besides descriptions of the principal cities in France, this
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work contains an account of the fislieries of the Mediterranean
the arsenal of Toulon. the department of Vaucluse; the Provençal

languagè, &c. The sanie author lias published Travels in the
Pyrennees, drawn up froni the works of most scientific travellers

among these inountains.
466. Reise durch eine theil des Westlichen Franckreiclis.

Leipsic, 1803. 8vo. -- This is ale by the same author, and
contains an excellent btatistical description of Britanny, a full
account of Brest gnd its maritime establishments, and of the
famous lead mines of Poulavoine, and of Huelgeat. The first part

of this word, huel, is exactly the prefix 05 the names of many of'
the mines in Cormval).

467. Reise door Frankryk. Door Van der Willigen. Haarlem,
8vo.

468. Reisen durch die Sudlichen, Westlichen und Nordlichen,
Provinzen. Von- Frank-reicli. 180 î -9. und 1815. Frank. 2 vols.

8vo. 1816. - French literature, the Spanish revolution in 1808,
and the Basque language, are chiefly treated of.

469. Remarques faites dans un Voyage de Paris jusqu'à Munich.
Par Depping. Paris, 1814. 8vo. ---- A most judicious and in-
structive book, noticing all that is really interesting in this route,
and nothing else, and thus conveying much information in a small
compass.

THE NETHERLANDS.

This portion of Europe presents to the traveller fewër va-
rieties for his research and observation than any other
part of Europe : in almost every other part the mineralo-
gist and geologist find rich iiiaterials for the increase of»

their knowledge or the formation of their theories ; and
the admirer of the beautiful, the picturesque, or the sub-
lime, is gratified. The Netherlands are barren to both

these travellers . yet in sonie respects it is a highly in-
teresting country : and the interest it excites, chiefly

arises from circumstances peculiar to it. The northern
division discovers a district won from the sea by most

laborious, persevering, and unremitted industry, and kept
from, it by the same means. The middle division recalls

those ages, when it formed the link between the feeble
commerce of the south of Europe, and of Asia and of the
Baltic districts. Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges then were

populous and rich above most cities in Europe. The
whole of the Netherlands, especially Flanders, may be re-

garded as the birth-place of modern agriculture, which
spread from it to England, where alone it flourishes in a
vigorous and advanced state, but still in some points not to

be compared to that of the countr from which it canie.
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Such, with the admirable paintings of the Dutch School, are
the chief objects that attract the traveller to the Nether-
lands, independently of the desire to study human nature,
which here also will find ample materials.

470. Descrizione di Ludovico Guicciardini di tutti Paesi Bassi.
Antwerp, 1501. fol. This work, which was translated into
Latin, French, and Dutch, was written by the nephew of the his-
torian; it is the result of his own travels in the Netherlands, and
contains a full description of them, particularly of their principal
towns, and their commerce.

471. Observations on the United Provinces. By Sir W. Temple.
8vo. & 12mo. - Sir W. Temple was embassador at the Hague
in 1668: his little work contains much information on the history,
government, manners, religion, commerce, &c. of the United
Provinces.

472. Travels in Flanders and Holland in 1781. By Sir Joshua
Reynolds. Confined to pictures.

473. Tour through the Batavian Republic during the last part
of the year 1800. By R. Fell. 1801. Svo. -This work gives

an interesting picture of Holland and the Dutch at this period,
besides historical and political details and observations on its con- t
nexion with France.

474. Neue Beschriebung des Burgundischen und Neiderlan

dischen Kreises. Von Mart. Leiller. Ulm, 1649. 8vo.

475. Statische-Geographische, Beschriebung der Semtlichen

Esterreichischen Niederlande. Von Crome. Dessau, 1785. 8vo.

476. Neueste Reisen durch die Sieben Vereinigten-Provinzen.

Von Volkman. Leip. 1783. 8vo. This is a valuable work,

comprising the arts, manufactures, agriculture, economy, man-

ners, &c. of the United Provinces.

477. Briefe uber die Vereinigten Niederlande. Von Grabner.

Gothen, 1792. 8vo.

478. Lettres sur la Hollande Ancienne et Moderne. Par

Beaumarchais. Frankfort, 1738. Svo. - A good description
of Holland and the Dutch, by a sensible and observant author:

principally relating to manners and politics.

479. Lettres sur la Hollande, 1777-79. La Haye, 1780. 2 vols.

12mo.- This is* by far the fullest, most minute, and, we believe,
the most accurate picture of the Dutch national character, as ex-

hibited in their manners, customs, cities, villages, houses, gardens,

canals, domestic economy, pursuits, amusements, religion, &c.

480. Histoire Géographique, Physique, Nationelle et Civile de

la Hollande. Par M. Le Francq de Berkhey, 1782. 4 vols.

12mo.-- This work was written in Dutch by the professor of

Natural History in the University of Leyden, and on this topic
and manners it is particularly instructive and interesting.

481. Statistique de la Batavie. Par M. Estienne. Paris, 1803.
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8vo. - In a short compass, this work contains, not only statis-
tical information, strictly so called, but also much information in

natural history, the state of the arts and sciences, manners and
politics.

482. Voyage Historique et Pittoresque dans les Pays Bas,
1811-13. Par Syphorien. Paris, 1813. 2vols. 8vo.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

When we reflect on the political institutions of our own
country; the circumstances in our history to which their

origin, improvement, and modifications may bc traced;
the influence they have had on our habits of thought, our
feelings, our domestie and public lifé, and the other ele-

ments of our national character, as well as on agriculture,
manufactures, commerce, and influence and power;-we
shall not bc accused of vanity or presumption, if, so far as
man is concerned, we deem our native country rich in
materials for the philosophical traveller. But besides the

study of our national character and institutions, and our
agriculture, manufactures, commerce and arts, Britain is

deserving of the careful and repeated observation of the
natural historian, especially of the mineralogist and geolo-
gist; whilst her Roman remains and her Gothie edifices
render her interesting to the antiquarian and the man of
taste.

We must confess, however, that hitherto there are few books
of travels in our country that are worthy of it : till very

lately, its mineralogy and geology have been n-ruch ne-
-,,Iected; and even at present, they must be studied rather

in professed works on these subjects, or in the transactions
of societies, instituted for their express and peculiar in-
vestigation, than in books of travels. With respect to our
national character, it is obvious, that will bc found more
carefully studied, and more frequently attended to, in the
travels of foreigners in Britain, than in native travels,
thouçrh necessarily in the former there must bc much mis-
take and misapprehension, and there is often much pre-
judice and mistepresentation.

In one departrnent of travels Britain is, we believe, original
and peculiar; we allude to picturesque travels, of which
those of Gilpin are an interesting and most favourable

specimen. These differ essentially from the picturesque
travels of foreigners, wh ' ich are confined to the description
of antiquities, buildings, and works of art; whereas our

picturesque travels are devoted to the description of
the sublimities and beauties of nature. To these beautics,



the British seem particularly sensible, and Britain, perhaps,
if we regard both what nature has done for her, and the
assistance which tasteful art has bestowed on nature, is as
favourable a country for the picturesque traveller as most
in Europe.

483. Paul Hentzer's Journey into England in 1598. London,
1600. 8vo. In Dodsley's Fugitive Pieces, vol. 2. Also published
at the Strawberry Hill Press. By Horace Walpole. -In-
teresting from the description of our manners, &c. in the reign of
Elizabeth.

484. Travels of Cosmo, Grand Duke of Tuscany, through
England, 1669. 4to. 1822. - Amidst much that is very tedious
and stupid, relative to the ceremonies observed in receiving this
prince, and all his most minute movements and actions, there are
curious notices of the state of England, the mode of life, man-
ners, and agriculture at this period.

485. Letters on the English Nation. By Baptista Angeloni,
translated from the Italian. 1756. 2 vols. 8vo.

486. Grosley's Tour to London, translated by Nugent, 1772.
2 vols. 8vo.--- These two works exhibit much misrepresent-
ation of our character; at the same time they are instructive in

so far as they, in several respects, paint accurately our national
and domestic manners, in the middle of the last century, and
exhibit them as viewed by foreigners.

487. Historical Account of Three Years' Travels over England

and Wales. By Rogers. 1694. 12mo.

488. Gilpin's Tour in South Wales: his Tour in North Wales:

Observations on the Western Parts of England: Observations on

the Lakes of Cumberland and Westmoreland: Observations on

the River Wye: Tour in Norfolk and South Wales. - All these

works display a deep and sincere feeling of the beauties of na-

ture; a pure taste and sound judgment; and are written in a

style appropriate to the subject, and worthy of the matter.

489. Warner's Tour through Wales - Warner's Second Tour

through Wales - Topographical Remarks on the South Western

Parts of Hampshire. 2 vols. - History of the Isle of Wight -

Tour through the Northern Parts of England and the Borders of

Scotland. 2 vols. - Excursions from Bath - Walk through some

of the Western Counties of England - Tour through Cornwall.

- These travels, generally performed on foot, contain good

accounts of the antiquities, and some notices of the natural his-

tory, manners, &c. of those parts of England and Wales to which

they respectively relate.

490. Pennant's Tours from Downing to Alston Moor - from

Alston Moor to Harrowgate and Brimham Cross - Journey from

London to the Isle of Wight. 2 vols. - Journey from Chester to

London - Tour in Wales. 3 vols. - These travels are written
P p4
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in a dry style ; but they abound in accurate descriptions of an-
tiquities.

491. Bingley's Tour round North Wales in 1798. 2 vols. 8vo.
- The language, manners, customs, antiquities, and botany,
are particularly attended to and well described.

492. Rev. J. Evans's Tour through Part of North Wales in 1798;
Tour through South Wales in 1803.-These works likewise are
valuable for botanical information, as well as for descriptions of
scenery, manners, agriculture, manufactures, antiquities, &c. and
for mineralogy.

493. Barber's Tour in South Wales, 1802. 8vo.-This work
is chiefly picturesque, and descriptive of manners.

494. The Scenery, Antiquities, and Biography of South Wales.
By B. H. Malkin. 1805, 4to.-This work is hardly valuable in
proportion to its size; but from it may be gleaned interesting no-
tices on the history and antiquities of this part of Wales, as well
as manners, &c.

495. Arthur Aikin's Journal of a Tour through North Wales,
and part of Shropshire. 12mo.-An admirable specimen of a
mineralogical and geological tour, in which the purely scientific
information is intermixed with notices of manufactures, and pic-
tures of manners, &c.

From the above list of Tours in Wales which comprehends,
we believe, the best, it will be seen that this part of the
united kingdom has not been neglected by travellers. In-
deed, its natural scenery, mineralogy, geology, botany,
antiquities, manners, &c. have been more frequently and
better described by travellers, than those of any other por-
tion of the British empire.

496. The History and Antiquities of Selborne, in the County of
Southampton. By the Rev. Gil. White. 1789, 4to.- This most
delightful work has lately been republished in 2 vols. 8vo. It is
an admirable specimen of topography, both as to matter and style;
and proves in how laudable and useful a manner a parish priest
may employ his leisure time, and how serviceable he may be to
the natural history and antiquities of his country.

497. Six Weeks' Tour through the Soutliern Counties of Eng-
land and Wales. By Arthur Young.- Six Months' Tour through
the North of England. 4 vols. -Farmer's Tour through the
East of England.- Though these works are almost entirely
directed to agriculture, yet they contain much information on the
subject of manufactures, population, &c. as they were about the
middle of the last century.

498. Hassel's Tour in the Isle ofWight, 1790. 2 vols. 4to.-
1798. 2 vols. 8vo.-Picturesque.

499. A Picture of the Isle of Wight. By Penruddocke Wynd-



ham, 1794.-Ilis author aiso wrote a Tour in Monmouthshire
and Wales; they are both principally picturesque. i

500. Observations relative chiefly to, the Natural History, Pie-
turesque Scenery, and Antiquitie8 of the Western Counties of
England, 1794-96. By W. George Maton. 1796, 2 vols. Svo.

-The title sufficiently indicates the nature of the work, which
is valuable, especially in what relates to natural history.
501. Journal of Tour and Residence in Great Britain, 1810-11.

By a Frenchnian. M. Simond. 2 vols. 8vo.-There are few
Travels superior to these : literature, politics, political economy,
statistics, scenery, manners, &c. are treated of in a manner that

displays much talent and knowledge, and less pre .udice than
forci ners usually exhibit. The orily branch of naturai history, on

whil the author descants, is mineralogy and geology.
502. Itinerarium Magnae Brittaniae, oder Reise Beschrievbung

durch Engel. Schott. und Irland. Strasburg, 1672. 8vo.
503. Reise durch England. Von Volkman. Leipsic, 1781-2.

,1 vols. 8vo.-Arts, manufactures, economy, and natural history.
504. Der Lustand der Staats, der Religion, &c. in Gros Britanien.

Von Wendeborn. Berlin. 4 vols. 8vo.- This work, which ex-
hibits a pretty accurate picture of the statistics, religion, litera-
ture, &c. of Britain, at the close of the eighteenth century, has
been translated into English.

505. Beschriebung einer Reise, von Hamburgh nach England.
Von P. A Nemnich. Tubingen, 1801. 8vo.-The state of our
principal manufactures is the almost exclusive object of this work.

506. Mineralogische und Technologische Bemèrkungen auf
eitier Iteise durch verschiedene Provinzen in England und Schott-

land. Von J. C. Fabricius. Leipsic, 1784. 8vo.-This work,
the nature of which is indicated in the title, is enriched by the
notes of that distinguished mineralogist Ferber.

507. Reise naý,ch Paris, London, &c. Von. Franck. Vienna,
Iffl. 2 vois. 8,.% ._ This work of Dr. Franks, which is chiefly

confined to England and Scotland, is principally interesting to me-
dical men, as it contains an account of hospitals, prisons, poor-
houses, infirmaries, &c.

508. Gedenkwaardije a antkeninren gedaan door en reisiger,
van geghel England, Schottland, ent Irland. Utrecht, 1699. fol.

509. Kort Journel eller Reise beskrievelse til Encrland, ved
Christ Gram. Christiana, 1760. 4to.

510. Reise durch einen Theil von England und Schottiand,
1802-3. 8vo. Marburg, 181 I.- These travels,-which, like all IL
travels in our own country by foreigners, are interesting, inde-
pendently of any intrinsie merit, because they exhibit the impres-
sions made on theni by what to us is either common or proper,
are translated frorn the Swedish : the author's name is Svedens-
gerna.

511. Erinnerungen von einer Reise durch England, 1803-5.
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Von Johanna Schopenhauser. 2 vols. 8vo. Rudolst, 1813.-
Light and lively sketches.

512. P. Coronelli Viaggio nell' Enghilterra. Venice, 1697. 8vo.
-. These three works, Nos. 509, 510, and 512, by a Dutchman, a
Dane, and Italian, are interesting from the picture they exhibit
of Britain at the close of the seventeenth, and in the middle of the
eighteenth century.

513. Journée faite en 1788 dans la Grande Bretagne. Paris,

1790. 8vo.-The author, who recommends himself by stating
that he could speak English, principally directs his enquiries to
agriculture and manufactures.

514. Voyages dans les Trois Royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse,
et d'Irlande, 1788-89. Par Chantreau. Paris, 1792. 3 vols.
8vo.-The political constitution, religious opinions, manners,
prejudices, state of arts and sciences, &c. of Britain, are treated
of here with considerable talent for observation, and on the whole
not unfairly.

515. Tableau de la Grande Bretagne et de l'Irlande. Par A.
Baert. Paris, 1800. 4 vols. 8vo.--This author frequently
visited England, and resided here for some time: his work relates
to our commerce, finances, naval and military force, religious
opinions, literature, arts and manufactures, and physical and
moral character.

516. Voyage de trois Mois en Angleterre, en Ecosse, et en
Irlande. Par M. A. Pictet. Paris, 1802. 8vo.----The state of the
arts and sciences principally, and the state of agriculture, and the
natural history, especially geology, are the objects of this work.
The literary character of the author is well known ; this work,

perhaps, hardly is worthy of it.

517. Londres et les Anglais. Par Saint Constant. Paris,
1804. 4 vols. 8vo.-Manners, government, religion, domestic
life, and the state of agriculture, the arts, sciences, manufactures,
and of literature in general,- all fall within the observation of
our author, and are treated of fully, and with fewer mistakes and
prejudices than Frenchmen generally discover when writing on
England.

518. Voyage en Ecosse,'&c. Par L. A. Necker-Saussure. Paris,
1821. 3 vols. 8vo.-These travels, by the honorary professor of
mineralogy and geology at Geneva, were performed in 1806-8.
They relate chiefly to the geology of the country, and the charac-
ter and usages of the Highlanders, and will be found interesting
to the general reader, as well as instructive to the scientific.

519. Faujas St. Fond's Travels in England, Scotland, and the

Hebrides, 1797. 2 vols. 8vo.- Amidst much mineralogical and

geological information (the latter, perhaps, led sometimes astray

by theory), there are some interesting notices of the arts and

sciences, and of literary men.
520. Monroe's Description of the Western Isles of Scotland, in

1549. Edin. 1774. 12mo.
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521. Account of the Orkney Islands. By James Wallace.
Edin. 1693. 8vo.

51522. Martin's Voyage to St. Ki] da. Lond. 1698. 2, vols. 8vo.
523. Martin% Description of the Western Islands of Scotland,

and of the Orkney and Shetland Isles. 1716. 8vo.
524. Edmonstone's View of the Ancient and Present State of

the Shetland Islands. 2 vols. Svo. 1809.-Dr. E. is a native of
these Islands, and has long resided there : perhaps, if these fa-

vourable circumstances bad been aided by a sounder judgment,
a better taste, and more knowledge, this work would have been

improved. As it is, it may advantageously be consulted for what
relates to the civil, political, and natural history; agriculture,
fisheries, and commerce; antiquities, manners, &c. of these
islands.

525. Description of the Shetland Islands, comprising an Ac-
count of their Geology, Scenery, Antiquities, and Superstitions.
By Dr. Hibbertý 4to.-The title indicates the objects of the work :

the information is valuable: -some of it new; but not sufficiently
select or condensed.

526. The Rev. Dr. Barr 's History of the Orkney Islands. 4to.
--Besides historical information, Dr. B. gives full notices on

the inhabitants and natural history: in the latter respect, however,
this work is improved in the Second Edition, published by Mr.

Headrich.
.527. Description of the Western Islands of Scotland, including

thelsleofMan. ByDr.J.Macculloch. 2vols.8vo.andivol.of
plates, 4to. 1819.-Although, as might be expected from the
pursuits of the author, mineralogy and geology are particularly
attended to, yet this work is valuable and instructive also on the

subjects ofthe agriculture, scenery, antiquities, and economy of
these islands, and is indeed a work of great merit.

59.8. Sibbald's History and Description of Fife. 1720. fol.
529. Sibbald's History and Description of Lithgow and Stir-

lingshires. 1710. fol.

These works are curious from. the description they give of
these parts of Scotland, at a period when manners, custorns,
sentiments, feelings, and superstitions, had not been acted
upon by much civilization, knowledge, or intercourse with

Engrand. Sir Robert Sibbald's works also are valuable,
even yet, for their natural history.

530. Letters from the North of Scotland. Written by a Gen-
tleman to his Friend in London. 2 vols. 8vo.-These letters,
which describe the Highlanders a century ago, are extremely cu-

rious-and interesting. They seem to have been little known, till
the author of Waverley introduced them to public approbation.,

Since that they have been twice republished; once with disser-
tations and notes.
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531. Pennant's Tour to Scotland and Voyage to the Hebrides.
3 vols. 4to. 1774.

532. Dr. Johnson's Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland.
1775. 8vo.

533. Account of the present State of the Hebrides and West-
ern Coast of Scotland. By John Anderson. Edin. 1785.-
Written expressly to point out means of improvement. The two
following works had the same object in view:

534. Knox's Tour in the Highlands of Scotland and the He-

brides. 1786. 2 vols. 8vo.
rj535. Buchanan's Travels in the Western Hebrides, 1782-90.

Lond. 1793. 8vo.
536. Cardonnel's Antiquities and Picturesque Scenery of the

North' of Scotland. 1798. 4to.

537. Stoddart's Remarks on the Local Scenery and Manners of

Scotland, 1799-1800. Lond. 1801. 2 vols. 8vo.-The principal

design of these two works is sufficiently indicated in their titles.

538. Dr. Garnett's Tour through the Highlands and Part oftthe

Western Islands of Scotland. 1800. 2 vols. 4to.--Agriculture,

manufactures, commerce, antiquities, botany, and manners, are
treated of, though not in a masterly manner.

539. Travels in Scotland and Ireland, 1769-72. Chester, 1774.
2 vols. 4to.

540. Tour in Scotland and Ireland, 1775, 8vo.

541. Ed. Spencer's View of the State of Ireland, 1633. folio.

-- Also in his works, and in a collection of old tracts lately

published on this kingdom.
542. A Natural History of Ireland, in Three Parts. By several

hands. Boate and Molyneaux. Dublin, 1726.--This work

contains much curious information, sound and accurate, consider-
ing when it was written.

543. Tour in Ireland, in 1715. London, 1716. 8vo.

544. Bush's Hiberna Curiosa. Dublin. 4to.--The materials

of this work, which chiefly is occupied with a view of manners,

agriculture, trade, natural curiosities, &c. were collected during

a tour in 1764-69.
545. Hamilton's Letters on the Northern Coast of Ireland, 1764.

8vo.--This is a valuable work respecting the mineralogy and

geology, and especially the Giant's Causeway.
546. Campbell's Philosophical Survey of the South of Ireland,

1777. 8vo.
547. Arthur Young's Tour in Ireland, 1776-79. 2 vols. 8vo.

-An admirable picture of the agriculture and general state of

Ireland at this period.

548. Cooper's Letters on the Irish Nation, 1800. 8vo.-Man-

ners, national character, government, religion principally; 'with

notices on agriculture, commerce, &c.
549. Account of Ireland, Statistical and Political. By Edward

Wakefield, 1812. 4to.--An immense mass of information, chiefly
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relat*n to the a iculture, statistics, political and religious state of
IrelaIn ýt not wer arranged; and the bulk mucli increased by irre-

levant matter.
550. Robertson's Tour through the Isle of Man, 179-1. 8vo.
551. Woods Account of the Past and Present State of the Isle

of Man, 1811. 8vo.
5.52. Falle's Account of Jersey, 1734, 8vo.
543. Berrys History of Guernsey, witli particulars of Alderney,

Sark, and Jersey, 1815. 4to.
554. Dicey's Account of Guernsey, 1751. 12mo.
555. Neueste reisen durch Schottiand and Ireland. Von Volk-

man. Leip. 1784. Svo.--Economy, manufactures, and natural
history.

556. Briefe uber Ireland. Von Kuttner, Leip. 1785, 8vo.--
This author published Travels in Holland and England, which,
as well as the present, indicate an attentive, careÊul, and well-in-

formed observer of manners, national character, and statistics.

PORTUGAL AND SPALN.

Good travels in the Peninsula, especially in the English
language, are by no means numerous, yet there are portions
of it highly interesting in a physical point of view; and the

Spanish national character, and manners, as well as the
Roman and Arabian antiquities in Spain and Portugal,
furnish ample and rich materials to the traveller.

557. Memoirs of Lord Carrington, containing a Descriptionof
the Government and Manners of the present Portuguese, 1782.
8vo.

,558. Murphy's Travels in Portugal, 1789-90. 4to.-Monu-
ments, ublic edifices, antiquities principally; the physical state

of the country, its agriculture, commerce, arts, literature, &c.
sensibly but iiot extensivelly.

5,59. Link's Travels in Portugal, 1797-99. 8vo.--This work,
originally published in German, consists in that language of 2 vols.

Svo. Tliere was likewise published in French, Paris, 1805.
1 vol. 8vo., - Voyage en Portugal, par M. le Comte de Hoffman- 'A

segg,-as a continuation of Link's Travels, the Count having
travelled in this country with Mr. Link, and continued in it after
the latter left it. Mr. Link being a distinguished natural historian,
directed his attention chiefly to geology, mineralogy and botahy
but lie does not neglect other topics, and lie lias added a disser-
tation on the literature of Portugal, and on the Spanish and

Portuguese languages. The supplemental volume is also rich in
natural history, and extends to an account of the manufactures,
political institutions, &c. of Portugal.
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560. Twiss's Travels through Portugal and Spain, 1772-73. 4to.
--- Literaryantiquarian, and descriptive of manners, customs,
and nationalcharacters.

561. Dalrymple's Travels through Spain and Portugal, 1774.
Dublin, 1777. 12mo.

562. Southey's Letters on Spain and Portugal, 1797. 8vo.
Literature and manners ; but in a manner not worthy of the au-
thor's talents and reputation.

563. Ed. Clarke's Letters on the Spanish Nation, 1765. 4to.
- The author was chaplain to Lord Bristol, in his Spanish Eni-
bassy. Antiquities and Spanish literature; in the Appendix
there is a catalogue of MSS. in the library of the Escurial.

564. Swinburne's Travels through Spain, 1775-76. 2 vols. 8vo.
Roman and Moorish architecture are particularly attended to ;
this work is also valuable and instructive for its full details in
every thing relating to Catalonia and Grenada, two of the most
interesting provinces in Spain.

565. Dillon's Travels through Spain, 1782. 4to.- Natural
history and physical geography.

566. Bourgoing's Travels in Spain, with Extracts from the
Essays on Spain. By M. Peyren, 1789. 3 vols. 8vo.- This is
an excellent work, translated from the French. The author,
however, did not visit Catalonia or Grenada. Natural history is
not attended to ; but all that relates to manufactures, the civil,
political, and religious state of Spain, manners, literature and
similar topics, is treated of fully and well. The work of M. Pey-
ren, from which extracts are given, is entitled Nouveau Voyage
en Espagne, Paris, 1782. 2 vols. 8vo. and treats of antiquities,
manners, commerce, public tribunals, &c.; it notices some cities
and parts of Spain omitted, or but partially noticed by Swinburne
and Bourgoing. The work of the latter has also been added to
by the following work, Voyage en Espagne, 1 797-8. Par C.
A. Fischer. Paris, 1800. 2 vols. 8vo. Fischer also published in
1804. 8vo., Description de Valence, to complete his Travels in
Spain. Both these were originally published in German, and
translated into French, by Cramer ; and they both are most
valuable additions to Bourgoing's works.

567. Townshend's Journey through Spain, in 1786. 3 vols. 8vo.
-An excellent work, particularly on the economy, agriculture,
manufactures, commerce, and general statistics of Spain.

568. Voyage du ci-devant duc du Chatelet en Portugal,.1777.
Paris, 1798. 2 vols. 8vo.- This work, which has been translated
into English, was in reality written by M. Cormartin, one of the
Vendean chiefs ; it is very full and various, as well as excellent
in its contents, embracing physical geography, agriculture, arts,
sciences and manufactures, government, manners, religion, liter-
ature, &c., in short, every thing but antiquities and public build-
ings. 4
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569. Observations du Physique et de Médecine, faites en différens
lieux de l'Espagne. Par M. Thiery. Paris, 1791. 2 vols. 8vo.
- This medical Tour contains much information on the climate,
soils, geology of Spain; 'and on the food, domestic life of its in-
habitants, particularly relating to Castile, Arragon, Navarre,
Biscay, Gallicia and Asturia. There is also a particular descrip-
tion of the quicksilver mine at Almaden, in La Mancha.

570. Voyage Pittoresque et Historique de l'Espagne. Par La
Borde. Paris, 4 vols. fol.

571. Itinéraire Descriptif de l'Espagne. Par La Borde. Paris,
1809. 5 vols. 8vo.

572. Lettres sur l'Espagne, ou Essais sur les Mours, les Usages,
et la Littérature de ce Royaume. Par Beauharnois. Paris, 1810.
2 vols. 8vo.

573. A Visit to Spain in the latter part of 1822, and the first
four Months of 1823. By Michael Quin. 8vo. 1823.-A sen-
sible and impartial view of the state of Spain at this interesting
period; giving much insight into the character of the Spaniards.

574. Reise beschriebung durch Spaniern und Portugal. Von
M. Zeiller. Ulm, 1631. 8vo.

575. Reise beschrieburg nach Spanien. Franchfort, 1676. 8vo.
- These two works are chiefly valuable for that which gives
interest and value to all old travels ; as describing manners, &c.
at a distant period.

576. Neueste reise durch Spanien. Von Volkman. Leipsic, 1785.
2 vols. 8vo.-Arts, manufactures, commerce and economy.

577. Nieuve Historikal en Geographische Reise beschryving
van Spanien en Portugal.- Don W. Van den Burge. Hague,
1705. 2 vols. 4to.

578. Descripcion de España de Harif Alcides Coneido. Ma-
drid, 1799. 4to.--This work, by the geographer of Nubia, as he is

generally called, is extremely interesting from the picture it gives

of Spain under the Moors. It was translated by D. J. A. Condé,

who has added notes, comparing its state at that remote period,
and in 1799.

579. Ponz Viage de España. Madrid, 1776, &c. 18 vols.

12mo.-Full of matter of various kinds, but tedious and dry.
580. Introduccion a la Historia natural y geographia-fisico

del Reyno de España. Par D. Guill. Bowles.-The Italian
translation of this work, Parma, 1783. Svo. (the nature of whicli is

sufficiently indicated by the title) contains a commentary and

notes by the translator, A. Zara, which adds to its value, in itself

not small.
581. Descrizione della Spagna di Don A. Conca. Parrha,

1793-7. 4 vols. 8vo.---This work is chiefly devoted to the fine

arts, of which it enters irto a full and minute description. There

are álso notices of antiquities, and natural history. It is admirably

printed by Bodoni.
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VII. AFRICA.

AFRICA IN GENERAL.

ý32. Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Africa.
By the late John Leyden, M.D., enlarged and completed to the

present time by Hugh Murray, Esq., 2 vols. Svo. 1817. -- A use-
fui, correct, and, in general, accurate and complete compilation,
which satisfies the purpose and promise held out in the title.

58,3. Leoni Africani totius AfricS Descriptionis. Lib. VIII.
Leyd. 1682. 8vo.-This W_ ork was originally written in Arabic,

theui translated in,,o Italian by the author, and from Itallait into
Latin, French, Dutch, and English. The Italian translation
is the only correct one: to the French,.which is expanded into
2 vols. folio, and was publislied at Lyons in 1566, there are ap-
pended several accounts of Voyages and Thvels in Africa. Leo
was a Spanish Moor, who left Spain at the reduction of Grenada,

and travelled a long time in Europe, Asia, and Africa: his de-
scription of the northern parts of Africa is the most full Qnd
accurate.

584. L'Afrique de Marmol. Paris, 1669. 3 vols. 4to.-This
translation, by D'Ablancourt, of a very scarce Portuguese writer,
is not inade with fidelity. The subsequent discoveries in Africa
have detailed several inaccuracies in Marmol ; but it is neverthe-
less a valuable work : the original was published in the iniddle of
the sixteenth century.

585. Geschichte der neuestin Portugeiesischen Entdeck-ungen
en Africa, von 1410, bis 1460. Von M. C. Sprengel. Halle,
1783. 8vo.-This account of the discoveries of Prince Henry

is drawn up with much judgment and learning.

586. Neue Beitrage zur Keuntniss von Africa. Von J. R. I*ors-
ter. Berlin, 1794. 2 vols. 8vo.

587. Neue Systematescke Erd-beschriebung von Africa. Von
Bruns. Nurem. 17 93-99. 6 vols. 8vo.-A most valuable work
on Africa in general.

THE NORTH OF AFRICA.

Those portions of Africa which are washed by the ïMediter-
ranean sea, possess strong and peculiar attractions for the

traveller. It is only necessary to name Egypt, to call up
associations with the most remote antiquity,- knowledge,
civilization, and arts, & a period when the rest of the

world had scarcely, as it'were, burst into existence. From,
the earliest records to the present day, Egypt has never

ceased to be an interesting country, and to afford rich
materials for the labours, learning, and researches of tra-



vellers. The rest of the Mediterranean coast of Africa,
where Carthage first exhibited to the world the wonderful
resources of Commerce, and Rome established some of her
most valuable and rich possessions, are clothed with an
interest and importance scarcely inferior to that which
Egypt claims and enjoys. While the countries on the
north-east, washed by the Red Sea, in addition to sources
of interest and importance common to them, and to Egypt
and Barbary, are celebrated on account of their having
witnessed and assisted the first maritime commercial
intercourse between Asia, and Africa, and Europe.

588. Relation d'un Voyage de Barbarie, fait à Alger, pour
la Redemption des Captifs. Paris, 1616. 8vo.

589. Relation de la Captivité à Alger d'Emmanuel d'Arande.
Paris, 1665. 16mo.-This work, originally published in Spanish,
contains, as well as the preceding one, some curious particulars
regarding the manners of Algiers, especially the court, in the
middle of the seventeenth century.

590. Voyage en Barbarie, 1785-88, par Poiret. Paris, 1789.
2 vols. 8vo.-This work, which was transtated-into English in
1791, is chiefly confined to that part of Barbary which constituted
the ancient Numidia, and is interesting from the picture it exhibits
of the Bedouin Arabs, and from the details into which it enters re-
garding the natural history of the country, especially the botany.

591. Relations des Royaumes de Fez et de Maroc, traduites de
Castellan de Diego Torrez. Paris, 1636. . 4to.

592. Histoire de la Mission des Pères Capuchins, au royaume
de Maroc. 1644. 12mo.

593. Relation des Etats du Roi de Fez et de Maroc, par
Frejus. Paris, 1682. 12mo.-Frejus was sent by the French

King to Fez in 1666, for the purpose of establishing a commercial
intercourse: his work is full and particular on the manners, cus- I
toms, &c., of the country and people of this part of Africa ; there
is, besides, much curious information drawn from the observations
of M. Charant, who lived 25 years in Fez and Morocco, respect-

ing the trade to Tombuctoo. The coasts, currents, harbours, &c.,
are also minutely described. The French edition of 1682, and
the English translation of 1771, contain the letters of M. Cha-

rant, giving the results of his information on these points:
594. Recherches Historiques sur les Maures, et Histoire de

l'Empereur de Maroc, par Chenier. Paris, 1788. 3 vols. 8vo.
M. Chenier was Charge des Affaires from the King of France to
the Emperor of Morocco. The two first volumes are historical;
in the third volume there is much valuable information on the phy-
sical, moral, intellectual, commercial, and political state of this
kingdom.
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595. Histoire du Naufrage, et de la Captivité de M. de Brisson.

Paris, 1789. 8vo. This work, together with the travels of Saug-
nier, is translated into English ; it cont4ns a description of the

great desert. This singular portion of Africa is also particularly
described in the following works.

596. Voyage dans les Deserts de Sahara, par M. Follies . Paris,

1792. Svo.
59". Travels or Observations relating to several parts of Barbary

and týe Levant, by T. Shaw. 17,57. 4to.-The character of this

work, for the information it contains in antiquities- and natural
history, is too well known and firmly established to require any

particular notice or commendation. Algiers, Tunis, Syria, Egypt,
and Arabia Petrea, were the scene of these travels and researches.

598. A Journey to Mequinez, by J. Windhus. 1723. 8vo. In

1721, Captain Stewart was sent by the English government to
Fez and Morocco to redeem some captives; this work, drawn up
from the observations made during this journey, is curious : the

same remark applies generally to the other works, which are drawn

from, similar sources, and of which there are several in French
and English.

599. History of the Revolution in the Empire of Morocco in

17127-8, by Captain Braithwaite. 1729. 8vo. Besides the his-
torical details, the accuracy of which is undoubted, as Braithwaite
was an eyerwitness of the events he describes, this work gives

us some valuable information on the physical and moral state of
the people.

600. Lemprieres Tour from, Gibraltar to Tangier, Sals, Mogador,
&c., and over Mount Atlas, Morocéo, &c. 1791.-The author
of this work, (who was a medical man, sent by the Governor of
Gibraltar at the request of the Emperor of Morocco, whose son

was dangerously ill,) possessed, from the peculiar circumstances
in which he was placed, excellent opportunities of procuring in-
formation ; the most interesting and novel parts of his work relate
to the haram of the Emperor, to which, in his medical character,

he had access; the details into which he enters, respecting its
internal arrangements and the manners of its inhabitants, are very
full and curious.

601. Tully's Letters from Tripoly. 3 vols. Svo.-Much eu-
rious information on the domestic life and manners of the inhabi-
tants, and more insight into female manners and character, than
is generally gained respecting the females of this part of Africa.

602. Captain Lyons' Travels in Northern Africa, from Tripoly
to Mouzzook. 181.9,1. 4to.-Though the object of the.se travels
was not accomplished, they contain much inïOrmation on th'e geo-
graphy of central Africa collected during them. On this impor-
tant point, the Quarterly Review should be consulted.

603. Schousboe Betrachtungen uber das GewSsrich, en 'Ma-
ro-ko. Copenhacy. 18092. 8vo.-This work, translated from the

15
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Danish, relates chiefly to the botany, metereology, soil and pro-
ductions of Morocco; and on other topics it gives accurate and
valuable information.

604. Viaggio da Tripoli alto Frontiere dell' Egitto. 1817. P.
Della Cella.-The scene of these travels must give them an
interest and value, since they embrace Il one of the oldest and most
celebrated of the Greek colonies," and a country Il untrodden
by Christian feet since the expulsion of the Romans, the Huns,
and the Vandals, by the enterprising disciples of Mahomet." The
work, however, proves that its author was not qualified to avail
himself of such a new and interesting field of enquiry, remark,
and research, to the extent which miglit have been expected.

EGYPT.

Whoever wishes to be informed respecting the state of Egypt
and its inhabitants during the remotest ages to which they
can be traced, must have recourse to the accounts given of
them. in the Scriptures, and by Herodotus and other an-

cient writers. During the dark and middle ages, as they
are called, information may be drawn from the following
sources.

605. Abdollatiphi HistoriS Egypti Compendium,, Arabice et
Latine. Oxford, 1800. 4to.-There are several editions of this
work- : the one, the title of which we have just given, was edited

by Professor White. He also published a preceding one without
the Latin version; which was republished at Tubingen, with apre-
face by Paulus. An interesting and instructive Il Notice de cet
ouvrage," was published by Sacy, the celebrated orientalist, at
Paris, in 1803. The Arabian author relates what he himself saw

and learnt in Egypt, and is particularly full on the plants of the

country ; the historical part occupies only the two last chapters

lie lived towards the end of the twelfth century.
606. AbulfedS Descriptio Egypti, Arabice et Latine, notas

adjecit J. Michaelis. Gottingen5 1776. 4to.-This author lived

in the fourteenth century, and was celebruted for his geographical
knowledge, of whieh this work is a valuable proof.

607. L'Egypti de Murtadi. Paris, 1666. 12mo. This work

of the middle ages, translated from an Arabie manuscript belong.

ing to Cardinal- Mazarin, is curious, but extremely rare.
608. Nouvelle Relation d'un Voyage en Egypte. Par Wansleb.

167,2-73. Paris, 1678. i2mo.-Wansleb was a German, sent
into Egypt and Ethiopia by the Duke of Saxe Gotha, to examine
the religious rites and ceremonies of the Christians there. He

was afterwards sent again into Egypt by Colbert; the fruit of this
journey was a great number of curious and valuable manuscripts,

Q Q 12
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whicli were deposited in the Royal Library at Paris. Besides the
work- just stated, he published in Italian Il Relatione dello Stato pre-
sente dell' Egypto. Paris, 1671. 12mo.-Both these works are
particularly uisefui and instructive on the subject of aritiquities, and
for the accuracy of the descriptions and naines he gives to the differ-
ent places and ruins.

609. Description de l'Egypte, composée sur les Mémoires de M.
Maillet. Paris, 1741. 2 vols. 12mo.- Maillet was French
Consul at Cairo for 8ixteen years: his work is valuable on anti-
quities, and the religion of the ancient and modern Egyýtians-

It may aliso be consulted with advantage for information on the
manners and customs; but in what he relates regarding the Nile

and natural history, he is not so accurate and judicious.
610. Lettres sur l'Egypte. Par M. Savary. Paris, 1786. 3 vols.

8vo.-This work, ver celebrated and much read for some
time after it appeared, anitranslated into English, German, Dutch,
and Swedish, gradually lost the character it had acquired; partly
because his descriptions were found to be overcharged and too
favourable, and partly because he describes Upper Egypt as if he

had visited ic, whereas he never did. Nevertheless, the learning
and judgment which this author displays in drawing from scarce
and little known Arabic authors, curious notices respecting ancient
and modern Egypt, give to the work an intrinsie and realvaluep
which is not affected b the observations we have made.

611. Voyage dans ra Haute et Basse Egypte. Par Sonnini.
Paris, 1799. 3 vok. 8vo.-This work deservedly bears a higli
character for the accuracy and fulness of its natural history; espe-
cially its ornithology : antiquities, manners and customs, are by no

means overlooked : there are two translations into English,-the
one published by Debrett, 1800, 4to. is the best ; it was afterwards

published in 3 vols. 8vo.
612. Voyage dans la Haute et Basse Egypte. Par Denon.

Paris, 1802. 2 vols. folio.
613. Description de l'Egypte, ou Recueil des Observations, &c.

faites pendant l'Expédition de l'Armie Française, en 3 livraisons.
Paris, 1809, &c.

These magnificen t works, the result of the observations and
researches of the savans who accompanied Bonaparte,

undoubtedly add much, to our knowledge of Egypt; but
they are more decidedly specimens of French vanity and

philosophism, than of sober and real science. Denon's
work is translated into English and German: the best

English translation is by Aikin.

614. Norden's Travels in Egypt and Nubia, with Templemans
notes, published and translated under the inspection of the Royal
Society of London, 17,57, '2 voW. folio.-Norden was a Danisli
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physician ; his work was originally published in that language.
A French translation was publislied at Copenhagen, in 1755; and
a subsequent one at Paris in 1795-98, in 3 vois. 4to. with very

valuable notes and illustrations from ancient and niodern authors,
and Arabian eographers, by Langles. The merits of Norden's
work, are of Z mon enduring andsubstantial kind, so far as re-
lates to the Antiquities of Egypt, and the Cataracts: it i8 high
and unequivocal commendation of this author, that subsequent
travellers have found him a judicious and sure guide.

615. Legli's Journey in Egypt, and the Country beyond the
Cataract, 1816, 4to.-In a smail compass, there is much new

information in these Travels, thougli not rao inuch respecting the
ancient country of the Ethiopians, in which Mr. Legh went be-

yond most former travellers, as could have been wished. Some
parts of the personal narrative are uncommonly interesting. '

616. Belzoni's Opérations and Discoveries in Egypt, 4to. 1820.
-Whoever has read this book, (and who lias iiot?) will agréé

with us in opinion, that its interest is derived, not less from the
manner in which it is written, the personal adventures, and the

picture it exhibits of the author's character, than from its splendid
and popular antiquarian discoveries.

617. Edmonston's Journey to two of the Oases of Upper Egypt,
182.3. 8vo.

618. Notes during a Visit to Egypt, Nubia, &c. By Sir F.
Henniker, Svo. 1823.

619. Waddington's Journal of a Visit to some parts of Ethiopia,
1823. 4to.

620. Narrative of the Expédition to Dangda and Sennaar. By
An American. 1823. 8vo.-These works, and especially the
last, make us acquainted with parts of Africa inaccessible to Eu-

ropeans till very lately, and add considerably to our stock of phy-
sical and moral geography. Sir F. Henniker's work brings us in
contact, in a very lively and pleasing manner, with many points in
the character and habits of the natives of the country he visited.

WESTERN AFRICAe AND THE ADJACENT ISLES.

622. Voyages de Aloysio Cadamosto aux Isles Madère, et des
Canaries au Cap Blanc, au Sénégal, &c. en 1455.4to. Paris, 1508.
-This work was originally published in Italian; its author

was employed by Don Henry of Portugal, to prosecute discovery
on the Western Coast of Africa. Besides an interesting détail of

the voyage, it makes tis acquainted witli the manners and habits
of the people, before they had been accustomed to European in-
tercourse.

622. Voyage de Lybie, ou du Royaume de Sénégal, fait et
composé par C. Jannequin, de retour en France, in iÇ59. Paris,
1645. Svo.-This also is an interesting work, ai depicting with
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great naïveté and force the manners of the inhabitants, and
affording some curious particulars respeçting their diseases.

623. Nouvelle Relation de l'Afriqueoccidentale. Par Labat.
Paris, 1728.5 vols. 12mo.-Though Labat never visited the coun-
tries he describes, which are, Senegal, and those that lie behind
Cape Blanc and Sierra Leone; yet as he derived his information
from the Director General of the French African Company, it
may be depended upon. This work enters into-full particulars on
the subject of African commerce, especially that carried on by the
Moors in the interior. The plants, animals, soil, &c. as well as the
religion, government, customs, manufactures are also described.

624. Histoire Naturelle du Sénégal. Par M. Adanson. Paris.
1757. 4to.-M. Adanson was in this part of Africa, from 1749
to 17.53; his chief study and investigation seems to have been di-
rected to conchology; and the descriptions and admirable plates in
his book,'certainly leave little to be desired on this subject. There
are besides remarks on the temperature, productions, economy,
and manufactures of the country.

625. Nouvelle Histoire de l'Afrique Française. Par M. l'Abbé
Dumanet. Paris, 1767. 2 vols. 12mo.- Dumanet was a mission-
ary in Africa, and seems to have united to religious zeal, much
information, and an ardent desire to gain all the knowledge, which
his residence and character placed within his reach. His notices
regarding Senegal in particular, are very valuable, but his work is
not distinguished for order or method.

626. Relations de plusieurs Voyages entrepris à la Côte
d'Afrique, au Sénégal, à Goree, &c. tirées des Journeaux de
M. Saugnier. Paris, 1799. 8vo. M. Saugnier was ship-
wrecked on the Coast of Africa, along with M. Follies, and was
a long time a slave to the Moors, and the Emperor of Morocco:
he afterwards, on his liberation, made a voyage to Galam. The first
part of his work relates to the great desert, and has been already no-
ticed; the second part describes the manners, &c. of several tribes
near Galam; and the third relates to the commerce of Galam and
Senegal.

627. Voyage au Sénégal, 1784-5. Paris, 1802. 8vo.- The
materials of this work were drawn from the Memoirs of La Jaille,
who was sent by the French Government to examine the coasts
from Cape Blanc, to Sierra Leone. The editor, La Barthe, had
access to the MS. in the bureau of the minister of marine and co-
lonies, and was thus enabled to add to the accuracy and value ofthe
work. It chiefly relates to geography, navigation, and commerce,
and on all these topics gives full and accurate information.

628. Fragmens d'un Voyage dans l'Afrique occidentale, 1785-
87. Par Golbery. Paris, 1802. 2 vols. 8vo.-The French
commercial establishments in Senegal, the tribes in their vicinity,
and the diseases to which Europeans are liable in this part of
Africa, and more particularly the topics of this work, which has
been translated into English.
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629. Account of the native Africans in the neighbourhood of
Sierra Leone. By T. Winterbottom, 1803. 2 vols. 8vo.-A

very instructive work, entering into many details on subjects not
generally noticed by travellers, but'to which, the thoughts and

enquiries of the author, as a medical man, were naturally drawn..
630. Description of the Coast of Guinea. By W. Bosman,

translated froin the Dutch, 1703. 8vo.-This work is very full
on most topics relating to Guinea, not only in its physical, but
also its economical and commercial state; and deservedly bears the
character of one of the best old accounts of this part of Africa.

631. New Accounts of some parts of Guinea and the Slave
Trade. By Wm. Snelgrave, 1727. 8vo.-Works that describe

the Slave Trade, before it roused the notice and indignation of
England, are valuable and useful, because in them no exaggera-

tion can be suspected in the detail, either of its extent or its hor-
rors : on this account, as well as for its other commercial inform-
ation, this work deserves to be read.

632. New Voyage to Guinea. By W. Smith, 1750. 8vo.
The author embraces almost every thing relating to Guinea, and

has succeeded, in a short compass, to give much information.
633. Observations on the Coast of Guinea. By John Atkin,

1758. 8vo.-Personal adventures, which however let the reader

into the manners and habits of the people, and are told in an in-
teresting manner, nearly fill this volume.

634. Historical Account of Guinea. B y An. Benezet, Phila-

delphia, 1771, 192mo.-This is one of the first works, which ex-

posed the horrid iniquity of the Slave Trade.

6315. History of Dahomy, an inland Kingdom. of Africa. By

And. Dalzell, 1789. 4to.-The officiàl situation which, the

author held, gave him opportunities of gaining much valuable in-

formation in this kingdom and its inhabitants, the accuracy of

which may be depended on.

636. Bowditch's Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee,

1819. 4to.-This work is full and minute, but we suspect ex-

aggerated respecting the Court of Ashantee ; on the mass of the

people it gives little information. The part that relates to the

geography of middle Africa, is confused and unsatisfactory.

637. Tuckey's Narrative of an Expedition to explore the River
it

Zaire, in 1816. 4to. The Quarterly Review very justly remarks,

that this volume le contains an important and valuable addition to

the records of African discovery." Natural history was especially

advanced by this unfý,rtunate expedition.

638. Relatio et Descriptio Congo et Cham. Amsterdam,

1659. 4to.-The materials of this work, are drawn frorn that of

Lopez, which was originally published in Italian, and forms part of

the Grands Voyages. It it very full on the different races of people-,

their manners, goverriment, religion, traffic, &c. as well as on the

productions of the soil.
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640. Histoire de Loango, Kakougo, et autres Royaumes
él'Afrique. Paris, 1776. 12nio.-This work, which is drawn up

from the Memoirs of the French Missionaries, describes the phy-
sical state of the country, the manners, language, government,

laws, commerce, &c. of the inhabitants, with great care; a large
portion of it, however, is devoted to an account of the labours of
the missionaries.

641. Voyage à la Côte -Méridionale d'Afrique, 1786-7. Par
L. de Grandpiè. Paris, 1802. 2 vols. Syo.-Much information
on the Slave Trade, and a plan for abolishing it, by introducing
civilization and a love ' of commerce into this part of Africa, oc-

cupy the greater part of the first volume ; the second volume,
which comprises the Cape of Good Hope, gives details which

will be found useful to those who, navigate and trade in these

r arts The manners, &c. of the people are by no means over-
ooke'à.

INTERIOR OF AFRICA.

642. Travels in the inland parts of Africa, to which is added,
Captain *Stubbs's Voyage up the Gambia, in 1723. 'By Francis

Moore, 1758. 4to.-I 742. 8vo.-This is a valuable work., and in-
troduces the reader to many parts and tribes of Africa, which
even yet are little known, partly drawn fro-.n'the accounts of an
African prince who came to 'England. Of this information, and

that collected by Captain Stubbs, Moore, who was superintendant
of the African Compan s establishments in the Gambia, availed
himself in drawing up dis worh.

Little additional information respecting the interior of Africa
was obtained,'till the establishment of the African Associa-

tion in 1788. It is unnecessary to give an individual and
particular character of the works which were drawn up
under their auspices; the persons they employed, were,
in many respects, in general admirably cal ' culated for
the ardous enterprize, and certainlyby theirî- labours have
added not a little to our knowledge of the geography, man-
ners, trade, &c. of this part of Africa. . But it is to be re-

gretted, that they -were not qualified to investigate the
natural history ofthe countries they visited, especially as
these must be extremely rich in all the departments of this
branch of science. To these preliminary observations and
general character, we add the titles of the principal travels
undertaken under the auspices of the African Association.

643. African Association, their Proceedings for prosecuting the
discovery of the interior parts ofAfrica, containing the Journal.-,

17
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of Ledyard, Lucas, Houghton, Horneman, Nicholls, &c. 1810.
2 vols. Svo.

644. Park's Travels in the interior districts of Africa, 1795-97,
with geographical illustrations, by Major Rennell, 1799. 4to.
645. The Journal of a Mission to the interior of Africa, in 1805.

By Park, 1815. 4to.

In 1803, there was published at Paris, a French translation
of Horneman's Travels, with notes, and a memoir on the

Oases, by Langles. Those notes and memoirs were prin-
cipally drawn froin Arabian authors ; and, together with the

rectification of the names of places, render the translation
valuable.

646. Jackson's account of Tombuctoo and Housa, witli Travels
through West and South Barbary, and across the Mountains of
Atlas, 8vo. 1820.-So long as it is so extremely dangerous
and difficult for Europeans to penetrate into the interior of
Africa, we must be content to derive our information regarding it,
from Africans who have travelled thither; and it is evident that
those will be best calculated to collect accurate information from

them, who areacquainted with their language and character, and
who have resided among them. On thèse accounts, Mr. Jack-

son's work is valuable and important; the saime rernarks apply to
his Account of Morocco, 1809. 4to.

647. Rileys Loss of the Brig Commerce, on the west Coast of
Africa, 1815. With an account of Tombuctoo and Wassaiiah,

4to.
648. Adams Narrative of a Residence in Tombuctoo. 4to. If

these Narratives can be perfectly depended upon, they add con-
siderably to our information respecting the Great Desert and the

interior of Afrim
649. Sammlung Merkwurdiger Reisen in das innere von Africa,

lieraus gegeben. Von E. W. Kuher. Leips. 1790. 8vo.
650. Descrizione dell' Isola della Madera, scritta nella Lingua

Latina dal Conte Julio Laedi, tradotta in ý,olgare da Alemano

Fini. Plaisance, 1574. 4to.
651. Histoire de la première Découverte et Conquête des Cana-

ries, 1412. Par J. Betliancourt: écrite du temps même. Par

P. Bouthier, et J. Leverier. Paris, 1630. 12mo.-This curious

and rare work, depicts with great fidelity and naïveté, the manners,

opinions, government, religion, &c. that prevailed in the Canaries,

when they were first conquered.
652. Essai sur les Isles Fortunées, et l'Antique Atlantide. Par

Borry de Saint Vincent. Paris, 1803. 4to. The author of this

work resided for some time in these Islands; and his work, besides

historical information, bears testimony to his having employed his

résidence in gaining minute information respecting their soi], cli.

(.'atalo,(.rue q' ;uyaaes and Tratwls.
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inate, natural history, and productions; and likewise respecting
the manners, &c. of the inhabitants. Thère is much learned dis-
cussion respectin the origin of the Guanches, and interesting
information regarging their civilization and knowledge.

658. Noticias de la Historia general de las Islas de Canaria.
Par D. J. Dariera y Clavigo. Madrid, 177 1. 3 vols. 8vo. Borry
(le Saint Vincent, who derived much of his information from this
work, justly characterizes it as a valuable and accurate perform-
ance.

The Islands of Madeira, Teneriffe, St-Jago, &c. are described
in many Voyages to the East Indies, particularly in Bar-

row's Voyage to Cochin China. In the first volume of Sir
Hans Slowie's Jama'ica, there is also a good account of
Madeira.

TUE SOUTH OF AFRICA.

The Cape of Good Hope being generally visited by ships
going to the East Ind'les and China, there are many ac-

counts of it and the adjacent country, in the relation of
voyages to those parts. Since it came into the possession
of the British., this part of Africa has frequently become
the ultimate and special object of travellers. The oldest

accounts were published in the Dutch and German lan-
guages.

654. Reise Beschriebung, 1660-1667. unter die Africanisken
VSlker besonders die Hottentiten. Von. J. Breyer. Leips. 1681.

Svo.
655. Reise nach dem Vorgeberg der Guten Hopnung. Von,

Peter Kolb. Nuremberg, 3 vol. fol.-This voluminous work, ori-
ginally published in Dutch, was abridged and published in French,
in 3 vols. 192mo. From this abridgment, an English translation

was published in 2 vols. 8vo. in 1738. Both the entire and
abridged work have been frequently published. The reason for

this popularity and general sale, must be sought in Kolben's
work, being, for a long time, the only detailed account of this

part of Africa, and from its enjoying a reputation for accuracy,
which subsequent travellers have destroyed, especially De la Caille,

ýý1he celebrated astronomer) in the following Work.
656. Journal du Voyage fait au Cap de Bonne Espérance.

Paris, 1673. 12mo.-This work is well known to astronomers ;
but it aiso deserves to be perused by those who wish to detect
the errors of Kolben, and by the light which it throws on the
manners of the Hottentots.

657. Description du Cap de Bonne Espérance. Amsterdam,
1778. Svo.-This work, translated frani the- Dutch, contains a
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Journal of Travels into the interior, undertaken by order of the
Dutch, Governor. The first part irives a short description of the

Cape, and the adjacent districts, whicli seems drawn from the
authority- of Kolben, in too mariy particulars ; the second part

contains the Journal of the Travels : and it is more full and
instructive on objects of natural history, than on the customs and
manners of the people. The plates of these are very valuable.

658. Voyage de M. Levaillant, dans l'Intérieur de l'Afrique,
1780-85. Paris, 2 vols. 8vo.

659. Second Voyage, 1783-1785. Paris, 3 vols. 8vo.-These
Travels, which have been translated into English, possess a won-

derful charIn in the narrative, attained, however, too often by the
sacrifice of plain and unadorned truth, to the lcve of romance and

effect. Notwithstanding this drawback, Levaillant's Travels are
valuable for the light they throw on the natural history of the
South of Africa.
660. Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, 1772-1776. By

Sparman, 1785. 2 vols. 4to.- This work was originally îub-
lished in Swedish; it is interesting, not only on account o the
valuable information it conveys on natural history, especially

botany, and on the manners, &c. of the people, but likewise for the
perseverance and zeal with whieh Sparman, without friends, as-

sistance, and almost without pecuniary assistance, forced his way
into remote and barbarousdistricts.

661. -Barrows Travels into the interior of Southern Africa,
1797-1798. 4to. 2 vols. Very few writers of -travels have pos-
sessed such a variety and extent of information, both political and

scientific, as Mr. Barrow; hence these volumes are acceptable
and instructive to all classes of readers, and have attained a
celebrity not greater than they deserve. In Mr, Barrow's voyage
to Cochin China, there is some information respecting the Cape,
especially an account ofa journey to the Booshuana nation. In
Thunberg's voyage to Japan, there is also Ynuch, information
on the geography, natural history, manners, &c. of the South of
Africa.
662. La Trobe's Journal of a Visit to, South Africa, in 1815.

4to.
663. Lichtenstein% Travels in Southern Africa, 1803-06. 2 vols.

4to.
664. Campbell's Travels in Africa, by order of the Missionary

Society. '), vols. 8vo.

Additional information may be gleaned froin tliese travels,
respecting South Africa; Campbell penetrated farthest,
and discovered some populous tribes and large towns. La

Trobes is the most interesting narrative.
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665. Histoire de la Grande Isle de Madagascar. Par de Fia-
court. Paris, 1661. 4to.

666. Relation des Premiers Voyages de la Compagnée des
Indes, faits en lIsle de Madagascar. Par de Rennefort. Paris,
1668. 16mo.

667. Voyage à l'Isle de France, à l'Isle de Bourbon, &c. Par
Bernardin de St. Pierre. Paris, 1773. 8vo.--This work is full
of accurate and detailed information on the soil, climate, produc-
tions, &c. of the Isle of France, and on the manners and morals of
its inhabitants: on the other Island it is less instructive.

668. Voyage à l'Isle de Madagascar, et aux Indes Orientales.
Par Rochon. Paris, 1791. 8vo.- This work enters into every
subject relating to this isle and its inhabitants, which can be in-
teresting and instructive to the naturalist, the political economist,
and the moralist ; and the information bears ail the marks of ac-
curacy and completeness.

669. Voyages dans les quatre principales Isles des Mers d'A f-
rique, 1801-2. Par Borry de Saint Vincent. Paris, 1804. 3 vols.
8vo.-The author was chief naturalist in the voyage of dis-
covery, under the command of Captain Baudin. The isles of
France and Bourbon are most minutely described in this work;
and the isles of Teneriffe and St. Helena in a less detailed man-
ner. The information, as might be imagined, relates principally
to natural history, on ail the branches of which the author is very
full and instructive ; he also extends his remarks to the soil, cli-
mate, agriculture, topography, commerce, manners, &c.

670. Grant's History of Mauritius, or the Isle of France. 1801.
4to.-This work is drawn principally from the memoirs of Baron
Grant, by his son. The Baron resided nearly twenty years in the
island: hence, and fronm his acquaintance with most of the scien-
tific and nautical men who visited the island, he has been enabled
to collect nuch information connected with its physical state, its
harbours, climate, soil, productions, and the manners of its inha-
bitants.

ABYSSINIA, NUBIA, &c.

The most ancient descriptions öf these countries are to be
found in the collections of M. Thevenot, and Ramusio,
already noticed.

671. Lobos's Voyage to Abyssinia, with fifteen Dissertations re-
lating to Abyssinia. By Le Grand. 8vo. 1789.--This account
of Abyssinia during the middle of the seventeenth century, though
principally relating to church affairs, is yet valuablel'or its inform-
ation on the government and manners of the people, and curious,
as giving indications or descriptions of several animais and birds,
the existence of which had been previously doubted.
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672. Travels in Abyssinia. By James Barretti. 167 0. 8vo.
673. A new Ilistory of Ethiopia. By Joseph Ludolphus. foi.

1684.-Thotigh Ludoll)hus did not visit this country, yet his
work, originally published in Latin, with a commentary and appen-

dix by himself, is well worthy of perusal, as it is full of recondite
and important information on the origin of the Abyssinians, the
climate, soil, productions, and the natural history, physical and
moral titate of the inhabitants, &C.

674. Bruce's Travels to, discover the Source of the Nile. 5 vols.
4to. 1790.-Account of his Life and Writings, and additions to

fils Travels. By Alex. Murray. 4to. 1808.
675. Observations on Bruce's Travels. By Warton. 1799, 1to.
676. Observations on the authenticity of Bruce's Travels. New-

castle. 1800. 4to. We have added to the titie of Bruce's work,
those of two works which remarked on its » authenticity ; there

were also some acute' papers on the subject in the Monthly
Magazine : the résult of these, and of the researches of sub-
sequent travellers, seems to have established the credit of Bruce

generally, though it is now known he did not reach the source of
the real Nile, and that in some descriptions he coloured too

highly. After all these drawbacks, however, his Travels are
very valuable, and, with the exception of the tedious annals of

Abyssinia, may be perused with interest and profit.

677. SaIts, Voyage to Abysýînîa, and Travels into the interior

of that country. 1809-10: with an account of the Portuguese
Settlements on the east coast of Africa. 4to. 1814.

6î8. Pearces true account of the ways and manners of the

Abyssinians. (In the Transactions of the Bombay Society. vol. 2.)

These two works have extended our knowledge of Abyssinia,

especially of the moral state of the people, much beyond

what it might have been expected we should have acquired

regardinz a country formerly so inaccessible. Mr. Salt's

zeâ], and opportunities of i'-'formation and observatio*n, have

left little to be d.esired : and from Mr. Pearce, who resided

fourteer) years in the country, many particulars may bc

gathered, which only a long residence, and that intiniacy

and amalgamation with the natives which, Mr. Pearce ac-

complished, can furnish,4%ccurately, minutely, and fully.

VIII. ASIA.

Several circumstances concurred to direct the travels of the

dark and middle ages to Asia. Pilgrimages to the Holy

Land; -the wish to ingratiate the Tartar chiefs, which was

naturally felt by the European powers, when the former

were advancing towards the western limits of Asia; and
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subsequently, and perhaps consequently, thé spirit of com-
mercial enterprise, were amongst the most obvious and
influential circumstances which led to travels into thi8
quarter of the world, from the ninth to the fifteenth cen-
turies. Althougli the travellers during this period were by
no means, in general, qualified to investigate the physical
peculiarities of the countries they visited, and are even
meagre, and often inaccurate in detailing what was level to

their information and capacities, yet, as has been justly ob-
served, Il there is a simplicity in the old writers, which de-

lights us more than the studied compositions of modern
travellers ;" to say nothing of the interest which the first
glimpses of a newly discovered country never fail to impart.

We shall therefore annex the tities of the most interesting and
instructive of these travels, which were performed betweeii
the ninth and f fteenth centuries, referring such of our rea-

ders wlio wish 'for a more complete list or füller information
on the -subject, to the Bibliothèque des Voyages, Vol. 1.

32, &c.; Murray's Asiatic Discoveries ; the Review of
urray's work in the 48th number of the Quarterly Review ;

Forster's Voyages and Discoveries in the North ; and Col-
lection portative de Voyages. Par C. Langles.

6 î 9. Ancient accounts of India and China. By Two Mahome-
dan Travellers in the ninth century; translated from the Arabic by
E. Renaudot. 8vo. 1733.-The authenticity of this work is es.
tablished by M. de Guignes, having found the original in the Royal
Library at Paris : and the information it contains, though mixed

with much that is fabulo uis-, is very curious and valuable, especially
in what relates to China. *

680. Voyages faites principalement dans les 12, 13, 14, and 1
siècles, par 'Benjamin de Tudela, Carpin, Ancilin, Rubruquis,
Marco Polo, Haiton, M-andeville, et Contarini; publiés par P. Ber-
gerin, avec des Cartes Géographiques. La Haye, 1735. 2 vols. 4to.

This is a valuable collection, except so far as regards Marco
Polos' Travels, the translation of whicli is neither elegant

nor fâithfül. The most elaborate and instructive edition of
this excellent traveller is the following :

681. Marco Polos9 Travels, translated froni the Italian, witil
notes. By W. Marsden. 4to. 1818.-Il The reproach of deal-

ing too much in the marvellous, whicli had been attached to the
name of Marco Polo, was cyradually wearing away, as later expe-

rience continued to elucidate his veracity ; but Mr. Marsden (who
has'rendered a special service to literature by his elegant and faith-
ful translation of these remarkable travels,) has completely rescued

his memory frorn al] stain on that ýcore, and proved him to be not
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"nly an accurate observer, but a faithful reporter of what he saw,
and what he learned from other."-(Quarterly Review, No. 48.
page 325.)

682. Marco Polo Reisen en der Orient, 1272-1295. 8vo.
Ronneburgh, 1802.--This translation is accompanied by a
learned commentary by the Editor, F. B. Peregrin.

683. Sauvebouf, Mémoires des ses Voyages en Turque, en
Perse, et en Arabic. 2 vols. Svo, Paris, 1807.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF ASIA.

684. Voyages célèbres et remarquables, faits de Perse aux Indes
Orientales. Par J. A. De Mandeso. Amsterdam, folio, 1727.-
This work, originally published in German, exhibits a curious
pictureof Indostan, the Mogul empire, Siam, Japan, China,&c., as
they existed in the seventeenth century.

685. Les Voyages et Missions de P. Alex. de Rhodes. Paris,,
1682. 4to.--This is one of the most valuable of the missionary
travels in Asia, comprising Goa, Malacca, Macao, Cochin China,
Tonkin, &c.

686. Amenitatum exoticarum fasciculi. Autore E. Kæmpfer.
Lemgo, 1712. 4to.-This work relates principally to Persia,
and the easternmat parts of Asia: M. Langles justly character-
izes it as a rich mine of information of all kinds respecting this
portion of the world.

687. Samlung der murkwurdigsten Reisen in den Orient.
Von E. Panlus. Jena, 1792-1798. 10 vols. 8vo.-This col-
lection contains many scarce and curious articles, and is illustrated
by learned and judicious notes.

688. Asiatic Researches. 12 vols. 8vo. 1801. 1818.
Though many of the articles in this valuable work do not strictly

and immediately come under the description of travels, yet even
these are so essentially necessary to a full acquaintance with the

most interesting parts of Asia, that we have deemed it proper to

insert the title of this work. A valuable translation of most of the

volumes has been published in Paris,,enriched by the oriental lite-

rature of M. Langles; the astronomical and physical knowledge of

M. Delambre; and the natural history knowledge of Cuvier, La-
mark, and Olivier.

689. De la Roque, Voyage de Syrie et du Mont Liban. 2 vols.

12mo. Paris, 1722.
690. Voyage de l'Arabie heureuse par l'Océan Oriental. 12mo.

Paris, 1716.
691. Voyage de M. d'Arvieux dans la Pa!estine, avec Descrip-

tion de l'Arabie, par Abulfeda. Mémoires du Chevalier d'Arvieux,
contenant ses Voyages à Constantinople, dans l'Asie, la Palestine,
l'Egypte, la Barbarie, &c. Paris, 6 vols. 12mo. 1735.-These



are all valuable works, . containing mucli and accurate information
on almost every topic f hysical, statistical, commercial, political
and moral geography; t ie result of long personal observation,
enquiry, and experience. The travels of la Ro e into Arabia
are particularly flull respecting the history of co ee in Asia and
Europe. The Voyage de M. d'Arvieux was publislied separately
frorn his Mémoires, and previously to it, by la Roque, and is

very interesting not only frorn the simplicity of its style and
manner, but also from, the vivid picture which it exhibits of the

Bedouins.
692. Voyage en Syrie et en Egypte, 1783-1785. Par Volney.

Paris, 1800. 2 vols. 8vo.-The character of this work, of whicli
there is an English translation, is too well known to be insisted

upon here. What relates to Syria islthe most detailed and impor.
tant, and has been less superseded b ' y subsequent travellers.

693. A Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, in 1697. By H.
Maundrel.

694. The Natural History of Aleppo, and parts adjacent. By
Alex. Rumel. 2 vols. 4to. 1794.-This excellent work was

translated into German by Gmelin, with valuable annotations.
695. Mariti's Travels through ýyprus, Syria, and Palestine. 3

vals. 8vo.-The original work in Italian consists of 5 volumes.
On all that relates to Cyprus, this work is- particularly interesting
and full ; there is also much information regarding it in Sonnini's
Travels.

696. Kinnear's Journey though Asia Minor, Armenia, and
Koordestan, 1812-14. 8vo.-This work will be particularly in-

teresting to those who wish to trace the marches of Alexander,
and the retreat of the ten thousand, on which points of history
Mr. Kinnear has made some judicious remarks.

697. Beaufort% Karamania. 1818. 8vo.-A valuable addition
to the maritime geography and antiquities of a part of Asia Minor
not often described.

698. Reisebescriebung von Arabien. Von C. Niebuhr. Co-
penhagen, 1772. 4to.
699. Reisebescriebung nach Arabien. Von C. Niebuhr. Co-

penfiagen 1774-1778. 2 vols. 4to.
700. Recueil des Questions proposées à une société des Savans,

qui, par ordre de S. M. Danoise, font le Voyage de l'Arabie. Par
.NL Michaelis. Frankfort, 1753. 4to.
701. Pet. Forskal Djescriptiones Animalium, Avium, &c. &c.

in Itinere Orientale observatorum. HafniS, 1775. 4to.
7M. Pet. Forskal Icones rerurn naturalium, quas in Itinere

Orient. depingi curavit. Hafnice, 1776. 4to. - Every thing
preparatory to, and connected with the travels of Niebuhr and

his associate, was judiciously and well planned and executed :
the selection of Michaelis to draw up the enquiries and obser-
vations to be made ; those he actually proposed: and the learned
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men sent out, who were respectively conversant in physic8, natural
history, geography, and the connected and auxilia branches of
science. Hence resultIed most admirable works on irabia: those
of Niebuhr, t ether with Michaelis, have been translated into
French, in 4 v0f8. 4to. The English translation, besides omitting
the most valuable and scientific parts, is, in other respects, totally

unworthy of the original.
703. Il ViaLgio defl Ambrosio Contarini, Ambasciatore della

Signiora di Venetia, al Uxam Cassan, Re de Persia. Ven. 15489

704. Relacion de Don Juan de Persia, en III, Libros. Vallad.
1604. 4to.

705. Chardin, Voyages en Persie, et autres lieux de YOrient.
A msterd. 3 vols - 4to . 1711. - It may j ustly be said of these

travels, that by means of them, Persia was made better known in
every thing relating to its civil, military, religious, intellectual,

moral, scientific, and statistical condition, than any other part of
Asia, at the period when they were published. Very few travellers

are more to be depended upon than Chardin.
706. Tavernier, Voyages en Turquie, en Perse, et aux Indes.

6 Vols. 12mo. Rouen, 1713. - The credit of this traveller,
which had been for some time suspected, is recovering itself since

it bas been ascertained that many points in which he was supposed
to have been inaccurate or credulous, are well founded As bis
object was commercial, especially for the purchase of diamonds, bis

travels may be consulted with advantage on the subject of the
diamond mines, the traffic in these precious stones, and the various

monies of Asia, and cher topics not to be found in other travellers.
707. Observations made on a Tour from Bengal to, Persia. By

W. Franklin. 1790. 8vo.- The t onieinal and valuable por-
tion of this work relates to Persia, ý-'especially the province of

Farsistan; it contains also much information respecting Goa,
Bombay, &c, M. Langles translated it into French, and added a
learned menioir on Persepolis.

The same orientalist, M. Lan les, bas added to the value and
interest of his translation oÎG. Forster's Journey from Ben-

gal to England, by his judicious and instructive notes.

708. Waring's Tour to Sheeraz. 1807. 4to.-This work is
chiefly confined to the manners, laws, religion, language, and lite-

rature of the Persians ; on all of which it is instructive and in-
teresting.

709. Morier's Two Journeys through Persia, Armenia, and
Asia Minor. 1808-1816. 2 vols. 4to.-The opportunities

which M. Morier possessed from his residence in Persia being
much superior to those of a mere traveller, his work is justly re-
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garded as one of authority on the civil, political, domestic, and
commercial circumstances of the Persians.

710. Sir W. Ousely's Travels in Persia. 1810-12. 4to.--
The connexion between England and Persia, formed, or rather

strengthened, in consequence of the vicinity ofour East India pos-
sessions to that countrv, has much extended our knowledge of it,
and this work has contributed not a liLtle to that knowledge.

711. Kotzebue's Narrative of a Journey into Persia, in the Suite
of the Imperial Embassy, in 1817. 8vo.-It is always desirable
to have travels performed in the same country. especially if it he
one remote and little known, by persons of différent nations : thus,
diffèrent views of the same circumstances are given, and the truth is

elicited. These travels are interesting in this and other points of
view.

712. Ker Porter's Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient
Babylonia, &c. 12 vols. 4-to -.-ý severer judginent, by suppres-

sing much that is minute and uninteresting, and dwelling more on
important matters, and a kiiowleciýie of' natural histor , would have

enhanced the value of these travels, which, however, are nwch
more creditable to the author thati his Travels in Russîa.

713. Reise in den Kaukasies und nach Cieoi-,,Ieit, 1807-8. 2
vols. 8vo. Halle, 18112.-These travels were undertaken by
command of the Russian governrient, and are similar in design to

those of Pallas ; there is an English translation, but it is indiffer-
ently executed.

714. Reisen nach Georgien und Imerethi. Von J. A. Guiden-
stadt. Svo. Berlin, 1813.-This work is edited by Klaproth,

and is chiefly mineralogical.
715. Lettres sur la Caucase et la Georgie, et un Voyage en l'et-se

en 1812. Svo.

THE EAST INDIES.

The histories of the discoveries and conquests of the Portu-
guese in the East Indies are interspersed with various and

numerous particulars regarding the polîtical state of that
country, and the manners, customs, religion, &c. of the
inhabitants. The following French worlç is valuable in this

respect.

716. Histoire de Portugal; contenant les Entreprises, &c. des
Portugais, tant en la Conquête des Indes Orientales par eux dé-
couvertes, qu'en Guerres. d7Afrique et autres Exploits: nouvellemeiit
mise en Français. Par S. Goullard. Paris, 1581. 4to.

7 17. Navigatio et Itinerarium in Orientalem Indîam, &c. Autore
Joanne Linschot. Anisterd. 1614. folio.
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718. Premier Livre de l'Histoire de la Navigation aux Indes
Oridntales, par les Hollandois. Amsterd, folio, 1558.

719. Le Second Livre. Amsterd. 1609, folio.
720. Relatio de Rebus in India Orientale, a Patribus. Soc. Jesu.

1598-1599, peractis, Mayence, 1601. 8vo.-- The preceding
works give an interesting picture of the East Indies dureg the
16th century.

721. Beschrievyng van oude niewe Ostinden. Von. F. Valyn-
tyn. Amster. 1724-1726. 8 vol. fol.- This work appears to be
little known, except in Holland; the author resided upwards of
twenty years in India, and has most industriously, though not
always with a good taste, or scrupulous judgment, collected much
minute information on its natural, civil, and religious state.

722. Alex. Hamilton's Account of the East Indies, 2 vols. 8vo.
1744.

723. Grose's Travels to the East Indies, 1772. 2 vols. 8vo.
724. Zend Avesta. Par Anquetil du Perrin. Paris, 1771.

3 vols. 4to.--M. Anquetil has prefixed to his translation of this
supposed work of Zoroaster, an account of his travels in the East
Indies, in which there is much valuable information, especially
on antiquarian subjects. The Germans have translated and pub-
lished separately, this part of M. Anquetil's work.

725. Voyages dans les Hers de l'Inde. Par M. Legentil, 1781.
5 vols. 8vo.-M. Legentil's object was to observe the transit of
Venus, in 1761 and 1769. His work, besides entering into the
subject of Indian astronomy, gives many important details on an-
tiquities and natural history.

726. Description Historique et Geographique de l'Inde. Par J.
Tieffenthaler. Recherches Historiques et Geographiques sur l'Inde.
Par Anquetil du Perrin. Publiées par J. Bernouilli. Berlin,
1785. 3 vols. 4to.-The most curious and original portion of
this work is that which relates to the Seiks, by the missionary
Tieffenthaler.

727. Forrest's Voyage from Calcutta to the Menguy Archipelago,
1792. 2 vols. 4to. -This work is justly of great authority, for
its details in maritime geography,

728. Stavorinus's Voyages to the East Indies, comprising an ac-
count of all the possessions of the Dutch in Iidia, and at the Cape
of Good Hope, 3 vols. 8vo. 1798.

729. Fra. Paolino's Voyage to the East Indies. With notes by
J. Reinold Forster. 8vo. 1800.--A translation of this valuable
work, which originally appeared in Italian, was published in Paris,
in 1805, by Anquetil du Perrin, in 3 Vols. 8vo. There are few
works which throw more light than this does, on the religious an-
tiquities of India.

730. Rennel's Memoir of a Map of Indostan. 2 Vols. 4to.
1793.--For geographical research, this work justly bears the
higlhest character.
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Particular parts of >the East Indies are specially described in
the following woriks

731. Nouvelle Relation d'un Voyage fait aux Indes Orientales.
Par -M. Dellen. Amsterd. 1699. 12mo.--.Malabar, Calecut,
and Goa, are particularly noticed by this author, who, being a me-
dicàI man, is full and instructive on the poisonous animals, and the
diseases.

732 V age de Francois Bernier, contenant la Description des
Etats àu arand Mogul. Amsterd. 1725. 2 Vols. 12mo,--This

author was also a medical man, and fromthat circumstance ob-
tained favour from the M.ogul, and an opportunity of visiting parts

of Asia, at that time lit.tle known, particularly Cachemere, of which
he gives a full and interesting description.
733. Voyage aux Indes Orientales, 1802-6, revu et aug-

menté de notes. Par Sonnini. 2 Vols. 8vo. Paris, 1810.--The,
notes by Sonnini sufficiently point out the nature and character of
this work.

734. Voyage dans la Peninsule Occidentale de l'Inde, et dans
l'Isle de Ceylon. 2 Vols. 8vo. Paris, 18 1 I.--This work is trans-

lated from ' the Duteh of Haafner; and as latterly few, except the
English, have piâblished accounts of India, it is for this reason in-

teresting.
735. A Journey fro m Madras, through Mysore, Canara, and

Malabar. By F. Buchanan. 1811, 4to.-Much information, rý&
well arranged or agreeably communicated, on the most valuable

productions of these districts, on their climate, manufactures, and
the manners, religion, &c. of their inhabitants. 1

736. Heyne's Tracts, historical and, statistical, on India ; with
Journals of several-Tours : and an account of Sumatra. 1814, 4to.
A work not so well known, as from its information, particularly
statistical, it deserves to be.

737. Forbes's Oriental Memoifs. 1813, 4 Vois. 4to.-It is
to be regretted that this very sélendid and expensive work was
not published in a cheaper form, as it abounds in most striking
pictures of the manners, customs, &c. of India.

738. Major Symes's Account of an Embassy to the Kingdom of
Ava, in 1795. 4to 1800 was known in Europe res-

pecting Pegu and Ava before the travels of Hunter, and Losefand
Erkelskrom. were published; these travels, translated respectively

from the English and German, were published together in Paris,
in 1793. From these, and Major Symes's works, much may be

gathered respecting the manners, religion, and government of the
inhabitants of this part of Asia; but unfortunately, these travellers
do not instruct us on the topics of natural history. We are in-
debted for most that we know respecting Siam, to a notion that

was put into Louis XIV.'s mind, that the King of Siam was
desirourt of becoming a convert to Christianity. Under this idea,
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Louis sent an embassy and missionaries, from whom proceeded the
following works: in which, allowing for a little exaggeration, in
order to flatter the vanity of the French monarch, there is a deal
of curious and valuable information of all kinds.

739. Premier Voyage de Siam des P. P. Jésuites. Redigé par
Tachard.- Second Voyage du P. Tachardv-.sris, 1686-89.
2 Vols. 12mo.

740. Histoire Naturelle et Civile de Siam. Par Gevaise. Paris,
1688, 4to.

741. Description du Royaume de Siam. Par M. de la Loubere,
Envoyé Extraordinaire du Roi auprès du Roi de Siam. Amsterd.
1714. 2 Vols. 12mo.

742. Barrow's Voyage to Cochin China, 1792-93. 4to. 1806.
This is perhaps the most valuable of Mr. Barron's works, as it re-
lates to a country not previously known, except by the accounts
of the missionaries, and which has been scarcely visited since Mr.
Barrow's time.

743. Relation Nouvelle et Curieuse du Royaume de Tonquin, et
de Laos. Traduite de l'Italien du P. de Marini. Paris, 1666, 4to.
This work -is full of a variety of topics connected with the civil,

political, military, agricultural, 'and commercial state of Tonquin ;
nor is it deficient in what relates to the natural history, and the
nanners, religion, &c. of the inhabitants,

744. Histoire Naturelle et Civile du Tonquin. Par l'Abbé
Richard. Paris, 1788. 2 Vols. 12mo.--The first volume of this

work, which describes Tonquin and its inhabitants, is-drawn from

the accounts of the missionary St. Phalte, and from other sources,
with considerable neatness and judgment; the second volume is

confined to a history of the missions thither.

745. Exposé Statistique du Toinkin. London, 2Vols. 8vo. 1811.

This work is drawn up from the papers of M.de la Bessachere, who

resided 18 years in Tunkin; and it is rich in new and curious infor-

mation on the physical properfies of the country, and the national

character.
7-6. Letters on the Nicobar Islands. By the Rev C.G. Haensel,

Missionary of the United Brethren. 1812. 8vo.-This short

account is written with great simplicity and appearance of truth,

and conveys much information on the inhabitants, as well as the

soil, climate, &c. of these islands.
747. A Description of Prince of Wales Island. By Sir Home

Pophan. 1806, 8vo.
748. Sir George Leith's Account of the Settlement, Produce,

and Commerce of Prince of Wales Island. Svo. 1805.
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INDIAN ISLANDS.

749. Historical Relation of Ceylon. By Robert Knox. 1681.
folio.--This work, though published so long ago, and by one

who was a Prisoner, still retains its character, as the fullest and
Most interesting account of the inhabitants of Ceylon in the En

lish lànguage. The voluminous work of Valyntyn, in Dutl
which we havealready noticed, may be advantageously consulted
on this island, as well as on all parts of India forinerly possessed by
the Dutch.

*1ý0. John C. Wolfe's, Life and Adventures in Ceylon. 1785.
8ýo.-This work, translated from the Duteh, amidst much that

is- rnerely pèreonal, contains some curious notices on ' Ceylon and
its inhabitants. To the English translation iB appended an account
by Erkelskrora, which is valuable, as describing the island at the

period when it passed froin the Duteh to the English.
751. Davy's Account of the Interior of Ceylon. 1821, 4to.--_

Thià is an excellent work, though like many other work-s of
excellence, tob"bulky; its chief and peculiar merit and recom-
mendation consist in its details on the natural history of C 

1 oý*'752. Margden"s History of Sumatra. 1783. 4to. - -Vihis is a
most excellent work in the plan and execution, embracing almost

every t ic connected with the isiand and its inhabitants.
. ý1153. Oeoyage to the Isle of Borneo. By Capt. Beckman. 1718,

Svo.--Of this large island, so little known, this volume, and an
article irmrted in the Transactions of the Batavian Society of Java,
gives us many interesting particulars; there are also soine notices
of it in Forrest'à Voyage. -

754. The Narmtive of Captain Woodward, witli a Description of
the Island of Celebes. 1804, Svo.--Woodward was an Ame-

rican captain who was taken prisoner by the Malays of Celebes ;
this work is the result of his observations and experience during

his captivity ; but it is confined to the western division of' the isle ;
of this, however, it gives many particulars, respecting the produce,
animais, inhabitants, &c. Stavorinus's works niay also bc consulted
regardin Celebes.

75,5. Ïrawfurds History of the Indian Archipelago. 1820. 3
vois. Svo. -- This is a valuable work, particularly in what relates
to the actual commerce and commercial capabilities of these iblands :
it also treats of the manners, religion, language, &c. ofthe inhabi-

tants; but on some of these points not with the soundest judgment,
or the most accurate information.

756. Raffless History of Java. 1817. 2 vols. 4to.--Had this
work been compressed into a smaller compass, by a judiclous

abridgment of the histor*lca&part, its value as well iis interest would
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have been enhanced ; these, however, are not sniall, as it gives by
far the fullest and inost accurate accoutit, o0ava, ah(l Its l'illabi-
tants, that lias appeared; and as the author, froin his residence and

higli officialsituation, possessed every advantage, its accuracy niay
he depended on. When the natural history illustrations of' Java,

by Mr. 1-lorsfield, are conipleted, they wili, in conjunction with this
work, and the Transactions of the Batavian Society, leave nothing

to be desired on the subject of this part of Asia.
757- E. KSmipfer's Geschiclite und Bescliriebung von Japan.
Leiiigo, 1777-79- 2 vols. 4-t(i.- This edition of KSuipfer's

celel)rated work on.Japan contains several things which are not to
be found in the English translation
758. Histoire du Japan. Par Charlevoix. Paris, 1754, 6 vois.

1'2mo.--This is the best edition of Charlevoix's work,- Many
parts of which, especially what relates to natural history, are drawn

froni KSinpfer. Charlevoix lias added important details on the
administration of justice in Japari, and on the moral character of
the Tapanese; but the bulk of the work is swelled by tiresome
ecclesiastical details.

7.59. Travels in Europe, Asia, and Africa. By Thunberg. 1794,
4 vols. Svo. --- This work relates principally to Japan; and it ma

justly be remarked, that flew parts ofthe world have met with sucK
adinirable describers as Japan lias done, in KSnipfler and Thunberg.

Certainly the natural history ofno part, so rich. in this respect, has
been so fully and scientifically investigated. A Frencli translation
of this work was published in Paris in 1796, in 2 vols. 4to. enriched
by the notes of Langles and La Marck.

'760. Golownin's Narrative of his Captivity in Japan, 1811-13. 2
vols. 8vo.--Jai)ari is a country so little accessible, that every
m ork on it is acceptable, This work does not add very much to

what KStiil)fer and Tliuriberg have told, but perhaps quite as inuch
as the author, under his circuinstances, could collect or observe.
The saine reniarks apply to his Recollections of Japan. 1 vol. Svo.

'flie lustory offlie missions in the East Indies, Japan, and China,
wlucli were published in the Italian, Spanisli, German, and

French languages, towards the end of the sixteenth, and the
beginning of the seventeer)th century, is interspersed with

soine curious and valuable information regarding these
couritries ; the titles and character of' the principal of these

niay be found in the Bibliothèque, vol. 5.- 1).

7/61. Voyage to China and the East Indies, by
witli a Voyage to Surat, by Torreens; and an Aq
Chinese Ilusbandry, by Ek-elbet-Pe Translated froin tli
J. R Forster. To whicli is added a Fauna et Flora Sii
C) 1prvols. 8vo.-Travels, embraci . scientific natural

competent persons, are so rare and valuable, that the
R R 4-
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should not be omitted: the nature of this work is sufficiently indi-
cated by the title, and its merit by its having been translated by
Forster.

762. Sonnerat, Voyage aux Indes Orientales et à la Chiné, 1774.
1781. Paris, 1806. 4 vols. 8vo.- This work is particularly full
and minute on the theography of the Hindoos : besides the East
Indies and China, it embraces Pegu, the Cape of Good Hope,
Ceylon, Malacca, &c. A translation of part of it into English was
printed at Calcutta.

763. Nouvelles Mémoires sur l'Etat present de la Chiné. Par
Le Comte. Paris, 1701, 3 vols. 12mo.--The best account of
China previous to Duhalde's work, though in many particulars
extremely partial to the Chinese.

764. Mémoires concernant l'Histoire, les Sciences, et les Arts des
Chinois. Par les Missionaires de Pekin. Paris, 1775, &c. 15 vols.
4to.-In this voluminous work is contained a wonderful deal of
information on China; the continuation of the work was put a stop
to by the French Revolution: it is by far the best the Jesuits have
produced on China; and if there are materials for perfecting it,
they ought to be given to the public.

765. Description Geographique, Historique, Chronologique,
Politique, et Physique de la Chiné et de Tartarie Chinoise. Par
Duhalde. Le Hague, 1736, 4 vols. 4to.--Of this work there is
an English translation. Duhalde has drawn his materials from a
variety of sources, especially from the printed and manuscript
accounts of the missionaries; but he h as failed to exercise a sound
judgment, and a scrupulous examination into the truth of many
facts and opinions whiclh he has admitted into his work.

But though the public are certainly much indebted to the
missionaries for the information they have given respecting
this singular country, yet there are obvious circumstances
which rendered their accounts suspicious in some points,
and defective in others, so that the publication of the ac-
counts of the Dutch and British Embassies added much to
our stock of accurate knowledge regarding China. The
following is the title ofthe French translation of part of the
Dutch Embassy:

766. Voyage de la Campagne des Indes Orientales vers l'Em-

pire de la Chiné, 1794-5. Tiré du Journal de Van Braam. Phi-
ladelphe. 1797, 4to.--There is also an English translation.

767, Sir George Staunton's AccoVnt of the Embassy of the Earl
of Macartney to China. 2 vols. 4to. 1797.

768. Joh'n Barrow's Travels to China. 4to. 1804.

These works, especially the latter, together with Lord Mac-
artney's own journal in the second volume of his life, con-

616
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tain a deal of information, considering the jealousy of
the Chinese; some additions, corrections, and diffÎrent
views of the same circumstances, as well as a further
insight into the manners d the Chinese, as in * dicated b

their conduct, will be found in the twofollowing works whiZ
relate to the Embassy of Lord Amherst. The first is by
the naturalist to the Embassy.

769. Abel's Narrative of a Journey in the Interior of China.
1816-17. 4to.

770. Ellis's Journal of the Proceedings of the late Embassy to
China. 4to.

771. Relation du Naufrage sur la Côte de l'Isle de QuSlpeart,
avec la Description de Coree. Paris, 1670, 12mo.-This work,

translated from. the Dutch, besides the interest which personal
adventures in a foreign country, and under unusual circumstances,

always inspires, gives much information regarding the manners of
the inhabitants, and the ceremonies, &c. of the court of Corea,_
a part of Asia very littlé known.

772. Captain Hall's Voyage of Discovery to the West Coast of
Corea, and the Great Loo-choo Island. 4to.--A work not less

valuable for its maritime geography and science, than for the
pleasing interest which it excites on behalf of the natives of Loo-

choo, and the favourable impression it leaves of Captain Hall, his
officers and seamen.

TARTARY, &C.

773. Noord-Oost Tartarie. Par Nie. Witsen. Amsterd. 1705,
2 vols. folio.-Forster, an excellent and seldorn too favourable a
judge, spea-s hi-hly of this work.

74. Noniadische 8treifèreisen unter den Kalmuken. Von B.
Borgman. Riga, 1805-6,) 4 vols. Svo. - The author of this

work resided some time with the Kalmucks, at the commard of the
Emperor of Russia; and he seems to have employed his tiine

well, in gaining information respecting the past and present state
of their country. and their manners, intellectual, moral, and reli-
gious state. à

THIBET, &C.

77,5% Antonio de Andrada novo Descubrimento de Grao Catayo
ou dos Regnos de Tibet. Lisbon, 1626, 4to.--Tliis ivork has
been translated into Frencli, Italian, Flemish, and Spanish; it con-
tains the narrative of the first passage of the Himalaya Mountains.

ýSee Quarterly Review, No. 18. paoe 337, ý7c.)
776. Turner's Account of an eýbassy to the Court of the
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Teeilio Lama, in Thibet. 18oo, 4to.--l'lils work is full of in-
formation and interest : it relates to the soil, climate, and produce
of Thibet; the moral character, and especially the singular religion
of the inhabitants, and their institutions, inantifiactures, disorders,
4ýc.

777. Xirkpatrick's Accoutit of Nepaul ' in 17193. I,to.--Tliig
is one of the best accessions to our information respecting this part
of' Asia whicli has been produced by our establishments in India.

î 7 S. Account of the Kingdom, of Nepaul. By Francis Ii4ùllton,
(formerly Buchanan). 18 19, 4to.--Tlie saine character'-applies

to this a-ï to the other work by the same author.

779. Frasers Journal of a îour through part of the Snowy Ridge
of the Himalaya Motintains. 18120. 4to.--Notývitlistatiding
Mr. Fraser's ignorance of natural history, in a country quite new,
and full of most interesting objects in this science, and that he had
no means of measuring lieights, or ascertaining the teniperature or
pressure of the air; and notwithstanding a want of method, and a
heaviness and prolixity in the style, this book possesses great in-
terest, from the scenes ofnature and pictures of manners which it
exhibits.

780. Elphinstone's Account of Caubul and its Dependencies.
1815. 4to.--'Fiie interest and value of this work arises more

frorn the subject of' it, than froin the nianner in which it, is executed;
respecting such countries, however, as Caubul, and others as little

known and reniote, we are glad of all accessions ofinfoririation.

ANIATIC RUSSIA.

Reisen durcli Siberieii, 1733-1743. Von .1. G. Glinelin.
crott. 4 vois. 8vo.--ýriiis work is worthy of' the nanie whicli it

bekfrs : It. is full and particular on the physical and nior-al geo-ra-
phy of Siberia, but especially on its niinesand iroii foundries.

Voyage en Siberie, 1 61. Par Chappe d'Auteroche.
Paris, 1768- 3 vol>. 4to.- -This work gave rise to a -,evure attack
on it, 1111der the title of Antidote. D'Auteroclie's object'on his

travels was principally scientific, but lie lias entered fWly into the

character of' the inhabitants, and especially those ot'the capital,
and into the character, and intellectual and moral stwc of the Rus-

sians in (reneral.

78.3. Relation d'un 'Voyage aux Monts CI . Altai cil Siberie, 1,781.
Par Patrin. Peters. 1785,

784. Recherches ilistoriques sur les Principales Etablies

en Siberie. Paris, 1801. 8vo.--l'lits workl, trati,,Iat(2cl froui die

Russian of Fischer, displays a great deal of researcli, and is not

unworthy ofan author wlio iiiiitated l'allas, Gnielin, Miffler, &c.

7,S5. Itechurelies sur les Il'r*iicll)alt.ýs 'Natliows en '171-.1111t,
du Ruse de Stolleiivecý-. Svo.

78G. Description de Kaiiischatcha. Par
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Ainsterd. 1770. 2 vols. 8vo.-The soil, climate, roductions.
minerals, furb;, habitations, manners, emi loyments, rergious cere-

monies and opinionq, &c., and even the Talect spoken in different
parts, are here treated of.

787. Journal Historique du Voyage de M. Lesseps. Paris,
17190. 2 vols. 8vo.-Lesseps sailed with Le Peyrouse, but left

him in Kaniscliatcha, and travelled by land to France with des-

f atclies froni hini; his narrative gives a lively picture of' the 1'11-
labitants of the northern parts of Asiatic and European Russia.

The work has been translated into English; there is also a Ger-
man translation by Forster.
- 788. Sauer's Account of Billing's Geographical and Astrono-

imical Expedition to the Northern Parts of Russia, 1785-9,1. 4to.
-- An account of this expedition was aiso published in Russian

by Captain Saretschewya, one of' the officers engaged in it.
Parts of' the contincnt, and islands and seas little known,
are described in these two works, but they are deficient in
natural history.

789. Holderness's Notes relating to the Manners and Customq
of the Crim Tartars. 1823. Svo.-Mrs. Holderness resided
four years in the Critnea, and she seenis to liave eniployed lier

time weJI, liaving produced an instructive book on the inanners,
doniestic life, &c., not only of the Criin Tartars, but likewise of

the various colonies ofthe Crirnea. Aà

IX. AMERICA.

"Those %vorks which relate to the discovery of America,
derive their interest rather from their historical nature than

froin the insight they çrive into the physical and moral state
of this portion of the globe. In one important particular

America differs froin all the other quarters of the world,
very early travels in Asia or Africa unflold to us particulars

respectin- races of people that still exist, and thus enable
US to compare theïr former with their present state, %viiereas
nearly all the original inhabitants of America have disap-
peared.

Referrinc therefore our readers to the -historians of the dis-
covery and conquest of America, and -to the Bibliothèque
des Vovages, for the titles and nature ofthose work-s which
detail tfie voyages of Coluinbus, Vespucius, &C., we Shail

confiiic ourselves chiefly to such works as enter more fully
into a de.,criptiun oC the ceuntrv and its colonized Mha-

bitaritý.
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790. Journal desObservations Physiques, Mathematiques, et Bo-
taniques, faites par le P. Feuillée, sur les Côtes de l'Amerique
Méridionale et dans les Indes Occidentales. Paris, 1714. 2 vols.
4to.

791. Suite du Journal. Paris, 1715. 4to.--Excellent works
on the subjects indicated in the title

792. Notizias Americanas sobre las America Meridionel y la
Septentrionel-Oriental. Par Don Ant. de Ulloa. Madrid, 1772.
4to.--This work, which must not be confounded with the con-
joint work of Ulloa and Juan, is rich in valuable matter, physical,
political, and moral; it was translated into German by M. Diez,
Professor of Natural History at Gottingen, who has added learned
and judicious observations.

793 Voyages intéressans dans differentes Colonies Françaises,
Espagnoles, Anglaise. Paris, 1788. 8vo.-The most original
and interesting portions of this work relate to Porto Rico, Cura-
çoa, Granada, the Bermudas, &c.; there are also valuable remarks
on the climate and diseases of St. Domingo.

794. Catesby's Natural History of Carolina, Florida, and the
Bahama Islands. 1734-43. 2 vols. folio.

795. Appendix to ditto. 1748. folio.--The celebrated na-
turalist, George Edwards, published an edition of this splendid
work, with the appendix, in Latin and Frencl4, in 2 vols. folio.
1764-71.

796. Peter Kalm's Travels in North America, translated by R.
Forster. 1772. 2 vols. 8vo.--Chiefly geological and mineralo-
gical; in other respects not interesting.

797. Adair's History of the American Indians. 1775. 4to.--
The speculations of this writer are abundantly absurd; but there
are interspersed some curious notices of the Indians, collected by
the author, while he resided and traded with them.

798. Travels through Carolina, Georgia, Florida, &c. By W.
Bertram. 1792. 2 vols. 8vo.-A most interesting work to
lovers of natural history, especially botany, a study to which Ber-
tram was enthusiastically attached. There is an account of Mr.
Bertram in the Anerican Farmer's Letters.

799. An Account of the Countries adjoining to Hudson's Bay.
By Ar. Dobbs. 1744. l2mo.

800. The State of Hudson's Bay. By Ed. Humphraville. 1790.
8vo.

801. Acclunt of Prince of Wales Island, in the Gulph of St.
Lawrence. By 'J. Stewart. 1808. Svo.-A good deal of in-
formation on the soil, agriculture, productions, climate, &c.: the
zoology imperfect.

802. Hall's Travels in Canada and the United States, 1816-17.
Svo.

s02. Howison's Sketches of Upper Canada. Svo. 1821.
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Hall's is a pleasant and lively work, unfoiding many of the
peculiarities of the manners, eustoms, &c., of Canada and
the adjacent parts of the United States. Howison'a is the
work of an abler man : it is rich in valuable information to

emigrants ; and is, moreover, highly descriptive of scenery
and manners. The part relative to the United States is
superficial.

804. Collection des Plusieu-res Relations du Canada, 1632-1672.
43 vols. 12mo.

805. Ch-arlevo'ix's Travels in North America, translated from the
French. 1772. 2evo4s. 4t.o.- The physical and moral state of
the inhabitants are the priý,&pal objects of this work.

806. Carver'8 Travels through the Interior Parts of North
America, 1 Î66-68. 8vo.-There is n)uch information in this

work respecting that part of America, which has lately attracted
so niuch attention from ies vicinity to the supposed north-west

passage; it is in all other respects, except naturai history, an in-
teresting and instructive work.
807. Longs Voyage and Travels of an Indian Interpreter.

177,1. 3 vois. 4to. Volney characterizes this work as exlii-biting
a most faithfül picture of the life and mauners of the Indians and

Canadian traders. 
: J'J'W

808. Weld's Travels through North Arnerica, 1795-7. 2 vols.
8vo.-Travels in the United States derive their interest and

value from a varièty of sources : the inhabitants of these states
under their government, and the pectiliar circumstances in which.

they are placed, must bée a subject of deep attention and study
to the moralist, the philosopher, the politician, and the political.

economist, while the country itself presents to the naturalist many
and various sources of information and acquisitions to his know- Zý

ledge. The travels of Mir. Weld, and most of those which, we
shall liave to enumerate, were undertaken for the purpose of as-

certaining what advantages and disadvantages an emigrant would
derive from exchanging Europe for America. Thus led to travel

from the principal motive of self-interest, it might be imagined that
these travellers would examine every thing carefully, fully, most
minutely, and -impartially : in all modes except the last, it has

certainly been done by several travellers ; but great caution niust
idincr all travels in the United States, because the

be used in reý ;c
picture drawn of them is too often overcharged, either with good

or evil. Mr, Weld's is a rebpectable work; and like all travels,

even a few vearà back, in a country so rapidly changing and im-

proving, froýn this cause as well as its information on statistics.

soil, climate, morals, manners, &c. may be consulted with advan-

tage. It is to be regretted that he, as well as most other travellers

in America w-as not better prepared with a scientific knowledg
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of natural history. Canada, as well as the United States, is
comprized in Mr. Weld's travels.

809. Mellish's Travels through the United States of America,
1816-17. 2 vols. 8vo.-This is perhaps as impartial and judi-
cious an account of the United States as any that has lately
appeared.

810. Lettres d'un Cultivateur Americain, 1770-86. Par M. St.

John de Crevecœur. Paris, 1787. 3 vols. 8vo.-We give the

French edition of this work in preference to the English, because
it is much fuller. This work of a Frenchman, long settled in the
Anglo-American colonies, gives, in an animated and pleasing man-
ner, nuch information on the manners of America at this period,
the habits and occupations of the new settlers, and on the subject
of natural history.

811. Voyages dans les Etats Unis, 1784. Par J. F. D. Smith.
Paris, 1791. 2 vols. 8vo.- Virginia, Maryland, the two Caro-
linas, and Louisiana, parts of North America -not su often visited
by travellers as the northern states, are here described with con-
siderable talent, and in a pleasing style. We are not acquainted
with the Englisl work, of which this professes to be a translation.

812. Nouveau Voyage dans les Etats Unis, 1788. Par Brissot.
Paris, 3 vols. 8vo.-Statistics, religion, manners, political eco-
nony, agriculture, commerce, manufactures, the arts and sciences,
are here treated of' in a sensible, but rather an uninteresting
manner.

813. La Rochefoucault's Travels to the United States of Aine-
rica, 1799. 2 vols. 4to. Agriculture, statistics, manufactures,
commerce, national and domestic habits, florm the chief topic of
these volumes, which, allowing for some prejudices, present a fair
picture of America at this period.

814. Tableau du Climat et du Sol des Etats Unis. 'Par C. F.
Volney. 1803. 2 vols. 8vo.-Though physical geography and
statistics form the principal portion of this valuable work, yet it is
by no means uninstructive on the subject of national and domestic
character ; and it enters fully into the condition of savage life.

Particular histories and descriptions have been published of
several of the United States; we shall merely notice such
as are the result of personal observation, and as give inter-
esting and instructive information respecting their past or
present state.

815. Belknap's History of New Hampshire, 1792. Boston, 3
vols. Svo. The two first volumes are historical, but many things
in them are instructive to those who wish to trace the formatuon of
character: the third volume relates to climate, soil, produce, &c.

816. The History of Virginia, by a Native and Inhabitant ofthe

place. R. B. Beverley. 1722. 8vo.--The first part is purely
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historical; in the second, the author gives an account of the pro-
ductions of the country; the third relates to the manners, &c. of
the Indians; the fourth is political. There are, besides, many per-
tinent remarks on the physical geography of Virginia, and on its
climate and diseases.

817. Notes on Virginia. By Thoe. Jefferson. 1788. 8vo.
Politics, commerce, manufactures, and navigation, are here treated
of In a satisfactory and instructive manner, but with rather too
mucli the air of philosophy.

8 18. Michaux's Travels to the West ' of the Alleghany Mountains.
1800'. 8vo.-These travels are instructive recrardiig the man-
ners, commerce, soi], climate, and especially botany.

819. Lewis and Clarke's Travels up the Missouri. to the Pacifie
Ocean, 1804-6.' 4to.

8120. Pik-c's Exploratory Travels througli the Western Territory
of North Aiiierica. 4to.

8121. Janies's Account of an Expedition to the Rocky '-\'Iountains,
1819-120- 3 vols. 8vo.

82'.). Schoolcraft's Travels to the Sources of the ,\Iississipl)l.
18,20. 8vo.

8-123. Nuttall's Travels into the Ar-ansa Territory. 1819. Svu.
- These travels describe a vast portion of Ainerica to the west
of the Alleghany Mountains, especially the valley of the Mississippi,
ànd its tributary streams. They are radier prolix and heavily
written. Mr. Jamess work is richest in natural history.

824. A Concise Natural History of East and West Dorida.
By Bernard Romans. New York, 1 î66. 12mo.-The climate,
productions, and diseases of 1lorida are here treat'ed of by this
author, who was a rnedical man, and liad çrood opportunities of ob.
servation and experience.

8255. Description de la Louisiane. Par L. P. Hennepin. Paris,
1688. 12mo.--This author first made Europe acquainted with
Louisiana; but his work is ineagre ori every topic, except the man-
ners, &c. of the nz;.tives.

826. Histoire de la Louisiane. Par M. Le Page du Prats.
Paris, 1758. 3 vols. IQmo.-Durin(,, a residehce of 119-
this author seems to have paid particular atterition to geology,
mineralogy, and other branches of natural history, and lias given
the results of his observations in these volumes.

827. Travels through that part of North America called
Louisiana. Translated and illustrated with notes by R. B. Forster.

1771-2. 2 vols. 8vo.--The author of this work was a _M. Bossu;
who aiso published, a few years afterwards, Nouveaux Voyages
dans l'Ainerique Septentrionale. Amsterdam. Svo.--The first
of these works is chiefly intenesting from the minute details into
which it enters respecting the Illinois territory. Mr. Forster's
translation contains a catalogue of A merican plants.

828. Voyage en Californie. Par lAbbé Chappe D'Auteroche.
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Paris, 1778. 4to.--The city of Mexico, as well as California,

is here described in an interesting manner. As concerns the latter,

this work may be regarded as a standard one.
829. The History of Mexico; to which are added, Dissertations

on the Land, Animals, &c. Translated from the Italian of Clavigero,

by C. Cullen. 1787. 2 vols. 4to.--Besides natural history,

there is in this work much learned research on the ancient history

of Mexico.

THE WEST INDIES.

830. Histoire Generale des Antilles. Par le P. Dututie. 1667-
1671. 4 vols. 4to.-- This work is very full in all the branches
of natural history, and is by no means uninstructive on intellectual
and moral geography.

831. Voyages aux Antilles, &c., 1767-1802. Par J. B. Le Blond.
Paris, 1813. 8vo. Statistics, climate, geology, mineralogy,
diseases, and manners, are the principal topics of this work, and
are treated of with ability and interest.

832. Voyages aux Isles de Trinidad, &c. . Par J. J. D. Laraysee.
Paris, 1813. 2 vols. 8vo.--The first volume relates to Trinidad:
the second to Tobago, Cumana, Guiana, and Margarita. The soiu,
climate, productions, and occasionally the natural history and
geology of these parts are here treated of.

833. Baudin Voyage aux Isles Teneriffe la Trinite, Porto Rico,
&c. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1810.--To these travels Sonnini has
added some valuable notes.

834. Voyage d'un Suisse dans differentes Colonies de l'Amerique.

1783. 8vo.--Martinique and St. Domingo are particularly de-
scribed, and the mineralogy of the latter fully entered into.

835. Bryan Edwards' History of the British Colonies in the
West Indies, and the French Colony in St. Domingo. 1801. 3 vols.
8vo.--This work justly bears an excellent character, and is
very full and minute on almost every topic connected with these
islands.

836. Histoire de St. Domingue. Par le P. Charlevoix. Paris,
1722. 2 vols. 4to. -- This work, drawn up chiefly from the me-
moirs of the missionaries, treats of the political, military, and moral
state of the island, and more briefly of its produce, animals, &c.-
This briefness is compensated in the following work:

837. Essai sur l'Histoire Naturelle de St. Domingue. Par le P.
Nicolson. Paris, 1766. 8vo.

838. Ed. Long's History of Jamaica. 3 vols. 4to. 1774-.-A
work of sterling merit, and if read in conjunction with the following
to supply the natural history of the island, will leave little to be
known respecting this important island.

839. Pat. Brown's Civil and Natural History of Jamaica. 1756.
folio.
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840. Ligon's History of Barbadoes. 1695. 8vo.
841. Labat Voyage aux Isies de l'Amerique. La Haye, 1724.

6 vols. 12mo.-This is esteemed the best work of Labat, and-it
certainly is very instructive in all that relates to Martinique, Gua-
daloupe, St. Vincent, St. Thomas, St. Lucia, St. Eustatius, &c.

842. Voyage à la Martinique. Par Chauvalson. Paris, 1763.
4to. - -Natural history, meteorology, agriculture, and manners.

843. Account of St. Michael, one of the Azores. By Dr.
Webster.--This work, which is published in America, contains
an interesting description of St. Michael, particularly in what
relates to its natural history and geology.

SOUTH AMERIcA.

844. Preliminar al Tomo primero de las Memorias Historico-
Physicas, Critico-Apologeticas, de la America Meridional. Par D.
J. E. Lamo Zaputa. Cadiz, 1759. 8vo.

845. Reise eineger Missionarien in Sud America. Von C. Gott.
Von Murr. Nurem. 1785. Svo.

846. Depon's Travels in South America, 1801-4. 2 vols. 8vo.
-- The Caraccas, Venezuela, Guyana, Cumana, are the principal
objects of this work ; the rural economy, the political and com-
mercial situation of these parts at this period, and the manners of
the Spanish Americans are here treated of in a superior manner.

847. Nouvelle Description de la France Equinoctiale. Par
Pierre Barrere. Pasis, 1743. 12mo.

848. Essai sur l'Histoire Naturelle de la France Equinoctiale.
Par P. Barrere. Paris, 1749. 2 vols. 8vo.--The former of
these works is chiefly confined to a description of the natives,their
weapons, manners, mode of life, &c.: the latter work is full on the
natural history of Guyana.

849. Bancroft's Essay on the Natural History of Guyana. 1769.
8vo.--Besides natural history, this work may be consulted with
advantage on the manners, &c. of the natives.

850. Stedman's Narrative of* a Five-Years' Expedition against
the Revolted Negroes of Surinam, 1772-7. 2 vols. 4to.--There
is an air of romance in several parts of this work, which, though it
adds to its interest, raises suspicions ofits accuracy and faithfulness,
and that it has been in the hands of a t 1ding editor: still it is a
work from which a lively picture may be Îobtained of Surinam and
its inhabitants.

851. Tableau de Cayenne. Paris, 1793. 8vo.--Climate,
produce, mode of culture, manners and nautical observations form
the principal topics of this work.

852. Narrative of a Voyage to Brazil. By Th. Lindley. 1804.
8vo.--This work contains much information regarding the po-
litical, commercial, and domestic state of the Brazilians, with
some notices on natural history. As Brazil used to be visited by
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our ships before we obtained the Cape, on their voyage to the East
Indies and China, much information may be gained from several
voyages to the latter, especially from the accounts of Lord Ma-
cartney's Embassy by Staunton and Barrow.

853. Luccock's Notes on Rio Janeiro, an-d the Southern Parts
of Brazil. 1820. 4to.--Mr. Luccock resided eleven years in
Brazil, and he seems to have been a careful observer; his work
gives much new and important information on agriculture, statistics,
oommerce, mines, manners, &c., but it is heavily written.

854. Koster's Travels in the Brazils. 1816. 4to.--This work,
together with Luccock's, Henderson's, and Mawe's, comprize a
body of information on Brazil, nearly complete on all points
except natural history, and that must be sought in Prince Maxi-
milian's Travels.

855. History of Paraguay. By Charlevoix. 1760. 2 vols. 8vo.
- This work is full on the plants, animals, fruits, &c., of this
country ; and is particularly interesting from the account it gives
of the celebrated and singular Jesuit establishment in Paraguay.

856. Voyages dans l'Amerique Meridionale, 1781-1801. Par
Don F. de Azara. 4 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1809.-The author, who
was commissioner of the lines of the Spanish frontier in Paraguay,
gives in this work much information on the climate, soil, &c. of
countries- little known; and the value of it is enhanced by the
notes of Cuvier and Sonnini on natural history.

857. Relation de la Voyage dans les Provinces de la Plata. 8vo.
Paris, 1819.

858. Historia de Abifponibus. Autore Dobutzhoffen. Vienna,
1784. 8vo.--This work has lately been translated into English:
had it been carefully and judiciously abridged it would have been
acceptable, but it is tiresome from its extreme minuteness on un-
interesting points.

859. Historia del Descubriniento y Conquesta del Peru. Par
August de Zarate. Anvers, 1555. 8vo.--This work is not
merely historical, but it also embraces many interesting particulars
on physical geography, and the manners, religion, &c., of the
Peruvians.

860. Histoire des Incas, traduit de l'Espagnole de Garcilasso
de la Vega. Amsterdam, 1737. 2 vols. 4to.- - The interest of
this work arises from its accuracy and fullness on the laws, govern-
ment, religion, &c., of the ancient Peruvians. To this French
translation is added a history of the conquest of Florida.

861. A Voyage to the South Sea along the Coasts of Chili and
Peru, 1712-14. By Mr. Frezier. 1717. 4to.-- The object for
which Mr. Frezier was sent related to the defence of Peru and
Chili; but he also enters fully into an account of the mines and
the mode of working them, and into a description of manners,
domestic life, &c.

862. Journal du Voyage fait à l'Equateur. Par M. de la Con-

I
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damine. Paris, 1751. 4to.--Besides the detail of astronomical
observations, this work is interesting from the personal narrative
of the labours of the academician, and instructive on several points
of physical and moral geography.

863. Humboldt, Voyage aux Régions Equinoctiales du Nouveau
Continent, 1799-1804. 6 vols. 8ve.

864. Humboldt, Relation Historique de son Voyage aux Ré-
gions Equinoctiales du Nouveau Continent. 2 vols. 4to.

865. Humboldt, Essai Politique sur le Royaume de la Nouvelle
Espagne, Paris, 5 volà. 8vo. 1811.--Perhaps no traveller ever
equalled Humboldt in the possession and exercise of such an
union of qualifications requisite to render travels instructive and
interesting ; nor would it be easy to name any travels which have
so completely exhausted the subject of them, as those, the titles
of which we have given, if taken in connexion with the more purely
scientific appendages to them.

866. A Voyage to South America. By Don George Juan and
Don Ant. de Ulloa. 1758. 2 vols. Svo.--Peru, Chili, Cartha.
gena, Porto Bello, and Panama, are described in these volumes
with great talent and science with regard to their natural history,
climate, and productions; and together with the civil,- political,
and domestic life of the inhabitants, and various other topics.

867. Helm's Travels from Buenos Ayres by Potosi to Lima,
1806. 12mo.--Natural history, and chiefly geology and mine-
ralogy, with a very particular account of the mines of Potosi.

868. Compendio della Istoria Geografica, Naturale e Civile de
Chili. Bologna, 1776. 8vo.

869. Chiliduga sive res Chilenses. Opera Bern. Havestad.
Munster, 1777-79. 8vo.-Natural history, the character of the
inhabitants, their music and language are bere treated of in a
superior manner.

870. Molina's Geographical, Natural, and Civil History of Chili,
1809. 2 vols. 8vo.-An excellent work, which fulfils what the
title promises.

POLYNESIA.

871. An Historical Collection of the several Voyages and Dis-

coveries in the South Pacific Ocean. By Alex. Dalrymple. 1770.
2 vols. 4to.

872. Captain James Burney's Chronological History of the
Voyages and Discoveries in the South Seas. 5 vols. 4to. 1803-16.
-Both these works are by men well qualified by science, learn-
ing, research, and devotedness to their object, to perforrl w1l what
they undertook on any subject connected with geography and
discovery.

873. Keate's Account of the Pelew Islands. 1788. 4to.
Ss12
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874. A Missionary Voyage to the South Pacific Ocean. By
Captain Wilson. 1799. 4to.-- Otaheite is the principal subject
of this work.

875. Mariner's Account of the Tonga Islands in the South
Pacific. 1817. 2 vols. 8vo.-This is a very full, accurate, and
interesting icture of the manners and character of a singular peo-
ple, drawn from long and attentive observation on the spot.

AUSTRALASIA.

876. Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Australes. Par le
, President de Brosses. Paris, 1756. 2 vols. 4to - This work is

more highly prized on the continent than with us: it certainly is
not equal to some of our histories of voyages either in judgment,
accuracy of information, or extensive views.

877.R elation de deux Voyages dans les Mers Australes et des
Indes. 1771-73. Par M. de Kerguelen. Paris, 1781. 8vo.

878. Voyage à la Nouvelle Guinée. Par Sonnerat. Paris, 1776.
4to.-- Natural history, and especially zoology and ornithology.

879. Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes. 1800-4.
Par Peron. 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1811.

880. Captain Th. Forrest's Voyage to New Guinea and the Mo-
1iccas, 1774-6. Dublin, 1779. 4to.--This work supplies what
is wanting in Sonneret's, as it is full on the physical and moral
character of the inhabitants, and on their language, mode of life,
and trade.

881. Governor Phillips's Voyage to Botany Bay. 1789. 4to.
882. Collins' Account of the English Colony in New South

Wales. 1801. 2 vols. 4to.
883. Wentworth's Statistical, Historical, and Political Descrip-

tion of New South Wales, and Van Dieman's Land. 1819. 8vo.
884. Oxley's Journey of Two Expeditions into the Interior of

New South Wales. 1820. 4to.- These British colonies are im-
proving so rapidly that no description can long be full and accu-
rate. Mr. Wentworth's work is, we believe, as good an account as
we have; and Mr. Oxley's is interesting from 'giving an authentic
description of the interior of this singular country. A perusal and
comparison of the best works that have been published regarding
it from the date of that of Collins to the present time, would ex-
hibit a rapidity of improvement, of which there are few examples.

885. Some Acccunt of New Zealand. By John Savage. 1808.
8vo.-- A judicious and instructive work on the manners, religion,
and character of the natives. Further information on these points,
and likewise on the productions of New Zealand, may be gathered
from Captain Cruise's Ten Months' Residence there, just published.
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Canaries, 149. 622. 651-653. England, Eastern, 488. 497.
Candia, 282. Ethiopia, 137. 608. 615. 619, 620.
Campagna, the, 412, 413. 428. 673.
Cachenere, 732. Etna, 391. 420.
Caubul, 780.
Carolina, 794. 798. F
Canada, 802-807.
California, 828. FEaoE Isies, 2:5.
Carpathian Mountains, 309. Fez,.591. 593. 598-600.
Caraccas, 846. Finland, 237.
Cayenne, 851. Itrida, 794. 798. 824.
Ceylon, 134. 734. 749-751. France, 77. 79. 96. 104. 158, 159.
Celibes, 754.163165. 167. 171, 172. 177.
China, 92. 679-682. 684, 685. 761 18(1. 182. 184. 193, 194. 197

-770. 199. 431-469.

Chili, 868-870. Friesland, 354.
Circassia, 1oi.
Constantinople, go. 94, 95. 97. 105. G

111. 287. 289. 297. 301. GEoac.î, 80. 88. 712-715.
Corsica, 397. 419.-- in America, 798.
Congo, 638.
Cochin-China, 742. Germany, 79. 83. 85. 104. 158-Coren-ia, 7 4 2. 160. 162. 165, 166. 172. 175.Corea, 771, 772.. 177. 179. 183, 184. 187-190Crimea, 290-293. 789. 194. 196, 19. 199. 244. 313-Cumana, 846. 694.

Ethiopia,1137.668..615. 619, 620

D

DAMAscUs, 97. 135.

Darfour, 131.
Dalmatia, 195. 283. 304, 305. 427.

Danube, 533, 334.
Dauphiny, 452.
Dahomy, 635.
Denmark, 179. 190. 234. 243.

Desert, Great, of Africa, 596, 596.

E

EAST INDIES, 81. 85. 90. 102. 110.
118. 123. 132. 134. 137. 151-
154. 679, 680. 706, 707. 716-
748.

Egypt, 100. 102-104. 106-108.
110, 111. 113. 117, 118. 121.

131. 135-138. 605-620.

Elba, 404, 405

England, 96. 175. 178. 180. 192.
199. 483-520.

, \estern Counties, 488.
500.

-, Northern, 489, 490. 497.

-- -,Southern, 497.

wii u, t el, Ô ô)5

Greece, 89 101. 103, 104. 107, 108.
113, 114. 116. 160. 169. 181.
196. 279-282. 285-287. 294
-299. 301-305.

Guadaloupe, 841.
Guayana, 846-849.
Guernsey, 553, 554.
Guinea, 145. 149, 150. 630-634.

H

IsTORIEs of Voyages and Travels,
14-43.

Hanover, 326.
Hartz Mountains, 338-340.
Hesse, 341.
Hebrides, 519, 520. 522, 523. 527.

531-535. 538.
Holland, 83. 96. 162. 167. 172. 175.

193.-See Netheriands.
Holstein, 246. 320.
Hungary, 107. 124. 160. 194. 284

306, 307. 316. 322. 330.
Hudson's Bay, 799.

I and J

JAPAN, 681. 684. 757-760.
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Java, 756. Nctherlands, 169, 160, 167. 180.
Janaica, 148. 470-482.-SCe Holland.
Jerisalen, 95. 97. 135. 140. Nepaul, 777-779.
Jersey, 552. New Hampshire, 815.
Jura, 461.-Guinca, 878. 880.

Jutland, 246.-Holland,'881-884.
Instructions for Travellers, 1-13.-- Zealand, 885.
Iceland, 228-234. Norway, 78. 227. 239. 241-245.
Indian Archipelago, 755. Normandy, 438. 441, 442.
Ionian Islands, 285. 305. 417. Nubia,133.614.618.620.
Ireland, 78. 508. 514-516. 539-

549.

Italy, 99, 100, 101. 104. 114. 121.
159-163. 167. 171. 173. 176 ORKNEY Islands, 521. 523. 526.
-178. 183. 184. 187. 189, 190. Otaheite. 57-61. 874.
19t1. 196. 316. 385-430.

K

KAMSTCHATCHA, 130. 786-788.
Karamania, 697.

L

LA PL AND, 10,223-226. 237-239.
242. 247.

Lakes of Cumberland, &c., 488.
Levant,81.88.115.128.139.181.597.
Lithuania, 249.
Lipari Isles, 416.
Loo Choo, 772.
Louisiania, 825-827.

M

PALESTINE, 99, 100. 104. 107, 108.
113, 114. 117, 118. 133. 138.

Paraguay, 855, 856.
Persia, s. 87, 88. 90, 91. 95. 102.

106. 111. 114. 118. 137. 683.
703-712. 715.

Peru, 859-867.
Pelew Islands, 873.
Portugal, 77. 164. 171. 176. 192.

557-562. 568. 574. 577.
Poland, 104. 124. 17<). 185. 236.

263-267.
Polynesia, 871 -875.
Prussia, 98. 158. 185. 348. 350.
Provence, 443. 453.

Prince of Wales Island, 747, 748.
Pyrenees, 454, 455.

MADEIRA, 127. 148. 622. 650.
Madagascar, 130. 150. 665,666.668. R
Maellan Straits, 147.

Maldives, 151. RAGUSA 427.

Malta, 170. 393. 395, 396. 415. Red Sua, 129. 132. 134.
Man, Isle of, 527. 550, 551. Rhine, the, 180..318. 321. 328, 329.
Malacca, 685. 331. 352,.353. 443. 42> 463.
Martinique, 841, 842. Rhodes, 282. 296.
Mauritius, 667. 669, 670. Rugen, Isle of, 351.
Mecklenbergh, 320. Russia,81.85.87Y88-90,91, 92. 98.
Mexico, 828, 829. 863-865. 107. 124. 179. 185-236. 249-
Morocco, 136. 591--594. 598. 603. 262.

Moluccas, 151.
Moldavia, 323.
Mogul Empire, 684.-See E. Indies.S4

Raausa, 427.34.5547

Sardinia, 418.N Sahara, Iesert of, Africa, 595,596.

NAPLES,-59î1.44. 414. 424. 428. St .1Eu7tat9us, 841.
Ss4
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St. Lucea, 841. Thibet, 775, 776.
St. Michael, 843. Thesaly, 285.
St. Thomas, 841. Thrace, 104.
St. Vincent, 841. Tonquin, 685. 743-
St. Helena, 127. Tonga Isies, 875.
Scandinavia, 107. Transylvania, 107.3(
Scotland, 501, 502. 506, 507, 508. Tripoi in Afrca, 60

510. 515-516. 518-540. in Asia, 136.
Selborne, 496. Turkey, 88, 89. 92-
Senegal, 622-628. 106, 107. 112.
Shetland, 524, 525. 158. 174. 198.
Sicily, 121. 166. 169, 170. 181. 198. 289. 296. 683.

392-394. 396. 399. 414, 415. Tunis, 113. 170.
424. Tyrol, 173. 183.

Silesia, 316, 349. 425.

Sierra Leone, 629.
Siam, 739-741.
Siberia, 781-785.
Sleswick, 246. UNITED Suites, 794,
Spain, 77, 78. 96. 164. 176. 434. 803. 808-814.

560-567. 569-581. Valais, the, 368. 374.
Spanish possessions in -Europe and Venezuela, 846.

America, 120. Vesuvius, 391.
Surat, 127. Virginia, 816, 817.
Surinam in South America, 850. Volcanoes, 391. 428.
Sumati-a, 752.
Sweden, 101. 158. 179. 190. 227. W

236, 237. 240, 241. 244. 248.
Switzerland, 161, 162. 165. 171. WALLACHIA, 323.

175. 177. 182. 186. 188. 199. WaleS,488-495.
316. 355-384. Wendes, the, 327.

Syria, 103, 104. 131. 133. 136-138. West Indies, 148. 1
689.T692. 793. 830-842.

i-

745.

06. 311, 312.
q, 602. 604.
. 170.
-95. 100-102.
118. 124. 136.
268-278. 288,

308. 310. 512.

v
795-798. 802,
818-823.

451.

50. 152-154.

T

Tangier, 79.
Tartary, 85. 90, 91, 92. 94.

107. 249. 773, 774.

z
ZuRIcH, 79.

101 Zaire River, in Africa, 637.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH.

A Arsonautic expedition, 24.
AAristotle's knowledge of geography,

ABYssINIA, ancient trade, 93. 50.
Adam of Bremen, 293. Arabians carrying trade with India
Africa, East of, trade to in time of at a very early period, 229. In

Nero, 241. timeofNcr0, 240. Commerce
Discoveries in by Portuguese,

533. pby in ditto, 279.
-, Travels and Discoveries in, Arrian's knowledge of geography,

in18Ath and r tth centuries,c4x72. 251.
- , in thewest and inter'or, 473. Athens, ancient commerce, 144.

,tin the N. 478. Commercial laws andtaxCs,146.
in the S. 4i6. Corn trade, 148. Slave trade,

Agatharcides, geographical know- 150.
ledge, 93. Asia, commerce of, in middle ages,

Alexander the Great encourages ge- 316.
ography and commerce, 57. 7p7.h N. E. discoveries in, 428.

Knowled.e ofIndia, 60. -A travels in, in o fth and 9th

Alexandria dlt,183. Its advantages centur2es5. 486.
for commerce, 83. Library and Augustus's attention to maritime
librarians, 87. af43 irs and commerce, 197.

Alfred's attention to geography and Australasia, discoveries in, 467.
commerce,.288.

America discovered by the Ice-
landers, 291. By Columbus,
348. Productions when disco- BALTIC commerce in Ith century,
vered, 349. 293.

travels in, ini8th and 19gth Barcelna, early commerce of, 313.
centurCes, 488. Baffin's voyages and discoveries,360.

Antwesp commerce in iC6th century, Benjamin of Tudela, his notices of

375. Asiat c commerce, 316.
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Behaim's ("hart, .351. LCnglish and Dutch commerce in I6th
Behring's (liscoveries, .360. and 1 7th centuries compared,
Black Sea, ancient commerce in, I59. 410.
Britain invaded by (iesar, 12 Eratosthcncs, 88.
Britons, their ships, 19.3. Etruscans, commerce, 11 2.

-commeI)rce, I95. Ethiopia explored by Romans, 225.
Bruce's Travels, 4-19. Euxine, anclent commerce, 251.
Burckhardt, 481. Europe, general view of its trade in

iS5th century, :514. At present,

CARTHAG,anicienlt,.31. (,omuiierce,
:57. Destros cd, 176. Nýaval

> wars, 12 1. 124. FAlas, ancient, 150.
CSear,.JtIiiis, surves of the Empire, France, commerce in middle ages,

1)23. 304. Iu l6th and î7th centu-
Carpini, ý1 7. rie's, 417Î. At present, 516.
Cape of Good Hope discovered, 33Î Florence, commerce in middle age§,

Cao,3- , travels in, 485. 304.

Caravan trade, 525.
Cevlon, ancient notices of, 226. G
Cilicia, ancient conhmerce, 17-7. GAUL commerce of 186..
China, in middle ages, 279q. Genoa, commerce in middle ages,

- route from, in l4th century, 302.~22. Gama's Voy-ages, -539.
Corvus, the, described, 1120. Gerniany, ancient conumerce, 19.5.
Corinth, ancient commerce, 152. At present, 515.
Cosmas, 1269. Greenland discovered., 291.
Cook's, Captain, discoveries, 431. Grecian ancient commerce, geogra-

454. 468. phy, and ships, 2o. 30. 144.
Commerce in l8th century, 502. 512. -Colonies, 157.
Crete, ancient commerce, 177.*Crusades, effeet of, on commerce,H

300.H

HAMLCARts Voyage, 4 1.
D Ilannos, 41.

jHanseatie League, 294.
DENIMARK commerce in 16th and ! Henry, Prince of Portugal, 334.

17th centuries, 422. i Herodotus, 45.
Dutch commerce in l6th and 1l-7th Hipparchus, 1loi.

centuries, 38:3. 4 10. Hudsons Voyages, 559.

E 1Iand J
IEGYPTIAN ancient commerce, 1:5.8-2. ICELAND discovered, 290.

106. Ships, 17é. Jews, commnerce of', 18.
English commerce in 15th, 16th, and India, as known to Alexander, 60-.

17th centuries) 314. 3590. :397d3 Direct ancient trade wirh, 105.
:598. 401. 404. 407. 410. 412. A ncient routes to, 210. Trade in

- shippin2y, 409. time of -Nero, 24,3. And China,
England, commerce and shipping in ancienttrade between, 271. Iu

18Q220. middlt ageî, 273.
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MAcEDONIA, ancient commerce, 161.
Marseilles, ditto, 187.
Marinus, the Geographer, 254.
Marco Polo, 318.
Mariners'.Compass, .earliest notice

of, 328.
Maps and Charts of middle ages,

329. In 16th and 17th cen-

turies, 367.
Magellan, 352.
Mauro's Map, 330.
Mercator, 366.
Monsoon discovered, 227.

RED Sea, 95. 225. 236.

Rhodes, ancient commerce, 166.
Maritime history, 39. 11C. 167.
Conquered by Romans, 172.

Rome, ancient naval wars, 118. 123.
Commerce, 197. 200. 219. 221.

264.
Romans, ancient geography of, 223.

261. Survey ofempire, 223.
Rubruquis, 317.
Russian commerce in 16th and 17th

centuries, 424. At present,
514.

NS N SABEA, commerce of, 97.

NAVIGATION, improvements in, in Sanuto, bis notices of commerce, 321.
18th century, 497. Scandinavian maritime affairs, 287.

Nearchus, 61. Scotland, commerce of, in middle
New South Shetland discovered, ages, 310. In l6th and l7th

456. centuries, 414.

New Holland, 363. 468. Scylax's Voyage, 43.

Netherland commerce in 16th cen- Sicily, ancient trade, 134.
tury, 374. Silk history of,.212.

North-west passage, 358. 438. Spai, ancient commerce, 129. At
N'ortS-east passage, 361. present, 517.

Suar, history of, 2om.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

Indian coinmodities, price of, af-
fected by discovery of the
Cape, 370. Trade at present, PARK s Travels, 475.
522. Petrea ancient trade of, 232.

Inland trade in middle ages, 311. Periplusgeographyofthe,'235. Com-
In 16th and 17th centuries, 416. merce of, 236.

Itineraries, Roman, 253. Persia, ancient trade, 243.
Italian commerce in niddle ages, Penteugarian Tables, 267.

299. Peterthe Great's attention to geo-
Justinian's Fleets, 273. graphy and commerce, 425. 429.

Phoenician commerce and ships, 3.

K 5. 10.
Pharos described, 84.

KoTZEBUE's discoveries, 434. Pliny, 248.
Polynesia, 470.
Posidonius, 104.

L Ptolemny, 255.

LIBURNIANs, 115. Ptolemies of Egypt, their attention
Laconia, ancient coramerce, 154. to commerce, 84.
La Maire, 356. Polybius, 22.
La Perouse, 433. Portuguese discoveries, 333. 342.
Lyons, ancient commerce, 189. Pythias of Marseilles, 51.

M R
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Sweden, commerce in i 6th and I 7th v
century, 422. At present, 513.

Strabo, 226. VANCOUVERS, 433.
Syene, WeII of, 88. Venetian comumerce in middle ages,

299. 3013.

T United States., commerce, 524.

TRoy, Siege of, shipa at, 29.w
Travellers, modern, advantages of,W

500. WORLD, what stili unknown of.,491.
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TO

'rHE SEVENTEEN VOLUMES

0F A

GENERAL HISTORY AND COLLECTION

0F

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

Thte Roman Numerals refer Io the Volumes: t/te Arabic eumeralst I

the Pages.

A Aloes, vi. 114. viii. 181. 267.

ABysSINiA, vi. 176. Alligator, X. :502.
____- Customs 0f, 306. Aibicore, x. .309.

Acapulco described, x. 264. Aînbergriss, i. 92.

Adams, W. Voyage to, and Resi- Ambassadors, Voyage of three, frons

dence in Japan, viii. 64. England to Constantinople, i. 56.

Aden, in Arabia, vi. 265. 298. vii. 68. AMERicA discovered by Icelander',

AFRicA in general, vii. 220. West i. 43. Discovered by Colum-

Coast, ii. 210.270. xi. 73. Man- bus, ii. 52. 59. 11i. 43. 255.

ners, dress, &c. ii. 223. 227. 242. - , North West Coast, Conk's

251. Animais, 231. Produce, -discoveries on, xvi. 260.

23o. Ships, 25o. East Coast, Americus Vespasius, iii. 342. His

à. 319. vi. 448.4 70.viii.406.468. first Voyage, 352. Second Voy-

Alfred's Geography of the World, i. age, .366. Third Voyage, 573.

21. Fourth Voyage, 379.

Albuquerque's Voyage, ii. 456. Con- Amboina, Massacre at, ix. 537. De-

quests, vi. 402. Death, 161.* 1 seribed, x. 319. xv. 143.

Almao, iv. 41.5. Defeated by F. Amsterdam, Isle of, and Inhabitants,

Pizar-o., 4:57. Put to'death xiv. 190. 204. xv. 3a5. Dances,

by him, 440. Character, 459. 395. Wrestling and Boxing,

Expedition against Chili, v. 262. 401. Kava, mode of preparing,

Aleppo, viii. 3. 412. Natural History, 421.
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Grand solemnity, 427. Scecalso
Friendly Isies.

Anson's Voyage round thc World,
xi. 200. (>ontroversy respect-
ing the accouint of, 527.

Armienia, i. 281.
Arabia in general, vi. :336.

Felix, interior of, descrîbed,
viii. 380.

Arabian Settlimeuts, on East Coast
of Africa., vi. 73. Arabian Man-
ners, vii. 50.

Armada, the Spanish, vii. 365.
Assassins, Ilistory of the, i. 291.

Ascension Island, xii. .346. xv. 66.
ASIA, Norths East Cape of, xvi. 556.

Reinarks 0on the Geography of
the North East of, xvii. 1,22.

Atlantic South, discoveries in, xv.-
118,

Atooi, [sle, xvi. 148. 17.3. Produce,
17G. luhabitants, 150. 177.
Morai,' 156. Feather cloaks,
15(). Dress, 179. flouises, 181.
Amusements, 18c2. Manufac-
tures, 184. Canoes, 188. Agri-
culture, 189. Government, 190.
Weapons, 191. Religion, 192.
Language. 193.

Auracanians, Manners, &c. v. 233.
x. 1,22. Reli'i4on, v. 25G. Ora-
tors, Poets. &c. 260.

War with th-e Spaniards,
v. 276.

Bear hunting? xvii. 154.

Benjamin of Tudela's, Travels to
China, i. 95.

Bengal, vi. 242. See India and Mo-
gui.

Benzoin, viii. 181.
Bests Voyage to the East Indies, ix.

IBetel Nut, vii. 163. ix. 390.
Betagh's Appendix, to Shelvock's

Voyaee, xi. 20.
Bezoar, viii. 182.
Birmah Empire, vi. 255. See Pegu.
Bolabola, xvi. loi.
Borneo, x. 21. xi. 174.
Bouirgainville, abstract of his Voy-

age, xiii. 477.
Brazil discovered, ii. 57. :598. Des-

cribed, 105. xi. 79. 259. Gold,
259. Diamonds, 261. xii. 388.

St. Sebastian, xi. 79. Rio Ja-
neiro, xii. 382. 39 1. Maiiners,
382. Produce, .386.

Burrough's Voyage to the Azores,
vii. 444.

Bulkeley's Narrative of Byron's ship-
wreck, xvii. 419.

Byron's own Narrative, xvii. 315.
Shipwrecked, 3524. Occur-
rences during bis Voyage in the
boats, 343. Lands in Cbiloe,
38 1. Arrivai ut St. Jago, 399.
In England, 414.

tIoe l c. .- 3- C
cribed, xi. 195.

- Fay ai> vii. 381. xv. 73. CABRAL'S Voyage, ii. 395.
Cabot, iii.,346. vi. 3.

B Cab bage-trce, x. 24 6.
Caffres, xi. 18 7.

BABSIloN, vii. 145. Calicut, vii. 90. See India.
Bagdat, vii. 47 3. viii. 5. California, xi. 4.

Babamas, iii. 410. Camboya, vi.1227. Island, x. 39o.

Bakers Voyage to Guinea, vii. 299. Camoens, v. 42 1.
Banda Isies, vii. 117. 187. xi. 147. Canar% Islands discovered., ii. 19. iii.

Trade of. ix. 449. Wrongs donc i 352. Described, ii. 207. x. 402

the English at, 4.312. Canada, Natives, vi. 5o. Language,.67.

Bantam, xi. 183. Candish's Voyage round the World,
Barbaros Travels to Azof, i. 501. x. 66.
Bassora, vii.- 146. 4-14. viii. 6. Cannibalism, xiv. 2,37.
Basbee Islanmds, x. c284. Cape Verd Islands discovered, ii. 246.
Bataviax. 3:30.:595. \i- 123. xii. 113. Described, 269. x. 194. 404.

xiii. 425. Fruit, 435. Flowers, Cape of Good Hope discovered, ii.
441. Inhabitants, 447. 28 6. Described, viii. 16. 88. 115.
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ix. 117. 122. 221. x. 254. xi. lu (Pekin, i. 523. 419. 472.)
154. 182. xii. 117. Animais, Macao, xi.471. Mannersthere,
188. Sheep, xv. 209. note. 522. Canton, xvii. 237. Sam-
Remarkable stone, 212. panes there, 2.38. Price of pro-

Cape Horn discovered, x. 171. Re- visions at 264
marks on the navigation round, Christmass Harbour, productions
xi. 288. Real position of, xv. and animais, xv. 241.
3. note. Christmas Islatel, xvi. 141.

Carpini's Travels into Tartary, i. 123. Chronometer, Table of its going,
Carvagal, Francis le, character, v. xvii. 165.169.

26. Death, 167. Cinnamon, early notice of; ii. 108.
Cartier's Voyage to Newfoundland Civet, viii. 181.

and Canada, vi. 15. Clerke'sCapt., Death, xvii. 136.158.
Carlet's Voyage to Guinea, vii. 306. Clipperton's Voyage round the
Caravans, vii. 52. viii. 7. World, X. 400.

Carteret's Voyage round the World, Cloves,xi.1q4. x.22.322.
xii. 243. Cocoa Nut Tree, vii. 98. x. 304. xi.

Cassowary, x. 3.25. 112.

Caspian Sea, ii. 151.Coffee, ix.390.
Cattle, mode of slaughtering in Columnusii. 52. ilis Lie, iii.8.

Souith Anerica, xi. 272. 245. Death, 241. First Voy-

Celebes, x..328. xi. 149. xii. 334. age, 43. 255. Second, 90.307.

Ceylon, early notices of, i. 49.382. Third, 147. 339. Fourth, 191.
412. Described, vi.167. vii.104. 339.

169. 501. xi. 141-165. Cold, effects 0f excessive, xii. 398.

Charts of the Sea between Asia and Comora Isies, ix. 224.
America, account of, xvi. 380. Compass, variation of, xii.239. 307.

Chili, geographical view of, v. 219. 352. xiii. 73. 473. xiv. 58. 458.
x. 121. Produce, v. 250. Agri- 488.xv.215.286. 489. xvi.-108.
culture, 253. Food, Houses, 196.!249. 330. 368. 401. xvi

&c. 254. Religion, 256. Ori- 18. 264. 282. 289. 292. 298.

in, Manners, Language, 239. Contarini'sJourneyto Persia,ii. 117.
Natives of the Mountains, 256. Cook, Capt. John, Voyage round the
Trade, xi. 47. State of in the World, X. 66.
i8th century, v. 380. Capt. Jamec, First Voyage,

- Proper, v.22 1. St.Jago, v. 223. xii. 359. Second Voyage, xiv.
xvii.399. Climate, 401. inhabit- 1. Third Voyase, xv. 114.
ants, 401. Houses, 403. Bull Circumstances of bis Death,
Feasts, 404. Amuseients,405. xvi. 446. 469, note. Charac-

Cujo Province, v.229. Pro- ter, xv. 177. xvi.455. Orders

ductions, 230. Mines,231. xi. froiu France and United States

5. Inhabitants, 231. respecting, xvii. 268.

Chiloe Archipelago discovered, v. Cooka river, xsi.

314. Described, 228.392. x.447. Coral Islands, formation of, xiv. 141.

China, early notices of, i. 51. 68. iote. xv.344.

Manners, Dress, Food, &c. 53. Corea, ix.-e7.
60. 72. 364. xi. 127. Laws, i. Cortes, Hernuuîdo, uî.454. 468. iv.
62. 66. 71. 81. Paper-money, 314.

233. Kublai Khan, 318. 420. Coryaes Journe to India, ix. 419.

4-29. Court, 326. 330. 368.475.(ovilhaims Journev to £thlopia,

Ships, 374. Junks, x. 283. No- i..300.

tices of early trade to, ix. 549. Cotton-ee, x. 2-15.

Commodities, viii.190. Ware, Cuba, iii. 271.320. 404.

carly notice M, i. 59. Camba- Cumana, iii.361.
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Cuniberland's, Earl of, Voyage to Flamingo, iii. 406.
the Azores, vii. .375. Flick's Voyage to the Azores, vii.

417.
D Flowers, great variety of, at Batavia,

DAMXAScUS described, vii. 47.a iii40. V 10 1. 4

Damipier'sVoyage round the WorldFodaii.40v.1.49.4.
.236. n488.

Darien descnibed, ii 397. Frederic, Coesar, Travels in India,

Dates, viii. 267. 1 vii. 142.

Davis's, Capt. John, Voyage to thse Friendly Islands, xiv. 204.369. Ge..

East Indies, vii.4:5. neral description of, and of~ the

Dangcrous Archipclaco cotveredf Inhabitants, xv. 447. -Number
P 6' and nanies, 449. Inhabitants,and describeï x1i . stature, 459. Character, 462.

Derbeut described, ii. 150. 474. Dress, 465. Domeatie
Diamiond Mines in Brazil, xi. 26 1. life, 467. Agriculture, 468.

-______- in India, i. 387. Houses, 469. Manufactures,
Downton's Voyaýges to India, viii. 467. 470. Food, 472. Bunials,

406. ix. 167. 475. Religion, 477. Govern-
Drakes, Sir F., Voyage to the West mn.7.Lnug.4541

Indies,vi...66oRonth See Amsterdam Isle-
\Vorld, x. 127. rt,.ra aitofa Bav,l)rugs, account of various, viii. 181. FrII]. vrit4 o;3tBaava

Dutch factorics in the East, at the Funnell's Voyage round the World,
beginning, of the l8th century, x21
XI. 1:31 Furs, collection of, at Oonalashka,

E xvi. 386. At Kamtachatka, xvii.
E 184.

EASTEa Island, and its Inhabitants,
described,xi.91. xiv. 270.278.G

East India Comnpany, English, esta-1G

blished, viii. 102. First Voyage GALVANA'S Stînmary of Discover-
to the East Indies, 5w7r. ies to the Year 1555. ii. 23.

Egypt, Cairo, i. 109. vii. 45. Gama's Voyages, ii. 302.432.
Alexandria, i. i ii. Trade - Stephano le, Voyagye to

of', 112. Suez, vi. 287.
Eimeo [sie described, xvi. 62. 70. - Vasco de, vi. 200.
Eldred's Voyages and Travels to Gasca,Pedro dela,v. 10i. 107.161.170.

Bagdat, Baissora,, &-c. viii. i. Gambia River, ii. 251.
Elephants,, ii. 252. vii. 87. 189. 236. Gambroon descnibed, xi. 158.

àx 394. Geergia, Ilec of, described, xv.25.
Eooa Isie, xv. 44 1. Goldn Trade in Africa, early notice
Erigce las Voyage tAthiens, i. 20. of; ii. 218S.

Euiphrates, Navigation of, viii..3. Goa conquered by the Portuguese,
Vi. 13 1. Described, 47.

F Goitres in India, ix. 236.
F Got hic Language, i. 16 5. 507.

FALKLAND Islands descrihed, xiu.47. Greenlanders described, 1. 41.
Faval describedvii.381. SeeAzores. Guadaloupe described, iii. 981. 142.

Fenes Voyage to Guinea, vii.1. 38

Fernando (le Noranha, Ilie, describ- Guaixi Island described, X.230.
ed, xv. 69. Guana , The, described, x. 306.

Fitch's Journey overland to India, Guava fruit, x.261.
vl;.470. viii.254. Guayaquil described, x, 565.
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Gainea, Voyagm tne in the 16th India described, lx. 379. Prcydüde,
Century, vii. 211. Animals, Yi. 269. à. ffl. M.

Natives of, descri wd, vii. .394. PeppLIr,, i. 404. Dianiond
243. See Affica, West Coast. Mines, 387. Houses, ix.391.

Guinea pepper described, x. 461. Castles, Viii. '280.284. CliMateq
i X. 3 9.5. Manners, Clistoms,

H i. 85.94-384.408. Vi.2V9. Vii.
157. 482. Mahometahs in,, ix.

H.4,icRo'sTravelsintoTartaryi.262. 404. IlindoOS3, 409. Bmh-
Hawkin's residence in the Mogul mins, i.387. Idols, 407. Pa-

Ennire, viii. 22o. codas, ii. 362. La*s, 25.3.
Hawkesworth's, Dr., vindication of Court Ceremonies in the 16th

himself, as editor of the Voy- Century,364.407. See Mogul.
ages, xiii. 272 note. Bengal described, i. 251. vi. 242.
Hearne's Journey in the North-west vii. 109. 478. Calicut described,
parts of America, Abstract of, 11. 54.5.522. vii. 90. Cambay,
xv. 148. vii. 80. 47.5. viii.302. Canda-

liepaei Isles described, xv. 358. har, ix. 212. Cochin, ii.419.
Musicand Daincing,-363. Le- vii. 164. Xi. 162. Corornandel

foogan, one of them described, Coastxi.!5,5. Deccan.vii.84.
369. Delhi, viii. 2,92. See Mogul.

Hervey's Isle discovered and des- Goa, Diu, vii. 149. Guzerat,
cribed, xv. 334. vi.227. Lahoreviii.295. ix.208.

Helix Janthina and Violacea des. Malabar Coast, ii..347. 467. vi.
cribed'. xü. 370. 48 1. xi. 160. Surat', viii. 2 7 5.
H!*ppopotatnus described, ii. 253. ix. 119. 230. 391. xi. 157.

Hispaniol des ibed, iii. 133. 159. Sinde, ix.im. Trade before
277.ý, 29. 387. discove of the Cape of

Hippon's Voyage to India, viii.'4-S6. Good Uope, vi.73. State of,
- Account of, by at the beginning of the 16th

Floris, viii. 440. century, vi.81. English Fac-
Hogan's Embassy to Morocco, vii.. tories in, in 1616, ix. 238.

320. Indians of Americal, food, iii.215.
Holythura Physalis described, xii. Dress, Cames, &-c. 266. 270.

370. 277-322.36.9. At south extremity
Honduras described, iv. 267. of South America, v. 401. xii.
Horn Island, x. 179. 152.155.405. See Patagonians.
- Cape. See C,&m Hom. Indigo, viii.289.

Hottentot's described, x. 234. xi. Irish, account of, in 16th century,
185. vii. 394.

Huabeine Island described, xiii. 78. Isabella, first colony in the West

. religious ceremonies in, Indies, iii.31:5.
xvi. 7,3. See Society Islands. Jaloffs, ii. 221-227.

Hudson's Bay Abstract of Discove- Jamaica described, iii. 115.
ries in, xv. 144. Japan described, i. 37 5. vi. e82. viii.

Hurricanes in American Seas, xi. 8,3. 78. xi. 178. Commodities
vendible in, ix. 71. 7.5.

1 and J Japanese manners, îx. i o. Court,
25. Festival, si.

ICELANv digeovered, i.4. Java described, i.37à.40P. vi. 1ý53.
Ice Islands, lxiv. 48. 2«. Ëdttr. Vii. 11'.9. viii. 142. 1-85. X. 46.

on th* fôrrhàtior- -6f, XY. 4.3. 86. 33 1. xi. 118. 16*6. Court
Iéy C*pë, 4.vi. - t44. Ceremonee% vin 166. Bàn-

1hmýOf Plerù> 11.3ft. tam, viii-là3. eirit Ezjcliqh
Fadtory in,'irW. -141. ID

T T
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Jesso, ix. 70. xvii. 227. note. Mauritius described, viii. 218.
Juan Fernandez described, x. 201. Marlow's Voyage to the East In-

219.296.353.481. xi.88.311. dies,ix.91.
Magellan's, F., Voyage round the

K World, x. 4.
-Straits discuvered, X. 11.

KAMTSCHATKA, description of, xvii.-remarks on the
66.17 1. Climate, 175. Produce, Navigation of, xii. 7. Anchor-
173. 178. Curious Plants in, ing places and distances in,157.
180. Animals, 184. 194. inote. Manilla, x. 83. 281.

Furs, 184. Fish, 191. Salmon, Mallicolo lsland described, xiv. 379.
192. Volcanoes, 177. Inha- 425.

bitants, 197. Dress, 216. Mangea Isle described, xv. 3o6.
Houses, 87.213. ' Towns, 215. Marquesas Islands and Inhabitants
Sledge, 77. Trade, 307. Dis- described, xiv. 295.
covery and History of, 198. Melinda iescrihed, ii. 336.

Kava drink, xv. 412. Mecca, Port uf, vi. 262. City, vii.
Keeling's Voyage to the East Indies, 58.

viii. 199. Medina described, vii. 54.
King George's Island discovered and Mexico, iii. 421. 432.

described by Byron, xii. 83. City described, iv. 37. 16
Kossir, part of, described, vi. 330. taken by the Spaniards, 165.
Kublai Khan, Account of, i. 318. Mexican Painters, iiL477. Manu-
Kurile Isles described, xvii.217. factures, 478. Mois, 495.

Michelburne's Voyage to India,

L viii. 86.

LANCASTER's Voyages to India, viii. Middleton's, Capt. Henry, Voyage to
13.107.ia, viii. 191.361.

Ladrones, the, described, x. 13. 206. Ba a anDatheMoyuccas,

Le Maire'sVoyage round theWorld, viii. 307.,343.
x.162. Straits discovered, 170. Mindanao Islands described, xii-309.
On the Navigation of, xii. 412.On he aviatin o, Xi. 12.Middleburg Islands described, xiv.

Le Hermite's Voyage, x. 192.
Lediard, Mr., account of, xvi.375.

note.Moscow described, i. 162.
nia cot oi 5o 5. Mosquito Shore described, iii. 189.

Lima, account of, in 1550, iv. 350.Montezuma, iii. 21. 35. 39. 55. 67.
See Peru. 70. His court, 43. Treasures,

Llama, the, described, x. 462.
Locusts described, ii. 219. 71 et,19
LocustsVdscried, Gi. 219. 29. Moluccascdescribed, vi. 18.3. vii. 117.
Lok's Voyage to Guinea,vii.229. iii. . rade and Stateof,

M ix.3. X.22.
Mogul, meaning of the word, and

MAHOMMEDANS, Travels of two, to Enpire, of in the 16th Century,
India and Chinain the 9th cen- vi. 233., in 1616. ix.3î8. Court
tury, i. 47. 0f, viii.229. ix.302.311.320.

Macassar, Straits of, described, xii. His birth-day, ix. 343. Tornb,

318. viii. 508. Power, customs,&c.

Madagascar described,vii. 2. viii.261. viii. 245 291. ix. 260.413.421.

Madeira discovered, ii. 19. 177. MutEmpire, climateof, ix.389.
Described, 206 xi. 234. xii. 362. Animals,387. Trees, r89. Ri-
Vines of, 363. vers,.390. See India.

Malacca described, vii. 113. xi. 152. Mocha described, viii.328. xi.172.
Mandeville's Travels, i. 432. Trade, viii. 483.489. Gover.
Maro Polo'. Travels, i. 266. M or of his.feast, viii.479.
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Mononiot a, vi. 449. See Africa, ants and those of the New
ai xiv. 451. note.

East oast. 1 Hebrides,
Monsoons, account of, Viii. 9. New Hebrides, xiv. 423.

Musk) i.,313. Viii. i si Norfolk lqley xiv. 476.
Norwavj.493. FoodManners,494.

N NootkaSound, xvi.22i. Produce,
22j. Animals, 225. Inhabit-

NAvy, English, in Queen Elizabeth's 1 ants, 208. 214. 1217. 230.
tîine, vii. 460. Houses, 239. Villages, 21 G.

Nautical Instruments, account of,1 Furniture,.241. Food,244. Em-

taken b Capt. Cooke in his loyment, 245. Weapons, 247.

Second ýoyage, xiv.2o. note. M tifactures, 248. Languages,

Naturai History, notices on, xv..3.3:5. 255. Vocabulary of;.301.

xvi.266.312. 'ý--)hells, xii.57o. Nutinegs, vii. Il 7. X. 323. xi. 147.

372). Botanvxii..395. xiv.507.

note.xvii.lýd. Green .\nts,xiii. 0
253.;34 1. Their Nests, 260. 342.

Cat ' erpillars, ibid. Crabs, xiii. Oderîc's Travels into Cliina and the
257. T%,o new geïes of Birds, 1 East, i. 392.
xv. 17. Of Van ieman's Land Omai, notices of, xiv. 165. xv. 18,3.

xv. 2ý59. Of Amsterdàm Isle, 327. His reception arnong his

xv. 42 1. Blatta, the, xvi. 77. Countrymen, xvi. 7. Establish-
&c. xvi. 98. Arctic ed on his Island xvi. 73. 8 1.

Wa!rus, xvi.345. Arctic Gull, Oondlashka described, xvi. 321.373.
xvii. 104. White Bear, xvii. Ve,,etables,395. Animals,394.

114. Fursat,386. Inhabitants,387.

New Holiandgeneral description, 398.

x.288.xîii.3.38. Produce,3.39. Ormus described, vi.103. vii.78.

Animal s, 302.,-54 1. Inhabitants, 148. 475. Ships of, viii. 6.

345. Personalappearance,346. Ostrich, xi. i sq.

Houses,349. Food,35i. Weà- Otaheite discovered and described

pons,355. Canoes,357. Lan- by Wallis, xii. 175. 204. Ex-

guage, 359. Botany Bay, xiii. tent, xiv. lai . Surface, xiii. 2.

2.30.240. Port Jackson., xiii. Produce, 3. Xvi. 112. 119.

243. EndeavourRiverxiii.311. Windsý Ili. Animals,, xiii.4.

Straits, xiii. 3:55. Inhabitants' stature, xiii. 4.

Newfoundland discovered and de- Personal custoins, 6. xiv. 155.

scribed: iii. .346. vi. 3. Lan- note. Tattooing, xiii. 7. Cloth-

Plage of, iii. 32. in,, o. Houses3 12. Food, 15.

Newport's Voyage' to the East In- xiv.176.xvi.119. Bread-fruit,
dies, ix. 1,37. xiii. 16. Drink-, 18. xiv. l',79.

New Guinea described, x. 188. .eals, xiii. 19. Musical instru-

New Britain, xi. 107. xii. 2.96. ments, xiii. 2,3. Dances, 25.

New Zealand., Xiii. loi. Face of the Theatre, xiv. 153. xvi.39. Fe-

country, 118.148.155-161-218. male morals, xiii. 26. xiv. 180.

Xv. 267. Plants, Animals, xiv. xvi. 122. Arreoy, Xiii.27. Ma-

99. xv. 287. Inhabitants: Xî1i. nufactures, xiii. 294. xvi. 118.

125.147. 164.18-1.192. Xiv.103. Cloth5 29. Dyes, 32. Matting,

119. xv. 281. 293. Languaee, xv. &c. 34. Fish-hooks, 36. Tools,
:ýô i. Villages, xiii. i 5o. Queen .37. Canoes, xii. 214. xiii. 38.

Charlotte's Soend, xiii. 199 xiir. 3 15. Naval review. xiv.

xiv. liq. £26. Duskv 13ay, 307. 526. Xvi. 46. Éxtelit

xiv. 97. i of their navigation, xvi. jes.

New Caledonia, xi%ý. -179. 451. 473. Swimmîno, - ..
ýrý X11- 467. Wrest-

Contrast between its Inhabit- ling match, 454. Divisîon
T T 2
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of time, xiii. 44. Numera- Penguins described, X. 145. Peu-
tion, 45. Langîîage, 46. xvi. guin fruit, 269.
117. Diseases, XII]. 4 7. XVI. 115. Pcyîon's Voyage to the East hIdies,
Mourniing and Funeral, xii. ix. 451.
478. 491. xiii. 54. xvi. 41.,51. Philippine Islands described, x. 274.
Religion, xiii. 59. xvi. 125. See Manilla.
Huinan Sacrifices, xv. 24. Pizarro., v. 75. 129. 151. 16 1. Death
Priests, xiii. 61. Governnîent, of; 167.
66. xvi. 1,32. Inhabitants con- Plaintain Tree, viii. 259. x. 204.
trasted with those of the Friend- Portuguese transactions in India, vi.
ly Isies, xvi. 114. Custorni 0f, 98. Empire in the East, in the
similar to those of distant l7th century, vii. 36. Settle-
Islands, xvi. 122. note. Cir- ments in the East in 1616, ix.
ctînnavugatiurî, xii. 482.-See 2.39.
Society I slands. Potosi Mines discoVered, v. 94.

Owhyhee discoVered and described, Prince William's Sound described,
xvi. 321. 373. Ceremnonies uied xvi. 279. Animals, Xvi. 286.
to Captain Cook, 424. Inha- Inhabitants, 279. Language,
bitants, 4.31. Gomes, 4:36. Ta- 285.C

hoo, 427. - Sece Sandwich Prings Voyage to India, ix. 4 51.
Islands. ProaBlyi ng, described, xi. 464.

Pubo Tiînooan described, Xii. l09.
P Pubo Condore described, X. 281.

XVii. 280.

PAGODAS, 1. 362.
Palm.îree in Chili described, v. 230.
Palmito described, viii. 260.

Patagonians, account of, x.8. xi. 272.
xii. 29. 127.-133.

Panamia described, x. 2.50. Produce,i
255.

Paradîse, bird of, described, x. 32.5.
xi. 114.

Pallîser Islands described, xi. 99.
Pacifie Ocean, discoveries in., XV.

120.
Payta described, xi. 37 2.
Pearl Fishery, account of, i. 93. iii.

392. vii. 167. x. 506.
Pearl Oysters, account of, x. 248.

306.
Pear, prickly, v. 261.
Pegu described, Vi. 1 73. 25.5. vii.

110. 184.4-90. viii. 448.
Pelican described, X.:305.
PeruVian Spaniards, their character,

V. 182.

Perii, bouses., &c. x. 240. 'Pedlars,
xi. 25. Lima. xi. -,o. Climate,
352. Manners, food, &c. 32.
Mines near, 37.

Persia described, .,i~. .

Persian Gulf, account of', vi. 189.
Pepper, Vii.18.3.

Qu F:x- Charlotte's Island (o'\Vales)
discoVered and described, Xii.
168. Islands of Carteret, xii.
275.

Quito, Island of; descnibed, xi. 39.3.
Quirinis's Voyage into -Norway,, i.

485.

R

RA1,-oLu's and Dassel's Voyage 10
the Senegal anrd Ganîbia, Vi.
342.

Red Sea, vi. 149. 262.285. 291. 299.
3 15. 334. :' 49. 352.

Rhinoceros, account of, i. .579. viii.

Robart's Embassy to Morocco, vii.
327.

Rous, Sir Thomas, Embassy 10 the
Mogul, ix. 247.

Rogyer's, Wood, Voyage round the
World, x. 3207.

Rogrgewin sVoyage round theWýorld,
xi. 65.

RowIe's Voyage t0 the East-Indies,

Rubnuquis' TraVels 010o Tartary, i.
161.
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Russia, early accotînt of, i. 509. ii. Soto's Expedition into Florida, v.
162. 440.

Rutters Voyagre to Guinea, vii. 293. Solynan Picha'sF.xpedition to India,
vi. 257.

Sofala kingdom dcscribed, vi. s9.
Socotra descrihed, vi. 96. 2'27. viii.

SALT Trade in Africa, account of, 264. 412. ix. 226.

ii. 215. Solomon's Islands described, xi. 103.

Soloînon's Voyage to the Eait In- Society Istands, general descrip-
(lies, ix. 110. tion of, xiii. 92. Vocabulary,

Sago dcscribed, x. 17.5. xv. 8.-Sec Otaheite.
Samarkand described, i. 298. South Her-nisphere, short account
Saris' Voyage to the East Indies, of Voyages to, xiv. 2.

viii. 465. Spanish Comniere hetween Manilla
Savage Islandl dcscribed, x. 359. and Acapulco, in the middle of
Sandwich lsl nd, of Carteret,xii. 298. the isthl century, xi. 40ý5.
Sandwich Land, xv. 54. Spilbergen'sVoyage round theWorld,
Sandwich Islands of Cook discover- x. 149.

ed aud descrihed, xvi. 172. 195. Steven's Voyage to Goa, vii. 462.
xv*i. 1. Numher, xvii. 2. Owhy- Steele and Crowther's Voyage from
hee , 3.-See Owhyhee. Mo- India to Persia, ix. 206.
weci1i. Atooi, 13.-,SeeAtooi. 'Staten Island described, xv. 5. 11.
Clirnate, 1 4. A.nimals, 15. In- St. Laurence River described, vi.
hahitants, 19. Stature, 20. 44. 55.

Nuinibers, 22. Character', 2.3.* St. Helena described, ix. 116. x. 88.
Dress, 27. Villages, 32. Food, xi. 193. xv. 64.
.53. Dances and other amuse- St. Catherine off' Brazil, x. 437î. xi.
mcents, 34. Arts, 38. Govern- 254.
ment, 41. Religion, 45. Ta- 1 St. Jagýo, Port Praga Bay, xiv. 29.
1)00.48. Marriages and Fune- Suigar, early notice of, i. :573.
rais, 4 9.5 1. Sumatra, Aucount of; i. 38 1. iv. 180.

Savu Island and Inhabitants describ- vii. 11:5. 174. viii. 50. 55. 121.
cd, xiii.387. 407. xi. 167.

Schouten and Le Maires' Voyage Surat îlescribed, viii. 275.
round the World, x. 162.

Seneiral River described, ii. 220. T
Sea Figyhts in the lGth century, vii. TN saddsrbd i.33

396.TAN Isaddsrbd v.3.

Selkirk, Alexander, account of, X. 4 15. Volcano and hot springs
:549. 1n, 405. 411.

Sea Lion descrihedxi.318. xv.6. 15. Tartary descrihed. i. 115. Soul and

- Bear, xv. 15. climiate, i. 1271. Dress, man-
Sea, xwarmnth at different depths, ners, 128. Superstitions, 131.

xî.3.note. Mili tarY habits, 140. 311. Court,
Shelvock'sVoyage round the World, 152. 180. 188. 1974. 217. 224.

x .47; xi. 2 0. Khan of, 154. Hotises, 166.
Sharpcyv'b Voyage to India, viii. 3 14. Food, &c. 188. Law-s, 177.

Shah Riokh's, the Einbassador, Tra- Buirial, &c. 177. 184. 301. Re-
vels to Cathay, i. 461. ligion, 209. Samarcand, i. 298.

Siam descrihed, vi. 16.9. vii. 17î7. ITea, Partis notice of, i. 6 1. Manner
viii-. 188. 448. ix. 110. xi. 171. of cultivating, ix. 554.

Silver Fish, carly notice of, x. 29.5. iTcrrv's Voyage to India, ix. :568.
Sniall Pox, Ravages of, among the Terr'a del Fuego descrihed, x. 1,98.

Auiracanians, v. 297. iLâ. 404. 410. Xiv. 497. 505.

T T 3
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Ternate described, xi. 151.
Teneriffe, Peak of, account of, xii.

369. v Island described, xv. igi.
194 

-Thibet, early notice of, i, 342. 425.
vii. 34.

Timor Isle described, viii. 187.
Tinian Isle described, xii. 102.
note.

Titnoan Isle described, xii. -109.
Tobacco, early notices of; iii. 213.

369. vi.,54.

Towerson's Voyage to Guinea, vii. i
273.

Torpedo Fish, account ofý, xi. 42
Tongataboo Isle described., xv. 385.

Natural history of, 4-21. in-
habitants, dancing, 395. Wrest-
ling and boxing, 401. Grand

solemnitv at, 427. Kava, mode
412.-See Am-

.terdain Isle and Friendly
Isles.

Tortoises' Land, X. 122.
Toobouai Isle described, xvi. 3. In-

habitants, 5.
Trade Winds, xiv. 139. note.

Trinidad, iii. 340.
Tripoli in Asia, viii. 2.

Tschutski described, xvi. 538. .562.
387.
Turkey, Account of, i. 96. Con-
stantinople, 96.

Turtles desc'ibed, x. 223. 306. 376.
xi. .396. xv. 67."

U and V

ULIETJEA Island and Inhabitants de-
scribed, xvi. 97.-See Society

Island.

Unicorn., early notice of, i. 57.

VerthemWs Travels in Egypt, Syria
Arabia, Persia, and India, vii.'

41.

VanNoort'sVoyage round theWorld,
X. 112.

Vanilla described, x. 261.
Van Dieman's Land, potices of, xv.

256. Natural history and ani-
mals of, 259. Inhabitants, 262.

Vicuma, the, described, X. 462.
Voyages of Discovery, advantages

of, xv. 154. To nautical sci-
ence, 160. To the history of
the Human Species, and its-

migmtions, 167. To the inha.
bitants discovered., 170.

w

WALLis's, Capt., %age round the
World., xii. 120.

Wallis's Island described, xii. 2-2 1.
Water Spouts described, x. 287.

xix. 105. xiv. 106. note.
Wateeoo Isle described, xv. 312.

Weenooa-ette Isle described'. xv. 332.
Weert Sibbald'a Voyage round the

World, x. i 3o.
Wel3h's Voyage to 13enin, vii. 33 1.
Whales, notices respecting, xv. 4.

note.
Whiddon's Voyage to the Azores.

1 vii. 358.
Win dham'sVoyage to Gui'neavii.216.
Wood, Benj., Voyage to the Easît

Indiesviii. 40.

Wulfstan's Voyage to the Baltie, i.
15.

z

ZrNos' Voyage, i. 438.
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VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

PARTI.

Voyages and Travels of Discovery in the middle ages-;
from the era of Alfred King of England, in the ninth cen-
tury, to that of Don Henry of Portugal, at the commence-
ment of the fifteenth century.

PART II.

General Voyages and Travels, chiefly of Discovery; from
the era of Don Henry in 1412, to that of George III. in

1760.

PART III.

General Voyages and Travels of Discovery during the era
of George III., which were conducted upon scientific prin-
ciples, and by which the Geography of the globe has been
nearly perfected.

PART IV.

Historical Deduction of the Progress of Navigation, Dis-
covery, and Commerce, by sea and land, from the earliest
times to the present period.
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TABULAR VIEW OF THE CONTENTS OF

THE SEVENTEEN VOLUMES.

VOLUM I.

Discovery of Iceland by the Norwegians.
Voyages of Ohthere to the White Sea and the Baltic.

Remarkg on the situation of Sciring"eal and HSthum, by
J. R. Forster.

Voyage of W ùýlfsiein'in the Baltic.
1 of Sighelm to India.

Travels of John Erigena to Athens. C

Geography of the known worid as described by King Alft-ed.
Travels of Andrew Leucander.
Voyage of Swanus to, Jerusalëm.

of three ambassadors from England to Constantinople.
Pilgriniage of Alured to jerusalem.

of Intrulphtis.
Orichial discovery of Greenfiind by the Icela.iders in the" ninth centu.ry.

Early discovery of America by ditto, in 1001.
Travels (if two Mahonietans into India and China, in the

ninth century.

' of Rablii Benjamin from Spain to China, in the
twelfth century.

of au Eiicylishman in Tartary, in 1243.
Sketch ofthe Revolutions iin Tortary.

Travels of Carpina to the Moguls, &c. in 1246.
of Rubruquis into Tartary about 1253.
of -Haitho, in li54.
of Marco Polo into C- hina, &c. froin 1260 to 1295.
of Oderie, in 1318.
of Sir John Mandeville, in 1322.

Itinerary of Pegoletti between Asofand China, in 1355.
Voyfges, of Nicolo and Antonio Zeno, in 1380.

Travels of Schildtberger into Tortary, in 1394.
-- . of the Ambassadors of Shith R-okh, in China, in 1419%,

VO -ni, in 1431,'Yýque and Shipwreck of Quiiri
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Travels of Josaphat Barbaro from Venice to Tanna ýnow_
Asof ), in 1436.

VOLUME Ilà

Various early pilgrimages froin England to the Holy Land,
between 1097 and 11079.

Discovery of Madeira.
Discovery and conquest of the Canary Islands.
Discoveries along the coast of Africa ; and conquests in India,

from 1412 to 1505.
Summary of .the discoveries of the world, froin their com-
..-- mencement to 15551, by Antonio Galvano.

Journéy of Contarini into Persig, in 1478-6.
Voyages of discovéry by the Portuguese along the western

coast of Africa, during the life d Don Henry.
Original journals of the Voy Cada Mosto, and Pedro

de Cintra, to the coast of" trom 1455.

VqYeges of dis>*ove'rv by, the Portuguese along, the cqest of'

Africa, fýorn tl;e deaih of Don- Henry, in 14639 tu the
-4iscovery. of the'Cape of Good Hope in 1486.

Histiory of the discovery and conquç« of India by the. Portu-
gueseý between 1497 and 1505, by Herrnan Lopes de
Castaneda.

Letterb from Lisbon in the btginning of the 16th century, re-

specting the discovery of the route by sea to ladja, &c.

VOLUME III.

History of the discovery of Arnerica,'and of some of theearly

conquests in the New- Worid.

Discovery of America, by -Columbus, written by h.is son Don

Ferdinand Columbus.
writteii by Antonio (le

Herrera.
An account of the Voyages of Amerieus Vespucius to the

New Worid, written by himçel£
Discoveries and settlements of the Spaniards in the West

ladies, from the death of Columbus, to the expedition of

H(u-nando Cortes against Mexico.
Eistory of the discovery and conquest of Mexico, written in

15682 by Çaptain Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Qne of the

conquerors.
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VOLUME IV.

History of the discovery and conquest of Peru, written by
Augustus Zarate.

VOLUME V.

Continuation of the history of Peru, extracted from the Com-
mentaries of Garcilasso de la Vega.

History of the discovery and conquest of Chili, taken from
various sources.

Discovery of Florida, and ineffectual attempts to conquer that
country by the Spaniards,-from the General History of
America, by Herrera.

VOLUME VI.

Early English Voyages of discovery to America.
Voyages of Jacques Cartier, from St. Maloes to Newfoundland

and Canada, in 1534-5.
Continuation of the discoveries and conquests of the Portu-

guese in the East; with some account of the early Voy-
ages of other European nations to India.

Discoveries, &c. &c. from 1505 to 1539.
A particular relation of the expedition of Solyman Pacha,

from Suez to India, against the Portuguese; written by a
Venetian officer in the Turkish service on that occasion.

Account of the Voyage of Don Stefano de Gama, from Goa
to Suez, in 1540; written by Don Juan de Castro.

Continuation of the account of the Portuguese transactions in

India, from 1541 to thé middle of the 17th century; fron
De Faria's Asia.

VOLUME VII.

-Voyages and Travels in Egypt, Syria, Arabia, Persia, and
India, by Ludovico Verthema, in 1503-8.

in India, _&c. by Cesar Frederic, in
« 1563-81.

Second Voyage to Barbary, in 1552, by Captain Thomas
Windliam.

Voyages to Guinea and Benin, in 1553, by Captain Wind-
ham and Antonio Anes Pinteado.

in 1554, by Captain John Lok.
-p-- --- in 1555, by William Towerson, merchant,

of London.
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Second Voyage to Guinea, in 1556, by William Towersoat,
merchant, of London.

Third, in 1558.
Instructions for an intended Voyage to Guinea, in 1561'.
Voyage to Guinea, in 1562; written by William Rutter..
Supplementary account of the foregoing Voyage.
Voyage to Guinea, in 1563, by Robert Baker.

in 1564, by Captain David Carlet.
- and to the Cape de Verd Islands, in, 1566,

by George Fenner.
Account of the embassy of Mr. Edmund Hogan to Moroceo,

in 1577 ; by himself.
Account of the embassy of Mr. Henry Roberts from, Queen

Elizabeth to Morocco, in 1585; by himself.

Voyage to Benin, beyond Guinea, in 1588, by James-Wele.

Supplement to the foregoing.
Second Voyage of ditto in 1590.
Voyage of Richard Rainolds and Thomas Dassel, to the·

Senegal and Gambia, in 1591.
Some miscellaneous early Voyages of the English.
Voyage to Goa, in 1579, in the Portuguese fleet, by Thomas

Stevens.
Journey over-land to India, by Ralph Fitch.
Supplement to ditto.

VOLUME VIII.

Voyage of Mr. John Eldred to Tripoli, and thence by land
and river to Bagdat and Basorah, in 1583.

Account of the Monsoons in India, by William Barret.
First Voyageof the English to India in 1591, by Captai

Geo. Raymond and James Lancaster.
Supplement to ditto, by John May.
Voyage of Captain Benj. Wood towards the East Indies, in

1596.
of Captain John Davis to the East Indies, in 1598.

- of William Adams to Japan, in 1598.
of Sir Edward Michelburne to India, in 1604.

First Voyage of the English East India Company in 1601,
under Captain James Lancaster.

Account of Java and of the English at Bantam, from 160;
to 1605.

Second Voyage of the Company, in 1604, under Captaia
Henry Middleton.
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Third Voyage of the Company, in 1607, under Captain Wil-
liam Keeling.

Narrative by William Hawkins during his residence in the
dominions of the Great Mogul.

Observations of William Finch, who accocipanied Hawkins.
Voyage of Captain David Middleton, in 1607, to Bantam

and the Moluccas.
Fourth Voyage of the Company, in 1608, uider Captain

Alexander Sharpey.
Voyage of Captain Richard Rowles.

Fifth Voyage of the Company, in 1609, under Captain Da-
vid Middleton.

Sixth Voyage. of the Company, in 1610, under Sir Henry
Middleton.

Journal of the same, by Nicholas Downton.
Seventh Voyage of the Company, in 1611, under Captain

Anthony Hippon.
Notices of the same, by Peter Floris.
Eighth Voyage of the Company, in 1611, under Captain John

Saris.

VOLUME IX.

Ninth Voyage of the Company, in 1612, under Captain
Edward Marlow.

Tenth Voyage of the Company, in 1612, by Mr. Thomas
Best.

Observations made on the foregoing by different persons.
Eleventh Voyage of the Company, in 1612, in the Salomon.
Twelfth Voyage of the Company, in 1613, under Captain

Christonher Newport.
Voyage of Captain Downton to India, in 1614ý
Supplement to ditto.
Journey of Richard Steel and John Crowther, from Agimere

to Ispahan, in 1615-16.
Voyage ofCaptain Peyton to India, in 1615.
Proceedings of the factory at Cranganore, by Roger Hawes.
Journal of Sir Thomas Roe, ambassador from James I. to

the Emperor of Hindoostan.
Voyage to India, in 1616, by Mr. Edward Terry.
Journey of Thomas Coryat from Jerusalem to the Court of

the Great Mogul.
Wrongs done the English at Banda by the Dutch, in 1617-18.
Fifth Voyage of the Joint-Stock by the Company, in 1617,

under Captain Pring.
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Voyage of the Ann-Royal from Surat to Mokha, in 1618.
Voyage to Surat and Jasques, in 1620.
War of Ormus, and capture of stlat place by the English

and Persians, in 1622.
Massacre of the English at Amboyna, in 1623.
Observations during a re idence in the island of Chusan, in

1701, by Dr. -Jaines Cunningham.

VOLUME X.

Historical account of early circumnavigations:
of Magellan, in 1519-22.
of Sir Francis Drake. in 1577-80.
of Sir Thomas Candish, in 15E6-8.
of Van Noort, in 1598-1601.
of George Spilhergen, in, 1614-17.

ofSchouten and Le Maire, by Cape Horn, in 1615-17.
of the Nassau fleet under Jacques Le Hermit, in j 623-6.
of Captain John Cooke, accompanied by Captains Cow-

ley and Dampier, in 1683-91.
in 1703-6, by William Funnell.
in 1708-11, by Captain Woods Rogers and Stephen

Courtney.
in 1719-22, by Captain John Clipperton.
in 1719-22, by Captain George Shelvocke.

VOLUME XI.

Voyage round the world, in 1721-3, by Commodore Rogge-
wein.

in 1740-4, by Lord Anson.

VOLUME XII.

Commodore Byrons Voyage, in 1764-6.
Captain Wallis's Voyage, in 1766-8.
Captain Carteret's Voyage, in 1766.9.
Captain Cook's first Voyage, in 1768-70.

VOLUME XIII.

Captain Cook's first Voyage continued and concluded..
Abstract of Bougainville'sVoyage, in 1766-9.

VOLUME XIV.

Captain Cook's second Voyage towards the S. Pole, in 1772-5.
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VOLUME XV.

Captain Cook's second Voyage concluded.
Captain Cook's third Voyage, in 1776-80.

VOLUME XVI.

Captain Cook's third Voyage continued.

VOLUME XVII.

Captain Cook's third Voyage concluded.
Commodore Byron's narrative of his shipwreck, &c.; written

by himuseWf.
Bulkeley's narrative of' the samne.
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THE END.
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